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This famous strain of ours lias proved to be tfie King
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Our "Hunter River" Lucerne is genuine broad-leaved,

upright, Dodder Free variety. Before purchasing else-

where, write us for samples and particulars.
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.^
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Dutch "Bettys" of the XVI.
Century

The lamps of the sixteenth century were
as primitive as the lamps of four or five

thousand years earlier. But about 1610,

Dutch metal workers produced lamps
known as "Bettys" made from tin, pewter
and copper, which were exported to other
countries. To-day our homes are flooded
with light. We can read, sew. write and
work in comfort. The brilliant, soothing
light, produced by

Laurel Kerosene
Tht soft white light

is pure and clean, giving a mellow light

that is restful to the weakest eyesight, and
keeps the oculist away. No fumes, no
smoke, perfectly safe. For lighting, heat-

ing and cooking it cannot be excelled.

Laurel is our new trade mark name for the

highest qualityAmerican Kerosene ever sold

in Australasia and replaces our old brand.
White Rose.

Imist on Laurel

Vacuum Oil Company Pty. Ltd.
Throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand
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Farm Surveying
is now made Easy,

Accurate, and Cheap
Il"s very difficult—in fact, taking a big risk

—

to attempt to lay out a drain, plan a channel,

or find the height of a spring with home-

made appliances.

Levelling Instrument
and Transit No. 99^.

shown above, has been specially designed by

the world-famous Starretts to meet the re-

quirements of all kinds of Draining, Irrigat-

ing, Road Building. House Foundation,

Grading. Setting Out Orchards, Fences,

Getting Angles, and every kind of Farm

Work requiring such an mstrument.

The Price,

78/- complete,
is but a fraction of that usually charged for

a surveyor's transit. The Starrett No. 99

B

will prove invaluable in performing many
tasks that have hitherto been done by guess,

and therefore unsatisfactorily.

Get Accuracy Guaranteed
No. 99 B, with Telescope and Extension

Legs, 78/-. No. 99 F. with Telescope,

Extension Legs, and Ground and Graduated

Level Glass, £7 10/-. Levelling Instru-

ment. No. 101. 60 -.

Booklet Post Free. Send your Address.

Tools for the Farm,
Home, and Workshop

IVrite us for any Tool you require.

Alpha Sprayers give satisfaction

The "Alpha" Sprayers have won no fewer than 18 Gold and Silver

Medals since September, 1909, including ihe Gold Medal al (he

Hexham Spraying Competitions in 1910, when the Alpha
Knapsack No. 5 was in competition with machines representative

of every well-known make.

Neither internal nor external to tVTe ALPHA
is there one mechanical part.

SPRAYS ANY KIND OF LIQUID. THICK OR THIN.

Made in Two Sizes—

Hand Sprayer No. 3

Capacity. 3 quarts. Fitted with

Reversible Spraying Arm, Con-

trol Tap, and Nozzle. Complete

with Air Pump 22/6

Knapsack No. 5
Capacity, 3^ galls. Supplied with

4 ft. Delivery Hose, 2 ft. Spray-
ing Lance, Disc Nozzle, Large
Size Strainer Funnel, Powerful
Foot Pump £4 complete.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET POSTED FREE

P^^ Proprietary Limited

For Farm and Orchard Tools,

554-66 & 582-88 Collins St.,

Melbourne. Estd. 1860.

na
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Practical Farm Power

Alamo
Petrol

Engines

Simple,

Compact,
Strong.

a
oN
•c
e

a

To reduce our stock of these Engines we are now offering them at the low

figure of £50, which is very much below Pre-War prices. The Piston

_, Rod Bearings are of High-grade Gun Metal. And the Crank Shaft

^OSt Bearings are babbitted good quahty Anli-frictlon Metal, well proportioned,

f and inclined at an angle of 45 dig., thus relieving the bearing-caps from

Or force of impulse. The Crankshaft is counterbalanced. The Machine-cut

pj • Gear works silently and with accuracy, ll is started by Electric Ignition,

IxUnnillg the Igniter is of hammer and break type, and is of simple construction.

Q I] The Governor is of the Centrifugal type, is very sensitive, and speed can

Omia.il. be adjusted while engine is work.ng. Fuller particulars on application.

A 22 Gall. Circulating

Tank is connected here.

Price 30/- extra.

The "Little Jumbo"
Splendid for Dairy and lighl Farm work.

Uses Petrol. Is Water Cooled. Stocked

in one size only 1^ B.H.P.— which it

fully develops. (Under a severe working test of four hours* run, a "LITTLE JUMBO" main-

tained 2 B.H.P. The average working cost is l|d. per B.H.P. per hour.) Works faithfully

to set speed. A marvel of efficiency at a low working cost. Simple to understand. With Battery

Ignition. £16. With Magneto Ignition, £18 lOs. Circulating Tank 30s. extra in each case.

Expert Advice on Ii*rigation Free

391-403 Bourke St., Melb.

324-330 Pitt Street, Sydney
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
SIRE-MABEL'S

Dam's Performance under «, . ,
Government Herd Testing. ''3 dajs. Age.Balls.

1. ETTIE 4th (2889) December, 1914

This SesLSon . . 8,743 lbs. Milk.
446 lbs. Butter (i-it test).

2. SILVERMINE 5th (1386) • Febniary, 1916

Last Season . . 6,515 lbs. Milk.
322 lbs. Butter (6-18 test).

3. AUDREY LASSIE (S2S) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season . . 7,657 lbs. Milk.
440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

CHIEF (imp.),

Bolls.
Dam's Performance under »« .»__ a
Government Herd Testing. ''»'>•»» Age.

4. LASSIE 2nd (1136) - December, 1916

Last Season .. 9,3S5 lbs. Milk.

613J lbs. Butter (4-79 test).

This Season .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
478 lbs. Butter (4 -91 test).

5. LASSIE (509) - - January, 1916

Last Season . . 7,340 lbs. Milk.
425 lbs. Butter (5-08 test).

This Season . . 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (5-24 test).

Apply :-C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gaaranlee. Plate

Glass, Personal Accident and Sickness,

Employers* Liability, Workmen's Compen-

sation. Pablic Risk, Motor Car. and Burslary.

wm- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Baclielof of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Slate Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blackamithing, Carpentry, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool
Claasing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MENS COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our Prospectus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW^

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
UME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
WoTkm- DAVID MITCHELX,

CAVE HILU 5o/. Profrlclor.

ULYDALE. OLJVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable AgriculturuU lay that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

Tk* Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students mar be enroUed «t maw tim*.

Altmrnativm Coaraea—
(a) Diploma Course Three Years,

(i) One Year's Course.

Total Feea—

£25/-/- per annum.

Tlie College contains modem and well equipped laboratory sod le<3ure hall. siDgle bedrooms, reczaatioa and
sports grounds.

Of the 5.913 acres of farm land at Dookie, 1.000 acres were put under crop by students last season: ud champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society** Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fmit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb RaUinc. Daiirins.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees^£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS. Esq., Secretary. Council of Agricultural E^acatioa.
Department of Agriculture. Melbourne, or the Principals of the CoUegea.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloe*.

Benewable CarrOD
Boxes & Oil Caps.

The only Steel
Wheel that has
stood the Teat.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS

Wtaecli Quaraataed lor t yean afttintt Breakage, ic.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.-Irrigationists, OrchardisU, Farmeri.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

WtaeeU,8e**nd82'<lia. 4'Tyrea. Table. 91 1 61 feet Pole or Shafts. Weighs 10 cwt

Ordinary Block Wagon bo carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
Thn% Wheels are guaranteed and will laat for aXl ttm«.

HIGHEJl WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wagons buUt to carry an; weight up to tO tons.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Track body, and all classes of little Wasons for Farm and Station work.
Waaons Skipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

BRUCE STREET.
KENSINGTON. VICTORIAR. J. L. HILDYARD,

Alfa-Laval" Separator

BARTRAM'S are Head-quarters
FOR ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

-

" L.K.G." Milkers, "AKa-Laval" Separators, " Excell

"

2-cow Separators, " Bartram " Engines, "Prairie-State**

Incubators and Brooders, Irrigation Outfits, &c. Also

for "Leslie Salt Licks" and " Meggitt's Linseed Oil

Meal.**

" BARTRAM " LINES ARE THE BEST OF THEIR KIND -ALWAYS

Send for descriptive Catalogs, Post Free on request.

J. BARTRAM & SON KJ 586 Bourke St. MELB.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
s YOUR EYES =

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect In the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Eto., Eto.

WOOD 77ie Optician

'ItSSlSnS Equitable Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne
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W. & W 606

No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence Is so good as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

Cyclone SprinE Coil Fenc* it made of

belt quaiity wire, calvmniaed. Moisture doea
not affect it. Expanaion and contraction cauaed
by changea in temperature are provided fof by
crimps m the hoiizontal linea. Once up, the
fence ne«<ls no after atraining.

Qet our Catalogue. It tells you more about it

The crimpi make the fence elastic

Stock ruahing it are thrown back, and both
•tock and fence are uninjured. TV« cross

bea, I ft. apnr^ make a perfect web, through
which no stock. can paaa,

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
458 SWANSTON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE
I

Seed Wheat and Seed Oat Cleaners&Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved conclusively by Practical Fanners
that graded seed is hardier in growth
T. and increases the yield per acre ~

Sticks, Str.iws^
& otiier larj^e

J-

8UbstanCi:s J

Small Oats,
Seeds. Drake,
and Itruken

Grain

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

/"Oalf

\ and
(.Barley

Chain driven
ImproTed Pattern for Season 1917

Will remove from Wheat :—Cracked and Small Grain, Oats, Wild Oats,
Barley, Grass Seeds, Sand, Chaff, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

^^^^^^^^ PORT MELBOURNE ^^Hi^^^Hf^B^^HIHH
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NuNAN's Rktent Spray System
Enhance youi proBts; increase your returns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Nunan's Patent Spray Irrigation System. Produces a
Rainfall as Steady as Nature's Own. Nunan's is the simplest method
known lor soakins your ground readily and naturally. Send (or hill details to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King St^ Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Victorian Deposit.

Basic Phosphate intensely ground 15% and 17% Phosphoric Acid

(Registered at 2 to 3% citrate soluble, 13 to 14% citrate insoluble.)

NOTE.— There Is no citric acid in the soil. Recent wrilen stale that aluminium phosphate intenaelu

ground, while /airly available as a plant food, is but slightly soluble in citric acid.

57/6 and 63/6 per ton
ON RAILWAY SIDING. MACAULAY

The deposit was originally found by Mr. A. M. Howitt, Field Geologist,

and is being developed in co-operation with the Scientific Officers of the

Geological Survey.

The Company is perfectly satisfied that a Cheap and First-class Fertilizer

can now be offered to the Farmers and Graziers of the Commonwealth.

SUPER AND OTHER TYPES TO FOLLOW.
Orders can now ie supplied on application to the

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Co. Ltd.
589 to SOS COLLINS STREET WEST MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" ro^fn Brand on every Sheet

Obtainable from all leading ironmongers. Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA' MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR ^ BOX 53.

GRAIN TO US. ^ G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and
at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sole Agents for NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GLASGOW.

WHIN KNOUIRINS, PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

Company Limited
HEAD OFFICE- MELBOURNE OFFICE-
LONDON. COLLINS ST, W.

- LIBERAL CASH ADVANCES

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow, Bark,

Stock & Station Brokers on Commission only

Butter Shipments undertaken on Owner's Account

• AGENTS FOR

COOPER'S DIP
FOR VICTORIA AND RIVERINA.

Page'a Patent Wire Strainer
and Ironside's Wire Cutter

CHIEF AGENTS IN VICTORIA for the

PALATINE INSURANCE COY.

THE BEST

AMMUNITION
FOR THE

SHEEPMAN
IS

PACKED IN
CASES LIKE

THIS

ligOOPCPS^^
,

-.^i^iDrppiNc -B
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The Great
Tonic Food
For Cattle,

Horses,

Sheep, &c.

Ili1llifl>il»:i1

Every Owner of Cow, Horse, or Sheep

Needs "Leslie" Salt Licks
"Leslie" Salt Licks are the scientific way of "salting" animals, being

specially prepared from pure sterilised salt, plus medicinal and tonic in-

gredients. This salt and the other ingredients supply just those mineral

elements which are usually lacking in most Australian feed, and which

are undoubtedly necessary in order that your stock may possess sound

health, perfect "condition." and the characteristics of good breeding,

•• Leslie" Salt Licks invigorate the stomach, liver, and bowels, promota

perfect digestion and assimilation, very much improve the " condition."

and increase the strength and enduring power of your animals.

15 lb. of "Leslie" Salt (3 Licks) goes as far as

90 lb. of Rock Salt

So that, on weight only, they LAST SIX TIMES AS LONG.

More Economical to Use than Loose Salt for Sheep

Approximately loose salt feeding costs £51 per thousand sheep per annum; but to

feed 1000 sheep on "Leslie Salt Licks" (or a year costs £29 5s.. or a saving of

£21 15s. per thousand sheep per annum. " Leslie Licks" have been proved in scores

of cases to increase the milk yield at least I0_per cent. One " Lick" lasts one cow
lour months, or three " Licks" per year, which means

An Additional Profit of £L per Cow per Annum

Besides, "Leslie Licks" do not weep or waste in handling or feeding.

Per Case

of 1 Doz.
PRICE, 2/- mock, or 22/6

m

Gippsland and Northern

Co-Operative Selling

& Insurance Co. Ltd.

492-494
Flinders Lane
Melbourne

jBL

i^
V^
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL,
OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!

RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PI-ASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Save Your Calves
You can save your calves and sell vour milk

by using "Skylark" Calf Food. No milk is

necessary, and there is little trouble in

preparation. Each food used in the blend

is selected for some special food value it

possesses. Calves fed upon

"SKYLARK" Calf Food
are not troubled with "scour." We have many unsolicited testimpnials. May we
send you a sample 28 lb. bag delivered free to any railway station in Victoria on receipt

of postal note. 6/-; or 56 lb. for 116; 112 lb. for 22'-? Manufactured only at the

"Skylark" Mills, North Melbourne. Any dealer can procure it for you.

When ordering, please mention "The Journal of Asfieulture. "

To FARMERS and OTHERS.

USE
For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
HARDWOOD TIMBERS
^'^—^—— THERE ARE NONE BETTER, ^^^^^^^-m

Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c,

Millars' Timber & Trading Co. LWHITE
TO US rTD.

*PHONE8 105B1-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. ox 241 O.P.O.
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BEFORE YOU GO TO TOWN.
U^[SE Lifebuoy Soap before you journey in 'Bus, Train

or Tramcar. It will protect you from the germs
and microbes of disease, which Scientists say abound in
thickly populated areas. Lifebuoy Soap keeps you free
from infection and enables you to be a protection rather
than a danger to those with whom you come into contact.

Lifebuoy Soap is a germicide. Scientists have tested

in the laboratory its power to destroy disease germs.
Doctors and Nurses speak for its good service in daily

So do wives and mothers.use.

MORE THAN SOAP YET COSTS NO MORE.
LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED. SYDNEY.

Mi.iu.j^S'^-^M^^m
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WINDMILLS
Alston's New Gearless

Is the

Simplest

Windmill

Motion
ever invented

Only Three

working parts

Ball Bearings

Throughout

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Run in Oil

Oi!r 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in use

throughout

Australia

^NO ATTENTION REQUIRED*^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and 'Pump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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WHEAT EXPERIMENTS.

FIELD DAY AT LONQERENONQ AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Magnificent Field Crops.

{Abridged from the "Horsham Times.")

There was a good gathering at the Longerenong Agricultural College
on Saturday, 25th November, when tlie annual field day was held. A
severe thunder storm, accompanied by heavy rain, passed over Horsham
on Friday night, and the roads were consequently very heavy in condi-

tion. Despite the threatening weather and the almost impassable roads,

upwards of sixty farmers and visitors assembled at the entrance to the
field plots, where they were welcomed by Mr. A. C Drevermann, prin-

cipal of the college. The vice-president of the Horsham Agricultural
Society introduced Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural
Superintendent of the Department of Agriculture, who took the gather-

ing in hand, and conducted them over the field plots.

Mr. Richardson, in an introductory address, congratulated the farmers
on the bright prospect for the approaching harvest. The Wimmera had
probably never looked as well as it did at the present time. They had
had seasons in which the rainfall was as heavy and as well distributed as

the present year, but the crcps would probably yield a higher average
than ever before. That was due to the progressively improved methods
of cultivation characteristic of the Wimmera. The farmers were alive

to the necessity of putting their best work into the cultivation of their

wheat crops. The raw materials of the farmers' business were rising

rapidly in price. Implements, bags, twine, oils, duplicates, and labour
had increased considerably in price during the past three years. The
farmer could only meet these increased charges by making his holding
more efficient. That he could do, not by growing more acres of wheat,
but by growing bigger crops of wheat per acre. The cost of working a

16311.—
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15-busli6l crop was not much less than working a 30-bushel crop. The

net profit in the latter case, however, was four or five times as great. The

factors necessary for success in the cultivation of wheat were well known.

Bare fallowing," thorough working of the soil, preparation for a good

seed bed, the liberal use of superphosphates, systematic rotation of crops,

and care and attention to the preparation and selection of the seed, were

the prime factors. Attention to these principles would guarantee a

heavy crop. Some men regularly secured double the yield of their

neighbours and the average of the district. On analysis, it was always

found that these successful men had a clear vision of the above prin-

ciples, and were able to translate tlie principles into practice. Sheep

were becoming more and more necessary for the successful working of

wheat farms. The one-crop system of farming had many drawbacks,

but the association of sheep with wheat would assist in counteracting

these. The markets for lambs and wool were absolutely assured, and it

Group of Members of Horsham Agricultural Society inspecting experimental

plots. Longerenong Agricultural College.

was to the interest of every farmer to keep as many sheep as possible.

Under the present system, in the Wimmera the numbers that could be

kept on a farm were strictly limited, but the greatly enhanced price of

lambs and wool during the past two years raised the question as to

whether it would not pay the farmer to begin the systematic cultivation

of forage crops for feeding down with sheep. The Department of Agri-

culture intended to test this matter, and had arranged with the Longere-

nong College authorities to lay down a series of permanent crop rotation

tests next autumn.

The experimental work comprised manurial tests, variety wheat, bar-

ley, oats, and seed selection tests, forage plots, trials of crossbred wheats,

anj rate of seeding and time of sowing plots. The experimental plots as

a whole formed a most impressive sight. Each plot was separately

labelled with neat plates showing the name of the variety and details as

regards the quantity of manure, &c. The growth of the wheat and
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other cereals tould hardly be excelled, and was eloquent testimony of the
thorouglmess displayed in the preparation and treatment of the soil.

Tile maiiurial tests were the first to be inspected. Here fifteen different

combinations of manures were being tested side by side. All the plots

had made phenomenal growth. Mr. Richardson explained that the re-

sults of the last four years' tests had shown that the most profitable of

all the manures that had been applied was superphosphate applied at the

rate of 1 cwt. j>er acre. This was true both of wheat and dry seasons.

The average amount used Tn the district when these experiments started

four years ago was 56 to 60 lbs. He was pleased to see that last year

and this year a number of the farmei-g in the district had been increasing

the allowance of super, to the wheat crop. The amount of manure used

in the Horsham district was steadily increasing, and the results of the

Longerenong exjjerimental plots showed that the application of larger

dressings had given substantial and profitable increases over the lighter

applications. One cwt. of super, had Ijeen used over the whole crop at

Longerenong for the first time this year, and the college crops never

looked better than they did this season. If the results of the work at

Longerenong had only led farmers in the district to apply heavier dress-

ings, the cost and labour involved in keeping up the plots would be more
than justified. Bonedust and basic slag had not hitherto been found
profitable at Longerenong. The plot dressed with farmyard manure
looked remarkably healthy, so also did the plot dressed with nitrate of

soda and superphosphate.

From the c mments made by the farmers it is evident that the results

of this year's experiment will be keenly watched, as some high yields are

anticipated. Some of those present considered that the plot dressed

with 2 cwt. of super, would give the highest yield, others favoured the

plot treated with super. 1 cwt. and nitrate of soda. Others, again, con-

sidered the farmyard manure would do best.

Mr. Richardson took the opportunity to explain that the differences

of opinion among the farmers as to the probable yields of the fifteen

manurial plots only showed how necessary it was to conduct the tests.

V eiy few men could tell by inspection the difference between, say, a

12-bag and a 13-bag crop. The harvester, however, was an unen-ing
judge, and would give to a lb. tlie difference in the yields. Unless a man
could plainly observe the differences in yield between two crops he was
apt to conclude that there was no difference at all. The visitors then

passsd on to the stud cereal section. Here were to be seen wheats, oats,

barleys, and peas from all parts of the world, all sown neatly in rows,

and labelled. Here were to be seen the short, stiff strawed Indian varie-

ties, one of which was the grandfather of Farrer's famous Federation

wheat. Here also were gathered the Fife wheats of Canada, the Durums
from America, fc^earded types from the Argentine, and spreading types

from the Steppea of Russia, together with a complete collection of Aus-
tralian wheats. To the layman the endless varieties seemed bewildering.

Mr. Richardson, explained that the Department of Agriculture had
secured the world for new types of wheat, and had hoped that

among the many varieties forwarded by the Agricultural Departments of

otlier countries some would prove suitable for local requirements. It

seemed, however' that some of thesiv wheats possessed individually some
remarkable qualities, e.//., rust resistance, stooling capacity, drought re-

sistance, and milling qualities, but they did not adapt themselves to local

1 z"
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conditious. Hence, they were attemptiug to produce by cross-breed-

ing new types which would combine in one variety the desirable quali-

ties required. A number of tliese new crossbreds were being tested in

competition with the best local varieties, and judging by the results a con-

siderable measure of success has been obtained. Three new crossbred

varieties growing in the selection plots attracted special attention.

These were Indian F x Federation, Clubhead x Yandilla King, and
Indian H x Comeback.

The selection plots comprised fifteen varieties, grown from specially

selected heads obtained by repeate'd selection. It was explained that

the prolificacy ot a given variety could not be maintained over a period

of years unless systematic selection of the seed was practised. Consider-

able interest was maniiested in the forage plots. Plots of Egyptian and
Dun peas had done remarkably well, and were heavily podded. Both

View of Stud Cereal Section. Experimental plots.

College.

Longerenong Agricultural

rape and rye and vetches did remarkably well. These were very useful

crops to use in a rotation with wheat, especially where sheep were kept.

The barley plots had suffered considerably with the winds. Cape,

Oregon, and Short-head barley had made phenomenal growth, but por-

tions of each had lodged with the heavy winds. Of the malting barleys.

Prior was the earliest of all, whilst Kinver, Goldthorpe, Gisborne, and

Archer were quite green; the Prior was approaching maturity, and

looked a heavy yielder.

Mr. Richardson stated that barley was one'of the most useful of crops

in Victoria, and in the future would play a larger part in our agricul-

ture than it had hitherto done. It was one of the best crops to grow
for green feed, either for milking cows or for sheep. It could be sown
late in the season, and would mature before wheat. It could stand

drought, and had a lower water requirement than either wheat or oats.
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bo
a

it made excellent silage, especially if mixed with a few ]>eas or vetches.

Over 100 tens of silage had this year been gathered from 10 acres of

college land sown to barley
and peas.

The silage could be made be-

fore hay cutting was com-
menced. Again, barley made
excellent hay if cut at the right
stage. To get the best results

for hay, it must be cut before
any grain is formed. If left

until the grain was formed, the
hay became indigestible, and
would be wasted by stock. If

properly cured, however, it was
eaten readily by all classes of

stock. In California, barley
hay was largely used for feed-

ing all kinds of stock. Mr.
.Jacob, a successful dairyman
at Mildura, regularly used
barley hay for his milking
herd.

Finally, barley might al-

ways be relied on to give more
grain per acre than wheat.
Over 80 bushels of barley per
acre have been obtained from
the experimental plots at

Longerenong.

The Wimmera would not
produce an ideal malting bar-
ley except in favorable sea-

sous. So long as stock were
at their present price, how-
ever, there was a fine oppor-
tunity for the profitable utili-

zation of crops of Oregon and
Cape barley, either for green
feed, ensilage, hay, or for

grain.

The rate of sowing and time
of seeding trials awakened
considerable interest. In the

time of sowing plots, six dif-

ferent varieties of wheat were
sown on 13th May—before the

rain—and the same were sown
late, 13th July. Two early

(Bunyip and King's Early),

two midseason (Federation and
Dart's Imperial), and two late

varieties (Yandilla King and

bo
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a
3
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Wheat Ej-periuitnts.

Marshall's No. 3), were sowu on each of the above dates. The re-

sult was most instructive. The early sowu Yandilla Kiug and Marehall's

No. 3 appeared to iiave done besf of tlie early sown plots. Neither of

the early maturing wlieats, King's Early and Bunyip, were siiowing to

advantage, though the late sewn plots were much better than the early

sown plots, showing that late sowing is better for quick maturing varie-

ties than early sowing. On the other hand, the late maturing varieties,

sown late, were just comiug into head, and unless the weather conditions

are extremely favorable from now on, they will suffer in yield.

The last section inspected was the Variety Wheat Plots, each half

an acre in area. Prominent among these were Selected Federation,

College, Eclipse, Graham (a new crossbred variety), Currawa, Major,

Warden, Yandilla King, Hudson's Purple Straw, and Bunyip.

The gathering then adjourned to the large dining hall of the College,

where afternoon tea was served. After partaking of refreshments, Mr.
Knight (Mayor of Horsham), proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Richard-

son for the interesting series of demonstrations he had given during the

afternoon. These annual gatherings were increasing in popularity, and
had it not been for almost impassable roads, he wsis certain that there

would have been a record gathering at their annual 1916 visiting day.

The Seed Selection competition inaugurated by the Horsham Agri-

cultural Society would commence this year, and he hoped that there

would be a good competition.

Mr. Richardson, in responding, stated that the Agricultural Depart-
ment intended to extend the scope of the Experimental plots at Longere-
nong by including a permanent rotation field, similar to those at Werri-

bee and Rutherglen. In this way, the merits of some ten different

systems of crop rotation, more or less a])plicable to the district, would
be tested.

A vote of thanks was passed to the Principal and Staff, to which Mr.
Drevermann suitably responded.

Under the guidance of the Princi])al, Mr. Drevermann, and Mr.
Munro, farm manager, an inspection wag made of the buildings, imple-

ments, and stock. The stables, cow shed, silos, and wool shed were in-

spected with interest, and favorable comment passed on the practical

character of the buildings.

Over 600 lambs had been sold this year at 23s. 4d. per head. Wool
fetched up to Is. 7id. per lb. Tlie pigs aroused considerable attention.

Two breeds—Berkshire and Yorkshire—are kept, and the young pigs

find a ready sale in the district.

The new silos were filled from the produce of 10 acres of barley and
peas. Whilst the dairy herd was being inspected an unrehearsed inci-

dent caused much amusement, though the makings of a grim tragedy
were near at hand. One of the farmers, in his anxiety to inspect a

specimen of a new dairy breed, got into a large yard witih a Red Dane
bull. The bull objected to such close inspection, and rushed wildly at

the intruder. The farmer, though hoary with age, was suddenly in-

fused with the energy of youth, and made one long leap for life. He
reached the safe side of the fence amid Flie plaudits of the multitude,
none the worse for his experience, but filled with profound respect for

tiie male specimens of the new dairy breed.
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WYUNA STATE FARM.

Experimental Work.

NEW VARIETIES OF WHEAT.

IMPEOVEMENT OF STOCK.

[Ahridrji'-d from the. Ki/abraiii "Free Press.")

A very interesting and profitable day may be spent inspecting the
numerous experimental plots at the Wyuna State i'arm. The bulk of
the 1916 plots front the Shepparton-Echuca main road. The attention
of the traveller along this highway cannot fail to be arrested by tbt
unusual sight of a series of sixty plots, the treatment of which is indicated
by large whit© labels suspended from the fences. At this time of the
year tlie wheats are approaching maturity, and the colour and charac-
teristics of each variety make themselves apparent. The effect is most
pleasing, plots of red, bronze, and white chaffed wheats, bearded and
bald, erect and drooping, tall and dwarf tyjjes succeeding one another
in apparently endless array.

Apart, however, from the aesthetic side of the picture, it is obvious
even to the layman that the practical value of such trials must be con-
siderable, for here are gathered together for trial under Goulburn Valley
conditions the best yielding varieties of wheat grown in the State, and
some of the new crossbred wheats prcduced by the Department at the
various State farms.

In addition to these variety trials, there are numerous Permanent
Fertilizer tests. Rate of Seeding, and Time of Sowing, and Seed Selection

tests, all of which are designed to throw light on practical problems affect-

ing the everyday practice of the farmer. No wonder that each Sunday
groups of interested farmers from the surrounding districts may be seen
threading their way through the plots, observing the behaviour of the
numerous varieties, and watching the results of the cultural and fertilizer

tests. Such a sight may be witnessed on any Sunday as harvest ap-
proaches.

Steady improvement has been effected in the live stock on the farm
during the past three years, each annual inspection clearly revealing the
progress made. Special attention has been paid to the development of

the poultry, and upwards of 2,000 birds are now comfortably housed in

up-to-date buildings.

The financial aspect of the farm is also thoroughly satisfactory,

although we do not consider that any experimental farm should be ex-
pected to pay its way. The many-sided activities and the amount of ex-
perimental work carried out preclude any experimental farm being con-

ducted at a profit, In the cereal field alone, for example, over sixty

separate plots have been sown with the drill. Each plot requires different

treatment and different seed. The drill must be scrupulously cleaned
after sowing each plot. Each of the sixty plots must be separately har-
vested and weighed. In the bulk fields ten different kinds of seed wheat
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are grown for distributioii among farmers. Each variety has to be kept
scrupulously clean, harvested, and stacked separately. All this means
greatly increased expenses, and yet it is necessary in the interests of the
farmers of the State. For tlie year ended 30th June, 1916, the experi-
mental farm, alter paying experimental work, salaries, and wages, also

interest on capital and depreciation charges, gave a net profit of £197.
This is exceedingly sitisfactory, and indicative of good management.

THE CROPS.

The crops in the bulk fields are excellent. The following varieties

have been sown:—Federation, Yaudilla King, College Eclipse, Penny,
Currawa, Commonwealth, King's Early, Ghiyas, Hugenot, Warden and
Dart's Imperial. Each block of wheat is singularly free from foreign

heads, as might be expected from crops derived originally from hand

• Stocking Hay. Wyuna State Farm.

selected heads of wheat. Of these, Federation, Yandilla King, and
Penny will give heavy yields this season. Penny is a new variety to this

district, and has given very satisfactory yields in the drier districts. It

has fine, upstanding clean straw, with a good bold head. Yandilla King
has filled out particularly well, and the late rains have proved specially

favorable for this late maturing variety. The season has been all against

the early maturing wheats. King's Early, Gluyas, and College Eclipse

especially where sown early, have been badly knocked about. On the

other hand, where these were sown late, they have given much better

crops, and have stood well.

A heavy crop of jieas was mad© into pea hay for the use of dairy stock

next winter. An interesting test of renovation of old lucerne paddocks
may be seen on the irrigated side of the farm. Ten acres of eight-year-
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old lucerne was plouglied up iu May last, worked down to a fine stat© of

tilth, and sown with j bushel of oats and 6 lbs. of lucerne seed per acre.

A luxuriant crop of oaten hay was obtained, and now the young lucerne

is coming away nicely. A similar test was made of 10 acres sown with j

bu.'^hels King's Early wheat and 6 lbs. of lucerne. The wheat was sown
thinly to give the young lucerne a chance to develop. Wheat has the

advantage over Algerian oats as a nurse crop in that it can be cut at

least a tortnight before the oats. Another block of 10 acres of old

lucerne is being renovated by sowing millet as a summer crqp, and re-

sowing lucerne either next autumn or spring. A fine stand of lucerne

has been obtained by sowing sorghum on ploughed up lucerne, and fol-

lowing the sorghum with lucerne crop.

EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS.

Among the plots in the experimental fields the selection plots are the

most interesting. They have all been sown from hand-selected heads
chosen from last year's selection plots, the idea being to gradually im-
prove the prolificacy of each variety by the systematic choice of the best

plants each year. The general growth, and the size and quality of the

heads in these selection plots are phenomenal, especially when compared
with ordinai-y seed, thus demonstrating the soundness of a system of

selection analogous to that used bj' the experienced stockbreeder.

Among the selection plots are a number of new crossbred wheats origi-

nated by the Agricultural Superintendent, Mr. A. E. V. Richardson.
Among these there are two that immediately take the eye—a short-strawed,

upstanding variety with compact dark brown ears—produced by crossing

Clubhead with Yandilla King. This variety did exceedingly well at Wer-
ribee last year, and looks a likely tyjje for this district. Another variety,

Indian crossed on Comeback, possesses remarkably clean straw, and
dense, well-filled heads. This variety yielded 56 bushels per acre at

Longerenong last year, and it promises to be among the leaders this year.

A third, variety, Indian and Federation, is early, and shows phenomenal
development of the ears, as compared with other varieties. It is unfortu-
nately weak in the straw, although scarcely more than half the height of

Federation. This drawback may be corrected by further selecting^

These same varieties are also undergoing trials at Werribee, Rutherglen,
and Longerenong.

^

The Permanent Fertilizer tests should afford information of practical

value, as fifteen different combinations of fertilizers have been tested side

by side. Heavy and light dressings of super and tests with basic slag,

bonedust, sulphate of ammonia, potash, and lime are being tried.

The benefits of early sowing of slow maturing types like Yandilla King
and the advantages of late sowing of early maturing varieties like King's
Early are strikingly shown in the name of sowing trials. Here Federa-
tion, Yandilla King, and King's Early, sown in May, are contrasted with
the same varieties sown in July. In the early sown plots the late variety

Yandilla King is easily the best, whilst King's Early has been beaten to

the ground. .In the late sown plots, the Yandilla King is vei-y poor and
backward, whilst King's Early is much better head and stands well.

In the rate of sowing trials a series of six plots of Federation sown at

various rates are contrasted with six plots sown late. The seedings are
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30 lbs., 45 lbs., 60 lbs., 75 lbs., 90 lbs., 125 lbs. per acre. These plots

show conclusively that early sowing economizes seed, and increasing the
tilling power of the wheat. The sowing of 45 lbs. sown early appears
to be quite equal in thickness to 60-75 lbs. sown late.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the experimental work is the
remarkable development of the top dressed natural pastures. The plain

land around Wyuna is known to be poor grazing country. Very little

trefoil or clover grows on it naturally, nor is there a healthy growth of

natural grass. The stock carrying capacity of the pasture on the plain,

however, is stimulated beyond all belief by the application of 1 cwt. to

2 cwt. of iphosphates. Precisely what changes take place in the soil by
such an application of fertilizer may be left to the scientist. To the
practical man, however, the results are obvious. The quality of grass

improves, the grass grows longer and denser, and a thick mass of trefoil

and clover covers the ground like a mat. At least twice the quantity of

%^
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milk. The milk from each cow is weighed daily, and regular testings

are made to determine the butter fat content of the milk. Only in this

way is it possil)le to make material improvement in the dairy herd, and
detect which animals are profitable and which cows aje merely boarders.

It often happens that a cow which would, on points, do well in a show
ring would perform badly before this i>ractical system of testing. In
deciding which cows are to be retained in the herd, the animals are ar-

raigned before a jury of three, namely, the milk scales, the butter fat test,

and the milk record. Performance, not appearance, is the criterion.

The average milk yield for the whole herd last year was 647.9 gallons, an
average fat percentage of 5.2. The average yield of the herd for the

year was 337 lbs. of butter fat. While this is a satisfactory yield for a

Jersey herd, a survey of the individual records showed the management

View of Brooder House. Wyuna Slate Farm.

that the yields varied from 444 gallons to 932 gallons per annum, thus
indicating further opportunities for culling. Two of the cows gave over

900 gallons. On the other hand, three gave under 500 gallons. The
bulk of the herd averages between 600 and 700 gallons. " Breed, feed,

and weed " should be the creed of the dairyman. Breed good animals
by using the best bulls available; feed them well, and cull the robber

cows each year with the aid of the milk scales and Babcock test.

The draught stock are in good condition. There are twenty-six

draughts of all ages en the farm. The young stock look particularly well,

and give evidence of careful feeding and good management.

In the pig section considerable progress has been made. There are

twenty-nine Berkshire piga, all pedigreed and derived from prize-winning
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strains at the Royal show A recent addition was a boar bred from
" Gippsland Queen," a sow which secured the champicuship at the Syd-
ney Royal Show for the best sow of any breed. Great demand exists for

the stock, and pigs are sent all over the State. Twelve pedigreed pigs
were sold to settlers for breeding purposes during the past six weeks.

The section that has made the greatest development during the past
few years is the poultry. Great credit is due to Mr. Rugg, the poultry
manager, for the advances made in this direction. Over 2,000 stud
poultry of all ages are now comfortably housed in warm buildings. The
great majority of birds are White Leghorns, which breed has established
a reputation for laying. Black Orpingtons have also been kept in

smaller numbers, and recently a commencement has been made with
Rliode Island Reds. Tliis latter breed is especially valuable for table
purposes, being well fleshed, and giving heavy weights when dressed.

Great saving in labour is effected by housing the bii-ds in a large laying

Laying Shed for Housing 500 Pullets. Wyuna State Farm.

shed. The flock is divided into two sections—the commercial section

(500 pullets housed in one shed) and the breeding section—housed in

neatly constructed pens. The birds are fed on dry mash—bran and
pollard mixed, and always available—and grain is thrown at night on the

straw in the fore 2>art of the laying shed. Every other day a wet mash
containing lucerne and a small allowance of meat meal is fed to the birds.

The brooder house presents an interesting sight. Over 1,200 birds have
been hatched out this season, and these graduate from the incubators

through the brooders, thence to moveable sheds on young rye grass and
Jucerne pasture, finally to the big shed or cockerel pens. Wyuna is

rapidly establishing a name for high-class poultry. Progeny from
Wyuna birds hold the world's record for egg laying (1,699 eggs for six

birds in one season). Both eggs and birds have been sent to evei-y State

in the Commonwealth, and also to New Zealand. Over 3,000 eggs of

White Leghorns have been distributed as settings to settlers in various
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]jarts of the State. The foundation of the Wyuna strains were prize-

winning birds at various egg-laying competitions. Rigorous selection and
culling each year has been practised, and now trap-nesting has been

View of Breeding Pens. Wyuna State Farm.

Portable Huuse lui Raiding Cockeieis un Rye grass and liiceiiie pasture.

Wyuna State Farm.

adopted to pick out the most prolific strains for future mating. Six of

the birds in one pen at present being tested produced 1,101 eggs from

1st April to 30tli November, an average of 183 eggs per bird for eight
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months. This is very satisfactory, especially considering the cold, wet
weather experienced during the first four months, and that these birds

received no special treatment, but were housed and fed exactly the same
as ail other birds en the farm. All the trap-nested birds, whose records

come up to the high standard required of stud birds, will be mated with
males bred from the competition winners. A new turkey yard of 2i
acres has been added to the poultry plant, and a warm shed of straw
thatch has been built to accommodate 250 American bronzewing turkeys.

These birds have proved very profitable at Wyuna, but need careful

handling when young, as mortality is higher with young turkeys than
with any other class of poultry.

Our visit was most instructive and enjoyable, and we would strongly

advise all district farmers who have not yet seen the work being carried

out at Wyuna this season to pay a visit to the farm, before harvesting

operations are commenced. The manager (Mr. Hugh Baird) will he

pleased to show any one round at any time, and will explain the object

of the various experiments in wheat culture. It should be interesting to

an experienced farmer to compare his impressions while inspecting the

wheat plots with the actual records that will be available when the wheat
is in bags. Any wheat grower will b© amply rewarded for the loss of an
hour or two necessary to visit this farm.

Keep your herd young—very few cows are worth keeping over nine years

old.

Failure to provide suitable exercise for the herd bull is the reason for

many weak calves.

Like all machinery, the milking machine may break down once in a

while, but it never gets tired.

When garget appears give it careful attention at once. Slight cases are

comparatively easy to treat, but if neglected they very often result in

attacks so severe that complete recovery is not obtained.

Get the best possible price for your product, but do not forget that the

cost of producing the product is far more within the control of the farmer
than is the price.

An optimist is a man who sees an opportunity to make money in each

of the complexities of the dairy business. A pessimist is a man who sees

a chance for failure in each department of the business.
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LIST OF FERTILIZERS REGISTERED UNDER
ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZERS ACT FOR THE YEAR l!»17.

/'. liankin Scott, Vhtmist fur A//ricultiire.

The Artificial Fertilizers Act imposes certain obligations on tlie part

of the manufacturer and importer of artificial fertilizers. Amongst the

number, one, bearing specially on the registration of brands, is worthy
of mention. All manufacturers and importers who intend offering for

sale any fertilizer during the year must first register a brand with the

Director for Agriculture on or before the 1st day of November in each

year. Each application shall set forth the full name and place of

business of the applicant, the name, figure, trade mark, or sign to be
associated with the fertilizer to identify it, a statement of analyses

showing the composition of the fertilizer in respect to the ingredients

nitrogen, iphosphoric acid, and potash, showing the forms in which they
occur, and the retail pries of the fertilizer.

The term " form " has reference to the combination of the fertilizing

constituent with other constituents. The form of the constituent has a
special bearing on its availability. For e.xample, nitrogen is obta'nable
in three distinct forms—each differing in their availability, viz., as

nitrate, ammonia, and organic (bone and animal fertilizers and blood).

Phosphoric acid is also obtainable in a number of distinct forms, all

of which differ materially in their availability. Following the usual
custom a schedule of unit values usually accompanies the published list

of fertilizers. The form of the ingredients occurring in fertilizers for

which unit value have been computed are given over leaf.

These values are useful, as they afford the means of arriving at the
commercial value of a fertilizer. This commercial value can be found
by multiplying the percentage of nitrogen, phos,phoric acid, or potash
content, by the unit value fixed for the ingredient in the form in which
it is guaranteed to be present in the fertilizer.

Take for example an ordinary superphosphate showing the following
analysis :

—
Per Ctrnt. Unit Value. Value per ton.

Phosphoric aciil. water soluble, 17-00 X ,5/6 = £4 13 fi

.. citrate soluble. -.50 X 4/6 = 2 :t

„ citrate insoluble, 0'.50 x 2/- = 10
Value per ton .

.

.. £4 16 9

It must be understood, however, that as these unit values are comnuted
from simple fertilizers, due allowance should be made for increased cost

of a ton of a compound fertilizer, made by mixing two or more of the
simple fertilizers, when the pr'ce charged for any one of these fertilizers

is comnared against the commercial value as computed through the use
of these unit values. Tlie commercial value as found will sen'e to illus-

trate the saving to be made if the buyer bought the simple fertilizers

and mixed them during the slack season.

The list of registered brands for the current season are to be found
on pages 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 of this issue.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

Continued from page 727, Vol, XIV. (11th December. 191U. i

By J . Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

Pruning the Jonathan.

Ill consequence of its general adaptability to a wide range of soil and
climatic environments, its consistant fruit-producing characteristics under
the various conditions, when scientifically managed, and the ever-increas-

ing popularity of its fruit, both on the local and export markets, the
Jonathan is one of the most extensively cultivated and profitable varieties

in this State.

?m''

Plate 52.—Ten-year-old Jonathan unpruned.

For many years the pruning treatment of the Jonathan has engaged
the serious attention of oixhardists and pruning experts alike. Similar

to most other varieties, its habit of growth is, to a great extent, in-

fluenced by the class of soil on which it is cultivated. Rich land pro-

duces an upright vigorous tree, which requires hard pruning for the first

three or four years in order to divide up its branch system into a large

number of leaders, so as to suit local conditions, and the crop producing
requirements of the orchardist.

When a tree with too small a number of leaders is growing on land
with a high standard of fertility, rank wood with long internodes is

usually produced annually. The buds on this class of leader, instead of

producing light fruitful laterals during tlie second year of their growth,
invariably send out strong, unfruitful ones. This may be prevented to a
great extent by providing for the excessive multiplication of the leaders
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which, on account of their number, produce a greater amount of small

laterals, and of a more fruitful character.

A Jonathan on poor soil grows less upright, and it needs hard prun-
ing during its youth to secure the number of leaders required under the

circumstances, and afterwards to keep them still and more upright than
they would otherwise be if left to their own resources. A tree on this

class of soil usually comes into bearing early in life, and this further

retards its growth. Heavy crops of fruit bend the leaders down, and
when it is picked, they are rarely able to regain their original positions,

except when kept stiff and strong by hard pruning.

The Jonathan grown on soil of average fertility is, generally speak-

ing, more amenable to pruning treatment than those cultivated under
the extremes just explained. Its leaders are, as a rule, of mediuru
strength, and densely clothed with a suitable class of fruit laterals.

Plate 53.—Same tree Pruned.

When trees of this class are placed in the hands of a scientific pruner,

all other conditions being favorable, the proposition of securing the

highest results becomes a matter of simplicity itself.

Plate 52 is a ten-year-old unpruned Jonathan tree, showing a plenti-

ful supply of light laterals. It is a consistent bearer, and growing on

fairly rich Silurian soil. Its leaders are radiating at a rather cpen angle

from the vertical, owing to their inability to regain their proper position

when relieved of their fruit. This could have been prevented to some ex-

tent had the leaders been pruned harder during the first four or five

years of the tree's growth.

Plate 53 shows the same tree pruned under the approved method.

The bottom leader, on account of its rather low position, was removed

The strong upright laterals were pruned away, while the weaker pendu-

lous ones were retained. Where the lateral growths became rather long.
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through extending more than 10 or 12 inches from the leaders, they were

shortened back to tlie light yearling twigs marked (x), a few inches

away from their base. When it is optional the twigs holding horizontal,

or pendulous positions, should be selected for this purpose, in preference

to vertical ones. When the tree is making a strong growth and the

light twigs are utilized in the manner as described, there is often a

danger of them becoming too strong during the second year of their

growth. When tins danger is apparent, the removal of the portion as

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Plate 54.—Jonathan leader unpruned, and same leader Pruned.

suggested may be deferred for another year, until the twigs have
hardened their wood, and built up their fruit biids, when the operation
may be performed with safety at the next winter pruning.

Treatment of Individual Jonathan Leader.

Plate 54, Fig. 1, sliows Jonathfiu leader unpruned, and the method
of treatment in its case recommended as^ depicted. The previously
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developed fruit bud (a) fruited last year on the then three-year-old wood,
aud also sent out the lateral which is rather long, and may be next
pruned at (h). Next year it will extend from that point, and fruit

buds will be built up between {b) and {<i). The extension may be re-

moved at the following pruning by cutting back into the two-year-old
wood to the next fruit bud below {h). For like reasons three of the
laterals above maybe pruned at (c, .7 and A), as indicated, and they niav
also be subsequently worked back as previously explained. But for the
sparsely supplied lateral growths along the leader, these might be re-

moved like (i and j), the suppression of which will enable the buds (/ and

Plate b?>.—Five Jonathan laterals shown. Ancient aud modern methods of

Pruning same.

Ill) to lengthen somewhat. If cut at (//) the fruit wood on the right will

send out light growths from the bud (1). aud from the others between it

and ((/). The vertical growth may be retained for one year to insure

steady devlopment of the desired light laterals, when having fulfilled

this object, it may be removed (/) at the subsequent pruning. The alter-

native method of working this piece of fruit wood is to remove the two
upright growths, and retain the two horizontal ones. In consequence

of the hcrizontal growths being weak, probably this would be the better

method, the short«r one might be retained, and the longer cut back to

about half itis length. The leader, when growing at an angle of 40
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degrees from the vertical, is pruned to an outer bud like (/i) at a reasonable

distance from tiie base of the yearling growth on the two-year-old wood.
Should too open an angle be described by the leader, an inside bud may
be utilized to bring it up to the correct angle. In case the leader which
is being pruned inclines towards a neighbouring one in the circle, proper
spacing may be encouraged by cutting to a light lateral or bud on the
opposite side to which it leans.

Treatment of Jonathan Laterals.

Before the habits of the Jonathan laterals were so well known, and
before the pruning treatment necessary in order to obtain the best re-

sults from this variety was so well understood, as it is at present, fruit-

growers frequently pruned them too hard year after year.

Plate 55, Figs. 1 and 2, are specimens which show the result of this

treatment. These were pruned short for six and five years respectively

Plate 56.—Various types of Jonathan laterals.

without developing a single fruit bud between the last cuts and the base

of the laterals. But, when allowed to go unpruned, they developed fruit

buds along the two-year-old wood above the last cuts. The modern
treatment applied to the laterals of this variety, and to others of similar

habit, is to allow them to go unpruned for the first year like Fig. 3.

During tie second year, they fruit on the terminal buds, or extend from
that point, like Pig. 4, and during the same period the leaf buds along
the yearling wood ai-e developed into fruit buds by the time it is two
years old. \At next pruning they are cut to about 12 to 15 inches long,

according to the vigour 6f the tree, to fruit buds on the two-year-old
wood, like Fig. 5. When the yearling laterals are exceptionally long

and light, they should be shorteneS back the first year, because, when
allowed to remain at full length, they usually build up their best fruit

buds near their points, and too far away from the leader. Ti shortened
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back to a reasonable length, fruit bud anrl spur development is en-
couraged in a more suitable position in relation to the leader.

Plate 56 shows a series of eight laterals of the types which usually
appear on trees, the pruning of which has been neglected, or imperfectly
peformed. Although the renovation by pruning essential to trees in this

condition invariably presents an insurmountable task to the inexperienced

Plate 57.—Four Jonathan laterals showing necessity for shortening hack.

frui(;-grower, yet, when taken in hand by a scientific pruner, with a
thorough knowledge of the habit of growth of the variety to be pruned,
its treatment becomes a comparatively simple proposition.

Fig. 1 is a two-year-old lateral which extended to (a) the first year.
During the second year, it fruited on the tenninal bud, and produced the
two light twigs which appear above that point.' To reduce this growth
to a reasonable length, and encourage the development of spurs near its
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Plate 58.—Five Jonathan laterals of the class usually found on well-pruned

trees.
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base, it should have been cut, this year, at (b), in the two-year-old wood.
Fig, 2 is three years old. It extended the first year to (a), the next year
it fruited at that point, and sent out the shoot which extended beyond
(//), but it was pruned back to that point last year. The result of this cut
was the production of the two light growths, and the development of the
fruit ouds on the two-year-old wood. Instead of being allowed to remain
unpruued this year, it should have been cut in the two-year-old wood at

((•), for similar reasons advanced in the case of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is also three-

year-old. The yearling lateral was cut too short at (a) the first year.

The growth sent up to (A) was not pruned back last year, nor did it fruit

on the terminal bud, but it produced the yearling growth, and built up
the fruit buds on the two-year-old wood. This specimen should have
been cut this year at (r), or a few buds lower down, according to th©

Plate 59.—One, and two year old Jonathan laterals showing fruiting habit.

length of lateral desired. It will be understood that the more sparsely

the tree is supplied with this class of wood the longer will be the por-

tions retained. Fig. 4 fruited at (a) two years ago, and made the exten-

sion, which was pruned at (h) last year, when it further extended from
that point. The cut (c) would have been the correct one this year. Fig.

5 is four years old. It commenced by growing to («) the first year. Fruit
was produced on that point, and an extension made to (li) the second year.

The third year it further extended to (c). Last year fruit was produced
on the terminal bud in addition to the two growths on top. To prune
th-s specimen this year, it might have Ijeen cut at (d), and worked back
gradually, but if the tree is plentifully supplied with fruit wood, the
more drastic treatment by cutting at (c) would be preferable. Fig. 6 ran
ta («), then to {/>), where it fruited, and produced the growths on top. In
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pruning this question, the better plan would be to cut at (c), and work
back gradually to ((/), with a view to developing the dormant buds below
that point. Fig. 7 grew to (a), and next to (6), but instead of allowing it

to extend from (6) upwards last year, it should have been cut back in the
two-year-old wood to {d). By this means the sap, that went to make
superfluous wood, would have been utilized to build up the fruit spurs

ou the three-year-old wood below [d). Probably the best cut this year
would be {d), or the specimen might be cut at (c), and subsequently worked
back as explained in connexion with Hg. 6. Fig. 8 is somewhat similar

to Fig. 7, except that there are no short growths on its two-year-old
wood. It is a good example oi the fallacy of allowing the laterals to be-

come too long through want of careful management and knowledge of

their treatment. The lettering on this specimen may be followed simi
larly to Fig. 7. As a lateral makes its yearly extensions, the strongest
and best fruit buds are usually faund to be on the two-year-old wood, near
the current year's growth. This happens in consequence of the fruit

buds in that position receiving a greater quantity of the elaborated sap,

from the leaves of the young wood growths on its return flow, than the
buds near the base of the lateral. Hence the necessity for maintaining
the extensions, if any, near the points where the fruit buds and spurs

are desired.

Plate 57 shows four specimens of Jonathan laterals which are of a
good type, but they have arrived at that stage, like those in plate 56,

when it is necessary to shorten them back in order to obtain the best

fruit-bearing results from them in the future. The tree from which they

were taken has been kept regularly pruned, but the operator evidently

lacks that knowledge which would have enabled him to complete his work
in a scientific manner, as he allowed these laterals to remain unpruned
this year. Fig. 1 grew off the leader to (a), where it fruited on the ter-

minal bud, and extended to (6), during the second year. Then it length-

ened to (c), where it again fruited on the terminal bud, and also grew to

{d). The growth which was made from [d) upwards was cut at (e) last year,

and the result was the two yearling growths on top. When pruned at (f)

last year the correct cut \vould have been (/(). This treatment would have
resulted in conserving the sap for the use of the fruit spurs, marked (x),

which are a nice distance from the leader, and have been fruiting for the

last two years. Had the .person who cut at (e) last year again pruned this

year, he would probably have pruned to the wood buds (/and^). This

would still further exaggerate the evil by opening up the young sap

channels, and producing more wood on top at the expense of the fruit

spurs. It is obvious that, having been neglected on the last occasion, (/;)

would have been the proper cut this year. Fig. 2 fruited on a short growth
at (a), after which it grew to (6, c), and to the point during the next

succeeding three years respectively. Last year it should have been cut

back to (d) in the then two-year-old wood, failing which it should have
been pruned at that point during the last pruning season. Fig. 3 was
cut too short in the yearling wood at («) five years ago. It extended to (6),

and fruited on that point the following year, and also lengthened to (c).

The portion of wood above (c) is three years old. This lateral might have
been cut back to (d) about 10 inches long at last pruning time. Fig. 4

was cut back at (a) into the two-year-old wood to a fruit bud, as recom-
mended in the case of Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, plate 36. Instead of retain-

ing its fruitfulness, however, this bud made the yearling growth above
{h) in consequence of the sap pressure put on to it. Probably no further
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extension would take place if the lateral were cut back in the three-year-

old wood at {h). Should the tree be insufficiently su,pi)lied with wood of

this class, however, the lateral may be cut at (r) aDout 12 inches long,

and worked back from that point next year, as previously explained.

Plate 60.—Yearling leader growths, showing blossoms on uppermost buds.

Plate 58 depicts five laterals of the class usually found on Jonathan
trees growing on fairly rich soil, and in the case of which annual syste-

matic pruning has been practised. Fig, 1 [a) is two years old. It was
left unpruned last year, and fruited on the terminal bud, as the fruit

liiiill.—

2
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scar indicates. Most of the leaf buds were developed into fruit buds,

Tnd tbree short growths were produced. Fig. 1 (B) is also two years old

and it .^s cut in proportion to the strength of its wood rather short last

vear Mg 1 (c) sho^s fruit spurs on the three-year-old wood, naturally

bunt up Fig 1 id) is a specimen produced by first cutting the one-

y^r-om wood! and afterwards pruning back into the two-year-o d wood

irpreviously explained in connexion with other specimens. Fig. 1 (e)

wasrshortiter^al which fruited on the terminal bud, and. subsequently

rumfshTd itself with natural fruit spurs, no extensions ^emg produced^

Fig. 2 shows the same specimens, and in the same order as the lettering

will indicate pruned according to their individual needs.

Plate 59 is five specimens "showing the blossoming characteristics of

one and two year oil Jonathan laterds. These were all taken from the

same tree and none of them have been pruned. Fig. 1 is one year old

an" It lasToduced no blooms, the buds not l-ving been sufficiently

developed. On account of being rather too long, ^tshoiild have been

pruned at (a) this year so as to still further encourage the building up ot

the budsbelow (?)) Fig. 2 is two years old, and although the buds^along

t seemed well developed in early spring, yet n°
?^lT"%Tood''l7by

HealthV foliaee is the forerunner of fruit on this class of wood, and by

^rnSIt :f next ylar a typical piece of fruit
-°VminaVburtl1s

Fig. 3 is one year old, and showing blossoms on the terminal bud this

occlrs on aboift 20 per cent, of Jonathan laterals of its age^
J^^J^^t e

cut at (a) next year so as to strengthen the buds below that point, ine

ruit pfo^ced L the points of pearling Jonathan aterals is usually

small, and of inferior quality. Fig. 4 is also one year °ld
,
but instead of

blossoming on the terminal bud, the apparently normal leaf buds alon^

the lateral produced blooms. The fruit rarely sets when placed m this posi-

tion, on yearling laterals. Like Fig. 1, this ateral is much too ong^

and should have^een cut at {h) this year, so that the bud (<) and those

below it might be still further developed during the present vegetative

period. However, it may be pruned at (a) next year Fig. 5 is two yeais

dd, and Dlooming alonj Its full length. The oWest ^'07^-;^'^^
clu;ters near the terminal, where the petals have fallen, and

J^
^

"^
*

ha« set. Buds in full bloom appear m the centre of the laterf wlnle

some of those near its base have not yet opened. This is a further lUus

tration of the sap after rising, and when elaborated being utUized first

to feed the buds near the terminal or highest point. By c"tt ng this

lateral at (a) next year an extremely fruitful p:ece o wood will be re-

tailed, and this may be further shortened subsequently should occasion

'^'^irhL' been stated that the blossoms showing on the lateral Fig^ 4

were produced from apparently normal leaf buds. But yearling leader

extenLns also frequently blossom on b-'^^",«™'l- ^^PP^^^'-Xh thfs
these growths. The Rome Beauty is one o the varieties on which this

habit of blooming is most noticeable, but this rarely l-PP^^ "^^il^he

trees are over five years old. However, when yearling l^^^er extenmons

on three and four-year-old tree« are cut too long and more particularly

if treated early in the pruning season, instead of producing tf^
^^^^^er

leader extensions desired, they often blossom on the tf^nnnal buds.

The specimens in Plate 60 are one year old, taken from a
l^^^^^J

old tree, and they illustrate the tree's blossoming potentiality i^ this re

spect. When pruned, these leaders were cu too long -d consequent^

the flow of sap to the terminal buds were more gradual than if they were
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pruned at (a), and enabled to extend from the buds (b). All the buds
below those in blossom are producing leaves only. Had the cuts been
made at («), as described, the rush of sap to the buds marked (b) would
have been more rapid. This would probably not have allowed sufl&-

cient time for the leaf buds to develop into blossom, and wood exten-

sions would have been produced.

Although the blossom buds, developed during early spring from the

previous year's leaf buds, usually open freely, and the principal organs
of the flowers are mostly apparently healthy in every respect, yet they
rarely set well, and the few fruits produced on them are generally bad
types, and of inferior quality. The most satisfactory results in this
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BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA.

By F. li. Beuhne, Government Apicultiirist.

XXVI. THE HONEY FLORA OF VICTORIA.

Continued from page 693, Vol. XIV. (10th Xovember, 1916).

The Coast Banksia (Banksia integrifolia.)

Fig. 57.

There are over forty species of Banksia, but five only occur as natives

in Victoria, of which the Coast Banksia is the largest, developing some-

times into a tree 40 to 50 feet liigli, with a trunk diameter up to 4 feet.

It is commonly known as Honeysuckle, Tree-Honeysuckle, and most ap-

propriately as Coast Honeysuckle, on account of the situations it fre-

quents. It is also called White Honeysuckle to distinguish it from Red
Honeysuckle (Banksia serrata), the timber of which is far redder. The
botanical name of this group, " Banksia," is in honour of Sir Joseph
Banks, who, for long, was president of the Royal Society of London,
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while the specific name, iutegrifolia, signifies " entire leaf," in reference

to the margin of the leaf.

The leaves are lance-shaped, or oblong, wedge-shaped, blunt-ended,

quite entire, but sometimes irregularly toothed, 3 to 4 inches long, in some
specimens much longer, and from i to near 1 inch broad; white under-
neath, with a iioD very prominent network of veins. The young shoots

and young leaves are covered with wcolly hair till nearly full grown.
Flower spikes from 3 to 6 inches long, oblong, cylindrical. Fruit cone
oblong, cylindrical, seed capsules prominent, but not thick as in the Saw
or Red Banksia (Baiiksia serrata).

The Coast Banksia is found in the south-east of Victoria, but it has
also been reported from the Grampians.

The timber is pinkish in colour, beautifully grained, and takes a good
polish ; it is, however, but little used as an ornamental timber, being em-
ployed chiefly for ribs and knees in boats, bullock yokes, &c.

The flower is, as a rule, a profuse yielder of both nectar and pollen.

The honey obtained from it is somewhat high-coloured, rather strong, and
has a distinct aroma peculiar to the Banksias; it candies quickly and
hard.

The Silver BANKi?i.\ {Banksia marginata).

Fig. 58.

The Silver Banksia, generall\' known as " Honeysuckle," is the most
widely distributed of the Victorian si>ecies, being found east, west, north,

Fig. 58.

and scutli. It is usually a bushy shrub of from 10 to 15 feet high, grow-
ing sometimes into a tree of considerable size, sometimes low, straggling,

or depressed.

Leaves broadly linear, or oblong, lance-shaped, blunt, often square at

the ends, usually smooth-edged, 1 to 2 inches long, but in flowerless
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branches, or even on some flowering specimens, some or all the leaves

are much larger, more or less toothed, all leaves very white underneath

(hence the common name).
, , • , ,

• ,^

Flower spikes oblong, cylindrical, 2 to 3, rarely 4 inches long
;
m some

dwarf varieties nearly globular.
. ^ ,.i ; u

Fruit cone oblong, cylindrical; seed capsules prominent, not thick,

rounded i inch broad, at first covered with hair.

The wood is soft, porous, and spongy; when dead, and m a certain

stage of decay, it makes the best fuel for the beekeepers smoker, the

smoke given off being clean, cool, and of not unpleasant odour.

Fig. 59.

The flower yields nectar and pollen freely after good autumn rains^

The honey is .somewhat strong, and candies quickly. The Silver Bank^a

blossoms in some districts from February to May
,
m others from Apnl

to July. Near the Grampians, there is a dwarf form as well as the

normal type, from which it in no way differs botanically.
.

In many localities where the Silver Banksia was formerly Plentiful it

is now almost extinct. The former trees have died of °lf .
^^g^' °'",

'l^^
been cut down in drought seasons as feed for stock, by which the leaves

are so readily eaten, that no seedlings survive.
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The Saw Banksia {lianksia serrata).

Fig. 59.

A bushy tree confined to the east of Victoria. The leaves are oblong,
lance-shaped, pointed or blunt, regularly and deeply toothed, 3 to 6
inches long, ^ to I inch wide, leathery and flat, hoary or rarely white
underneath.

Flower spikes oblong, cylindrical, very thick, 3 to 6 inches long.
Fruiting cone matted, hairy; seed capsules very prominent, thick, and
hard, about 1 inch broad.

Wood, purplish, mahogany coloured, useful for furniture.

The Saw (or Red) Bauksia flowers in December and January.
No authentic information as to its value to the l>eekeeper is, up to

the present, available, and the writer would be grateful to any one who,

Fig. 60.

after identifying this Banksia from the illustration and description here
given, would kindly forward information as to quantity and character

of honey produced by this tree, and whether pollen producing or not, so

that these details may h& included when later the present series of articles

are published in book form.

The Desert Banksia (Banksia omata).

Fig. 60.

A shrub, 5 to 6 feet high, found in the north-west and south-west of

Victoria, generally in sandy or desert country, and known to the bee-

keepers of the western districts as " Banksia," without any distinctive

term, the Silver Banksia in a like manner being termed " Honeysuckle."
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The Desert Banksia is a rather ornamental shrub, compact in struc-

ture, with a deep blue green foliage. The leaves are oblong, wedge-
shaped towards the stalk, with regular teeth on the edges, 2 to 4 inches

long,, i to I inches broad, with the transverse veins prominent under-

neath.

Flower spikes, oblong, egg-shaped, 2 to 4 inches long, or globular.

Fruiting cone egg-shaped, seed capsules very thick, and fully f ini

broad.
It flowers from April to July, and is a heavy yielder of nectar and

pollen, so that brood rearing is kept up in the hives right into winter,

insuring successful wintering of the bses, which :n part is due to the com-
parative warmth of the localities where this Banksia grows. The honey.

-^ A
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Leaves narrow, linear, H to 3 iuclies long, more or less toothed, or

rarely quite even. Flower spike oblong, cylindrical, 3 to 6 inches long.

Fruiting cone cylindrical, seed capsules thick and scarcely protruding.

The Hill Banksia is said to produce nectar so freely at times that it

runs down on to the ground. Nothing definite, however, is known on
this point, as probably no large apiary has so far been located near a con-

siderable number of this Banksia. Like the Desert Bankisa, it is orna-

mental, and worthy of cultivation in gardens.

(To be continued.)

THE SUMMER BUD, OR "YEMA" GRAFT OF THE VINE.

Bi/ F. de Castella, Governuunt Vitiriilturist.

To plant a vineyard liable to destruction by phylloxera would be, to

say the least, illogical, even in districts into which the insect has not
yet found its way. It is already firmly established in several widely
separated portions of the State, and the time will inevitably come when
the whole of Victoria will be infested. In already phylloxerated areas,

the resistant .stock is, of course, indis,pensable, and the plantation of vines

with vulnerable roots is quite out of the question.

A vineyard on resistant stocks may be established in two ways :
—

1. Plantation of already grafted vines raised in a nursery, or, as

they are usually called, " bench grafts."

2. Field grafting—in other words, the plantation of the vineyard
with ungrafted resistant vines or stocks, which will subse-

quently be grafted to the European or " Vinifera " variety,

from which it is desired to obtain fruit.

Field grafting, though the older method, has been gradually and
very generally suj^erseded in France by the planting of nursery-raised

bench grafts, which renders possible the immediate establisliment of an
absolutely homogeneous vineyard, since it permits the weeding out, when
lifting from the nursery, of all faulty grafts j only those being planted in

wliicli the union between stock and scion is flawless, thus insuring abso-

lute evenness of the plantation, or what is called in Oalifoi-nia, " a good

stand."

The chief objection to field grafting, especially in the colder climate

of northern Europe, is that a completely even stand can rarely be relied

upon. Unless the spring be exceptionally favorable for the operation

of grafting, gaps occur where vines have failed, as well as

a certain proportion of faulty grafts which scarcely ever de-

velop into thrifty vines. In our warmer Australian climate,

weather conditions in spring are more favorable for graft-

ing, and except in such an unusual season as the present one, results

are generally far more satisfactory. Our climate is more similar to that

of Spain and Portugal, where field grafting is held in higher esteem than
in France. Nevertheless, even with us, anything which can insure a

higher percentage of perfect unions will be a distinct boon to those

reconstituting by means of field grafting, and the. graft about to be

described undoubtedly contributes to this result, both by the perfection

of the union, and by the second chance it provides, of re-grafting the

following spring, any of the summer grafts which have failed, or which
are unsatisfactory.
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The Yema Graft in 5pain.

" Yema " means, in Spanish, a bud or eye—the germ of anything iii

fact, since it also signifies the yolk of an egg. It is the name generally

given to this graft in southern Spain. Though often referred to as
'' budding " in northern Victoria, the operation is distinct from budding
in the usual sense of the term, and as currently practised

on citrus, roses, &c. It is a real graft—a summer bud graft

—

for the wood of the vine is rather deeply cut into, and the V7oody core of

the scion-bud is not removed as is usual in ordinai-y budding. The
main differences to be found between it and ordinary grafting are the
season when it is carried out, and the very small dimensions to which
the scion is reduced. Like ordinary grafting, it is performed on the
portion of the stock beneath the surface of the soil.* Budding is practised

above ground, and usually on green herbaceous canes.

It was at Jerez de la Frontera, in Southern Spain, the home of

sherry, that the writer first maHe the acquaintance of this graft which.
since its introduction into Victoria, has been so successful that it bids

fair to become the favorite field grafting method. On his return to Vic-
toria, the Spanish graft was described in this journal in the issue of

June, 1908. This description is here reproduced. It will be followed

by some further details in the light of practical experience gained
since itsi introduction into Victoria.

Fig 1.

A and B. Removal of bud for Yema graft.
C. Stock ready to receive bud of Yema graft.
D. Yema graft completed and ready for binding with raffia.

The other method is knovpn as Yema. It is a summer bud graft and wa.s
quite new to me" both as regards method and season for execution. It is a true

• Though the graft is made two oi three inches above the surface level It Is invariably covered by a
protecting mound of earth, so that, during the laiitting period, it is several inches below the surface of
the mound. (See Fig. 3.)
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graft and not a form of budding in the sense in which we usually understand it,

for the hud is removed together with a fair sized fragment of the already woody
shoot of the current year's growth. The stock is prepared to receive it by the
removal of a similar sliaped piece of wood by means of four cuts of the grafting
knife; into the gap thus made, which reaches nearly to tlic centre of the cane,*
the properly cut eye is carefully fitted and securely hound with raffia. Care must
be taken in fitting the bud into its place that the cambium layers of stock and
scion correspond as accurately as possible. When tying, the raffia must first be
placed over the hud and bound round and below it so as to insure thorough
contact at the base of the graft.

This graft is best suited for cases where there is but slight difference in

diameter between stock and scion, as in the case when a one or two year old
rooted vine is grafted in the vineyard. The upper part of the stock is not cut
off but cuntinuKs it.s ijrowtk, the flow of sap which is thus maintained enables the
union to take place under most favorable conditions. The graft knits but
the bud rfinuins ilurinunt until the following spring when, after the upper part
of the stock has been cut back, it makes very vigorous growth.

August is the best month for the execution of this graft in Spain. This
corresponds to February in Victoria; a convenient time, falling, as it does, between
harvest and vintage. As soon as the young shoots of the current year are
sufficiently lignified to provide a properly ripened bud the operation may be
performed. The bud is grafted on, at about the level of the ground which is

then heaped up around it into a high mound to protect it from changes of
temperature and desiccation. (See Fig. 3.)

This graft practically gives the vigneron " two strings to his how." When
the time for ordinary spring grafting comes round it is possible to see if the bud
has taken or if it is dead ; in the latter case the stock is cut off half an inch
below the bud graft which has failed and re-grafted in the ordinary way.

The unions obtained by means of this graft in southern Spain are really
magnificent. ... At the well-known Tula vineyard of Messrs. Gonzalez,

Fig. 2.—The Spanish graft—second style.

A, the scion bud; B, incision in stock; C, same, bent to facilitate insertion of

scion; D, graft completed and ready for tying.

Byass, and Coy., this style of grafting is in great favour. " Espirja ne vale nada "

(The espigaf graft is no good) said the Capctaz (overseer) of Tula to me. He
assured me that with the Yema a larger percentage succeeded and that the unions

• According to later experience this would be too deep, as will be seen later,

t Kspi^a is the Spanish name for the ordinary cleft graft.
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were more perfect. I have collected full information concerning this interesting
graft and feel sure that it is at least worth a careful trial in the warmer parts
of Victoria wliere climatic conditions are so similar to tliose of Andalucia, and
where the perfect union it gives will no doubt render it popular.

In Spain, the graft is performed in two distinct ways. In addition

to that illustrated in Fig. 1. it is sometimes executed as shown in Fig. 2.

As will be seen, the fragment of cane which constitutes the scion is of

practically the same thickness throughout. The socket or incision into

which it will be fitted on the stock is also of different shape, being cut

at tlie same angle above and below. It might be called a dovetail graft.

Fig. 3.—Young resistant vine in February, six months after plantation as an
'

' ungrafted rootling.
'

'

The Yema graft has just been inserted at A, and protected by a mound of

loose soil about 12 inches high—scale of inches to tlie left

When fitting the scion, the stock can conveniently be bent,

as shown at C, Fig. 2, thus slightly elongating the socket,

and facilitating the insertion of the scion, which is firmly

held in place on the stock being allowed to straighten out

again. A very neat graft can thus be executed, provided

the scion has been judiciously chosen as to size, and it, as well as the

stock, accurately and cleanly cut. It is, perhaps, a little more difficult

tnan the first method, for which reason it was uot described in the re-

port quoted from above.
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A general idea of the graft may be formed from Fig. 3, which

shows a young resistant vine, planted as an ungrafted rootling in, say,

August, 1915; the scion bud having been grafted in at "A" iu Feb-

ruary, 1916. As will be seen, immediately after grafting, the whole
stem of the vine is mounded up with loose soil ; the height of the mound
is usually about 1 foot, the base of the young canes, and a good many
leaves, being olten covered with soil. It will be noted that the top of

the stock is not cut off at the time of grafting*, but is allowed to con-

tinue its growth. This is, no doubt, one of the factors contributing to

the excellence of the unions; the sap circulating freely in the tissues

immediately adjacent to the graft, callu.sing is very thorough and com-
plete.

Towards the end of winter, the mound should Be removed ; it is, in

fact, usually broken down before this by the ordinary cultural operations.

It is then possible to see if the graft has succeeded, in which case the
bud will be found to be large and healthy, and firmly united to the stock

by the callus which has formed. If the graft has failed, the scion bud,
now considerably shrivelled, can easily be rubbed out with the finger.

If the graft has satisfactorily taken, the stock is now cut off with the
secateur at " C," Fig. 3. On no account should it be cut anv clcser to

the bud. as the stock would be liable to die back on the opposite side to

the bud. A stub or butt of the old stock 5 or 6 inches long should be

left above the graft, which will he finally removed a year later. Should
the graft have failed, the vine is allowed to remain until September or

October (in Victoria), when it can be cut back at " B," Fig. 3, and
cleft grafted in the usual way. The " Yema " graft shoulH be placed

about 3 inches above the level of the soil, so that, in case of its failure,

the cleft graft will not be so deep as to entail trouble with scion

roots.

Similar Grafts in France.

Curiously enough, this graft does not seem to have found its way to

France; at least not during the period of active reconstitution (1885-99),

during which French ingenuity devised an extraordinary number of

new methods for budding and grafting the vine. It is not described

in " Grafting and Budding, "t though the grafts of Besson, Massabie,

and of Clarac (No. 2) present some points in common with it. These,

however, are buds rather than grafts. The form of grafting which most
resembles it, especially as regards the season for its execution, is the

well-known Cadillac graft—a side cleft summer graft which will be

described later.

A graft was, however, described in the Pror/res Ac/ricole. of 25th
February, 1912, by M. J. B. Mais, which is practically identical with

the Spanish Yema, second stylej, as will be seen by reference to Fig. 4

The following extracts from Mr. Mais' article will, no doubt, prove
of interest:—

Stocks (ungrafted) should be planted from December to March (June to
September in Australia). As soon as the shoots are about an inch long a bud
is placed, as shown in Fig. 4 (scion A, stock B) and tied with raffia.

• AccortUnu fo ^r. M^i?. severe toppinc is recon trendirt imn-.edi.'itcly after cr.iftinjr (see pape 46).
This is not usually done in Victoria. If the \ine has not made very strong RTOwtli. it is probably better
not to top, thoiltrli in tiie case of very vii^oroiis vines it mieht be an improvement ; it would, at any rate,

reduce the power of the wind, which, on a very stronc %ine. t^^nds to breal< down the mound.
t Xew M"thods of Oraftin? and Buddinffi as applied to Reconstitution with American Vines, l)y

Dubois and Wilkinson—published by tliis Department in 1901.

J J. B. Mais, President, Syndicat Agricole of Lectonre (Gets). France, in Prof/rm Aftr*^olr. Mont-
peUicr, 25th Febniarv. 1912.
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One-third of the thickness of the stock is removed, and in its place is fitted

one-third of the scion cane hearing a hud. This hud rots and makes way for

two or three smaller buds which develop around it, sending out canes of three
and four yards long the following season.

After the lOth August (February in Australia) the work may be continued,
the buds being taken from tlie current season's canes. After the 10th September
(March in Australia) cold rains are likely to render results uncertain. During
the currency of the whole summer it is difficult, a month after grafting, to tell

that there has been a graft at all so perfect is tlie union. Needless to say, scions
for grafting until July should be preserved in nearly dry sand and in the dark
if possible. Should the first graft fail, another can be placed in position in

August (February in Australia) about an inch below it. Should this fail also,

the ordinary cleft graft can still be practised the following spring, thus assuring
thorough success throughout the whole vineyard.

The vigor of plantations thus established is much superior to those planted
with grafted rootlings up to the fifth year; afterwards, the difference is less

noticeable. This enhanced vigor is explained, first, by the suppression, so to

Fig. 4.—Graft similar to "Yema," recommended by M. J. B. Mais.

speak, of the graft (the union being so perfect), and second, by the fact that

when wild vines (ungrafted resistant rootlings) are planted they have often ten

or fifteen roots, whereas with grafted rootlings there are sometimes only one or

two; furthermore, by leaving the wild vine to itself during the whole of the

first season, it grows much more than its grafted neighbour, and as a result its

roots penetrate more deeply and develop more vigorously, thus stimulating the

growth of the scion much more during the second j'ear.

If grafted in August-September (February-March here) all the canes of the

stock should be severely topped in order to give a check to the sap, such as will

bring about a rapid union (soudiire).

One man can easily do 350 to 400 grafts a day. The scions should be cut before-

hand and kept fresh in a piece of wet bag; in order to make rapid progress, it

is necessary to have a choice of scions, owing to the difference in diameter of the

stocks.

In spring it is well to drive in a small stake to each vine ; owing to their

vigor, the wind might break them out, thus causing blanks.

Fig. 4 is reproduced from Mr. Mais' article.
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The Graft in Victoria.

From the description first reproduced above, and acting on verbal ad-

vice, several Rutherglen growei-.s tried the graft. Mr. P. A. Wyatt, at

that time Travelling Viticultural Assistant of this Department, demon-

strated it to numerous growers, with the result that a good many vines were

thus grafted in February, 1909. The encouraging results of these first

trials led to their renewal on an increasing scale each season with greater

success. As was to be expected, each grafter applied such modifications

and improvements as practical experience suggested to him, until a

method was evolved, differing somewhat from either of those already

described, and which is now very generally followed throughout the dis-

trict.

Simultaneously with this the graft was being extensively practised at

Mildura, with most encouraging results. To Mr. J. Rounce, now an

officer of the New South Wales Agricultural Department, belongs the

credit of its success in this district. He had experience of this graft in

England before coming to Australia, as he informed the writer after a

lecture delivered in 1908, at which the graft, as practised in Spain, was

described and illustrated. He had seen it applied to roses and several

other garden plants. Mr. Rounce practised it on the vine with remark-

ably successful results, and within the past few years he has reconstituted

considerable areas on resistant stocks by this method. The manner in

which he executes the graft differs a good deal from that which has be-

come so popular at Rutherglen, as will be seen presently.

The " Yema " graft is, in fact, remarkably elastic; it permits of a

good deal of variation, according to the individual fancy of the grafter.

The two methods about to be described and figured do not pretend to

exhaust all the possibilities. The graft may yet be varied in other

details.

As to which is the better of tlie two, it would be rash to attempt a

definite statement. The writer has known percentages of 98 and 99 of

completely successful unions by both methods. Both methods seem to

give equally perfect unions. So far as the final result, there would seem

to be little difference between the two, though Mr. Rounce^s modifica-

tion, permitting, as will be seen, the suppression of tying or binding the

graft, should enable the grafter to operate more rapidly. These two

typical modes of executing the graft will now be described in detail.

Afterwards, a few points of importance in connexion with summer grafts

in general, irrespective of the style of graft, will be considered.

The Rutherglen Method.

This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows how the scion-bud is re-

moved from the cane, and Fig. 6, where the preparation of the stock,

the fitting in of the scion bud, and the binding necessary to hold it in

position, until knitted, are shown.

A suitable bud must first be selected. It should be situated on a

cane of somewhat smaller diameter than the stock on which it is to be

grafted. It must also fulfil the conditions specified under the heading

"scion requirements." The 3cion-hu3 is removed, as shown in Fig. 5.

An oblique cut, penetrating to about the middle ol the cane, and rather
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more tlian Half-an-inch below the bud, is first made (a, Fig. 5). Com-
mencing at 6, a curved cut is then made as shown by the dotted line

(Fig. 5), which, junctioning with the first cut, removes the scion bud.

This cut should be fairly deep, so that, after removal, the piece bearing

the bud shows the pith along the whole section. It is now rather thicker

than is desirable, and requires paring down on the inner, or wood side,

and shortening by the cut shown at c (Fig. 5), which is made at a more

acute angle with the axis of the cane than that at "a." The paring

should be carefully done, so that the bud-scion, when finished, is cut

to an absolutely plane surface, only showing two small spots of pith

on the inner or wood, side above and below the transverse woody par-

tition, which is to be found at every bud. The section should appear

as shown (Fig. 5), C.

Fig. 5.

removal of scion-bud as practised at Butherglen; B, outer view of bud
immediately after removal; C, view of same from inner (wood) side, after

trimming and when ready for insertion in stock.

Fig. 6 shows how the stock is prepared. Four cuts of the budding

knife are required ; A shows the stock after the first two have been exe-

cuted, and B after completion of the whole four. The stock is now
ready to receive the scion.

The first cut should be exactly similar to that made at a (Fig. 5),

when taking the scion. It is essential for an accurate fit that this cut

should be made at the same angle, both on stock and scion ; a way
of insuring this is by cutting the scion, in the first place, a little longer

(below the bud) than is really required. By holding; it against the

uncut stock in as nearly as possible the position it will ultimately occupy,

it is easy, by a single cut of the budding knife, through the base of the

scion-bud, and into the stock to the required depth, to obtain absolute

identity of angle.
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The remaining three cuts will be readily understood on reference to B
(Fig. 6). It will be noted that cut No. 4 is continued for about a third of

an inch, after functioning with Ko. 3, so as to provide a sort of flap,

under which tlie sharply bevelled apex or toe of the scion can be pushed
whilst the heel is made to fit neatly in the niche or cavity prepared for

it. The scion-bud, definitely placed in positio^i, is shown in C (Fig. 6).

A fifth cut can usually be made with advantage at c (Fig. 6), slightly

shorteniug the flap which covers the toe of the scion-bud. This very
small cut is made obliquely, but in reverse sense to that which com-
pleted the scion-bud c (Fig. 5), and in such a way that the section

of the cambium layer which it exposes is as near as possible to tliat

made by the third cut in the lifting of the scion c (Fig. 5). Though

A B C D

Fig. 6.—The Rutherglen method.

A and B shows tlu.' four outs which pruparu tlie incision in the stock; C, scion

bud placed in position; D, method of tying.

these two cambium sections are not in absolute contact (as all the others

should be), only a very small interval separates them. They are close

enough for this small gap to be easily bridged over by callus, the forma-

tion of which is remarkably active under the very suitable conditions of

warmth, moisture, and aeration prevailing in the interior of the mound.
The scion bud should be of such a size that the cambium sections of

stock and scion coincide in the greatest measure possible. The more com-
pletely this condition is realized, the better the chance of the graft tak-

ing. On no account should the scion be too large—overlapping is fatal

to success, the rapid formation of callus tending to lift the scion-bud

out of its proper position. If any departure from an accurate lit is
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permissible, the scion should be too small rather than too large; callus

then forms outside and not inside the graft, holding the bud in, instead
of forcing it out. An exact fit, however, is the ideal which should be
aimed at. Another reason for avoiding too large a bud is that there is

a tendency for the scion to be slightly flattened out by the pressure of

the string used in tying ; this may caiise one, or even both sides of a

large bud to overlap, with the undesirable result just described.

In a trellised vineyai'd, the bud should be placed in the direction

of the wire, and not perpendicularly to it, which would result in the

young vine growing out of the liue the following spring. The bud
should also be placed, as far as is possible, on the lee side of the stock

as regards winds likely to cause damage in spring.

The graft liaving been properly fitted, it must be tied, so that stock

and scion will be held firmly in position until knitted. Tying is indis-

pensable in the case of the Ruthergleu form of graft, with its rather
long and thin scion-bud. Tying may be don© in various ways—that

shown at " D " (Fig. 6), is perhaps the most convenient. Bagging twine,

preferably split up, so that two or three strands are used, instead of the
whole twine, is a convenient tie. It is better than raffia, which, being
flat, interferes rather more with callus formation. A common mistake
with beginner is to plaster the graft with raffia, string, or other sub-

stances. The tie is really only needed to keep cut surfaces in contact

until knitted—otherwise it hinders rather than promotes the formation
of callus. "Protection by waxing, &c., is no doubt necessai-y in the case

of an apple, which is grafted above ground ; not so with the vine, which
is usiually grafted undeiground. The mound of loose earth (Pig. 3) pro-

vides ample protection against drying out of the scion.

Opinions differ somewhat as to the best length to give the scion-bud

—that shown in Figs. 5 and 6 is the most usual. Some experienced

grafters favour a lesser length, their advice being to make the graft as

short as is conveniently practicable.

Mr. Rounce's Modification.

This method, which has been so successful in the Mildura district,

will be readily understood on reference to Fig. 7. The scion-bud is re-

moved in practically the same manner as is shown in Fig. 1, two
cuts sufficing—the first is exactly similar to the corresponding

one in the Rutherglen graft. When making the second cut, an oscil-

latory movement should be given to the knife so as to cut without split-

ting when passing through the twisted fibres underlying the bud. If

ekiltuUy removed, the section will be a plane surface, and the scion-bud

ready for immediate insertion in the cavity prepared to receive it, with-

out any paring or trimming.

In preparing the stock, three cuts are all that are needed. The
cavity is somewhat similar to that made in the last graft, but deeper.

The graft is, in fact, very similar to the Spanish Yema, as shown in Fig.

1., but deeper and shorter. If neatly executed, and with scions

thoroughly suited to the size of the stock, the buds are so firmly held

that no tie is necessary. The operation of grafting is thus considerably

simplified, both by the suppression of several cuts, and by enabling tying

to be dispensed with, so that a greater number of vines can be grafted

in a given time than by the graft previously described. As regards the
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perfection of the unions, there does not seem to be mucli to choose be-
tween the two methods ; with both they are remarkably perfect.

Stock Requirements.

When planting the vines, care should be taken to see that
there is a straight portion of stem where the bud can con-
veniently be inserted, about 2 or 3 inches above the level of the soil.

The most convenient size is when the diameter of the stock is about half-

an-inch. When larger, the operation is less convenient. Smaller

'X

'"l^M

Fig. 7.—Mr. Rounce's modification.

A, ])r('i)ariiti<)n of stot-k; B, outer view of scion bud; C, inner view of same;
D, the completed graft.

stocks can, however, be successfully grafted. One very successful grafter
remarked to the writer that he was not afraid how small the stock was
provided he could find scion-buds small enough. Vines planted in

August are usually fit for grafting the following February, save in an
exceptionally dry season.

In order to insure success, the stock must be well in sap. In other
words, it must have plenty of life in it. Should there be a good fall of

rain during January, conditions are usually ideal for this graft during
the month of February, but even in the absence of summer rain, with
vines planted on properly prepared land, and adequately cultivated dur-

ing spring and early summer, there will be plenty of sap for success.
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Scion Requirements.

As has been shown, the scion sliould be taken from a
cane of rather smaller diameter than the stock on which it is to
be grafted. The question arises whether lateral shoots are eligible as
scions, or whether main canes only should be used. Seeing
that laterals are ready quite as capable of iproducing fruit as
main canea,* there should be no objection to their use, provided they are
well constituted and not too pithy. Needless to say, the same rigorous
care is necessary in the selection of the scion buds as in the case of scions

for ordinary spring grafting. They should in the first place be only
taken from vines picked on account of the quality and quantity of the
fruit they yieldf. In the second place, cnly fruit-producing canes must
be used ; water shoots and suckers should on no account be employed.
Of course, laterals must only be those growing on fruit-bearing canes;

any others are useless.

Buds should only be taken from canes which are propei'ly ripened,

the green or yellow colouration having changed to brown ; unripe buds
are, it is true, capable of uniting, but they are not nearly so sure; with

them one cannot rely upon a high percentage of success. Buds should

be free fiom laterals; in practice it is often found that a bud which
has failed, or has taken in an unsatisfactory manner, shows the frag-

ment of a small lateral alongside of it, which was cut back at the time

of grafting. Where the Yema graft is to be practised on a large scale,

it would be well to prepare the canes to be used as scions by breaking

out the laterals in November-December, when they are still quite small

and easily suppressed. Well-developed laterals are less liable to have

secondary laterals in the axil of the leaf, for which reason they are very

convenient to use. If the main canes of the vines used as scion bearers

are stopped early in November, stout laterals will be thrown out, which

will be well ripened by February.

Needless to say every precaution must be taken to avoid drying out

of the scion canes. The season best suited for this graft being the

hottest time of the year, only a few hours' requirements should be cut

at a time, and these should be rolled in a piece of wet bag : they should

not, however, be cut into short lengths and kept floating in a bucket

of water as is sometimes done.

The graft is, in fact, more practical if scions are obtainable in the

same vineyard where they are to be grafted than if they have to be
brought a distance; in the latter case they must be packed in such a

way as to guard against desiccation in transit, and before use the canes

should be placed for a day with their butt ends in clean water.

* As roff.ardR fruitfnlnoss of lateral canes, see article on " Pruning tlie Ohanez and some other
Vines" (Jniunal. lOth -lugust, 1915. page 468.)

+ One great advantage of this graft is that scion selection need only be made at the .actual time of

grafting ; the frnit being then on the vine and approaeliing maturity, it is easy to see whicli .are the

most prolific vines. Tn the case of Sprina grafting, the scion bearing vine must be marked six months
lieforehand—work which is too often overlooked.

(To he cnvtim/ed.)
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AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.

It is a good deal easiei- to condemn a now idea than it is to coni-

]irehend it.

The old adage, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, is

(louhly true in fhn hreodiiig bu.siness.

The Chinese get hold of excellent idcMs. Thoy have an " order of the
excellent crop," the blue ribbon of Chinese agriculturists.

During the coming winter farmers .should take great care of the
farmyai'd manure, and not allow its valuable constituents to drain away.

Do not attempt to fatten pigs while they are running at large all

over the farm. To finish them properly they must be confined in a

relatively small pen or yard.

The milk last drawn from an animal is always much richer than
that drawn first. This statement only applies to the fat: the other solids

remain fairly constant all through.

As a general rule it is poor policy to raise a puny, under-sized calf

for dairy and breeding purposes. Only the best calves from the best
milking families should be kept.

Wliat the Empire is asking for just now, and she never had greater
need to ask, is that every individual should do his bit. Farmers are
contributing their share, and will continue to do so.

Care .should be taken during the winter months to supply the pigs

with an abundance of green feed of some kind. Pumpkins, mangels, or
sugar beets, pulped, are about the best available on the averajge farm.

The meal of cocoanuts after the oil is extracted is being used in

England for feeding cattle with good results. It is said that these nuts
can be produced so cheaply that this meal may actually compete with
other feeds.

MILLING AND BAKING TESTS OF F.A.Q. STANDARD
WHEATS FOR SEASON l*»ir,.

By F. Rankin Scott, Chemist for Affriciilture, and F. G. B. Winslow,
MiU'er.

This State, in common with other wheat-growing States in the Com-
monwealth of Australia, has generally a surplus of wheat for export.
As this sur])lus wheat is the product of a number of varieties grown
under different soil and climatic conditions, a standard of quality to
regulate the sale of this wheat is necessary. The F.A.Q. standard
wheat is the representative average of the wheats grown in each State.

This standard is yearly struck by the corn section of the Chamber of

Commerce in this State ; a somewhat similar method being adopted in

the other States. By determining the milling and baking qualities of

the standard wheats it is possible to glean information of some value
which can be used to compare the qualities exhibited by individual
varieties of wheat. With this end in view, samples of the F.A.Q.
wheats, representative of New South Wales, South Australia, Western
.Australa, and Victoria liave been tested. Before proceeding with an
analysis of the results of the tests applied, it may be opportune to make
some casual reference to wheat growing in this State. Although the
wheat-growing industry is gradually expanding, through the opening
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up and development of virgin country, the employment of superphos-

phates, better methods of cultivation to conserve soil moisture, &c., it

is still capable of returning heavier yields per acre, and better quality

wheat. Illustrative of the production of wheat in the four States men-

tioned it has been computed that, for last season, the yield exceeded

160,000,000 bushels, the amount required for local use not exceeding

36,000,000 bushels, we have a balance of 124,000,000 bushels to export,

this State contributing a yield of 58,200,000 bushels. For the purpose

of comparing the milling and baking qualities of the wheats they were

submitted to the following tests:—
1st. Determination of the amount of foreign matter ipresent, and

the respective amount of each material.

2nd. Determination of the percentage of the different grades of

wheat grains.

3rd. The milling, including some of the ordinary chemical tests.

4th. The baking test.

The Foreign Matter.

The amount of foreign matter in wheat is a matter of importance

to both the miller and to the exporter. From a miller's point the

quality of the wheat depends largely on the percentage of impurities,

the moisture, and the strength. The exporter is concerned in handling

and paying extra freight for the impurities which are useless to the

miller.

Table I.

—

Showing Amount of Foreign Matter and Kelative
Percentage of Each Ingredient.

(1,000 grams taken).

New South Wales
South Australia

Westera Australia

VictoriaJ.. ^

0-23
12-

2-32
4-72

1-77

1-97

3 02

2 32

0010 75

0-52012
1-260-59
0-760-47

0-40
0-39

57
0-47

0-69
0-31

004
0-76

33
004
008
0-29

0-73
0-82
1-27
2-64

1 11

019

1-46

02
005
005
0-24

0-60
1-72
0-98
1-41

Comparing the results obtained from the wheats one or two notable

features become evident, for example, the percentage of foreign matter

is very variable, ranging from that of South Australia 1.72 per cent,

to that of New South Wales .60 per cent.—the high percentage found

in the South Australian wheat being largely due to barley grain. Our
"Victoriaii wheat contains a high percentage of whiteheads. The New
South Wales wheat is practically free from drake, and the Western

Australian wheat contains no wild oats. One ingredient common to

all, smut, is worthy of special mention ; it is a matter of regret that our

Australian wheat should contain this fungus, in view of the fact that

its ravages can be controlled, and its presence eliminated by the simple

process of pickling the seed wheat. While the average percentage of

impurities found does not appear large, the number of bushels present

in the 124,000,000 bushels for export reaches the res,pectable total of
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approximately 1,460,000 bushels, equivalent to 40,000 tons, for which

freight "has to be paid.

Table II.

—

Showing the Percentage of Foreign Matter Found in

Previous Tests Compared with this Season Test.

Year—
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Plate I.

Graph showing Amount of Grain in F.A.Q. Samples ( 1,000 Grains) Retained
by Sieves of Varying Mesh.
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the past season, 1915-16. Taking the amount of wheat available for

export at 124,000,000 bushels, with an average content of 3.2 per cent,

of screenings, the amount of screening exported would represent a figure

of approximately 110,000 tons, a comparatively large tonnage of

material, which, in ordinary times, is useless for milling purpose.s, but
for which tlie same freight charges would be made. By eliminations of

the screenings from the export wheat, not only would a considerable
saving be made on freiglit payable, but the q\iaiity of the wheat would
be increased, and the screenings kept ;n tlie different States and
utilized for feeding jjoultry, pigs, &c.

Table IV.

—

Showing Percentage of First Grade Grain (Retained
BY 2.75 MM. Sieve) Compared with Previous Tests.

1912. 1913. 1915.

New South Wales
South Australia

Western Australia

Victoria

G2-2
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This test shows the South Australian wheat to be the best milling
wheat as regards yield of flour and gluten content. Its water absorp-
tion capacity is also good. Among other variations noted, in reference

to the other wheats are:—-The New South Wales wheat shows a higher

P4

percentage of gluten, but a lower water absorption capacity than that

of our own local wheat, it also produced the lowest yield of flour. The
Western Australian wheat was poore.st in gluten and about mid-way

between the New South Wales and Victorian wheat for yield of flour.
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Table VI.

—

Showing
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with a view to promoting the manufacture in Australia of satisfactory

standard designs of apparatus. (4) Mod© of occurrence of gold in

quartz, to aid in the localization of payable gold and thus cheapen deep
prospecting. (5) Posidonia fibre, the commercial utilization of the

immense deposits in Spencer's Gulf. (6) Tick jjest in cattle, the loss

through which has cost the Commonwealth several millions of pounds
sterling. (7) Alunite, the production in Australia of potash salts, the

supply of which from Germany has been cut ofF through the war. (8)

Yeasts and breadmaking, in regard to which the results already obtained
afforded ho,pe that it will be possible to so shorten' the period of the

maturing of the dough as to contribute materially to the solution of the
" day-baKiiig trouble." (9) Tlie nodule disease in cattle, which like

the tick pest has caused enormous losses in Australia; and (10) Marine
biological economics of tropical Australia, including the pearl oyster

fisheries, the sponge industry, and the beche-de-mer and turtle fisheries,

llie policy of the Executive Committee in regard to these matters is,

after making preliminary inquiries from exj>erts, to refer them for

investigation under the general control of Special Committees composed
of the highest authorities in Australia, both industrial and scientific.

The Special Committees are responsible to the Executive.

Another field of activities of the Executive lies in the matters which
have been referred for inquiry to the Committees that have been formed
in all the States, those matters including among ethers—(1) Phos-

phatic rocks in Australia, with a view to increasing our supply and
cheapening the price of phosphatic fertilisers. (2) Grass tree gum,
from which picric acid, used in the manufacture of high explosives,

can be manufactured. (3) The production of tannin from Australian

woods and barks. (4) The production of rennet in Australia for use in

cheese making. (5) Wood distillation and the recovery of by-products

now being wasted ; and (6) An industrial census, showing the stage of

develo])rnent, relative importance and distribution of our industries and
the technical and scientific problems affecting them.

The Committee has found it important to keep in close touch, not

only with persons directly engaged in our primary and secondai-y indus-

tries, but also with Government Scientific Departments, the Universities

and Technical Schools, and among the matters into which inquiries are

being made in conjunction with these departments and institutions, the
following may be specially mentioned, viz. :—(1) A soil survey of

Australia, of great importance in connexion with the settlement on
scientific lines of our vast undeveloped areas. (2) The production of

cream of tartar, used for the manufacture of baking powders and self-

raising flour. (3) Damage done by insects to grain in store, in con-

junction with similar inquiries that are being made in England and
Canada. (4) The cotton industry in Australia and the introduction of

a mechanical cotton picker. (5) The control and eradication of the

prickly pear pest which is spreading at the rate of 1,000.000 acres

yearly. (6) The ]>roduction in Australia of casein. (7) Technical

Education. (8) The introduction of the metric system of weights and
measures and of decimal coinage; and (9) The production of dyes from

mangrove bark and from indigenous plants, &c.

A large number of miscellaneous matters have also received the

attention of the Committee. Some of these are in the nature of inquiries

from manufacturers, and have already been disposed of, while others
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are still under consideratiou. Amongst them, the following are in-

cluded, viz.:—(1) The sheep blow fly pest. (2) Enamels and glazes.

(3) Lanoline. (4) Electrolytic zinc. (5) Forest products. (6) The
manufacture of copper sul|phate. (7) The production of potash from
various sources. (8) Tuberculosis in stock ; and (9) Clays and clay

products. Complete data are also being collected as to the scientific

laboratories available in Australia, their personnel and equipment, and
the educational facilities for the training of our future supply of scien-

tific investigators. A register is also being compiled of all scientific

research work in applied science in progress in the Commtinwealth.
Mr. Speuce stated that he was impressed by the wide range of the

activities of the Advisory Council, and the large amount of preparatory
work that had been accomplished, and said that he would bring various

matters in connexion with the work of the Council before the Cabinet
at an early date. He ho,ped that before long Mr. Hughes would have
time to go fully into the whole matter in the light of the information
he had acquired when in England and America, and of the reports

presented liy the Executive Committee.

OR.CUARD AxN'D GARDEN i^OTES.

E. E. Pescoit, F.L.S., Principal, School of Horticidture, Buridey.

The Orchard.

The unseasonable rains of November and December have given

orcliardists an excellent chance to work up their ground. The soil is

new in a very suitable condition for surface cultivation, and the harrows,
disc cultivator, or scarifier should he kept going to keep up a good con-

dition of surface looseness. Even where the soil had been previously

well cultivated, the cultivators should again be run over the surface, as

any hot weather will cause the soil to crust, which vpculd be the means
of dissipating a very considerable amount of soil water. Every effort

should be taken to retain this moisture, so that the fruit crops shall

have all they require for their perfection. To further attain this end,
no weeds should be allowed to grow in orchard soils.

Budding.

Young treas, or old trees that have been previously cut down in pre-

IJaration for budding, may be worked towards the end of the month.
It is advisable to select dull, cool weather for this operation, so that
the sap may run more freely, and so that the weather will not have
too drying an effect on the bud. The operation of budding is a very
simple one, and is easily performed. To gain a successful end, the sap
should bs flowing freely, so that when the cuts are made the bark should
"lift" or "run" easily, and without any clinging or tearing of the
fibres: and it should separate freely from the wood. The bud selected

should be firm and well matured, and should show no signs of premature
growth whatever. It is cut from the scion with a shallow cut, and if

any wocd in the cutting be left in, this should be taken out of the bud.
A smooth, clean spot should be selected on the bark of the stock, and a

T-sha[>ed cut made, the vertical cut being longer than the horizontal
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one. The bark at the point where the cuts meet should be raised, and
the bud inserted between the bark and the wood of the stock. The bud
should be gently pressed down into position, and it should then be bound
with soft twine, string, or raffia. If the bud be too long for the cut,
the top may be cut off level with a horizontal cut. With practice, it

will soon become possible to take the buds that they will need neither
cutting nor trimming.

After two or three weeks the buds may be examined to see if they
have " taken," that is, if the bud has united thoroughly to the stock.
When that occurs, the tie may be cut. If a growth be desired at once,
all wood above the bud may be cut off some short distance above the
bud, so as to prevent any bark splitting; and consequent loss of the bud,
and so as tO' throw the bud out at a fair angle. Ultimately this should
be properly trimmed.

If desired, the bud may be left dormant throughout the autumn and
winter till spring. In this case, the branch is not cut off, but is left

on till the usual winter pruning.

SuMMEB Pruning.

The profuse rains of November and December have caused a vigorous
growth in the fruit trees. In order to more economically utilize this

abundant growth, it should be now summer pruned, particularly on the
apple and pear trees. Care should be observed that as much of the
leafage as possible is retained on the tree. Unduly long laterals of

fruiting trees may be shortened back, always cutting to a leaf. Un-
necessary terminal leader growths, of which there are sometimes three
or four, all strong growing, may be reduced to one, retaining this one
as a leader. In no case should this growth be cut or interfered with in

any way.
Tlie results of these cuts will be to divert the sap which was flowing

into growths that would subsequently be pruned, into more profitable

channels, so that weak buds and growths may be strengthened, and in-

duced into fruit bearing.

Vegetable Garden.

The work in this section is much the same as in the flower garden.
Good mulching and regular soil stirring will be the work for the month.
As soon as any bed is cleared of vegetables, it should be manured and
well dug over in preparation for the next crop. Deep digging is always
desirable in vegetable growing. If any pest, such as aphis, or cater-

pillars, or tomato weevil, have been present, it would be advisable to

burn all the crop refuse, or to destroy any insects that remain, and to

give the plot a dressing of gypsum, or of Cliffs manurial insecticide.

Keep the tomatoes well watered and manured, pinching out surplus

and strong grown laterals. In early districts the onion crop will be
ripening. In late districts, or with late crops, the ripening may be
hastened by breaking down the top. An autumn crop of potatoes may
be planted. Cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, and celery plants may be
planted out.

Flower Garden.

January should be a busy month in the garden. It may be necessary

to water constantly and frequently, and after every watering the sur-

face should be well loosened, and stirred with the hoe to keep it moist
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and cool. More cultivation and less water is a good rule to be observed.

The hoe should l>e used more, aud the hose less in summer ; greater bene-

fits will accrue, and the water bill will be considerably reduced. Mulch-
ings with straw, gr?ss, ic, are very useful just now. The mowings from

lawns form valuable mulching. Waste tobacco stems are also valuable

as a mulch.
Dahlias, chrysanthemums, and other tall-growing, slender herb^iceous

plants will require support in the way of stakes. They will also need

mulching considerably. These plants should receive no check whatever,

and should be continued with a regular even growth right through the

season. Another desideratum is that soils should be well drained, as

plants of all descriptions thrive better in well-drained soils.

A sharp look-out should be kept on these plants for attacks of red

spider. If this insect appears, a good spraying of tobacco solution or

benzole emulsion should be given to the plants.

Constant watch will need to be kept for the various small cater-

pillars that attack the buda of these plants. Spraying with a weak
solution of paris green and lime, or similar insecticide, will be useful.

Hand-picking should also be resorted to.

HEMINDERS FOR PEBRUARY.
LIVE STOCK.

HoESES: At grass.—Supplement dry grass, if possible, with some greenstuff.
Provide plenty of pure water and shade shelter. In stable.—Supplement hard
feed with some greenstuff, carrots, or the like, and give a bran mash once a week
at le;ist. Avoid over-stimulating foods, such as maize and barley. Give hard
feed in quantities only consistent with work to be performed. Stable should be
well ventilated, and kept clean. When at work, give water at short intervals.
Always water before feeding.

Cattle.—Provide succulent feed and plenty of clean water easy of access; also
shade and salt lick in trough. Have each cow's milk weighed and tested for butter
fat regularly. Rear heifer calves from those that show profitable results. Give
milk at blood heat to calves. Keep utensils clean or diarrhoea will result. Do
not give too much at a meal for the same reason. Give half-a-cup of limewater
per calf per day in the milk. Let them have a good grass run or lucerne, or
half-a-pound of crushed oats in a trough. Dehorn all dairy calves except those
required for stud or show purposes. Keep bulls away from cows.

Pigs.—Sows about to farrow should be supplied with short bedding in well-
ventilated styes. All pigs should be provided with shade and water to wallow in.

There will be plenty of cheap feed available now, and there is a good margin
between cost of feed and price for fat pigs. Refer to articles on breeding, feeding,
&c., in Journals of April, 1912, June, 1913, May, 1915. Pigs should be highly
profitable animals to feed now.

Sheep.—Coarse crossbred ewes, known as "three-quarter breeds" or "second
cross " are usually in season this month. When grazing sheep, or ewes for
future l)reeding are required good fleeced merino rams should be used with these.
Downs breeds of rams where the lambs go for export Should there be among
the rams to be used any distinctly inferior to the others, keep them back for
twenty one days, giving the best rams the first three weeks, being sure the ewes
are in season. Narrow, inferior rams are almost invariably active, rapid workers
compared to sheep of more sub8t.ance. Keep salt available. Drench any weaners
scouring. If necessary to feed do not wait until in-lamb ewes are weak before
commencing. When on continuous dry feed sheep move directly off camp to
water towards evening each day before feeding. When water becomes inferior,
or scarce, and available to in-lamb ewes irregularly, losses with both ewes and
Iambs before and after lambing appears to be more prevalent.

Avoid moving good wooUed sheep unnecessarily in heat and dust of summer.
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PouLTliY.—Clikkens should now be tnuned to jicrcli: tliey will be more healthy.
Provide plenty of green feed and give less grain and meat. Avoid condiments.

Keep water in cool shady spot and renew tliree times eacli day. Keep dust bath
damp.

Birds showing symptoms of leg weakness should be given 1 grain of quinine per
day (three months old chickens, -I grain) and plenty of milk.

CULTIVATION.
Farm.—See that haystacks are weatherproof. Cultivate stubble and fallow,

and prepare land for winter fodder crops. Get tobacco sheds ready for crop. In
districts where February rains are good, sow rye, barley, vetches, and oats for
early winter feed.

Orchard.—Spray for codlin moth. Search out and destroy all larvae. Cultivate
the surface where necessary and irrigate where necessary, paying particular atten-
tion to young trees. Fumigate evergreen trees for scale. Continue budding.

Flower Garden.—Cultivate the surface and water thoroughly during hot
weather. Summer-prune roses by thinning out the weak wood and cutting back
lightly the strong shoots. Thin out and disbud dahlias and chrysanthemums.
Laj-er carnations. Plant a few bulbs for early blooms. Sow seeds of perennial
and hardy annual plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Continue to plant out seedlings from the seed-beds. Sow
seeds of cabbage, lettuce, cauliflower, peas, turnip, and French beans. Keep all

vacant plots well dug.
Vineyard.—February is the best month for the " Yema " or Summer bud graft

(see article in current issiie). Select scion-bearing vines; mark with oil paint
those conspicuous for quality and quantity of fruit, regular setting and even
maturity.

Sulphur again, if oidium is prevalent, but avoid applying sulphur to wine
grapes too short a time before gathering.

Cellara.—Prepare all plant and casks for the coming vintage. An ounce of
bisulphite of potash, or a couple of fluid ounces of bisulphite of soda solution, to
each bucket of water used to swell press platforms, tubs. &c., will help to keep
it sweet. Keep cellars as cool as possible. Complete all manipulations so as to
avoid handling older wines during vintage.

SELECTING EWES.
Selecting and keeping the best ewe lambs is tlie essential factor in

success. The reasons for this course are obvious, because no one requires

telling that if he sells his best ewes the man who buys them will have
better sheep than he. Supposing a farmer having fifty ewes should sell

the best ten of them, it will take him some time to breed another ten

like them. It is at times rather difficult to resist what seems a temipting
bid for a good ewe, but when thinking the offer over it is well to re-

member that not only do we sell the ewe, but also her possible valuable
increase. It is all right to sell some first-class ewes when, as a whole,

the flock has been brought up to such a standard of excellence that their

removal is not so much noticed, but meanwhile, the safe rule is to keep
the best of the best for one's own breeding.

All ewes failing in essential maternal qualities can be profitably dis-

pensed with, for though a ewe may look well and hearty, if she is a bad
breeder and poor mother she is no more valuable than a wether, and
makes a better showing as mutton than as a member of the breeding
flock. Sometimes ewes are kept because they look good and fat, but
often their plumpness and good condition are gained at the expense of

their lambs—when they have any—and the loss in keeping them is

double, because they are keeping better sheep off the farm, and them-
selves producing starveling lambs, which, if they reach maturity, only

serve to perpetuate the faults of their dams.

—

Canterhiiry Times.
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LUCERNE
The King of
Fodder Crops

THE Cultivation of Lucerne and its unsurpassable value as a fodder plant,
with irrigation, has become generally recognised during the past few
years, and is now being extensively cultivated in Victoria, especially in

the Northern district, where it has been found to do exceedingly well.

It can be cut five or six times during a season, and. being perennial, will

yield good crops for many years, but it requires rfgular miuiunng every year
to return to the soil the substance withdrawn by roots and growth.

The quantity of seed required to sow an acre depends on the situation, but
10 lbs. will generally be found sufficient. It should be sown in drills about two
feet apart, so that the cultivator can be used to exterminate weeds and open
up the soil.

Lucerne will fatten cattle, sheep, pigs. &c., better than any other feed,
and with less expense. All our Lucernes are specially machine cleaned, hand
sieved, free from dodder, and true to name, and have passed the Government
test.

HUNTER RIVER. True. 1/9 per lb. ; lfl8/-percwt.

HUNTER RIVER—Imported South African, 1/6 per lb. ; 150/- per
Cwt. All new season's seed.

FRENCH PROVENCE. 1/6 per lb. ; 140/- per owt.

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
British & Colonial Seed Merchants

139-141 Swanston St., Melbourne
Branch : 83 Swanston St. (3 Doori South of Coliini St.)

Eltabliahed 18S0 ^^—-^^-^ 'Phone Central 729
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
(NOTE.—All the bull calves of 1915 drop have been sold, and choices from cows to calve

this season have been booked ahead of calving. The demand for bull calves is so strong

that farmers contemplating purchase are advised to study the records of the herd published

in the September (1915) Journal of Agriculture and book their orders ahead, stipulating

choice of bull calves from* say, three of the record cows.)

Bull Calves are sold at prices based approximately on the actual milk and
butter fat record of the dam at the rate of Is. per lb. of butter fat yielded.

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
cows.

Name,

Muria
Vuelta .

.

Persica .

.

Cuba
BirdBeye .

.

Bullion
Vir^nia ..

Pennsylvania
Sumatra .

.

Egypta .

.

India
Mexicana
Europa
Ooldleat
Connecticut
Phillipina
Turka
Kentucky
Ardath
Britannia
Asiana
Netherlarm
Havana
Oameo
Alpina
Hlspana ..

Pipio
Oarribea .

.

Tennessee
Japan

a

Samorna
La Reina
Oceana .

.

Panama .

.

Ontario .

.

Soudan a .

.

Mongolia
Sylvia
Laurel

Days
in Milk.

365
239
351
337
321
321
344
348
290
327
365
282
347
362
283
284
279
288
332
329
279
292
326
308
286
366

Weeks
in Milk.

62

"1
60
43

46j
46}
49

49t

"t
461
62
40*
49)
511
40}

40i
39}
30}
474
47

39}
4U
46*
43}
40}
62

MUk,
in lbs.

14,972

7,760
9,607
10,464

8,522
10,928
10,262
10,607
9,232
10,646
8,656
8,641

8,766
8,416
6,780
6,829
6,396
7,904

6,261
7,637
5,933
6,903
7,001

6,636
6,995
6,574

HEIFERS.

Average
Test.

6-9
6-2
4-9
4-5
5-6
4-3
4-4

41
4-6
3-9
4-6
4-6
4-4
4-4
5-3
5-0
4-9
3-9
4-8
8-9
4-0
4-2
4-0
6-1

S-9

Butter
Fat (lbs.)

884-6
486-10
479-94
478-14
473-79
468-99
456-76
437-42
431-49
41S-66
390-60
399-76
387-11
377-67
364-00
343-33
316-07
313-25
302-91
300-71
292-01
291-78
286-86
285-60
276-86
241-69

Commercial
Butter Gbs.)

1,007
663
647
645
640
634
5-20

498
491
477
445
465
441
430
415
391

360
357
346
342

332
332
326
326
315
276

94
00
13
07
12
64
13
66
89
li
28
71
30
54

00
39
31
00
31
81
62
62
88
63
62
62

Price of

Bull Calf.

334
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia, Ltd.

DIRECTORS:
HON. WALTER MADDEN. ChairmM >b<I MaDxinc Diraelor.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. E<q.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE. E>a.
HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. E*a. DAVID HUNTER. Ehi.

This Company Aot* a« Enaoutor or Joint EKOoutor of Wills, Administrator, Trusts* of
Sottlsmsnts. and Agent for Abssnteos undsr Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Officei—113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-it.) Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from 1^ percent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27i years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be
made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwran.

"
I am very well pleaaeri with the Grubbers, as they are iloii.tr very ffood work. With mine I have

close on l.mXi trees aiul isMiniim jrrubbed out. I have done a'l this work myself without any assistance.

So I consider the (inibher lias more than doubly jKiid for itself,'"

Full The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land clearing, is always ready, and can bo worked in

from— the very roushest country and in any claas of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. lUustrsted.
The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture. The

subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 38. per annum for the Common-
wealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign countries. Single copy, 3d.
New volume commences with the January number uf each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive of February,
March, April, and May, out of print ; IV. (1906), 10 parts, exclusive of parts 7 and 9 (July and
September), out of print ; V. (1907), and VI. (1908), 12 parts each ; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive
of Parts 2 and 10 (February and October), out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present
in stock, and will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may
also be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), X. (1912), and XI.
(1913) are at present available. Price, 58. per volume. Postage: C, 3id. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.:
B. 4 F., 2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 44S pp., 200 illustrations, 2 coloured plates. Cloth,
3s. 6d.

;
paper, 28. 6d. Postage : C, cloth 2id., paper 2d. ; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & ¥.,

cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr. Cooke. £1 Is. Postage : C, 5d. ; N.Z.. lOd. ; B. 4 F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d. Polta(/e. Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), 6d. per dozen, post free. When ordering, dairy farmers should
mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: 0., Ud. :

N.Z., 5d.- B. A F.. lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., 10s. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z.,8d.; B. & F., Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., III., IV., V. 2s. 6d. each. Postage : Parts I.

and III., C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. <t F., 6d., each. Parts II. and IV., 0.. IJd.; N.Z., 4d.; B. 4 F .

8d. each. Part V., C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. : B. & F., 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes, mast be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

PAMPHLETS New Series
Obtainable (rom tbe Director oi Agriculture, Melboorne—Free on Applicatioa.

1. SILO CONSTt!UCTION.
2. HINTS FOR I^EW SETTLERS. T. A.J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P.J.Carmody.
6. CIDER MAKING. J. Kiwjht.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pescott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS. A. S. Keni/on. C.B., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A.J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLEMENT. U. T. Easterby.

11. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cameron, D.V.Se.. M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C.S.Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. 0. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

17. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1911-11. IF. A. N. Robsrtson, B.y.Se.

18. REPORT ON FIRST EGG-LAYING COMPETITION AT BURNLEY, 1911-12. fl. F. Bawkint.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron mul others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. ileeking.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1912-13. W.A. N. RoberUon, B.V.SC.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. F. Rirhardson. M.A.. B.Sc.

23 HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1913-14. W. A. tf. Robertson, B.F.So.

li. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, &C. A. Bart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27 SUMMER FODDER CROPS. I r mole A. J. Smith.
29' THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Beuhne.

30! GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1914-15. IF. A. N. Robertson. B.V.Sc.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferrins Bees, Feertinpr Cows lor Milk Production, Utility of

Testing Cows, The " Escutcheon"—A Guide to Milking Merit, Sulphiting, Some Vintage Con-

siderations, Spring Frosts, Cut Worms, Insect Pests of the Potato.
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THE WATERLOO BOY
12 H.P. at Draw Bar—equals 8 horses.

24 B.H.P. at Belt—Works on Kerosene.

Successfully working all over the world. The fact that these

high-grade Tractors are at work in England—the home of good

machinery—is proof that this is an uncommonly good Tractor.

Does any kind of farm and hauling work, and when your own is done
it will earn money for you by domg your neighbour's.

Drives any machinery, anywhere, that needs up to 24 B.H.P.
Very simple. Easy to operate. Needs no expert attention. Only

needs a driver—it is a one man machine.

Government experts, after careful calculations, estimate that on the

average a horse lives 90,000 hours, but only works 10,000 hours ; so for

every 9 hours you feed your horse, he gives you only I hour's work.

The Waterloo only uses oil while it is at work, so get one, and save

the money you are losing now.

A Tractor is not a luxury. It saves and makes money for you.

The Waterloo has the three Tractor essentials—

-

Simple Engine—Powerful Pull—Low Up-Keep.

Better and cheaper than most Tractors of same power. Ask for

price, and please say you saw this advertisement.

MITCHELL & CO. mj^
Office and Factory :

West Footscray, Melbourne.

Show Room :

596 Bourke St., Melbourne.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

dire<a into the ship's hold. Eledlric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and conne<aed with the Qoo\ Stores by diretS lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conneAed vnth every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produ<flion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon oil matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that diredl shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ovsTiership and condu(5l of Cool Stores places

producers in an mdependent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produ(5la.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,

Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-

ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

) Office: 10383 Central
VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)

\ £^„„..„.cw.. 10382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and farther particulan may be ohlaineJ upon application to the

EXPORTS Superintendent. Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone »380 Central.

J
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

COCKERELS and PULLETS

May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna

Farm for delivery from March, 1917.

Prices, £1 Is. and 10s. 6d. each.

Wyuna White Leghorns (Wyuna Special Mating

for Prolific Layers)

„ „ „ (Subiaco No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh and Swift x Moritz)

„ „ „ (Waldon X Moritz)

Note.—The Mother ot W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915),

which established the world's record of 1,699 eggs, was hatched from eggs

obtained from the Wyuna Poultry Yards. This pen realized £75

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany order, which should

he addressed to

Manager, Government Farm, WYUNA

Bj- Authority : Albert J. JIuu.ett, Government Printer, Melbourne.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, will, the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder,

and put up for ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "OIL MEAL"
MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone. Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranleed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works ~ Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footscray 364



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

_£)Q_

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA
=0G=

.=SUMMER:^
EXCURSIONS

The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 1 5th November till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE WEEK
TICKETS

covering Transport and Accommoda-
tion, issued on Mondays by the 6.15

a.m. tram, and on Fridays by the

4 p.m. Express tram.

First Class - - £5 10s.
Al the Government Chalet.

Second Class - £4 10s.
At " The Bungalow."

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor
from Bright may do so, weather permitting,

on payment at Bright of 2/6 extra.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE
WEEK

EXCURSION TICKETS
all including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., 7 days, £3

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c. , 7 days, £3 5/-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

1(D)

v^-

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbook^, Maps, and Hotel Quides FREE on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central.

GEO. H. SUTTON,
Secretary for Raitwaya,



Vol. XV. RED POLL OA :<Y CATTLE. Part 2.

(Kei;istered at thf General I'c.st i'lh.t-, M il"- '^'le. ^>r tranBuiission l.y IV-^t as a Newspaper.]

PRICE THREEPENCE, (Annual Subscription— Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z,, 3 •; British and Foreign, 5^



Have you Sown your

GRASSES
AND

CLOVERS ?

We are always ready to supply First Quality Seed of Grasses and

Clovers, to be used either separately or in mixtures for permanent

pastures.

RYE GRASS, COCKSFOOT, PHALARIS, PASPALUM,

YORKSHIRE FOG, PRAIRIE GRASS, WHITE DUTCH,

COW GRASS, RED, ITALIAN, SCARLET or CRIMSON

CLOVER, ALSIKE, BERSEEM CLOVER and TRIFOLIUM

SUBTERRANEUM

TRIFOLIUM SUBTERRANEUM.—This is a wonderful clover for slony, gravelly land. ll

takes its name sub terra from the fact that the plant burrows into the earth, and although only

an annual, seeds ilse f so plenteously that it might justly be termed a perennial.

SHELLED STRAWBERRY CLOVER.—Strawberry Clover is the most valuable clover for damp,
marshy land. The shelled seed we offer is of strong growth and true to name and type, and of

strong germination. It takes from 4 lbs. to 5 lbs. of seed in husk to make I lb. of shelled

seed, therefore, shelled seed should always be used m preference to that in the husk.

Samples and Prices of above. Post Free.

THE VICTORIA SEED HOUSE,

64 ELIZABETH ST., MELB.
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First Improved" Lamps,
1783 A.D.

In 1783, M. Argand, a Swiss chemist,
introduced a glass chimney and burner
with a circular wick, which supplied oxygen
to the flame and prevented smoke. One of
Argand's workmen was holding a bottle
over the flame when the bottom of the
bottle fell out. He dropped the hot bottle
over the burner and a better and steadier
light was the result.

Successful lighting depends on the
steadiness with which a lamp burns.

Laurel Kerosene
The soft white light

being specially manufactured by white
labor for Australasian conditions, gives the
ideal light. Laurel burns without a flicker

and is brilliant, but restful to the eyes. For
lighting, heating and cooking, it cannot be
excelled.
Laurel is our new trade mark name for

the highest quality American Kerosene
ever sold in Australasia and replaces our
old brand, White Rose.

Insist on Laurel

Vacuum Oil Company Pty. Ltd.
Throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand

m
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Here's a Splendid Farm Pump
It's a Double-Acting Force Pump, sucking water on each stroke of the
lever. Fine for irrigating, spraying, and general farm work ; has a

capacity of 1.500 gallons per hour, and will throw a jet of water 60 feel

with great force. This should recommend it for country lire-carts. Supplied,
as illustrated, with connections for 2-in. suction hose and 1-in. delivery
hose, or with fittings for 2-in. iron pipe, both suction and delivery.

OTHER PUMPS IN STOCK

PIPES and FITTINGS
We have large stocks of Pipes and
Fittings, for Water, Steam, or Gas.

Write us for your requirements

^ Proprietary Limited ^ ^^
Tools for the Farm, Home, and Workshop

554-66 and 582-88 Collins Street,

MELBOURNE. Estd. 56 Years.
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Practical Farm Power
*fc 77

Alamo
Petrol

Engines

Simple,

Compact,
Strong.

Cost

of

Running
Small.

To reduce our stock of these Engines we are now offering them at the low
figure of £50, which is very much below Pre-War prices. The Piston

Rod Bearings are of High-grade Gun Metal. And the Crank Shaft

Bearings are babbitted good quality Anti-friction Metal, well proportioned,

and inclined at an angle of 43 deg.. thus relieving the bearing-caps from

force of impulse. The Crankshaft is counterbalanced. The Machine-cut

Gear works silently and wilh accuracy. It is started by Electric Ignition,

the Igniter is of hammer and break type, and is of simple construction.

The Governor is of the Centrifugal type, is very sensitive, and speed can

be adjusted while engine is working. Fuller particulars on application.

A 22 Gall. Circulating

Tank is connected here.

Price 30/- extra.

The "Little Jumbo"
Splendid for Dairy and light Farm work.
Uses Pelrol. Is Water Cooled. Stocked
in one size only - U B.H.P. -which it

(ully develops. (Under a severe working test of four hours" run, a "LITTLE JUMBO" main-
tained 2 B.H.P. The average working cost is Ud. per B.H.P. per hour.) Works faithfully

to set speed. A marvel of efficiency at a low working cost. Simple to understand. With Battery
Ignition. £16. With Magneto Ignition, £18 10s. Circulating Tank 30s. extra in each case.

Expert Advice on Irrigation Free

391-403 Bourke St., Melb.

324-330 Pitt Street, Sydney
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
Bulla.

Dam's Performance under »,« . .
Government Herd Testing. '^ *»'"• *»"

SIRE-MABEL'S CHIEF (imp.)

Bolls

1 . ETTIE 4th (2889) - December, 1814

This Season . . 8,743 lbs. Milk.
445 Ib9. Butter (4-46 test).

2. SILVERMINE 5th (1386) - February, 1916

La«t Season . . 6,515 lbs. Milk.
322 lbs. Eutter(6-12 test).

3. AUDREY LASSIE (825) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season . . 7,657 lbs. Milk.
440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

Dam's Performance under «• j_.. ,„„
Government Herd Testing. *" ''•"- *«=•

4. LASSIE 2nd (1136) - December, 1915

Last Season .. 9,335 lbs. Milk.
6131 lbs. Butter (4-79 test).

This Season .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
47S lbs. Butter (4-91 test).

5. LASSIE (509) January, 1916

Last Season .. 7,340 lbs. Milk.
425 lbs. Butter (5'03 test).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter {6-24 test).

Apply :-C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Austpalasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire. Marine, Fidelity Gaaraotee, Plate

Glaif, Personal Accident and Sickneu,

Employers' Liability. Workmen's Compen-

sation. Pnblic Risk, Motor Car, and Bor(lary.

I»- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOIVIIVIEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .'

.

BULLETIN St.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. Govemment Apicullurisl.

Cnmprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chaplets (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted lo Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage; Commonwealth. Id. ; New Zealand. 2Sd. ; British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postare, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry. Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool

Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for oar Prospe&us, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should Iry it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE

UME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

Worht- DAVID MITCHELL,
CAVE HILL, Sole Proprietor.

LJL.YDALE. OLIVER'S LANE. MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable AgricuIturisU «ay that this ColleBe offers the best

agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and StudenU may be enroUed «l uy tim«.

ro<o; Feet—

£25/-/- per annum.

>l/(«rna(ii>e Courtet—
(a) Diploma Course .. Three Yesri.

(4) One Year't Coune.

Tie College containi modern and well equipped laboratory and leaure hall, single bedroomi. recieatioa sad

sports grouDOB.

Ol the 5 913 acres of farm land at Dooliie. 1.000 acres were put under crop by students last season: aid cbsBpioB

pri7es were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural SocietT • Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry. Poultry. Fruit Growing,

Butter and Cheeae Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 yean of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb RaUins, Dairrini,

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Feea—£25 per annum.

Full particulars oblaioable from T. J. PURVIS. Esq., Secretary. Council of Agricultural EJaeation,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the CoUeges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloes.

Renewable CarrOD
Boxes & Oil Caps.

The only Steel
Wheel that has
stood the Test.

BEWARE OF
MITATIONS

Wbeeli Qoarantaed (or S jeara against Breakage, tc,

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, OrchardisU, Farmeri.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

WheeU, 8«'»ndS2'di«. 4'TjTes. Table, 91 x 5J leet. Pole or Shafts. Weighs 10 cwt.

Ordinary Block Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
Thtae WheeU arc ffuarantted and will latt for all tiTtu.

HIGHEIR WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wagons built to cu-ry any weight ap to tO tons.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all classes of little Wagons for Farm and Station work.
Wagons Shipped to all Porto in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

BARTRAM'S are Head-quarters
|

FOR ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

"Alla-Laval" Separator

" L.K.G." Milkers, "Alfa-Laval" Separators, " Excell
"

2-cow Separators, " Bartram " Engines, " Prairie-State
"

Incubators and Brooders, Irrigation Outfits, &c. Also

for "Leslie Salt Licks" and " Meggitt's Linseed Oil

Meal."

BARTRAM" LIKES ARE THE BEST OF THEIR KIND-ALWAYS
|

SenJ for descriplice Catalogs, Post Free on request.

J. BARTRAM & SON Cl 586 Bourke St. MELB.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
= YOUR EYES =

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Eto., Eto.

WOOD The_Optician

'£tS21^n^ Equitable Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne
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No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence is so good as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

C7clon« Sprins Coil Fence it made of
best quality wire, calvaniaed. Moisture doe*
not atfectit. Elxpansionand contractioD caused
by change* in temperature are provided (or by
crimp* in the horizontal line*. Once up, the
fence need* no after atraining.

The crimp* make the fence elaattc

Stock niihing it are thrown back, and both
atock and fence are uninjured. Tha croe*
tie*. I ft. apart, make m perfect web. ^trough
which no atock can pa**.

Get our CatalO£u«. It tells you more about it

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
459 SWANSTON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE

Seed Wheat andSeed Oat Cleaners &Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved conclusively by Practical Farmers
that graded seed is hardier in gro^vth
:: and increases the yield per acre ::

Sticks. Straws"!
A oclier lar^Je V
substances J

Siii.tll Uats,
Se^ds. Drake,
and Hruken

Urain

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

("Oats

•i and
I, Barley

Chain driven
Improved Pattern for Season 1917

Will remove from Wheat :—Cracked ar«d Small Crain, Oats, Wild Oats,
Barley, Grass Seeds, Sand, Chaff, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

I^^^HHBH^^^HH^H PORT MELBOURNE ^m^l^t^^^KK^^^^^M
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NuNANis Rktent Spray System
Enhance your proBts, increase your returns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Nunan'a Patent Spray Irrigation System. Produce* a
Rainfall ai Steady as Nature's Own. Nuqbd's is the simplest method
known {or soakine your ground readily and naturally. Send (or full details to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King SL, Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidlorian Deposit.

CROP CfROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" P^^fn Brand on every Sheet.

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE —

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR a. BOX 53.

GRAIN TO US. ^ G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

^
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and
at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

//you are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.
Sole Agents for NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GUSGOW.

WHEN CNOUiniNO. PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

Company Limited
HEAD OFFICE- MELBOURNE OFFICE-
LONDON. COLLINS ST. W.

LIBERAL CASH ADVANCES

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow, Bark,

Stock & Station Brokers on Commission only

Butter Shipments undertaken on Owner's Account

•AGENTS FOR-

COOPER'S DIP
FOR VICTORIA AND RIVERINA,

Page's Patent Wire Strainer
and Ironside's Wire Cutter

CHIEF AGENTS IN VICTORIA (or the

PALATINE INSURANCE COY.

THE BEST

FOR THE

SHEEPMAN
IS

PACKED IN
CASES LIKE

THIS
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The Great
Tonic Food
For Cattle,

Horses,

Sheep, &c.

LESLIE SALT LICKS

Every Owner of Cow, Horse, or Sheep

Needs "Leslie" Salt Licks
"Leslie" Salt Licks are ihe scientific way of "salting" animals, being

specially prepared from pure sterilised salt, plus medicinal and tonic in-

gredients. This salt and the other ingredients supply just those mineral

elements which are usually lacking in most Auslraiian feed, and which

are undoubtedly necessary in order that your stock may possess sound
health, perfect "condition," and the characteristics of good breeding.

" Leslie" Salt Licks invigorate the stomach, liver, and bowels, promota
perfect digestion and assimilation, very much improve the " condition."
and increase the strength and enduring power of your animals.

15 lb. of ''Leslie" Salt (3 Licks) goes as far as
90 lb. of Rock Salt

So that, on weight only, they LAST SIX TIMES AS LONG.

More Economical to Use than Loose Salt for Sheep
Approximately loose salt feeding costs £31 per thousand sheep per annum: but to

feed 1000 sheep on "Leslie Salt Licks" for a year costs £29 Ss., or a saving of

£21 1 5s. per thousand sheep per annum. " Leslie LicLs" have been proved in scores

of cases to increase ihe milk yield at least 10 per cent. One "Lick" lasts one cow
four months, or three " Licks" per year, which means

An Additional Profit of £1 per Cow per Annum
Besides, "Leslie Licks** do not weep or waste in handling or feeding.

PRICE,
Per

Block, or 22/6 Per Case

of 1 Doz.

M=s

Gippsland and Northern

Co-Operative Selling

& Insurance Co. Ltd.

492-494
Flinders Lane
Melbourne
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!

RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, Itc.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents :—

IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

fo it

Save Your Calves
You can save your calves and sell your milk
by using "Skylark" Calf Food. No milk is

necessary, and there is little trouble in

preparation. Each food used in the blend
is selected for some special food value it

possesses. Calves fed upon

"SKYLARK" Calf Food
ar© not troubled with "scour." We have many unsolicited testimonials. May we
send you a sample 28 lb. bag delivered free to any railway station in Victoria on receipt

of postal note. 6/-; or 56 lb. for 116; 112 lb. for 22-? Manufactured only at the
"Skylark" Mills, North Melbourne. Any dealer can procure it for you.

WAen ordering, please mention "The Journal of Agriculture. '*

To FARMERS and OTHERS.

USE
For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
HARDWOOD TIMBERS
———^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. —•^^^—

—

Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

roll- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
PHONES IOS51-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 a. P.O.
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^^k

BEFORE YOU GO TO TOWN.
T TSE Lifebuoy Soap before you journey in 'Bus, Train
^^ or Tramcar. It will protect you from the germs
and microbes of disease, which Scientists say abound in

thickly populated areas. Lifebuoy Soap keeps you free
from infection and enables you to be a protection rattier

than a danger to those with whom you come into contact.

Lifebuoy Soap is a germicide. Scientists have tested

in the laboratory its power to destroy disease germs.

Doctors and Nurses speak for its good service in daily

use. So do wives and mothers.

MORE THAN SOAP YET COSTS NO MORE.
LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED. SYDNEY.

i£mm/r-'^-:4mmtm r m
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WINDMILLS
Alston's New Gearless

Is the

Simplest

WindmiU

Motion
ever invented

Only Three

working parts

Ball Bearing!

Throughout

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Run in Oil

Oi!i: 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in use

throughout

Australia

^NO ATTENTION REQUIRED"^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
IVindmill, Trough and T^ump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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ANNUAL REPORT OX RESULT OF IXSPECTION UNDER
THE FERTILIZERS ACT, SEASON 1915-16.

By ir. G. Robertson, Supervising Analyst.

The original scheme of inspection of artificial manure stocks and
consignments had to be considerably curtailed during the past season.

This was mainly due to the depleted nature of the staff.

It is satisfactory to report, however, that a fairly complete inspection

was made at consigning stations in the metropolis, and, taking into con-

sideration the fact that fully 90 per cent, per annum of the artificial

fertilizers sold in Victoria are sold or forwarded from Melbourne, the
analytical results of the samples collected are a safe guide in judging
the quality of fertilizer placed at the disposal of the farming community.

Following the custom of previous years, consignments of manure
were weighed at the consigning station, the system being to take one
bag in every ten, and after computing the resultant weights, striking an
average for the whole consignment.

It is satisfactory to report that not one single instance of short

weight came under notice. In the matter of superphosphates, the
average giiaranteed weight per bag was 186g lbs. net, whilst the average
net weight was found to be 188A lbs. per bag, equalling 1 5-6 lbs.

excess weight of superphosphate per bag, or 22 lbs. per ton. This means
that fanners buvin? su|>erphospha£e during the season would receive

excess weight equivalent iiti' value to lOd. per ton.

Whilst on the subject of weight, it is neeessary to point out that all

manures tend to " dry out" more or less in transit. The greater bulk

308.—

1
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of our fertilizers are manufactured in cool weather, and disposed of

during the hot months of the year.

Artificial fertilizers may contain up to 12 per cent, moisture when
manufactured, and some, as in the case of dried blood, may contain a
much greater percentage.

Any material when taken from bulk and divided into smaller parcels

will lose moisture, owing to the increased area of surface exposed, and
this is specially so when subjected to increased air temperature.

In the case of superphosphate manufactured during the cold season,

and afterwards bagged from bulk, and transported or distributed during
the hot months of the year, the loss in weight due to the evaporation
of water may amount to many pounds per bag.

It must be remembered, however, when buying superphosphate, or

any artificial fertilizer for that matter, the object of the purchase is to

obtain a certain amount of an essential fertilizing element or elements,
as the case may be. This element, or these elements, are in compound
form, and, as in the case of superphosphate, may be associated with a
" body,'*' " filling," or extraneous matter, and in all cases with more or

less water.

Providing the amount of essential fertilizing element or elements
bought and paid for remains, and is delivered, the purchaser's demands
are met. It does not matter what the loss, so long as it is not that part

or portion of the part which is important in plant nutrition.

A close inspection of guaranteed weights at the forwarding end, in

conjunction with the sampling and analyses of consignments and stocks,

is all that is required, and fai'mei's may rest assured, thanks to the

Fertilizers Act, that these matters will receive the attention they deserve.

To illustrate the foregoing remarks more fully, let us assume a farmer
buys a bag of superphosphate in the city, weighing 100 lbs. net, ana
which is guaranteed to contain 20 per cent., or 20 lbs., of phosphoric

acid, the latter being the real objective—the essential fertilizing element
in its compound form.

The bag of superphosphate is weighed in Melbourne, and an analysis

made of the fertilizer. 'I'ho former shows correct weight, viz., 100 lbs..

and the latter 10 per cent, moisture and 20 per cent phosphoric acid.

On ai rival at the farm the bag Was foand to weight 95 lbs., showing
a loss of 5 lbs., and the farmer, thinking he has been deprived of this

amount of fertilizer, withdraws a sample, and has it analyzed. The
result would be 5 per cent, water, and 21.05 per cent, phosphoric acid,

showing that although only 95 lbs. of superphosphate has been received,

this is actually richer in the fertilizing element, and still contains the

20 lbs. originally purchased, the loss of 5 lbs. in weight being solely due
to the evaporation of water.

Duiijig the present season a manufacturer was proceeded against for

selling an adulterated fertilizer, and, when before the Court, he pleaded,

through his solicitor, that the fertilizer when bagged was very wet, and on
" drying out " it would have given an analysis equal to the guarantee.

Whilst this mav have been true, the fact that the fertilizer was being
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.scaled off at the guaranteed weight did not establish his case, and a
penalty was inflicted. Tn this instancj. we liave a manufacturer selling
water with the fertilizer, and indirecT.iv charging for the water.

During last season som«'. forty samples of the various fertilizers were
colliicted, the majority being obtained at the suburban consigning
stations. A casual glance at the apjjendi'd analytical results will serve
to .show the mauupr in which the samples conformed to the requirements
of the Fertilizers Act. With the results of analysis, the guarantee of
eacli fertilizer is given, together with details as regards the price charged,
the calculated value per ton from analysis, and the actual guaranteed
value, the latter being computed from the actual label guarantee.

During the season 5 per cent, of the samples collected were found
to be adulterated beyond the limits allowed by the Act. This in a

normal vear would not be deemed satisfactory, but, taking into considera-

tion the grave difficulties with which the farming community are at

present contending, one can only remark " more is the pity."

Whilst the manufacturers of simple manures deserve credit for the

fair manner in which they treat the farmer, both as regards guarantee

and weight, there are some unscrupulous persons who are resorting to
" mixing " or " breaking down " in such a manner that the fertilizer,

on being placed on the market, has lost all semblance to its original

state. Making large profits, these people are content to be prosecuted

occasionally, well knowing that the maximum penalty under the Act,

viz., £50, can be borne with a smile and without seriously prejudicing

the bank balance.

The " breaking down " process is nothing more or less than adultera-

tion, and if a manure cauuob be produced in its pure condition at a fair

profit, its manufacture sliould not be undertaken at all.

In the list appended it will be noticed approximately 50 per cent,

of the samples collected were taken from consignments or stocks of

superphosphates, showing the popularity of this simple fertilizer.

These were being forwarded to all parts of the State, and include

consignments to the Riverina.

The following table shows the highly satisfactory manner in which

the Victorian farmer has been treated as far as the purchase of this

fertilizer is concerned:—
Superphosphates.

Average Guarantt?
Analysis.
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The average price charged per ton for superphosphate was £4 7s. 6d.,

and the amount of money distributed gratis by the superphosphate

manufacturers to the Victorian producer during the year, m the form

of excess phosphoric acid and excess weight, would be, approximately,

£35,000.
It should be borne in mind that the average guarantee of super-

phosphate placed on the market during the past season compares unfavor-

ably with that of the previous year, although the average analysis of the

collected samples in 1915-16 is higher than in 1914-15. (See Journal,

10th January, 1916.)

Computing average analysis and price from the bone fertilizer

(bone) and superphosphate samples collected, the following figures are

obtained :
—

Bone Ferttlizee and Superphosphate.

Average Guaranteed
Analysis.
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which is usually available between harve.stinc; and sowing, and also the

cost of carting the houedust, but the lattn- would be infinitesimal if

taken as back loading.

Apart from the direct monetary gain, this is a matter of far-reaching

importance. From the stand-point of decentralization, the system con^

mouds itself. Country bones should be collected and manufactured into

bouedust in the various districts, thereby avoiding freight charges. It

is not held that all the bonedust and bone manures manufactured in

the city are obtained from the raw material collected in country dsitricts,

but the total output of some of the mills in the country is annually

forwarded to Melbourne, and, after being broken down or used in

admixture, is once again returned to the country.

A large amount of the mixture " bone and super." is sold annually,

and a very small percentage is manufactured outside the metropolis.

Numerous bone-raills exist in the country districts of Victoria, and
these coulsl be increased to the advantage of every one. and would be
increased with encouragement from the local farming community.

The following figures show the analyses and values of the samples of

" blood, bone, and super,." " dissolved bene and sui>er.," " blood and
bone," and "bone fertilizer" collected during the year:—

" Blood, Bone, and Super."

Average Guaranteed
Analysis.
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Blood and Bone.

Average Guaranteed
Analysis.
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In the case of a potato maimre, the price eliavged was £6 7s. 6d., the
value on analj-sis £7 7s. Id., whilst tlie iiiiarantee value was £7 per
ton.

The importefl special manure, whilst analyzing up to guarantee,
shows un.satisfactory values. The price charged per ton being
£14 I5s., the value calculated on analysis was £9 lis. lid., and the
guaranteed value £7 12s. 7d.

Tn the case of the single sample of basic phosphate which was col-

lected, the price charged was £4 5s., the value on analysis £3 5s. 4d., and
the guaranteed value £3 10s. 2d.

This manure is being sold to take the plac& of " Tiiomas' " or
" Star " phosphate, which prior to the war was imported from Europe.

The basic pliosphate on the market is really a Tixture of lime and
superphosphate.

It should be noted that in all the foregoing calculations tlie average
guaranteed value is to be taken as the value computed from the average
guarantee, using the season's unit values.

Prosecutions.

During the season a manufacturer hit upon the happy expedient of

mixing large quantities of superphosphate with bone fertilizer, and sell-

ing the mixture under the name and price of the latter fertilizer. The
registered price of the bone fertilizer manufactured by this manufac-
turer was £5 15s. per ton. The price of superphosphate in the open
market was £4 7s. 6d., so that in adopting the above illegal procedure
the manufacturer was, to use a common phrase, " on a good wicket."
Fortunately, the fraud was at once detected, proceedings instituted, and
a conviction obtained.

In one instance a parcel of manure was sold under two label

guarantees.

A country manufacturer has for manv years treated the Fertilizers

Act with contempt. As far back as 1907 he was fined for non-compli-
ance, yet he still kept on resolutely refusing to obey the law. The fer-

tilizer has been sold annually without an invoice certificate or warranty,
and in bags which were not branded or labelled.

Farmers purchasing fertilizer sold in this unsatisfactory and illegal

manner were running a grave risk to themselves, whilst at the same time
encouraging the manufacturer in wrong-doing.

Finding tliat repeated warnings had no effect, and after the inspecting

ofiBcer had been informed by the manufacturer that his only reason for

not complying with the Act was due to " pure cussedness " proceedings

were again instituted, and a fine imposed.

Early in the season a case came under notice where a farmer pur-

chased a parcel of fertilizer under a well-known old-time name. The
fertilizer, when applied to the land, did not give the results anticipated.
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and on investigation it was discovered that the fertilizer was not regis-

tered. Furthennore, the label and invoice certificate did not agree.

Proceedings were instituted, and a conviction obtained.

It is necessary for the vendor to give to the purchaser of any artificial

manure in quantity over 56 lbs., at the time of sale or before delivery

of any part thereof, an invoice certificate^ guaranteeing the percentage of

fertilizing constituents present in the fertilizer. Several cases of non-
compliance with this section of the Act came under notice, and in one
instance it was found that the manure sold was of very low grade. Pro-
ceedings were instituted, and fines inflicted.

Tbe following table gives particulars of two successful prosecutions

this season under the adulterating sections of the Act, viz., 16 and 17 :
—
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RED POLL DAIRY CATTLE.

Report on the Departmental Herd for the Season 1915-16,

jBy R. li. Kerr, Dairy Svpervisor.

It has been usual to publish an annual report on the performances
of the Red Poll Herd in the September issue, but pressure on the Joiirtial

space has forced a postponement until now, and will also account for the

brevity of the report for the milking year ending 30th June, 1916.

Twin Silos at State Research Farm, Werribee, each 160 tons capacity.

Office in foreground.

Reference to the records at the end will show that the average yields

are below those of last year to the extent of 56 gallons of milk, and
32 lbs. of butter fat per cow, and that the heifer's yield also averaged
19 lbs. of butter fat less, although their average yield of milk was
40 gallons better.

It is always more difficult to maintain a high average as a herd
increases in numbers, and with 46 head recorded this year, as against

31 last year, a reduction in average yield was to be looked for. In
point of fact, however, the decreased yield has been due to other cir-

cumstances. At Werribee, from a dairying stand-point, the year was
a much worse one than the drought year inasm.uch as that, with the
exception of a few acre-feet in February no water was available for
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irrigatiou from September, 1915, to July, 1916, and the 16 inches of

rain which fell during the year was quite inadequate for pasture

growth. Consequently, the cattlo were deprived throughout the greater

portion of the period under review of the ordinary supply of freshly-

cut succulent lucerne which, given as a night feed, has been so satis-

factory as the bulwark of the daily ration in previous years. Apart
from concentrates in strictly limited quantity the herd had to depencf

mainly on silage and straw chaff. It was indeed fortunate that the

Longford Major (imp. 10445).

By Longford Majioliiii (10054) ex Mona (18179).

Mona's (Dam) record—14,713 lbs. milk; 6 years' average, 10,548 lbs. milk.

Minnie's (G. Dam) record—10,513 lbs. milk; 4 jears' average, 9,155 lbs milk.

Mona's yield, 14,71.3 lbs. milk, stood as tlic world's record for Red Polls, until
beaten by Muria (14,972 lbs. milk) at the State Research Farm, Werribee,
Victoria, in 1915.

farm was able to fill the two silos in the spring with barley and the
first cut of lucerne, making in all about 240 tons which, with oaten

and pea straw, was made to suffice for the 120 head of cattle on the

place. The concentrates fed to the Red Polls is much less than that

fed to some of the herds under the Government Herd Test, being only

6 lbs. to freshly-calved cows and to those calved some months 3 lbs.

daily. The leading cow, " Birdseye," was receiving 6 lbs. daily for a

month, then increased to 8 lbs. until the close of her test period. iHad
she been pushed her position in the test would have been nearer the top.

Under the circumstances 3rd place, amongst the stars of all breeds, is a

very creditable achievement. iHer full record for 365 days was 9,146
lbs., milk test 6.53, 597 lbs. fat, and 683 lbs. commercial butter.
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In the September, 1914, issue of the Juurrml appeared some refer-

ence to and the head picture of " Netherlana." She has fully realizecj

expectations and is second top for the herd this year, her record being

in 365 days, 11,506 lbs., milk test 4.26, 490 lbs. fat, and 560 com-
mercial butter. On conformation she is the nicest dairy cow in the

herd, her special dairy quality always commanding attention.

" Muria," our champion te.st cow, unfortiinately, this year, calved

two months prematurely, and as evidence of her exceptional producing
powers yielded 54 lbs. daily for some time with nearly 6 per cent, fat

;

subsequently she did not feed well, con?equentlv did not maintain the

Belligerent (imp.).

By Moor Blush (10460) e.\ Meadow Eubicon (23118). .3 years. 2 id Prize

and Reserve Champion, Melboiune Royal Show, 1916.

Milk Records of Ancestry.

IJam's Record (1st milking) 7,144 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam's „ 14,.533 lbs. niilli . . 4 years average 12.871 Ib^. milk.

I0,37C „ . . 7 ,. „ 9,354

9ifi\{) „ .. 12 „ „ 8,033

10,215 „ .. 7 „ „ 9,386

12,565 „ ..III ,, ,. 8,8,53

10,088 „ .. 2 „ „ 9,7.54 „

Sire's Dam's

Sire's D. Dam's

G. Sire's D. Dam's

G.G. Sire's D. Dam's

G.G.G. Sire's D. Dam's
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flow, but even under these adverse circumstances I expect her to be near
the top for the herd test report ending June, 1917.

The heifers sired by "Nicotine" are now coming into the herd.
" Cutty " X Connecticut," " Mahratta " x " India," Avesia " x
" Birdseye," and " Goldlace " x Goldleaf," have nearly completed
their term and will give very promising yields, averaging in the vicinity

of 300 lbs. fat.

We ars now reaching the critical stage as to the value of " Nicotine "

as a dairy sire, the period which, in his case brings the sftdden realiza-

tion that there is a lot of truth in that old axiom—" That the bull :s

half the herd." If one can judge by tiie many inquiries made for the

cattle the breed is increasing in popularity and the opportunity seems

to present itself for some enterprising stock breeder to import these

The Rising Generation, showing Quality of Countenance.

cattle, when circumstances permit. When importing special claims need

to be attached to the producing pedigree ; there are many of the beef

type to be obtained, but special dairy type is rather scarce. The Depart-
ment has no trouble in disposing of the young bulls ; in fact, it cannot
cope with the demand, and bull calves from the best cows have been

beS|Poken many times.

"Longford Major" and "Belligerent" (imp.) are leaving nice

calves, while the heifer x "Primrose League" (imp.), now eighteen
months old, has an udder dsvelcpnient not surpassed by the best repre-

sentatives of the special dairying breeds.

The Red Polls' early maturing qualities give them an advantage
of a year over other beef cattle, which is a decided benefit in these

times of meat scarcity.
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TYPES OF EED POLL HEAD.

"Belligerent" (imp.)

'
' Netherlana. '

'
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Many inquiries liave been made by Inter-Sfcate beef raisers anxious
to secure bulls for mating with shorthorn and common cows, the polled

character, their blood red colour, early maturity, and extreme docility,

are qualities which secure for them many fanciers. Nearly all buyers
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of Red Poll bulls subsequently wish to purchase females, and, of course,

want gcod one's. But the De,partment could not maintain the high herd

standard, and at the same time sell the best of its young females; yield-

ing to the temptation to do that has been the ruination of many
herds. The departmental method of selling the young bulls for Is.

for each pound of fat produced during the season by the dam works
well. Example: 300-lb. fat cow, calf 300s., equals £15, and so on.

This method might be adopted with advantage by many other breeders,

both in the interests of the dairying industry, and of their own bank-

ing accounts.

" Birdseye."—Dry, and Heavy in Calf.

The University Veterinary School is conducting extensive research

work at the farm, and those in authority are hopeful of gaining some
valuable information for stock breeders.

The procedure to which the cattle are at times subjected in the

carrying out of this work may be somewhat detrimental to the making of

milk and butter records : no doubt it is so, but in carrying out experi-

n;ental work the commercial side must at times be sacrificed to allow

ths farm to fulfil the object for which it was created.

To the mind of the writer the results achieved by the dairy herd, at

the State Research Farm, so far, will be helpful in re-establishing tlv?

dairving industry in the Werribee district.
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'
' Netherlana. '

'

By Melton Piiiue.

Record.

1913-14 (Hrst milking)—i,.V>l llxs. milk, 4. IS test, 194i lbs. butter fat, 222 lbs.

commercial butter.

1914-15 (second milking)—6,90:i lbs. milk, 4.2 test, 292 lbs. butter fat, 333 lbs.

commercial butter.

191.-)-l(; (third milking)—II ,.506 lbs. milk, 4.2H test, 490 lbs. butter fat, .")()0 lbs.

commercial butter.

Show Record.

Second, 3 year old, Jlclbourne Kuyal, 1914.

Second, Type and Utility, Melbourne Royal, 191U.
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Tabelta." Bv Taliui um e.\ Vuelta.

Malaysia." By Acton Dewstone (imp.) ex 4-22 by Magician (imp.).
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YIELDS AND RETURNS OF THE GOVERNMENT HERD OF
RED POLL DAIRY CATTLE.

Season 1910-11.

Cows (2n(l Calt).

Name.
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Season 1912-13.

Cows.

Name.

Muria .

.

BullioQ .

.

Egypta .

.

Virginia.

.

Cigarette
Connecticut
•Vuelta
Cuba
Kentucliy
Havana
Sutnatra
Ppnnsylvania
Eiiropa .

.

Carolina

Average for 14
Cows

Days in
Milk.

256
239
293
259
273
320
263
251
267
258
2:S0

230
324
274

Weeks
in Millc.

36i
34
42
37
39

45J
37 i
36
38
37
33
341
46i
39

38

Milk in
lbs.

5,780
6,490
6,581
6,500
6,810
6,100
6,650
6,2s0
6,249
6,060
5,670
4,910
4,590
4.450

5,912

Tests.
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Season 1913-14

—

cuuiinued.

Heifers.

Name.
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Season 1915-16.

Cows.

Name of Cow.
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FARM NOTES.

The parsnip is one of the most nutiitious of all root vegetables,

containing more solids, and, tlierefore, more actnal nourishment, than

either tlie potato, turnip, or carrot. It may be employed to a certain

extent as a substitute for meat.

Comparing England and Walts at the time of the war against

France in 1801, "the population was then 8,892,536, so there were 35^
acres under wheat for every liundred inliabitants. In 1914 the popula-

tion was 37,302,983, and tor every hundred inliabitants there were five

acres under wheat."

A Closed pail will exclude three-quarters of the dirt that would

otherwise be found in the milk. Clean hands and clean overalls contri-

bute toward a clean product. The milking-room should be kept free

from dust and strong odours; manure, bedding, hay, or silage should be

handled onlj' after the milk has been removed from the bam.

To have the products as large and even at the bottom of the bag or

box as they are on top is honest packing. But somehow the large speci-

mens frequently find their way to the top of the receptacle. Proper
precautions as to grading always lead to honest packing. Buyers soon

learn which producers pack straight and use no deception in packing
their products. One can pack dishonestly.

Germs are organized ferments, and are the most minute forms of

life. They are of inestimable value to the dairyman where butter and
cheese are made. It is due to the action of these small organisms that

the desirable flavours in dairy products are present. Many kinds of

germs produce taints, &c., in milk, but this class of bacteria may be

kept in check by producing and treating the milk under proper con-

ditions.

A Wellington paper states that the New Zealand "flax" industry

is booming, owing to enhanced prices. One large mill would be clear-

ing £2,000 per week. There are hundreds of small mills in New
Zealand. This fibre plant {Phormiiim tenax) thrives well in Victoria

in suitable damp localities, and, in view of the demand ruling, atten-

tion mav be directed to an article in this Journal of June, 1906, when
instructions for the establishment of plantations were given. Since

that date prospects have further improved by better methods of

handling the leaf.

Chlorophyll or leaf-green is a coni])ound of nitrogen. When a crop

does not get enough niti-ogeu from the soil, its colour is bad, and nitro-

genous manures on worn-out or poor soils improve the yield. But the

lack of colour may also be due to water troubles—either too much
water or too little.
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THE SUMMER BUD OR YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.

By F . de C'asteUa, Governtnent Viticulturist.

(Continued from page 52, Vol. XV., 10th Jan., 1017.)

The Budding Knife.

Almost any knife is suitable for the purpose, provided it has a

narrow blade and is capable of being sharpened to a razor edge. The
usual forms of knife used for budding citrus, roses, &c., may be used,

though the handle is not a very convenient one, in view of the rather

heavy cutting required, nor is the spatula-like end of the ivory handle
necessary for the Yema graft. A very suitable knife is made by Messrs.

Fig. 8.—Budding Knives.

The lower knife, with thin ivory handle, is one of the standard brands of
English knives used for budding citrus, roses, &c. The upper knife, specially
designed for the "yema" graft, is made in Victoria. The blade does not fold,
but is provided with a stout leather sheath.

Barker Brothers, of 262 Victoria-street, Richmond, Victoria, with
stout, wooden handle, such as can be firmly gripped by a man's hand.
This knife is illustrated in Fig. 8.

A guard made of fairly stout leather, and roughly shaped like the
thumb of a glove, will be found a useful precaution ; it will enable the
knife to be used in trimming the scion against the right thumb without
danger of cutting oneself.

Subsequent Care of the Grafts.

The grafts, after having been duly executed, tied, if necessary, and
mounded n,p as described in last issue, require, as a rule, no further

attention until the early spring following. It is well, however, to

examine one or two of them occasionally, in order to watch the pro-

gress of the union, and to see whether or not the string with which
they have beei5 bound wants cutting. Sometimes the formation of callus
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is so rapid and abuudaut as to necessitate the removal of the tie a few
weeks after grafting. As a rule, the string rots and disappears without
any interference being necessary, but it may happen that the soil of

the mound remains so dry that the string does not rot; tliis dryne.ss

of the mound need not cause alarm ; though a mellow and slightly

moist state of the mound provides the best i)ossible conditions, it is far

better for it to be too dry than too wet. The sc!on obtains its supply
of moisture from the stock and not from the soil, the function of which
is merely to prevent it from drying up, and for this purpose dry, loose

soil is very effectual. Should the string appear to be causing undesir-
able constriction to the new tissues which are forming, it will be well

to remove it, the mound being carefully made up again as soon as this

has been done.

A mistake which might easily be made in irrigated vineyards, and
against which it is here well to give an emphatic warning, is the water-
ing of the vines shortly after they are grafted ; the results of such a

course would in most cases prove disastrous. A watering a fortnight or

so before grafting is always beneficial, as it insures the vines being well
" in sap," but any water applied afterwards tends to hinder, rather
than to promote success, and may cause most serious damage. With the
exception of attention to the tie, the grafted vines can be left to them-
selves until early spring, when they will require staking, and the upper
portion of the stock will need cutting back. In order to facilitate

winter cultivation it will usually be found convenient to roughly cut
the canes of the stock, after the fall of the leaves, as at c, c, c, c.

Fig. 9.

Cutting back the Stock.

In early spring when vine buds commence to sprout the grafts
must be inspected ; it is then easy to distinguish between those which
have succesded and those which have failed. The latter will be spring
grafted (ordinary cleft graft) in the usual way during September
October, or November, as may be thought most suitable according to

the nature of the season. In the case of successful grafts the removai
of the upper portion of the stock must now receive attention. The
vine will now have the appearance of Fig. 9. Each graft which has
taken will now also be staked, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, for reasons
which will be explained presently.

The manner in which the stock is cut back is a matter of consider
able importance, though opinions differ somewhat as to which is the
best method. On no account should the whole of the upper portion bo
removed by cutting close to the recently inserted bud (at >/, Fig. 10) ;

to do so would probably result in the stock dying back for the length of
a cou,ple of inches on the side opposite to the bud in such a way as to

inevitably produce a faulty stem. If, however, the stock is cut off at

X, Fig. 10, this danger will be avoided ; the stub of stock wood thus
left dies back gradually to the neighborhood of the bud graft, and it

can be removed a year later when completely dead. An even better
way is to cut the stock back, as shown in Fig. 9, or in other words,
only partially, a small spur being left with a couple of eyes; these will

send out two small canes, which will be stopped bacK severely, as shown
in Fig. 10, but which will allow enough sap to circulate in the stem
of the stock to insure its remaining alive until the union between the
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scion and the stock has become very complete and perfect. The only
drawback to this last method is that rather more care and attention
are necessary; if too much get away for the sap of the stock is allowed,
by omission to stop back and severely limit the stock shoots, the scion
bud may fail to shoot, and remain dormant, even though completely
knitted to the stock, f A course recommended by a vinegrower of wide
experience consists in pruning as shown in Fig. 9 (a, a, a), in August,
and stopping the stock shoots (t, t, Fig. 10) in September or October,
finally beheading tte stock (x, Fig. 10) at hai-vest time (November, De-
cember). This will probably be found gener.ally the most satisfactory
methods.

Staking.

When suppressing the top of the stock the young vine should also

be staked ; if intended to be so trained the permanent stakes can now
be placed in position. If the vineyard is to be trellised, the insertion
of a temporary stake will be necessary. On no account must staking
be omitted ; the bud grafted the previous February or March sends
out, in September, a strong shoot (see Fig. 10) which n^ay almost be
compared to an asparagus sprout; this grows with extreme rapidity
and, together with its foliage, presents a large surface to the wind.
The bud is only held in position by the recently formed callus tissues,

which are still soft and rather spongy, and not yet consolidated by the
woody fibres which will shortly make their appearance. If not care-

fully tied to a stake, there is great danger of breakage by wind, in

which case it is not alone the young shoot which is broken off, but the
whole scion bud is often lifted right out, callus and all ; the graft, of

course, being irreparably destroyed.

This same rapid growth, which constitutes a danger, if not guarded
against by staking and tying, is largely responsible for the great per-

fection of the unions resulting from the Yema graft. In the case of

ordinary spring grafting, it is usually necessary to wait until the vinos

have sprouted and bear shoots several inches long before they can be
grafted ; the stock is then cut right back. The vine is thus compelled
to make a second start. With the Yema, however, from the very com-
mencement of the season, practically the whole of the sap sent up from
the stock goes into the scion bud, the growth of which is extraordinarily
vigorous. New tissues form around its base in great abundance, thus
resulting in a very perfect union ; the rapidly developed vessels are

large and direct, so that a Yema graft, if properly executed, will pre-

sent less obstruction to the free flow of sap than most other forms of

graft.

The temporary stakes need not be very long
; two feet out of the

ground will suffice to insure protection against breakage and a straight

stem to the young vine. It is well to dip the lower ends of the stakes

in kerosene, before driving them into the ground, as a precaution
against white ants.

t An interesting case came under the writer's notice recently near Rutherplen. Some resistant
stocks, planted in August, 1914. were "Yema" grafted in FelTuary, 191,^. Owing to insufficient cutting
b!icl( of tlie stock in September. 1915, numerous buds failed to sprout. It was assumed tliat tliey were
dead, and tlie stoclcs were again grafted by the same method in Fel)ruary. 1916. On the stock being cut
back severely in September, 1916, both grafts grew, thus provins* that the 191.T ones were not dead, but
dormant.
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Othkr Precautions.

In other respects the young vines require the same care as is neces-

sary in the case of nursery raised bench grafts, or young field grafts.

Cutworms (Ai/roTix Caterpillars) constitute one of the greatest

dangers; there being only one bud, yenia grafts are even more sus-

Fig. 9. — Young resistant
vine in August, 12 months
after plantation. The stock
was bud-grafted at b the pre-
vious Febi-uary. The canes
were roughly shortened during
winter at c, c, c, c, to facili-

tate cultivation; they are
further pruned in August at

Fig. 10.—Same Vine as in Fig. 9,

seen in October, or early November.
The stock shoots have been severely
stopped at t, t, and the shoot from
the bud graft has been tied to the
stake. The stock may be cut back
at X, either in August-September, or

as late as December. On no account
should it be now finally cut back at

y; this must not be done until the
following winter, which will be the
second one after the vine was
grafted.

ceptible to damage than ordinary cleft grafts. If large cutworms are
about, they may eat the young shoots out so completely as to destroy
the latent buds at its base, in which case the graft must necessarily fail.

The usual precautions—arsenate of lead spray, or arsenical baits if
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the cutworms have reached a large size*—will afford complete protec-

tion, but neglect in this direction may easily prove disastrous.

Care must also be taken to guard against the emission of suckers

by the stock and roots by the scion, in the same way as is necessary

with grafted vines in general. It may be well to remind those un-

familiar with reconstitution methods that these are two of the greatest

dangers to be combated in establishing a vineyard on resistant stocks.

(Jl the two, scion roots merit a special warning; suckers are above
ground, and an eyesore which a careful vinegi-ower removes as soon

as he notices them, but scion roots being underground may escape

detection unless the young vines are carefully inspected. It is true

that there is rather less trouble in both these directions with the Yema
graft than with the ordinary spring graft ; owing to the perfection of

the union, the sap flows more freely into the scion bud, and there is

not that back pressure of sap resulting from the obstruction presented by
the incomplete union of the recently executed graft, which so frequently
brings about the growth of suckers.

Variation in Time of Geafting.

As has been previously pointed out, February is the most suitable

month for this graft. In this case the bud remains dormant until the
following spring. This may be termed the normal Yema graft; many
variations are, however, possible. It may be executed, for example, in

spring, as recommended by Mr. Mais (see Jotinial for January, page
45). In this case, scions from the previous year, prevented from sprout-

ing by storage in cool, almost dry, sand must be used, The scion bud
grows almost immediately after its insertion and the method becomes
more similar to ordinary spring grafting, over which it does not seem
to present much advantage; some practical growers, in fact, hold it

to be distinctly inferior.

Another variation consists in Yema grafting a good deal earlier

than according to the normal method ; if the operation be performed
about Christmas time, or early January, the upper part of the stock

being suppressed a fortnight after grafting, the bud will no longer

remain dormant, but will start to sprout immediately. The advantages
of such a course are safety from cutworms and frost, but it is only in

certain seasons that this variation is really satisfactory.

A vineyard was grafted in this way near Rutherglen in early

January, 1915, with highly satisfactory results. The summer of 1914-15

was, however, quite an unusual one, and probably more suitable for

this departure from the normal graft than an ordinary one would be.

The exti-eme drvness of the spring of 1914 (the close of the disastrous

drought) resulted in thoroughly ripened canes being available for scions,

much earlier than usual, whilst the heavy December rains insured

vigorous sprouting of the buds shortly after they were grafted. This

case is mentioned as showing the great elast'city of the Yema graft, and
the way in which a skilful grower can take advantage of abnormal con-

ditions. If the buds sprout immediately, and the season is such that

good growth results, and the canes ripen satisfactorily, a season will

no doubt be saved, but such a result cannct be relied upon every year,

• See article on Cutworm Destruction in Journal for July, 1911, a reprint of which is available on
application.
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and in a general way :t will be safer to rely on the normal Yema graft

with dormant bud, which will give entire satisfaction in every case,

provided it is properly executed, and that there is sufficient " life" in

the stock. Even though the latter condition be not realized, no harm
will result to the young resistant vine, which will not be .prejudiced in

any way so far as subsequent spring grafting is concerned.

The Cadillac Graft.

Reference must now be made to this well known French graft

which, although practised in much the same way as ordinary cleft

grafting, has much more in common with the Yema graft, as regards

the season of the year most suitable for its execution. This graft takes

its name from the district around the small town of Cadillac, about
20 miles up the river Garonne from Bordeaux. It was invented by M.
Constant Ballau, a vine grower of Omet, a village near Cadillac; and
has since become extremely popular in many parts of southern France.

The following description of the graft is abridged from a report by
Professor CapusJ :

—
" In the second fortnight of August (February in Australia) a basin is opened

around each \ouug resistant vine. .4boiit 4^ uielies above the ground level a

section is made on the main stem of the stock in an oblique direction, and towards
the pith. It is into this cleft, which is IJ inches deep, that the scion is intro-

duced, prepared as though for the ordinary cleft graft, and with two eyes.

Each graft is bound by means of a narrow lead band, the ends of which are
twisted toyetlier. A tie of raffia is also made around \t, the strands of which
are kept apart. The raffia also serves the purpose of holding the upper part
of the scion against the stock, thus keeping it firmly in position. The scions
are cut from French vines and from canes of the year, the wood of which is

sufficiently ripened. The grafts are mounded up to tlie second or top eye of

the scion.

The buds of the scion generally remain dormant and only sprout the following
spring. The stock continues its growth during the whole oif the autumn. In
winter it is pruned as though it had not been grafted, only one spur being left

on the hichest canes.

In April (October in Australia) when the buds are about to break, the
grafts are inspected ; non-sprouting of the scion bud is an indication that the
graft has failed. These are then re-grafted, below the cleft previously made,
and at the same time of year as ordinary spring grafting.

Progressively, and as they sprout, the shoots of the stock are stopped back,
so as to direct the flow of sap towards the graft and the scion.

In spring, after breaking down the mouncis, the grafts are again inspected,

and the binding is replaced ; a little later scion roots and binding are removed.
As soon as the shoots of the scion are 15 inches long and the union secure, the
stocks are beheaded.

Strikes of up to 80 and 90 per cent, are thus obtained. What has been
termed the Cadillac graft is not. as will be seen, a special method of srafting.

This expression designates a svstem of reconstitution, the originality of which lies

in the grafting being executed in August (Fe'iruary in .\ustralia) on a stock in

full sap. the upper pirt of which is not cut off, with scions cut from the current
year's canes; th'is rendering it possible to field graft the following spring any
vines which miv have failed."

This sraft is illustrated in Fit? 11, which needs little further

explanation. According to M. Vennorel {Le Grefnge /rrafir/iie tie In

Vir/ne) :
—

" The knife used to make the cleft shimld have a verv thin blade, and the
section must be absnlutelv stvight. otherwise there wo'dd be difficultv in getting
the stock and scion to fit. In order to avoid making a hollow (curved) cleft,

t Thp rppon^titution of the vinevarda in ihp Canton of Cadillac. Report submitted to thp Jury of
Clas.oc's 36. 38, ,ind 60. at the Paris Universal Exposition of 1900.

308 2
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the knife must be very sharp, and used with a saw-like action, care being taken to

always keep the blade in the same plane. A guide and a special knife have been
devised, which permit of the graft being executed without cutting too deeply
into the stock."

This graft, which is very popular in France, has also been tried

with successful results, though on a rather limited scale by several

Victorian growers. It is convenient to execute when the stocks are

rather too large for the Yema graft, in which case the cleft should not

penetrate as far as the ,pith of the stock, as would be the case when
stock and scion are of the same diameter. With rather large stocks,

it is as well to commence cutting the scion at a different level on the

two sides; the one against the stock being the higher. In other respects,

and as regards subsequent treatment, what has been written above con-

cerning the Yema graft applies also to the Cadiallac graft.

Fig. 11.—The "Cadillac," or Side -cleft Summer Graft.

Theoretical Considerations.

Without going fully into the details of the rather complicated
mechanism by which stock and scion become united in the graft, one
or two points in connexion therewith may be briefly outlined, the

proper understanding of which should prove of use to the practical

grafter.

It must be remembered that in any form of graft the woody tissues

of stock and scion never unite—what was already wood prior to graft*

ing cannot do so—the new layers of wood, however, both of stock and
scion, which have formed subsequently to the operation of grafting.
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are absolutely united if the uuion is satisfactory. Now, all new tissues

of the vine, whether of wood or bark, have one common origin, and

this is the thin layer of cells known as cambium, the importance of

which is altogether out of proportion to its size or, to be more exact,

to its thickness. It is well to thoroughly understand where this cambium
layer is situated; this is shown in Fig. 12, which illustrates dia-

grammatically a section nirough a yearling cane of vine. The central

pith, perhaps rather more plentiful than is usual, is surrounded by a

ring of wood, the fibro-vascular bundles of which are separated by
medullary rays which extend from the pith to the bark. The cambium
layer is shown at c. Fig. 12, where it is represented by a line se.parat-

ins; the wood from the inner bark or phloem (also called bast tissue).

Fig. 12.—Diagrammatic Section of a Yearling Vine Cane (after Guillon).

r, caiiibiiim layer; j', woud (fibro-vascular bmidles separated by medullary

rays); ph. phlceni or inner bark, also termed bast layer; s, cork layer of bark;

h. outer bark; pc, perieyele (fibres of outer bark); pi, central pitli.

The cambium layer consists of very active cells which, when the vine is

in full sap, are so soft and tender as to allow the bark to be readily

lifted from the wood. The almost gelatinous condition of this layer at

such a time exjilains the old, thougli erroneous, term of cambium fluid.

This layer is nevertheless composed of true tissue, the cells of which

multiply rapidly, producing, on the inner side new wood, and on the

outer side new bark. It will suffice for the practical grafter to realize

that it is only at the cambium layer that new tissues are formed ; this

layer therefore plays a preponderant ]iart in the formation of the union

between stock and scion.

22
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Unless the sections of this layer are sufficiently close to one another

the new tissues will not unite, and the graft must fail. When a vine

cane is sevei'ed, and the cut ends are placed under suitable conditions of

temperature and moisture, nature heals the wound by causing the cam-

bium layer to throw out a cushion of healing tissue, or callus. In the

case of a graft, the cambium sections are so close to one another that

the masses of callus produced by stock and scion soon meet and press

strongly against one another. Exchange of cell contents takes place

between them by osmosis and shortly vessels and woody fibres make their

appearance; the cambiums of stock and scion each produce wood
internally and bark externally, with all the anatomical details peculiar

to each, and these new layers are continuous and intimately united ; in

Fig. 13.—Photograph of a Section through a successful

a Year after Grafting.

Yema '

' Graft,

The soft wood of the European {vinifera) scion is shown on the upper right-

hand half, whilst the denser wood of the resistant stock occupies the lower left-

hand half. The radial split, to the right of the photograph, occurred during
the drying of the specimen.

other words, the graft has taken. As M. Vermorel concisely puts it§
" a graft is a common cicatrization, or healing of two wounds placed in

contact."

Fig. 13 shows the very thorough manner in which the new tissues

of stock and scion unite in a successful Yema gratt ; this is an actual

photograph of a section made through a Yema graft, at about the
middle of the scion bud, rather more than a year after the execution
of the graft. The woody part of the original bud (now dead) is the

black portion near the centre; around this is the new ring of woody
tissue, formed sines the knitting of stock and scion. A marked differ-

ence will be observed between tlie soft and rather spongy wood pro-

§
'• Lo Greffage Pratique de La Vigne," by V. Vermorel.
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duced by tli© vinifera scion, which constitutes the right hand part of

the photo, and the denser though leas abundant wood of the resistant

stock on the left. The very intimate union Ijetween the two is clearly

shown.

It must be remembered that callus only forms under certain con-

ditions of teni,perature and moisture. As pointed out by Professor

Bioletti,* the formation of callus is very different from that of roots.

The latter form more freely if the soil contains 15 per cent, of mois-

ture ; callus, on the contrary, is most abundant in sand which only

contains 5 per cent., and it is nearly as plentiful with only 2i per cent.

This fully explains the evil effects of an excess of moisture during the

knitting period which have been already pointed out. Callus does not

form at all under water.

As regards temperature—at 68 deg. F. there is very little callus

formation at the end of eight days; at 77 deg. it is plentiful, and still

more so at 86 deg. The temperature of 77 deg. is the one which has

been found most suitable in the artificial callusing of bench grafts, as

practised at the Wahgunyah nursery. It is of course impossible to

insure an even temperature in the case of field grafting ; there must
necessarily be considerable difference between day and night. This,

however, does not seem to be of anv consequence. It will readily be

understood tliat the bigger the mound, the more even will the tempera-
ture be in the neighbourhood of the graft. In the case of a large

mcund, it will not become too hot during the day time, and will take
longer to cool down during the night.

• Bulletin No. 180, University of California. Resistant Vineyards, by Professor F. Bioletti.

Be very particular in preparing barley for sale. It must be sorted

and cleaned with the best machinery for the purpose. Mix only such

barley as is quite uniform in character and quality. Mixed grain of

different quality possesses little value, and the addition of poorer quality

to a higher diminishes the latter quite out of proportion to any advan-

tage gained by the extra bulk. Musty, poor-coloured grains, even in

small quantities, will spoil a large bulk of otherwise excellent grain.

The amount that each horse will eat will depend largely on the horse.

About 1 lb. for each 100 lbs. of horse is considered by some good feeding

of roughage, and many think a like weight of grain feed plenty. Some
horses require more. Maize and oats, half and half, might be a good

grain mixture to use. Start the horse on a moderate ration, and increase

to the maximum gradually. Three gallons of grain fed to each daily,

and the hay as cleaned up, with perhaps a pound of oil cake added,

should be ample.
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SCIENCE AND PRODUCTION.

At the Royal Society of Victoria, Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A.,
B.Sc, Agrinultural Superintendent, gave an address on " Science and
Production."

Mr. Richardson said:
—

"Professor Ewart, the Secretary, asked me
to give an address to the members of this Society on ' Science and Pro-

duction.' This subject, however, presents so many phases that it would
be impossible to do it justice in the brief time at my disjxisal. I pur]X)se,

therefore, to- confine my remarks fo the cousideration of (1) some
typical cases in which science has assisted agriculture, (2) some agricul-

tural problems awaiting solution, (3) methods that might be adopted
to assist agricultural production."

Science and Agriculture.

First consider a. few cases illustrating the effect of simple scientific

discoveries in increasing the volume of agricultural production, choosing

tlie illustrations to suit the phases of agriculture to be seen in this State.

One of the most interesting cases is the far-reaching effect of the discovery

by Liebig that the insoluble tribasic phosphate as found in bones and
natural rock phosphates could be converted into the water soluble phos-

phate by treatment with sulphuric acid. Liebig, in his report to the

British Association in 1840, suggested that this would be a suitable form
in which to apply phosphoric acid to crops.

Sir John Lawes, of Rothamsted, was one of the first to profit by this

discovery, for he not only tested the efficacy of the dissolved bones in his

famous experimental plots, but began the manufacture of superphosphate
from rock phosphate in 1842, and thus laid the foundation of a large

fortune, which he subsequently made and devoted to agricultural

research. Since then the practice of using superphosphate has spread to

every agricultural countiy in the world. These water soluble phosphates
are very popular in Victoria.

In 1914, 118,000 tons of superphosphate were manufactured in Vic-

toria, and no less than 3,400,000 acres were manured with super. At a

conservative estimate, the application of each cwt. of super, applied to

the soil would affect an increase in the yield of wheat of at least 6

bushels, worth £1; Tience Liebig's discovery is worth annually £500,000
to the artificial manure trade, £2,000,000 to the farmers, and at least

£150,000 to the Railway Department for increased carriage of produce,

or a total of £2,650,000.

Superphosphate has been applied to wheat lands for over twenty
years in Victoria, but it is only within the last seven years that the use

of super, has become general, and even now a large percentage of the

farmers are not making the most effective use of this fertilizer. The
average amount of super, used in the State is 56-60 lbs. per acre for

wheat. Experiments at the State Farms for the past four years have
conclusively demonstrated that 1 cwt. per acre gives a much more profit-

able return than a dressing of \ cwt. per acre.
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This is illustrated iu the following table:—
Table Showing Net Profits per Acre from Light and Heavy Dress-

ings OF Superphosphate over Unmanuukd Plots at Werribee,
RUTHEKGLEN, AND LONGERENONG. FOR THE ThREE SeaSONS 1913-

1914-1915.
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1838 to 1870 the increase in the average percentage of sugar in the roots

was small, namely, 8.8 to 10.1 per cent. During the second period (1868

to 1888) Vilmorin's discovery that, although the sugar content of the

beet was an hereditary character, it is necessaiy to repeat the selection

of seed-bearing plants at frequent intervals in order to maintain the

improvement.
To ascertain the richness in sugar of the mother plants, Vilmorin

floated the roots in baths of salt or in sugar solutions of known specific

gravity. This method was replaced by a process of analysis of small

sections of the roots by means of the Polarimeter.

These methods were used by Vilmorin with great success between
1870 and 1888, and during this period the average content of the sugar

beet rose from 10.1 to 13.7 per cent. The final stage of improvement
of the sugar beet was begun when the breeder took into account the

ancestral heredity of the mother plants. Tlie method consisted in valu-

ing the different reproducing plants separately, keeping the seeds pro-

duced by each apart, and determining by direct experiment the faculty

of transmission which each plant enjoyed.

Occasionally the breeder meets with roots the characteristics of which
are abnormally desirable. Such plants are subjected to careful genea-

logical selection in order to ascertain whether their descendants show
these desirable qualities on an even greater scale. If so, these roots are

made heads of families and the starting points of new and improved
races. By these methods of individual selection, controlled by chemical

analysis, the average sugar content of the beets has been raised from
15.2 per cent, to 18.5 per cent. As individual roots contain up to 26

per cent of sugar, there is every reason to believe that the limits to im-

provement have not yet been reached. The application of the above
methods of selection has improved the sugar content of beets to such

an extent that it is now possible for sugar grown by white labour from
sugar beet to compete on equal terms with sugar grown from cane by
black labour in the tropics.

Phylloxera.

Now consider the interesting illustration of the part played by science

in the viticultural industry. In 1863 there were rumours of a mysterious

disease on the vines in the Bordeaux district of France. It proved to

be the terrible scourge of the vine—phylloxera. It rapidly spread

through France, and in twenty years (1884) no less than 2,500,000 acres

of vines were absolutely destroyed. The total damage due to the ravages

of this pest amounted to £400,000,000—twice the amount of the war in-

demnity paid by France in the Franco-Prussian war. From France it

spread through Europe, Africa, and, finally, to California and Australia.

It broke out in Geelong in 1877, in Rutherglen in 1898, and it has
destroyed about 30,000 acres in Geelong, Bendigo, and Rutherglen.

That will give some idea of the disastrous effect of phylloxera. It

may be explained that phylloxera is an American insect found east of the
Rocky Mountains, and is classed among the aphides. It lives on the

leaves of the American vines, and causes curious galls on the leaves.

A feature of the life-history of the pest is the remarkable power it

has of multiplying asexually, i.e., by Parthogenesis. In its life cycle

many generations of parthogenetically produced progeny are formed, and
this accounts for the enormous rate at which it sweeps through a country.
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The Freuch Government sent a scientific commission to America to

study the pest on the spot. This commission systematically examined
the whole problem, and came to the following conclusions:—

1. The phylloxera rarely, if ever, attacked the leaves of the

European vines.

2. Phylloxera formed galls on the leaves of American vines, but the

roots were immune from attack.

3. Therefore, if the European vines were grafted on the roots of an
American vine, the resultant plant would be immune from
attack.

A great deal of work had to be done to decide which varieties of

American vines would act as the best stocks. After a great deal of

systematic experimental work, Riparia and Rupestris were selected as

I he best stocks. Riparia was ultimately thrown out, because though
resistant it was not lasting.

Hybridization was also used as a method of creating new types of

vines tliat would lie immune from attack. Rigorous selection was applied

to these crossbreds, and each hybrid had to pass four tests. They had
to be

—

1. vigorous,

2. resistant to phylloxera,

3. adaptable to the soil for which they were required, and
4. possess affinity, i.e., ability to carry different scions.

Only very few survived the test. Thus, out of thousands of Rupestris
crosses only two were selected as thoroughly satisfactory stocks, namely,
3306 and 3309. These are now largely used in Europe as resistant stocks.

The Babcock Test for Butter Fat.

The simple method formulated by Dr. Babcock, of the Wisconsin
Experiment Station, for determiuiug the fat content oT irilk and cream
has changed the outlook of the dairying industry. Not only has it

enabled butter factories to use an exact method for payment of milk and
cream according to quality of tlie product, but it is of incalculable value

in improvement of the dairy herds of the State.

A new standard for breeding is placed before every dairyman—the

breeding of cattle that will produce the highest quantity of butter fat

per annum, and not merely the highest quantitv of milk. The simple

and rapid method of determination of the fat percentage of the milk

provides the dairyman with a means of detecting the unprofitable mem-
bers of his herd, and enables him to build up a herd of efficient butter

fat manufacturers. The motto of the dairyman should be, " Breed,

feed, weed." Breed from the best types of cattle. Feed them well, for,

after all, the cow is in essence a milk factory transforming the raw
material—food—into milk. Weed—that is, ascertain the quantity of

butter fat produced by each individual for the year, and cujl out those

below the standard. Herd testing will bring about a great revival i>-

the dairying industry in Victoria, and a firm scientific basis for herd
improvement has been provided by the discovery of the simple method
of determining the fat content of a sample of milk.

Federation Wheat.

Most important of all is the progress made possible by the recent

discoveries in genetica. In 1901, just at the time De Vries, Correns,
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and Tschermak independently re-discovered Mendel's law, William
Farrer, a Cambridge graduate, working as a wheat specialist in New
South Wales, finally fixed a new variety of wheat—Federation—that

was destined to become the most popular and profitable variety of wheat
cultivated m Australia. So popular has Federation become that Farrer
may be said to have changed the colour of our hai-vest fields from golden

yellow to dull bronze—the colour of his own Federation wheat.

It is difficult to estimate exactly what the introduction of Federation

has meant to Australia. So far as Victoria is concerned, we would be

well within the mark in saying that during the last five years the increased

yield due to Federation wheat is at least 1 bushel per acre, or approxi-

mately, £500,000 per annum. Not only did Farrer succeed in producing
the most popular and prolific variety in the Commonwealth, but he also

produced two of the best milling wheats in the world—Bobs and Come-
back—as well as a host of other varieties suited for special districts.

Agricultural Problems Awaiting Solution.

A glance at the isohyets of rainfall for Australia will convey a good
impression as to the future jjossibilities of the island continent. The
10-iuch and 20-inch lines of rainfall divide the continent into three con-

centric belts of approximately equal area.

The outer belt-—what may be called the dairying belt—has a rainfall

of 20 inches or more. In this area the rainfall is sufficient to permit
intense forms of agriculture to be practised—dairying, fruit culture, root

crops, market gardens.

The intermediate zone, except north of the tropics, corresponds to

the wheat belt, whilst the inner zone of lowest rainfall is the pastoral

area

There are, approximately, 600,000,000 acres in each of these three

divisions. Of these three belts the most interesting is the intermediate

zone, with a rainfall of 10-20 inches per annum. It is in this belt that

the greater portion of tTie wheat is grown. The accompanying map
shows the area under cultivation in each district compared with the total

area. It will be seen that only a vei-y small proportion of the area is

occupied by crop

A feature of the agricultural development of Australia during the

last fifteen years has been the gradual extension of the cultivation into

areas that a generation ago were considered too di^y for successful

farming.

'Ten years ago it was considered thai the 15-inch line of rainfall was
the limit beyond which wheat-farming was a gamble. Now, land with an

average rainfall of 10 inches has been successfully worked in South Aus-
tralia. The problem of pushing the limits of the wheat belt beyond its

presenl confines is the most fascinating ever brought before an agricul-

tural community. Every 10 miles we can push back the present margin
means a new province of 15.000.000 acres added to four wlieat States

of Australia.

What are the factors for the successful utilization of these areas ?

—(1) More efficient farming methods, (2) the use of suitable varieties

of wheat.

Note first that the greater part of the rainfalls in the growing period

from April to October, i.e.. at a time wlien the evaporation is small and
the rain is most efficient. In Victoria about 70 per cent, of the rain
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falls in the winter months, whilst in Western Australia the winter rain

is as mucli as 85 per cent, of the whole.

There are four factors which have assisted in pushing back this margin
of cultivation

—

(1) Improved cultivation methods, particularly the practice of fal-

lowing, combined with thorough cultivation of the soil.

(2) The use of superphosphate, wbich gives the young plant a start,

encourages deep rooting, and makes the available soil mois-

ture more efficient.

(3) The introduction of labour-saving implements, which get over

a large area of ground in an efficient and economical way.

(4) The use of varieties of wheat specially suited to arid districts.

Fallowing is essential in these arid localities. The arnount of rain

in one year is not suflicient to grow a heavy crop ; but bj fallowing,

combined with careful working, one can make available the rainfall of

two winters for the use of the one crop.

Experiments conducted at Longerenong, Rutherglen, and Werribee
show that it is possible by careful cultivation, to carry over from one

season to another at least 4 inches of conserved soil moisture in the first

'6 feet of soil. This quantity is sufficient, if it is all passed through the

plant, to grow an extra 10-12 bushels of wheat |>er acre.

Superphosphate has been a most useful adjunct in these areas. .Sown

with the seed, it encourages deep rooting and rapid growing. It makes
the soil moisture more efficient by increasing the concentration of the

soil solution with respect to the most deficient plant food element, and,

therefore, lowering the transpiration ratio of the crop, i.e., the amount
of water required to elaborate 1 lb. of dry matter.

Wheat for Arid Districts.

The most important factor of all has been the growth of varieties

particularly suited to the drier districts. The ideal wheat would be that

variety which elaborated the greatest quantiy of grain per unit of water

consvimed.

There seems to be very little difference in the transpiration ratio for

the different varieties of wheat as expressed in dry matter. An exami-

nation of six varieties in the pot culture house at Rutherglen last season

showed that to produce a ton of dry matter in Yandilla King variety

209 tons of water were required, whilst to produce the same quantity of

dry matter in Huguenot 243 tons of water were required. But when
we consider the quantities of water required to produce 1 ton of grain

we find remarkable differences, because the different varieties of wheat
differ very much in the amount of grain they produce, compared with

the dry matter.

The ratio of the amount of grain produced compared with total straw

is called by Beaven the migration ratio. In a series of tests at Ruther-

glen it was found that Yandilla King was able to produce a ton of grain

for every 660 tons of water used, i.e., 6.4 inches of rain. Federation

required 750 tons, whilst Huguenot required 1,081 tons, and Kubanka
1,188. This is an interesting illustration of the efficiency of the two
varieties which are used in the drier districts of the State.
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To secure the most suitable types of wheat for the arid conditions,

two factors should be especially considered

—

1. Low transpiration ratio, particularly for grain. These are

characterized by sparse stooling, short-strawed varieties, con-

taining a large percentage of gram compared with straw.

2. Early maturity, so that the variety may be well on to maturity
when the first hot winds set in.

There are three ways of securing these^

—

1. Acclimatization.—Scouring the earth for types accustomed to

grow for generations in an arid environment, and testing these

types in each of the climatically different districts of the

State.

2. Selection.—Selection from existing types varieties which show in

the highest degree the special character's we are seeking.

3. Crossbreeding, and the production of new types containing in

the one variety the desirable unit characters from several

varieties.

This is now an important phase of the work of the Vic-

torian Department. At Werribee and Dookie a large number
of new crossbreds at all stages of growth are undergoing trials

in competition with the best of our local varieties, and the

results already obtained suggest that new and prolific varie-

ties, adapted to the drier districts, can be produced with a

fair degree of certainty.

So much for the problem of pushing back the margin of cultivation.

It will be solved by the general adoption of better methods of farming,

increasing the acreage under fallow, the use of superphosphate, but most

of all by the production of hardy varieties of wheat.

Increasing the efliciency of the areas already under cultivation. This

is even more important than the former, because on it rests tlie possi-

bility of keeping the agricultural community permanently prosperous.

It is of more importance to a State like Victoria—the most densely

populated of all the States in the Commonwealth. Here, future pros-

perity depends, not so much on the multiplication of acreage under crop

as on increasing the production per acre.

Top-dressing Pasture Lands.

First consider the grazing or pasture lands of the State. These,

according to the Year-Book, occupy an area of 32,000,000 acres out of

a total of 37,000,000 acres. These pasture lands are the areas on which

the normal carrying capacity ol 12,000,000 sheep and 1,500,000 cattle

of the State are grazed. Approximately, two-thirds of these lands are

in districts of fairly heavy rainfall, i.e., 20 inches and over.

Experiments on the top-dressing of pastures carried out by the

Department for the past four years show that the stock-carrying

capacity of ordinary grazing land can be increased from 50 to 100 per

cent, by the application of suitable combinations of pliosphates and lime.

Australian soils are noted for their deficiency in phosphoric acid, and

many of our Victorian soils, especially in Gippsland, are deficient in

lime. Top-dressing of natural pastures with dressings of phosphates and

lime is practised by an occasional land-cwner. There are no figures avail-

able as to the extent to which pastures are top-dressed, but it is safe to

say that 90 per'cent. of the area is not treated in any way by the land-

owners.
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Increase of the Acreage under Fodder Crops.

No material increase in the numbers of our tiooks and herds can be

brought about unless more attention is paid to the growing of forages

for stock. Generally speaking, the amount of stock food that can be

raised per acre by cultivation is at least five times that afforded by

natural pasture. To permanently raise the numbers of stock k^)t in

the State it is necessary to sjseed the plough—to devote an increasing

acreage to such forage crops as barley, rape, pease, lucerne, millet, &c.

Hitherto the tradition of the Australian past has governed our actions

—

that the sheep is an animal which will only pay when fed on grass.

The results of experiments at Werribee and R.utherglen show con-

clusivelv that in districts with a rainfall of 20 inches or over, the growing

of fodder crops for feeding down to sheep is much more profitable than

the wasteful system of bare fallowing. Moreover, the stock-can-ying

capacity of the farm is increased and the fertility of the soil is conserved

—results of great importance from a national point of view.

Inert (ise the Fodder Reserves.—The strength of a chain is measured

by the strength of its weakest link. In view of the occasional droughts

which affect Australia, the numbers of the flocks and herds that can be

kept will depend on the amount of fodder conserved to meet the seasons

of low productivitv.

Rainfall records over long periods show that portions of Australia,

like manv other countries, are occasionally affected with dry seasons and

partial or complete crop failures. Fortunately, these droughts are not

frequent, but in the past they have always been associated with heavy

stock losses. A policy of deliberate conservation of fodder supplies

—

hay, silage, and straw—conservation of water supplies, and extension of

water storages and irrigation facilities will alone enable the State to

fight a drought, and mitigate, if not entirely prevent, the losses of stock

which are the worst feature of droughts.

Extension of Irrigation.

As Victoria must look for future agricultural expansion in the direc-

tion of intensive culture rather than multiplication of acreage, it follows

that the extension of irrigation and the increase of water storages should

be systematically accelerated. Irrigated agriculture, with its certainty

of control over soil and crop, has infinitely more possibilities than dry

farming. Twelve thousand acres of irrigated land at Mildura support

a population of 6,000 souls, and brings in an aggregate revenue of half-

a-million sterling. Similar land devoted to wheat growing under dry

farming would not support much more than twenty families.

When all existing streams in Victoria are harnessed, 750,000 acres,

possibly 1,000,000 acres, will be devoted to in-igation. The main factors

for success in settling such an area are—the acquisition of suitable laud

at a reasonable price, settlers with suitable experience and sufficient

capital, the building up of a systematic body of irrigation knowledge to

guide the settlers to success, and adequate and stable markets for irriga-

tion products.

Development of Smaller Industries.

Victoria offers, by reason of its soil and climat/e, and its comparatively

dense settlement, good opportunities for the successful establishment of

industries which have not yet secured a firm hold in Australia. In this
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connexion, flax, tobacco, and sugar beet may be mentioned. It is ad-

mitted that our soils are eminently suited for these products, but

hitherto labour difficulties have been the chief cause of their non-success.

Tariff adjustmeufo, or the adoption of adequate bonuses are probably

the best way to firmly establish these industries, as it has been amply
demcyistrated that the soils and climate iu various parts of Victoria

are quite suitable for the growth of such crops to perfection.

General Increase in Efficiency.

A general increase in efficiency is urgently required iu all branches

of primary production. Our average wheat yield could certainly be

raised to 20 bushels per acre in favorable seasons, and we could at least

secure a 16-bushei average over a ten-year period if all the resources of

production were fully and properly used.

By systematic effort, by adequate feeding and herd testing, the

average yield of the cows of Victoria could be raised by at least 40 to 50

per cent. A change is gradually coming over our farming community,
and finding expression in the desire for more technical knowledge, greater

interest shown by farmers in experimental work, a keener appreciation

ot agricultural literature, and an eagerness to secure the most up-to-

date and efficient farm implements.

Lack of capital is an important factor in retarding agricultural jjro-

gress. The difference between the successful and unsuccessful wheat-

grower is frequently due to the superior technical agricultural knowledge

of the former, but is often due to the want of capital crippling enter-

prise on the part of the unsuccessful grower.

With capital available for the development of the farm, and increased

technical agricultural knowledge, the agricultural future of Victoria is

assured.

IMPROVEMENT OF WHEAT AND OTHER CROPS BY
SEED SELECTION.

The Agricultural Department and others in various parts of the

world have demonstrated that, without doubt, very considerable im-

provement can be made in the quality and yield of many of our staple

crops by the adoption of a system of seed selection, which could, and

should, be carried out over a period of years, and, in fact, indefinitely,

to attain the best possible results.

Such systems are general in their application to live stock in the

building up of stud flocks, but little is done in this direction by the

individual grower of cereals and other crops.

This may be due to the fact that no good and simple system has

been commonly known by which such improvement can be brought

about.
At present the most up-to-date farmers grade their seed as a step

in this direction, but more is necessai-y. As seed is sown under present

conditions, inferior ,plants are given the same advantages as the better

plants, which as a rule are in the minority, consequently after a few

years the seed deteriorates, and a change is rendered necessary. An
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improvement in yield of at least 20 per cent, to 50 per cent, may be

expected as a result of the system laid down by Mr; A. E. V. Richard-

son, which is as follows, and which involve;^ little labour, but should

be carefully carried out in detail:—
Method of Improvement.

The method ]iroposed is to apply the same principles to the im-

provement of wheat as have hitherto been applied to tlie improvement
of stock, choosing the seed only from the best individual plants. An
ordinary crop of, say, Federation wheat consists of a mixture of higli

yielding plants, average yielding plants, and low yielding plants.

When we liarvest such a crop with the harvester the seed obtained

is of average yielding capacity, is no better, if as good, as the seed

which produced it.

If there were some means of isolating the prolific plants and growing
the seed from these .plants, we would find that the yielding power of the

seed from these [ilants would be considerably increased, according to the

judgment displayed by the operator.

One way of isolating these high yielding .plants is to go through a

crop just before harvesting and select the best developed and most com-
pact heads from the best develo,ped plants. These heads are threshed,

the seed then graded and sown on a plot. Such a plot, because it

consists of specially selected seed, is called a " stud plot."

A convenient size for such a plot is one-fifth of an acre. To get

sufficient seed for such a plot about 25-30 lbs. of heads would be col-

lected. This represents not more than a half-day's work. These heads
are threshed, and graded either with sieves or a blower, so that the

undersized grains are removed.
E.xperimeiits have shown that the heavier grains of wheat on the

whole produce the best crop, so that the use of a blower would be
advisable.

This plot should be sown on well-fallowed land, with an amount of

superphosphate not exceeding 100 lbs., in 1917.

Before the stud plot of l9l7 is harvested preparations for the second
year are made. Another 24-30 lbs. of heads are selected for the second

year—the heads this time being taken from the stud plot instead of the

general field. The same procedure of threshing and grading the selected

heads is carried out, and the stud plot is sown as before on a fifth of

an acre in 1918. This stud plot of 1918 has two years' selection behind
it—sslection of the best from the best

The produce of the 1917 stud plot is harvested, the seed graded and
sown the second year (1918) on as much land as the seed available will

permit. In an average season there should be sufficient graded seed

from the stud plot to sow at least 2i-4 acres. This plot we may call

a "seed" plot. It is better seed than the main cro,p of the farm, but
it is not quite as prolific as the " stud plot."

In the second year, therefore, there will be two plots—a stud plot

of one-fifth of an acre, and a seed plot of 2A-4 acres.

At the 1918 harvest. As before we have to get the seed for the
"stud" plot by again selecting the best heads of the 1918 stud plot
The seed plot of 2A-4 acres will be sown from the balance of the 1918
"stud " after the selected heads have been taken.

The seed plot of 1918 will be harvested, and sufficient seed should

be obtained to sow about ^0 acres in 1919. ' '
'
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]91fi Chop of Wheat,
1916

Go through this and select

sufficient well formed heads to

sow a stud plot in 1917.

1917

No. 1

In 1917 each selector will have a stud plot of

not less than one-fifth of an acre with a space .3

feet wide round it. When this crop is ripe (Dec.

1917) enough selected heads are taken to provide
for the stud plot of 1918. The harvester is then
run ever the crop and the seed used for the seed
plot of 1 9 1 S. ( Diagram.

)

Stud Plot

V
The best heads of No. 1 The balance of the plot

are selected for No. 2. is .sown liere.

1918

No. 2 No. 3

Stud Plot 1918

The best heads from No. The balance of No.

2 are sown in No. 4. 2 is sown here.

No. 6

1919

No. 4 No. 5 2J to 4 acres

Stud Plot Seed Plot

In 1918 (the

second year) the

selector will have
these two plots

—

Nos. 2 and 3.

(Diagram.)

The produce of No. 3

is sown here.

25 to 40 acres

Bulk Plot

In 1919 the .selector will have three Plots.
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BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA.

liy F. R. Ueuhne, (Jovernvit^nt A piciiltiirist.

XXVI.—THE HONEY FLORA OF VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 41.)

Grass Tree {Xaiithorrhwa.)

Erect, usually robust plants with narrow, very long, rigid, and
comparatively thick leaves and uprght flower spikes with numerous

Pig. 62.—Grass Tree.

whitish flowers. There are three species, two of which are widely dis-

tributed over the State, while one, the Spear Grass Tree, is confined to

the far east of Victoria.
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Southern Grass Tree {Xim/Ji'in Ikki ausfraH-s).

(Fig. 62.)

This is the Common Grass Tree known by several local names such as

Black Boys or Kangaroo Tails. It has a trunk like a fern tree, but
with long, narrow, drooping blades or leaves. The usually solitary

flower spike, which is sometimes up to 3 feet long is carried on a stout

upright stalk. Grass Trees furnish a resin soluble in alcohol, containing

the base of picric acid. This resin, wliich exists in this species in con-

siderable quantities, is very inflammable, and grass trees therefore burn
fiercely, are however seldom killed by fire, and flower generally speak-

ing, only after being burnt the previous season.

Bees gather the resin eagerly and use it as propolis for filling cracks

and the spaces between the ends of the top bars of the frames

and the hive wall. During cool weather this resin sets so hard and
cementlike that the frames, become almost unworkable, while, during

warm temperatures, it adheres to everything coming in contact with it.

Being soluble in alcohol it is however easily removed from the hands
by methylated spirits or petrol.

The flower of the grass tree furnishes pollen to bees, and profusely

secretes a very watery nectar, often neglected by bees, which when
gathered produces a rank unpalatable honey. Except in seasons when
no other nectar-yielding blossoms are available, grass-tree country

should be avoided in locating apiaries on account of the trouble of the

glueing together of everything in the hive and of the poor quality of

the honey.

Small Grass Tree (Bayonet Grass) {Xniithoirhn'ii iniiior).

(Fig. 63.)

The well-known, rough, tussocky grass, found on usually sour soil

with' a clay subsoil, all over the State, except in the North-East. Like

the Grass Tree it flowers only after burning. The flower spike is smaller

but often quite a number spring from the same plant. The leaves

are unpalatable to animals, excepting the underground, soft, white

portion, which, in times of food scarcity, is pulled out by kangaroos,

scratched out by rabbits, and also eaten by stock when the tussocks are

uprooted by the stock-owner, when forage is scarce.

The flower yields pollen, and is a valuable hel,p to the bees in

drought seasons when pollen is scarce. The nectar is watery, and some-

times secreted so freely that it can be shaken out of the blossom into

the ,palm of the hand. Like the nectar of the Grass Tree it is sometimes
neglected, possibly on account of the extreme dilution.

Small Grass Tree also contains resin, but as the base, of the plant is

underground and only accessible to bees when uprooted it does not

cause trouble with propolis in bee-hives.

Spear Grass Tree (Xnnfhrirrhtrn JidxIiJis).

This is confined to the far east, and up to the present nothing is

known as to utility for bee-keeping.
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Tea Tree {Leptospn-mnm).

A group of shrubs which are seldom dwarf, and sometimes assume
the dimensions of small trees. The leaves are small, scattered,

the branchlets sometimes crowded. The open five-petalled white, or

Fig. 63.—Bayonet Grass.

sometimes pinkish, flowers are mostly stalkless, the fruit three or more
celled.

There are seven distinct species in Victoria, some of wEich are vari-

able in the size and shape of leave? and flowers, making differentiation
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somewhat difficult. All the species have one characteristic in common,
namely, that the flowers generally secrete uectar very freely, which,

when transformed into honey by the bees, is in colour about the darkest

Victorian honey, has a strong, rank flavour, and, as it sets like jelly

in the cells, it cannot be removed from the combs in the extractor. It

is quite unsuitable for marketing a^ table honey, although people living

in tea-tree country, and getting it out of their own hives, become used

to it, and even like it. One use to whicli this honey can be put is in

the manufacture of plug tobacco, for which purpose some quantity of

honey is used annually. When newly-gathered tea-tree honey is quite

thin, but as soon as it has reached a certain degree of density it sets

into a jelly-like condition, and the evaporation then ceases, so that it

always contains a higher percentage of water than others of our honeys.

After removal from the combs, which can only be done by pressing or

melting, it often partially candies with a very coarse grain.

In the locating of a|piaries for the commercial production of honey
it is best to keep away from tea tree belts, but in seasons when other

sources fail bees can, with advantage, be moved on to tea-tree country.

Notwithstanding its unpleasant flavour and jelly-like texture the honey
is excellent bee food, and as the flower of the tea tree yields pollen,

as well as nectar, thus encouraging brood rearing, the colonies are

therefore always in good condition.

The tea-tree flavour is in Australia often erroneously called
" eucalyptus flavour," while what in Great Britain is known as the

eucalyptus flavour of Australian honey is what we here so much appre-

ciate as the "box tree flavour."

{To he continued.')

THE CONTROL OF MAMMITIS.

Bij M. Thomas, Dairy Supervisor.

Cleanliness in dairy management is a far more directly important

matter to the dairyman than most of those following the business think.

The number of owners of dairy herds who are as strictly attentive

to all sanitary detail as they should be is comparatively small.

Officers of the Dairy Supervision Branch have been for years past

advising and instructing dairymen to cultivate higher standards of dairy

sanitation. Although most of the cow keepers respond to the efforts

of these officers in a greater or lesser degree, many of them appear unable

to maintain a highly satisfactory condition witliout fairly constant

supervision.

Cleanliness to the degree sought by this Department is still erron-

eously considered by many dairymen as making unnecessary work, and
increasing the worries of a business already too well supplied witii

them. There is, however, nothing of the faddist in the supervisor, and
the advice is given for reasons that are most practical.
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Cleanly dairy management is not only very advantageous to the

consumer, in that the jjroduce used by him under such conditions will

be of good keeping quality, appetizing and health promoting; but the

liealth of the cattle tiiemselves is very largely controlled by their sani-

tary surroundings. Diseases of a contagious nature are very often

checked and controlled by cleanly methods in the milking sheds and
yards, but dirty and careless habits help to spread them.

Take maramitis, for example, probably no notifiable disease under
the Dairy Supervision Act, not even that insidious one tuberculosis,

has spread to such an extent through the dairying herds of this State

as manunitis, or garget as it is commonly known, nor caused such mone-
tary losses to the farmer as this disease has done.

This may at first appear a rather startling statement; but it is war-

ranted by several years' experience in handling cows in different parts

of the State. As showing the prevalence of this disease among the dairy

herds during a recent e.xamiuation of dairy cows in one district alone,

when 1,457 head of milking cows were handled, no less than 117, or 8

per cent., of these were found to be affected with mammitis in some form.

This number, possibly, is not so large as usual, owing to the high prices

obtainable for beef cows, and the good year for grass being a favor-

able opportunity to dispose of numbers so affected at a high price to

graziers.

And when we consider that the number o*" cows stated above, found

to be affected with mammitis, was the result of only one inspection,

some idea may be gained of the probable extent to which the disease

exists in the herds of the State.

Although the disease and its treatment have been brought under the

farmers' notice by Mr. R. J. de C. Talbot, B.V.Sc, in an article on

mammitis, in the May issue, 1913, of the Journal of Agriculture, the

seriousness of the situation is still very far from being realized by them.

If they could only be brought to consider the loss tlie disease is causing

them individually, that article would be read and studied carefully by
every farmer, for its value is inestimable. This might result in the

annual loss from this disease being considerably reduced.

Dairymen, in many cases, are totally ignorant of the causes of

mammitis, and owing to the many forms in which it appears they find

it hard to distinguish them as variations of the same disease. It

frequently happens that they are so satisfied with their own faulty

diagnosis of the trouble that they give little heed to professional advice,

and consequently the affected animal receives no treatment, and there-

fore seldom makes a recovery. If dairymen vdW fix their attention to

the fact that mammitis is fundamentally an affection of the udder, they

would arrive more quickly at the reason for their cows' sickness.

Although the udder may have been affected some time, they usually

do not notice any sign of the disease until some very pronounc d con-

dition occurs. If this should be confined to an inflamed condition of

the udder, accompanied with heat and pain, then they may diagnose

it and treat it reasonably well; but if, as frequently occurs, the animal

also shows signs of sickness, such as a feverish condition, staring

coat, lameness, &c., the owner will more often than not diagnose the
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trouble to be anytbing but what it really is, viz., a typical ease of

acute mammitis. Again, although they may notice in the niilk-strainei

a small clot of what appears to be curd, they never think for a momem
to connect this trifling matter with mammitis, although it .should at

once be recognised as a danger signal to warn them of the disease,

and every care should be taken to combat it in its earliest stages. If

on drawing the fore-milk from a cow's teats it be found to contain

clots, the cow should be isolated, and treated for mammitis, as advised by

Mr. Talbot.

Many cows have been found to have their milk clotted for some
time, then apparently became normal, and later on became clotted

again. These cows, where they were not treated, invariably became
utterly iLseless as milkers, although in some cases it took more than a

year to justify their exclusion from the herd.

In a large herd, where several milkers are straining n)ilk into the

same can, it is harder to detect a cow that is only occasionally showing

clots in her milk than it would be in a smaller herd, where only one

or two were milking the cows. ITevertheless, no effort should be spared

to discover her. This can be done by examining the fore-milk drawn
from each teat, milked on to the palm of the hand; the clots, if present,

will generally stick to the hand. If this fails, each cow's milk should

be strained separately, until the one sought is discovered. No cow's

milk that is showing clots should be mixed with the bulk milk, and the

precaution of separately straining each cow's milk before mixing should

be observed in a herd where mammitis is suspected. The careful owner

will take no risks by considering it is only a temporary trouble that will

right itself; but will at once resort to the treatment for mammitis, or

else engage the services of a veterinary surgeon to treat the case.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the advice to isolate the

affected cow, disinfect the hands of the milker, buckets, sheds, &c., and

also to destroy all milk from an affected udder. This latter is very

important, as sometimes a milker will throw the purulent matter from

an affected udder out over the yard fence, and let it lie there for the

flies to inoculate other members of the herd. This is one of the

occasions where the dirtv and careless dairvman brings trouble to him-

self.

Even the cows suspected of having nuimmitis should be kept by

themselves, and always milked last of the herd.

The milk from an affected udder should never on any account be

used for household purposes. Professional men have no hesitation in

saying that the consumption of milk from cows affected with mammitis

is a great danger to infant life, and is possibly the cause of many of

the bowel complaints of young children.

People frequently continue to use the milk from a cow that is only

affected in one quarter, in the belief that the rest of the milk is clean

and wholesome. There is, of course, the bare possibility of this being

so; but when we consider the serious results that may happen through

the consumption of milk that is contaminated, it is evidently very unwise

to risk i^eople's health for the sake of pecuniary gain.

To show the bearing that cleanly methods of handling cows may
have on this disease, in one herd where it was found to be causing
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iiim-li loss, the fow.« were being inilkeil in a flfiin, well floored and

drained shed, bnt woro paddoeked at night in a small paddock where
there was a considcralile accumulation of manure. This was altered

by turning the cows into another paddock, where there was clean grass

to lie ui)on, and from that time the inimber of cows freshly affected

was considerably reduced, and the spread of the disease checked.

Thus we see that too much c'urc and attention cannot be given to

the keeping of everything connected with dairying clean and tidy.

A sure means of conveying mamniitis from one cow to another is to

use only the one can of water to wash all udders, as is also the dirty

milker who allows the slime to accumulate on his hands. Spilt milk
lying about, or any filth, is a great attraction to the flies, and these may
carry the disease from cow to cow.

As regards the loss that mammitis is causing annually to the dairy-

ing industry, an estimate can only be approximate; but if the pro-

]iortion found to be affected in the district jireviously referred to were
maintained throughout the State of Victoria, the amount would be a

large one.

Liefore the drought, 1914-15, there were 610,500 dairy cows milking
in the State; S ])er cent, of these would be 48,840 cows affected witli

mannnitis.

The loss sustained by the dairying industry through these cows
being unfit for tlie ])roduction of wholesome milk, may be computed at

£5 per cow.

This would mean £244,200 lost annually to the industry, to say
nothing of the loss of the cows which are sold for slaughter on account
of the disease. In view of the taxation that must inevitably accrue as

a result of the great war we are carrying on at present, can the farmers
afford any longer to neglect these important matters, and allow this

great leakage to occur?

HINTS ON THE SEPARATOR.

rii/ J. ir. M cKenzie, Dtiirt/ Sii pt-rrisor.

Considerable loss occurs in separating upon many dairy farms as a

result of inattention to important details which have marked effect upon
the farmer's legitimate profits. Cleaniness, the dairyman's watchword,
is in everything foremost. A separator which has not been thoroughly

cleansed is certain to contaminate the cream, and as quality determines
value in cream the importance of observation of cleanliness cannot be too

forcibly expounded ; furthermore a dirty separator does not, by a long

way, recover the whole of the cream contained in the milk, therefore

the net result which follows lack of scrupulous cleanliness is: (1)

inferior quality cream
; (2) cream is onlv partially recovered. For these

reasons, apart from sanitary consideration, the reprehensible practice

of leaving the separator unwashed overnight and running the milk

through on the following morning cannot be too strongly condemned.
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Temperature is another matter for cciisideratiou. Milk freshly drawn
from the cow contains sufficient animal jieat to insure satisfactory results,

but loss of butter fat is inevitable when milk is put through cold. It

is a very g;ood plan to run a gallon or so of clean water, heated to about
150 dsgrees, through the separator immediately before commencing
operations, which should be as soon as jiossible after the milk is drawn
from the cow. The vat should be kept continuously well filled, turn on
the tap, allow but a small flow at first, increasing gradually. If tap is

turned full on im^mediately sufficient speed has been generated the

bottom of the cream can will become filled with very thin cream, together

with a quantity of milk solids. The presence of excessive quantities of

milk t>olids, especially the proteids, cause rapid deterioration in

quality. Speed and its uniform maintainance is a very important factcr.

The separator should be turned the full indicated speed, and pace kept
up evenly throughout. High-testing cream has an advantage over that

of a low test, inasmuch as most of the milk proteids have been excluded,

but as loss may occur by cream escaping in the skim milk if too hi.cr

a test is attempted, judgment and caution must be exercised. A test of

about 42 per cent, will be found in every way satisfactory. A cooler

s inexpensive and practically everlasting, and in the production of

highest-quality cream an indispensible utensil, for by its use, unde-
sirable odors absorbed by the milk after being drawn from the cow,
and fodder taints, such as from feeding lucerne or rape in its green

state to a very considerable state are eliminated. Cream subjected to the
cooling process will keep in a wholesome condition for a much longer

period than the untreated article, therefore the danger of sending over-

ripe cream to ths factory is diminished. Tinned utensils may, after con-

siderable service, require re-tinning, and this is a matter that should

never be neglected ; the local t'nsmith can do the job. When milk or

cream coines into contact with the rusted surface of any utensil it quickly

acquires a very disagreeable metallic flavour, and, further, it is an
impossibility to kee]) in a state of thorough cleanliness utensils worn in

the manner described. The Babcock testsr. which should be in evidence

on every farm, in addition to its usefulness in detecting the unprofitable

members of the herd should be fraquently used to check the cream
test received from the factory, and results compared. The skim milk

should be also frequently tested in order that leakage of cream in this

way may be detected. For washing up utensils and separator there

should be on hand an ample supply of clean boiling water. First rinse

in tepid water, using a brush, not a. cloth, then rinse in boiling water,

again using the brush unsparingly, then steam wherever possible, and
place out in the air and sunlight to dry. A little washing soda may be

added to the boiling water, but any gritty soaps should never be used

as they quickly wear off the tinned coating. Never wipe utensils dry, it

is unnecessary, let the air and sunlight act. Cloths become, no matter
what precautions are taken, a host for contaminating bacteria, which
are transferred to the article it is used upon. Freshly-separated cream
should be allowed to become cold before mixing it with that separated
previously, and should be given a stir three or four times a day. In
hot weather, as cream ripens rapidlv ; it should be delivered at the

factory at least every second day. Cream can be kept much cooler if

the can is stood in a tub of cold water. In transit to the factory the

can should be protected from the heat of the sun by covering with a

clean, wet sack.
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SIXTH VICTORIAN EGG-LAYING (JOMPKTITION, l!)l(;-l!)n.

Commonccd 15th April, 1!U(>; concluding lltli April, 1917

CONDUCTED AT THE BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE BY THE
DEl'AKTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA.

Six
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Sixth Victorian Egg-Layin'g Competition, 1916-1917

—

continued.

Six
Birda.

Pen
No.

Breeds.
15
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Report.

The weather conditions during the past month have been fairly dry

and cool, althougli one or two brief spells of warm days were experi-

enced. The health of the birds continues good, but a number of birds

are moulting earlier than usual.

The chief feature of the month has been visitors from all parts, in-

cluding New South Wales, New Zealand, Queensland, South Australia,

and United States, America.

Rain 46 points; temi>erature in houses, lowest 54 degrees Fahr. ,

highest 103 degrees Fahr.
A. Hart,

Chief Poultry Expert.

20/1/17.

VICTORIAN RAINFALL.

Fourth Quarter, Year 1916.

District.

Mallee North .

.

Mallee South .

.

North Wimmera

Soatb Wimmera

Lower Northern Country

Di.strict Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below ,,

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,
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Victorian Rainfall— continued.

District.

Upper Northern Country

Lower North-East

Upper North-East

East Gippsland

West Gippsland

East Central .

.

West Central .

.

North Central

Volcanic Plains

West Coast

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean
Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,

1
o
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Following on the abnormal rains of September another wet month
occurred in October, the rains being above average, except in Gippsland,
the greatest deficiency being in the eastern part. The disturbances were
mostly of nionsoonal origin, but a great portion of the rain fell towards
the end of the month, being the result of a great cyclonic visitation

which caused nearly all the northern streams to flood. A greater number
of frosts than is usually the case occurred during the mouth, but these
did more good than harm, especially through their purification of the
wheat crops, which promise almost throughout the Stat* to be equal to

record yields, except in the northern water-logged country, where floods

d-d a great deal of damage. Potatoes and others crops were later than
usually planted, owing to the wet conditions which prevailed. Shearing
was also commenced later than usual, owing to the same cause, but the

anticipated clip was generally deemed to be up to average weight. A
vigorous growth in pastures was the general experience, and stock were
in splendid condition. November rains were heavy throughout, and in

many places established records, and on almost every day during the

month rain was recorded. The day temperatures were thus reduced, and
resulted in an extremely cool month. In fact, the highest daily maxima
was below the nineties, a very uncommon experience for Victoria in

November. Dairying was in a thorouglily flourishing condition owing
to the great, and in parts almost excessive, growth of grass. The
Murray and Avoca rivers were still in flood, and reached their highest

points during the period. Hay cutting was almost finished in the Mallee.

where crop pros|>ects were excellent and the wheat generally clear of

disease. In the north-east wheat prospects were decidedly promising,

and oats exceedingly good. In many parts early sowings of potatoes

were a failure, and the later settings hindered and delayed through the

abnormally wet season. Abundant rains were again the case early in

December, owing mainly to tropical visitations. During the latter half

the weather cleared and rain was seldom noted, the anxietv to agricul-

turists being relieved as the rain ceased when harvesting operations

should be in full swing. In the Mallee and Wimmera record yields

were generally obtained, except in areas where floodings took place,

such as in the Avoca watershed. Good crops were also harvested in the

north-east and northern country, and satisfactory yields in the north

central. Wheat and hay results were above average in the western

district generally, though caterpillars and excessive moisture tended

to militate against the anticipated results. Grass was everywhere

abundant, and dairying prosperous. In Gippsland, hay crops were

heavy, but in parts spoilt by wet conditions, and consequent lateness in

harvesting. All classes of stock were :n excellent condition owing

mainly to the great super-abundance of grass. The Rutherglen fly was
troublesome, and, in gardens, caused some havoc, and caterpillars, in

the west and central parts, greatly damaged and lessened the market

value of the crops.

H. A. TTuNT,

Commonwealth Meteorologist.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. A". Pexf'itf, /'./,.^'., I'limolni/isi

,

The Orchard.

Young Trees.

Young trees of tlie Citrus family should now be making a good,

tlirifty growth. The foliage should be glossy, and the general appear-

ance should be a bright green and healthy one. Occasional light

waterings, as well as mulching of grass, or of well-rotted manure, will

be helpful to the trees.

Young deciduous fruit trees will also benefit by having a grass or

manure mulch ; and, if it has not previously been done, unnecessary
growths in the centre of the tree and on the main leaders should be
removed.

Fumigation.

Evergreen trees, including those of the citrus family, that are in-

fested with scale, should now be sprayed or fumigated to rid the trees

of this pest. For spraying, a weak red oil emulsion, lime and sulphur
spray, or resin wash will be found useful for the purpose. The most
successful method, however, of dealing with the scale pest is by fumiga-
tion. The trees should be closely envelo]>ed in an airtight sheet or
tent, and hydrocyanic gas should be generated inside. The chemicals
for generating the gas, as well as the fumes of the gas itself, are ex-

cessively dangerous, and great care should be exercised in their mani-
pulation. A wooden, enamel, or earthenware vessel is placed inside

the tent, the vessel containing a mixture of 4 fluid ounces of sulphuric

acid, and 12 fluid ounces of water, the acid being placed in the vessel

first. Four ounces of cyanide of potassium should then be quickly

dropped into the vessel, and the tent closed down at once; the bottom
of the tent all round should be covered with soil to prevent any of the

gas escaping. The operator must take care that not the slightest por-

tion of the fumes is loreathed. Fumigation should be carried out at

night-time or on a cloudy day, and the foliage of the trees must be
thoroughly dry.

The Vegetable Garden.

Celery crops will now be a prominent feature in the vegetable sec-

tion. The seed may be sown from Januai-y to March, and succession

plantings should be carried out occasionally during those months. The
growth of celerv should be quick ; a fair supply of water and a good
rich, loose soil are helpful to its growth.

Ample water will now be required in the vegetable garden. The
surface should be kept well hoed, and mulchings of manure should be
given wherever possible.

Cabbage, carrot, turnip, radish, lettuce, peas, cauliflower, &c., seeds

may now all be sown, and young plants from any seed beds may be

planted out.
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The Flower Garden.

Constant watering and hoeing will now be required to keep the flower

garden in a condition of success. Cannas will require manuring ; the

old flowering stems should be removed to make way for the new growths.

Dahlias and chrysanthemums will need a great deal of attention, staking
the growths as thev develop, disbudding, thinning out weak shoots, and
removing unnecessary growths. The dahlias should receive a good
soaking of water during the hot weather, and liquid manure or quick

acting fertilizers should be given when the flower buds are developing.

When chrysanthemum buds are very small liquid manure should be ap-
plied. Roses may now be summer pruned ; all weak growths should be
removed, and the strong ones shortened to a fairly good bud. The
plants should then receive occasional waterings with liquid manure,
and be kept well supplied with water.

All flowering trees and shrubs that have finished blooming should be

pruned, the flowering growths removed, and, unless the seed is required,

all s«eds heads should be cut off.

Cuttings of pelargoniums, zonale and regal, may now be planted;
delphinium spikes that have finished flowering should be cut down to

make wav for new growth, the plant being watered and manured. Seeds

of perennial and hardy annual plants, especially winter-flowering sweet

peas, Iceland pojipies, stocks, and pansies, may now be sown, and a few

bulbs for early flowering may be planted. The beds should be well

manured and deeply worked in anticipation of planting the main crop of

bulbs.

REIVIINDEHS FOR IVIflRCH.

LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—Feed as advised last month. Tliose in poor condition sliould be
' fed up " in anticipation of winter.

Cattle.—Cows in milk should liave plenty of succulent fodder and water
easy of access. Algerian oats sliould be sown on suitable land for grazing off

in the winter. Sow a mixture of oats, ryi", and tares or peas for winter fodder

or to fill silos. Only exceptional cows and tliose required for town milk supply

should be served between now and July. Within the next two or three months
is the best time for cows to calve, as they will pay to feed through the winter

and give the best returns for the season, and be dried off when the grass is

dry and scarce. Calves should be given lucerne hay or crushed oats where
grass is not available.

Pigs.—Sows about to farrow should be provideil with short bedding in well-

ventilated sties. See that the pigs have shade, and water to wallow in. There
should be plenty of cheap feed now, and pigs should be highly profitable. Read
articles on breeding, feeding, &c., of pigs in Jiiuriwls for April. 1!)12, June, 1913.

Mav, 1915.
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Sheep.—All ewes should be kept strong for lambing. Crutch round tails

and lessen accumulation of discharge, and consequent attraction to the fly pest

at lambing time. Clear wool from round udders and teats and thereby save

many a lamb in bad weather; especially is this necessary in the case of young
ewes of the Merino and Lincoln crosses. Clear wool from eyes also. In crutching
ewes when close to lambing lay them over carefully, grasp by the thigh low
down, not by the flank as is generally done, which is a careless practice. Pure

,
British breeds of ewes and very coarse crnss-breds may still be only coming in

season: rams should be left mated to make sure. Have good grass paddocks,
if season favorable, to cut off ewes with early-born lambs into, for extraordinary
prices will be available again this winter.

PouLTKY.—Cull out t!ie drones and get rid of surplus cockerels. Keep
forward pullets well fed—eggs are rising in value. Repairs to houses should
be done this month. Thoroughly cleanse all houses and pens. Spray ground
and houses with a 5 per cent, solution of crude carbolic acid, to which should be

added a little lime—this will act as a safeguard against chicken pox; burn all

refuse and old feathers. Provide a liberal supply of green food. For each
moulting hen, add a teaspoonful of linseed to tlie morning mash. Use tonic

in water, which should be kept in cool shady spot.

CULTIVATION.

Fabm.-—Work fallow where possible for autumn sowing of cereals. Sow
winter fodder crops, such as rye, barley, and vetches. Prepare land for lucerne
plots for autumn seeding. Make silage of maize and other crops for winter usel

Orchakd.—Prepare new land for planting; plough deeply and subsoil; leave
surface rougli. Plant out strawberries after first rain. Plant crops for green
manure. Continue to fight the Codlin Moth.

Vegetable Gahdex.—Prepare ground for winter crops. Plant out seedlings

in moist soil. Sow cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, early peas, swede turnip, beet,

carrot, radish, and early onions.

Flower Garden.—Cultivate and water. Feed dahlias, chrysanthemums, and
roses. Plant out shrubs, trees, and all kinds of bulbs. Sow hardy annuals.
Plant geranium and pelargonium cuttings. Spray for Aphis, Red Spider, and
Mildew.

Vineyard.—Select scions, if not done last month. Where ripening is difficult,

assist by removing basal leaves only, as soon as berries change colour. This
is the month for drying currants, sultanas, and gordos (Lexias and Clusters).
Do not pick before grapes are properly ripe. For instructions for packing grapes
for export, apply to Department. Shipments should be made in March and early
April.

Cellars.—Vintage month. For light dry wines, pick as soon as grapes are
ripe; do not wait for over-maturity, as is so often done. Pay attention to

acidity; correct same if necessary with tartaric acid or late grapes. Acidimeter
supplied by Department; price. -Ss. 6d. Sulphiting and the use of pure yeasts
are strongly recommended, as they insure production of sound wine; further
information supplied on application.
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Giant Kangaroo Rape
"THE KING OF RAPES"

RAPE is one of the most valuable fodder crops in cultiva-

tion. It is easily cultivated, makes strong, rapid

growth, and produces an abundance of highly nutritious

and palatable green feed greatly relished by all kinds of stock.

Giant Kangaroo Rape grows to a height of 1 1 feet, and

will fatten three more sheep to the acre than other kinds. It

has long, strong tap-root, enabling it to stand long periods of

drought; the stalks, unlike ordinary Rape, break easily and

are very succulent right through ; will not taint the milk. It is

a great fattening food for cows, horses, sheep, pigs, &c.

Sow 4 to 6 lbs. per acre in drills, or 8 to 12 lbs. broadcast.

Price, lOd. per lb.; 84/- per cwt.

Rice Growing
TAKASUKA SEED RICE, for which we are Sole

Agents, is specially suitable to Viflorian soil and

climate. Imported Rice mostly comes from Burmah,

where they cannot grow as good quality as here. An average

yield over a fair area is half a ton per acre, but the selected

variety has given over one ton per acre, which is worth from

£14 to £18 per ton. Rice Straw is excellent for chaff, and

stubble makes splendid grazing for all stock. 2/- per lb.; 1/9

per lb. in cwt. lots; 16 per lb. in 2 cwt. lots or more.

Postage or carriage extra. Ask for Descriptive Pamphlet.

/%W COMMER
139-141 (a^5o 83)S\VAMSTor>( ST melb.
tSTA BUSHED l&5o TET.. CENT. >2.9

&S.--

8493
^tg^jg^^^rtsitff^gfi
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opfiosile page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 lOs. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1.500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include-

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's .. 10548 ,.

6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 ,, ,, 9155 ,.

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
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Government Herd of Red Polls

MILK RECORDS
The figures below refer to the cow's best lactation period. Details of each cow*8 yearly performance

since the establibhment of the herd are given in the Journal for February, 1917.

Eftcb cow's aversKc* for ail lactalion periods will bt furoiihed on applicalioo to the Director of Agricaltar*.

COWS
N.\MES.

Muria .

.

Birdseye

Ncthcrlana
Vuclta .

.

Persica .

.

Cuba .

.

Bullion .

.

Virginia .

.

Penn.-iylvania

Sumatra
Violet HI.
Egypta . . .

Pliillipina

India
Mexicana
Lily

Europa .

.

KentuoUy
Goldleaf"

Piooti'C .

.

Primrose League
(imp.)

Lx lU'ina

Pipio

Mongolia
Turka .

.

Britannia

Samorna
Axiana .

.

Tennessee
Alpina .

.

Sylvia ..

Hispana
Africana

Tasmania
Canada . .

Carribea
Japana .

.

Serbia .

.

Itala

Oceana .

.

Ku?sia .

.

Panama
Ontario
Soudana
Pacitica

Laurel .

.

Barbery
Con'T.

Dav8
in Jiilk.

36.5

365
365
289
351
337
321
344
348
290
365
327
365
365
282
365
347
338
362
365
365

329
334
283
279
329
365
279
311
344
301
365
303
325

Werks
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Graded Seed Wheat
1917 DISTRIBUTION

Select Bred Graded Seed of the following varieties

of Wheat will be available for distribution early in

iVldlC

College Eclipse
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Elxecutors & Agency Company of Australasia, Ltd.

DIRECTORS:
HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairmia .Bd Man.iing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE. E«q.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Eiq. DAVID HUNTER. Ew.

This Company Aot« as EK*outor or Joint EKOoutor of Wills, Administrator, Trustss of
Ssttiemsnts, and Agsnt for Abssntsss undsr PoMfor of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Oificet—113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.) Melbourne

This Journal
offers exceptional

: : advantages : :

To Stock Owners,

Produce Agents

and Stock Sales-

men, Implement

Makers, Sellers

of Milking Ma-

chines and Dairy

Utensils, Orchard

Appliances and

Materials, and all

Farmers' Supplies

for Advertising

10,00(1 c<j|iies jier moiitli (iuaraiiteed

Circulation throughout tliu Country
Districts of Victoria ami unionist
Farmers of thu Commonwealth, reuoh-
ing also country jn'ofessional men,
tradesmen, schoolmasters, teachers,
aiifl the like. Exceptionally satisfac-

tory results have followed the adver-
tising of Stud Stock in this Journal.

&°rrcr,". Mr. J. J. WRIGHT and Mrs. HEMMING
c/o Editor, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne.

"MONKEY " =AND= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUEBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

"•
., GENERAL

'•^-- HEAVY
% LIFTING

Oar complete illastrated catalog !> free, if yon have onr use it, if you haven't WRITE US TO-DATl

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.
Tlie Journal is isMicd innTitlily, and deals witli all phases of up-to-date aRricnIture. The

snbsrription, wliieli is payable in advance, and inc-liidi's jinstaiie. is 3s. per annum fur the Common-
wealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kinnddin and foreign countries. Single copy, 3d.
New volume cnnimeuces with the January numbf r of t-ach year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive of February,
March, April, and May, out of print: IV. (1906), 10 p,irts, e.\clusive of parts 7 and (Julv and
September), out of print : V. (1907), and VI. (1908), 12 parts each ; VII. (1909), 10 parts, e.vclusive
of Farts 2 and 10 (February and October), out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present
in stock, and will he supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may
also be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), X. (1912), and XI.
(19la) ,are at present available. Price, 53. per volume. Postage: C, 31d. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.
B. ct F.. 2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2 coloured plates. Cloth.
;is. 6d.

;
paper, 2s. 6d. /"ostoye . C, cloth EJd-, paper 2d. ; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F.;

cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr. Cooke. £1 Is. Posl,i<je : C, 5d. ; N.Z., lOd. ; B. & F., Is. 8d.
PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d. Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (.Monthly anil Weekly), 6d. per dozen, post free. When ordering, dairy farmers should
mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

Bii Professor A. J. Ewart, Gnremment Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA. 23. 6d.
.V.Z.. :.d ; B. ,V I'., Hid.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. If, 10s. Puslu<je : C. Si.; N.Z.,8d.; B. & F., Is. 4d.

Bif C. French, F.E.S., Gooernnifnt Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., U., III.. IV., V. 2s. 6d. each. Postage Parts I.

and III., C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d., each. Parts II. and IV., C. IM. ; N.Z., 4d.; B. & F.,
8d. each. Part V., C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes, must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

Postage : C, lid.

PAMPHLETS New Series
Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne— Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR 1EW SETTLERS. T.A.J. Smith.
3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P.J.Carmoig.
6. CIDER MAKING. J. Kiii,,hl.

7. CITRUS FR JIT CULTURE. E.E.Peseott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS. A. S. Kenyan. C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. 7'. .1.,/. Smilh.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. (.'. U. /•'. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLEMENT. U. T. Easterby.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. .S. Cameron, D.V.Sc. il.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). O. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BI.ACKSMITHING. G. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smilh.

16. THE PIG INDJSTRY. /(. 7' Archtr.

17. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1911-12. IF. A. N. Robertson, B.V.t^c

18. REPORT ON FIRST EGG-LAYING COMPETITION AT BURNLEY, 1911-12. H. V. llairkins.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE, llr. S. S. Cnmernn and others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. iiteekin,].

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1912-13. W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT ANi3 ITS CULTIVATION. .1. E. V. Riclmrdsnn, M.A.. B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING ANO FORiVARDING FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIO.MS, 1913-14. 11'. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, &c. A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS, femph: A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Beuhne.

30. GDVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1914-15. W. A. N. Robertson. B.r.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cork.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Fceiling Cows for Milk Production, Sulphiting,

Some Vintage Considerations, Spring Frosts, Cut Worms, Insect Pests of the Potato.
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THE WATERLOO BOY
12 H.P. at Draw Bar—equals 8 horses.

24 B.H.P. at Belt—Works on Kerosene.

Successfully working all over the world. The fact that these

high-grade Tractors are at work in England—the home of good

machinery—is proof that this is an uncommonly good Tractor.

Does any kind of farm and hauling work, and when your own is done
it will earn money (or you by doing your neighbour's.

Drives any machinery, anywhere, that needs up to 24 B.H.P.
Very simple. E^sy to operate. Needs no expert attention. Only

needs a driver^t is a one man machine.

Government experts, after careful calculations, estimate that on the

average a horse lives 90,000 hours, but only works 10,000 hours ; so for

every 9 hours you feed your horse, he gives you only I hour's work.

The Waterloo only uses oil while it is at work, so get one, and save

the money you are losing now.

A Tractor is not a luxury. It saves and makes money for you.

The Waterloo has the three Tractor essentials—
Simple Engine—Powerful Pull—Low Up- Keep.

Better and cheaper than most Tractors of same power. Ask for

price, and please say you saw this advertisement.

MITCHELL & CO. cel™:
Office and Factory :

West Footscray, Melbourne.

Show Room :

596 Bourke St., Melbourne.
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MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder,
and put up for ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

ti *1

MAIZE PRODUCTS OIL MEAL
MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid wilh age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" *'POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footscray 364



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.

z£>Q=z

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA
=DG=

^= SUMMER=>
EXCURSIONS

The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 1 5th November till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE WEEK
TICKETS

covering Transport and Accommoda-
tion, issued on Mondays by the 6.15

a.m. train, and on Fridays by the

4 p.m. Express tram.

First Class - - £5 IDs.
At thn GovernmeDt Chalet.

Setond Class • £4 IDs.
At " The Bungalow."

Excursionists wishina to travel by motor
from Bright may do bo. weather permitting.

on payment at Bright of 2/6 extra.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE
WEEK

EXCURSION TICKETS
all including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coacb Drives, &c., 7 days, £3

WARBURTON
Rail. Coach Drives, &c. . 7days, £3 5/-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Quides FREE on application.

Telephone Nos. 2S98
and 2899 Central. .

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways,
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YOUR

Sow Now
BERSEEM

CLOVER
—A 5 Purpose Crop

—

This GREAT WINTER FODDER
has proved itself the salvation of

Egypt; and is equally valuable

—-— and productive here.

1. Can be gi'^'Zed.

2. Can be cut and
fed sreen.

3. Cleanses the land.

4. Can be ploughed in

as g^reen manure.

5. Enriches the soil in

nitrogen.

Call or write for Our Seed and Horticultural Manual—GRATIS

"VICTORIA SEED HOUSE," 64 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

Tlie .Articles iji the .lournal of the Dcjiaitment ot Agriculture of Victoria arc

protected by tlie j)rovisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newsi>apers wishing

to republish any matter are at liberty to do so, jirnriiUd the Joioiiai niid author are

both actiwwledged.

The .Journal is issued monthly. The subscription, which is payable in advance

and includes postage, is Ss. per •riiium for tlie Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

5,s. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy. Threepence.

Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various publications issued liy tlie Department of .Agriculture

will be supplied by the latter.
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Perfect Fruit.

Pre]

Red

Spraying

Oil
(Note the Trade Mark)

— the Oil that
RED SCALE of the ORANGE and LEMON i ,i

, , , t 1 1 1

mixes easily witri
This insect destroys thousands of bushels

of good fruit each year. Cold Water.

Makes Healthy Trees and Clean Fruit.

Increases the Crop.

Full Directions on each tin.

IVrite for Descriptive Booklet ('Post Free).

Vacuum Oil Co. Proprietary Ltd.

Throughout the Commonwealth

and New Zealand
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March is

Crutching Time.
Get the

Famous B.B.A. Shears
with hollow-ground razor-edge

blades. Perfect in balance and

tension.

3 2 inch, 3/6; 5^ inch, 3/9.

For

Erecting Machinery,

Removing Houses,
Bridge Building, &c.,

this Australian made Rack and

Pinion Jack is of superior quality

to the old Continental make.

Double action, Railway pattern.

Capacities - - 3 and 6 tons.

Prices on application.

M^Phersoris)
V'^'^ Proprietary Limited ^——

^

Machinery, Iron, and Tool Merchants,

554-66 and 582-88 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE.
Established 57 years.

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ percent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27^ years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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'^ Modern Styles in

Working Heads
and Pump Jacks

C909S

Fig. 69098 is a Deep Well "^'nrklng Head
designed to meet the demand for a me(!ium

pricp'' head for T-^^"rr pumpir^o (rom wells or

bores by means o{ belt drive from gasolme. oil

or steam engme, electric motor or line shaft. It

is of simple construction, all geanng is close to

the base, and the driving pully is located between

the two drivmg pinions. Two gears on one shaft

are connecled to the crosshead by connecting

rods, and are driven by two pinions. The cross-

head is guided by two upright rods, and is so

built that plunger and

rods can be taken from

the wells without re-

moving the head— or

the head can be moved
with very little trouble.

Pamphlet of full particnlars

laailed iree.

Fig. 69493 is a geared pump jack for operating any

ordinary windmill pump head or standard by belt

drive. Substantially constructed, supported by its

own base, and clamps to head or standard. Pinion

is protected by guard. The gears and plungers are

so arranged that the pitman moves vertically on the

upstroke without side-thrust. Adapted for hand,

windmill, or engine-power by changing one bolt and

adjusting the pitman. Gear ratio, 5 to 1 . Wri^st

pins are of steel. Fast and loose pulleys measure

12 inches by 3 inches. Strokes. 6, 8, or 10 inch.

Pamphlet giving full particulars

mailed free.

Makers of Windmills. Pumps,

Troughs, Fluming, Tanks, Stands, &c.

393-399 Bourke St., Melbourne.

324-330 Pitt St., Sydney.

69493
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
Bulla.

SIRE-MABEL'S
Dam's Performance under
Government Herd Testing. ^^ '*''" ^K'-

1. ETTIE 4th (2889) - December, 1914

This Season . . 8,743 lbs. Milk.
445 lbs. Butter (4-46 test).

2. SILVERMINE 5th (1386) - February, 1915

Last Season . . 6,515 lbs. Mills.

322 lbs. Butter (6 -12 test).

3. AUDREY LASSIE (825) 2nd October, 1915

Last Season .. 7,657 lbs. Milk.
440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

CHIEF (imp.).

Bulls.

4.

Dam's Performance ntider ™« j.„ .

Government HeriTTesting. "* ''*»"• ^«^-

5.

LASSIE 2nd (1136) • December, 1915

Last Season . . 9,335 lbs. Milk.

61oi lbs. Butter (4-79 test).

This Season .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
478 lbs. Butter (4'91 test).

LASSIE (509) • - January, 1916

Last Season . . 7,340 lbs. Milk.
425 lbs. Butter (6 '08 test).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (5-24 test).

Apply :-C. GORDON LYON, " BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire. Marine. Fidelity GaaraDlee, Plate

Glass, Personal Accident and Sickness,

Employers' Liability, Workmen's Compen-

tation. Public Risk, Motor Car, and Burglary.

I«r- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducled in all Subjects for ihe Degree ol

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for ihe License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Acl (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Slale Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentr)-, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our Prospectus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,
Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Workm- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL. Solt PioprMor,

ULYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.
Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at uiy time.

Total Fee*—

£25/-/- per annum.

Alternative Couraea—
(a) Diploma Course .. Three Yean,

(fc) One Year's Course.

The College coDtaios modern and well equipped laboratory and leiflure hall, sinsle bedrooms, recreation tod
sports grounds.

0( the 3.91 3 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last leasoD; aod chunpion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at (he last Koyal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry. Poultry. Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
-

SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2,336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raiiinn. Dairring,
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit. &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary. Council of Agricultural Education,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or ibe Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloe*.

Renewable Carron
Boxes & Oil Gaps.

The only Steel
Wheel that hw
Btood the Test.

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS

Wheeli QiuranUed tor 3 years against Breakage, it.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, Orchardists, Fanneri.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheels, 38' and 82' dia. 4'Tyrca Table, 9J x 6i teet. Pole or Shafts. Weighs 10 cwt

Ordinary Block Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.

These Wheeta are guaranteed and will last for all timt,

HIGHER WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wa-ons built to carry any weight up to 20 tOBS.

TRACTION TRAILERS A. SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all classes of little Wagons for Farm and Station work.
Wagons Shipped lo all Ports in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET.
KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supphes.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

''.., 10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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W. & W 506

No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence is so good as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

Cyclone Spring Coil Fenc« tt made of

best quality wire, icalvanised. Moisture does
not affect it. Expaniion and contraction caused
by changes in temperature are provided (or by
crimps in the hori2ontal lines. Once up, the
fence needs no after stiaining.

Th« crimps maWe the fenca elastic

Stock rushing it are thrown back, and both
stock and fence are uninjured. TV • cross
ties, I ft. apnrt, irfake a perfect web. through
which no stock can pass,

Get our Catalogue. It tells you more about it

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
468 SWANSTON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE

Seed Wheat and Seed Oat Cleaners&Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved conclusively by Practical Farmer*
that graded seed is hardier in growrth

:: and increases the yield per acre n

Sticks. Straws'* ^J
& otlier larf^e

J-

subslaiices J
HUNDREDS

IN

USE

Smull Oats,

Seeds, Drake,
aad Broken

Grain

rosti
i and
lUarley

Chain driven
Improved Pattern for Season 1917

Will remove from Wheat:—Cracked and Small Grain, OatSi Wild Oats,
Barley, Grass Seeds, Sand, Chaff, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

i^^HB^HHHH^^^^ PORT MELBOURNE ^^^^^^H
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NuNAN's Rktent Spray System
Enhance your profils, increase your returns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Nunan's Patent Spray Irrigation System. Produces a
Rainfall as Steady as Nature's Own. Nunan's is the simplest method
known for soakine your sround readily and naturally. Send for full detail) to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King St., Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidlonan Deposit.

CROP (S^ROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA —

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

m
Look for the "ORB " '^^^ Brand on every Sheet.

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
andCORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

BOX 53.

GRAIN TO US. * G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

^
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and

at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM:'

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sole Agentt for NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GUSGOW.

WHEN ENQUIRINQ. PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

Company Limited
HEAD OFFICE-
LONDON.

MELBOURNE OFFICE-

COLLINS ST. W.

LIBERAL CASH ADVANCES

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow, Bark,

Stock & Station Brokers on Commission only

Butter Shipments undertaken on Owner's Account

THE BEST

•AGENTS FOR-

COOPER'S DIP
FOR VICTORIA AND RIVERINA.

Page's Patent Wire Strainer
and Ironside's Wire Cutter

CHIEF AGENTS IN VICTORIA lor ihe

PALATINE INSURANCE COY.

FOR THE

SHEEPMAN
IS

PACKED IN
CASES LIKE

THIS
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The Great
Tonic Food
For Cattle,

Horses,

Sheep, &c.

m
\^

Every Owner of Cow, Horse, or Sheep

Needs "Leslie" Salt Licks
"Leslie'* Salt Licks are the scientific way of "sailing" animals, being

specially prepared from pure sterilised salt, plus medicinal and tonic in-

gredients. This salt and the other ingredients supply just those mineral

elements which are usually lacking in most Australian feed, and which

are undoubtedly necessary in order that your slock may possess sound

health, perfect "condition," and the characteristics of good breeding

"Leslie" Salt Licks invigorate the stomach, liver, and bowels, promote
perfect digestion and assimilation, very much improve the "condition."
and increase the strenzth and enduring power of your animals.

15 lb. of "Leslie" Salt (3 Licks) goes as far as

90 lb. of Rock Salt

So that, CD weight only, they LAST SIX TIMES AS LONG.

More Economical to Use than Loose Salt for Sheep
Approximately loose salt feeding costs £31 per ihousand sheep per annum; but to

feed lUOO sheep on "Leslie Salt Licks" ior a year costs £29 5s.. or a saving of

£21 13s. per thousand sheep per annum. " Leslie Licks" have been proved in secret

of cases to increase the millc yit-ld a: least 10 per cent. One "Lick" lasts one cow
(our months, or three " Licks" per year, which means

An Additional Profit of £1 per Cow per Annum
Besides, "Leslie Liclcs" do not weep or wasle in handling or feeding.

PRICE,
Per

Block, or 2/6
Per Case

of 1 Doz.

Gippsland and Northern

Co-Operative Selling

& Insurance Co. Ltd.

492-494
Flinders Lane
Melbourne

.:^

*-M»
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers, Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: ::

Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephoae 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS. &C.

INDELrBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOn ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents :

—
IN ALL CALCSMO COLOURS

FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
froTi all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
s YOUR EYES s

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD 77»e Optician

'liS^l^IIS Equitable Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

r To FARMERS and OTHERS.

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
S: HARDWOOD TIMBERS

—^-^——^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ——^^^
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

TOul- MiLLARS' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
•PHONES I0551-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. box 241 o.p.o.
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BEFORE YOU GO TO TOWN.
USE Lifebuoy Soap before you journey in 'Bus, Train

or Tramcar. It will protect you from the gerrns

and microbes of disease, which Scientists say abound in

thicklv populated areas. Lifebuoy Soap keeps you free

from infection and enable? you to be a protection rather

than a danger to those with whom you come mto contact.

Lifebuoy Soap is a germicide. Scientists have tested

in the laboratory its power to destroy disease germs.

Doctors and Nurses speak for its good service in daily

use. So do wives and mothers.

MORE THAN SOAP YET COSTS NO MORE,

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED. SYDNEY.

^^
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WINDMILLS
Alston's New Gearless
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TEACHERS' FARM SCHOOL.

SECOND SESSION.

Held at the State Reseapch Farm, Werribee, January 22-27, 1917.

In September, 1915, some seventy teachers, from schools in which
agriculture forms part of the curriculum, were accommodated for a

week at the State Research Farm, Werribee. They attended lectures

and demonstrations arranged by the staff of the Department of Agri-

culture, and thus inaugurated a new departure at the Research Farm

—

that of direct teaching. So successful was this, the initial school, that

it was decided to conduct a similar course of instruction each year, and
the second took place on 22nd-27th January last.

On the first occasion the classes were held at Show time, and that

date was again fixed for them, bwt the un,precedented rains caused a

postponement until January. This, of course, limited the scope of the

field demonstrations, but sufficient harvest work was going on to illus-

trate the lectures and to bring the students into close touch with prac-

tical agriculture.

The aim of the school is to give teachers of agriculture a better

insight into their subject, and although a week is all too short, yet it

is certain that the classes are doing good work, and, further, from the

experience gained an even more efficient course will be designed as time

goes on.

That the 'training has been appreciated is shown by the fact that

more teachers applied this year than could be accommodated. A selec-

tion had, therefore, to be made, with the result that all quarters of the

State were represented, and thus the knowledge gained will be widely

disseminated.

At the Research Farm, where there is an irrigation scheme, not only

experimental work of a standard character is proceeding, but also three

of our staple industries—wheat-growing, sheep-raising, and dairying

—

1962.—

1
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are carried on. Teachers from all districts, therefore, found something
to interest them specially.

The students, to a man, made the most of their opportunities, and,
armed with note-books, made copious notes at the lectures and at the

practical demonstrations. It was the custom for the lecturers to invite

discussion at the close of each class, and many a knotty problem was
consequently unravelled.

The lectures embraced both agriculture and animal husbandry, and
were supplemented by practical demonstrations in the field ; the plan
followed being to alternate the lectures with the practical demonstra-
tions, and much of the work was illustrated with the lantern.

The laboratory was thrown open to the teachers, and several micro-

scopes were available for the study of the minute structure of plants,

animals, and bacteria. Considerable interest was also evinced in the
set of agricultural text-books provided.

(Reproduced by kind pormiR>;ion of Th<' Weekly Times.)

Mr. Barr speaking on Germ Life.

Under the agricultural section the following subjects were deal!

with :
—

Soil problems and cultivation methods, wheat and its cultivation,

forage crops, lucerne ciilture, irrigation methods, cereal breed-

ing, potato culture, tree culture, insect pests.

And under animal husbandry

—

Dairying illustrated, germ life in the dairy, dairying, physiology of

digestion, foods and feeding, contagious diseases of stock, first-

aid treatment of stock, herd testing, demonstrations on farm
animals—cattle, sheep, horses.

Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, the Agricultural Superin-

tendent, had charge of the school and its organization, while Mr. iR.

iH. Greenwood, M.Sc, Organizing Inspector of Agriculture in State

Schools, assisted on behalf of the Education Department.
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The arrangements for accommodating the teachers were simple, yet

effective—one of tlie large grain sheds being converted into four dormi-
tories, with improvised lavatory and shower-baths adjacent. The cater-

ing left little to be desired, and that the teachers bore the cost of this

themselves is ample evidence of their earnestness to profit by the course
of instruction.

SYNOPSIS OF THE LECTURES.

Agriculture.

1. Soil Problems and Cultivation Methods.

The lectures on this subject embraced the more important facts con-

cerning the physics, chemistry, and biology of the soil and their prac-

tical application. Such things as pore space, water-holding ca])acity,

conservation of soil moisture, plant food and its absorption and elabora-

tion by the plant, analyses of soils and their signficance, and the factors

affecting soil fertility.

The above were all referred to Victorian conditions and the exact

purposes of our cropping .practices, such as bare fallowing, green manur-
ing, crop rotation, top dressing pastures and the application of ferti-

lizers and amendments were explained.

2. Wheat and its Cultivation.

The lecturer dealt with such problems as the world's wheat industry,

its future, the relation of production in Australia to the world's out-

put, marketing of wheat, prices, the wheat belt of Australia, methods
of cultivation, preiparation of the seed bed, varieties to sow, seeding,

manuring, pickling, haymaking, harvesting, cost of production, and the

essential factors for success in wheat growing.

3. Forage Crops.

The range of forages available to farmers, fodders for milking and
fattening ; maize, millets, sorghums, cereals, legumes, and roots were
also discussed; the rotation and succession of forages, methods of culti-

vation, residual effects on soils, and the conservation of forages.

4. Irrigation Methods.

The lecturer outlined the irrigation practices of India, Egypt,

United States, and the East, and the chief irrigation systems of the

world. With the aid of the lantern, the extent of irrigated agri-

culture and its relationship to general agriculture were illustrated.

Turning to Australia, the water resources of the State, the irrigation

settlements, and the special conditions appertaining to them were dis-

cussed. The relation of soil to water, the duty of water, preparation

of land for irrigation, grading methods, drainage, with special reference

to Mildura, Renmark, Rochester, Bacchus Marsh, and Werribee, as

well as Yanco, in New South Wales, received attention.

5. Cereal Breeding.

A particularly fine lecture, in which the principles underlying the

breeding and selection of cereals were dealt with. The following were
discussed, and a demonstration on cross-breeding was given:—Differ-

ences between animal and plant breeding, continuous and discontinuous

1 1
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variation, origin and species, evolution, laws of inheritance, selection,

cross-breeding, and the inheritance of unit characters, this latter being
illustrated by actual crcssbred wheats and barleys grown and segregated

on the farm.

6. Potato Culture.

Statistics of potato culture, soil and climatic conditions for potatoes,

preparation of the soil and seed harvesting, and factors for success in

potato growing.

7. Tree Culture.

This formed a particularly interesting lecture for the teachers. The
lecturer dealt with the culture of trees for shelter, shade, and ornament,
and the suitability of trees for special localities. The best methods of

propagation, planting, and pruning also received attention.

8. Insect Pests.

Of fruit trees, vegetables, crops, stored grain ; the methods of dis-

aeniinatiou and control.

Animal Husbandry.

1. Dairying Illustrated.

Breeds; milking points and type; escutcheon theory; care of bull,

cow, and calf, shelter and protection; rugging; lactation period and
condition influencing it; followed by demonstration in the cow byres,

showing such points as preparation of udder, stripping, construction of

yards, sheds, weighing and recording milk yield.

2. Germ Life in the Dairy.

Microbes, their nature and distribution, life history, food supply,

conditions suitable for their growth, effect of sunlight and temperature,

beneficial and harmful bacteria.

3. Dairying.

Care and handling of milk, cleanliness in yard and byres, excitement,

internal and external influences affecting secretion of milk, hours of

milking, source of contamination, cooling, aerating, pasteurizing, sterili-

zation, followed by demonstration in the dairy and on germ life, illus-

trated with cultures, &c.

4. Physiology of Digestion.

Secretion of milk ; metabolism.

5. Foods and Feeding.

Composition of foods, digestibility, animal requirements, available

energy in food, loss of heat, maintenance, internal work ; feeding for

milk production, variation of food according to yield.

6. Foods and Feeding.

Fattening; valuation of feeding stuffs; comparative and unit values;

classification, succulent, dry, and concentrated, compounding ration.
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7. Contagious Diseases of Stock.

Diseases communicable by milk ; milk and infant mortality ; the fight

against tuberculosis.

8. First-aid Treatment of Stock.

' The animal a living body, subject to influences as in man : simple

wounds and common ailments and their immediate treatment.

9. Herd Testing.

Objects, benefits, errors ; results of Government herd testing in Vic-

toria; how to conduct the Babcock test. Demonstration—sampling,

testing, computing acidity.

Practical Demonstrations.

A great feature was made of the practical demonstrations, and the

farm, with its many-sided activities, is admirably adapted for that
purpose.

(Reproduced by kind pirmission of jT/m-' U'eckh/ Tim''.)

Mr. Wilson (Farm Manager) explaining the points of a sheep.

The lay-out of the farm, with its sy.stematic method of subdivision,

fencing, young shelter belts, and the design of the farm buildings, were
the subject of much interest, and many notes and rough sketches were
made by the teachers. These notes should prove very useful to them
as object lessons for the children, or, indeed, to the farmers, of the
country districts, for the school teacher is often referred to as final

arbiter in discussions ranging from the making up of income-tax returns

to, say, the laying out of a farm.

The whole of the farm buildings have been planned only after care

ful consideration, and the structures were designed each of them to teach
a lesson. They embody the mature results of observations and experience
in the best farming practice. These buildings are set out on tiie H system
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—the dairy aud milking shed and stable stand close at right angles
to one end of the fodder building, but on opposite sides of it.

Silage, chaff, and concentrates are all stored close together at this end
of the fodder building, and there is a mixing floor between the bins
from which the feed is conveyed by trolley to the cow shed and stable, so

that a minimum of labour for feeding up is required. The foddei

building forms the crossbar of the H, at the other end of which the
im,plement shed and grain shed are placed in a similar position to the
dairy and stables. The whole forms a very compact, handy set of

buildings, which in general design and principles are suitable for copy-
ing, either wholly or in part, in similar dimensions or reduced as

(Reproduced by kind permission of Thn Weekly Times.)

Mr. Richardson, Agricultural Superintendent, speaking on the Rainfall of

Victoria.

required, according to the size of the farm and the kind of farming
practised.

The construction of the dairy and cow byres with the several designs
of stalls and floors erected for demonstration purposes ; the rations fed
to the cows, the treatment of the daii-y herd ; the handling of the milk
and the systematic testing and weeding out of the cows, all these received
close attention, and no doubt many valuable impressions were carried
away.

Turning to the stock, the Red Poll herd of dairy cows, the brood
mares and stallion, "Major Gates," and stud sheep were the subject
of practical talks; for instance, the points in judging and the method
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of examining a liorse for soundness, as also tlie characteristics of the

several breeds of sheep on the farm were demonstrated, the noteworthy

stud of high class Suffolk sheep being of particular interest in view of

the ever ascending mutton requirements of the En),pire.

In the irrigation area the visitors were treated to a fine sight and
walked through acres and acres of lucerne in all stages of growth.

A six weeks' lucerne crop, intended for seed.

(Iteprodiiced by kind permission of 1 hr- }\\-i-khi Tiinr.^.}

Mr. W. A. N. Robertson (Chief Veterinary Officer) Lecturing

Certain of the paddocks had been sown as recently as last spring, others

were several years old and showed a magnificent stand of lucerne, while

portion of the area was being devoted to seed production. Watering

was in progress, and the best methods of applying it were pointed out,

as well as the effects of injudicious watering. Practical hints for deter-

mining where too much or too little water has been applied, the time

to cut for hay, methods for harvesting and stacking the hay, were given.
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A visit was also paid to the experimeutal lucerne area where the

effects of various manures, rate of seeding and spacing of rows for seed,

inoculation and liming tests, and results obtained, were explained.

The experimental wheat plots were visited, and although these had
been harvested, certan cultural operations and the feeding off with
sheep were in progress. As all the plots are systematically laid out
alongside and at right angles to the roadways, and are clearly labelled,

visitors came away with a very clear impression of the nature and objec-

tive of the experiments; the stud plots in particular, with hundreds of

new cross-breds in all stages of being evolved, excited considerable com-
ment.

« ''ii'-iA illih--i
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School, in supporting the toast, expressed the satisfaction of the students

with the course of Agriculture at the Farm School. He was sure the

experience would react beneficially on the agriculture of the State.

He enlarged on the teachers' responsibility and influence on the grown-
up community per medium of the children. Mr. Hilton, a teacher

hailing from South Australia, who came over at the instance of the

South Australian Department of Education to report on the school,

spoke enthusiastically of the instruction he had received. He com-

mended to their notice the Agricultural Bureaus of South Australia.

Mr. Lawson, Minister of Education, was cheered as he rose to re-

spond. After thanking the teachers for their expression of good-will

he intimated his belief that teachers, especially men who are so enthusi-

astic as to give up a week of their holidays to the study of agriculture,

were capable of doing a vast ajnount of good for the farming interest.

Public appreciation of agricultural education must be awakened, but,

unfortunately, the Government, faced with the stern need for economy,
proposed to close one or two of the farms at High Schools. This might
seem a retrograde step, but possibly appreciation might be aroused if

they were being taken away. It was heartening to notice that over

700 primary schools were giving attention to agricultural subjects. He
laid stress on the important work the teacher could do in taking the

child early and giving his mind a bend towards rural pursuits. The
cifyward drift ot population in Australia must be stemmed. It was
the duty of the Government to make country life attractive and .pro-

fitable, and they looked confidently for the teachers' co-operation.

Teachers had opportunities greater than most other men to set the

standard of social life. Rural residence could be made more pleasant

by the multiplication of halls, schools, recreation reserves, parks, and
public gardens. Teachers should induce the farmers to co-oj>erate in

social matters, and so raise the standard of their life as individuals. It

was pleasing to see that many old prejudices were passing away, the

present-day farmer was not so mucli inclined to look askance at such

social ameliorations as the introduction of the gramophone, the piano,

the easy chair, and a more generous cuisine. He was delighted, on a

recent visit to the Winimera, to see among the farmers such evidence of

proSiperity and comfort, as the telephone and the motor-car, and to see

attention paid to the festhetic appearance of the homesteads. A
good teacher was a boon in a farming district, and became the

philosopher and friend of the community. Concerning criticism of

public men and public officers, all he asked was that it should be intel-

ligent criticism, constructive, rather than carping. In closing, he paid

a high tribute to the work the teachers were doing in the matter of

war relief, and the fine spirit they were showing in the midst of tem-
porary and unavoidable hardships, such as deferment of increments, and
the like.

Mr. Hagelthorn, Minister for Agriculture, said that the Govern-
ment was deeply indebted to its fine body of school teachers. The
students he saw around him might reap no financial gain from the

course they were pursuing, but the knowledge they were acquiring would
undoubtedly be a gain to their districts. He had been greatly in-

terested in the remarks of the teacher from South Australia, and
thought that we, in Victoria, had a good deal to learn from the system
of Agricultural Bureaus in vogue there. He had also listened with
great pleasure to the lecture by Mr. Ricliardson, a man who had an
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Inter-State reputatiou. The thought had struck him that if the lec-

turers' precepts were followed, and we increased our yield by several

bushels ,per acre by seed selection, a few more by proper fallowing, a

few more by scientific manuring, then Germany's 30 bushels per acre

would ultimately be reached. The weakness of the farm school was that

too much had to be crammed into the limited time. In future years

there might be several similar schools held ; one for dairying, one for

wheat growing, one for irrigation, and so on. Touching on the appa-

i-ent failure of the Agricultural High Schools, he pointed out that every

progressive country had passed through a similar experience, and no
doubt our failure was more apparent than real. For 40 years the

Agricultural Schools of the United States had battled against adversity,

but during the last twelve years had met with dazzling success, and it

was confidently trusted that the same success would ultimately att-end

the efforts being made here.

THE SOCIAL SIDE.

The evenings were spent both pleasantly and profitably. On Mondav
evening Mr. Frank Tate, M.A., Director of Education, accompanied by

Professor Laby, of the Melbourne University, and Dr. Cameron, Direc-

tor of Agriculture, came down and gave the class a rare treat. Mr.
Tate's address on Shakespeare's " As You Like It," given in his own
inimitable way, was a revelation of scholarly interpretation, which both

amazed and amused his audience. It was an hour and a half of un-

alloyed pleasure, such as is but seldom es.perienced, and was appreciated

accordingly.

On Tuesday evening Mr. Gates, Inspector of Schools, gave an illus-

trated lecture on " Tour Planning," dealing largely with the social

side of life, and his remarks were recognised as highly interesting and
instructive.

Wednesday evening was occupied by Mr. W. A. N. Robertson,

B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer, in an illustrated lecture on " First

Aid to Animals," which, although not intended as a social effort, was
equally entertaining, if judged by the time the audience insisted on

keeping Mr. Robertson at his " turn."

The teachers attending were throughout a happy family, and on

Thursday evening they organized a social evening, on which occasion

the local residents were invited. A capital concert was arranged, some
excellent items being given, and a collection taken up in aid of the

Red Cross realized a handsome sum.

On the last day of the class the Water Supply Commissioner gener-

ously sent two chars-a-banc to convey the students round the Werribee
settlement, a vei-y interesting trip resulting. The party was in the

hands of Mr. iHorsfield, of the Water Supply Department, and stops

were made at points of interest, where the working of the Dethbridge
water meter was explained, and the system of grading and irrigation

observed.

This was the first time many of the teachers had been afforded an

opportunity of coming into close touch with an irrigation settlement,

and to tliem the prosperous condition of the Werribee Farm was most
informative.

T.A.J.S.
H.A.M.
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LIST OF LECTURERS AND DEMONSTRATORS AT TEACHERS'

FARM SCHOOL.

Agricultural Department.

S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.K.C.V.S., Director of Agriculture.

A. E. V. RicnARDSON, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural Superiiiteudent.

W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer.

Temple A. J. Smith, Chief Field Officer.

0. C Brittlebank, Vegetable Pathologist.

R. T. Archer, Chief Dairy Inspector.

H. C. Wilson, Manager, Central Research Farm.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

C, French, Entomologist.

J. T. Rams.w, Potato Expert.

B. A. Barr, Dairy Supervisor.

G. S. Gordon, Field Officer, Werribee.

R. R. Kerr, Dairy Supervisor.

H. A. Mullett, B.Ag.Sc, Agricultural Science Cadet.

Education Department.

F. Tate, M.A., I.S.O., Director of Education.

W. F. Gates, M.A., Assistant Chief Inspector of Schools.

R. IT. Greenwood, M.Sc, Organizing Inspector of Agriculture.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

By J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued frimi page 30.)

Pruning the Yates.

Prior to the advent of cool storage, the Yates, like the Rokewood,
Rome Beauty, and others with late ripening and good-keeping charac-

Plate 62.—Yates, twelve years old, unpruned.

teristics when stored in the ordinary way, was regarded as a serviceable

and profitable variety, and it was largely cultivated for export, as we.ll

as for our own markets. Mainly owing to the general adoption of the
cool storage principles, however, the Yates has not been so extensively

planted during recent years as formerly. Other varieties more pc,pu-

larly favoured for dessert purposes, and which were more difficult to
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preserve in ordinary storage, may now be kept in cool stores for a

sufficieutlv long period to meet all domestic requirements.

The blooms of the Yates are highly self-fertile, and as they also

exercise a beneficial influence upon those of other varieties partly lack-

ing in this respect, and growing near it, notably the Jonathan, the

Yates is frequently iuterplanted with varieties wliich show sterility to.

insure cross pollination.

Plate 63.—Same Tree as in Plate 62, pruned.

Its partial immunity from bitter pit also enhances the value of the
Yates, and possibly when it is thoroughly tested as intermediate stocks

of various lengths to act as a kind of filter for the sap of the varieties

most subject to this disease it may prove somewhat efficacious.

The Yates thrives best and yields its heaviest crops of fruit when
cultivated on rich, moist, but well-drained soils, and in the localities

where fairly cool climatic conditions prevail. The large trees produced

under these conditions rarely come into bearing early, except when the

fruiting habit is developed by systematic pruning. When this object is
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attained and normal seasons ensue heavy crops are harvested with
customary regularity.

No matter how favorable the conditions surrounding the growth of

the Yates may be it rarely produces fruit above the dessert size. In
fact, it is often difficult to keep the fruit up to a reasonable size, even
en vigorous growing trees. It has been stated previously that when the
trees are growing over vigorously excessive leader duplication, and
surplus lateral growths should be encouraged until the trees have settled

down to normal conditions when the surplus growths may be removed
with a v:ew to kee,ping the fruit up to standard size.

Plate 62 shows a twelve-year-old Yates coming in to full profit.

This tree is on rich soil, and hitherto made strong growths. Surplus
sub-leaders were retained and they have been removed during the last

two years. Those holding the uppermost positions were first thinned
out, and the one marked (a) was the last to be removed. The leaders

are heavily clothed with light laterals.

Plate 63 shows the same tree pruned. The point (a) indicates the

position whence the sub-leader was removed. The writer's treatment
of the sub-leader and laterals of this tree last year was considered

drastic pruning, but the crop of fruit it produced subsequently was
so heavy that the individual fruits were under 2 inches in diameter,

and consequently practically unmarketable. This experience, in con-

junction with many other examples of its kind, has convinced the

writer of the absolute necessity of hard pruning the Yates, Pomme de

Neige, Morgan's Seedling, and others with similar fruiting charac-

teristics after they have commenced to bear. And this method of

pruning treatment is through intuition occasionally practised on these

varieties by fruit-growers. Poor, liglit soil, and particularly if it is

undrained and liable to part freely with its moisture during warm
weather, should not be selected as a home for the Yates, even with the

expressed intention of cross-fertilizing sterile varieties. Commercial
failure almost invariably attends the cultivation of the Yates under
those adverse conditions as the trees produced are weak and the fruit

i.s sjiipII.

When varieties, such as the Jonathan, the blooms of which are

often sterile or partly sterile to their own pollen when grown on rich

land, are cultivated on soil with a low standard of fertility, they often

lose their sterility and become fruitful without the assistance of cross

fertilizers. However, when it is the fruit-grower's intention to plant

Jonathan, for instance, on poor soil, and he decides to interplant

with a suitable variety to secure cross pollination, one more thrifty and

profitable under these conditions than the Yates should be chosen. As
the Delicious and Sturmer bloom simultaneously with Jonathan, and

consequently suitHhe purpose, one of these may be selected.

Plate 64, Fig. 1, is a "three-year-old Yates leader removed from the

four-year-old wood of a six-year-old tree. It was cut too long at {a) in

the then yearling wood. If pruned at {i) instead in all probability light

laterals would have been produced from the buds on the barren wood
below (c) The (5) cut was well gauged as ideal fruit-wood has been

produced on the two-year-old wood. When the cut (g) was made in

the yearling growth this portion should have been completely sup-

pressed by pruning at (c), and it is obvious that this is the point from

which the growth should be now removed. The lateral op-

posite this one on the leader should be cut off at {d). The
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correct cut for the two vertical growths near the point of

the leader is to prune them at their base (/). The three light

laterals on the three-year-old leader wood may be pruned as marked
(x), and subsequentlj' worked back as explained in connexion with

similar growths on the Jonathan. Then when the leader is cut at (A}

Plate 64.—Yates leader, pruned and unpruned.

it becomes a rather good type. Fig. 2 shows the same leader pruned,

and it is a fairly good specimen, except for the barren wood near the

base. But it will be understood how this barrenness may be pre-

vented.
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Plate 65 shows a block of four-year-old Yates trees. The land on
which they are growing is only moderately rich, but owing to perfect
drainage, good cultivation, and the a,ppiicatioh of a little artificial
manure, the trees are making strong grnwtli, Tn fact, it would a])pear

^m

9 t MJ

as if the leaders are too densely crowUecl, but in four-year-old trees,

and particularly on land with a rather low standard of fertility this
is an advantage, rather than a defect, because, at next winter pruning
there will be an ample supply of growths to select from in order to
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complete the establishnieut of the leader systems of the trees. Should
it be desired to prevent the continuance of rank growths, manuring
may be suspended for a year or two until the trees begin to bear. Then
their branch systems may be easily controlled by pruning, when the

application of fertilizers may be resumed with advantage.
Plate 66 shows a row of ten-year-old Yates growing in a portion

of the same orchard. Their treatment, while young, was in every
particular similar to that which those in Plate 65 received, except
that they were established on much higher stems than the four-year-

old trees.

The general adoption of short stems during recent years has been
brought about as a result of experiments during the evolution of

modern pruning science.

Plate 67.—Pomme de Neige, fourteen years old, unpruned.

These trees, although making fairly strong growth annually, are

good, consistent bearers, and thoroughly amenable to annual winter

pruning.
Pruning the Pomme de Neige.

The Pomme de Neige displays thriftiness, even on poor soil, and
makes strong growth when cultivated in a district where the land is

more suitable, and where the climatic conditions generally favour apple
culture. Like the Yates, strong growing trees, even while young, do

not produce fruit of a correspondingly large size, as it is invariably

of a rather small dessert standard. But, unlike the Yates, when the

Pomme de Neige trees are weak the fruit they yield does not become
reduced in size in the same ratio as in the case of the Yates.
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This variety usually responds so well to good cultural treatment
that the trees growing under these conditions are mostly vigorous.

When the surplus leaders, previously mentioned, have been thinned
out after the trees have commenced to bear, those remaining usually
produce a heavy fleece of lateral growths of various strengths annually.
The longer and stronger of these should be shorn off at winter pruning,
while the shorter and weaker ones may be retained, so that they may
build up fruit buds on which they fruit during the succeeding year.

But the tree produces the major portion of its crop on the more highly-
developed fruit spurs except on the off year of a biennial cropping
variety when most of the fruit is produced on the two-year-old laterals.

Plate 67 shows a fourteen-year-old Pomme de Neige tree photo-
graphed before it received its last winter pruning. The small laterals,

fruit spurs, and knobs are not so noticeable as they are subsequent
to the pruning operation being carried out.

Plate 68.—Same Tree as in Plate 67, pruned.

Plate 68 is the same tree pruned. A clearer view is here obtained
of the class of l^ght laterals, and spurs retained, and the general prun-
ing treatment advocated in respect to this variety.

Pruning the Irish Peach.

The Irish peach has not been so extensively cultivated in Victoria

during recent years as formerly. It is one of the old varieties which
is gradually losing favour with apple growers, owing chiefly to the
introduction of more popular, thrifty, and profitable sorts. It is

figured here, not because its cultivation is advocated under existing

conditions, but on account of the object lesson in pruning w-hich it

illustrates. Like the Rome Beauty a characteristic of this variety is to

produce barren growths. But the Rome Beauty gives most of its

barren leader wood while under five years of age, although, when
older, barrenness sometimes occurs and particularly when long secondary
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growths are made to assume the leadership, and not pruned hard back.
Barrenness of the Rome Beauty laterals is usually confined to the
period during which the trees are making strong growth, as it rarely

occurs to any appreciable extent after they have settled down to fruit

bearing under normal conditions. The tendency with the Irish peach,

however, is to produce barren wood, both leader and lateral, during
th© whole life of the tree. From the time the tree is young, when
pruning operations commence, it is essential that they should be con-

tinued annually and without intermission during the life of the tree, as

if discontinued it soon becomes a willowy, weeping, tangled mass. If

allowed to remain in this condition for a few years, and particularly

if the soil is allowed to remain uncultivated, the wood, as well as the

fruit produced on it, shows, like other varieties of similar characteristics
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Plate 69 shows a fourteen-year-okl Irish peach tree before being

pruned this year. This tree has been kept regularly pruned since it

was planted, and consequently the branch system is open and the

leaders are well spaced and developed. And in consequence of the

operator's knowledge of the nature of the wood, which is somewhat
similar to that of the Rome Beauty, the leaders are clothed with
laterals of as fruitful a character as it was possible to obtain under
the circumstances.

Plate 70 is the same tree showing the method of pruning advocated
in its case. It will be observed that the weak, pendulous laterals, some
of the stronger ones with fruit knobs, and the fruit spurs were retained,

while the stronger and more vertical growths were pruned away.

g-^^^r^;.;*^^..

Plate 70.—Same Tree as in Figme 69, pruned.

Pruning the Statesman.

The Statesman, on account of the thriftiness which it displays in the
various districts in which it is cultivated, the rather attractive appear-
ance, uniform size, and good-keeping qualities of its fruit, is fast c-oming

into prominence as a profitable dessei-t variety to cultivate for export
as well as for home markets. It is a consistently prolific bearer, and
up to the present cross pollination has not been found necessary. In
fact, its fertility in this respect, as far as can be judged, is of a hi^h
standard. But there is no guarantee that these conditions will con-

tinue, owing to the many other altering conditions which bring about
evolutionary changes in the constitutional make-up of the apple tree.
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And this may necessitate provision being made for cross pollination of

this variety later on.

In consequence of its strong, upright habit of growth, orchardists
often experience considerable difficulty in shaping the tree into the
modern type. When the yearling whip-growth is planted out, and cut
so as to produce the main arms on which the branch system of the
tree is subsequently constructed, the three growths, made from the
first cut, usually grow too upright. When treating these on the second

Plate 71.—Statesman, twelve years old.

occasion, instead of pruning to two side buds on each growth to duplicate
the leaders, as in the case of varieties more amenable to modern prun-
ing treatment than the Statesman, they should be cut short to inner
buds. At next winter pruning the growths produced from the inner
buds together with the two-year-old portions of wood, which forms the
internodes between them and the secondary outside growths, should
be removed. In consequence of the outer shoots occupying lower posi-

tions on the two-year-old wood than those produced from the terminal
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buds, their angle to the vertical is more open. When this method of

treating the leaders is practised for a few years a tree with an Oipen

centre will result, as compared with the partly conical one obtained
through pruning in the ordinary way.

Plate 71 is a Statesman tree twelve years old and a fairly good
type. After this variety comes into bearing there is rarely any neces-

sity to provide lateral growths as the fruit spurs develOip naturally on
the leaders, and they extend to such a degree as to obviate retention

of laterals.

Pruning the Reinette de Cax.'VDA.

The Reinette de Canada, although a strong grower while young, is

one of those most easily shaped into the modern type. Its leaders

multiply freely, and, as they naturallv assume a nice angle to the ver-

Plate 72.—Reinette de Canada, sixteen years old.

tical, this is regarded by experts as one of the most easily-pruned

varieties. The retention of laterals is rarely necessary, as ample fruit

spurs are usually formed along the leaders.

Plate 72 shows a Reinette de Canada tree, the surplus leaders of

which have been thinned out, and the remaining ones shortened back
as occasion required and as explained in connexion with a tree of the
same variety figured in Plate 40.

Pruning the Rymer.
• The Rymer is another of the old varieties which is gradually going

out of cultivation. The tree is hardy, a vigorous grower, and thrives

well in most of the districts when cultivated in Victoria. It fruits

freely when it has settled down to bear. The fruit is fairly uniform
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in size, rather attractive in appearance, ripens late, and kee,ps well.

but it lacks good quality—the most essential characteristic of the apple
However, the object here is not to deal with the Rymer so much

in relation to its commercial value as in regard to the principles of

pruning involved in its case, on account of the rare fruiting habit of

this variety. When given a reasonable amount of care and attention
the trees usually make good growth, and are easily shaped into the
modern type. But a careful study of the habit of growth, and method
of fruiting more particularly, is essential in order that the prnner may

-JS^ ,.5««r:-

<i- ;- -*. *

Plate 73.—Eymer, sixteen years old.

be enabled to obtain the best early results from the Rymer. While
the trees are under nine years of age, and making strong growth, the

fruit is mostly produced on the terminal buds of the yearling laterals,

which, on the whole, are rather short, as compared with those pro-

duced by most of the other varieties. In .pruning trees up to the age
mentioned it is obvious that the points of the laterals should not be
removed except for the purpose of securing a succession of such growths
to maintain the shape of the tree, and facilitate the setting up of a
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system of fruit spurs along tlie leaders. By the time the trees are

ten years old the building up of the spurs will be completed, and on
these the fruit will be produced freely during after years. The
leaders, if allowed to remain unpruned, also fruit freely on their ter-

minal buds. This has a stunting effect on the leaders and prevents

their symmetrical extension.

Plate 73 is a sixteen-year-old fairly vigorous-growing Rymer tree.

Its branch system has been thinned out and the leaders have been
shortened back on two occasions as the abrupt turns in the wood near
their points indicate. These apparently objectionable turns in the
leaders are produced through cutting to light laterals on the three or
four-year-old wood and causing them to assume the leadership.

Laterals so placed, and when utilized for the purpose mentioned, invari-

ably describe a more open angle to the line of the leaders than do the

Plate 74.—Five Crown, seventeen years old, pruned.

primary growths, on the two-year-old wood, from which the leaders

were originally lengthened.

Pruning the Five Crown.

The Rom© Beauty, for reasons already explained, figures promi-

nentlv amongst the varieties which, from the scientific pruner's point

of view, are the more difficult to shape into, and subsequently maintain,

as the modern and approved type of apple tree, and consequently it has

been made the subject of detailed illustration in this regard.

On the other hand, the Five Crown, on account of its naturally

open habit of growth and free fruiting characteristics which make it tlie

most prominent of these of the class more amenable to pruning treat-

ment according to the modern design, has been selected and figured here

to show the contrast which exists between the two classes.
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When healthy Five Crown trees are planted out as yearling whip-
growths, and when pruned so as to produce the three main arms which
constitute the foundation of the branch systems, they invariably respond
in the manner desired. And the yearly pruniugs to promote the neces-
sary leader duplications afterwards are, as a rule, equally successful.

The leaders radiate from the crown at a nice angle about 40 degrees
from the vertical. After pruning to two side buds on the leaders for

the number of occasions necessary to .produce the desired number of
leaders, all that is necessary afterwards is to cut to outer buds to con-
tinue the leader extensions.

When the yearling extensions of the leaders are of reasonable length
in proportion to the growth the tree is making, the leaf buds on these
sections, except a few near the point of the leader, develop into fruit

buds during the second year. Two or three of the buds near the ter-

minal usually give lateral growths, but these are generally removed
from the Five Crown, and others of similar habit in this respect, at the
next winter pruning.

The fruit buds on the two-year-old wood of the leader, during suc-

ceeding years, develop into a system of fruit spurs which branch and
extend to such an extent as to obviate the necessity of retaining the
laterals.

When the habit of producing fruit spurs along the leaders in this

way is discovered in any variety it should be, by judicious and sys-

tematic pruning, encouraged to the fullest extent, rather than to set

up a system of fruit wood through the manipulation of the lateral

growths. It frequently happens, when laterals are retained on the two-
year-old wood, and particularly in the case of the Five Crown, that
the previously developed fruit buds occupying lower positions on the
leader, instead of extending into spurs, are pinched off. This happens
because the laterals occupy the uppermost positions on the leaders, and
thus deprive the fruit buds of the amount of elaborated sap necessary

to lengthen them beyond the destroying influence ot the extending and
encom,passing cambium and bark layers.

Plate 74 shows a seventeen-year-old Five Crown tree pruned.
Eighteen leaders at first constituted its branch system, but the surplus
ones have been thinned out in the manner previously described. The
twelve retained are nicely spaced and well furnished with fruit spurs.

The more equal in strength the portions of fruit wood in the tree the
more uniform in size will be the fruit produced.

When the spurs become too crowded thev may be reduced by thin-
ning out the portions of each farthest away frojii the leader. The parts
near the leader are equally as good for fruit production, and their
foliage protects the bark from the sun scald, hot winds, &c. When
produced on spurs of equal strength along the leaders in the manner
described, and as shown on the tree in Plate 39, the fruit is more per-
fect in colour through the free admission of sunlight and air, it is of

more uniform size and of better quality than when grown on trees
pruned under the unscientific haphazard methods adopted by some
orchardists. The adoption of the advocated method also renders the
fruit and tree more amenable to spraying for Codlin Moth and Blacl-

Spot. The fruit is more easily picked, and the good results of

manurial treatment applied to trees pruned in this way are usually
more pronounced.

Plate 7.5 is a Five Crown tree twelve vears old. Its cultural treat-

ment and pruning have received careful attention during the whole life
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of the tree. It will be observed that the foliage of the fruit spurs

affords a shelter, so essential during summer months, to the bark of

trees growing under our warm climatic conditions in Victoria.

When the early ])rLining of a tree has been neglected to the extent
of allowing it to develoip a full centre, and it is afterwards decided to

thin out the centre growths, this should be done gradually. The
presence of the inner leaders prevents to a great extent the develop-
ment of fruit spurs on the ui)per side of the outer ones. Conse-
quently, if the drastic measures of removing all the centre leaders

simultaneously were applied, the bark on the upper side of those

retained would suffer from sun scald, which could be prevented by the
more gradual renovation of the branch system. When a leader is

removed occasionally, those which it is intended to retain are afforded
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under the modern method the fruit is ])roduced mostly on spurs, and at

the base of the fruit stalks of this year are the fruit buds from which
next year's crop is obtained. When the fruit is picked from the early-

ripening varieties they are thus enabled, before the end of the growing

Plate 76.—Five Crown Lateral, showing development of fruit buds.

period, to strengthen the fruit buds for next year and to generally

recuperate. With the late-ripening sorts, which bear heavy crops, how-
ever, the case is different, as tliey are compelled to support their fruit
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during the whole of the period of growth, and in consequence the fruit

buds for the ensuing year have to suffer.

When dealing with the pruning of tlie Five Crown in tlie ordinary

manner it was stated that, on account of the habit of the tree being

to furnisli its leaders with natural frviit spurs, the laterals may be
removed. However, as the Five Crown is a pronounced biennial

cropper, and as laterals under these conditions may be utilized to sonie

extent to minimise this defect, those of the Five Crown afford the best

illustration :n this connexion, and consequently they have been selected.

When a tree yields a heavy crop of fruit, it is usually produced on the

spurs and laterals, when retained, over two years old. The tree

should be kept in such a condition by pruning as to prevent its bearing

an excepticnallv heavy crop any year. A succession of growths eligible

to bear on the off year may be maintained through judiciously manipu-
lating the young laterals.

Plate 76 shows three Five Crown laterals which may be regarded as

illustrating the method of obtaining eligible fruiting wood. Fig. 1 is

one year old, showing leaf buds only, and it was produced duringr the

year of a light crop. The next year, that of a heavy crop, it will furnish

itself with fruit buds like Figs. 2 and 3, and thus be eligible to bear
fruit on the following year of a light crop. If allowed to remain un-
pruned like Fig. 2 the stronger fruit buds will be develojied near (a),

the position of last year's tei-minal bud, but if pruned like Fig. 3 (a),

stronger fruit buds will be built up near the base of the lateral. The
phase of fruit-growing relating to biennial cropping has for

some time received attention. Complete success in the matter
has not yet been achieved, but the idea of procuring eligible

fruiting wood in the tree is based on sound logical con-

clusions. Intense cultivation and the liberal application of manures
are helpful, but the results of investigation and experiments are not

sufficiently comprehensive to warrant a definite pronouncement in this

regard.

Summary of Pruning.

In dealing with the subject of pruning it may be stated that varie-

ties mostly showing distinctive characteristics, whch embrace whole or

in part those of all the varieties cultivated commercially in this State,

have been chosen as illustrations.

It almost invariably happens that when illustrations are selected for

the purpose of instruction the sequence ob.served is to commence with
the s.mpler forms and to conclude with the more difficult ones. The
sequence in this case, however, has been reversed, for reasons already

explained, and it is thought that by so doing the desired object will

be achieved.

In all probability the introduction of new varieties will accompany
the increasing apple-growing industry in the Commonwealth, and their

habits of growth, (fee, will require to be closely watched so as to pre-

vent the jilanting of inferior varieties, and to deal with their pruning
requirements.

A single glance at a tree, whether he knows the name of the

variety or not, is sufficient to enable a scientific pruner to determine its

pruning needs.

{Tn he colli i nil id
.)
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE OLIVE OIL INDUSTRY.

By H. Pye, Dookie Agricultural College.

The probability tbat after the war Australia must be more self-

contained than it has been in the past, prompts me to write a more
discursive article on the olive oil industry, as applied to our conditions,

than the usual technical articles published on the subject. The ignorance

of the general public on the value of the olive is well known, and it

appears to me that every effort should be made to inform the community
at large, as well as the few whose business it is to know, of some prac-

tical benefits to be derived from a more intimate knowledge of the im-

portance of the olive in the sphere of domestic economy.

I purpose giving some elementary information, as I am writing not
for experts, but for the general farmer, and, incidentally, the man in

the street interested in rural problems.

The olive tree will grow in practically every part of Victoria, and
in almost all parts of Australia. In the more tropical parts the trees

will grow well, but will not, as a rule, bear satisfactory crops. It is not

likely large olive groves will be planted, as the labour conditions which
at present obtain check any move in that direction ; but if farmers can
be induced to plant an acre or more, mills could be erected in central

districts to which the fruit could be sent for oil extraction and pickling

;

though in the latter instance, owing to the' fruit being damaged in

transport, it would be better for the farmers and fruit-growers to pickle

the olives themselves. To make the pickling industry pay, the

popularizing of the olive as a food would need to be considered. For
home consumption a few olive trees would supply sufficient fruit for

pickling, and some for sale in the local town. When we consider that

from ancient days the Latin races and others have made the olive one
of the staple foods, it is surprising that its importance is not more
appreciated in a country where it grows to perfection. The green

pickled olive is eaten more as a condiment than as a food. The ripe

olive, on the other hand, meets both requirements.

The olive tree is hardy, and, when once established, will live through
the droughts. It woidd act as a shade tree or a wind break, and it could

be grown alongside a boundary fence, thereby serving several purposes,

as well as producing an economic product in its fruit. It adds also to

the beauty of the landscape, and does not rob the soil as many other

trees do.

Mr. L. Macdonald, of the Dookie Agricultural College, has published
excellent articles dealing with the planting and other technical matter,
and has also dealt with the problem affecting varieties. Over twenty
years ago I established the oil industry at Dookie College in its present
form. Several improvements could be recommended, especially the
utilizing of hydraulic pressure as a quicker means of extracting the
oil, and more of it. It is not generally known that the olive ripens its

fruit in the late autumn and winter. The knowledge of this may make
it practical for some farmers to grow tiie olive, as they may be less busy
then, and could deal with a small plantation with the home labour
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available. In a wider sense, were there large olive groves, the itinerant

friiif-pickers would be enabled to have more constant labour, since they

could continue their work after picking the late summer crops of grapes
and other fruits, by picking the early varieties of olives during
autumn, and the lat« varieties at winter time. This leads to the

thought that the early varieties of olives should be planted in the one

block, and the later in another, and so facilitate cultivation, and cheapen

the cost of labour in picking. Another practic^ point gained by
experience is, that it is much cheaper and less irksome to pick large-

fruited varieties. It is one of those points where the human as well as

the practical elements play a part. It is often said that the large

varieties contain less oil. This may be true of many of the large

varieties, but at the college, where some ten or more growers send their

olives to be treated, the highest percentage of oil extracted is from a

large olive grown at Mooroopna, and introduced, I believe, by Mr. John
West over twenty years ago. Unfortunately, the name of the variety is

not available. The fruit when green has an acrid bitter taste. As it

ripens, it becomes a yellowish-green, then streaks of purple appear, and
ultimately the whole fruit becomes dark-purple, and finally black when
fully matured. The pulp when ripe varies from a light to a dark-purplo,

and in some instances it is quite black. As the fruit ripens it loses most
of its bitter taste, and a few varieties are relatively sweet. In cold

climates the olive is often sufficiently ripe for picking when yellow. The
size of well-grown fruit varies from | to li inches long, according to

the variety. The stone varies in size in different varieties of otherwise

similar dimensions. As the oil from the kernel is not as good as that

from the pulp, the small-stoned varieties with relatively more pulp are,

generally speaking, the better for commercial purposes, and, especially

so for pickling. The shape and size of the stone give an indication of
the name of a variety, as also do the shape and size of the leaf and the

form of growth of the tree.

The proper time to pick the olives for oil extraction is just as they
are ripe. They then have the maximum amount of good oil. As they
become over ripe the percentage of oil present is less and of an inferior

quality. Practically just as they become purple is the best time to pick

the fruit, hut in order to cope with a large area it is well to start when
the bulk of the berries on the trees are purple. The oil made from such
olives is more limpid, or what the trade terms thin, in contrast to a

fat or thick oil, in which there is a higher percentage of stearine to

olein or true oil. Every one who has seen olive oil in cold weather will

have noticed the white solid matter thrown down. This is the stearine,

and its presence is an indication that the oil is olive oil, or that the

greater percentage of it is so. The stearine quickly dissolves when
warmed. The higher the percentage of olein present the better the oil.

The colour of the oil is an important matter in the commercial world.

The colour depends on various conditions, viz. :—the state of maturity
of the fruit, the variety, the season, and the soil. Olives picked over
ripe give a dark-yellowish, unattractive oil. whilst those picked just ripe,

or a little before, give a lighter coloured, limpid, and attractive oil, with
a tinge of green in it. Heavy soils produce a darker, and generally

inferior oil to those of a good loamy texture. With plenty of lime in

the soil the oil is lighter in colour, bright, and more attractive.
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Olives are sent to Dookie College from a number of different districts

for oil extraction, and it is noticeable tliat the percentage of oil per
cwt.. of fruit varies considerably, also the flavour, even in the same
variety grown in a different environment. Thus it may be inferred
that each locality needs its special variety, and it would probably be an
advantage if small plantations of different varieties were now formed
throughout the State for future reference, when the growth of the olive

will likely become more general. The trees, established in the dry areas
of the State, would on account of their drought resistance and longevity,
prov© not only beneficial for shade purposes, but would also give some
return.

The process of extracting the oil is a comparatively simple one. The
olives are picked, and bruised as little as possible when handling. All
leaves should be picked or winnowed out, and any dirt removed. The
fruit is then spread on a floor to a thickness of 3 inches for some days.

If the quantity of olives is larger than can be crushed and pressed
before moulds appear, it should be sprinkled with salt and turned
occasionally, otherwise the oil is apt to have a mouldy flavour. Though
olives crushed just as they are picked give a finer oil, the process of

extraction is much more difficult, as the slimy mucilaginous matter
which runs out with the oil and juice prevents some of the oil from
rising. By keeping the olives for several days on a floor, physiological

changes take place within the olives which frees the oil from the

mucilaginous pulp.

The first process in the oil extraction is to pass the olives through a

machine that thoroughly macerates the flesh, but does not crush the

stones. The pulp is then put in coir matting bags .shaped like huge
tam-o'shanters, or wrapped in esparte or other strong fabric. The bags
are then put in the cage of the press, a steel plate and a wire mat being

placed between each bag. The wires of the mat are about the thickness

of No. 8 fencing wire. The part played by these wire mats is to facilitate

the flow of the oil from the centre of the bags along the grooves formed
where the wires touch the steel plates. If these mats are not used, owing
to the pulp on the edges of the bags becoming so compressed, some of

the oil from the centre does not get through, and so remains in the

central mass of pulp. The oil from this first pressing is the finest virgin

oil.

In the process of pressing the oil issues with the dark watery extract

from the pulp, and is caught in a vessel at the mouth of the floor of the

press. This is poured into a tinned vessel which has a tap a foot or

15 inches from the top, and a tap at the bottom to allow some of the
liquid to ruu out when the tin is full. In order not to disturb the oil,

which floats on the watery matter, the liquid from the press is poured

into a funnel attached to a tube that opens at the bottom of the tinned

vessel. When the oil has remained for a time in the tin the upper tap

is turned and the oil flows into a similar vessel as the first, then washed
in clean water. The oil is now passed through a filter of cotton batting,

and afterwards forced through a thick wad of cotton batting in a

specially-made filter, and allowed to remain for a time for any moisture

or other matter present to settle. Small lots of oil are usually filtered

through ordinary filter paper, when the oil comes out bright and clear, and
ready for bottling. The oil should be exposed to the air or light as little as
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possible. If exposed to \\u- air it becomes rancid more quickly, aiul if

p.xposed to liulit th(> plieiiiical rays appear to act on it detriniPiitally. Nvw
oil is better than old oil, tbongli many tbiuk tliat old oil, like old wine, is

the better. The ])rai-tic'al I bought gained by this knowledge is, to buy
just sufficient oil to last froTii one season to another. >rew oil, especially

with a little sugar in it, is less nauseous to cliildren, and is more ])alatable

to those wbo drink it for gall-stones and other troubles; also, in that

state it is more wholesome, and less given to cause digestive troubles.

Poured on new bread with a little salt sprinkled over, it is quite palatable.

Owing to the general ignorance of the difference between new and old oil,

the more general use of olive oil in domestic economy is lessened. Much
of the imiKirted oil sold is on the old side, and is frequently adulterated

with other oils.

Continuing the ])rocess of extraetinn, the pressed pulp from the bags,

called the marc, is taken out and re-crushed in a Cbillian mill. The
stones are in this instance broken. A little warm water is added to the

marc to replace the juice previously extracted, and tbe process of

extraction goes on similarly as in the first instance. This gives a secoird

quality oil which can only be detected from tbe first quality by an epicure.

The temperature of the room in which tbe oil is extracted should be

warm, otherwise tb(> oil does not flow freely during the extraction. If

the room is very cold, the oil extracted has a higher percentage of olein

present.

In large factories the second marc may be again treated as above,

or is subjected to the carbon bisulphide process to dissolve out the

remaining oil, which is used for lubricating, soap-making, &c. The
marc is fed to pigs, or for such purposes mixed with other food. It is

apt to scour if fed by itself, owing to the oil present, and to the presence

of the broken stones causing an increased peristaltic action on the

bowels, and a freer flow of intestinal juices.

When the marc has been subjected to the carbon bisulphide process

it may be sold as manure, as also may the liquid extract from the olives

which contains a varying amoimt of potash salts.

Xo deleterious and un]deasant odours should be jjermeating the

building in which the olives are stored, and in which the oil is made

;

also when sending "olives to the factory the vessels should be perfectly

fresh and clean, otherwise a distinct flavour and odour are given to the

oil, and its market value is reduced.

The amoimt of oil extracted from 1 cwt. of olives varies from just

over a gallon to 2 gallons, rarely more, unless the residual oil in the

marc is extracted by carbon bisulphide, and as the best olives operated

on here contained 44 per cent, of oil, and the lowest about 25 per cent.,

it follows that by the ordinary lever press used, only 18 i>er cent, to

20 per cent, of the oil of the best varieties is extracted. This includes

the virgin oil and the second quality oil. With the relatively small
quantity of olives operated on at the college, it does not pay to make
a third crushing, of by means of carbon bisulphide to extract the re-

maining oil from the marc or cake. Where the olive oil industry is on
a large scale it pays to extract all the oil, or as much of it as possible.

The inferior grade oil could be used for lubricating, soap making,
burning, (Sic. I may mention here that a good night light niav be

1962.—

2
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made as follows—pour some water in a gla-s, tliau add an inch or so of olive

oil ; cut a piece of tin and attach to it a piece of cork, form a little tube

in which to place a short piece of wick, and pass it through the cork and

piece of tin ; light the wick, and it will burn for hours. By wrapping

a piece of coloured tissue paper around the glass a subdued light will be

obtained. The inferior oil made at the college is mainly sold to breeders

who use it in getting pigs and sheep up for show. Possibly in large

factories the marc and the juice could be treated for the salts and other

extractive matter, and so cheapen the cost of extracting the oil.

Olives with a low percentage of oil and possessed of a small stone

may make a good pickling olive. Whnt is known as the French pickled

olive is relatively small compared with the large Spanish olive. How-
ever, in France, Spain, and elsewhere both large and small varieties are

used for pickling. The quality of the olive for pickling depends on the

texture and flavour of the variety; and the shades of difference in the

quality of the same varieties depends on the environment it is grown
in, and the skill and attention involved in the pickling process. Olives

are pickled either when green or when ripe. In order to get rid of the

acrid bitterness in the green olives, they are steeped in a lye solution,

preferably of caustic potash at the rate of 2 ozs. to the gallon of water,

though caustic soda is also used. The olives are steeped in the lye

until the acridity is unnoticeable. Care should be taken not to allow

the olives to remain too long in the lye. From twelve to twenty-four hours

is usually long enough. By tasting the olives the right stage may be

determined. The lye is then run off, and it is replaced by fresh water

to wash out the remaining lye. It is better to let the water I'un on the

olives from a tap, otherwise frequent changes of water are necessary.

It will take several days to wash out the lye. For ripe olives very weak
lye solutions should be used, since, as the olive ripens, the bitter taste

becomes less pronounced, and, in very ripe olives, is almost absent. The
olives are now ready for a weak brine containing about 4 ozs. of salt to

the gallon of water. On the second day pour off the brine and add a

fresh and stronger one of from 6 to 8 ozs. of salt to the gallon and
allow the olives to remain for about a week, then make a brine of from
10 to 12 ozs. of salt per gallon of water and leave for a fortnight. Some-
times less trouble is taken and only tw-o changes made. The finSl

process is to boil a brine solution made by adding 14 ozs. of salt to the

gallon of fresh water, and pour it over the olives. The olives should be

kept under the brine, otherwise those exposed to the air blacken. This
also applies to the olives when in the lye. Again, the vessels used in

the pickling process should either be Avooden, glass, or earthenware.

Metallic vessels should not be used. "When bottling the olives, take them
from the tub or crock and fill the bottles Avith them, and then pour in a

freshly-boiled brine solution of similar strength to the last until the

olives are covered, after which cork tightly. Should the olives become
very soft and break up into a mushy consistency, it indicates that the

lye was too strong, or the olives remained in it too long.

St.^tistical Information and Comment on Same.

With the exception of South Australia, none of the States manufac-
ture olive oil to any extent. In Victoria, olive oil has been made at the

Dookie AgTicultural College for 30 years or more ; the olivetum of about
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4 acres was planted in 1879 by the late Mr. J li. Thompson, a former

l)rinci|);il. The greatest output of olive oil from the eollege was
:i;)0 gallons. This included oil made from the olives sent by various

growers. Messrs. Docker Brothers, of Bontherambo, in the north-east

of this State, were the earliest to estaldish an olive plantation; hut the

cost of ])ickiiig, at the then comparatively low price of the oil, checked

further enterprise. The Mildura i)lantations have been for some time

in bearing, and an excellent oil of fine colour is made there. At the

Wagga Experimental Station, in New South Wales, there is a fine

selection of olive trees.

I am under obligation to Mr. G. IT. Knibbs, C.M.Cr., the Common-
wealth Statistician, for the following data, kindly supplied in respect to

the olive oil industry of the ConmHinwealtli ; and also the statistics

relative to the importation of the v<-getable oils. There is only one

manufacturer of linseed oil in the Commonwealtli, and the oil is manu-
factured mainly from imported seed. There is also one factory in

Victoria, which I believe is managed by an old Dookie student, where

castor oil is made from imported seed.

The following statistics relative to the olive oil produced witliin the

Commonwealth is interesting when taken in conjunction with the annual

imports of this oil. It shows how much the Commonwealth is dependent

on other countries, mainly Italy and France, for its .supplies when it is

quite possible to furnish its own, and possibly some for export:

—

Peoductiox of Olive Oil within the Commonwealth.
Gallons.

1908 .

.

.

.

.

.

12,998

19C9 .. .. .. 16,464
I'.tlO .

.

.

.

26,340
Ulll .. .. .. 7,817

Utl2 .. .. .. 3,762

1913 .. .. .. 26.972

1914 . . . . . . 3,000 (approximately)

The Imports of Olive Oil into the Commonwealth during the

LAST Three Years.
Vear. Gallons. Value.

1913
1914-15
1915-16

59,221
67,82.")

119,087

£19,304
£21,079
£41,187

Imports of Olive and Other Vegetable Oils (in bulk) during the

LAST Three Years.

Kind of Oil.
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It will be seen from tlie above table that the value of imports in

vegetable oils is gradually increasing, and especially so of olive and
cotton-seed oils. No doubt some poppy and other oils are also imported,

and a certain amount of olive oil in bottle. The high price of olive oil

that obtained during the last few years no doubt leads to a certain

amount of adulteration with cheaper oils. Twenty years ago olive oil

was selling wholesale at from 6s. to 7s. 6d. per gallon. To-day it is

13s. to 13s. 6d. per gallon, with perhaps a little more for a specially

fine oil.

The table giving the production of olive oil within the Common-
wealth shows a wide variation in the out])Ut of the different years. This
no doubt is mainly due to the light rainfalls, and to a heavy olive crop

being usually followed by a poorer one the following year. This latter

state is possibly more due to the little attention paid to pruning the

trees. In seasons when the effective rainfall is very low, new wood is

not formed to any extent, and so succeeding crops suffer, whilst any
fruit formed is undersized. In irrigable plantations this is not so mani-
fest, but as the bulk of the olive plantations are not situated in irrigable

areas, the fluctuations in yields are accounted for. Every eneouragfement
should be given to the planting of olive trees in the irrigable areas, as

in the years to come they will not only be productive of wealth, but
they lend a charm to the landscape, as well as act as wind breaks and
shade. With the advent of the great war, a looking forward policy is

essential in every branch of rural economy. The many letters from the

volunteers from rural districts at the front, are replete with observations

of the agriculture and horticulture of other lands, and many of these

soldiers are seized with the importance of what may be termed the

minor rural industries to the countries they have seen.

In regard to the olive, its more general growth would lead to its

more general use in domestic economy, as it will be produced more
abundantly and cheaper.

In respect to the other oil-producing j)lants and trees, the Common-
wealth, with its wide variation in climate, from tropical to sub-tropical,

could produce most of the oils now imported. At present the cost of

labour is the great drawback ; but, with many small areas devoted to the

growth of these plants, and with factories established in central districts,

much more could be done than at present obtains. It is here the rural

schools may play a fine part in making the child, and ultimately the

man, familiar with the oil-producing ])lants, and incidentally with their

worth. This, combined "with the good work done by the Agricultural
Departments of the several States, would do much to dispel the want of

faith in such industries. Again, the Governments of most countries

which have the right climate and soil have their parts to play in making
the conditions favorable for the establishing of new industries.

If we take the production of linseed as an example, it will be found
to grow well in most parts of Victoria, if judgment be used in the

preparation of the soil and the time of sowing the seed. In the north,

it needs to be sown early—from the middle of April to the middle of

May—but, as wheat is the standard crop, linseed is only considered as

a side issue, and is neglected. With the rise in the price of meat, it is

possible that more attention may be paid to the growing of small areas

of linseed, and a certain amount of hand-feeding for topjiing off live
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stock is likely to liecoine more general. Tlie increasing cost of liiudir

and other twine will also have its effect on tlie future of the industry,

and also give a stimulus to the mamifacture of linseed oil and tlie

utilization of the oil cake in the State for stock feeding.

The growing of essential oil and medicinal plants, and plants from
which flavouring extracts are produced, would interest women whose
inclinations trend towards rural work, and would also interest men
whose strength does not admit of the more arduous labour in the fields.

When it is considered that over £.'500,000 worth of vegetable oils were
impurted last year into the Commonwealth, exclusive of essential oils,

it shows that much wealth could be retained in the Commonwealth, not
only on account of the oils, but also the by-products tliat could be
used for the encoiiraji;en eiit of a higher form of stock feeding. It is

more than likely, too, tliyt after the war these imported ])roducts will

be dearer, and that the annual amount of money sent to other countries

will increase, unless effort be made to establish oil and other minor rural

industries within the Commonwealth.

Experiments show that sheep require about 21bs. of water for 1 of dry

food, liorses 2 or 3 to I, and cattle 4 to 1. Pasture grass contains 70 to

80 per cent, of water in the green state.

In 1911 there was 1 acre under crop for every 14 acres in Victoria, In
Tasmania the proportion was 1 acre to 58; in New South Wales 1 to 59;
in South Australia 1 to 89 ; in Queensland 1 to 643 ; and in Western
Australia 1 to 730.

When a crop is saved for seed purposes from clean, well-tilled land, the

resulting seed will be freer from the seeds of weeds—and this is. jjef-

haps, particularly important in the case of the cereal grains, which, are

more often saved for seed than any other crop.

Every farm boy has wondered which horse pulls the greater share of the

load, the fast one or the slow one. The Iowa Agricultural College states

that the lieaviest end of the load falls to the slow horse. In case the

fast horse is eight inches ahead, for example, the rear horse pulls 6 per
cent, more than the faster one.

Wool contains suint , fat, and pure wcol hair. The suint consists chiefly

of a potash compound, and is mostly removed when sheep are washed.
The suint may form Tuore than half the weight of the fleece, or may be
only 15 per cent. The fat is not removed by washing, and may vary
from 30 to 8 per cent, of the washed fleece.
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THE VALUE OF A PURE-BRED DAIRY SIRE.

B// R. R. Kerr, Dairi/ Supervisor.

Of the many desirable changes in the evolution of the dairying
industry, nothing is more needful than a closer perception of the prin-

ciples governing the breeding and management of our dairy cattle.

Many useful articles have from time to time appeared in the pages of

this Journal , but evidently it is only by keeping this matter in the lime-

light that the desired results will be achieved.

No business institution would long remain solvent if worked on the
same lines as many farmers conduct theirs—many appear to pay their

way—the farmer forgetting the value of his own labour and ofttimes
that of his children.

We do not expect thai every farmer should bc' an accountant, nor
yet understand all of Mendel's theories, but he should practise the
fundamental principles of his business, and be a closer student of

economics.

The use of mongrel or crossbred sires is a costly procedure, resulting
in continual depreciation of our dairying stock; it cannot be denied that
daixy cattle in -some cf our dairying districts are not as good a type as

they were a few years ago, the result of using inferior bulls.

A visit to a district where the farmers are aware of the value of a

pure sire, and act on their opinions, is a revelation. Such was my privi-

lege recently. The results proved what an immense amount of benefit

the stud dairy herds exercised in that district. T?he farmers secured
the young bulls at a fair price, and a mongrel sire was seldom seen

.

Jerseys seemed to be the mainstay, but the results would be ^just the
same with other breeds if the opportunity had occurred. A dairy herd
may be able to withstand temporarily one or two robber cows—all

untested herds do—but no stock-breeder will ever achieve much success

by the use of an inferior sire.

The robber cow exercises her influence only over her own j^rogeny,

but, in the case of a bull, his influence fcr good or evil is distributed

through every calf that he sires—perhaps fifty in the course of a year.

There is no excuse for any farmer selecting bulls from untested cows,
as the Government herd test records j>rovide a wide field for selection

in that direction.

Frequently dairymen hold the shilling so close to the eye that it is

impossible to see the pound a little further off, and that is just what a

man is doing who has a good grade herd, and thinks he is economizing
by buying and using a common sire. The average-sized dairy herd would
be about 40 cows in the main dairying districts, and probably twelve

heifer calves would be reared from the Ijest cows, and at least ten of

them would inherit the great producing ability of the sire's dam and
grand-dam if he was of the apjn'oved type.

A good dairy sire will remain useful up to eight or ten years or more
if judiciously used, but for the present Ave will assume he was used for

lhre-» years by Mr. Smith, who had a vei-y good grade herd, averaging

annually over a number of vears 500 gallons of 4 per cent, milk (con-

siderably above the State average). Mr. Smith fed his cows very well,

he had been using an ordinary bull, and noticed the resultant progeny

were no improvement, and in many cases lower producers than their

dams.
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111 Januai-y, 1910, he uoticed Mr. Brown was advertisiug a fine

youug Jer.sey bull, whose dam made 450 lbs. fat and grand-dam 400 in

the nine ii oiiths under Government Herd Test. The same high producing

powers were on the sire's side. Mr. Smith, in common with otiier dairy-

men, thinks the price asked, £50, is too high, but at length dettrmines

CO make the investment, and secures the animal. He realizes that he will

have to wait three years until the IjuU's progeny begin to yield a profit,

but, being a good dairyman, knows that it is no use depending on other

farmers for dairy cattle.

1910.—40 cows, including 10 heifers by crossbred sire (averaging

200 lbs. fat at Is.), £400. (They were mated with pure

approved sire.)

1911.—40 cows, including 10 heifers by crossbred sire (averaging

200 lbs. fat at Is. per lb.), £400. (Again mated with

approved sir©—best 12 calves reared.)

1912.—40 cows, including 10 heifers by crossbred sire (averaging

200 lbs. tat at Is. per lb.), £400. (Again mated with

approved sire—best 12 calves reared.)

1913.—40 cows, including 10 heifers by approved sire (these 10

heifers show an increase of 50 lbs. fat over previous heifers,

at Is. per lb., £2 10s. each—£25), £425. (Again mated

with pure sire.)

1914.—40 cows, including additional 10 heifers by approved sire,

making 20 (showing an increase of 50 lbs. fat each, at Is.

per lb.), £450 (Again mated with pure sire.)

1915.—40 cows, including another 10 heifers by approved sire,

making 30 head (showing an increase of 50 lbs. fat each,

at Is. per lb.), £475.
Six years have now elapsed since the approved bull was selected and

bought, and the returns have increased by £150.

Six yeai's when old common sire was used, £2,400.

Six years from time of purchasing approved sire, £2,550.

Difference in favour of new bull as result of three years' service,

£150.
Comparison cost of providing every heifer with parent:—

Cost of sire

Interest, throe years, 5 per cent.

Cost of keeping, three years .

.

Total cost at end of three years

Minus value at end of tliree years

Act\ial Cost

£ s.
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As the milking life of a cow can be safely placed at six years, and these

heifers had an annual increase each of 50 lbs. fat, or 300 lbs. in the six

years, at Is. per lb., £15.

The lieifers yielded an additional £15 as the result of 10s. 8d.

expended in the pure sire. When this £15 is placed on each of the

thirty heifers, the total increase is £450, as the result of selecting a bull

that had the power of transmitting the producing qualities to his off-

spring. When we think of the first cost of £50, it is infinitesimal when
compared with the ultimate result.

Can any other item in farming sliow a better profit 1 Considering the

male calves as of no more value than those sired by the scrub, and the
remaining heifer calves on the same level, it is a splendid investment.

It really pays as nothing else pays to put £50 into the purchase of the

right kind of sire that will return nine times £50 in the course of three

years of service.

When it comes to the production of milk the profits are =till greater.

If the pure sire was the means of increasing Lhe heifer's production by
li lbs. a millcing^ in the course of 300 days this would mean 900 lbs., at

8d. a gallon, £3 per head, or £18 in six years, making £540 total increase

for thirty cows sired by the selected bull.

A herd of forty cows is taken as an illustration, while a vigorous sire,

properly fed and managed, kept apart from the herd, is capable of sixty

cows. There is another distinct improvement of the good sire's daughter,
besides her milk production, and it is the improvement of her blood for

breeding, by which her daughters should be still better producers. This
improvement of all the daughters accumulated through a series of years

means a remarkable increase in the efficiency of the herd.

It is the experience of all dairymen who have used a really good dairy
sire, that the investment has made them splendid returns.

But a great amount of attention must be paid to the sire's selection

as regards "family production, breeding, and constitutional fitness. The
£50 cost price looks " too big " only to the narrow vision that cannot
see the natural improvement of the herd certain to follow. Many a

farmer might have reason to say he cannot afford to pay a big price for

a fine cow, but the same argument dees not hold good in the pui'chase

of an improved sire, because the sire's influence spreads so much further
and faster than the cow's.

If the heifer calves are to be raised for dairy purposes, there is no
business reason for keeping a mongrel bull. The dairymen who think
there is pay a heavy price annually for maintaining that tradition.

The crossbred bull is the most expen.'iive animal on the farm ; he does

not remain at being worthless, but will lose the farmer the price of a

good bull every year he is kept. The dairymen cannot afford to keep
mongrel bulls if they were given them, and if they they were paid a

premium to keep them ; they are only fit for sausage meat, and it is high
time this plain and simple truth were given practical acceptance on every
farm

.

The presence of so many crossbred bulls in the State—many timeu

without a single qualification, except that they are males—is an offence

and disgrace to the dairy business—a plain advertisement of the dairy

men's thoughtless bid for failure. By all means secure a good dairy
sire, if you have to sell two or three cows to do it. The imnroved s're ii,

without question, the most economical investment in any dairy herd.
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NIIILL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY ANNUAL CROP AND
FALLOW C0MPl'7riTI0NS, 19 IC.

Report of the Chitf fiihl Officer, Mr. Temple A. J. Smith.

The President,

Nhill Agricultural Society,

Nhill.

Dear Sir,

111 submitting my report on the Crop and Fallow Competitions for

1916, I would lil^e to congratulate your Society on the fact that your

district has been favoured by such an excellent season as that just

experienced. It speaks well for the soundness of your .portion of the

Wimmera when it is possible to state that with the exceptional rainfall

and generally favorable weather for the development of fungoid diseases,

such as rust, take-all, and smut, the crops have, in 90 per cent, of

cases, escaped injury and though traces of all these diseases were found

to be fairly plentiful, the bulk of the crops inspected will produce

fine, plump, clean seed, and there appears every prospect of reccrd

yields being obtained in several cases. Oat crops were not as fine as

last year's, though many good crops were seen, and the difficulty in

getting them off at the right stage of ripeness, owing to the surplus

moisture in the ground, will affect returns from this cereal. The
Barley crop is only a side issue in the Wimmera, and a very small

area was to be noticed growing; this crop has also been affected by

the protracted wet season. There is, however, an abundance of grass

and wild oats, the greater part of which will ]irobably be wasted instead

of being cut for hay and stored for future use in times of drought.

The very fact that hay made from self-sown stuff is practically immune
from attack by mice, and is so relished by stock, appears an argument
in favour of its being utilized to a greater extent than is at .present

the case; and when, in addition to these advantages, the actual cutting

of the wild oats on the green side is an advantage in rendering the

ground cleaner for future crops it is somewhat remarkable that the

practice of making larger quantities of self-sown hay is not more
generally adopted.

Previous Suggestions Acted Upon.

Perhaps one of the most pleasing features noticeable on this occasion

was the adoption of several suggestions made on previous visits. It is

an old, but trenchant, saying, "that the onlooker sees the best of the

game," and it is quite possible that a newcomer may see fresh fields

for development which might escape the local resident.

Tests have been made with early summer fallow as against late fal-

lowing, and results prove that the former system should be more
generally practised. Over a radius of some 40 miles on various kinds

of soil, early summer fallow was found to produce cleaner and heavier

crops, and also much greater freedom from disease. Take-all and Dead-

heads showed to a far greater extent on stubble laud and late fallow,

and the additional labour involved in early fallowing is more than

compensated for in the additional cro,p harvested.

Tests carried out by the Deparlment of Agriculture disclose excel-

lent reasons for these beneficial results; early fallowing induces much
larger supplies of nitrogen in the right form (the nitrate). The addi-

tional working of the soil releases a greater amount of phosphoric acid
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and potash, a better and more compact seed bed is made, and weeds
and rubbish are eradicated to a greater extent.

In one instance a strip of summer fallow was observed between two
others of winter fallow on the same kind of soil, all sown with the

same ssed and manure, and at the same time—the early fallow being
cleaner and heavier, freer from disease, and the difference in appear-
ance very noticeable directly the boundary line between the areas so

treated was reached.

Heavier applications of manure also showed to advantage, 75 to

80 lbs. being used with good effect. Dead-heads were less plentiful

where heavier dressings were used, and the crops further forward 'n

condition.

On one farm, and that a small one, four nice stacks of self-sown

hay aggregating about 200 tons were conserved awaiting their t\irn

to establish a reputation for saving life and money.
Mr. David Bone, senior, was visited, and cannot be too highlv

recommended for pioneering the way to introducing lucerne plots under
irrigation. Four acres had been sown, and a nice stand of young
lucerne was in evidence ; this is to be extended to 10 or more acres

later on. A dam with a storage ca,pae:tv of 180,000 cubic feet had
been constructed on the edge of a large swamp, from which the water
supply can be augmented by pumping with a 3-inch pump as required,
commanding the lucerne plot.

There are many places in the Nhill district similarly situated, and
with the aid of bores the water supply could be further supplemented.
No better insurance against less of stock in times of drought can be
imagined, while in times of plenty the increased numbers of sheep
and cattle carried will add to the .profits of the farmer in normal sea-

sons, and pave the way for the production of intense culture as applied
to new agricultural industries which can be made highly profitable on
smaller farms than are now necessary.

Crop Competitions.

FOR BEST HALF
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Mallee Section,

best geowing crop of 100 acees.
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The Crops—1st Section.

Bf-H Half uf Crop.

Judging the crops on this occasion present some difficult problems,

inasmuch as the weather had prevented roads being cut round and
through the crops; travelling also had to be done by means of horses

and buggies, it being impossible to use motors, and the crops them-
selves were of such splendid character that '.t was difficult to dis-

criminate. In almost every exhibit portions of the crops shown were
simply magnificent, and it was only in taking them in the whole area

specified that some stood out above others.

Mr. O. H. Lienert takes first prize in this section with a wonderful
crop of Yandilla King, "a crop worth going a long way to see,"

splendidly headed, thick and well grown, clean and very true to type,

showing promise of an unusually heavy yield. There were 100 acres

of this variety, and also 40 acres of Federation almost equal in quality

to the first, the balance of his crop being excellent, with the exception

of about 30 acres which had suffered from too much water.

Flag rust was noticeable fairly generally, but not in sufficient quan-
tity to do any damage. Mr. Lienert is to be congratulated on his

success, which is well deserved, all his work on the farm showing careful

forethought and thoroughness.

Mr. G. Crouch, of Kaiiiva South, is again well up in this competi-
tion, coining second, a highly-creditable performance when his area
is taken into consideration (GOO acres). It is obviously of greater merit
to take a prize for the best half of such an area than for that of 200
or 300 acres, and under the circumstances Mr. Crouch has ,put up an
excellent performance, and should be well rewarded by his all-round
average which cannot fail to be very fine indeed.

A portion of his crop is on land that has been under cultivation for

thirty-five years, subject to the usual Wimmera rotation. Formalin
pickle is preferred to bluestone on this farm, and seeding and manuring
at the rate of 50 lbs. per acre in each case.

The bulk of the crop is Federation, but a nice crop of Common-
wealth was also in evidence. Mr. Crouch feeds off with sheep, and is a

firm believer in early summer fallow and May sowing. Crops of

College Eclipse and Gluyas were also seen on this farm, the former
growing rather too much straw, and the latter very weak in the straw,
and going down rather badly. On the whole Mr. Crouch prefers
Federation to any other variety so far experimented with.

Mr. R. Blackwood, who comes third, is another farmer who promises
to take a leading part in these com,petitions. Though only a few years
in the district he is already showing a good example to others in lain

methods and results.

Crops of Federation, Moira, Currawa, and Penny wheats were all

good ; both Moira and Currawa were, however, weak in the straw and
inclined to lodge; this was noticeable in other crops of the same varie-

ties, excepting in the case of Currawa on Mallee land, which looked
exceedingly well.

Mr. Blackwood is a believer in harrowing crops, and uses a bushel
of seed per acre, with 60 lbs. of manure ; he also grades his seed, which
is a practice more farmers might indulge in with advantage. He ases

bluestone pickle at the rate of 2 lbs. to 10 gallons of water.
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Mrs. A. P. Dufty, though not a prize-takei- in this ssction, scored

a triumph in beating, with a Mallee crop, many of the other com-

petitors.

All the remaining exhibitors showed fine crops, some of which con-

tained too large a number of Dead-heads, which were always worst on

late fallow, stubble land, or on lightly-iiiauure applications. Smut was
fairly prevalent in a few crops, and a little rust in many; in one or

two cases the stalks had been affected, rather badly.

Maf.lee Section—Best 100 Acres.

Mrs. A. P. Dufty was easily first here with a beautiful crop of

Federation which was level, even, well-filled, and very clean—a crop to

be proud of, and one that will yield exceptionally well—an estimate

of eleven bags per acre being, I think, under the mark. On this land

50 lbs. of super, and 50 lbs. of seed were used, sown in Mav, pickled

with bluestone, 2 per cent, solution.

Nine acres of Penny wheat on this farm compared well with the

Federation, and the seed had all been bespoken by neighbouring
farmers, which speaks well for this new variety.

Mr. A. G. Schultz, of Glenlee, came second with a very nice crop

of Federation. He uses 60 lbs. of sU|per. and a bushel of seed. He
harrowed 20 acres, and was of opinion it improved his crop.

Mrs. McKenzie's crop was not up to previous years' exhibits.

Best Fallowed 100 Acres.

Mr. R. G. Keam, Woorak, wins in this section with a beautiful

bit of fallow, on which two teams were just finishing a final touch up.

This land had been ploughed once, harrowed twice, and cultivated

twice, and was in tip-top ord^r.

Mr. O. H. Lienert came second with an excellent piece of work,
with not quite as good a mulch as the former, and slightly behind in

cleanliness.

Mr. R. Blackwood was third with another fine piece of work which,
had it received another stroke of the harrows just previous to inspec-

tion, would probably have won.
Many excellent fallows were seen, the moisture content in all being

most satisfactory, due to the wet season. Taken all round, p,plendid

work had been done, as the year was all in favour of weeds and wild

oats, and the shortage in sheep rendered the cleaning of the fallow

still more difficult. Added to this trouble it was not possible to get on
to the land at times owing to the exceptional wet weather—the sandy
soils scoring in this respect over others.

Best Crop on 1915 Fallow.

Crrip anil Fallow /loints added foriethrr.

Mr. G. Crouch, Kaniva, comes first in this competition, his crop on
this special fallow being very fine— all Federation—while Mr. R. Black-

wood, with an equally good crop, comes out on the total third on the
list, owing to a rather low percentage of points for his fallow in 1915.

E. J. Hoffman scored well for his fallow in 1915, but not so well for

his crop this year. However, his points balance up well, giving him
second .olace in the total.
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General Impressions.

Having had the opportunity for the third time of judging in the

Nhill Farm Crop and Fallow Competitions, in normal, and also in

abnormally wet and dry seasons, mv impression of the soundness of

your district has been considerably enhanced. Other parts of this Stat©

and Southern New South Wales have suffered severely from fungoid

diseases iu the crops this year, while such is not the case in the

Wimmera. Sheep are reported to be suffering from lung troubles and
foot rot also elsewhere, which, however, is not the case here.

Several new comers t>o the district expressed themselves as hi'.;h'

sat-sfied with their choice of a farming district, and some of these were

men with wide experience of the Stale. Older residents continue to

make further improvements to their holdings, and, generally speaking,

an air of prosj>erity is observable everywhere.

Suggestions for the Future.

One fact stands out prominently in the present season in connexion

with farming pursuits, and that is the necessity for more sheep. Many
cases were noted where the operation of fallowing had been more or less

wasted owing to the scarcity of sheep for feeding off the sprouted oats,

(fee. For successful wheat farming, sheei-i in the proper proportion are

indispensable, apart altogether from the ])rofit iu the sheep themselves,

and an effort should be made by Wimmera farmers to increase the

carrying capacity of their land :n this respect. This can be done by

conserving more fodder for bad times, both wild oaten hay and ordi-

nary hay. Oats alone fed to sheep are worth more than the average

market pries paid for them; i to | lb. of oats fed per sheep per day

will keep them going well. Immense quantities of hay are wasted

every good year by being allowed to rot on the ground, which it

would be an actual advantage to cut on the green side for the sake of

the wheat crops to follow.

Additional fodder could be provided in small lucerne plots wherever

suitable, which could be still further augmented by the growth of

sorghums, especially where small quantities of water for irrigation are

available. Wool and mutton are likely to remain at high prices for

many a year, and make the prospect of lamb raising and sheep breeding

very good. All the leading farmers are unanimous in res,pect to the

necessity for something in this direction, and a few are taking steps to

further the carrying capacity of their holdings.

Early fallowing has proved advantageous in both dry and wet

seasons, and should be a practice more generally followed ;
increased

crops, less disease, and greater security in getting a crop in bad seasons

would result.

Heavier manurial dressings should be used, and instead of 40 to

60 lbs. per acre, 75 to 100 lbs. would tend to larger profits. There will

be many 30-bushel crops this year, which means that phosphoric acid

will be removed from the soil equal to the amount contained in at least

1 cwt. of superphosphate. Moreover, to starve the soil or crop for its

necessary complement of super, is limiting its producing capacity, and

lessening the probability of a full return for the labour and expense

involved in fallowing, sowing, &c.

The growth of onions, tomatoes, and other vegetables, in many of

the gardens visited, opens up the question as to whether it would be
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worth while to grow small areas of siich crops for supplies of this kind

to the n)etro{X)lis.

Such things are done at Echuca aud other uorthern places where

soil and climatic conditions are certainly not any better than those in

the Wimmera.

In conclusion, I must thank your Society for tne honour conferred

upon me in requesting my services as judge for the third time in suc-

cession, but, much as I appreciate the compliment, I am doubtful if it

is altogether wise to have the same or any judge too often in the

interests of the competitions, and I would suggest that a change be

made, at any rate, for a year or two. On this occasion a representative

of one of the leading Melbourne weeklies went right through the .pro-

gramme during the judging, and expressed himself as delighted with

the experience gained. Such a precedent would be a wise one to follow

in future years, and an invitation from your Society to other leading

weeklies might lead to further advertisement of the Nhill district.

I sincerely thank those gentlemen who so kindly conveyed the party

from place to place, and also those who so hospitably provided enter-

tainment.

Excellent arrangements were made by Mr. Towns, your Secretary,

for the conduct of the judging campaign, much of the success of the

competitions being dependent upon his indefatigable efforts, which I

believe have been instrumental in carrying them on for the past sixteen

years.

Yours faithfully,

TEMPLE A. J. SMITH.

NEW FERTILIZER.

Experiments have recently been made upon the fertilizing value of

sodium ammonium sulphate as compared with ammonium sulphate.

Owing to the scarcity of sulphuric acid sodium bi-sulphate is being

used to a large extent to absorb amtnonia. The material with which the

experiments were made contained 9 to 10 jier cent, nitrogen, and the

crops treated were rye, oats, barley and several varieties of beets and
cabbage. In every case ammonium and sodium ammonium sulphates

gave practically the same yields when equivalent amounts of nitrogen

were applied.

— ?Jxti<ic1 from Journal Tnd. ajid Eng. Chem., Vol. 8, No. 11,

Nov., 1916.

Ammonium sulphate is manufactured in Victoria. The supply is

more than equal to the demand. In the face of the recent remarkable
advance in price of this artificial fertilizer the above extract may pro-

vide material for consideration.
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SUPERIOR (QUALITY OF VICTORIAN GRAIN.
That Victoria produces better wheat and oats than California was

demonstrated in a conclusive manner on a recent occasion, as borne out

by the illustrations submitted herewith, the originals of which are now
in the possession of the Director for Agriculture, having been handed
to him by Mr. F. T. A. Fricke, who was, until recently, representing this

State in North America.
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were shown by practically all the cc unties of California, and the affair

was a huge success, being a glorified exhibition of everything that the
soil produces, backed up by the friendly rivalry existing in the various
sections, each endeavouring to advance their district by all the " boost

"

possible.

The usual gold, silver, bronze, and honorable mention were the
awards offered. Occasion was therefore taken to enter the Victorian
grains, but the show was very meagre as compared with the opportunitv
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afforded for collection of the local products. Satisfactory to relate,

though somewhat surprising in view of the complete disjjlays entered
by the various sections of California, and the strong local interest in
the undertaking, the highest awards of gold medals and blue ribbons
were obtained in each instance for wheat and oat« grown in Victoria.

The awards also obtained in the Pan-Pacific International Exposi-
tion have now been prepared by the management, and are expected to
arrive in Melbourne at an early date.
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COTTON GROWING IN AUSTRALIA.

A very large area in the nortlieni parts of Australia has a climate

suitable for the growth of cotton; indeed, it has been estimated by
experts that this area is greater than that suitable for cotton in the

United States, where, at the present time, two-thirds of the world's

supply is produced.

That high-class cotton can be grown in Queensland was conclusively

proved at the time of the American Civil War, when, owing to the

inducement offered by the high price of cotton, that State exported

26 million pounds of giinied cotton, worth £1,300,000. The industry

was subsequently a-lmost abandoned, but partially recovered on the estab-

lishment of a cotton mill at Ipswich, which, however, eventually had

to close down.

Authorities in Queensland consider that the best way to overcome the

labour difficulty is to encourage farmers to grow small crops, say,

10 acres, of cotton, in addition to their other crops. It is calculated

that a family of four persons could easily pick the cotton produced on

this area without extra help.

It has also been suggested that if the Government intend to provide

ready-made fai-ms for settlers in Queensland after the war, cotton would

be the best crop with which to start. It is estimated that a ready-made

farm, comprising 80 acres of land, with a substantial bungalow-house, &c.,

would cost for clearing, fencing, planting crop, and erecting house, from

£125 to £250, according to the nature of the vegetation on the land to

be cleared.

Cotton waste, a by-product of the spinning mills, is one of the chief

raw materials used in the present manufacture of cordite. As the result

of an article by Mr. G. S. Hart, entitled " N"o Cotton, ISTo Shells,"

publi-shed in the Bocl-hampton Daili/ Becord. a meeting was held at

Mt. Morgan, presided over by the mayor. This meeting resolved :—

-

" That a Munitions Cotton League be now formed, to press

forward the production of cotton in Australia, so that it may be

available for the manufacture of munitions."

The meeting was widely advertised in Queensland papers, and the

Department of Agriculture undertook to deliver free seed to the nearest

railway station. The Queensland Government also guaranteed to pur-

chase seed cotton at lijd. per lb. About 300 growers obtained seed, and

about 800 acres were planted. Unfortunately, the season was unfavor-

able, and some of the seed available was not of very good quality,

nevertheless, a considerable number of tlie crops gave high yields. The
Queensland Department of Agriculture is importing enough of the best

American cotton seed to plant an additional 1,000 acres next season.

Though the annual peace time requirement of prepared cotton waste

for the manufacture of cordite in Australia is only 60 tons, yet it is

obviously of great importance that Australia should be self-contained

in the matter of the production of munitions. In England the cotton

waste is specially treated in Government works and is supplied as a

product of exceeding uniformity. Before Australian-grown cotton could

be used for the manufacture of sorvice cordite it would have to undergo
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similar treatment, and the cordite produet'd would rcHiuirc to be submitted

to exhaustive tests, both in respect to its stability and its ballistics.

Stability tests to be satisfactory would extend over a number of years.

Arraiiifements are now being made for the experimental manufacture
of a fairly large sample of cordite from Australian cotton. This will

then be tested, and it is hoped that the results will be satisfactory. The
arrangements for testing have been made by the Commonwealth Advisory
Council of Science and Industry.

As already mentioned, the absence of experienced cotton-pickers in

Australia has been one of the causes hindering the develo])ment of the

industry. The patriotic action of the ^lunitions Cotton League has had
the effect of familiarizing a considerable number of agriculturists in

Queensland with the cultivation an<l picking of cotton.

The introduction of a mechanical cotton-picker is the most hopeful
method of overcoming the difficulty due to the high cost of labour. Many
machines for this purpose have been patented, but none has come into

use, in spite of the fact that the invention of a simple contrivance which
would enable the cotton to be picked twice as fast would make a fortune
for its inventor. It is stated that the United States Department of

Agriculture has spent £50,000 in experimenting with cotton-picking

machines, and one American firm s[)ent £5,000, and at last gave up
experimenting. Several machines have also been invented in Australia.

The American inventors have mostly produced machines which pick

the cotton by means of a number of arms bearing spikes which pass
over the plant. These, however, damage the plant and spoil much of

the cotton which is not yet ripe, and unless a variety of cotton could be
produced which ripened all its seed at once, they are not likely to prove
satisfactory.

The machines invented in Australia are on the suction principle,

familiar in the vacuum-cleaner, and to allow them to achieve their best

effect it would be necessary to grow a variety of cotton in which the
valves of the cotton-bolls open wide so as to expose the cotton fully.

Australia is fortunate in that the only two cotton-pests at present
established in this country are rust and the boll-worm, a species of

cut-worm. The cotton-worm, cotton stainer, and dreaded boll-weevil of
the United States are unknown, and it is important that imported seed
and raw cotton should undergo rigid inspection to prevent the chance
introduction of these pests.

In a recent issue of the Texas Cotton and Cotton Oil News it is

stated: "If the boll-weevils destroy as much of this year's cotton as

they did last year the remnant that escapes the weevil will not supply
adequately the world's demand, even if the war should continue, and
should the war cease this fall, the price of the staple would go sky-

rocketing."

Though the latter result unfortunately does not now seem at all

probable, enough has been said to show that the establishment of an
Australian cotton industry is of great importance from the stand-point
of national defence, and is likely to be profitable to the cotton-growers
and also to be of considerable economic value to the Commonwealth, both
by increasing the value of our production and by attracting population
to the empty spaces of the north.
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The possibility of establisliing in Australia new industries dependent

on the supplies of cotton for their raw material is also of obvious

importance. The executive conimitti-e of the Commonwealth Advisory

Council of Science and Industry is ini|uiring into the whole question of

cotton-growing and tlie marketing and utilization of the raw cotton with

a view to making a report on the whole matter to the Commonwealth
Government.
—Communicated by the Commonwealth Advisory Council of Science

and Industry.

PLANTING AND 11EC( INSTITUTION OF VINEYARDS.

Conditions Governing- tlie Distribution of Pliylloxera-Resistant Vine
Rootlings and Cutting's.

The conditions subject to which Victorian vine-growers may purchase
phylloxera-resistant vine cuttings and rootliugs (grafted or uugrafted)

have been drawn up for the current year, and copies of same are now
available on application.

Beyond the necessary alterations of dates (substitution of 1917 for

1916, &.C.), the conditions are much the same as for last season. There

is no alteraticn in price.

The time within which applications will be received has, however, been

extended by one mouth in each case, as will be seen telow. In view of

this concession, applicants are required to finally decide, when filling

in their application forms, as to their stock and scion requirements ; no

amendment can be ipermitted later.

A clause has also been inserted prchibiting any re-sale of resistant

stocks supplied by the Department, without the wr'tten authority of the

Director.

It will sufl&ce here to explain that resistant vines are supplied to in-

tending planters in any of the following forms, and at the prices stated,

packing extra :

—

Resistant rootlings, grafted with scions previously supplied by
applicants, at per 1,000, £6.

Resistant rootlings, ungrafted, at per 1,000, £1 10s.

Resistant cuttings, at per 1,000, 15s.

Application Forms.

No application will be entertained unless made on the forms supplied

for the purpose, which are obtainable from the Director, Department
of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College,

Rutherglen.
Separate forms are provided for {a) Grafted Rootlings (yellow form),

{h) Ungrafted Rootlings and Cuttings (pink form). Applications

must be filled in on the proper forms.

Each applicant for forms will be supplied with a copy of the de-

tailed conditions governing the distribution of phylloxera-resistant vine

rootlinss and cuttings.
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Applicants are earnestly requested to thoroughly familiarize them-

selves with these. They are warned t/itit under no circumstances can

any dejxirtnre he permitted from the regulations governing the dis-

tribution as detailed therein, nor can any request for special considera-

tion he entertained.

Dates before which Applications must be made.

For Grafted Rootlings (1918 distribution, June to August inclu-

sive). Applications will be received until 30th June next. (For the

1917 distribution the time for receiving applications closed on 31st May.

1916, and present applicants cannot be supplied until 1918.)

For Ungrafted Kootlings and Cuttings, to be distributed from July

to August inclusive, 1917, applications will be received until 31st July,

1917.

Supplying Clean Districts.

Rootlings and Cuttings cannot be sent from nurseries in phylloxer-

ated districts to clean districts. A limited number of clean tingrafted

Rootlings are, however, available for distribution to clean districts.

The price charged is £2 per 1,000, packing extra. Applications for these

will be received by the Priuci])al, School of Horticulture, Burnley, until

1st June, 1917.

KUPESTKIS METALUGA (CAPE).

Jiy F. dr Custella, Government V iticultnrist.

The phylloxera resistant vine stock known by the above name (the

word " Caj>e " being used to distinguish it from a distinct variety of Vitis

Rupestris, at one time rather lai'gely used in France), has been fairly

extensively planted in northern Victoria, and generally with satisfactory

results. Until 1912 it was looked upon as a good stock, but during that

year its value was rather seriously discounted by the decidedly adverse

opinion concerning it which appeared in the preliminary report of the

committee appointed by the Department of Agriculture of the South
African Union to inquire into the suitability of American stocks.* The
committee found that the stock in question could not stand much mois-

ture in the soil, and that it suffered easily from drought. Though satis-

factory in fairly deep, loose, cool soils that have never too much and never

too little moisture, frequent failures were recorded in drier soils, it

being even stated that the resistance to phylloxera was insufficient. The
remarks concerning this stock concluded as follows:

—"In most of the
Goiidini and similar soils, Metallica can be safely used, but in most soils

it is a bad stock, and hence grafting on Metallica ought not to be con-

tinued in future."

* An extract from this report dealint; with Rupestris Metallica (Cape) was reproduced in the
Victorian Agricultural Journal for July, 1912. .
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Since the publication of the above, Metallica Cape has declined a

good deal in public favour, especially in north-easteru Victoria. Never-
theless, our Victorian experience of this stock has been much less un-
satisfactory than the above quotation would lead one to expect. Most
of the vines grafted on it in Rutherglen vineyards have given satisfactory

results for a good many years, only in a few cases on stiff soils liable to

become hard and dry in summer can any inferiority be noted as com-
pared with the other stocks in general use.

In the experimental plots at the Rutlierglen Viticultural Station vines

grafted on this stock have always yielded well ; in some seasons even
better tlian some of the standard stocks.*

At Mildura, more particularly, is this stock held in high repute by
those who have had most experience with resistant stocks ; the high opinion
formed of it by -those who employed it on irrigated land, is, in fact,

directly responsible for the present note. Desiring to have more recent
information concerning this stock, inquiries were made concerning its

behaviour in South Africa, the country where it was first raised, and
has been most extensively planted.

The following extract from a reply recently received from Mr. T. G.
Watermeyer, Manager of the Government Farm, Constantia, Wynberg,
South Africa, will, no doubt, prove of interest to Victorian vine-growers.

Rupestris Metallica: Opinions upon tlio resistance of this stock appear to be
divided. I shall express no opinion but c;ive you all the facts I have about it.

It originated on this estate. Several kinds of American resistant stock seeds
were got out by the Department from France. After sowing selection fell on
>Ietallica by the then Manager of this place, Mr. de Waal. After further pro-
pagation, vineyards were laid out on this estate on different situations, which
comprised hill sides of red loams, also gravelly, clayey soils, low-lying, sandy
loams, and pure loams. .

The scions grafted on Metallicaj were Muscadels.t Cabernet, Hermitage,
Riesling, Pedro Ximenes, and many other kinds, and on these different sites the
vines have been growing now for sixteen years, and are still doing well, though
it is necessary in the drier sites to fertilize every three years. In tlie alluvial

soils we have in nine years given only two dressings of stable manure. On the
whole in this district where there is an average rainfall of 40 to (lO inches,

Metallica does well, and it does well mostly in deep, fairly moist, alluvial soils

everywhere in the country.

Up country, in dry situations, it is being abandoned and being replaced by
Aramon Rupestris 1 and 2. (A.R.6. 1 and A.R.O. 2.) Many viticvilturists are
so exceedingly careless when reconstituting, only ploughing to the depth of

about 8 inches. In such cases failures arc biivuid to result, and conser|uent con-

demnation of the stock, and it is sometinii's diliicult to know to what causes to

attribute failure.

I notice that in this area many growers overtax the vine by allowing too

many bearers on their bushed vines. I have counted as many as eight, which is

just double what was allowed the European on its own roots.

The yields got from Metallica in some vineyards amount to as much as 889
gallons per aero, 5 feet by .5 feet, planting, but tliis is over taxation. Metallica

seems to have most accommodating affinity, and carries most, in fact, all the

different kinds of European varieties. With proper treatment and frequent

manuring on this farm Metallica does well. It fails where it is badly treated

and over taxed. It is, however, quite certain that it is not so good as a resisting

stock as Aramon ( A.R.G. 1 )

.

• See Journals for May, 1909, 1910, liUl, and June, 1912.

t .Muscadcl is the name given to our Brown Muscat in South Africa.
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.

State Research Farm, Werribee.

<J. S. Gordon, Field Officer, Werribee.

Suinniary of observations made during 1916, and comparison witli

previous years:—
Rainfall.

Average laiiifall fur forty-two years prior to 1913

Rainfall during 1913 (505 points in March) .

.

Rainfall during 1914 (304 points in December)
Rainfall during 1915
Rainfall during 1916 (4-46 inches in January and Fcliniary, and

17-71 inches in September, October, November, and December)

Evaporation-.

Evaporation from free water surface, 1913 ..

1914 ..

1915 ..

1916 . .

Bright Sunlight.

Total bright sunlight during 1914 = 1,906-5 hours =

1915 = 1,865-9 „

1916 = 1,841-8 „

vry, and
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STANDARD TEST COWS.

Report for Quarter ending 31st December, 1916.

Thirty-two cows completed during the quarter.

Twenty-seven of these qualitied.

Individual returns are as follow :
—

F. CURNICK, Malvern. (Jersey.)

Completed duriag the quarter, 1. Certificated, 1.
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A. W. JONES, Whittinston. (Jersey.)

Completed during the quarter, 2. Certificated, 2.
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MISS S. L. ROBINSON. Malvern. (Jersey.)

Completed during the quarter, 1. Certificated, 1.
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SIXTH VICTORIAN EGG-LAYING COMPETITION, 1916-1917.

Commoncod ITith April, 1916; cnncluding Hth April, 1917.

CONDUCTED AT THE BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA.

Owner. Breeds.
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Sixth Victorian Egg-Laying Competition, 1916-1917

—

continued.

Breeds.
15.4.16

to
14.1.17
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Report.

Tlie weather conditions for the past month have not been favorable

for egg production. Extreme heat was followed by cold south-east winds

on more than one occasion, conditions which have had a bad effect on

moulting hens, of which there are many at present.

Amongst the heavy breeds broodiness continues to be prevalent.

The health of the birds on the whole is good, and results are quite

up to anticipations for this season.

Rain, 70 ]ioints. Temperature—Lowest, 44 deg. F. ; highest, 104

deg. F. (in bouses).

A. HART,
C'liief Poultry Expert.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

/;'. E. Pixcott, F.1..S., I'diitdhir/ist.

The Orchard.

Green Manures.

If a cover crop of leguminous plants is required for green manuring
a start at planting may now be made. This can only be done when all

the fruit has been gathered from the trees. An early crop is a distinct

advantage. The cover crop should make a good growth before the winter

sets in, as the plants make very little headway in the cold weather,

and they require to be ploughed in as soon as the ground is dry enough
in early spring. It will thus be seen that it is necessary to get a good
autumn growth, as dense as possible, and one which will well cover the

surface before winter.

Cultivation.

Should the weather become hot and dry it will be very necessary to

give the land surface a good stirring, so as to conserve water supplies.

Where fruit crops have been gathered a start may be made late in

the month with the autumn ploughing; whatever ploughing is done
should be left as rough as possible.

Pests.

No codlin moth-aEFected or diseased fruit of any kind should be left

on the ground after the crop has been gathered. These should all be

destroyed by boiling.

All rust-affected foliage and fruit of plum and peach trees, as well

as all other stone fruits that have been attacked by this and other
fungus diseases, such as shot-hole, &c., should be burned if possible.

This will minimize the possibility of future attacks.
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The Vegetable Garden.

Autumn weeds must be kept out of the kitchen garden. These
rapidly grow, and remain as robbers right tlirough until the spring
time.

The section should be well dug over for planting winter crops.

Before digging a light sprinkling of bonedust and a good top dressing of

stable manure should Ije spread on the surface. These may then be
dug in, as they provide humus for the soil. Large plots should be
avoided in winter; where such occur a path should be run down the
centre. This will provide more efficient drainage. The beds, too, may
be more raised than in the summer time.

Early onions may be planted out in the beds, and, if not already

done, onion seed should be planted at once.

All classes of seedlings may be planted out, and seeds of lettuce,

early peas, beet, carrots, radish, cabbage, cauliflower, and swede turnip
may be sown.

Asparagus beds should be cleaxied up and cut down as soon as the

berries begin to colour. Celery rows should be kept earthed up;
rhubarb beds should be given a dressing of manure to encourage the
coming winter crop, and new rhubarb plantations may now be
established.

The Flower Garden.

All classes of spring-flowering bulbs may now be planted. In bulb
planting the bulbs should not come in contact with any manure. The
manure should, some time previously, have been dug well in, and mixed
with the soil, and all heat should have disappeared. If manure is

required it should be placed below the bulb, so that the roots may
ultimately penetrate to it. Bulbs thrive in sandy soils, and where the

soil is heavy a little sand may be added to advantage. Bulbs should
not be planted too deeply ; the depth to plant is generally regulated by
the size of the bulb. Such bulbs as freesias may be covered with only

an inch of soil, while larger bulbs may be somewhat deeper.

Dahlias and chrysanthemums may be fed with liquid manure, or

mulched with stable or poultry manure. In any case the feeding should

not be too strong nor too frequent, and it should always be withheld
before the flowers come.

All hardy annual, biennial, and perennial seeds may now be

planted. Among these are dianthus, candytuft, sweet peas, Iceland
poppies, anemone, ranunculus, stock, wallflower, columbine, foxglove,

phlox, penstemon, pansy, gaillardia, &c.

Wherever aphis and red spider occur the plants should be sprayed
with benzole emulsion, nicotine, pestend, or soaperine, or some other
preventive in order to protect the coming flowers. Mildew attacks on
the rose should be warded off by the use of sulphur. The sulphur may
be either dusted on the plant or it may be scattered on the ground
around and under the plant.
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March is one of the best months for transplanting evergreen jjlants

of all classes, trees, shrubs, and palms. Tlie roots of the transplanted

plants should be disturbed as little as possible, while the roots of those

transjjlanted from pots should be well uncoiled and set out before

planting.

The soil is now warm, and the roots will quickly take hold and grow.

They are thus established for the winter, and will give little or no
trouble in the subsequent summer heat and dryness.

In prej>aring the soil for planting the trees care should be taken not

to dig small holes. A small hole is simply a "
ix)t hole," in which the

winter water accumulates, and as a result the young tree roots are rotted.

A large hole should be dug; or better still, the whole planting area

slunild be well cultivated all over, and the plants or trees then set out

in this cultivated area.

REIVIINDERS FOR APRIL.

LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—Those st-ibled slimiUl be fed liberally. Food of a more stimulating

nature can now be given to get them well over the " changing coat '' season.

Those doing fast or lieavj' work should bo clipped; if not wholly, then trace

high. The legs should not be clipped. Those not rugged on coming into the
stable at night sweating freely should be wiped down and in half-anhour's
time rugged or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Yearling colts if

vigorous and well grown may be castrated. Weaned foals should have a

little crushed oats daily, if available. Horses to be turned out during winter
should not be clipped. Their mouths and feet should be examined and attended
to where necessary.

Cattle.—As the nights become colder tlie ihiiry cows should be rugged. The
rugs should be removed in day-time when the shade temperature reaches CO
degrees. If new grass is plentiful, uive a ration of bay or straw, whole or
chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of young grass. It will be found
profitable to give a few pounds of bran, crushed oats or pollymcal in a<idition to

other feed, to all cows giving a fair quantity of milk. Read article by Mr. B. A.
Barr, " Food Values and Rations," in .Imirnal for Sejiteniber, 1910. Algerian
oats should lie sown on suitable land for grazing off in the winter. Sow a

nii.xture of oats, rye. and tares or peas for winter fodder oi to Ull silos. Only
exceptional cows or those rerjuired for city milk supjdy shoulil be served between
now and July. Within the next two or tlin'C months is the best time for cows
to calve, as they will jiay to feed through the winter, give the best returns for

the season, and be dry when the feed is dry and at its worst. Calves sluiuld

have lucerne hay or crushed oats when grass is not plentifful.

Pigs.—Sows not already served should be put to the boar. Supply all pigs
with plenty of bedding, and see that sties are warm and well ventilated. Supply
sows liberally with grain. Castrate young boars as early as possible. Pigs
should be highly profitable now, as feed is cheap, and pork very dear.

Sheep.—Merino and fine cross ewes, if they have been mated early, will

lamb from now on. Those in lamb to the larger British breeds of rams will

give a certain anuiunt of trouble in lambing, and anticipating tlie extreme
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value of meat and wool close attention should be given morning and evening
to save every lamb possible, and any ewes that may be east. If the ewes are
vvell-wooUed sorts, they will need ervtcliiiig for Hy. at the same time clear
wool from around teats, and away from the eyes also. If the ewes are
attentive mothers any Iambs that are found dead after these precautions, apart
from weather conditions, foxes, &c., are .iust as well gone. Give purgative
drenches at first sight of ewes appearing ill in any way. Give warm salad
oil to any lambs that are dull in appearance. Ewes after difficult parturition
or retention of after-birth can often be saved by flushing out with J oz. Lysol to

3 pints warm water. Reserve fresh pasture, or better still, sow a mixed green
crop to turn ewes into later on, hut not while carrying the lambs, this is too often
injurious. On line inoruinjjs when attending; ewes, if feed is plentiful and ewes
strong castrate as many ram lambs as possible, they are easily caught when two
or three days old. Place them between the feet on the ground, no holder is

necessary. In districts where conditions make second dipping a necessity, see
that it is done before tlic wcatlicr becomes too un.settled.

Poultry.—Do not feed maize this month—soft food aids moult; add a
teaspoonful of linseed to e;ich bird's ration once daily. The more exercise the
liens get the better they moult. Remove nil m-ile birds from pens. .Add to

drinking water one packet Epsom salts to twenty birds. Keep a sharp look out
for chicken pox. Forward pullets should now be in their winter quarters, with
plenty of scratching litter, and fed liberally—including ration of animal food.
Grit shell and charcoal should always be available.

CULTIVATION.

F,4RM.—Dig potatoes as they mature. Cart out and spread stable manure.
Finish preparation of land for main cereal crops. Sow Chou Moellier seed in

beds for transplanting. Sow the following mixture per acre for green feed
during the winter months for the dairy herd:—IJ bushels, Oats; J bushel,
Cape Barley; J bushel, Tick Beans; | bushel, Vetches. Sow Giant Drum-
head Cabbage for transplanting (1 lb. sufficient for 1 acre, in rows .^ feet

apart) ; provided the soil is in good frialile condition, plants from seed sown
last month should be planted out. Sow wheat and oats according to locality;

also rape for winter feed or green manuring. Prepare clean seed-bed for

lucerne; and sow Hunter River, Arabian, or Peruvian seed, free from dodder,
in drills 7 inches apart and at the rate of 12-16 lbs. of seed per aero. * Sow
permanent pastures with grasses and clovers.

Orchard.—Prepare land for planting; plough deeply and sub-soil. Plant
legumes for green manure. Plant out strawberries. Clean up Codlin Moth
from trees as soon as all fruit is gathered.

Flower Garden.—Plant out evergreen shrubs, trees, and Australian pl'nts,

divisions of herbaceous plants, seedlings. Layers, and rooted cuttings. Feed
chr3'santhemums with licjuid manure weekly until flowers begin to open. Pre-
pare land for future plantings of roses and shrubs.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant out seedlings from the seed beds. Dig all vacant
spaces roughly. Sow onions for early crop; also peas and broad beans. Clean
out asparagus beds wherever the seeds are ripening.

Vineyard.—Consideration must be given to manuring; early application is

strongly urged. Peas, &c., for green manuring should be sown as soon as pos-

sible.

Cellars.—Cleanliness is emphatically- urged. Carefully remove all fer-

mentable refuse—skins, lees, skimmings, &c. Such odds and ends favour
multiplication of Vinegar Flies (DrosopMla funeiris). If present destroy

these with formalin or insecticide powders. A little bisulphite or sul-

phurous acid in washing water is recommended; also free use of lime on
floors, &c.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst ail breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1.000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.

;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1.500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include-

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's ,, 10548 „
6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 ,, ,, 9155 ,,

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Graded Seed Wheat
1917 DISTRIBUTION

Select Bred Graded Seed of the following varieties

of Wheat is now available for distribution

College Eclipse
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Executors & Agency Company of Australasia, Ltd.

DIRECTORS •
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EDWARD FITZGERALD. E.Q.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE. E«i.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. Emq. DAVID HUNTER. Km,.
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!
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journ.i] is i^'itied monthly, and deah with all phases of up-to-date asricultnre. The
subscription, wliich is payable in advance, ami includes postage, is 3s. per annum for the Common-
wealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the Unitr ,1 Kinadom and foreign countries. Sinslc copy. :'.d.

New volume commeuces with the January nunilitr of each year.

A limited number of the issues comprisin^i Volumes III. (1905), 8 jiarts, exclusive of Fel)ruary,

March, -Ipril, and May, out of print ; IV. (101)6), 10 parts, exclusive of parts 7 and 9 (Julv and
September), out of print ; V. (1907), and VI. (11)08), 12 parts each : VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive

of Parts 2 and 10 (February ami October), out of print : and VIII. (19101, 12 parts, are at present

in stock, and will be supplie I .-Lt tlie ftjre^oiii: rates. The p-arts forminq the current volume may
also be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), X. (1912), and XI.
(1913) are at present available. Price, 53. per volume. Postage: C, SJd. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.

;

B. & F., 29. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 190S. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2 coloured plates. Cloth'

3s. 6d.; paper, 2s. 6d. Postoje ; C, cloth 21d., paper 2d. ; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. At'.',

cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr. Cooke. £1 Is. Postage: C. 5d. ; N.Z., lOd. ; B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d. Pottage, li.

MILK CHARTS (.Monthly and Weekly), 6d. per dozen, post free. When ordering, dairy farmers should

mention " ."Moutlily " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, (iovernment Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA. 2s. M. Postage : C, Ud.

,

N.Z., 5d.; B. * F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., Ills. Postage : C, 2d.

B'l C French, F.E.S., Grn-ernment Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., H., III., IV., V, 29. 6d

and III., C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d.,_eaeh. Parts 11. and IV
8d. each. Part V., C, Id N.Z., 4d. : B.& i\. 7d.

N.Z.,8d. ; B. & F., Is. 4d.

each. Postage ' Parts I.

l.Ul. ; N.Z., 4d.; B. A F.,

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes, must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

PAMPHLETS New Series
ObtaiDable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T.A.J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmoiy.

S. CIDER MAKING. J.Kuif,ht.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pescott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS. A. S. Renuon. O.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A.J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. 0. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLEMENT. H. T. Easttrhy.

\i. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cajnfron. D.V.Sc. .tl M.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T.A.J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY, li. T. .Arrh.r.

17 GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1911-12. W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Se.

is! REPORT ON FIRST EGG-LAYING COMPETITION AT BURNLEY, 1911-12. H. F. Hawkins.

19 LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Vtimeron and others.

20 NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E.Meekiivj.

21 GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1912-13. W. A. N. Robertson, B.V..Sc.

22 WHEAT ANO ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. V. lUchanhnn, .l/.-l.. B.Se.

23 HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J.O. Tamer.
24' GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1913-14. (T. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc

25 SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, &C. A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27 SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Teinjile A. J. Smtlli.

20 THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Beuhne.

30 GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1914-15. W. A. N. Robertson. B.KSc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk Production, Sulphiting,

Some Vinta-e Considerations, Spring Frosts, Cut Worms, Insect Pests of the Pot.ato.
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THE WATERLOO BOY
12 H.P. at Draw Bar—equals 8 horses.

24 B.H.P. at Belt— vVorks on Kerosene.

Successfully working all over the world. The fact that these

high-grade Tractors are at work in England—the home of good

machinery—^is proof that this is an uncommonly good Tractor.

Does any kind of farm and hauling work, and when your own Is done

it will earn money for you by doing your neighbour's.

Drives any machinery, anywhere, that needs up to 24 B.H.P.
Very simple. Easy to operate. Needs no expert attention. Only

needs a driver— it is a one man machine.

Government experts, after careful calculations, estimate that on the

average a horse lives 90,000 hours, but only works 10,000 hours; so for

every 9 hours you feed your horse, he gives you only I hour's work.

The Waterloo only uses oil while it is at work, so get one, and save

the money you are losing now.

A Tractor is not a luxury. it saves and makes money for you.

The Waterloo has the three Tractor essentials

—

Simple Engine—Powerful Pull—Low Up-Keep.

Better and cheaper than most Tractors of same power. Ask for

price, and please say you saw this advertisement.

MITCHELL & CO. ^Jim
Office and Factory :

West Footscray, Melbourne.

Show Room :

596 Bourke St., Melbourne.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

COCKERELS and PULLETS

May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna

Farm for delivery from March, 1917.

Prices, £1 Is. and 10s. 6d. each.

Wyuna White Leghorns (Wyuna Special Mating

for Prolific Layers)

„ „ „ (Subiaco No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh and Swift x Moritz)

„ „ „ (Waldon x Moritz)

Note.—The Mother of W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915).

which established the world's record ol 1,699 eggs, was hatched (rom eggs

obtained from the Wyuna Poultry Yards. This pen realized £75

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany order, which should

be addressed to

Manager, Government Farm, WYUNA

By Authority : Albert J. Mcllett, Government Trinter, Melbourne.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL
^ ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder,
and put up (or ready mixmg and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz..

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

" POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "oil MEAL"
MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kmds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and
a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footscray 364



VICTORIAN fi^i"i>'ti RAILWAYS.

r-^=z£lQ:=

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA
^DG=

•=SUMMER^=
EXCURSIONS

The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 1 5th November till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE WEEK
TICKETS

covering Transport and Accommoda-
tion, issued on Mondays by the 6.15

a.m. tram, and on Fridays by the

4 p.m. Express train.

First Class - - £5 12 6
At the Government Chalet.

Second Class - £4/12/6
At " The Bungalow."

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor

from Bright may do so. weather permitting.

on payment at Bright of 5- extra.

SPECIAL INCLUSIVE
WEEK

EXCURSION TICKETS
atl including Accommodation. &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail. Coach '^nc;. Uv... 7 days. £3

WARBURTON
Rail. Coach Drives, &c. , 7 days, £3 5/-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

-^.^

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel QuiJes FREE on applkatk

Telephone Nos. 28S8
and 2899 Central.

GEO. H. SUTTON,
Secretary for Railways,



Vol. XV. INCREASING PRIMARY PRODUCTION. Part 4.
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PLOUGH.

4

A

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription Victoria, Interstate, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/-.)



WALLABY GRASS

WHERE RYE GRASS. COCKSFOOT AND CLOVERS WILL NOT GROW or will only stand
for a few years Wallaby makes a splendid pasture; it is invaluable for poor class country
and where a permanent pasture made up of Rye Grass, Cocksfoot and Clovers would
stand, is not recommended. It is best sown in mixtures with the aforementioned grasses
and clovers, or with Yorkshire Fog, being very slow to develop.

Yields a large amount of succulent pasture, but requires to be kept well grazed, other-
wise the plants become woody; this lai.t condition is a boon and no detriment to the plant.

Shelled

Strawberry Clover
Most valuable Clover for

damp, marshy land. The
shelled seed we offer Is of

sirong growth, true to name

and type, and of strong

germination.

Hunter River

Lucerne
Sow BRUNNING'S re-

machine, dressed Dodder free.

Broad-leaved. HUNTER
RIVER LUCERNE.
No belter quality obtainable,

has stood the test ol time.

RYEGRASS. COCKSFOOT, PHALARIS. PASPALUM. RIB, TIMOTHY, PRAIRIE,

ESSEX RAPE, MUSTARD, COWGRASS, RED, ALSIKE, WHITE, BERSEEM AND
STRAWBERRY CLOVERS.

Samples and Quotations Post Free on application.

VICTORIA SEED WAREHOUSE, 64 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE
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The Story of the Lamp

English Bull's Eye Lamp of 1750

Attempts were made in the mid-seven-
teenth century to better the lighting
qualities of lamps, but the improvements
were entirely superficial. Bull's eye glasses
on either side of the wick were introduced
about 1750. They hrij;htened the light to
a certain extent but the flickering, smoking
wick was still in evidence.

A clear, steady light is best obtained with

Laurel Kerosene
The soft while light

It neither smokes nor smells and is free

from sediment. Laurel Kerosene burns
evenly to the last thimbleful and is the most
economical kerosene in actual use.

Laurel is our new trade mark name for

the hijihest quality American Kerosene
ever sold in Australasia and replaces our
old brand. White Rose.

Insist on Laurel

Vacuum Oil Company Pty. Ltd.
Throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand
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The New Combination Tool

It comprises-
A Strong^ and Powerful Vise, opening
Ij inches. Jaws are 4 iinhes wide, ;iii<l have re-

movable steel facini.''.

A Cutting Hardiei for ciitting^ wire or steel

bars.

A Solid Steel Pipe Vise that takes pipe up
to \\ iii'li.

A Drill Press which can easily be run from 50
to l.'inii rt\ohitions per minute by placing the
hand!-' ill 'Ii'' 'liffi'i-ent spindlts.

Two Hig^h Grade Twist Drills.
A Good Substantial Anvil, wliii h can be
rem<'\ed when deisired fur tlir Drill I'rfss Bracket.

A Corundum Grinding Wheel* complete

The

STEWART
HANDY WORKER

For

Home, Farm,
Store, or Garage

with attachment ready to screw into top spindle. It

will operate at anv speed from .50 to l.i^Wper mirmte

The price is bat £4 5s> complete. Send your
address and we'll post by return mail an illustrated

book fully describing the STEWART Handy Worker.

AJS^PITersoiVl)
V'^ Proorietarv Ltd

Collins Street, Melbourne, Vic.

Bathurst St., Sydney, N. S.W.

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27J years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first live years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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Orchardists and Farmers

Keep pace with the tLnes

and use

Billabong Patent

Improved Joint

Light Steel Piping

Galvanized Sheet Steel Piping saves money

and lightens labor. Comparatively large sizes

can be handled with ease. The special feature

about "Billabong" Sheet Steel Piping is the

joint. This joint permits of rapid and easy

assembling while ensuring a water-tight jomt.

Connection is made by the simple operation

of inserting end A into B and giving a twist

so that the taper key pieces shall interlock.

Wrile for particulars and prices.

MAKERS of
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
SIRE—MABEL'S CHIEF (imp.).

n„ii„ Dam 8 Ferformaoc^ under ™„ j.„_ .B""»- Government HerdTestinE. 27J day.. Age.

1 . ETTIE 4th (2889) Deptmber, 1914

This Season .. 8,743 lbs. Milk.
446 lbs. Butter (4-46 teat).

2. SILVERMINE 5th (1386) February, iei6

Last Season . . 6,615 lbs. Milk.
322 lbs. Butter (6-i: test).

3. AUDREY LASSIE (82S) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season .. 7,657 lbs. Milk.
440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

o „., Dam's Performance under «« ^ .
B""«- Government Herd TaBting. "' ''"" ''^'

4. LASSIE 2nd (1136) December, 1915

Last Season .. 9,335 lbs. Milk.
6131 lbs. Butter (4-79 test).

This Season .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
47R lbs. Butter (4-91 test).

5. LASSIE (509) • January, 1916

Last Season . . 7,840 lbs. Milk.
425 lbs. Butter (5-08 test).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (6-24 test).

Apply :-C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual

400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, MarJDC, Fidelity Gaarantee, Plate

Glais, PcrsoDal Accident and Sickness,

Employers' Liability, Workmen's Compen-

sation. Public Risk. Motor Car. and Burclary.

Insupanee

Society Ltd.

D^ INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.
.voir AVAit.MU.K :. bi'lletin si.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage; Commonweahh. Id. ; New Zealand. 2^d. : British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
IVhy not send for our Prospetlus. ready nnic, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98 o Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Works- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, 5o/e Pmprklor.

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course .. Thrt

{i) One Year's Course.

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

Thf College contains modern and well equipped laboratory and ledure hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Ol the 3,913 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last seasoo; sod champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry. Poultry. Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Construction for Farmeri.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raising. Dairying,
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees £2^ >er annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Sec tary. Council of Agricultural Education.
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, oi the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloes.

Renewable Oarron
Boxes k Oil Gaps.

The only Steel
Wheel that bu
Btuod the Test.

BEWARE OP
IMITATIONS

Wbeeli Qururtied lor S jreari agalosi Breakage, Ic.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.- Irrigationists, Orchardista, Farmer*.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheall, $«'andS2'dla. 4'Tyrea. Table, flj x SJ (eet. Pole or ShalU. Weigh! 10 owt

Ordinary Block Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
Tktat Wheela art guaranlttd and wilt last for all Hnu.

HIGHER WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wafoot built to carry any weight up to !0 task

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all classes of little Wanons for Farm and Station work.
Wagons Shipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON. VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

100 lb. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence Is so ^ood as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

Cyclone Sprint Coil Fenca is made of

bctt quality wire. KaJvanited. Moiaturr does
not anrcl it Expansion and contraction caused
by chansei in temperature arr provided for by
crimpi in the honzontnl line* Once up, the
fence necdt no after straininc.

Th« crimps make tii« fence elastic

Stock rushing it arc thrown back, «nd both
stock and fence are uninjured. Tl • cross
bes, I ft apnrt make a perfect web, du^ough
which no stock can pass

Get our Cataloeu«. It tells you more about it

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
4SS SWAIM8TON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE

Seed Wheat and Seed Oat Cleaners &Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved conclusively by Practical Farmers
that graded seed is hardier in growth
:: and increases the yield per acre ::

Sticks, Strans)
k other lariSt

substances j

Small Oats,

Seeds, Drake.
aud Itroken

Grain

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

/Oats

lUarler

Chain drlvon
ImproTad Pattern for Seuon 1917

Will remove from Wheat :—Cracked and Small Grain, Oats, Wild Oats,
Barley, Crass Seeds, Sand, ChafF, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

^^^^^^^^^^^H PORT MELBOURNE ^i^^^H^^^^HHHB^H
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NuNAN's Patent Spray System
Enhance your prnfits. increase your telurns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Niinan's Patent Spray Irrigation System. Produces a
Rainfall as Steady as Nature's Own. Nunan's is the simplest method
known for soaking your ground readily and naturally. Send for full details to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King St., Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Deposit.

\^ \

CROP CTROVVN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTOrtIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB

'

Brand on ever; Sheet.

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

^-

PARSONS BROS, & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR j. Box 53.

GRAIN TO US. * G.PO. MELBOURNE.

-6b
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and
at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sol« Agcnt> for NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd.. GUSGOW.

WHEN ENOUIRINtt. PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAL.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

Company Limited
HEAD OFFICE-
LONDON.

MELBOURNE OFFICE-
COLLINS ST. W.

LIBERAL CASH ADVANCES

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow, Bark,

Stock & Station Brokers on Commission only

Butter Shipments undertaken on Owner's Account

ACENIS FOR-

COOPER'S DIP
FOR VICTORIA AND RIVERINA.

Page's Patent Wire Strainer
and Ironside's Wire Cutter

CHIEF AGENTS IN VICTORIA (or ihe

PALATINE INSURANCE COY.

THE BEST

AMMUNITION
FOR THE

SHEEPMAN
IS

PACKED IN
CASES LIKE

THIS
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SAVE YOUR CALVES
They Grow into MONEY

MARTIN'S

"NOSCOUR"
(REGISTERED)

Is the greatest boon to dairy farmers rearing poddies.

The use of "NOSCOUR" means calf raising with

the trouble left out. " NOSCOUR" is a preventa-

tive of scour trouble, and quickly cures those attacked.

"NOSCOUR" is a Gilt Edge Investment
Experience proves that calves treated at regular mter-

vals with "NOSCOUR" in their milk ration escape

the set-back of scour—they thrive and do well. A
bottle will treat from six to ten calves. Get a bottle

of "NOSCOUR" NOW, and Increase Your

Farm Profits. Time, Worry, and Money Saved.

Be euided by the experi«Dce oi welt-known Dairy Farmers. They have proved the value ol " NOSCOUR ' t

TESTIMONIALS.
No cattle man should be without "No;cout." Its

value cannot be estimated.

John J. Gardiner,
Macksville. N.S.W.

Since using "Noscour" i have not had one sick

calf, and calves look wonderfully well.

Joseph Boardman*
Myrlleville, vta Goulbutn.

"Noscour" stops scours. Enclosed please find

cheque for half a gallon.

F. T, White,
Saumarez, Armidate.

i have found " Noscour' a very effective remedy
(or scoui is calves.

V. D. Cox,
Burrundulla. Mudgce.

" .N'':?'_our" is the only cure 1 have found for scour

in calves.

H. E. Power,
BUckiown. N.S.W.

I have found " Noscour" a sure remedy for scour.

John D. Reid.

Springhurst, Victoria.

"Noscour" has been used here with very satis-

factory results.

A. Champneys, Manager,

Kameruka Estate. Bega, N.S.W.

Wp find " Noscour" a safe cure for scour in calves,

and recommend it to poddy rearers.

Star Bros.,

Bungil Park, via Wodonga. Vic.

IT COSTS LESS THAN ONE PENNY PER DOSE.

\sV your Storekeeper for 'NOSCOUR." U h*

bottle will reach you by return mail.

doesn't stock it, send 3/3 (including 9d. postage), and a

"NOSCOUR" 2/6 bottle; ' gallon, 15/-.

Agents for Victoria:

Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling and Insurance Co. Ltd.,

492-494 FLINDERS LANE. MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

Bonedust
Manufacturer

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. T<!ltphon«. 20SS

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES. SHEDS, ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents :—

IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
n YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stage"* may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD 77ie Optician

-Phone 6778 EquitaWc Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

P- To FARMERS and OTHERS.

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
^ HARDWOOD TIMBERS——^^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. —^—^—

—

Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

y'o'";!- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
'PHONES 105S1-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 O.P.O.
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n

BEFORE YOU GO TO TOWN.
T TSE Lifebuoy Soap before you journey in 'Bus, Train
^-^ or Tramcar. It will protect you from the germs
and microbes of disease, which Scientists say abound in

thicklv populated areas. Lifcbuo> Soap keeps you free

from infection and enables you to be a protection rattier

than a danger to those with whom you come iniu contact.

Lifebuoy Soap is a germicide. Scientists have tested

in the laboratory its power to destroy disease germs.

Doctors and Nurses speak for its good service in daily

use. So do wives and mothers.

MORE THAN SOAP YET COSTS NO MORE.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, SYDNEY.

^WMii/i/g^
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ILLS

Alston's New Gearless
Is the

Simplest

Windmill

Motion
ever invented

Oniy Three

working parU

Bail Bearingi

Throughout

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Cue
and Run in Oil

Oi!i 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in use

throughout

Australia

rs^NO ATTENTION REQUIRED"^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and T^ump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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SPECIAL ISSUE

Urging the utilization of the Power of the Primary-

Producer to help to Win the War by supplying the

staple foodstuffs called for by the Leaders of the

Empire.

The appeal to farmers and land-holders, which runs

through the whole of the articles, comes from England—

our England ; it comes from the hearts of the millions

who are making the supreme sacrifice ; it is made

articulate by the clarion voice of the British Prime

Minister, the Right Hon. Lloyd George, and re-echoed

in this outpost of Empire by our own Prime Minister's

stirring words, with which we are privileged to open

this issue.

3181.
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

TO THE FARMERS OF AUSTRALIA

The citizens of this fair country stand and
watch the progress of this mighty war as a crowd
watching a fire afar off. Many of their number,
hearing the faint cry for help, have plunged into
the maelstrom of death to succour human life; the
conflagration, notwithstanding that sacrifice, has
increased in vigor until to-day, eddying and swirl-
ing with blinding fury, it threatens to engulf the
whole world.

Engrossed with the fighting, and reeling under
the shock of battle, the people of the allied nations
cannot maintain their food supplies without the
assistance of the Dominions.

Upon an ample supply of food all depends. If

Germany falls, she will fall because she can no
longer feed her people. Though her legions stand
like a granite wall against the furious onslaughts
of the Allies, yet their valor will avail nothing
unless the 120 million people in the Central Empires
can be fed. And what is true of Germany is no
less true of Britain. Unless her 45 millions are
fed from overseas nothing can save her; although
she pile munitions mountain high, though the roar of
her great guns burst the heavens, though the fury of
her attacks tear large gaps in the ranks of the
enemy, unless the 45 millions in Britain are fed,
victory will glide from her nerveless hand.

Australia's duty in this great crisis is
obvious; we must make available m increasing quanti-
ties the products necessary to enable the Empire and
Its Allies to win the War. I appeal to you, the
primary producers, therefore, to stand behind your
fellows m Europe, and leave no stone unturned to see
that their pressing food requirements are forth-
coming.

Upon your answer hangs our destiny, and that of
the civilized world.

li/^-

PRIME MINISTER OF AUSTRALIA.
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FOOD PROBLEMS OF THE WORLD.
Hon. F. 11'. Uagellhorn, M.L.C.. Minister for Agriculture.

At no time in the history of the world has there been greater

anxiety in regard to the food supply than now. In belligerent countries

the making of munitions, the building of ships, and the actual fighting

on land and sea have removed more men from their ordinary vocations,

and particularly from agricultural production, than at any other time
in the world's history. N^eutral nations are but little better off in

this regard. Large profits and high wages have depleted the agricultural

districts of their manhood in most of the large food-producing countries.

Mr. William Robinson, of London, who is well known in Australia

and throughout the Empire as a very capable business man, writes to

say, " The greatest question facing the civili/ed world to-day is food
supplies. At the outbreak of war the food problem was attracting

attention, and most competent experts considered the position dangerous.

To-day no man who studies the position can regard the outlook other

than one of the utmost gravity, threatening upheavals the extent and
effect of which no man can foresee."

Austria is on the verge of starvation; her allies are but little better

off. France and England, and all neutrals are, we know, having con-

siderable difficulty in regard to food supplies generally. The cables

inform us that strict rationing has for some time been in operation in

enemy countries, and has partially begun in Allied countries.

Mr. Robinson further says :—" In North and South America, as in

all other neutral countries, the call for men, for metals, shells, ships,

chemicals, and every other munition, backed by big wages and big profits,

has drained the agricultural districts, and production has on one hand
suffered, and consumption, by reason of high wages, has increased. We
have to grow every ounce of food we cau. Every ounce Australia can
spare will be required, even though it may have to be temporarily
stored. The wheat crop of Australia, Canada, India, and the Home
country must be retained under State control, and used for the benefit

of the Empire first, and the Allies next. The same with meat and other

foods—not merely for one year, but for a series of years. The wheat
pool, or some adaptation of it, is going to live a long time. We are

in for a period of collective trading, if not actual trading, between
Governments in many of the staple products of life. We will certainly

have to see a rapid and complete change from our war policy of stimu-

lating the production of all metals everywhere, and replace it with a

policy of stimulating the production of all food everywhere. Never
was there a greater call throughout the Eni])ire for organization and
efficiency than now."

To-day there is a world shortage of food. Tlie 1916 crop of the

Northern Hemisphere showed a tremendous falling off as compared
with 1915. The shortage in the six staple foodstuffs—wheat, oats,

maize, barley, rye, and potatoes—for man and beast, amounted to no
less than 2,200,000,000 bushels. The falling off in the wheat production

last year was over 800,000,000 bushels, as compared with the 1915 crop.

If this represented the total shortage, the position would be serious

enough. We know, however, that immense quantities of food have
been destroyed on land, or have been sunk at sea.

1 2
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In the recent Rumanian campaign, millions of bushels of wheat, oats,

barley, and other foodstufFs, representing the 1916 crop, and the surplus

of the two previous crops, were destroyed to prevent the food falling

into German hands.

At sea hundreds of thousands of tons of shipping have been sent to

the bottom every month. A large portion of the tonnage represented

foodstuffs destined for European nations.

The falling off in production has been due to two things :

—

(a) A diminished acreage in Allied and neutral nations.

(6) A bad season for the Northern Hemisphere.

When we turn to the other great staple food—meat, which includes

fats—the position is no better. The Central Empires have been com-
pelled, in order to preserve their grain for human food, to slaughter

enormous numbers of cattle, sheep, and pigs, and that applies to a lesser

extent, perhaps, to the Allied coimtries.

Not only during the continuance of the war, but in all probability

for several years after hostilities have ceased, the flocks and herds

cannot be materially increased, and it will take some time for agri-

cultural activities to be restored to normal conditions.

Another important factor that is likely to reduce the world's supply

of food is the insufficient supply of artificial manures, which are abso-

lutely essential to heavy crop production. This is particularly true of

nitrates for CJermany and her Allies, and potash for Allied and neutral

countries.

Australia has been able to help in sending her troops to fight shoulder

to shoulder with the troops of Britain. "We have taken our share of

I'le financial responsibilities of the Empire, and now the call comes for

those of us who remain behind in security to do all we can to provide

the most abundant supply of foodstuffs.

The position in which the Empire and her Allies are placed must
give us in Australia very grave concern, and must compel us to ask our-

selves the question : How far can we help to supply the Empire's
needs ?

The help we have given the Empire in providing men has been
appreciated by the Mother Country as of the utmost importance, but
in all probability the growing of foodstuffs during the time referred to

will be of even greater importance than the supplying of troops. The
Empire's requirements in this regard gives Australian producers a great
opjjortunity for highly profitable agricultural expansion.

In regard to wheat, this season and its predecessor, have seen Aus-
tralia secure two record crops, despite the considerable difficulties with
which the Australian farmers have had to contend.

When we consider the question of live stock, the position is much less

satisfactory. While Germany, the Argentine, and many other countries

have enormously increased the number of their live stock during the

last twenty years, that of Australia has not only not increased, but
to-day the number is considerably less than twenty years ago. We find

that in 1894 we had twelve and a quarter million cattle, and one hundred
and six and a quarter million of sheep, while just prior to the last

drought we had 11,000,000 cattle and 82,000,000 sheep, and the number
to-day, both of cattle and sheep, is much less than in 1914.
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"We are not only called upon then to increase our production of

wheat, but to take tlie most effective steps to increase the number of our

flocks and herds.

In this huge continent of Australia, much of it so eminently suited

for the breeding of cattle, we find that the number to-day is lower tlian

that of the British Isles. "We have about 10,000,000—they have upwards
of 12,000,000.

Two important factors that will fiiable us to increase the stock-

carrying capacity of Australia are the conservation of water, and the

conservation of fodder. "When it is remembered that both sheep and
cattle are to-day worth nearly three times their ordinary value it goes

without saying that over large parts of the Continent it will pay
handsomely to conserve both water and fodder.

Even with the utmost efforts we can make, it will be impossible to

rapidly increase the number of our sheep, and it will take still longer

to materially increase the number of cattle. However, while this in-

crease is proceeding, much can be done in rapidly increasing the supply
of both pigs and poultry.

In the limited space allowed for an article, it is not Possible to

indicate the steps which might be taken to increase, at once, the food

supplies produced in Australia. Some of the means are obvious, and

are already being put into operation ; others require the careful con-

sideration of the most expert men we have available. But speaking

generally, it might be said that the amount of meat consumed in Aus-

tralia might be considerably reduced, and the reduction would, according

to the best medical opinion, be a distinct advantage, both from a dietetic

standpoint, as well as from the point of view of public health. A
lessened consumption of 20 per cent, would mean much to the more
rapid increase of our flocks and herds. The partial substitution of

pork and poultry for beef and mutton would be another factor.

The consumption of meat per head of population in Australia is

225 lbs., as compared -n-ith 100 lbs. for Germany and Great Britain.

If we could reduce this consumption by 15 per cent., and by a further

15 per cent, by the substitution of pork and poultry for mutton and beef,

the saving would be enormous.

Assuming eight sheep to be equal \<> one head of cattle, it would

mean that an equivalent of 6,000,000 sheep would be saved from

home consumption. But it may be safely predicted that, with proper

organization, the supply of food-stuffs, now so urgently required

throughout the world, can be materially increased in Australia. "We

have the land, the climate, and our people have the necessary energy and

experience to help Australia and the Empire in this direction.

The financial needs of Australia demand that agricultural produc-

tion shall be brought to its fullest fruition, and we can best serve Aus-

tralia and the Empire by bending our whole energies as a people to

accomplish this work.

It must be abundantly evident to all thoughtful people in Australia

that our material prosperity almost entirely rests on the success of

primary production. This foundation, when satisfactorily and per-

manently laid, will enable the superstructure of a permanently prosperous

and progressive State to be built.
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THE GERMAN CHALLENGE TO BRITISH AGRICULTURE.

What will be the Response ?

A. E. V. Bichardson, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural Superintendent.

German agriculture has made extraordinary progress during the

past 25 years, the net result of which has been to make the

German Empire nearly self-supporting as regards toed supplies during
the present war.

Had it not been for the enormous increase in agricultural production,

which was a natural development of the economic policy of the country
and the organization of its agricultural forces, the German Em,pire would
have exhausted its food resources long before the end of the second year

of the war, and would have been compelled to sue for peace.

Germany has brought all the resources of science and organization
to bear on her agricultural problems, and on an ai-ea two and a half

times the size of Victoria, or two-thirds the size of New South Wales,
has siicceeded in feeding a population of 68,000,000. Germany's agri-

cultural development has been so remarkable that we would do well to

examine it, endeavour to determine the factors responsible for it, and
see whether organized British effort cannot surpass it.

I.—THE RENAISSANCE OF GERMAN AGRICULTURE.

It is generally supposed that the British farmer is unexcelled in his

craft, and that British farming :s the best in the world. If we judge
the success of a system of farming by its capacity to produce high
average yields of all classes of crops, and produce the best types of live-

stock, it must be admitted that the British farmer holds a high rank
among the farmers of the world. But if we judge British farming on

the basis of the aggregate volume of output per unit of area, it must be
confessed that it compares unfavorably with that of German)'.

In an excellent article on " The recent development of German
Agriculture," T. H. Middleton, Assistant Secretary of the British

Board of Agriculture, brings out this point very strikingly. He shows
that on each 100 acres of cultivated laud

—

" (1) The British farmer feeds 45 to 50 persons, Avhilst the

German farmer feeds from 70 to 75 persons.

(2) The British farmer grows 15 tons of corn, whilst the

German farmer grows 33 tons.

(3) Thfi British farmer grows 11 tons of potatoes whilst the

German farmer grows 55 tons.

(4) Thfe' British farmer produces 4 tons of meat whilst the

German farmer produces 4J tons.

(5) The British farmer produces 17-i tons of milk, the German
farmer 28 tons.

(6) The British farmer produces a negligible quantity of sugar,

whilst the German farmer produces 2f tons."
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This is a most striking method of comparing the results achieved by
the Uritisli and German farmers. The success of the German farmer
seems so astonishing and incredible that one naturally asks for further
details. These will be gradually unfolded, and it would be well to

ponder over them deeply so that the lessons they convey may sink in.

Crop Production.

First let us compare the agricultural production of Germany and
Great Britain in 1S8S and 1913, and find what changes have taken place

during the twenty-five years.

Consider first the crop products. 'i':il)le I. shows the production of

cereals and potatoes in Great Britain and Germany in 18SS and 1913.

Table 1.

Sliowing production of cereals and ])otatoes in Great Britain and
Germany in 1888" and 1913.*

Wheat. Oats. Harli-y. Eye. Potatoes.

Millions of Bu.shcls.

Great Britain in I8.SS
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF COMPARATIVE PROGRESS

IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION DURING PAST TWENTY=

FIVE YEARS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND GERMANY.

I. GREAT BRITAIN.

1888. 1913.

Decrease, 24 per cent. a
Wheat, 76,000,000 bushels. Wheat. 58,000,000 bushels.

Increase, 12 per cent.

Oats, 151,000,000 bushels. Oats, 180,000,000 bushels.

Decrease, 6 per cent.

Barley, 70,000,000 bushels. Barley, 6S,000,000 bushels.

n Decrease, 86 per cent. [-1

Rye, 14,000,000 bushels. Rye, 2,000,000 bushels.

Increase, 20 per cent.

Potatoes, 228,000,000 bushels. Potatoes, 283,000,000 bushels.
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1888.

II. GERMANY.

Increase, 6G per cent

1913.

Wheat, 103,000,000 bushels. Wheat, 171,000,0110 bushels.

Increase, 175 per cent.

Oats, 2 Ci, 0(10,000 bushels. Oats, 669,000,000 bu.shels.

K^^l Increase, 73 per cent.

Barley, 97,000,000 bushels. Barley, 168,000,000 bushels.

Increase, 84 per cent.

Rye, 262,000,000 bushels. Rye, 481,000,000 bushels.
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF COMPARATIVE PROGRESS

IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY DURING PAST TWENTY=FIVE

YEARS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND GERMANY.

I. GREAT BRITAIN.

1888. 1913.

Cattle, 10,270,000. Cattle, 11,914,000.

Increase, 16 per cent.

Increase, 3 pei cent.

Horses, 1,940,000. Horses, 1,999,000.

No increase.

Sheep, 28,940,000. Sheep, 28,967,000.

WZ3 Increase, 6 per cent.

Pigs. 3,820,000. Pigs, 4,055,000.
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II. GERMANY.
1913.

I'lg-, ."..s-Ju.oOO. Pigs, 2-2,100, (KHi.
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Table II.

Showing number of live stock in Great Britain and Germany in

1888 and 1013.*

Cattle. Pigs. Sheep.

(In
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Table III.

Comparison of average yield per acre of corn, potatoes, and hay in

England and Wales and Germany, over a period of 25 years.
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years, namely, 1879 to 1893, the yield per acre remained practically

stationary and only increased by 1.2 bushels. During the last twenty
years, however, the yield jumped from 24.4 bushels to 35.6 bnsbels per
acre, an increase of 11.2 bushels, or approximately ten times the average
increase for the first fifteen years. Similarly with regard to the potata

yield.s (page 20S) during the first fifteoi years of the period the average
yield per acre increased from 3.05 to 3.48 tons. During the last twenty
years the yield increased from 3.48 to 5.46 tons per acre—an increase

.of 1.96 tons, or a percentage increase of 58 per cent.

GRAPH SHOWING COMPOSITE AVLRACE YIELD PER ACRE OF WHEAT BARLEY OATS & RYE
INCtRMANV IN QUINQUENNIAL PERIODS FOR PAST 35 YEARS

The graphs show the increases in yield of various crops per acre.

Another interesting example of the technical improvements effected in

German agricidture is afforded by considering the improvements made
in the quality of the crops. Take, as an example, sugar beet. In the
days of Napoleon, who established the beet industry, the beet root

contained only 7 per cent, of sugar. By continuous selection the sugar
content of beets has been raised to at least 18 per cent, of sugar.
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In 1876 it was necessary to treat 11.62 tons of beet roots to obtain
1 ton of sugar ; at the present time the sugar content of the beets has
iinjjroved to such an extent that less than 6 tons of beefs will give a
ton of sugar.

The following table illustrates this point forcibly:—
Table IV.

Showing total weight of sugar produced in Germany, and weight of

beet necessary to produce 1 ton of sugar for consecutive quinquennial
periods.

Year.
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education, and the widespread diffusion of technical agricultural know-
ledge among the Gennan agrarian class.

Man^carrying Power Compared.

Before considering these developments, let us consider one final

proof of the efficiency of German agriculture. The ultimate criterion

of the efficiency of a nation's agriculture is the population it can sup-

port on a unit area. In 1888 the population of Germany was esti-

mated at 48,000,000. In 1913 the ,population had increased to

67,000,000. In spite of this enormous increase there was no falling

off in the percentage of foodstuffs raised within the Empire.
From 1910 to 1913, 97 per cent of the oats, 100 per cent, of the

rye, 98.6 per cent, of the potatoes used in Germany were produced

GRAPH SHOWING AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE OF POTATOES IN GERMANY

IN QUINQUENNIAL PERIODS FOR PAST 35YEARS

within the Empire. Only in wheat was her production short of home
requirements—68 per cent, of the total required being produced at

home.
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The Gennaii farmer has been able to feed 70 to 75 .persons for each
100 acre-s of cultivated land, whilst the 15rit'sh farmer has only been
able to feed 45 to 50 persons ou the same area.

We have shown the increases in German agricultural production
in terms of man-carrying caipacity. Let us finally consider the cash

value of the increased production.

Whilst British crop production has actually declined during the

past 25 years, that of Germany has ineroascd by £120,000,000 sterling.

Again, in 1914, the live stock of Germany was valued at

£660,000,000, an increase of £340,000,000 since the 1892 census.

The value of the live stock of Great Britain, calculated on the same
price basis, was, in 1914, £350,000,000. That is to say, the increase

in live stock in Germany for 22 years was equal to the value of the

whole of the live stock of Great Britain,.

Von Schwerin Lowitz,* estimates that the ainiuul value of Ger-
many's agricultural produce approximates £700,000,000, made up
principally of corn £140,000,000, meat £200,000,000, milk

£137,500,000, potatoes and sugar beet £80,000,000, the balance being

made up of fruit, vegetables, oil, and fibre crops, viticulture, and
poultry .products.

According to Steinmanii-Bucher, '" the gross value of goods mauti-

factured in Germany in 1905 was £1,800,000,000. The net value of

these manufactured goods, i.e., the value of the finished goods, without

counting articles two or three times over in various stages of manu
facture, would not exceed £700,000,000." Considered therefore from
the point of view of the value of the produce, German agriculture has

been able to maintain a position of equal inqiortance with that of

the tremendously increased manufacturing industries.

IL—FACTORS UNDERLYING GERMANY'S AGRICULTURAL
RENAISSANCE.

Apart from her economic policy, which has been systematically

directed to produce sufficient foodstuffs within her own territory to feed

her rapidly increasing population, Germany's progress may be attri-

buted to

—

(1) The systematic organization of agricultural education.

(2) The improvement effected in the technical methods of the

farming community.

(3) The widespread adoption of co-operation and organized

credit.

In a calm and passionless review of Germany's Food supply: Can
it Last, Professor Eltzbacher's Committee of Scientists concluded as

follows ;
—

" We shall hold out. That we can do so is thanks to our agri-

culture. In the last ten years, under the powerful protection of

Governments whose clear foresight recognised the danger of Germany
developing into a one-sided industrial country, and through the

vigorous action of distinguished men, agriculture has made a tremen-

dous advance, both to its own profit and with the gratifying result

that we are able in case of need to feed 68,000,000 people on a terri-

tory of little more than 125,000,000 acres of land without contribu-

tions from abroad."!

• Deulschland nnter Kaisef WUhelm II. — t Oernany's Food Su/pply—Con it Last !—page 232.
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Agricultural Education.

Germany's exteaordiuary progress iu agriculture is in no small

measure due to the effectiveness of the machinery she has provided
for diffusing and disseminating a knowledge of agricultural principles

and methods throughout the community.

Professor Von Rumken, of Berlin, summarizes the German view of

agricultural education in this way, " The great progress that agri-

culture has achieved in Germany during the last quarter of a century
is the result of union of practice with science, and proves that money
S|pent on research and on education iu every class brings in a high
rate of interest, and is compensated for by increase in land taxes and
of revenue from State railways."

Prussia proceeded to organize her sy.stem of agricultural education;
in a characteristic fashion. The first steip was to set up several De-
partments of Agriculture of university rank, and provide them with
funds for a systematic study of methods and principles underlying
agricultural practice. Agricultural colleges were also established.

Three agricultural colleges and four Departments of Agriculture of

university rank have been established to (1) study principles and
methods, (2) carry out :cesearch work in agriculture, and (3) train

students. ISTo less than 65,000 students passed through these

institutions up to 1910. What influence these educated agri-

culturists had on farming practice cannot be demonstrated by
statistics, but it is certain that the agricultural progress made during
the past 25 years is in no small measure due to the leavening of

the agricultural population by these trained men and the improved
technical methods brought by these men to the various districts.

When suflicient progress had been made with the study of prin-

ciples and methods at the colleges and universities, and a sufficiency

of trained men were available, Prussia set out to establish leadership

amongst the farmers, and to provide for agricultural education
in the elementary schools. Short courses of instruction were
mapped out for farmers. These proved very popular, and over 36,000
attended in 1911. One hundred and eighty .peripatetic instructors and
official agricultural lecturers were em])loyed to visit farmers at their

homes and advise on farming problems.

Finally, Prussia established an official Chamber of Agriculture for

each .province. There was an official chamber in each Prussian ]jro-

vince, with the German Agricultural Council acting as a central official

chamber for the Empire.

According to a Prussian Law of 3((tli June, 1891, the chambers had
the following tasks set them :

—
1. To take account of everything that affects the interests of

agriculture and forestry in their respective districts.

2. To help foi-ward the technical development of agriculture.

3. To assist the adm:uistrative bodies by submitting informa-

tion and advice on all questions relating to agriculture and
forestry.

4. To assist in management and settlement of prices in the

produce exchanges and markets.
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In 1910 the income of the chamber was over a quarter of a mil-

lion sterling, of which £160,000 represented a State subsidy, the

balance being raised from farmers by taxation. With these sums the

chamber assisted the State in carrying out its educational policy, and
in heJiping forward the technical development of German agriculture.

The importance of the duties of the German Agricultural Council

has greatly increased. The Kaiser has personally attended tlie meet-

ing of the Council, and the Council has been handed important duties

by the Imperial Administration.

The duty of dealing with political matters in the interests of far-

mers and of carrying on the political battle rests with the Association

of Agriculturists (Bund der Landwirte). This Association was formed
in 1893, and was a pressing necessity in order to rouse up the German
farmers, who by nature are very inert as regards political matters, and
to stir them up to a strenuous fight for those interests which had long

been neglected and were threatened afresh.*

Technical Advances in German Agriculture.

The eminent position occupied by German agriculture to-dav is

largely due to the technical advances made in the cultivation of the

soil, the feeding of stock, and the improvement effected in crops and
stock.

The teachings of Liebig, the great German Agricultural Chemist,
who first suggested the manufacture of superphosphate from bones,

and established the importance of the mineral elements of plant food,

became not only part of the agricultural education given at the colleges,

but became part of the general knowledge enjoyed by educated far-

mers. iHis teachings formed a solid basis for scientific treatment and
fertilization of the soil.

By carrying out Liebig's teachings to their logical conclusion, and
using liberal quantities of potash salts, and phosphates, poor soils were
raised to the rank of good soils, and good soils were made extremely
fertile.

Germany, more than any other country in the world, appreciates
the value of artificial manures. In 1890, 1,600,000 tons of artificial

fertilizers were used. In 1912, with practically the same area under
crop, no less than 7,000,000 tons were used.

The classic experiments of Lawes and Gilbert, at Rothamsted, ex-

tending over 70 years, demonstrate that high yields per acre can
only be maintained by liberal applications of artificial fertilizers. The
results of these tests have been summarized in neary every British
text-book on agriculture, and make the basis of most discussions on
artificial fertilizers.

It will doubtless come as a surprise to many to learn that the aver-
age amount of nitrogenous manure, expressed as sulphate of ammonia,
used in r)ritain is less than 10 lbs. per acre. Similarly, barely 60 lbs.

of phosphates, and less than 16 lbs. of potash, are used per acre. The
following table summarizes the average amount of fertilizers, calculated

• Von Schworin LSwitz, Deutsckian-i unUr Kaiser TVilhe!m IT.
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in terms of sulphate of ammouia, superphosphate and kainit, used in

Great Britain and Germany per acre of cultivated land:—

Per acre of cultivated laud

Fertilizer.

Nitrogenous Manures, expressed as Sulphate of Ammonia .

Phosphatic Manures, „ ,, Superphosphate
Potasaio Manures, „ „ Kainit .

.

. . ' ' 1

4

It will be seen that the German farmer uses on an average twice

as much nitrogen, one-third more phosphoric acid, and five times as

much potash as the British farmer.

Germany has a great deal of light, sandy land to maintain in good
condition, and this no doubt accounts for the comparatively large

quantities of potash used.

The chief factors leading to the enormous increase in consumption of

artificial manures in Germany have been the exact investigations at the

experiment stations which established the uses and limitations of each

fertilizer, and the information supplied by these institutions in the

form of bulletins, leaflets, &c.

Large areas of poor sandy lands have been reclaimed and made
wonderfully rich by growing lupins and other leguminous plants, and
fertilizing them liberally with phosphates and potash. The crops

were ploughed in and the soil rapidly brought into a condition for

growing heavy crops of rye and potatoes.

Tracts of low-lying moor land, which are very rich in nitrogen, but

incapable of supporting plant growth owing to defective soil aeration,

were drained, covered with sand, limed, and liberally manured with

potasn and phosphates. These moors then produced fodder crops and
root crops equal to the best arable land in Germany.

The most remarkable achievements of all were those obtained in the

improvement of 2>lants and animals by the adoption of systems of breed-

ing which aims at a definite end. New varieties of rye, barley, oats,

wheat, potatoes, and sugar beet were produced, which increased the

yield of crops by 40-50 per cent, compared with the old sorts.

The case of sugar beet has already been dealt with. Thus in 1876

it was necessary to produce 11.62 tons of beet to obtain a ton of sugar.

In 1912 the beets had been improved to such an extent that less than
6 tons of beets were needed to produce a ton of sugar.

In addition, the Agricultural Engineer kept pace with the Agricul-

tural Scientist, and supplied the farmer with up-to-date ploughs, seed-

drills, binders, tractors, all of which helped the farmer to be less and
less dependent on labour.

The aim of the educational policy was to impart to the farmer a

better scientific understanding of the laws of nature, so that he would
know the ideal conditions of soil for the best growth of each type of

farm crop, and endeavour to realize these conditions in practice.

Germany established several important industries in direct associa-

tion with her agriculture, and these have a considerable influence on
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agricultui-al development. The chief of these industries are brewing,
distilling, sugar beet, potato drying, and potato starch industries.

Besides establishing a good local market for agricultural produce,
these industries support a considerable rural population which provides

the agriculturist with labour at busy seasons.
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1868 1878 1888 1898 1308 1312
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CHEMICAL StL"" '• PHYSIOLOGICAL SELECTION

GRAPH Showing improvements effected in sugar content of beets.

Organized Co-operation and Credit.

In no other department of German agriculture has the feeling of

fellowship among the German farmers shown itself more than in the
astonishing developments of the system of co-operation. It is diffi-

cult to say which has done more for German agriculture during the
past ten years—the technical advances in agricultural methods, or the
development of the co-operative system. It is probably correct to say
that on large farms the improvements have been due to better methods
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of farming, on the small farms the chief influence in improvement is

due to co-operation—for it is through co-operation that the advantages

of farming ou a large scale are made possible to the small farmers.

The more important of these advantages are

—

1. The regulated purchase of raw materials, artificial manures,
feeding stuffs, seeds, implements, bags, &c., which are

necessary for farming.

2. Better prices for produce—milk, butter, eggs, fruit, grain.

3. Facilities for making use of personal credit at a cheap rate

of interest, and of putting aside small sums of money
that can be spared from carrying on the work of the farm,
with the possibility of obtaining interest.

These are the important commercial advantages reaped by the man
who farms on a large scale, and thev have been placed within the
reach of the small farmer by means of various local societies established

for buying, selli\ig, and favn\ing co operatively, and connected with
savings banks and central associations.

Two million .=inall farmers in Germany are members of co-operative

institution*

In 1910 there were 13,636 co-operative societies in Germany, with
a yearly turnover of 859,000,000 marks. In 1912 there were 26,026
societies with a turnover of 6,341,000,000 marks.

As an example of their work, Cahill states that 620,000 tons of

basic slag were bought in one year by a single German Agricultural
Society. There were 571 co-operative implement societies in Germany.
600 electric supply societies, as well as potato drying societies and dis-

tillery societies.

A few beet sugar factories are run on co-operative lines, but as the
amount of capital required for a factory is large, most of the factories

belong to joint stock companies, though the beet is grown by the mem-
bers on co-operative lines.

III.—WHAT WILL BE THE RESPONSE?
The Titanic struggle raging in Europe has brought home to the

belligerents the vital importance of agriculture to a nation. As the

war drags wearily on, it is more and more clearly recognised that agri-

culture forms a strong bulwark in a nation's defence.

Agriculture the Bulwark of a Nation's Defence.

Military valour and prodigies of military skill will not save a
nation if its population is in want of food. Germany's encircling

walls of men and steel will not save her from disaster if her agriculture

fails to supply the foodstuffs neces.sary for life. Nor can the Allies

cleave their way to final victory unless their people are properly fed.

In the early stages of the war the cry was for men ; then came an
incessant call for munitions, shells, and guns. Now the call is for

foodstuffs. A few weeks ago the Chancellor of the British Exchequer
(Mr. Bonar Law) is reported to have said that, so far as Great Bi-itain

was concerned, the British Cabinet had informed the War Office tlyit

it now regarded the production of foodstuffs at home as even more
important than the supply of more men.

Taken in conjunction with numerous administrative acts, e.g., fixing

the price of foodstuffs for the next five years, and the utterances of
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responsible statesmen on the food crisis, it foreshadows a new policy

for stininlatin": and developing Britisli ajiriculture. Such a policy will

doubtless take into account both war-time requirements and the require-

ments of peace.

Obligations on the Farmer and the State.

In war time there is an obligation on the jiart of the farmer and

an obligation on the part of the Stale. The farmer must raise the

productivity of his land to the highest jinssible pitch of development

with the capital, labour, and equipment at bis command. The State,

on its side, should give tlie farmer reasonable encouragement and, as

far as possible, organized assistance with respect to the factors es.sen-

tial for production. Lord Selborne, in an appeal for increased produc-

tion, shows the obligation resting on the farmer. " You have," said he,

" something more on your shoulders than your own business to-day.

You are no longer individual farmers making your owti fortunes or

losing them. You are the trustees on i/oiir oh7i land to do your best for

England. You have your duty quite as clear and as definite as the

captain of a cruiser or a colonel of a battalion."

Germany prepared for Armageddon on an agricultural as well as

a military basis. The State impressed on the agrarians that their

obligation to the Fatherland ivas to make Germany agriculturally self-

contained.

On the other hand, the State, by adopting an economic policy

favorable to agrarian interests, and developing a thorough and compre-
hensive system of agricultural education, fulfilled its obligation to the

farming community.
The results we have seen. Germany has surpassed Britain in crop

prndnclinn, live stock production, and in man-carrying capacity per

unit of area.

Why Agriculture in Britain Lagged Behind.

TIk' question now is whether Britain will organize and develop her
agricultural resources and re-establish the leadership in agriculture

that was once hers, l^either in respect to richness of soil, suitability

of climate, nor in individual effort is Britain inferior to Germany.
But in respect to organization of her agricultural forces and resources

she has lagged behind. She has regarded agriculture as a sort of indus-
trial step-child, with its needs subordinated to those of commerce and
industry. Germany, on the other hand, realized the danger of becom-
ing over industrial, and set to work to devise an elaborate set of

machinery—administrative, educational, and commercial—for the pur-
pose of leading, teaching, and financing her farmers and so developing
the full resources of the State.

In comparing the systems of agriculture in Britain and Germany,
the outstanding point of difference is the extent to which the plough is

used. Taking the average of all farms in the two cotintries, we find

that on the average 100-acre Briti.sh farm approximately 30 per cent,

of land is devoted to crops, and 70 per cent, is devoted to grass land.

On an average the 100-acre British farm has 70 acres devoted to grass,

20 acres sown to cereals, 7 acres to roots and legumes, IJ acres to pota-
toes, and i acre to fruit and gardens.
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On the otlier hand, the average 100-acre German farm has only 32

acres devoted to grass, and no less than 46 acres to cereals, 10^ acres

to potatoes, 9 acres to roots, sugarbects, and legumes, and 2^ acres to

orchards. In other words, in Germany over two-thirds of every farm

is kept under the plough, whilst in (Jroat Britain less than one-third

of the cultivated land is ploughed. Herein is the main reason for the

improved carrying capacity of German farms, for it is an axiom that

tilled land will generally produce from two to five times as much food

as land allowed to lie in grass.

Britain " Organize and Speed the Plough."

If agriculture, therefore, is to make headway in Britain, the first

plank must he a policy of " Speed the Plough " and immediately

increase the proportion of land sown to crops. Instead of less than

one-third of the cultivated land being under the plough, as at present,

at least one-half or two-thirds could and should be made to grow
crops. But to double the area of land ploughed each year would require

an enormous increase in the working capital and the farm labour of

the country. This capital is required (a) to purchase equipment

—

ploughs, cultivators, seeding and harvesting machinery, (b) to finance

the extra labour necessary for the work. But where are these two

fundamental requisites for the extension of arable farming to come
from? Capital is scarce, labour even scarcer, and the earnings both

of labour and capital have been higher in industrial concerns than in

agriculture. In spite of the high prices for all agricultural products in

Great Britain during the war, agricultural production has not increased.

A material extension in the arable area of Great Britain would be

possible therefore only by diverting capital from other industries. Very
few farmers have the capital necessary for a material enlargement of

their arable area. Even if a farmer could secure the financial accom-
modation necessary, and could overcome the difficulty of securing

efficient labour, he has still to consider the possibility of a bad season,

or low prices, or both.

To be successful in arable farming, especially on high-priced land,

plans must be made years ahead. Fat and lean years must be expected,

and careful crop rotations practised. If a definite State policy is

framed, and the State is willing to stand behind the farmer in lean

years, and in times of low prices, capital will be attracted to agricul-

ture, and an agricultural revival will set in. Sueh a permanent
guarantee would be secured by (1) the fixation of prices for a period

of years, or (2) by a protective tariff on foodstuffs. Either of these

methods, if made permanent, would rapidly lead to an extension of

arable farming, and attract the necessary capital for financing such

extension. The discussion of these methods cannot be given here. That
is a political problem, and lies entirely outside the scope of this article.

It may be said, however, that European countries generally impose a

protective tariff of Is. 6d. to Is. 9d. per bushel on wheat, and similar

tariffs on other agricultural products. In these countries the whole
community has been willing to pay a higher price for its food and
meat rather than let home agriculture languish from the competition

of foreign-grown products.
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The Prime Minister of Great Britain—Mr. Lloyd George—in a

recent speech, on the importance of home production, said, " There has
heen a lamentable neglect of agriculture. About 70 to 80 per cent, of

our important foodstuffs come from abroad. We must put forth every
effort to increase production this year. Farmers must increase their

outjiut immediately, otherwise we might have to choose between
diminishing our military efforts or underfeeding our population. Labour
is again partly the obstacle. Increased cultivation with the plough is

our only hope. We must cure the farmer of ' plough fright.' We
must guarantee him minimum prices for a definite period.

" The corollary of this is to secure better wages to the labourer.

Eents must not be raised because of tlie Government's guarantee, and
the Board of Agriculture must have power to enforce cultivation. We
cannot allow an injustice towards the community hy a man sitting on
land capable of producing food. We propose to fix the price of wheat
at 7s. 6d. per bushel this year, 6s. lOU. for 1918 and 1919, and 5s. 7^d.

for 1920-22. After that the guarantee will end.

" With this guarantee I hope that farmers will put their backs into

the work, and help to defeat the greatest menace that has ever

threatened our shores. I do not believe that the farmers will fail.

They need not apprehend that the State in the future will be indifferent

to the importance of their industry.

" Whitever befalls, no Government will ever again neglect agriculture.

War has taught us that the preservation of this essential industry is as

important 'a part of national defence as is the maintenance of the army
and navy."

Economic Policy and Agricultural Education.

There are two, and only two, avenues for speeding up production,

namely, increasing the area devoted to agriculture, and increasing the

efficiency of the farmer. The former brings more acres under cultiva-

tion, the latter makes for higher yields and bigger production per acre.

Both accelerate agricultural production. Increase of acreage is, as we
have seen, a matter of increased capital, labour, and equipment, and
a profitable price for agricultural products. In other words, it is

largely influenced by the economic policy adopted by a State. The
other factor, efficiency, is dependent on the knowledge, mental equip-

ment, and skill possessed by the farming community as a whole, and
can, therefore, be immensely stimulated by a sound and comprehensive
policy of agricultural education. Grermany's progress in twenty-five

years is the most striking illustration of these basic facts. If, therefore,

a State is to encourage agricultural production, it must adopt (1) a

sympathetic agrarian policy, (2) a liberal policy of agricultural educa-
tion.

Matters affecting policy cannot be discussed in this journal. It

may not, however, be out of place to express the hope that in the

economic reconstruction which will follow on the declaration of peace,

adequate measures will be framed to produce within the Empire a

larger percentage of the foodstuffs required by the Home country.
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In 1014 Great Britain importod foodstuffs to the value of

£300/100,000, made up as follows:—
^

Grain and flour .. .. .. Sn.6.'56,269

Moat .. .. .. .. G;{.2 15,059

Other food and drink . . . . 146,754,814

299,606,142

Of these the Dominions and other liriiish Possessions supplied the

following :

—

£

Grain and flour . . . . 30,075,498

Meat .. .. .. .. 10.302,752

Other food and drink .. .. 30,000,(368

83,368,918

In other words, of the total foodstuffs required by Britain, only

27^ per cent, were produced in the whole of the British Empire, and

no less than 72 J per cent, were obtained from foreign sources.

Of the total grain and flour imported, barely 5 million pounds worth,

or 5.5 ])er cent., came from Australia. Of the total meat imports, 6

million pounds worth, representing 9.0 per cent, of the total, came from

Australia. A Dominion eminently suited for the production of cereals

and meat was only able to supply the Home Country, therefore, with

11 million pounds worth of grain, flour, and meat, out of a total of

153 millions required.

The position is even worse with regard to dairy products. In 1913,

the year before the war, Great Britain imported the following pro-

ducts :

—

£

Butter .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 24,083,658

Cheese .

.

. . .

.

. . 7,035,039

Eggs . . .

.

.

.

. . 8,652,800

Bacon and hams .. .. .. 21,288,646

Of this Australia snp])lied the following:

—

„

Butter .. .. .. .. 3,210,733

Cheese .. .. .. .. 24.568

Bacon and ham . . . . . . Nil

The Dominions are eminently suited for raising all the foodstntis

required to make up any shortage in Home production. The adoption

of an economic policy whereby Britain would give a substantial prefer-

ence both to foodstuffs produced at Home and in the Dominions, as

compared with foreign-gro'ivn products, would stimulate agriculture

throughout the Empire. In return preference might he given by tjie

Dominions to articles which they cannot at present manufacture.

The Dominions are in need of settlers of the right type to fill their

vacant spaces and develop their agricnhural resources. They are in

need of capital, too, to extend railways, improve road and transport

facilities, conserve water supplies, promote irrigation and closer settle-

ment, create now agricultural industries, and develop more intensive

systems of agriculture.
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The Dominions have the land, but they require settlers and agricul-

tural labourers to work the land, and capital to provide for the above

necessary developmental works. Immigration, land settlement, and
Dominion development will be the big i"ilitical post-war problems.

Agricultural Education and Research.

To her comprehensive system cif agricultural education and
research Germany largely owes her amazing progress in agriculture.

Despite her unfavorable climate and average quality of soil, German
production—measured in terms of aggregate output per farm, or

average yield per acre—stands at the head of the agricultural countries

of the world. The aim of the scheme of education was the union of

science and practice, and perfection in technique. Germany organized

a scheme of education which provided for the—
1. Adult farmer, by the establishment of legally-constituted

Chambers of Agriculture, a Central German Agricultural

Coimcil, and by providing experimental stations, peri-

patetic instructors, and literature relating to every phase
of plant and animal husbandry.

2. The youth, by means of graduated agricultural instruction

extending from the schools to the Agricultural Colleges

and the University.

.3. For Research, by providing well equipped Agricultural Experi-

ment Stations throughout Germany, and several Depart-
ments of Agriculture at the Universities.

The objects of these institutions was to prosecute research

work, make a thorough study of methods and principles,

and train the future agricultural leaders of Germany.
Britain and her Dominions cannot afford to do less than what Ger-

many has done. Indeed, if Britain is to re-establish her leadership in

agriculture her organization in agricultural education must be even
more thorough than Germany.

Government grants for agricultural institutions in Germany have
hitherto been on a much more liberal scale than in Britain. The ex-

penditure on agricultural instruction in Prussia alone was £484,000 in

1910. The total expenditure in agricultural education in England and
Wales for the same year was £117,000.

The ultimate objective of any scheme of agricultural education should
be to increase the agricultural output of the State. • This mav be
achieved (1) by making the present generation of farmers more efficient

by diifusing among them a knowledge of the scieiTtific principles under-
lying their industry; (2) by giving the farmers of the future, i.e.. the
boys and youths of the present day a sound training in agricultural
science and practice. All progressive agricultural coimtries provide
organizations for achieving both these objectives. The agricultural
output of a State may be temporarily stimulated by tariffs, or fixing of
prices for products, bonuses, and other artificial aids; but the only way
to secure a permanent increase in output from the land is to improve
the farming methods of a country, and apply the teachings of science to

its agricultural practice.

Provision must be made for (1) tlie application of existing know-
ledge in all branches of plant and animal industry; (2) the acquirement,
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by means of experiment and researcli, of new knowledge which will form
the basis of future improvements in the practice of agriculture.

The application of science to agriculture, however, requires a body
of trained agricultural scientists; some to engage in research work and
attack new problems, others to apply existing knowledge to local problems,

and show how the adojition of correct farming methods inevitably in-

creases the output.

We require a body of trained workers to act as evangelists who will

spread the gospel of better farming methods, and transform those who
at present farm by rule of thumb into active apostles of the profitable

practices dictated by the achievement of science.

At the risk of wearying the reader, let us consider a few simple

truths, the widespread application of which in Victoria would increase

our aggregate output by at least 50-60 per cent. Among a few of the

technical improvements that might be suggested for Victorian practice

are

—

(1) The more extensive use of fertilizers in toji dressing pasture

lands, especially in the moister districts of the State.

(2) The value of more liberal applications of artificial manures
in increasing wheat, lucerne, and potato crops.

(3) The value of selection in raising the prolificacy of our farm
crops, particularly wheat, cereals, and potatoes.

(4) The adoption of crop rotations suited to the climatic condi-

tions

—

(a) The more extended use of bare-fallowing in the

drier districts.

(h) The use of forage crops fed off with sheep, to take

the place of fallow in the moister districts.

(5) The use of regular and systematic crop rotations in cereal

growing, dairy farming, and potato culture.

(6) The use of underground drainage in wet districts.

(7) The wider use of forage crops in wheat and sheep farming.

(8) Extending the area under tillage on dairy farms, to increase

the supply of forage crops and foodstuffs.

(9) The systematic feeding of dairy stock and the use of balanced
rations.

(10) The general adoption of herd testing on dairy farms to

eliminate unprofitable animals.

(11) The use of pure bred bulls, bred from animals of proved
milking capacity.

(12) The use of immature seed and sprouted seed in potato
culture.

(13) The use of lime south of the Dividing Eange and in Gipps-
land.

(14) The use of proper methods to control insect and fungoid pests

of farm crops, particularly smut and takeall in wheat,
Irish blight in potatoes, eelworm in onions, aphides, scale,

&c., in fruit.

(15) The use of the most efficient types of machinery to counter
the increasing cost of labour.

(16) The benefits to be derived from co-operative buying and
selling of all forms of produce.
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If the technical improvements which have been evolved during the
past 20 years could be put into practic* by the majority of our farmers
our aggregate production per acre would increase by at least 50-60 per
cent.

German and American experience liave definitely shown that the type
of adviser suitable for this work is one who has had a thorough training

in the application of science to agriculture. The Germans began their

scheme of agricultural education with a systematic studv of principles

and methods of farming at the Universities. It first trained the men^
and, when a supply of trained men were available, it proceeded to

organize agricultural instruction in the schools and colleges.

We also require a body of research workers to tackle problems of
immediate importance to our primary industries.

That the British Government has realized the importance of research

work in agriculture and live stock may be gathered from the operations
of the Agricultural Development Commission which was appointed under
Acts passed in 1909 and 1910 to promote agricultiire, forestry, and rural
industries.

The Board aims at

—

1. Increasing the output of agriculture by assisting the extension

of a system of scientific investigation and research.

2. Extending educational facilities to insure that the results of

the research are known and realized in practice.

Z'. To encourage the organization of co-operation.

In 1913-14 the Board spent on agriculture and rural industries

£472,793, as against £227,600 in 1912-13. The main items of expendi-

ture in 1912 were as follows:

—

£
Agricultural research (maintenance)* . . . . 46,965

Grants to Universities and Colleges for equipment and
buildings for agriculture . . . . . . 26,895

Veterinary laboratory . . . . . . . . 28,650

Live stock breeding . . . . . . . . 44,800

Cattle testing station . . . . . . . . 20,000

Forestry education .

.

.

.

. . . . 20,900

Encouragement of sugar beet . . . . . . 11,000

Encouragement of co-operation . . . . . . 6,000

The Commonwealth Government has intimated its intention of

establishing a permanent organization for scientific research in relation

to industry. Though no details as to the nature of the permanent
organization have been announced, it is probable that considerable

prominence will be given to the solving of problems associated with our
primary industries.

These efforts, showing appreciation of research and organized educa-

tional effort in agriculture, are very fine, but the unfortunate thing is

that they were made some 25 years later than Germany. Germany not

only has a long start, and has accumulated a mass of information of

extreme value to her fanners, but her progress from now on must be

much more rapid, because she has a generation of farmers who received

a technical and scientific education in agriculture in their youth.

• Journal oj Board o/ AgriciiUure. October, 1914.
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To make up for that handicap in the race for agricultiii'al supremacy,

Britain and lier Dominions must be prepared to spend large sums of

money on agricultural education and research. We do not have to look

across the Khine to seek exiuuples of good tillage and high production.

Here in Victoria we have individual instances of wheat farmers, dairy

farmers, and potato growers, whose methods of farming are on a high

plane of efficiency, but, unfortunately, such cases are rare. The majority
of our farms are cultivated with only average skill, and this is the reason

for our low average yields. The great task ahead is to lift the average
farming towards the plane of the best—to encourage the Many to do what
the Few are doing. To do this we do not even have to discover any new
knowledge; we only need to apply i)rinciples and methods that are
already well known.

But while the systematic application of present day knowledge to all

farms in the State would inevitably lead to an enonnous increase in

output, we must not imagine that the smninit of technical perfection

would then be attained.

In respect to nearly all branches of agriculture—the choice and
selection of seed—the rational use of artificial manures, the use of food-

stuffs for stock, the use of machines for economizing labour and cheapen-
ing production, the improvement in live stock, the production of new and
more prolific ty]K's of crops, the winning to agriculture of new lands

—

we are only beginning to realize the vast possibilities for improvement
that are opening up along these avenues. For the discovery and utiliza-

tion of this new knowledge a comprehensive system of research is

necessary. Agricultural education and research must therefore go hand
in hand in any progressive scheme for rural advancement, the foi-mer

applying the knowledge already won, the latter elucidating new facts

whicli will form the basis of future progress.

The German challenge for agricultural supremacy is the challenge of

organization and efficiency. It must be met by better organization and
increased efficiency.

The cla.sh of war found Britain unready—in military, industrial, and
in agricultural organization. By stupendous efforts and at great cost

military and industrial organization has been created in three years

which has outfought the best military machine hitherto created. The
task of organizing agriculture is now being undertaken. The State in

future must play a greater part in developing and fostering riiral in-

terests and industries. Mr. Runciman recently said, " A country which
fails to regulate and foster industries in the national interest cannot, in

the nature of things, long survive the rivalry of another country where
the industries are so fostered and regulated." Ancient democracies
tended to repress the free life of the individual. Modem democracies
tend to err in the other direction, and adopt a policy of laissez-faire

wider which an industry of national importance may languish. The war
tas shown us that a State, whilst allowing individual liberty, must
adopt a constructive policy and provide the necessary administrative
machinery to develop to the utmost possible limit all the manifold
resources of the country.
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INCREASE THE WHEAT AREA.

A National Requirement—-A Personal Advantage.

By Temple A. J. Smith, Chief Field Officer.

There are many land-owners in Victoria who can materially assist

the Empire, and at the same time their own individual interests, by
increasing the production of essential IViod supplies for those at present
engaged in fighting against the Central Powers for the lives, freedom,
and general welfare of those, who for various reasons, have not been
able to offer their services in the firing line, or as assistants in Red Cross,
munition or other work actually connected with military operations. It
is a well-known saying that " an army fights on its stomach," and it is

obvious to the smallest intelligence that a starving or even a semi-
starving army cannot have the same efficiency or endurance as the same
body of men fighting on good food. Moreover, badly-fed men are more
subject to disease, and even under the best fighting conditions the losses

from sickness are most serious, being in some cases greater than the
casualties received in actual warfare.

Every man and every woman in the Empire is liable to be affected

by the result of the war, therefore, each aud very one should do their

utmost to assist in making the outcome a conclusive victory for the
Allies. Situated as we are, far from the actual scene of operations, it

is difficult to realize the awful struggle now taking place in Europe, biit

should failure to secure a decided victory over the Central Powers be
the result, the future of Australia must be jeopardized and the ambitions
of its people in all probability be ruined. Should by any chance the
Grermau submarine menace accomplisli its threat to starve England into

submission, Australia, looked upon as the pearl of the British Empire,
would almost certainly be taken over by our enemies, when the stern

rule of the Germans would render the conditions of life unbearable to

the freedom-loving Australian, who would be reduced to serfdom with
no ultimate hope of again rising to the surface.

Befoi-e it is too late, every individual in this Commonwealth should
ask himself the question, "How can I help?" and undoubtedly ever;/

man engaged in primary production can help by making a special effort

to increase the output of all exportable products necessary for the

successful conduct of the war. Every additional bag of wheat produced
means the maintenance for six months of a man in the firing line, or

in any position assisting towards victory, and every additional bag of

wheat means increased profits to the producer. England must rely

chiefly upon her own Colonies for food and clothing supplies, the

ordinary sources of supply being closed. Russia is so situated that her
wheat cannot be exported; Servia and Roumania are in a similar

condition ; France, owing to her depletion of man power, and the

extraordinary demand in her own dominion, has nothing to spare. The
strong probability of the TTnited States being drawn into the war will

cut off further supplies: all of which circumstances demand an extreme
effort on the part of Victorian farmei-s to make good any deficiency

arising from such a combination of conditions.
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The waste which takes place durinj;; war time renders it imperative

that larger supplies than arc required in times of peace be made
available, and, if possible, a surplus should lio produced much above

the normal consumption. 'I'lie sinking of uhcat-hidcn vessels, the

destruction of food transports, the inevitable waste in sui)|)lying troops

on the battleiield, all tend to make a surplus amount of breadstuffs

necessary in time of war. England, herself, cannot hojio to increase her

output of wheat to any appreciable e.xtent, owing to her limited areas

and the fact that her man power has been drawn on to an enormous
e.xtent for fighting purposes.

The duty, therefore, of Victoria ami of N'ictorians, is to do all tliat

is possible to keep up the food supply, to put in every acre that c.nn l)e

put in, and so help the Empire in the great cause she is so gallantly

fighting.

Tt may be said that the many fine men we have sent to the front will

leave us short of labour for the purpose of ]doughing and harvesting,

and their alisence will i\o doubt prevent as large an area being grown

Preparing the Land for Wheat.

as would have been the ca.se had they been here, but with the improved
maeliinery for working the land, and harvesting the crops, the area

workable per man has been increased thi'eefold, and the very fact that

fewer men are available renders it still more incumbent upon those

remaining to make a supreme effort to do the work, and send the Mother
Country sufficient for her requirements in her time of need.

The Personal Aspect.

Reviewed from the personal aspect, such a proposition must appeal

as a patriotic one, and on that ground alone it should achieve its aim
to secure an ample food supply for our own men and oth(!rs fighting

for our rights and privileges, perhaps our very lives. Apart from
])atriotic or sentimental grounds, however, ihe appeal for increased

production may bo made to rest upon the personal and national

advantages that will accrue. Every additional bag of wheat, every

extra fleece of wool, every sup]ileinenlary ])ound of cheese produced,

:tl8l.—2
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means an increased sum of money to the individual and a greater

capacity for the State to meet its much increased obligations. This is

not empty conjecture, but actual fact; prices for these commodities

have been guaranteed, and the producer is in a position hitherto

unknown, in that he knows that, given a normal season, he can rely on

a certain profit. Never before has it been so necessary that primary
production be pushed on, and never before has the profit been deter-

minable beforehand. The heavy costs entailed by the war in the shape

of the national debt, the interest bill on which must be paid from our

exports, render it imperative that everything possible must be done

towards increasing production.

Present Position of Area.

In years 1915-16 the area under wheat totalled 4,013,420 acres; in

the vears 1916-17 the estimated area fell to 3,3:^8.000 acre«, and unless

_^A.^
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Lord Kitchener saiil tliis war would be a war nf altritioii, and that

it would probably last for years, and his .forecast has provcnl correct.

It has been proved undeniably that the powers that can hold out the

longest in respect to men, food, ammunition, supidies, aud moue.y will

win. It is not a question of the best fighter, but of the longest jiurse

and best supplies. Failure in any one of these factors would end the

. war for eitlier side in double quick time, and we can, at least, do our
share in seeing that at any rate our troops will have a sufficiency of

bread to keep them up to a fit standard as fighters.

How an Additional Area can be Obtained.

Let every man according to his circumstances say, " 1 will \n\\ in

an e.xtra 10, 50, 100 or more acres; 1 will then be assisting the Empire
and those gallant men who are fighting my battle, and doing what is

in my power towards helping the great cause."

If each man who can will do this an additional 500,000 acres can
be put under crop. Taken at an average return of 10 bushels per acre,

5,000,000 extra bushels of wheat will be produced, sufficient to feed
800,000 men for one year. Possibly, as in the case of the additional

20,000 men who were hurried up at the right moment when Manoury
was turning Von Kluck's flank on the outskirts of Paris, this extra

supply of wheat might turn victory to our side.

There are methods by which the yields of crops can be increased

apart from additional acreages. Larger amounts of phosphatic
fertilizer per acre is one of the simplest. The average farmer has not

yet realized that bigger yields aud more profitable returns are reaped
from applications of heavier dressitigs of superphosphate per acre as

compared with lighter dressings.

The drought of 1914-15 has left the country short of stock of all

descriptions. The natural consequence is that much land ordinarily

used for stock is not being turned to a useful account. A fair pro-

portion of this idle land could be cultivated for wheat, maize, &e., and
so be made to return a profit, and at the same time provide its quota
towards winning the war. Uniform individual effort is the key to the

situation, and when every individual in Victoria recognises that his or

her help is needed, and that his or her help must be given, then will

the weight that we can bring to bear be felt, and our influence on the

war be of value to the Empire. Germany's strong position to-dav is

due to her wonderful organization and Tinity of purpose. She realized

that food supplies produced within the confines of her own territory

were as necessary for military purposes as men, guns, and money, and
for many years before hostilities commenced developed her priuiary

industries with this object in view.

Are we who are left in Australia to he found wanting? Au.stralians

have proved that they can rise to occasion, and what greater occasion

can arise to demand our strongest effort than tlie crisis which now
befronts us?

2j
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FARMERS, WIX THE WAR!
H. A. Mullett. B.Ag.Sc.

The Spirit of Self Sacrifice.

In August, lOl-t, the sudden thunder of the great guns aroused man-
kind from a deep sleep ; in the twinkling of an eye all Europe was aflame
from end to end. During the mighty struggle that followed many time-
honoured customs failed to meet the new conditions, and were tossed
aside; men long trusted for their sagacity and statesmanship crumpled
under the strain, and even whole nations have been cast into the

melting-pot.

It is an age of big things, of noble deeds; but if there is one thing
that has stood out nobler than any—clear cut from all the rest—it is the
amazing subordination of self-interest by so large a section of the people
for the good of the community as a whole. It was this sjurit of sclf-

Gatlieiing in the Golden Grain.

sacrifice that stemmed that first great rush of the enemy hordes, and
gained for the Allies valuable time; it was this spirit that enabled them
to hold on and subsequently plan the counter, the full weight of which
is now being felt by the enemy. This point has not been reached
without a supreme eifort of self-sacrifice by the peoj)le of the British

Isles and their Allies.

In France, every able-bodied man between the ages of 18 and 50

years is engaged in war work; while at tliat work he receives the pay of

a soldier, which is but a few pence a day, and as a soldier he may- be
called upon to work night or day. Every man in Belgium, Servia, and
Ronmania is serving in the Allies' cause, while in Great Britain many
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millions, including no less than 500,000 women, are engaged in war work,

and each day sees another industry give way and come into line with the

requirements of war.
ThTis, every activity not a vital one has heen subordinated to the

needs of the Kmpirc, and to-day the British Isles literally throb from
end to end with the work of munition making. In great arsenals,

spreading over hundreds of acres, subject to the ever present danger
i)f Zeppelin raids and of premature explosions, these workers toil night

and day to assist their fellows in the trenches. The work of these

factories never ceases, and every conceivable labour-saving device is

used; yet the cry for more guns, more shells, more men, goes up.

The Need for Increased Production.

Consequent upon the drain on the workers at the normal occupations
of peace times, the agricultural production of the countries engaged in

the conflict has fallen away very considerably ; but all this was foreseen,

and has been provided for in the great national .scheme of things. In
a word, it has only been possible to carry on the war by arranging for

the concentration on the manufacture of munitions by the countries

nearest the scene of the fray, and by those countries most highly
organized industrially.

It is War Work to put in an Increased Acreage : It is War
Work to Increase Your Yield per Acre.

The provision of the foodstuffs has, therefore, necessarily been left

to those further afield, and there is not the slightest doubt that the huge
demand for wheat and flour from the overseas Dominions will continue,
not only for the period of the war, but for some years to come. It is

only necessary to consider for a moment the conditions in Europe to

realize what effect the war has on agricultural production. The type
of agriculture in Europe is intensive; that is to say, a great deal of
preparation and manuring is necessary to secure the high yields obtained.
Seeing that there is so little labour available—labour which is often
unskilled—and, further, that there is a deficiency of potash in the Allied
countries and of nitrates in Germany, it follows that the normal high
yields of tho.sc countries cannot be maintained during the war. After
the war there must be such a demand for constructional work, such as

repairing damage to houses, bridges, railways, &c., that agricultural
workers will be scarce, and the greatest difliculty will be experienced in
getting anything like normal acreages under crop. Then, again, the
wastage of wiieat and flour in war time is enomious. In the devastated
countries, whole stacks were burnt by retreating armies, and large areas
under cereals laid waste.

With the Central Empires, on the one hand, living from hand to

mouth, and the Allied countries, on the othei-, unable to find labour for

agriculture, the demand to replenish supplies from overseas after the
war will be enormous. .4.71)/ farmer citizen of Australia xvho is unable
to go to the front has, therefore, a clear call to do war vork along irith

the munition malccrs of the Continent, and his particular task is to feed
these toilers, and feed them well. He, no less than the maker of guns
and shells, and the fighter in the trenches, is called %ipon to do his hit,

(Hid in do it just as efficiently.
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Finance: By Increasing Production the Farmer is Helping to

Maintain the Financial Stability of Australia and the Empire.

The questions of War and Finance are closely bound up in each

other: On every hand we hear that money is "tight," that the rates of

exchange and interest are high—that there will be increased taxation

to meet this. jSTow, every man that brings increased acreage under the

plough, quite apart from any question of profit, is helping to minimize

the taxation on himself and incidentally on everybody else. The reason

is that, in a young country like Australia, where considerable develop-

ment is going on, our exports are not yet sufficient to pay for our imports.

and the difference has to be paid for in actual cash—money which, if

applied in other directions, would command a high rate of interest ; so

that it is specially good business at the present time to reduce this

difference to a minimum by maintaining our trade balance.

Looking further afield, it is now recognised as undoubted national

economy for the British people to be able to obtain as much wheat as

'

' Win-the-War Wheat '

' on the way to the Railway Station.

(Food for a battalion for tliree months.)

they can get from the Dominions overseas, and so keep the money within

the Empire.

It is Good Business to Sow a Large Area this Year.

There are two main differences that separate the business of agricul-

ture from that of any manufacturing concern, such as a factory. The
factory manager can control each stage in the manufacture of his

product, and, generally speaking, makes an article to supply a definite

want. The farmer, on the other hand, is subject to a climatic factor

and to a market factor. Once his crop is sown he mast leave it to the

tender mercy of the elements, and his market is indefinite; that is to

say, one year there may be a widespread shortage, and prices be very

remunerative, but at another time there may be a world surplus, and
prices fall away to nothing.
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"Wlien the Federal Government guaranteed that (he farmer should

not get less than 4s. a bushel (and probably more) for all the wheal
he could produce, it accomplished something unparalleled in the agri-

cultural history of Australia; in a word, it put agriculture on the same
footing as any other business, insomuch as the market factor was made
definite.

Again, every fanner in the wlieat area of this State knows that rain-

fall is normally the limiting factor in the growth of wheat; his whole
system of tillage is directed to conserving all available moisture; he is

willing to sacrifice the use of his ground every alternate year in order

that he may carry forward for the use of the next crop some of the

moisture that is saved. He strives by every means in his power to make
iiimself independent of the rainfall; if he could but eliminate the

climatic uncertainty he knows that all would be well.

The past season has been remarkable for its abundant rainfall ; for

twenty or thirty years never has there been such a phenomenal and
continuous downpour. The summer has been notably cool and free

from hot and dry vdnds, and the conditions absolutely ideal for the

conservation of moisture. The long soaking rains have tlioroughly
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occasion, as did their comrades at Gallipoli, and help on the greatest

cause the world has known—help it under the most favorable business

conditions to themselves?

We have seen why the nation wants increased production; let us now
turn to see how it can be effected.

It cannot be done without the intelligent application of New Know-
ledge to our agricultural practice, supplemented by Finance and the

efficient application of hard work.

New Knowledge.

1. SUPEBPHOSPHATE.

Is every farmer in the Wimmera, the Nortlieri-i and North-Eastern
Districts alive to the fact that 1 cwt. superphosphate applied with the

seed has, under properly-controlled conditions, been conclusively proved

to be a more profitable dressing than the smaller quantities usually

applied ? The difference in these tests was not apparent to the eye, but

the harvester told the tale ! Does everj' farmer in the Mallee use super-

phosphate, and does he know that for the past two years 60 lbs. have
shown the best results?

Superphosphate will not burn the land ! But on new land h cwt.

only should be used.

2. Moisture.

" Every inch of rain conserved in the faliov: iiicaiin an extra bushel

of wheat at the harvest."

Work the fallow as often as your team strength will permit without

getting the surface too fine. The sjiring tooth is an excellent implement
for working up fallow; it sifts the small lumps to the top and the finer

soil to the bottom, making a consolidated seed bed ideal for wheat.

Keep the weeds off your fallow; they use up valuable moisture. Don't

be afraid to work the fallow after every rain if your team strength will

permit.

3. Varieties to Grow.

Does every farmer know that on the average the chances are in favour

of his getting the best results from several varieties of wheat, say, three.

The seasons vary, and the aim is to get at least one to do best. He should

sow a late wheat, a mid-season wheat, and an early wheat.

The following wheats have repeatedly demonstrated their superior

yielding capacity for the past five j'ears against all-comers:

—

Federation.—Mid-season, short-strawed, prolific variety.

Yandilla King.—A lato wheat, somewhat tough to thrash.

Penny.—A wheat maturing somwhat late; does well both in wet

and dry districts.

Major.—A late wheat, which did very well la.st year.

CuRBAWA.—A late maturing wheat.

Dart's Imperial.—A well-known mid-season to late mid-season

variety.

Glutas.—An early maturing variety, drought and rust resistant,

very suitable for sowing late, should the drilling be protracted
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4. Use Select Bred Vakieties.

It has been proved that it is possiWo for a skilled observer to pick

out plants of a more prolific strain from any given variety of wheat.
The average farmer has not the rime nor the skill necessary to do this.

The Department of Agriculture does this for him, and can sup])ly from
one of its se(>d stations select bred pedigree seed wheat, true to type, and
guaranteed of high-yielding capacity. Many farmers are growing these

wheats, but there are many more who are not reaping the benefits pro-

vided for them.

Finance: The Key to a Bigger Acreage.

A bigger acreage is a (jiK'stion of money. Many farmers have the

land and the i)lant, but they have not the ready money to ])ay extra

liamls, to pay for extra horseflesh, extra superphosphate or seed. If

they had the capital they could break up new laud, and take advantage
of the conditions that now offer. If the capitalist—the man with money
to invest—could be induced to take an interest in agriculture, additional

areas might be sown at a profit to himself and the farmer.

It may be of interest to quote the experiences of a Melbourne business

man. In 1915 he financed '204 acres in Borung and 500 acres in the

Mallee. He paid the farmer a fixed sum for [lutting in and taking oS
the crop, and Supplied two-thirds of the seed and manure, and took two-
thirds of the crop. For a total investment of £890 19s. 9d. he received

(J,67'S bushels of wheat at the railway siding, and 52 tons of hay, and hf,

reaped a net profit of £500 for his outlay of £890. Both the fanner and
the investor were satisfied with their joint operations, aud it would not
have been possible to put in this 700 acres of land but for the fi.nancial

assistance.

In 1916 further contracts were entered into for 1,000 acres, includ-

ing 580 acres in the Mallee.

The figures for the Mallee are now to hand, and they show that the

capitalist made a net profit of £727 18s. 2d. for an outlay of £688 Is. lOd.

—that is to say, he more than doubled liis money.

The following are the details:

—

470 acres fallow . . . . . . 3,090 bags

110 stubble .. .. .. 450 „

3,540 bags

Two-third share of crop, 2,3()0 bags = 7,080

bushels, at 4.s... .. .. .. £1.410

Cost of ])rodticing saiue to investor, including

fallowing, drilling, harvesting, carting, bag
sewing . . . .

'

. . . . 688 1 10

I'rofit . . . . . . . . £727 18 2

These figures speak for themselves, and show what is to be done if

investors go about the business in the right way.
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Efficiency: The Policy of Speed the Plough.

Industrial efficiency is the science of getting tlie maximum work
accomplished from a given e.xpenditure of energy. It is the art of getting

more and better work done in a given time with the same labour. The
successful farmer is the man who can make the most of his labour, a

certain percentage of which is absorbed in paying working expenses; all

over that represents the profit.

A study of the question has brought to light the fact that definite

general laws govern the performance of any set of operations, and that

by the application of certain principles suggested by those laws, almost
any sort of work can be speeded up.

Efficiency principles are concerned with four things

—

1. The establishing of what is the standard of work.

2. The ferreting out of the slowest or limiting operation in any
series.

A Contri1)ution to the Sinews of War.

3. The keeping of accurate records.

4. An efficiency reward.

These industrial principles, first developed in America, and then ap-

plied with success to great manufactiiring concerns, are worth the

attention of agriculturists. They are particularly applicable to the

speeding up of any work that consists of the performance of a series

of similar operations by hired h^p, such as ploughing, drilling, harvest-

ing, &c.

That there is plenty of room on the average farm for improved
business methods no one will deny, so let us for the period of the war, at

any rate, speed up and cast overboard obsolete methods, and bring our-
selves into line with the great munition factories, where these jirinciples

mentioned above are an integral part in the factory routine.
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Establishing the Work Standakd.

"An acre a furrow a day" is a reooguised standard of work—but it

is not exactly what is meant by an etticioncy standard. Most farmers

rely on merely working long hours and on keeping their teams going to

cover the ground. Efficiency means something more than that.

It seeks to find out what extra work could he done in the same time

with the same labour; it subjects every single opi^ration in every round

of each implement to searching examination to see if the time and
manner of doing it cannot be improved upon.

To be sure, none of the faults enumerated below are uew^ to farmers,

but the systematic weeding out of them with a view to increased efficiency

is new. For example, the plough—an old one, often repaired—is dis-

covered to be turning over a sod of 6 inches instead of seven in the case

of two furrows. An alteration to the normal will increase the area

ploughed by more than a quarter of au acre per day, and it is this little

extra that is all profit.

Somewhere in France.

Ten bags of wheat will keep these 16 men supplied with bread for twelve months.

Again, most farmers are content to lap almost half a leaf of the

harrows, in order to make sure that no ground is missed. Straight

driving is a great aid to efficiency, and can always be accomplished under

almost any conditions if the driver will take the trouble to look well

ahead, and fix on a couple of clods of earth to drive to.

The farmer sends his man out to plough stich-and-such a paddock

without any definite instructions. Later he goes out, and finds the man
ploughing the land in the direction of its .shortest length—wasting valu-

able time in turning that might have been spent in work.

The efficient farmer must understand all these little drags on the

work, and be always looking for them, and planning *<) eliminate them.

The amount of work he can do in a day under the most efficient condi-

tions is the worl- Ktandard for that particular job. He may not be

always able to achieve it, and it will vary with the conditions; but,

nevertheless, he should know exactly how nnu'h can l)e dona under all

conditions, and strive to achieve this.
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Seeking the Limiting Factor.

It is obvious to any one that in a series of complementary operations,

each one dependent on the other, that the slowest of them determines the

speed at which the whole can he accomplished. Translated into agri-

cultural language, that is to say, if, in chaffcutting, the pitcher is slow

and cannot keep up with the cutter, then the whole operation is delayed

;

the fault in the pitcher does not stop with him, but is automatically

passed on to and affects the four or five other men as well. Almost

every operation in farming is similar, hut the picking out of the " limit-

ing factor " or the " lazy pitcher " is not so easy, and, indeed, must
sometimes be made the subject of careful study and test.

If the farmer will remember that on the farm every operation or set

of operations is interlocking, and if he looks out for the slowest one in the

series, and speeds it up, he will accomplish much towards the easy

working and profit-earning capacity of his farm.

The examples quoted below are well known, hut, looked at from the

efficiency point of view, may serve to remind the farmer that in the

humdrum press of daily work much of the profit is slipping through his

fingers unobserved or, if observed, unchecked.

Foremost on the list is the care of horses and the making of them
up into efficient teams. The horses are the farmer's fighting front, and
he must personally supervise the feeding of them. No horse can regu-

larly perform hard work if he is rushed into the stable by some lazy

farm hand half-an-hour before bell-time. It will pay every farmer
with hard work to do to feed oats to his horse. No desirable farm hand
will stop long if he has to drive a team of underfed scrubbers. The only

man that will stay under those conditions is a second-rater.

"When there is hard work about, how many teams do we see free from
sore shoulders ; a sore shoulder, if not attended to at once, soon puts the

horse out of action, and perhaps disorganizes the whole work. When-
ever there is a sore shoulder there is a cause, and it is generally the

collar ; no amount of attention to the shoulder will avail unless the cause
is removed.

Many farmers habitually work short of full horse strength; rather

than buy a horse or two they will get along using smaller implements.

The more horses one man can work conveniently, the more econo-

mically is that man's labour utilized. This year, with the dearth of

agricultural labour, it behoves every farmer to subject each farm
operation to careful scrutiny, to see if horses, implements, efficiency,

cannot make up for the lack of labour.

The overhauling of implements before the season starts, and the

stocking of a reasonable supply of duplicates, may add another acre or

two to the area ploughed. The provision of an adequate supply of cliaff

before the rush of work commences may mean 10 acres to your area,

especially if all hands usually have to stop once a week to cut chaff.

Wage war on the saffron thistle, the charlock, the imisk, and the wild
oat. Wild oats uses up valuable moisture, and takes the place of good
wheat. Saffron thistle, musk, and charlock mean loss of time and money
at harvest. Last season was a particularly bad one for all these pests,

and unless the fallows are well-worked after the weeds have germinated,
there may be dirty crops and, consequently, diminished yields.
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The Keeping ok Acitkate Records and the Effk-iency Reward.

The keeping of records and the payment for extra work done have

been found to be a necessary part of any etiiciency system. The records

needed embrace the cost and the time of ])prformancc of the farm opera-

tions, and enable one to jiroperly assess the value of the work performed.

The most serious j)roblein that the fanner has to face to-day is the

labour one. Each year it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain

reliable men, and to retain them when found. It is idle to expect that

you will get your farm hand to be a model of punctuality and efficient

work, to expect him to eliminate every little slackness in the daily round,

unless yon reward him for his trouble. If you will pay him for the

extra work done, and can stimulate a spirit of friendly com])etition

among the wdi'kcrs in the field, you have done much towards increasing

your returns.

Summing up. then, we see that this season there is a golden oppor-

tunity to help I lie Empire, and, at the same time, receive adequate return

for one's efforts. It, therefore, behoves the farmer to .seriously consider

all the ways and means of accelerating his production aud supplement

the good work that Australia has already done in this world-wide

strife.

INCREASING PRIMARY PRODUCTION.

An Address delivered by Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, Agricultural

Superintendent, at the Annual Conference of the Australian

Natives Association, Kerang, 25th March.

At no time in history have the problems of food supply caused

European countries more grave concern than at present. The Central

Empires are on the verge of starvation, and the position in Allied and
neutral countries is far from encouraging. Food is scarce, prices high,

and the outlook is grave and uncertain.

World Shortage of Eood.

Several causes have contributed to bring about an abnormal shortage

in supplies. The season of 1916 was a disastrous one for the Northern
Hemisphere. Compared with 191.5, which was a good year, the falling

off in the six staple foodstuffs for man and beast—wheat, rye, oats, maize,

barley, and potatoes—amounted to no less than 2,100,000,000 bushels,

made up as follows :—Wheat, 832,000,000 bushels; maize, 596,000,000
bushels; oats, 404,000,000 bushels; potatoes, 224,000,000 bushels; and
rye, 50,000,000 bushels.

Despite the attraction of high prices for foodstuffs, their production
in Europe has not increased. Every nation at war has drawn on its

able-bodied manhood to fill the fighting ranks, and every neutral country,

attracted by the glamour of high wages and big profits in munition
making, has rushed into the production of munitions.
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The food shortage has been accentuatpd, too, by the ruthless German
submarine campaign, whereby hundreds of thousands of tons of shipping,

largely burdened with cereals and meat, have been sunk each month.

Finally, during the recent Eoumanian campaign, immense quantities of

foodstuffs were destroyed in the disastrous retreat through Wallachia.

Evidence of the acuteness of the food position may be gathered from

the almost daily references in the cables, and from the speeches of dis-

tinguished statesmen. In the French Chamber of Deputies last week it

was stated that the shortage in the 1916 wheat crop of France was
130,000,000 bushels. If the whole of Australia's exportable surplus for

1916 could be transferred to France, il would barely make up the

deficiency in the French crop.

The Position in England.

Again, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Bouar Law, stated in

the House of Commons a few days ago that the British Cabinet had
informed the War Office and the Board of Agriculture that, so far as

Britain was concerned, it now regarded the production of food supplies

at Home as of more importance than the .sending of additional men to

the Army.
This is a remarkable confession of the inability of British agricul-

ture to rise to the nation's requirements and supply the necessary food-

stuifs.

In the early stages of the war the present Prime Minister stated that

the war would be one of attrition, and would be won by the side possessing

the most men, munitions, money, and foodstuffs. Britain has supplied
the money and men, and, through peerless organization, she has supplied

the munitions required for final victory. But, so far as agriculture is

concerned, she has been unable to increase her Home production during
the war, and has to rely on the Dominions and neutrals to make up her
shortage.

The attention recently given by the Imperial Government to the

development of Home production, and the guarantees of fixed minimum
prices for foodstufl's for the next five years, and the numerous refer-

ences by Cabinet Ministers to agricultural problems, appear to indicate

a change of policy towards British agriculture.

State Aid to Aoeicdlture.

Agriculture has hitherto been regarded in Britain as a sort of indus-

trial step-child, Avith its needs subordinated to those of commerce and
industry. Britain has preferred to import her food rather than produce
it at Home. In this respect she ha.s followed an entirely different policy

from Germany.
Germany, on the other hand, recognised the danger of becoming

over-industrial, and by her economic policy, her system of agricultural

education, the technical improvements she has made in agriculture, and
the widespread adoption of systems of co-operation and credit, she has
stimulated her agriculture to such an extent that she is able, on an area
two and a-half times that of Victoria, to feed a population of 68,000,000
people.

During the past 25 years German agriculture has made remarkable
progress, while British agriculture has remained stationary, or has even
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(lec'liiu'd in voliiiiie. ITiu] if not licen for the extraordinary expansion of

asrieullnrc in Germany during tlic past 25 years, which was a natnral

result of (lerniany's <'coiioiiiii' ])olif'y, and her system of agricultural

education, her food su|iplios would have been exhausted long heforc the

end of the second year of war, and she would have been compelled to sue

for peace.

niUTisit r. German Aoukti.ture.

Li^t us briefly contrast the progress of agriculture in Germany and
Great Britain during the past 25 years. The following table sliows the
production of cereals and potatoes in Great Britain in 1888 and 1913, in

millions of bushels:

—

188S.
Million
-UushoU.

70Wlicat

li)13.

Million
I'lKhcU.

58

T'ontrast this witl

Oats
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It will be seeu that while in Great Britaiu the uumber of live stock

has not shown any material increase in the last 25 years, Germany has

showii the following increases:

—

Cattle . . 131 per cent, increase,

Horses .

.

. . 87 per cent, increase,

Piga .

.

. . 279 ;>cr cent, increase,

though her production of sheep has falh'u off 60 per cent.

In fact, the value of the increase in live stock in Germany in the 25

years was over £300,000,0(10, which increase is greater than the value of

the whole of the live stock in Great Britain at the outbreak of war.

Finally, the test of elhciency of any system of agriculture is its man-
carrying capacity per unit of area. What, then, is the relative man-
carrying capacity of, say, a 100-acre Gennan and British farm t

For every 100 acres of cultivated land in England the British farmer

grows 15 tons of cereals, 11 tons of potatoes, 17^ tons of milk, 4 tons of

meat, and a negligible quantity of sugar.

For each 100 acres of cultivated land in Germany the German farmer

produces 35 tons of cereals, 55 tons of potatoes, 28i tons of milk, 4^ tons

of meat, and 2i tons of sugar.

Finally, the average 100-acre farm in Elngland supports 40-45 people,

whilst in Germany the same size farm supports no less than 70-73

persons.

Britain " Speed the Plough " and " Organize Agrictlture."

The remarkable progress of German agriculture has been brought

about by her economic policy, the efficient system of agricultural educa-

tion, the technical improvements effected in agricultural methods, and

the widespread adoption of systems of co-operation and credit.

The difference between the carrying capacity of the British and
Gerlnan farms is due to the extent to which the plough is used in

Germany. The average German farm of 100 acres has 46 acres devoted

to cereals, 9 acres to roots and legumes, 10^ acres to potatoes, 2^ acres in

fruit, and only 32 acres in grass. In Britain, the average 100-acre farm
has no less than 70 acres lying in grass, and only 30 acres devoted to

crops.

The diagram on page 216 illustrates this point forcibly.

The first great essential for British ])rogress, therefore, is a policy

of " speed the plough," and the utilization for cropping purposes of

those enormous areas now lying in grass. This will require more capital,

more labour, and more equipment to be attracted to agriculture.

If the British public will stand behind its agriculture, and see that

it does not suffer unduly from the competition of cheap land and foreign

labour in foreign countries, the capital and equipment necessary for the

extension of arable farming will be attracted to agriculture.

The recent utterances of British statesmen appear to indicate that a

permanent change of policy towards agriculture in Britain is imminent.
The cultivated land of Great Britain is, on the whole, superior to

Germany, and the climatic conditions are certainly more favorable for

crop production. Britain's scheme of agricultural education is likely

to prove effective, but it was commenced 20 years later than Germany's,
and what it wants is time to grow.

If a change in the policy is effected, and the agricultural resources

of the country are systematically organized, the British farmer may be
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relied upon to re-establish his former leadership in agriculture, and make
his country less dp|)endent on outside food su]iplies, and far less vulner-

able to enemy attacks.

The Lesson to Australia.

The moral of the Gci'nian devcldpnicnt of agricultural resources is

not likely to be lost on a l)ody such ;is I he Australian Nativ(^s Associa-

tion. This island continent of Australia, with its ."5,000,000 S([uare miles

cd' tci'ritoi-y, is lield by a mere handl'iil of people— about one and a-half

to the square mile.

Thanks to the sheltering care of the Hritish flag, and the admitted

might of the British Navy, we have been able to hold and develop this

continent on our o\ni lines. What changes may be effected in the policy

of nations as a result of the present world confiagratiou we know not.

We should realize, though, that if we wish to hold this continent and
sha])e its future policy, we must develop its resources, increase its popu-
lation, and )irove our right to ludd it. The mineral wealth must be

exploited, the pastoral and agricultural lesonrces develojied, and manu-
factures stimulated.

A liberal policy for the encouragement of mining, agriculture, and
manufactures must, therefore, be adopted. I propose to confine my
remarks solely to the agricultural and pastoral industries. For if these

can be made to flourish, trade and manufacture will thrive, and the

whole community will be prosperous.

Germany has shown how, on 133,000,000 acres of land (about two-

thirds the size of New South Wales) it is ])Ossible to maintain and feed

a poj)ulation of 68,000,000 people, i.i'.. more than two persons every

i acres. Here, in Australia, our population is about two persons per

1,000 acres.

That we can immeasurably increase our agricultural production must
be obvious. The settlement at Mildura is one shining example as to

how it can be done. At Mildura a population of 6,000 souls makes a
comfortable living from 12,000 acres of land. Along the Murray valley

there is sufficient land and water (if conserved) to provide for 100
settlements such as Mildura.

We are approaching a critical period in our national history, and the

need for the development nf our agricultural resources was never more
urgent.

The loan e.xpenditure to finance Australia's share in the war is

rapidly increasing, and with it the annual interest charges are mounting
up. These increasing interest charges must be met by taxation. Every
bag of wheat, bale of wool, box of butter, or carcass of meat we can
exjiort during the currency of the war assists our Allies, helps to lighten

the burden of taxation, and drives a nail in the enemy's coffin.

Australia's expenditure during the first year of the war was
£73,000,000, of which more than half represented loan ex])enditure.

Last year the loan expenditure was in the neighbourhood of £50,000,000
sterling, and next year the amount will be even higher. The only way in

which Australia can maintain her financial stability and remain solvent

is to increase the output of exportable products—wool, meat, butter, and
wheat. These products Australia can raise to perfection, and the allied

nations can consume all we have to spare.
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Unfortunately, our distance from the heart of Empire, and tlii'

scarcity of tonnage, makes transport extremely difficult.

Nevertheless, we cannot foresee what may happen in the Northern

hemisphere this year. Another disastrous season would involve Europe

in serious consequences, in which case, despite the transport difficulties,

there would be an urgent call for the whole of Australia's surplus

products.

It is Australia's duty to go right ahead, and produce foodstuffs to

the limit of her capacity, even if portion of them have to be stored until

transport difficulties are less acute.

The three great sources of wealth to Australia are the pastoral,

dairying, and wheat industries.

The Pastoral Industry.

The strength of a chain is determined by the strength of the weakest

link.

The number of sheep that caji be permanently maintained in Aus-

tralia will depend on the reserves of fodder available in the driest seasons.

By making ample reserves of fodder, conserving and developing the

water resources, harnessing the rivers, an,'l extending irrigation settle-

ments, the loss of stock which has characterized the droughty seasons of

the past can be mir, gated, if not wholly jirevented.

The stock-carrying capacity of the country could be immensely

increased by adopting in the better rainfall districts the practice of

growing fodder crops for feeding off with sheep, and by top-dressing the

natural ijastures. We know the immense value superphosphate has been

to the wheat-growing industry. Since the introduction of superphos-

phate, the prosperity of the farming community has gone ahead b}' leaps

and bounds.

When the top-dressing of pasture and grazing lands, especially in

the moister districts of the State, becomes general, the stock-carrying

capacity of the.se lands will be immensely increased. Experiments on

the top-dressing of pastures, carried out by the Department for the past

four years, show that the stock-carrying capacity of ordinary grazing

land can be increased from 50 to 100 per cent, by the application of

suitable combinations of phosphate and lime.

Our Australian soils are noted for their deficiency of phosphoric

acid, and many Victorian soils, especially in Gippsland, are deficient in

lime. Top-dressing of natural pastures with phosphates, or with phos-

phates and lime, is practised by an occasional land-owner. When the

practice becomes general, a new era of prosperity for the grazier will be

ushered in, and the numbers of stock maintained from year to year will

be immensely increased.

Dairying.

The dairying industry suffered a severe set-back during 1914, when
many valuable cattle were lost through shortage of fodder. Export
values for dairy produce were never better than at present, and in view

of the scarcity of freight it is highly desirable that our raw foods should

be exported in the tabloid form of butter and cheese, in which form
the freight charges are but a fraction of the total value of the produce.

In spite of the attractive export rates ruling for dairy produce, it is

not possible to increase immediately, to any material extent, the number
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of cattle. Several years must elapse before the herds can be brought

even to their pre-drouf^lit strength. In tlie meantime, every etfort

should bo made to rear female stock for breeding purposes. The utmost

efforts should be made to effect improvements in the milking herds of

the State by careful breeiling, rational feeding, and systematic weeding.

The creed of the dairyman should U: " lireed, Feed, Weed." Breed

from the best types of cattle. Select a sire from a ])ure-bre<l herd ot

recognised and tested milking capacity. Feed the cattle well—for, after

all, the cow is but a milk factory transforming raw material—food

—

into milk. Feed was never so plentiful, and concentrates may be

obtained at very low rates.

Weed tlie herd, i.e., ascertain the (piantity of butter fat produced by
each individual cow for the year, and cull out those below the standard.

The systematic ado])tion of these three |)rinciples would raise the

efficiency of our dairy herds by at least 50 per cent. At present the

average milk yield per cow in Victoria is about 325 gallons per annum.
Considering the favorable climatic conditions, this is a low average for

Victoria ; and organized efforts, on the lines indicated, might be exj^ected

to raise the average ultimately to 500 gallons.

The Wheat Industry.

Two years ago the Government made an appeal to the wheat-growers

to put in a larger acreage. At the time the appeal was made the country

was in a critical condition. The worst drought on record had been
experienced. Crops luid failed, dams were dry, stock were dying on all

sides, and fodder was selling at famine rates. Despite the unfavorable

circumstances, the farmers of the State responded with a record acreage,

and no less than 4,000,000 acres were sown to wheat.

Last evening the Premier, Sir Alexander Peacock, made an appeal
for increased wheat production. Imperial necessities and Australia's

interests justify such an appeal.

I will briefly detail, in the limited time at my disposal, how such
increased wlieat production might be brought about. Obviously, two
avenues lie open to the wheat-grower. He can either increase the acre-

age under crop or improve his average yield per acre by better farming.
There is much imn.sed land in the Western District that could be

utilized for share farming, and a considerable increase in acreage is

possible throughout this district. Similarly, in the Gonlburn Valley and
the N'orth-East there are large areas of land that are used for grazing
which might be brought under the plough.

One great difficulty, of course, with regard to extension of area is the
difficulty of securing sufficient labour; moreover, extra capital and
equipment are necessary. But, in view of the certainty of payable prices
for wheat for some years, there is a fine opportunity for capitalists in
assisting the extension of arable farming. If some scheme could be
devised whereby capitalists, share farmers, and large land-holders could
be brought together, it would doubtless lead to a considerable increase in
the acreage.

Nature seems to be working in the farmers' interests this season.
We experienced the heaviest rainfall on record in 1916, and there are
large reserves of moisture stored in the soil. With but a moderate rain-
fall in 1017 good crops may, therefore, be expected.
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Then the niiiiinnim price of Avlieat has been arnaraiiteed for next

season.

Before the farmer sows au acre of wheat he knows in advance that

the price of his wheat will be at least 4s. per bushel f.o.b. The farmer,

theretore, is placed on a level with the manufacturer, for he now knows
what his crop costs are, the minimum price of his produce, and he can

therefore speed up production with confidence.

In the more favoured districts of the State, where the rainfall is

ample, it is desirable to utilize every available acre of land. In the

drier ])arts of the State the wheat-grower would do well to concentrate

his efforts on the thorough preparation of the soil. Thorough cultiva-

tion is the foundation of successful and profitable wheat-growing.

We often see cases where certain growers regularly secure double and
treble the average yield of their district. In some cases this is due to

the fact that they have better soil than their neighbours, but in most
cases their methods of cultivation are far more thorough. A barb-wire

fence frequently separated the grower of a 30-bu.shel crop from the

grower of a 10-bushel crop. If, by local co-operative effort, the careless

farmer could be induced to adopt the methods of the best farmer of the

district, a 50 per cent, improvement in croj) yields would result.

Fallowing and thorough working of the fallows are essential to

success in the drier districts. Every inch of water saved in the fallow

means at least an extra bushel of wheat at harvest time. Other factors

are— (1) Liberal use of phosphates; (2) regular crop rotation; (3) the

use of carefully-graded and selected seed ; and (4) the use of the largest

and most efficient types of implements.

The liberal use of superphosphates, es])ecially when used on well-

worked land, will greatly stimulate ])roduction. A number of tests con-

ducted by the Agricultural Department have conclusively demonstrated

that farmers would find it profitable business to increase their manurial
dressings by at least 25 per cent, above the quantities now generally used

in their respective districts. Not only would the heavier dressings give

•a considerable increase in crop over the lighter dressings, but the indirect

effect of heavier dressings in stimulating the grazing value of the

pastures is much greater than the light dressings.

A well-known pastoral property of 14,000 acres, near Lismore, pro-

vides an interesting illustration of the effect of cultivation and manuring
on th? stock-carrying capacity of the holding. On this property the

owner, prior to cultivation, never shore more than 14,000 sheep. Eight

years ago he commenced wheat-growing, using, approximately, 4 cwt.

of superphosphate with each acre of wheat sown. Despite the fact that

5,000 acres of the estate are devoted to cultivation, the number of sheep

kept on the property has been maintained, and this owmer now shears

over 14,000 sheep each year.

Regular crop rotation is essential lor maintaining high wheat yields.

Sheep should be associated with every wheat farm, and no wheat-groAver

can realize the fullest profit from his holding without a flock of sheep.

Wheat, grass, bare fallow is the rotation best suited to our Mallee
.conditions. This implies one-third of the farm under wheat, one-third

devoted to grazing for sheep, and one-third in bare fallow for the next

wheat crop. In the Wimmera, oats sown on the stubbles takes the place
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of the pasture, and in many cases wheat, oats, pasture, bare fallow is a

rotation coiimionly ])ractised.

In the ijioister parts of the Stale, where the moisture is sufficient to

dispense with bare fallowing, the growing of fodder crops for feeding

down to sheep should lie more widely practised. This will eiiahle the

farm to carry more stock, the soil fertility will be greatly improved, and

better crops of wheat will be reaiied. Systematic crop rotation, asso-

ciated with landi raising, brings many other advantages, and must be

I'egarded as es.sential for profitable wheat-growing. The particular type

of rotation followed, however, must be adapted to the climatic conditions

of the district in which a farm is situated.

Finally, choice of the right varieties of seed, the careful grading of

seed, and the systematic selection to increase its prolificacy are other

essential factors. In these times of high wages, labour should be made
as efficient as possible. It is good business to use the largest im]>lemeuts

possible, so that the utmost value will be received for a day's labour.

Twenty-hoe drills, multiple furrow ploughs, 8-ft. harvesters, &c., enable

each unit to handle larger areas, and thereby lessen the cost of

production.

The implements which now form a large portion of the capital of

the farm should be kept at maxinnim efficiency by overhauling them at

frequent intervals and replacing worn parts, and by keeping in stock

some of the more important duplicates.

Irrigation.

As Victoria must look for future agricultural exjjansion in the

direction of intensive culture rather than the multiplication of acreage,

it follows that the extension of irrigation and the increase of water

storages should be accelerated. Irrigated agriculture, with its certainty

of control over soil and crop, has infinitely more possibilities than dry
farming.

Irrigated agriculture at Mildura supports one person for each 2 acres

of land cultivated. The Mildura settlement, as a dry farming area,

would probably not support more than twenty families on the 12,000
acres devoted to irrigation.

When all the existing streams in Victoria are harnessed, at least

750,000 acres, possiby 1,000,000 acres, will be devoted to irrigation. Tlie

main factors for .success in settling such an area are—the acquisition of

suitable land at a reasonable price, settlers with suitable experience and
capital, the building up of a systematic body of irrigation knowledge t<i

guide the .settlers to success, and adequate and stable markets for irriga-

tion products.

DEVELOI'MElNfT OF SmALI.ER INDUSTRIES.

Victoria offers, by reason of its soil and climate, and its compara-
tively dense settlement, good opportunities for the successful establish-

ment of industries which have not yet secured a firm hold in x\ustralia.

In this connexion, flax, tobacco, and sugar beet may be mentioned. It is

admitted that our soils are eminently suited for these products, but
hitherto labour difficulties have been the chief cause of their non-success.
Tariff adjustments, or the adoption of adequate bonu.ses, are probably
the liest way to fii-mly establish these infant industries, as it has been
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amply demonstrated tliat the soils and climate in various parts of

Victoria are quite suitable for the growth of such crops to perfection.

General Increase in Efficiency.

A general increase in efficiency is urgently required in all branches

of primary production. Our average Avheat yield could certainly be

raised to 20 bushels per acre in favorable seasons, and we could, at least,

secure a 16-bushel average over a ten-year period if all the resources of

production were fully and properly used.

A change is gradually coming over our farming community, and

finding expression in the desire for more technical knowledge, greater

interest shown by farmers in experimental work, a keener ajipreciation

of agricultural literature, and an eagerness to secure the most up-to-date

and efficient farm implements.

Lack of capital is an important factor in retarding agricultural pro-

gress. The difference between the successful and unsuccessful wheat-

grower is frequently due to the superior technical agricultural knowledge

of the former, but is often due to the want of capital crippling enterprise

on the part of the unsuccessful grower.

WHEAT EXPERIMENTS, SEASON 1916.

By A. E. y. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural Superintendent.

The past season has been remarkable for its heavy rainfall. Early

in the season there were several consecutive dry months, but later au

Crop of Fecleiatiou Wheat on Experimental Plot, at Cowangie, 1916, sown on a

well-worked fallow. Yield, 41 bushels per acre.

unprecedentedly continuous downpour completely changed the aspect.

From the Wimmera and Mallee Plots yields of over 40 bushels have
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been obtained, but in tlie Nortliern and Noilii-eastern districts tlisre

lias been an excess of rain, whicli in many cases has militated against

good returns.

Bearing in mind the season, the most striking results brought about

by the year's work have been the value of heavier dressings of super-

phosphate than are normally used, and the promising appearance of

certain of the new crosshreds rai.'sed on the exjieriment farms of the

llejiaitment. The returns from the Mallee show tlial dressings ol

F.n}>erpliosphate up to 60 lb. per acre have this season given increasingly

profitable returns, while at Warracknabeal and Lougerenong dressings

from li cwt. to 2 cwt. per acre have shown the highest net profit per

acre. At these places, however, it is probable that in normal years

1 cwt. per acre would show the highest net return.

Variety Wheat Trials.

The results from the five centres show several of the later maturing
wheats to advantage, but at Longereuong and Warrackuabeal Federa-

tion more than held its own. A striking feature of the returns was
the excellent performance of several of the new crossbreds originated by
this Department. These crossbreds will be again tested this season on

the State farms, and if the yields are satisfactory, will then be made
available for distribution.

One new variety. Major, produced by Mr. Pye at Dookie College,

has done well in the tests. It is a late maturing variety, and should

be particularly suitable for the cooler districts of the State.

On Government farms the tests show that the difference in the

yields of a number of varieties sown under the same soil conditions is

more than sufficient to pay rent and interest on the land on which the

crop is grown. The farmer should, therefore, select such types as are

suited to his district, and endeavour to keep the varieties productive by
systematic selection.

Experiments conducted over the past five years have demonstrated
that the yield of any variety may be improved by at least 15-20 per

csnt. by systematic seed selection.

Following are the results of the various tests:—

Seed, 60 lb. Super. 1 cwt.

\VYfN.\ Farm.
rusiifis.

Xew crossbrefl (Iiuliiin II. x ouiiipliark I .. 37.7

Viiiidilla King . . .30.4

.Major .36.4

Xew crossbred (Stanley x Yanililla King) 34.

S

Xew crossbred (Bobs x Federation I 34.3

.\rarsliairs Xo. 3 .. .33.!)

Federation . . . . 30.2

Dart's Imperial 28.t!

Connnnnwealtli . . 2S.5

I'enny 28.0

Warden . . . . 2.5.0

King's Karlv . . . . . . . . Barlly biagcd.
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RUTHERGLEN FaUM.

New crossbred (Clublii'ad x Yandilla KiiiiTl

Marshall's No. 3

Major
Xew crossbred (4)

Xe«" crossbred (Indian H. x ComebacU I

Penny
Dart's Tnijierial

Warden
Yandilla Kin^' . .

Federation

Zealand Blue . .

Comeljack
Gluyas
College Eclipsi'

fonimonwealtb . .

Bushels.

20.1

18.3

17.5

17.3

16.8

16.6

16.0

15.0

15.0

14.6

14.5

14.0

13.(!

il.o

10.0

Experimental Plots on Stubble Land at Ouyen, 1916. Yield,

22 bushels per acre.

LOXGEREXON'G I'AU.M.

New crossbred (Red Skin x Yandilla King)

Selected Federation

Federation

New crossbred (Clubliead x Yandilla King!

Yandilla King
Major

New crossbred (Bobs

College Eclipse

Dart's Imperial

New crossbred (Stanley

Purple S'traw .

.

Bunyip

Currawa

X Federation)

X Y'andilla Kin'j)

Tushels.

44.5

43.4

41.3

39.5

39.0

36.6

36.16

35.5

35.1

34.4

28.3

24.4
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Plots at Wyuna were sown on well-worked fallow ou 23id May.

1916, and all received uniform allowances of seed and manure. At

Rutherglen, the winter rainfall was the highest on record, no less than

24.36 inches falling during the growing period of the crop. The crops

made remarkably good early growth, hut the saturated state of the toil

throughout the spring months prevented high yields being obtained.

At Lougerenong, the rainfall was better distributed throughout the

season, and the yields were relatively higher than at other centres.

Variety Tki.\l.>s is tuk Mai.i.ke.

Ten different varieties were sown at each centre; five were early

wheats, and five late varieties. The plots were lA—2 acres each in

area, and were sown with 60 lb. of super])liosphate and 4.5 lb. of graded

An Outpost of Wheat-growing in Victoria.

The value of plKKspliatcs at Carwarp. 1017. Crop on tin- riglit iiiunanureil,

yield, 7 bushels 20 Ujs. On the left 60 lbs. super, per acre, yield, 10 bushels 40 lbs.

Crop sown (jn stubble land.

seed per acre. Both at Carwarp and Ouyen, the plots were sown on
stubble land, whilst at Cowangie they were sown on fallowed land.

The results of the Carwarp tests were as follows:—

Dart's Imperial
Vandilla King
Currawa
I'i'nny

Feilenrtion

< iliiyas

Tlu'w

College Kolipse

Bun.vip

King"s Early

The trials were conducted on the farm of Mr. P
results of the test show that early-maturing varieties of wheat,
in dry seasons do particularly well in the Mallee country, gave much

Bush. lb.
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lower returns than tlie late maturing ty]3es this season. This is to be
expected in such a season as the present, for the prolonged cool and
rainy weather in spring and summer favours the development of the
slow-growing types. At Ouyen and Cowangie, the early wheats made
excellent early growth, but the late season proved unfavorable for their

development. At Ouyen, the plots were carried out on the farm of

Cr. H. W. Pickering, on land that had been in crop four years in suc-

cession. The results of the variety plots were as follows:—

Dart's Imperial

Yandilla King
Federation . .

Currawa

Penny . .

At Cowangie, plots were conducted by Cr. H. F. Hecht, on land
that had been fallowed the previous year. The results were as

follows ;
—

Bush. lb.

Federation . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 41 10

Bush.
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Manuhial Trials.

The following are details of the nianmial
located on Mr. Coutts' farm at l?atchici ; -

trials at Warracknabcal,

1

.

Xo nianiire . .

2. i cwt. of 3Uiier|jli()S|ili;ite

3. 1 cwt. of sii]iori)lioapli:ilc

4. \i cwt. of .superpliosiiliatc . .

5. 1 cwt. sviper., A cwt. basic shi^'

fi. 1 cwt. basic slag

7. 1 cwt. super., lime 10 cwt. (llilii ..

S. 1 cwt. sujier., 40 lbs. N. soda

9. 1 cwt. .super., 40 lbs. N. sotla. 411 llis. Put. snip.

I'uslicls:

3 5 ..3

41.S

44.8

48.7

45.0

42.8

44.7

4;!.l)

4:i.2

The highest net profit has been obtained with the use of superphos-

phate by itself. Taking wheat at current prices, a steady increase is

shown from dressings of li cwt. per acre up to H cwt. per acre—the

maximum amount tried. With ^ cwt. super, an increase of 23s. 6d. ]>€r

acre was returned after deducting tlie cost of the manure, while with

H cwt. per acre it was no less tlian 40s.

The mixed manures were also responsible for high yields, but the

net returns were not so high. At Longerenong the returns were avail-

able over a longer period, and show perhaps a truer indication as to the

relative values of the manures.

Manurial Trials ajt Longerenong.

Each plot was sown with graded Federation seed on the 24th June
at the uniform rate of 63 lb. per acre. The cultivation of each plot

was identical, but the manurial dressings were different. The results

for the seasons 1913 and 1916, together with the average yield of each

of the thirteen plots for the past four seasons, are as follow:—

Trcittinciit (i)er acre.)

Xo manure
Super., 5t) lbs. .

.

. . • .

.

Super., 1 cwt.

Super., 2 cwt.

Super., 1 cwt. ; lime, ti cwt.

Super., 1 cwt.; lime, 10 cwt.

Super., 1 cwt. ; nitrate of soda, 40 lbs.

Thomas phosphate, 1 cwt.

Super., 1 cwt. ; nitrate of soda, 40 lbs. ; sulphate of

potash, 40 lbs.

Super
, J cwt. ; Thomas phosphate, J cwt. .

.

Super., 1 cwt. ; nitrate of soda, 40 lbs., top dressing in

spring

Farm-yard manure, 10 tons

Yield per Acre.
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Taking the average for the four-year period, which included the
flrought year; tiie average return from the no-manure plot was 22.83
bushels. The land is sufficiently fertile to yield by good cultivation

and bare fallow alone nearly 23 bushels per acre. The application of

i cwt. of phosphates in the form of super, raised the yield to 28.97
Imshels—an increase of 6.16 bushels, worth at 4s. per bushel, 24s. 6d.
per acre, thus showing a net profit of 22s. per acre. This increase in

yield was obtained by the expenditure of 2s. 6d. per acre for fertilizer.

Superphosphates applied at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre at a cost of

OS. per acre, gave an increase over the unmanured plot of 7J bushels,

worth 31s. per acre, leaving a net profit of 26s. per acre. The 2 cwt.

application costing 10s. per acre, gave an increase of 9.62 bushels per
acre over the unmanured plot, representing a net profit of 28s. 6d.

per acre.

Last year the application of 10 tons of farmyard manure par acre

gave a yield of 6^ bushels per acre more than any combination of

artificial manure. This was to be expected in a cool, wet season. The
average return over a four-vear period, however, is approximatslv the
same as that from a dressing of 1 cwt. of superphosphate.

These returns show that wheat yields in the Winimera may be
maintained at a high level by bare fallowing, judicious cultivation and
the liberal use of phosphates.

Manurial Trials in the Mallee.

The Department of Agriculture for the past three years has con-

ducted variety and manurial wheat tests at Ouyen and Cowangie to

determine the most suitable of wheat and manure for these areas. This
year Carwarp was included in the tests. The results of the 1916 test

demonstrate the fertility of these mallee areas when favorable climatic
conditions are combined with good farming. The manurial tests con-

sisted of trials of no manure against heavy and light dressings of super-
phosphates sown in plots of 1 to 2 acres each in area.

The results of the 1916 tests were as follow:—

Qiia!itity ]»-t acrc.

No manure
30 lbs. super.

00 lbs. super.

90 lbs. super.

Carwarj).

llusli. lb*.

7 29
16 59
19 40
21 58

Cow;
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Mr. P. J. Stewart, the

experimenter at Car-

warp, writes: — "The
contrast in the uii-

luanured and manured
plots was most striking,

both in appearance and
ill the yield, and proves

that sowincr wheat with-

out manure in light soils

is a waste cf time, labour

and money."
These tests were made

on new land. At Ouyen
the tests were carried out

on rich pine country,

which had been cropped

for four years in succes-

sion. The application of

30 lbs. of super, gave an

increase of H bushels

per acre, but the heavier

dressings gave no sub-

stantial increase in yield.

At Cowangie the plots

were sown on land which
had been specially fal-

lowed with selected

Federation seed, and
gave phenomenal re-

turns, the unmaniired
plot giving no less than

37 bushels 42 lbs. per

acre. The plot dressed

with 30 lbs. super, gave

44 bushels 31 lbs., an in-

crease of 6 bushels 49

lbs. per acre, worth at

normal prices £1 3s. [Jer

acre. The plot dressed

with 60 lbs. su|)er. per

acre returned 45 bushels

34 lbs., an increase of

7 bushels 53 lbs. Tak-

ing' the average of all

centres, the most profit-

able dressing to apply in

in such a season as the

present is 60 lbs. per

acre. Taking the yields

as a whole, they afford

remarkable testimony of

the fertility of niallee
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lands. Only at one centre
were the plots sown on fal-

lowed land, and here the
average yield of the four
plots was 43 bushels per
acre. The season was very
favorable for wheat-grow-
ing, the rainfall being 3 to

4 inches above the average.
The average rainfall of
these areas is low, but it is

quite sufficient, provided
proper tillage methods are
followed, to render wheat-
growing safe and profit-

able.

When
farming

the systematic
methods charac-

teristic of the older settled

districts are applied to

these new areas, their
average yields will increase
by at least 50 per cent.

Bare fallowing to conserve
moisture is an absolute
essential for good crops in

these districts, yet only 1

acre in 10 was sown on
fallowed land in 1916. On
the other hand in the
Wimmera, where fallowing

is less necessary than in the

Mallee, there is only 1 acre

of wheat in 10 not sown
on fallowed laud. Only in

very isolated instances were
sheep to be found in these

newer mallee areas. As
farming methods improve,

the association of small

flocks of sheep with wheat-
growing will be essential,

and will open up another
avenue of profit to the

mallee grower.
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LECTURES, FARMERS' CLASSES, AND STALLION
PARADES.

The following letter lias been addressed to the secretaries of all Agri-
cultural Societies throughout the State by the Director of Agriculture,

Dr. S. S. Cameron:

—

lUi

I have the lienor, by direction, to iiifonii vim tliat tlie iJepartment's arrange-
ments for tlie holding of st;illion parades, leeturos, ami farmers' classes (hiring

1017 are as under:

—

Stallion Parades.

A somewhat curtailed timetable for stallion parades is being arranged, and
will be forwarded to you shortly, so that the necessary local arrangements mav
be made as usual. It is desired tliat the system coiiHiiiiig tlie award of

prizes to certified stallions only shall be continued, in order that societies may
obtain the benefit of the subsidy when it is resumed.

Lectures.

Enclosed is a list of lectures and demonstrations which will be given on request
from Agricultural Societies and kindred bodies during 1917.

On account of the shortage in the stati' through enlistment, no lectures on
veterinary subjects can be given, but the whole programme on other subjects can
be arranged, and the Department will lie glad to comply with the requests of

societies as far as possible.

It is suggested, in order to save the time of officers, and travelling expenses,
that societies requiring the usual four lectures should arrange that at least two
should be held at centres in the same district on two following dates, or as

near one another as practicable.

Farmers' Classes.

It has been decided to shorten the period for farmers' classes from a fort-

night to a week, in order to lessen the inconvenience to farmers, farmers' sons,

and others, and thereby promote larger attendances. It will also be possible,
under this arrangement, to meet the applications of a larger number of districts.

STALLION PARADES.
The awards of prizes in all classes for stallions three years old and

over at the Society's Show, to be subject to the possession by the exhibit

of a Government certificate of soundness.

Stallion Inspection Parades will be held at different centres through-
out the State prior to the commencement of the Show season (Time-table
tor Stallion Parades for 1917 will be available shortly after 1st May.
1917). The parade centres are so arranged that all owners of Show
stallions have the opportunity of submitting them for examination for

the Government certificate of soundness before the closing of entries for

the Show. Show secretaries will require to obtain evidence of the

possession of the Government certificate in respect of exhibits at the time
of entry, and should not accept entries of other than certificated horses.

Immediately after the Show, secretaries of societies are required to

forward the names of all the horses that have won the prizes in stallion,

classes, together with the names of the owners, to the Director of

Agriculture.

FARMERS' CLASSES.
Applications should be submitted as early as possible. Twenty

students at least must be enrolled before a class can be held.

The rent of hall and all local charges are to be paid by the Society

;

all other expenses by the Department. Arrangements must be made to

insure the uninterrupted use of the hall during the time the lectures are

going on.
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A roll of attendances at lectures and demonstrations shall be kept.

The Agricultural Classes will extend over one week, consisting of not

more than five evening lectures. Field demonstrations will be arranged
for day-time instruction on days as required. Tlie majority of tiie

lectures will be illustrated by limelight views.

Examinations will be held at the conclusion of eacii class, provided
not less than five students compete. The successful competitor at each
class will be eligible to take part in a final examination for the A.N. A.
gold medal in Melbourne.

Free rail tickets will be issued to students to attend this final exami-
nation. Five competitors or more must attend or no medal will be
awarded.

Professional men, students in attendance at Agricultural High
Schools and Colleges, or at the Continuation Schools, and teachers from
such institutions or State schools, are not allowed to sit for the exami-
nation.

LECTURES.
Applications should be submitted as early as possible, and accom-

panying the application must be a list of the subjects which the Society

chooses. The dates of lectures or classes will then be fixed by the De-
partment, and if Societies will state the most suitable seasons for their

disiricts the classes or lectures will, as far as possible, be arranged
accordingly.

The president or secretary, or a member of the council or committee
of the Society, must take the chair at each lecture or class, and must
certify as to the number and borw fides of the attendance as above
lequired.

The rent of the hall, advertising, and all other local charges are to

be paid by the Society; all other expenses by the Department.

%=iC<r^Ki!55iM
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State, it contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1913-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on back hereof.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and -£29 lOs.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include-

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 1 47 1 3 lbs. milk

G. Dam's .. 10548 ..

6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 .. .. 9155 ..

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam

Dam's Dam
Sire's Dam

Sire's D. Dam
G. Sire's D. Dam

G.G. Sire's D. Dam
G.G.G. Sire's D. Dam

's Record (Isl milkir
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

diredl into the ship's hold. Eledric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by dire(il lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shuntmg in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing ap to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produtfts are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conneded with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produdion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia, Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Ch.irmaa ud M.a.iini Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. E«i.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE. Eki.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. Em,. DAVID HUNTER. Etc.

Thia Company Aots as EKOoutor or Joint CKOOUtor of Wlllo, Admlnlotrator, Tr«jo«oo of
8ottlomont»f and Afont for Abaontooa undar Powor of Attornay.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

OUicet 113 Queen SL (Comer oi Little Coliin»-st.) Melbourne

MONKEY "=^'^_^= "WALLABY" JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

t;.^. GENERAL
i^~^ HEAVY

- UFTING

Oar cmplctc illoitritcd ciUlac i> free, il roi kare one ue il. if ;«o biTeg't WRITE US TO-DAT!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM
I

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending

Vinegrowers

!
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THE WATERLOO BOY
12 H.P. at Draw Bar—equals 8 horses.

24 B.H.P. at Belt—Works on Kerosene.

Successfully working all over the world. The fact that these

high-grade Tractors are at work in England^—the home of good

machinery—^is proof that this is an uncommonly good Tractor.

Does any kind of farm and hauling work, and when your own is done
it will earn money for you by doing your neighbour's.

Drives any machinery, anywhere, that needs up to 24 B.H.P.
Very simple. Elasy to operate. Need* no expert attention. Only

needs a driver— it is a one man machme.

Government experts, after careful calculations, estimate that on the

average a horse lives 90,000 hours, but only works 10,000 hours ; so for

every 9 hours you feed your horse, he gives you only I hour's work.

The Waterloo only uses oil while it is at work, so get one, and save

the money you are losing now.

A Tractor is not a luxury. It saves and makes money for you.

The Waterloo has the three Tractor essentials

—

Simple Engine—Powerful Pull—Low Up-Keep.

Better and cheaper than most Tractors of same power. Ask for

price, and please say you saw this advertisement.

MITCHELL & CO. 12LH2:
Office and Factory :

We»t Footscray, Melbourne.

Show Room :

596 Bourke St., Melbourne.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

COCKERELS and PULLETS

May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna

Farm for delivery from March, 1917.

Prices, £1 Is. and 10s. 6d. each.

Wyuna White Leghorns (Wyuna Special Mating

for Prolific Layers)

„ „ „ (Subiaco No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh and Swift x Moritz)

„ „ „ (Waldon X Moritz)

Note.—The Mother of W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915),

which established the world's record of 1.699 eggs, was hatched from eggs

obtained from the Wyuna Poultry Yards. This pen realized £75

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany order, which should

be addressed to

Manager, Government Farm, WYUNA

jiv Aatliuritv A.iBUti J Mi'r.LETi (JuveiiiiijeDt Printer. Melliuurn->



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetismg, then dismlegrated mto powder,

and put up (or ready mixmg and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz..

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "oil MEAL"
MAIZE OIL MEAL
is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment s notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footscray 364
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GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that dire(5l shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condud of Cool Stores places

producers m an mdependent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produ(5ts.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

)
Office: 10383 Central

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)
\ £„,,„_,„.cw,e .-

,0382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be ob'ained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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ALL ORCHARD

^j

ABUNDANCE
STRAWBERRY
This special variety is easily

the best of all. so order early.

Price, 3;- per bundle of 25

10/- per bundle of 100.

RED OIL
A most effective

Insect Destroyer.

Readily exterminates all kinds

of germs.

LIME SULPHUR
WASH

Kills San Jose, Mussel

Scale ;
prevent Black

Spot, Curl Leaf,

Shot Hole, &c.

Buy a British 4 Oak Spray Pump, price 27/6

"Victoria Seed Warehouse"
64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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The Story of the Lamp

4: \

The American "Camphene"
Lamp, 1845

In 1845 experiments were conducted in

America to produce a "burnins fluid" to

take the place of animal and seed oils. Oil

of Turpentine was purified by distillation

over quick-lime and was called "Camphene."
The dangerous nature of the new burning
oil soon brought it into disfavour.

Safety is an important matter in lamps,

heaters and stoves. Laurel Kerosene is

tested to 150 degrees of fire-heat before

being sold. Millions of tins of

Laurel Kerosene
The soft white light

are used every year without danger or

accident. Laurel does not char the wick or

clog the burner. Gives a brilliant light,

soothing and restful to the eyes. For
lighting, heating and cooking, it cannot be
excelled. Laurel is our new trade mark
name for the highest quality American
Kerosene ever sold in Australasia and
replaces our old brand. White Rose.

Insist on Laurel

Vacuum Oil Company Pty. Ltd.
Throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand

La.
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USE KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

Improved
:: 1914 ::

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst
them 5ome of the largest squatters In Auslraha, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everythmg that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

Cor. ainiig Two
4-gal. tins :: :: 6/-

per Or Eight 1-gal. tins

gal. :: 6/6 per gal. ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

There are 30 of these

'CHALLENGE"
Farm Pump Engines

\m A\^m^^^^^ IL
'" ^it-'toria. Solid proof of

IK]|| I'Biijir^ J Ik t^'ipir reliability. Always

\>^Jf^%j]^^\M "'^'^^'' ibout the farm or
station. No plntforni to build
nr ;t<-('ejiSOrie& to buy. Can
be attached in three minutes.
It wiil lift water f.fKi feet and
pump it a mile. Can also be
used to drive milking or

Bhearinif machines, cut < haff, saw liji^ht wood,
shell corn, run a wa-^bin,' raarhine, and many
other jobs at a cost of just over one penny an
hour. No skilled mechanic needed to fix, or
operate. Simple to understand. (luaranteed
reliable as hundreds of purchasers have proved.

Price £40 fitted with Magneto

The Lightest Breeze Starts

The CHALLENGE

Windmill
Pumpin^^, but it is

stronjr enough to
withstand t )i e

force of a hurricane. Fitted
^^ itb an effective governor that
j,'ives perfect self reifulation in

the fitrontrest winds. Constructed of Hr,eel

throutrhout, well tralvanized. Efficient lubrica-

tion l)y syphon oilers. All bearinps are inter-

chantreable, jrivinn double life. Crankshaft is one
piei-e of solid fortred steel. Perfect adjustment.
Load comes between bearintrs, thereby reducing:
wear. Many customers have from 30 to 40 in use

;

117 sold to one man.

Order before prices rise.

Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also Towers of any height.

H interested id water iopply or irrigation, state yoar workinK conditlont and we will quote.

We stock Steam, Kerosene, Petrol and Hot Air Engines, CentrifuRal Pumps, and Myers',
Gould's, and Deming's Pumps for all services, Mackie's Rock and Water Borer, and plants

for deep well aod bore pumping a specialty. We erect if required and give easy terms.

CATALOGS AND EXPERT ADVICE FREE

Langwill Bros. & Davies Pty. Ltd.
AgentB for Tangye's Steam, Oil and Gas Engines. Pumps and Machinery,

118 Sturt Street South Melbourne
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Adapted for many different

crops and for two kinds of

cultivation

as a harrow and
as a cultivator

"IRON AGE."

Combined Diamond-Tooth Harrows& Cultivators
The high freime, clean-cut construction, and ability to ear up the weeds, puts tlieai on the premium
list for su^'ar beets, strawberries, and other small fruits, and they are good for misueilaneous farming, too.

The teeth are steel, diamond-shaped, with a small cultivator point forged on one end. There are 14
ot them, all adjustable for depth and ang'le.

The tool opens to 34 inches and closes to 11 inches. With plain expander, cultivates 38 inches wide.
For close work the operator can take off aa many teeth as he pleases.

Price is £2 13s. 6d. 'IRON AGE" Book Free to All

PRUNING POINTS
Is the title of a little book, fully describ-

ing and illustrjiting our full Pruning

Equipment, Send your address and

we'll post one by return of mail Free.

ersons
Proprietary Ltd

For Faxm and Orchard Tools,

554-66 & 582-88 Collins Street,

MELBOURNE. Established 57 Years.
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Orchardists and Farmers
Keep pace with the times

and use

Billabong Patent

Improved Joint

Light Steel Piping

Galvanized Sheet Steel Piping saves money

and lightens labor. Comparatively large sizes

can be handled with ease. The special feature

about "Billabong" Sheet Steel Piping is the

joint. This joint permits of rapid and easy

assembling while ensuring a water-tight joint.

Connection is made by the simple operation

of inserting end A into B and giving a twist

so that the taper key pieces shall interlock.

Write for particulars arid prices.

MAKERS of

Windmills

Pumps
Pipes

Troughs

Pluming

Tanks

Tankstands

Engineers, Brassfounders, Importers,

391-403 Bourke St., Melbourne

324-330 Pitt St., Sydney

SUPPLIERS of

W.l. Pipe

and Fittings

Sprinklers

Spray

Nozzles

Oil Engines

&c., &c.
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
SIRE-MABEL'S CHIEF (imp.).

Bulls.

1

Dam's Performance under ~Tn -i„„. *„.
Govermuent Herd Testinu. •=''<'»!'» •*««•

ETTIE 4th (2889) • December, 1914

This Season .. 8,743 Iba. Milk.
445 lbs. Butter (4 '40 test).

SILVERMINE Sth (1386) February, 1816

Last Season . . 6,515 lbs. Milk.
322 lbs. Butter (5 -12 test).

AUDREY LASSIE (S2S) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season . . 7.667 lbs. Milk.

440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

R„lli Dam's Performance under ~— . .

B"l'"- Government Herd Testing. ="' <""•• *««

4. LASSIE 2nd (1136) December, 1915

Last Season .. 9,33.^ lbs. Milk.

613J lbs. Butter (4-79 test).

ThisSeaaon .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
478 lbs. Butter (4-91 test).

5. LASSIE (509) • January, 1916

Last Season .. 7,340 lbs. Milk.
426 lbs. Butter (6-08 teat).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (5-24 test).

Apply :-C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual

400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

Insupanee

Soeiety Ltd.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine. Fidelity Guarantee, Plate

Glais, Personal Accident and Sickness,

Employers' Liability. Workmen's Compen-

sation. Public Risk, Motor Car. and Burglarr.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOIVIIVIEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Stale Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE. VICTORIA
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing. Carpentry, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool

Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MENS COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our Prospe&us, ready now, and learn aboui them.

First Term 1917 starts February Sth. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War.

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
WoTk„~ DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, Sole ProprMor,

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable Agriculturists say that this Collece offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

Alternative Courses— Total Fees—
(a) Diploma Course .. Three Years. «- , ,

(6) One Year's Course. XlJ/-/- pCf annUHl.

The Collese contains modem and well equipped laboratory and letfture hatl, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Ol the 5,91 3 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1 .000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb RaUtns. Dairyins,
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees -£25 ner annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Sec* -tary. Council of Agricultural Educatioiit
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, ot the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloea.

Renewable OarrOD
Boxes b, Oil Caps.

The only Steel
Wheel that haa
stood the Teat.

BEWARE OP
IMITATIONS

WtKelf OuraatMd tor S yttn against Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.— Irrigationists, OrchardiiU, Farmeri,

This Sprinff Wagon to carry 2 tone, £30 up.

Wheel!, se* and Si' dia. 4' Tyrea. Table, 9} i 5) feet Pole or Shafts. WeighalOewt.

Ordinary Block Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.

Thsae Wheelt art guaranttad and wilt loMt for all iim».

HIGHER WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wagons built to carrjr any weight np to W tana.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all classes of little Wasons for Farm and Station work.
Waeons Shipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

f'\ 10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A,

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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w* W BOS

No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence Is so ffood as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

Cyclone Spring Coil Fenc« ii made of

best quality wire, calvaniied. Moisture doea
not affect it. Elxpantion and contraction cauted
by changea in temperature are provided for by
crimpa in the horizontal linea. Once up, the
fence Deads no after ttraininc

Tha crimpa make the fenca elastic

Stock ruahing it are thrown back, and both
slock and fence are uninjured. Tl • cross

des. I ft. apart, make a perfect web. through
which no atock can pass.

Get our Cataloffu*. It tells you more about it

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
468 SWANSTON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE

Seed WheatandSeed Oat Cleaners&Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved cc c'ub v^ly by Pract cal F.T-merft

that graded seed is hardier in growth
:: and increases the yield per acre -

Sticks, Stra-isi ^^
i ii-lier lar^.-

substances

Sm.ill liais.

Seeds, Drake
and Urokeii

GralB

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

roati
•j .irij

Lliarlej

Chain driven
ImproTsd Pattern for Seajon 1917

Will remove from Wheat ;—Cra .;Kca ..ind o.. jrain, Oats, Wild Oats,
Barley, Grass Seeds, Sand, Chaff, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

^^^^^^^^^^^ PORT MELBOURNE ^^^^^^^^^^i
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i » t

NuNAN's Patent Spray System
Enhance your profits, increase your returns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Nunan'g Patent Spray Irrigation System. Producei a

Rainfall at Steady as Nature's Own. Nunan's is the simplest mei hod

Icnown for soalcing your ground readily and naturally. Send for full details to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King St., Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vi(5torian Deposit.

Al1£i 1» ^ ,^ 't.\.. <V^>- %V.'s.,

CROP CfROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orden can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS I
"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB " ^^""^ Brand on every Sheet.

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL. SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and"CORN INA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

% G.P.IGRAIN TO US. ">• G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and
at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.
Sole Agents for NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GUSGOW.

WHEN ENOUIRINO. PLEASE MENTION THIS JOURNAI^

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

Company Limited
HEAD OFFICE-
LONDON.

MELBOURNE OFFICE-
COLLINS ST. W.

LIBERAL CASH ADVANCES

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow, Bark,

Stock & Station Brokers on Commission only

Butter Shipments undertaken on Owner's Account

THE BEST

AGENTS FOR-

COOPER'S DIP
FOR VICTORIA AND RIVERINA,

Page's Patent Wire Strainer
and Ironside's Wire Cutter

CHIEF AGENTS IN VICTORIA for the

PALATINE INSURANCE COY.

FOR THE

SHEEPMAN
IS

PACKED IN
CASES LIKE

THIS
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My Calf 1

—
5,500,000 CALVES

Have to be reared to replace the 5J
millions cattle short in Australia.

Xi)lenclicl prices warrant the dairy-

man rearing every calf dropped.
Australia is not alone in this short-

age, as it is the world's supply that
has been denuded.

WHY YOU SHOULD REAR ON

SKINNER'S CALF MEAL
Skinner's prevents scour even when fed in small quantities with skim milk.

Skinner's contains Cod Liver Oil—the others don't—and we score heavily.

Skinner's is the richest meal on the market and goes farthest.

Skinner'S) £ for £, is chea|ier than linseed meal.

Skinner's is a i)erfeot new milk substitute.

Skinner's can be fed without any milk.

Skinner's can be fed with whey.

Skinner's contains the lime, phosphates, salts, true fats, and flesh formers
;

therefore.

Skinner's builds stamina, constitution, bone, and flesh.

Skinner's added in small quantities to skim milk, makes a better calf at a
very low cost, and acts as an insurance against) scour, tubercu-
losis, &c.

Skinner's has scores of other good points, which make it the most po|)ular

Calf Meal in Australia and the most profitable food a dairy-

man can use.

You want Profits and Results—then use SKINNER'S Goods

PRICES: 25 lbs., 6/6; 50 lbs., 12/9; 100 lbs., 25/-
Sold by Factories and Co-op. Stores

Agents—

Gippsland & Northern Co-operative Sellings
and Insurance Co. Ltd.

492-494 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: n

Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. TeUpbone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES. SHEDS, ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL. OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale

Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
n YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD 7'Ae Optician

'Phone 6778 Equitablc Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

- To FARMERS and OTHERS.—^—
For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
&; HARDWOOD TIMBERS

.i^^—^^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ——^^—

—

Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

"o"':!- MiLLARS' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
PHONES 10B51-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 a.P.O.
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MORE
EGGS!

CUNLIGHT OIL CAKE is rich in

Albuminoids and low in Moisture.

The general cause of shortage in eggs

is either too high feeding or too low.

For laying hens, Sunlight Oil Cake will

quickly give a return which will astonish

the owner. For chickens at any time

after the age of 6 weeks it is unequalled.

Sunlight Oil Cake will impart the glossy

sheen to the birds' appearance so prized

by the fancier, and is specially valuable

for this reason alone to all exhibitors of

show poultry. It puts on solid fiesh in

an extremely short space of time, and

experiments have proved that young,

scraggy birds fed almost entirely on it

'have become covered with good plump
meat in a few weeks, thus doubling their

value to the market poulterer.

A 32-Paze Booklet— '"Poultry Profits"

sent free on application to—
Lever Brothers Limited,

Melbourne.
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WINDMILLS
Alston's New Gearless

Is the

Simplest

WindmiU

Motion
ever invented

Only Three

working parts

Ball Bearinfs

Throughout

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Run in Oil

oisi 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in use

throughout

Australia

^-NO ATTENTION REQUIRED"^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and 'Pump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS.

TENTH ANNUAL REPORT (SEASON 1916) ON THE VETERINARY EXAMINA-
TION OF STALLIONS FOR GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATE OF SOUNDNESS AND
APPROVAL.

By W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer.

With the hearty co-operation of all interested in the system of Govern-
ment certification of stallions, the tenth year of the examinations has
been brought to a successful conclusion. I have again to record my
appreciation of the assistance rendered; by owners of stallions who
accepted the time-table as arranged, often at some considerable incon-

venience to themselves, and by secretaries of agricultural societies, upon
whom devolved the duty of arranging for stallions to be in attendance
promptly at the advertised hour, and, in those cases where no horses were
coming forward for examination, by notifying me in sufficient time to

allow of cancellation, so conserving the time of the examining officer,

and in this way reducing the number of parades to 89. Finally, by
the two veterinary officers, Messrs. Griffin and Lerew, who overcame
every obstacle, such as cancellation of trains, &c., and kept all

appointments made. Involving as this did, the holding of two,

three, and even four parades a day, and as many as nine and eleven

parades a week, it will be recognised how a breakdown in the engage-
ments would have disorganized the time-table. The number of exami-
nations and action taken by each of the veterinary officers is as shown
hereunder :

—

Officer.

Mr. R. Griffin, M.R.C.V.S. ..

Mr. \V. M. Lerew, G.M.V.C.
Appeal Boards

Number
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A most gratifying feature of tlie past season was found in the fact

that in spite of the Government grant to agricultural societies being

suspended, and consequently the compulsory condition not having to

be complied with, the enthusiasm in the scheme did not abate and the

spirit underlying its introduction was faithfully carried out in a

continuation of the policy that only certificated stallions could be

awarded a prize at agricultiiral shows. This clearly indicates that

the majority of breeders are in hearty accord with the desire to

eliminate from OTir studs all unsound and nondescript sires, and this

contention is further supported by the desire so freely expressed to

obtain legislative control and to introduce a system of registration.

It is earnestly hoped that time will be found during the next

session of Parliament to place the Bill—which, as already notified in

the press, has been drafted—upon the statute-book.

Examinations and Rejections.

Unsoundness.

The number of horses examined was 320, being 35 less than during
the previous season. The rejections show a slight decrease under the
heading of " Unsoundness '' and an increase for " Disapproval," the

figures being 11.25 per cent, unsound and 30.94 below standard as

against 14.93 and 23.1, respectively, for 1915-16, whilst the total

rejections were 42.19 per cent., as against 38.03 per cent, for the

previous years. An examination of tables during the past ten years
shows the following as the rejections each year for unsoundness :

—

1907/8. 1908/9. 1909/10. 1910/11. 1911/12. 1912/13. 1913/14. 1914/15. 1915/16. 1916/17.

15-04 17-17 15-04 17-0!) 10-42 11-59 10-38 13-76 14-93 11-25

At first sight this does not appear so encouraging as a closer inves-

tigation warrants, for, as pointed out in a previous report, though in

light horses and ponies little unsoundness is found, the number of such

examined very considerably changes the ratio of unsoundness discovered,

and last year there was a higher proportion of these breeds examined
than usual.

A far better index of the value of the examination is to take only

that breed in which unsoundness is prevalent, namely, the draughts,

and for the past ten years the figures run as follow:

—

1907/8. 1908/9. 1909/10. 1910/11. 1911/12 1912/13. 1913/14. 1914/15. 1915/16. 1916/17.

23-82 27-33 23-52 21-57 12-13 1203 11-0 15-5 19-67 16-49

If we divide the period into two of five years each, in order to

eliminate the fluctuations which occur from season to season, we see

that for the first five years an average of 20.8 per cent, was rejected,

and in the second an average of 13.4 per cent.—a difference of 7.4 per

cent., or a decrease of 35 per cent. Such figures cannot be regarded

as other than highly satisfactory, and indicate that the elimination of

unsoundness has commenced. A higher percentage could not be

expected, especially when it is borne in mind that uncertificated

stallions have not been wholly removed from breeding operations, and
that not more than two generations have been dealt with. Should

legislation which would prevent such stallions being used for stud pur-

poses ever be passed, there should be a much greater reduction of un-

soundness detected.
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Disapproval.

With regard to refusal of certificates for " di.sapproval "—as it is

termed for convenience—and which indicates the horse as being below
a reasonable standard in respect of breed type and conformation,
the percentage of rejections has progressively increased, as the following
figures show :

—

1907/8. 1908/9. 1909/10. 1910/11. 1911/12. 1912/13. 1913/14. 1914/15. 1915/16. 1916/17.

8-38 8-24 14-65 9-6 12- 15 10-27 20-14 20-4 23-1 30-9

This must not be taken to indicate that the horses of the present
day are not as good as they were ten years ago; during the early years
only those horses absolutely of low type were refused, whilst of later
years there has been a desire to require a higher and higher standard,
which is supported by breeders, who so frequently have passed the
remark :

" There are too many certificates issued." Yet the average
type present in Victoria is to-day far superior to that seen when the
first examinations were conducted.

As further evidence of the support of breeders under this head, and
also of the judgment of veterinary officers, it is worthy of note that
only five appeals were lodged against refusal of certificates for

disapproval, and that the Appeal Boards upheld the action in four
eases and reversed the decision in only one.

The accompanying table shows an analysis of the examinations
made during the last season :

—
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As in previous years, sidebone in the draught horse is responsible

for the majority of the rejections, and this shows a falling from 16.32

to 11.70—a difference of 4.6 per cent. None of the other unsoundnesses

call for special comment.

The number of stallions submitted for re-examination is shown

hereunder :

—

Horses Submitted foe Renewal of Certificates, 1916-1917.
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Appeals.

The number of appeals lodged was eiglit. As already indicated, five

of thc.«e were on tlic ground of disapproval and one only was ui)held;

whilst three were on the question of unsoundness, and in two of these

the opinion of the examining officers were upheld.

Additional Regulatiox.

Some stallion owners become on occasion somewhat neglectful in the

care of certificates issued to them—such certificates being frequently
mislaid or lost. It has therefore been provided by Regulation 9 of

Part HI. that for the future a duplicate copy will be issued on receipt

of satisfactory evidence supported by statutory declaration that such
certificate has been so lost—the fee to be charged for such duplicate is

£1 Is.

Arrangements for Cojiinc, Year.

For the coming year a time-table has been arranged on almost
similar basis to that operated upon last season. There being only two
officers available, it is earnestly hoped that the consideration extended
last year will be again sho-mi, and the time-table will be strictly observed.
A careful study will show how arrangements could be disorganized by
alteration of either time or date of parade.

Examinatiox gi- Mares.

Sinco tlio oompilalion of tliis report it has been decided to introduce the
system of exaininatinn and certification of mares. For the first year, however,
only tliose mares which are registered in a recognised stud-hook for "draught horses
will be examined, ami then only at parades as advertised for the examination of
stallions, and provideil tlie Veterinary Officer has time to conduct such examina-
tion without interfering with the timetable. All examinations will be conducted
under the same regulations as those controlling the examiuatiou of stallions.
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REGULATIONS
GOVEKXING THE Ex.\MI^'ArION OF StaLI.IONS AIID MaBES FOR THE

Government Certificate of Soundness and Approval.

I.

—

Examination Parades.

(1) Societies within whose district an Inspection Parade is

appointed are required to provide a suitable place for the examinations

to be conducted, and to suitably and reasonably advertise the holding

of the parade on receipt of notice from the Department of the fixture.

The secretary or some member of the committee of the society is

required to be in attendance at the appointed time to assist the examin-

ing ofificer in the arrangements for the inspection.

(2) The Parades will be conducted and the Veterinary Officer will

attend without expense to Societies other than that involved in adver-

tising and making known the occasion to the public and the horse-

owners in the district, and providing the examination ground.

(3) The Examining Officer will attend Inspection Parades held at

times and places set out in the official Time Table for the year, and

all examinations for the Government Certificate will be made at such

Parades or on some such publicly advertised occasion, unless under

special circumstances as provided for in clause 5.

(4) In the event of it being found impossible for local reasons to

hold the Parade in any district at the time and date set out in the

Time Table, notice to that effect—together with suggestions for alter-

native date and time compatible with the rest of the Time Table^
should be given not later than 1st June, after which no alteration in

the Time Table can be made.

(5) The special examination of horses for the Government Certi-

ficate of Soimdness at other thiiii the advertised parades may
be arranged for in cases where, through accidental circumstances, the

owner has failed to submit the horse at such parade.

Such examinations will only be arranged when the attendance of

the Examining Officer will not interfere with the requirements of the

Department for his services in other directions.

An owner requesting such special examinations will be required to

prepay a fee of XI Is. for each horse examined; also the railway fare

(first class return), and travelling expenses at the rate of 14s. per day,

of the visiting officer.

II.

—

Grounds for Rejection.

(1) Refusal of Certificate on the ground of unsoundness will be

made only when, in the opinion of the Examining Officer, the horse is

affected at the time of examination with one or more of the following

hereditary unsoundnesses, viz.;—
Bog Spavin Ringbone
Bone Spavin Roaring
Cataract Sidebone

Chorea " Shivering " or "Nervy " Stringhalt

Curb Tlioroughpin

Navicular disease Whistling
Nasal disease (Osteo-jx)ro3is)

or such other hereditary unsoundness as the Minister may at any time

declare. (Blemishes or unsoundness, the result—in the opinion of
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the Examining Officer on appearances then presented—of accident,

injury, and over-strain or over-work, will not disqualify.)

(2) For the purpose of these regulations the following shall be the

definitions of "Ringbone," "Sidebone," and "Curb":—
(a) Any exostosis on the antero or lateral aspect of the pha-

langes below the upper third of the Os Sufrafjinis shall

constitute a Ringbone

;

(&) Any ossification of the lateral cartilage shall constitute a

Sidebone

;

(c) Any circumscribed swelling on the posterior aspect of the

hock in the median line and within the limits of the

lower third of the hock and the head of the metatarsal
bones shall constitute a Curb.

(3) The Certificate will also be refused in the case of animals con-

sidered by the Examining Officer to be below a reasonable standard for

Government approval, as regards type, conformation, and breeding.

(4) Horses three or four years old, which are refused a Certifi-

cate as regards type, conformation, and breeding may be re-submitted
annually until five years old, after which the refusal shall be subject
to review under Part V. of these regulations only.

(5) In the case of horses that have been rejected for any reason
whatsoever, a notification containing all particulars of identification
shall be sent to all Chief Veterinary Officers of the other States of the

Commonwealth as early as practicable after such examination has taken
place.

III.

—

Certificates.

(1) Particulars concerning the identity of the horse—name,
breeder, pedigree, age, prior ownership, &c.—must be furnished to the
Examining Officer at the time of examination. If deemed necessary
in any case the owner may be called upon to furnish a statutory
declaration as to the correctness of such particulars.

(2) Certificates will be issued within seven days of the holding of
the Parades, and will be forwarded to the owner direct. Secretaries
of Societies under whose auspices the Parade is held will be notified
which, if any, of the horses submitted for examination obtain their
Certificates.

(3) The owners of horses for which a Certificate is refused will

within seven days of such refusal be officially notified of the fact ; the
reason for such rejection will also be given.

(4) Until the issue of a Certificate, or until the publication of the
official list of certificated stallions and mares, the result of the Veterinary
examination will not be communicated to any person except as herein
provided or under circumstances as follow:—The Examining Officer
may, on request on proper occasion, communicate to the owner or his

agent—duly authorized in writing to inquire—the result of the
examination. In case of refusal of the Certificate the reasons for
refusal will not under any circumstances, save in legal proceedings
under the direction of the Court, be communicated to any person
except the owmer or his agent duly authorized in writing. Secretaries
of Societies, persons in charge of the horse, grooms or relatives of the
owner will not be considered authorized agents for that purpose unless
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they deliver to the officer the owner's signed authority to receive the

information.

(5) The Victorian Government Certificate of Soundness can only

be issued in respect of horses three years old and over, that have been

examined by a Victorian Government Veterinary Officer, or horses in

respect of which any of the following certificates are produced :

—

The Government Certificate of Soundness of any Australian State

or New Zealand.

The Veterinary Certificate of the Royal Shire Horse Society

(England).
The Veterinary Certificate of Royal Agricultural Society

(England).
The Veterinary Certificate of Royal Dublin Society (Ireland).

The Veterinary Certificate of Highland and Agricultural Society

(Scotland).

The Veterinary Certificate of Glasgow and West of Scotland Agri-

cultural Society.

The Veterinary Certificate of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries (England).

The Veterinary Certificate of the Board of Agriculture (Scotland).

Provided that such horses have been examined in accordance with
these regulations.

Any horse which has been rejected by the Veterinary Examiners
for any of the above certificates will not be eligible for examination
for the Victorian Government Certificate of Sovmdness.

(6) The form of the Victorian Government Certificate of Sound-
ness is as follows:

—"G.R.—Department of Agriculture, Victoria, No.
Certificate of Soundness and Approval, issued for the

season {or issued for Life as the case may be), given in

respect of the (breed) stallion or mare {name and description of stallion

or mare) submitted for Government inspection by the owner {name of
owner) at {place of examination) such horse having been found suitable

for stud service and free from hereditary unsoundness and defects of

conformation predisposing thereto on examination by {signature of
Examining Officer) Veterinary Officer on the day of

19

(Signature).

Chief Veterinary Officer.

Issued by direction of the Minister of Agriculture.

(Signature).

Director of Agriculture."

(7) Two-year-old colts may be submitted for examination and a

temporary certificate will be issued in respect of such as pass the

examination. Such temporary certificate must not be taken to imply
suitability for stud service of approval as regards type, nor is the

issue of it intended as an indication of the likelihood of a certificate

being issued when submitted for examination at a more mature age.

(8) The season in respect of Government Certificates shall be con-

sidered as opening on 1st July. Horses passing the examination any
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time during the three months previous to this date in New Zealand or

Australia will be granted a Certificate for the season next following.

In respect of horses examined in Great Britain examinations on or

after 1st January will be considered as examinations for the following

season.

(9) In the event of a Certificate issued to any owner being lost such

owner may, on production of satisfactory evidence supported by statu-

tory declaration, obtain the issue of a duplicate thereof on payment of

a fee of £1 Is.

IV.

—

Tenure of Certificate.

(1) Certificates issued during the season in respect of horses five

years old and over are life certificates; those for three-year-olds and
four-year-olds are season certificates only, and such horses must be

submitted for re-examination at four and five years before a life certifi-

cate will be issued.

(2) The Season certificate issued in respect of any horse must be

handed to the Examining OfiSeer at the time of re-examination or for-

warded to the Chief Veterinary Officer before a subsequent Season

certificate or a Life certificate will be issued.

(3) The Minister retains the right to at any time have a certi-

ficated horse submitted for re-examination, and to withdraw the certifi-

cate, in the event of the animal being declared, to his satisfaction,

unsound.

V.

—

Board of Appeal.

(1) Any owner of a stallion or mare who is dissatisfied with the

refusal of a Government certificate in respect of his horse may appeal

against the decision to the Minister at any time within thirti/ days of

the examination, under the following conditions :

—

(a) That the appeal be in writing and be accompanied by the

lodgment of £5, such amount to be forfeited in the event

of the appeal not being upheld, vmless the Board shall for

good cause otherwise direct.

(6) That the appeal be accompanied by an undertaking to pay
any railway fares and hotel expenses incurred by the

Board of Appeal in connexion with the settlement of the

appear
(c) That, in the event of refusal having been on the ground of

unsoundness, the appeal be accompanied by a certificate

from a registered Veterinary Surgeon setting out that

the horse has been foimd by him on examination since

the refusal appealed against to be free from all the

unsoundnesses set out in Part II. of these regulations.

(d) That, in the event of refusal having been on the gromul of

being below standard for Government approval, the

appeal be accompanied by a certificate from the President
and two members of the Committee of the Society under
whose auspices the parade was held, setting out that in

their opinion the horse is of fit and proper type, con-
formation, and breeding to be approved as a stud horse.
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(2) On receipt of Notice of Appeal in proper form, and with the
above conditions complied with, the Minister will appoint a Board of
Appeal, which shall consist of:

—

(o) In the case of appeals against refusal of certificate on the
ground of unsoimdness, the Chief Veterinary Officer and
two practising Veterinary Surgeons.

{b} In the case of appeals against refusal of certificate as being
below standard for Government approval, the Chief
Veterinary Officer and two horsemen of repute and
standing.

Such Board shall act and decide on the appeal, and its decision shall

be final, and not subject to review.

(3) In the event of the appeal being allowed, refund shall be made
of the deposit and any expenses paid by the appellant imder Clause
1 (6). Further, the Board may recommend to the Minister the allow-

ance of such of the expenses of the appellant in supporting his appeal
as it may consider reasonable under the circumstances of the case, and
the Minister may, in his discretion, confirm the recommendation in

whole or in part, whereupon allowance shall be made to the appellant
accordingly.

(4) No horse in respect of which a Government certificate is

refused will be allowed to be re-submitted for examination except in
the case of an appeal or in such case as when a three or four years old

horse has been refused on account of type as herein provided for.

In the event of any rejected horse being re-submitted for examination
under another name or under such circumstances as in the opinion
of the Minister are calculated to mislead the Examining Officer into

the belief that the horse has not previously been examined, the owner
of such rejected horse, if proved to the satisfaction of the Minister
that he is responsible for such re-submission, shall be debarred from
submitting any horse for examination for such period as the Minister
shall determine.

(5) In these regidations the words "stallion" or "horse" shall,

unless the context clearly indicates to the contrary, be taken to mean
either stallion or mare or animal of either sex, provided that in respect

of mares only those which are registered in a recognised Stud Book for

Draught Horses shall be examined.

NOTICE TO SECRETARIES OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
* Section " A "of the conditions to be complied with by Agricultural

Societies before being eligible for participation in the annual Govern-
ment grant is as follows:

—

" A.—That the awards of prizes in all classes for stallions, three

years old and over, at the Society's Show must be subject to the

possession by the exhibit of a Government certificate of sound-
ness."

In order to comply with the above, the special attention of show
secretaries is invited to the receiving of entries in stallion classes. No

* Whilst no grant is to be made during the coming year this notice is reproduced as

a guide to Secretaries of those Societies who intend to carry out the Regulations.
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entry should be received unless at the time of entry the Government
certificate is produced, or unless satisfactory evidence is given that a

Government certificate is held by the owner in respect of the exhibit.

The awarding of a prize card and the withholding of prize money in

respect of any exhibit shall not be deemed as compliance with the

condition. Care should be taken also to see that the certificate is not

out of date, that is to say :

—

For three-year-olds, a 1917 three-year-old certificate must be held.

For four-year-olds, a 1917 four-year-old certificate must be held

(the 1916 certificates are out of date).

For horses five years old and over, a life certificate must be held.

Horses holding Government certificates issued by any other State are

not eligible to compete at shows unless such certificate is endorsed by the

Victorian Department, " Recognised for Victorian Shows."

Particular attention is directed to the method now in vogue of

classifying certificated stallions. The list is now divided into horses

carrying a life certificate and those which are terminable, and supple-

mentary lists will be issued annually which should be added to those

listed in Bulletins No. 30, No. 17, No. 24, and Nos. 30 and 33 (New
Series).

Secretaries are strongly urged to become familiar with the regula-

tions, particularly Regulation IV., which deals with the tenure of

certificates.

Secretaries are required to forward immediately after the show a

return (forms for which will be sent to each society) giving required

particulars coucetning 1st, 2nd, and 3rd prize winners as under:

—

Return to be forwarded to the Chief Veterinary Officer concerning

Stallions (three j'ears old and over) awarded Prizes at the

Agricultural Society 's Show held

Name of

Stallion

.
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STALLION PARADES.

TIME TABLE, 1917.

(Subject to alteration on short notioe.)

District and Date
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Stallion Parades, Time Table—continued.
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Stallion Parades, Time Table—conlimied.

District and Date.
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF LIFE CERTIFICATED STALLIONS.

Name of Horse.

Baron Abbot

Baron Milford
Baron Samson
Barous Fashion
Bonnie Lad
Border King
Clandale .

.

Clermont .

.

Cock Robin
Colonel Garfield
Colonel Young
Craigmore.

.

Dalmore .

.

Eastern Star

Hampton Style
Herdsman.

.

Invermay .

.

King Albert
King's Adventure
Lee Creek Bonus

Locksley .

.

Lyndale
Model King
Montrave .

.

Newton Prince
Orbost Again
Plunket's Pride
Premier Thomas
Royal Garvin
Royal Ribbon
Scottie

Shepherd King
Shepherd Mac
Sir Hallam

Squire Athol

Starlight ..

Thorn Blend
Thorndale Hero

Young Champion II.

Young Clydeside
Young Hero
• N.S.W.

Age.

5 years

5 years
5 years
5 years
6 years
6 years
Aged

5 years
6 years
5 years
5 years
6 years
Aged

5 years

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

5 years

6 years
5 years
5 years
6 years

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
6 years
5 years
5 years

5 years
7 years
6 years

6 years

5 years
5 years
6 years

Aged
5 years
6 years

DRAUGHTS.
Executors of the

late J. R.
Mackenzie

McNamara and
McDougall

A. C. Petrass
Geo, Stokes
Geo. Stokes
N. W. Mcluues . .

Geo. Stokes
New South Wales
Government

G. C. Dultv
P. H. Beaton
Colyer Brothers
H. NV. Obi-rin
W. R. Smith
Mitchell and

O'Brien
D. and G. McDon-

ald
R. A. Staughton .

.

H. Daniels
A. Colvin
T. McKay
Dean Brothers
W. T. Harris

O. Noske
A. McKinnon
H. Boyd
J. and G. Badman

H. C. Younger
P. A. DcckiTt
T. Crouch, senior .

W. MaclCniglit
G. W. White
G. Pearse
Mitchell and

O'Brien
J. Erwin, senior .

.

J. Stokes
E. Lloyd Jones .

.

Geo. Stokes

H. C. M. Pilgrim..
Geo. Stokes
Mitchell and

O'Brien
A. McDonald
H. Steen
A. Ward

Parade.

Glenroy Spec.

Yarrawonga

Minyip .

.

Newmarket
City Horse Bazaar
Traralgon
Agricultural Offices
New South Wales
Exam.

Jeparit .

.

Traralgon
Colac
Elmore .

.

Swan Hill

New Zealand

Minyip .

.

Newmarket Spec
Warracknabeal
City Horse Bazaar
Kyneton
Sydney Show
New Zealand
Exam.

Ararat .

.

Cliarlton

Elmore .

.

New Zealand
Exam.

Wangaratta
Nhill .

.

Wi-lshpool Special
Swan HUl
Agricultural Offices
Swan Hill
Horsham

Pyramid
City Horse Bazaar
New Zealand
Exam.

New Zealand
Exam.

NhUl
Newmarket Special
New Zealand
Exam.

Agricuitural Offices
Bendigo
Swan Hill

Date of

Exami-
nation.

Officer.

5.9.16

9.8.16
25.7.16
17.7.16
4.10.16
24.6.16
5.7.16

18.8.16
4.10.16
4.8.16

25.8.16
30.8.16
5.2.17

9.8.16

24,7.16
10.8.16
17.7.16
19.9.16
16.4.16
13.6.16

21.9.16
1.9.16

25.8.16
15.6.16

30.8.16
16.8.16
13.2.17
30.8.16
13.5.16
30.8.16
5.7.16

8.16
7.16
6.16

.8.16

.7.16

.6.16

10.16
.8.16
.8.16

W.M.L

R.G.

W.M.L.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L.
R.G.

R.G.
W.M.L.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L.

W.M.L.

R.G.
W.M.L.
R.G.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L.
W.M.L.

R.G.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L.
R.G.

W.M.L.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L.

R.G.
W.M.L.

R.G.
W.M.L.
W.M.L.

THOROUGHBREDS.
Bengore
Capshot
Carman
Fifeness
Kingling
Lithgow

5 years
Aged
Aged
Aged
Aged
Aged

J. Blair

T. Jones
Thirkell Brothers

.

C. McLean
Geo. Devereaux .

W. Maloney

Caulfield Special .

.

Castertou
Tasmanian Exam.
Mansfield
Warracknabeal
Shepparton

18.12.16
1.8.16

14.7.15
13.9.16
10.8.16
12.9.16

R.G.
R.G.

W.M.L.
W.M.L,
W.M.L.

2945
2977
2936
2957

]
Belmont Chimes

I
Blackboy .

.

I

Bonnie Palm
' Corva

5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

LIGHT HORSES.
p. H. Busst
J. Killeen
W. A. Pollock
A. G. Hunter

Kerang .

.
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Supplementary Li.st of Life Certificated Stallions—corUinued.

Cert.
»0. Name of Horse. Age. Owner. Parade.

Date of
Examl-
aatioD.

Light Horse.s—corUinued.
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LIST OF TERMINABLE CERTIFICATED STALLIONS.

(Four-year-old Certificates expiring 30th June, 1917.)

Cert.
.Vo.

Xarue of Horse. Owner. Parade.
Date of

E.YaQii-

nation.
Officer.

1117/4
1135/4
1037/4
1094/4
1075/4
1134/4
1074/4
10S9/4
1129/4
1073/4
1109/4
1124/4
1095/4
10i4/4
1107/4
1113/4
1032/4
106 S/4
1101/4
1035/4
1096/4
1120/4
1076/4
1099/4
1112/4
1097/4
1132/4
1101/4
lOM/4
110,1/4
112 !/4
112L/4
1079/4
1115/4
1133/4
1122/4
110V4
1092/4
1039/4
112-./4

1103/4
1010/4
1077/4
1091/4
1093/4
lllS/4
lOW-t
1033/4

1031/4
1114/4
1127/4
1119/4
1137/4
1111/4
1136/4
1130/4
1072/4
lOW-l
1116/4
1131/4
1105/4
1070/4
1071/4
1123/4
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List of Terminable Certificated Stallions—continued.

Cert.

No.
Name of Ilors«.

Date ol

Exami-
nation.

PONIES.

109S/4
1 102/4
1106/4
1126/4

Berkeley's Swell
Dandy's Double
Hallway II. .

.

Viscount

I). J. Keen
(;. ODonncIl
\V. I'i'acock

1". Quirk .

.

Hamilton
Warracknabeal
.\i,'ricultviriil Offices
Roiiisi-y

2.8.16
I

10.8.16
12.8.16
2U.B.16

!

(Three-year-old Certificates expiring 30th June, 1917

)

DRAUGHTS.

Officer.

R.Q.
W.M.I,.
W.M.L.
It.G.

1693/3
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List of Terminable Certificated STAhLiONS^-continued.

Cert.

No.
Name of Horse. Owner. Parade.

Date of
Exami-
nation.

170 t/3
1710/3
170i/:J
1714/3
1709/3

Ben Marcelenc
Celmar Chiraes
Epicure
Marmaduke .

.

Second Voyagu

LIGHT HORSES.

A. F. Co.^
Cochrane and Sons
Dr. Henderson
H. Thompson
F. J. Boddy

Agricultural Oflaces

Ballarat
Wangaratta .

.

Royal Show
Kyneton
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APPLE CULTURE L\ VICTOIUA.

liy J. I'llmil. Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued from page l.")7.)

SUMMER PRUNING.

There are three prime factors which govern the practice of Summer
pruning. The first is the "early," complete or partial suppression of

surplus yearling leader growths, with a view to strengthening the leader

system of the tree or any weak longitudinal section of it, and to main-

tain its symmetry. This should be particularly attended to when an

orchard is growing on land under the average fertility. Secondly there

is the "mid-season" thinning out or shortening back of strong upright

sur.plus laterals, to encourage the development of weaker and more fruit-

ful ones, where necessary, and also to admit light and air to all parts

of the tree and to ripen the wood of the light laterals already produced.

The third is the "late" pinching back of the yearling laterals to facili-

tate the more complete development of the fruit buds on the two-year-

old wood below the lease of the yearling growths, when the tree arrives

at the bearing age.

The terms "early," "mid-season," and "late" mentioned above in

connexion with the three factors, mean the times during the currency

of the vegetative period to be judged by the pruner as best suited

according to circumstances, for the performance of the operations just

detailed.

In consequence of the varying soil, climatic conditions, and the indi-

vidual needs of the respective varieties requiring treatment in order to

obtain the best results according to the object which it is desired to

achieve, no definite time limit can be fixed for the operation of Summer
pruning.

Speaking generally, however, the early treatment of the leader

growths may be carried out as soon as the objectionable character of

those requiring attention is observed during November. The mid-
season thinning out. or shortening back of the laterals may receive atten-

tion during December, and the late pinching back of the laterals requir-

ing same may be performed during Februarv.
Success or failure in this regard largely depends on the scientific

pruning knowledge possessed by the operator and its expedient applica-

tion.

Almost all the varieties of apple trees in general cultivation, except

when making exceptionally rank growth through growing on rich land,

respond freelv to ordinary winter pruning, and they may be made to

bear reasonably heavy crops without difficulty, except in a few instances,

where cross-pollination of varieties requiring same has not been pro-

vided for.

Owing to pruning science having advanced to the state of perfec-

tion at which we find it at present, the Summer treatment of trees has

not been practised during recent years to nearly the extent that for-

merly obtained. Particularly on account of the stunting effect which

it usually produces on the tree, as explained in the case of Plate 20,

Figs. 2 imd 3; Plate 22. Figs. 1, 2, and 3; and Plate 23, Figs. 1 and 2,

Summer pruning is nnt advocated except when it assists in regulating

the branch system while the tree is young, and thus helps to make the
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laterals of rank-growing trees, as they arrive at the age of bearing, more
fruitful.

Plate 77 shows a six-year-old Jonathan before its surplus leaders

were thinned out iu November.
Plate 78 is the same tree after the performance of the operation.

Some pruners operate on the offending growths by simply bending down
and fracturing them some little distance above the points at which it

is intended to cut them during the succeeding winter pruning. But

Plate 77.—Jonathan, six years old, before thinning-out.

whether the complete or partial removal of the surplus growths be de

cided upon, the writer would prefer that at the Summer pruning the

growths should be amputated at the points fixed upon. This would not
only obviate the second operation of pruning oS the fractured growths
subsequently, but would also facilitate the healing of the bark at

the points where the limbs were amputated.

The illustration represents a well-grown, nicely balanced tree, which,
through careful pruning is, like the others in the same block, becom-
ing highly fruitful. The soil on which it is growing is a fairly good
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dark sandy loam, and owing to its tliorougii system of sub-drainage,
good cultivation, and the regular incorporation in it of a lilieral supply
of stable manure, which best suits this class of soil, it becomes a con-
genial home, enabling the Jonathan lo produce highly remunerative
crops.

From the above a fairly clear inference may be drawn of the advan-
tages to be derived from the practice of Summer pruning and the limited

conditions under which it is advocated Therefore, it will be realized

Plate 78.—Same tree as in Plate 77 after thinning-out.

that if the cardinal principles, governing the practice of Summer prun-
ing, particularly those relating to the time of the operation, the quan-
tity, nature, and substance of the wood to be removed, are not thor-

ouglily understood, and the operation scientifically executed, incalcul-

able damage may be done to the tree rather than that the desired advan-
tages will accrue.

The next two illustrations are of Jonathan trees growing on good
soil, but they are rather small and weak, owing to the area on which
they were planted lacking perfect drainage, though it wag kept well
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cultivated. When trees are stunted in this manner, provrded it does
not affect them too seriously, they usually incline to fruitfulness, though
rarely bearing remunerative crops. However, the pruner should be
possessed of sufficient knowledge concerning the matter to know that
trees growing under these conditions should not be Summer pruned.
Yet it is frequently found that they are operated upon.

Plate 79 illustrates a tree eight years old, which for reasons already
Sitated, made weak growths annually, until the last one was produced.

Plate 79.—Jonathan, eight years old, summer pruned, showing premature

productiou of fruit and leader development.

For experimental purposes, this tree, while carrying a light crop of

fruit, was Summer pruned on 10th December, 1914, and the method of

treatment adopted in its case throughout, was similar to that indicated
in the section, Plate 81.

By the 10th of January, 1915, short growths were produced, as a

result of this cutting, and on these premature blooms were formed.
These produced a light crop of fruit, which partly matured during the

Autumn, and was still sound on the tree when photographed on 15tli
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July, 1915. As well as producing the fruit, rather strong; wood growths
were made on top. This was partly due to the cutting, but mainly on
account of the perfecting of the drainage, during the winter preceding
the pruning operation. This tree is now showing healthy develo])nient,

and illustrates the advantages of perfect drainage.

Plate 80 shows a sister tree to that in the previous illustration, and
it received similar Summer pruning. As a result of tliis it produced
nioro fruit than did the previous tree, but as the drainage was allowed

to remain in its original unsatisfactory condition the wood growths pro-

duced on top were light, altliough somewhat stronger than those made
by il during the previous season of growtli.

Plate KO.—Jouathrn, same age as tree in Plate 79, treated similarly,

showing more fruit, but less wood growth.

Plate 81 exemplifies an enlarged section of that portion of the leader

above the place where it is marked (a) in Plate 80. This show-s

generally the method of treating the wood of the trees in Plates 79
and 80, and 'ndicates more distinctly the results obtained.

This leader was Winter pruned at (a), (b), and (c) during the years
1912, 1913, 1914 respectively, and the portion above (c) is one year
old. When the leader was cut at (c) in July, 1914, the three upper-
most laterals were pruned too short at (d) in the then yearling wood.
Being weak short laterals they should have been allowed to remain un-
pruned, so as to have built up their fruit buds, as previously explained,
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during the growing period of 1914-1915, and then they would have

blossomed and borne fruit during the 1915-1916 period of vegetation.

During the time the three uppermost laterals were being treated,

and acting as described, the lower one e.xteuded from the terminal bud,

which was situated at (d). On the 10th December, 1914, all four laterals

had extended beyond this point, but were cut back to the points marke.
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different position, but similarly marked in Plate 80, blossomed at (g),

the then terminal bud, no fruit was developed. This enabled the

growtii to produce six short pieces of wood on the prematurely formed
fruit knob, each of which is similar in character to the single ones marked

(j) on tlie fruited parts. Although these short growths appear fruitful

they were, during the currency of the period of growth, unable to ripen

their wood, and consequently are of a character which it is undesirable

to retain as fruit-wood.

During the early si>ring after the upi>ermost yearling growth was
Winter pruned at (d) the then leaf bud (k) partly developed into a fruit

bud. However, when the soft young wood, produced during the cur-

rency of the period of growth above it. was cut at (e), (k) extended into

wood growth, blossomed on the terminal, and fruited simultaneously
with the other growths of like age, but growing on younger wood.

As a result of this Summer treatment of the section, the three

natural fruit buds (f) did not burst into flower, but the portions of

wood, which connect them with the parent two-year-old wood of the

leader and laterals respectively, became somewhat more lengthened than

is the case under ordinary conditions. Instead of remaining in the

condition of a partly doiinant leaf bud as usually happens in the case

of those .similarly placed on the yearling wood of the Jonathan, (h) has,

through the (e) cut, been developed into a weak fruit bud which would
probably open into bloom the following Spring. But fruit rarely sets

on blooms of this character, particularly when they are situated too near

the base of the yearling growth. The short growth (i) on the lowest

lateral, was unable to make blossom and fruit like the corresponding

growths on the other laterals, neither did it build up a blossom bud
on its point for the succeeding year like the two-year-old buds (f). This

is usually the work of the second year for late maturing growths.

Since fruit-growers and pruning experts here have become cognisant

of the injury which may attend the growth of the trees, and the con-

sequent limitation of their productiveness, often through the careless

performance of the operation, but more frequently owing to the opera-

tor's imperfect knowledge of the practice, Summer pruning is now re-

stricted to the narrowest limits, even in districts where it was hitherto

most extensively practised.

The specimen, which forms the subject of illustration now under re-

view, was experimented with to show the possibility of causing a tree

or section of it to prematurely produce its fruit, and from the experi-

mentalist's point of view the results have been highly satisfactory. But,

if all the trees in the orchard had been treated, year after year, like

the ones operated upon, and had they responded similarly, which in all

probability they would have done, it would mean absolute disaster to

the orchardist.

With the detailed explanation given when treating of the Winter

pruning of Jonathan laterals, the method of building up their fruit

bud3 on the two-year-old wood will be understood. Consequently, it

will be observed that, if the growths made from (d), where pruned in

July, 1914, had been retained whole, instead of their having been cut

at (e) on the 10th December of the same year, they would have ripened

their yearling wood during the 1914-15 period of vegetation. During

the 1915-16 period of growth their leaf buds would have been converted

into fruit buds. Under normal conditions these fruit buds would be in

full bloom on the 10th October, 1916. This is the date registered for
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the full bloom of the Jonathan in the Croydon district, where these trees
are growing.

Now it will be observed that the result of the (e) cuts was the pro-
duction from the buds, which in the natural course would have blossomed
on 10th October, 1916, of short growths which bloomed on their ter-

minal buds on the 10th January, 1915, or twenty-one months sooner
than if the specimen was not iSummer pruned.

Fruit, partly matured in this manner, out of season on deciduous
trees, is rarely of any commercial value, and its production is conse-
quently a waste of energy on the part of the trees. They also suffer

considerable injury as a result of their partial defoliation through the
action of Summer pruning during the currency of the vegetative period.

Plate 8:

The orchardist may assist Nature to a reasonable extent in the deve-

lopment of his trees, and in the production of fruit; but he must be
prepared to suffer the penalty which she invariably inflicts for any seri-

ous transgression of her laws.

VICTORIA'S GENIAL CLIMATE.
It has been stated that the fruit, which appears on the trees in

Plates 79 and 80, although only partly developed and lacking good
flavour, was perfectly sound when the trees were photographed on the
15th July, 1915, or about five months after the seasonable crop was
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picked, and tliree months before the trees would blossom again under
normal conditions. Tlie soundness of the late fruit may be attributed

to the absence of heavy frosts, and low teiii])eratures, and to the com-
paratively mild weather conditions whicli prevail throughout the year,

m this State. The lack of good flavour and the cause of general im-

perfection otherwise of this unseasonable class of fruit, is due to its late

setting on immature wood, and to the decay of the trees' foliage during

the process of the fruit's development. Fruit, appearing on this class

of wood as a result of the tree's early drastic Summer treatment, is often

erroneously regarded by orchardists as having been produced from late

blossoms, whereas, in reality, it is the production of prematurely deve-

loped fruit buds.
Late blooms are, correctly speaking, produced on fruit buds, built

up during the previous period of vegetation, but these blossoms do not

appear until after the recognised time for the regular flowering of the

particular variety. The fruit on buds of this kind usually sets early

enough, and owing to its growing on matured wood, it is enabled to

mature during the ripening ]>eriod.

The three specimens of spur growths with the fruit of 1915 attached,

and also carrying the blossoms of 1916, as well as the one wifliout bloom
shown in Plate 82, afford further evidence of Victoria's genial climate.

Figs. 1, 2, and 4 are the Reinette du Canada, Jonathan, and Sturmer
Pippin varieties respectively. Fig. 3 is a Rokewood, but without blos-

som.

The fruit was produced under normal conditions on buds which
were in full bloom on or about 10th October, 1915, as this is the

date registered for "full bloom" of these varieties in the Tunstall dis-

trict, where the specimens were grown. They were removed from the

trees on 10th and photographed on 11th Octolser, 1916.

Quantities of apples "wintering over" on the trees in this manner
is by no means an uncommon occurrence. Put, owing to the abnor-

mally heavy crops of 1916, with a mild winter supervening, the amount
of sound fruit, which remained on the trees, was much in excess of

that present during any previous year.

A high percentage of the comparatively large quantity of fruit

on the ground beneath the trees was also sound, when the specimens
shown in the illustration were collected.

Fig. 1 (the Eeinette du Canada) shows what usually happens in the

case of this variety, when- the fruit ceases to grow, but this was much
more in evidence during 1916 than formerly. Frequently large num-
bers of apples, at various stages of growth, cease to develop, but, in-

stead of falling off the trees, they cling tenaciously to the parent twigs,

shrivel, and dry up. While in this condition the fruit often affords a

safe harbour for the apple beetle (Doficiis pest itens).

Figs, 2, 3, and 4, Jonathan, Rokewood, and Sturmer Pippin respec-

tively, when photographed, were cut through and found to be perfectly

sound. Closer tests, however, revealed the fact that thev had parted

with the good flavour and pleasing aroma which characterize these

varieties. <

SHELTERING THE ORCHARD.
Throughout Victoria, whether established on level, or undulating

lands, orchards generally require protection from prevailing winds.

On flat country, where the plantation sites are not afforded natural

immunity from tliese wind.s through belts of forest growths, wind-hroak
hedges should be planted.
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In undulating districts, however, it happens that elevations, whether
reclaimed tablelands, or virgin arboreous declivities, often lend them-
selves as a protection against winds to the planted areas. Where
natural protection of this kind does not obtain in these districts shelters
sliould be provided.

Tile advantages which accrue from the sheltering of the orchard
are manifold. Shelter protects the blossoms during the expanding and
fertilizing period, from chilling winds. A normal temperature at this

stage facilitates pollen germination; it is advantageous to the setting
of the fruit and assists in the process of fertilization generally. Strong
wind striking the blooms, particularly if they are in a moist condition,
a.s frequently happens during the time of flowering, has the effect of
lowering their temperature. To prove the correctness of this assertion
the orchardist has only to dip his hand in water, and then even on a
warm day, pass it swiftly through the still air. However, the local

lowering of temperature in this way has a relatively greater effect on
animal than on plant life.

The result of the work done by bees and other helpful insects in the
distribution of pollen is of incalculably greater advantage to the orchard-
ist, than that performed by the wind, even when it is not too strong
and cold. In the sheltered, warm parts of the orchard, the setting
of fruit and its subsequent retention on the trees is invariably more
satisfactory than it is on the bleak, wind-swept portions.

When the weather conditions are favorable during the .blooming
period, and until the fruit is set and thoroughly established, strong
cold winds frequently supervene, and where protection from them is

not provided, a high percentage of the young fruit becomes chilled,

in the manner described in connexion with the blooms, turns yellow,

loses its hold on the tree, and falls to the ground.
Hail, wlien carried by strong wind through exposed orchards, does

considerably more injury to the young fruit than it inflicts on that
where the wind is partly stilled through the agency of effective

shelters.

Shelters prevent hot winds in many instances, blowing off consider-

able quantities of ripe fruit from the trees. Tliese winds are also

checked in their work of depleting the surface soil of the moisture
brought up by capillary attraction.

If permitted to enter the orchard area with full force, strong winds
cause young trees to "wobble," and if not supported by stakes their

establishment on solid lines frequently proves a difficult proposition.

On exposed positions the wind is often the cause of older trees splitting

at the crown, but, when they are sheltered, this is prevented, and the

trees' superstructures are preserved intact.

In spraying for Codlin Moth, Black Spot, &c., under these favour-

able conditions, the amount of spray mixtures used may be reduced
to a minimum, and the work is more easy and efficacious.

Belts of native timbers with undergrowth, as a rule, afford the
orchardist the most perfect protection against winds. When available

for this purpose these forest trees mostly consist of the commoner native
gums and wattles, but when artificial break-winds are being .provided

for he rarely brings these into use, although they are extensively

emploved on large farms and on stations as shelters for stock.

When the orchard slope is abrupt, unusually exposed, and when
high shelter is required on the lower side Elms (Ulmus), Oaks
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(Quercus), and Oriental Planes {Platamis orientalis) are occasionally

planted to prevent the winds sweeping u]) the slo{je. These trees are,

however, more suitable for street and park planting as decorative sun-

shades.

Evergreens are as a lule more suitable for orchard shelters than deci-

duous trees, as the latter are rarely in leaf early enough to protect the

blossoms of the fruit trees, and this is one of the most important func-

tions of the break-wind.

The accompanying illustrations ?how some of the break-winds in most

general use.

Plate 83 shows a well-grown Sugar Gum {Eiiculijptus corynocali/x)

hedge. It is a free grower, and tlirives well under our various soil and
climatic conditions. This hedge runs east to west, and shelters the

orchard mostly from north winds. The Sugar Gum makes a first-class

break-wind, and is quickly coming into prominence as such.

Plate 90.—Cherry Plum (I'nutiis ccrasifcra).

If left to its own resources while young, however, the hedge will be

rather open near the ground as may be observed in the illustration

under review.

Plate 84 illustrates a young hedge of the same variety, and the

method of cutting back the trees, for a few years, while they are

young, is indicated. After the hedge has thickened near the ground

in this manner, it requires no further attention, and the i-esult usually

is all that can be desired.

Plate 85 is Pittosporum {Pitiosporum undulatum), which affords

good shelter. It likes fairly rich, moist, but well-drained land. Like

the Sugar Gum, it grows freely from seed, and requires but little

trimming as an orchard shelter. Its range of usefulness, as a break-

wind, is considerably restricted on account of its antipathy to poor dry

soils.

Plate 86 is prickly Acacia (Acaciti armata). This, being a hardy

dense, rapid-growing, indigenous shrub, makes a splendid shelter, wliicii
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may be kept shapely with a little attention. It thrives well under all

conditions, but its great fault is that it offers a safe domicile to sparrows,
starlings, and other pests, which often cause considerable loss to the

orchardist through the destruction of large quantities of his fruit.

This hedge runs north to south, and does good service to the orchard
by protecting it mainly from westerly winds.

Plate 87 shows a row of large Pines {Firms insignig) sheltering the
orchardist's home from westerly winds, as the trees extend north to

south. When necessary to combat strong winds in open situations

it is diftieult to find a better tree biirrier than Pinus insignis. and its

scope of usefulness in Victoria as a shelter tree is unlimited, owing to

its adaptability tO' such a wide range of soil and climatic conditions.

It is a free-grower, and may he easily raised from the seed.

Plate 88 is also Pimis insignis, but shown as sheltering the fruit

trees. When large shelter trees are used, they should be planted at

least 20 feet away from the nearest row of fruit trees. And when their

roots extend into the area occupied by the fruit trees, a trench should
be dug about 6 feet away from the break-wind, and deep enough, to
permit of the oj>erator bisecting the roots, which, if permitted to re-

main intact, would rob the fruit trees of the food so essential to their

profitable cultivation. This operation may be repeated as often as

occasion requires. Thus the shelter trees are obliged to search for

their food in the opposite direction. The trench may then be filled

in, should the lieadland not be wide enough to permit of cultivation

being carried on, or it may be left open to carry away the surface drain-

age-

Plate 89 is Cupressus ((Jiipresims Laiiibertiana horiiontalis). This,

on account of its well-known decorative beauty, combined with its un-
questionable utility as a shelter hedge either for city gardens or for

orchards, is, in the opinion of the writer, the best of all our hedging
trees. As an orchard shelter the trees may be planted from 6 to 10
feet or more apart in the row. When they reach about 10 feet in

height, the centres may be removed so as to cause the trees to spread,

Or they may be allowed to assume their natural shape as shown in the
illustration. These trees grow freely from cuttings, and this is the
usual method employed in their propagation. They may be raised

from seeds, but only a small percentage of the young trees are endowed
with the good characteristics of the parent.

Plate 90 is Cherry Plum (Prunus cerasifcra). This is the best

known, and was until recent years, perhaps, the most extensively grown
of the artificial break-winds The tree is a hardy, vigorous grower,

and payable prices are often obtained for the fruit. The Cherry Plum,
although deciduous, blossoms and conies into leaf earlier than the

Apple. This, supplemented by it.« usual density, genei-ally affords a

protection to the Apple during its blooming stage. For these reasons

the Cherry Plum makes a very good double-purpose hedge.

Tree Lucerne (Vtjtisus /jrolifenis) makes one of the best shelters on
light drifting sandy soils. It is a rapid gtower, and provided the

sub-soil is fairly rich in plant food, the Lucerne will thrive well and
quickly develop into a substantial break-wind.

Quinces, Chestnuts, Walnuts, English Holly, English Laurel, and
Hawthorn, are used as shelters, but those figured in the illustrations

give most satisfaction.

{To hf cotrii lined.)
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ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZERS.

Pre-War and War Cost.

Bi/ ir. ('
. Riihfrlson _ Sii pervixinij Analyst.

Events of recent years have had a decided influence on the priqe of

artificial fertilizers in Victoria.

This paper deals with the average prices of the various fertilizers in

common use, and the brands of which have been registered at the oflBce

of the Director of Agriculture during the past six years, viz., 1912-1917.

Occasional reference is made to the prices in 1907.

StJPERPHOSPHATE.

The most popular and important artificial fertilizer supplied to the

Victorian agriculturist is superphosphate. Probably from 85 to 90 per

cent, of the ai-tificial fertilizers used in Victoria consist of superphos-

phate, and the whole of this is of local manufacture. During tlie years

prior to 1912 a fair amount of sujjerjihosphate was imported. In

1912-13 importations practically ceased, whilst absolute cessation fol-

lowed the outbreak of the present lamentable war. Tlie raw materials

used in the manufacture of superphosphate are rock phosphate and sul-

phuric acid. The former is obtained from islands in the Pacific Ocean,

whilst the latter is nianufa-ctured at the manure factories by burning

sulphur or iron pyrites in a higlily technical manner, and then, after

complete oxidation, the resultant gas is absorbed in water and the liquid

concentrated, if need be. During the war, freights have beco'iie abnor-

mal, and naturally the price of the raw material, sulphur, has increased.

One would expect an increase in the price of iron pyrites also, but judg-

ing from the lists of registered brands there has been no rise in the

price of rock phosphate. Probably this raw material is bought under

contract.

Calculating from the average price and average guarantee of tlie

various brands of superphosphates registered for the current season

the farmer is to receive 79 lbs. of water soluble phosphoric acid anso-

ciated with -1.6 lbs. of phosphoric acid in the citrate soluble and citrate

insoluble forms in return for everv 20s. ex)>ended in the purchase of

superphosphate.

During the years 1913-14-15 the farmer received approximatelv 87

lbs. of water soluble phosphoric acid and 14 lbs. of phosphoric acid in

the other forms in exchange for every 20s. shown on the superphosphate

bill.

It will therefore be seen that the inirchasing power of the sovereign,

as far as the purchase of superphosphate is concerned, has declined dur-

ing the years 1915-17.

During the year 1907 the farmer received 103.5 Ib.s. of water soluble

phosphoric acid together with 8.5 lbs. of citrate soluble and citrate in-

soluble phosphoric acid in return for 20s. expended in the purchase of

this fertilizer. (See this Journal 10th February, 1913, pp. 97.)

Tiiis means that 20s. had a purchasing power in 1907 that 26s. 6d.

has in 1917.
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An increase in the pounds of phosphoric acid forms other than water

soluble received is shown during the years 1907-13, but the years 1915-17

show a noted decline until the 1907 figure of 8.5 lbs. is decreased to

4.6 Ib^.

The following table will probably illustrate more clearly:—
The Purchase of Superphosphate.

Year. Amount
expended.

Water solubles,

phosphoric acid

Weight in pounds received.

Phosphoric
acid in other

forms.

Percentage
decrease.

water soluble
phosphoric
acid.

Percentage
decrease.
phosphoric
acid in other

forms.

Percentage
increase,
phosphoric

acid in other
forms.

1907
1913
1917

20/-
20/-
20/-

Ibs.

103-5
87-0
79-0

lbs.

8-5
14-0
4-0

/o

le"
9-2

0/
/o

67-1

/o

64-7

A reference to Graph No. I., which appears on page 297, will give

additional particulars in regard lo the purchase of superphosphate
during the years 1912-17.

The pillar column on the extreme left of the graph depicts the

number of pounds of phosphoric acid in the three forms received in

return for 20s. expended in the purchase of "super" during the period

under review.

The numerals at the foot of the pillar column denote the year, the

unshaded portion serves to illustrate the pounds of water soluble phos-

phoric acid received, whilst the one-way shading denotes pounds of

citrate soluble phosphoric acid, and the cross shading the pounds of

citrate insoluble phosphoric acid.

It will be noted that the year 1916 shows a fall in the grade of the

fertilizer, and the year 1917 shows both a fall in grade and an increase

in price.

Sodium Nitrate.

The most readily available form in which the essential plant food

nitrogen may be purchased is in the form of nitrate as sodium nitrate

—

more commonly known as nitrate of soda—a term which is not strictly

correct.

This fertilizer is imported from abroad, viz., from Chili, and

naturally one would expect war increase in the price of sodium nitrate.

A reference to the second diagram on Graph I. appended will dis-

close the number of pounds of nitrogen received in exchange for every

20s. spent by the farmer in the ])urchase of sodium nitrate during the

past six years.

The vertically shaded pillai's denote the number of pcn^I' of nitro-

gen, the figures giving the number nf pound"? received in the various

years which are set out at the foot of each pillar.

The grade of this fertilizer shows no variation, but the price has

risen. In 1912 sodium nitrate could be purchased at £13 10s. per
ton. In 1913 a rise took place, the average price being £14 9s. per
ton. This price held within Is. during the years 1913, 1914, 1915,
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and 1916, but the current year 1917 shows an advance to ^18 per

ton.

Twenty shillings spent in the purchase of sodium nitrate in 1912

obtained an amount of nitrogen for which the sum of 26s. 7d. would
have to be paid during the current season—in other words, the purchas-

ing power of tbe sovereign has declined approximately 25 per cent.

Ammonium Sulphate.

Ammonium Sulphate supplies nitrogen in the form of ammonia. It

is produced as a by-product in the manufacture of coal gas, the method
being to treat the animoniacal liquor obtained during the det^truction

distillation of the coal and the subsequent washing operation to which

the gases are subjected, with sulphuric acid, when the compound
ammonium sulphate is formed. The latter after evaporation is collected

in the crystalline form, and in this stat« is placed on the fertilizer

market.
All the sulphate of ammonia used in Victoria is of local manufac-

ture—as a matter of fact, the demand not lieiiig equal to the supply, a

fair amount is exported annually.

Graph I. shows on the extreme right a diagram depicting the-

nunibcr of pounds of nitrogen received in the form of amnioniuin sul-

phate in exchange for 20s. during the years 1912 to 1917.

The diagram explains itself. Suffice it to say there was a rise in the

price of this manure in 1913, which held until 1916, when a further

increase will be noted : whilst the current season has been favoured with

another marked advance in the price.

The increased cost of this manure may be due to (a) increase in

wages, (&) increased costi of the raw materials—coal and sulphuric acid.

One more exainple of " the farmer pays."

Computing from the ammonium sulphate diagram shown on Graph
I., we find the purchasing power of the sovereign has declined to 13s.

3d. during the years 1912 to 1917

In 1912 the farmer received 31,62 lbs. of ammoniacal nitrogen in

C'Xchange For 20si During 1917 the sum of 30s. 4d. will have to be

paid to obtain the same amount of ammoniacal nitrogen.

Dried Blood.

This fertilizer is manufactured or prepared by the simple process of

drying, usually by means of hot air. All brands are of Australian

manufacture,- mostly Victorian, but some are prepared in other States.

The diagram on the extreme right of Graph II. appended shows the

number of pounds of nitrogen and phosphoric acid received for -SOs. in

the purchase of dried blood during the period under review.

The diagram shows a decline in the pounds of phosphoric acid

received, but particular notice need not be taken of this fact, because

this manure is essentially a nitrogen fertilizer, and in some instances

manufacturers do not bother to quote phosphoric acid.

The diagram shows a gradual decline in the number of pounds of

nitrogen received.

32.5 Ibr^. were received in exchange for 20s. in 1912, whereas only

26.1 lbs. are offered in excliange for the same nionetai-y ccnsideration-

during the current season.
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Twenty shillings spent in the purchase of Dried Blood in 1917 will

only have the purchasing power that Ifis. had in 1912. In other woidSt
nitrogen purchased as dried blood in 1912 tor 20s. would cost the sum
ot approximately Z5s. in 1917.

Bone Dust.

The central diagram on Graph II. relates to the purchase of Bone
dust. Attention is drawn to the fact that the computations are based

on the main list of registered brands. This procedure was necessary for

the sake of comparison in that the 1916-17 supplementary registrations

are not available.

Bone dust is, or should be, the product obtained by grinding or

disintegrating bones or recent animal matter. This fertilizer is the

product of local industry.

Small parcels were obtained from other States, viz.. New South
Wales and Queensland, in bygone years; but, as a matter of fact, a fair

amount of bone dust in the adulterated condition, i.e., " bone fertilizer,"

annually finds its way out of Victoria.

The process of manufacture is simplicity in itself. The bones are in

thp first place subjected to steam pressure in a diges.t€r for the dual
purpose of extracting the tallow and softening the bones. The latter

are then discharged from the digester and ground in a mill or dis-

integrator, of which there are several kinds in use.

The bone dust diagram previously referred to shows the price of

bone dust to be fairly constanti during the period under review. How-
ever, computing from 1907 over a period of ten years, we find that bone
dust has increased in price. In 1907 84 lbs. cf phosphoric acid, to-

gether with 13.5 lbs. of nitrogen, were received for every 20s:. expended
in the purchase of bone dust, whereas in 1917 for the same monetary
consideration only 71 lbs. of phosphoric acid and 12 lbs. of nitrogen are

obtained.

Roughly, this increass in price is 15 per cent.

Bone FtRTiLizER.

The term " bone fertilizer " is strictly Victorian. The manure is a

mixture of bone dust with either rock phosphate, gypsum, marl, super-

phosphate, or any such material.

Some brands may contain a proportion of each of the foregoing

materials, and in many inst^inces the proportion of bone dust is so small

as to be hardly discernible.

The diagram on the left of Graph II. shows the amounts of phos-

phoric acid and nitrogen received in exchange for 20s. in the purchase

of bone fertilizer during the past six years.

The graph explains itself, but it is interesting to note the decline in

the amount of phosphoric acid in tlie years subsequent to 1912, and
the decline in the pounds of nitrogen received in 1917.

The increase in the price of bone fertilizer over the period 1912-17
is approximately 10 per cent.

MiSCELL-iNEOUS.

There are other brands of fertilizers on the market. Some are

rarely, if ever, used by the farmer.
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Concentrated superphosphate is an imported aiticie. Throughout

the period 1912-16 it was obtainable at £12 10s. uer ton. but this year

the pricL- has been advanced 8 per cent., viz., to £13 lOs.

For rock phosphate—the raw material used in the manufacture of
" super "—contract rates still rule, but the shortage of shipping has

seriously interfered with the amounts available, and shipping rates are

abnormally high.

The imported manures—Thomas' j)liosphate, potassium sulphate,

potassium chloride, and kainit have disappeared from our markets.

Potassium fertdizers have proved themselves of value in potato and
onion cidtivation, and also in horticulture.

They occur as natural deposits in certain parts of Germany, notably

Stassfurt, and owing to the extent of these deposits and the ease in

which they are mined and worked, economic conditions preclude success-

ful com{>etition.

Naturally, capital invested in the successful artificial production of

potassium fertilizers would return a handsome rate of interest during

the war, but it would be in a sorry position when the guns ceased boom-

It is highly probable that the Victorian producer will have to farm

without the assistance of j>otassium fertilizers until the end of the war.

Until then he will have to rely (a) on the application of wood-ashes

which contain from 1 to 10 per cent, potash (bracken fern ash will con-

tain 10 per cent.; (h) on heavy dressings of lime and gypsum, which

react with minerals in the soil, whereby potash is liberated by replace-

ment; or (c) on a wide rotation to conserve as much of the potash

already existing in the soil.

Orchardists, of course, will have to resort to the methods indicated

in (a) and (b).

Thomas' phosphate is not an essential fertilizer for successful farm

practice in Victoria, but those who have been in the habit of applying

this fertilizer with good results to heavy soils may substitute an early

autumn dressing of lime prior to sowing with " super."

Other manures on the market, such as " bone and super," " nitro-

super," &c., show a proportional increase in price. This follows, of

course, the increase in price of the parent fertilizers used in the admix-
ture.

Conclusion.

This paper has in the main dealt witli the prices of fertilizers during

the years 1912-17. The following table, which embraces the pre-war

and war increases, reveals the situation at a glance.

Fertilizer.
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If we go back t» 1907 and compute the percentage increase in

price over a period of ten years, we find the following:—Bone dust 15

per cent., superphosphate 28 per cent., dried blood 38 per cent., sodium
nitrate 36 per cent., ammonium sulphate 56 per cent.

The wheat farmer has certainly received a higher price during the

war for his wheat, but this is not so apparent in the case of oats,

barley, potatoes, and onions—drought year excluded. Higher prices

have certainly been received for beef, lamb, mutton and wool, but only

a small percentage of these increases can be accredited to artificial

manuring.

The fact remains the farmer is at present paying increased prices

for artificial fertilizers, but he may possibly find the bird returning to

its nest after the war. Let us hope so.

EAR-MARKING OF SHEEP AiND CATTLE.

Limitations Imposed by Soutli Australian Legislation.

B// F. R. Temple, Slock Lnspector.

The Government of South Australia prohibits the introduction into

that State of what is known as cropped-eared sheep and cattle, and
seeing that South Australian buyers of stock (especially sheep) will not

purchase stock in Victoria if the ears of the animals are not in accord-

ance with the requirements of the regulations of their State, stock-

breeders should be made aware of what really constitutes " cropped

ears " in the neighbouring State. A cropped ear on stock in South
Australia is not only tihat which in Victoria is understood as an ear

cut square across, but comprises a definite amount of mutilation allowed,

which is as follows :
—

Clause 51, section B, of the South Australian Brands Act^—In the

case of sheep, no ear mark shall exceed three-quarters of an inch in

length or half an inch in width or diameter, unless such an ear mark
is a slit, which may be 1 inch and a quarter in length from the tip of

the ear (the tip being the only point specified from where a slit can
commence), and in no case, either of cattle or sheep, shall an ear mark
be made by means of a crop.

Section 60e provides that any person who has in his possession any
cattle or sheep with its ear mark contrary to the provisions of section 51,

or in the case of cattle with any part of the dewlap cut off, shall be
guilty of an offence against tie Act, &c.

My desire in drawing attention to this matter is to point out to
our graziers the loss of would-be South Australian purchasers through a

want of knowledge of these matters, as on several occasions I have known
where prospective buyers have declined business through this fault,

where otherwise the animals would have been saleable at shillings per
head more than could be obtained here.
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BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA.

/ti/ F. R. Beuhne, ApicuUurist.

XXVI—THE HONEY FLORA OF WC'YO'KIK—continued.

(Continued from page ll(i.)

The >[anuka (Lcptuspirmiim scoparium).

(Figs. 64 and 65.)

Of the seven species of Leptospermum found in Victoria the Manuka
is the most widely distributed. Manuka is the aboriginal name, but it

is known in the bush as Tea-Tree, Ti-Tree, and Wild May. It is a

rigiu, very much branched shrub, and the young shoots have generally

a silky ap|)earance. In alpine situations it is sometimes low and almost

prostrate, but more usually erect and attaining occasionally to a height

of 12 feet. The leaves are from egg-shaped jx)inted to narrow-lance
shaped, sharply pointed, and generally under ^ inch long. The
adult foliage is usually smooth and hairless. The flowers are white,

stalkless, and occur singly in the axils of leaves or terminating short

lateral branchlets in rhe case of forms flowering early in the season

(Fig. 64), while in late districts the flowers are well down
below the new leaf growth (Fig. 65), so that the two forms

give the impression of being two distinct species. There is

also great variation in the shape and size of the leaves of

this species in different localties, and as the different species

merge into one another they are very difficult to distinguish. From the

apiarist's point of view, however, there is little difference between the

species, the honey from all of them having the same characteristics. The
Manuka is common in Victoria in heathlands and moist situations. It

flowers according to locality in October, November, December, Janiiary.

and February, Fig. 64 representing it up to December. The forms
flowering in January and February are shown in Fig. 65.

The Coast Tea Tree (Leptospermum lavigatum).

This is the common Tea Tree, ])lentiful in the sandy country along

the sea shore; it is, however, also found inland. In size it ranges from
a shrub to a small tree attaining a height of 20 to 30 feet.

The leaves are oblong, broader at the end, or narrow, oblong, and
blunt ended i to J inch, but sometimes 1 inch long, more or less visiblv

three nerved. The foliage has a dull appearance. The flowers are white,

and rather large in comparison with the other species. They are stalkless

and occur at shoulders, singly, and on rare occasions two together, on a

short common stalklet. The fruit is five to ten celled, and almost flat

topped.

The Coast Tea Tree is useful in binding loose sand and when closely

planted makes a good hedge ; it flowers in September and October, and
is the cause of the strong flavour of honey from hives near the sea side.

The Woolly Tea Tree {Leptospermum lanifferinn).

A tall shrub, sometimes growing into a small tree, rarely low and
bushy. The branchlets and the underside of the leaves usually beset
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witli short, silky hairlets, hence,
both the vernacular name
"Woolly Tea Tree," and the
specific " lanigerum " signifying
woolly.

The leaves are from ovate
oblong to elliptical or narrow
oblong, very variable in size and
shape, normally not above h inch
long. In some varieties the
leaves are all very much smaller,

but in some luxuriant specimens
they are J inch long, or even
longer, more or less hoary-silky,

or hairy on the underside, or on
both sides; but rarely totally

hairless. The leaves when broad
and thin show one, three, or five

nerves. More frequently^ how-
ever, they are thick leathery, and
the nerves scarcely visible.

The flowers are solitary on
short leafy branchlets or some-
times on the branches, stalkless,

and without intervening leaves,
white and often rather large.
This variety of tea tree flowers
in October, November, January,
and February, according to

locality. The wood is hard and
heavy, and was used by the
aborigines for making sjjear

handles. The Woolly Tea Tree
is found in all parts of Victoria,
particularly in Gippsland, moun-
tain districts, and the neighbour-
hood of Melbourne.

The Tantoon (Leptospermum
flavescens).

Usually a tall shrub, attaining
a height of 8 to 15 feet, with a
stem diameter of 5 to 8 inches.

The wood is hard, and close

grained. Its leaves are from
narrow oblong to narrow lance-
shaped, broadly oblong, or even
broader at the end than at the
base, blunt ended or scarcely

pointed, f inch, long in the largest

forms, but usually under ^ inch,

and sometimes all very small.

The leaves are generally smooth,
rigid, flat, and nerveless, or one Fig. 64.
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or three nerved, the young parts niinuttly silky, Tlie flowers are white

or sometimes turning slightly yellowish ; they occur singly at the end of

branchlots, or at the shoulders of leaves, and almost stalkless. The fruit

is hard, quite convex at the summit, and usually five celled.

Pig. 65.

The Tantoon is found in the Buffalo Range, and on the Yarra, Goul-
burn, and Ovens Rivers.
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The Myrrh Tea Tree (Li:j/t(isprrmu»i myrmnoides).

(Fig. 66.)

A somewhat dwarf species, bushy and rather ornamental, with whit©
or somewhat pinkish fiowers. In habit it sometimes approaches the

Manuka {L. scoparium.), but the leaves are not so sharp, sometimes

i inch long, but generally less, oblong linear or broader at the end,.

Fig. 66.

blunt ended, rigid, and concave. The flowers are small, white, or

pinkish, almost all on very short, leafy branchlets, often several flowers

together. This species is common in healthy tracts in the western
districts, the north-west, the Wimmera, and the Snowy River. In most
localities it flowers in September and October.

The Myrtle Tea Tree (Lepfospermum inyrfifoliinn).

A tall shrub, attaining a height of 8 to 10 feet, but flowering already

when only 1 to 2 feet high. The branches are usually slender, smooth,
or silky, the leaves generally small, and rarely i inch long, oblong, or

broader at the end, flat or hollow on the surface, nerveless, or one or
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three nerved, and either smooth or .silky white. The flowery are of

medium size, all or nearly all ocour singly at the ends of short leafy

branche.s, and are stalkless. The wood is dark in colour, tough and
close grained. The Myrtle Tea Tree is found in the (ir;nii|iians, and
flowers in I^ovember.

The Slender Tea Tree {Lejitospfrmtim aitenuatum).

A leafy shrub, favouring moist situations, chiefly in the East and
North-East. The branches arc usually .slender. The leaves are mostly
narrow oblong, \ inch broad, and \x\> to about 1 inch long. Generally the

flowers are small, with calyx and stalklet, somewhat clothed with shining

grey bairlets. The flowers occur either singly, or two together, on leafy
branchlets on short stalklets.

The Slender Tea Tree grows on the Avon, Mitta Mitta, Ovens^ and
other eastsrn rivers.

(To be continued.')

VICTORIAN WIIKAT HARVKST.

Kbturn Comtiled by the Government Statist showing Actual Area and Yield
FOR THE Seasons 191.">-10 and 1916-17.
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TWO DESTRUCTIVE INSECT PESTS OF PLANE AND
ELM TREES IN VICTORIA.

By C. French, Jun., Gorcniment Entomologist.

In addition to fungus diseases, many of the elm and plane trees

growing in tlie public parks, gardens, and streets are affected with insect

pests, one of the worst being the " Cherry Borer Moth " (Maroga gigan-

iella, or sometimes called Vryptophasa ntiipunctata).

The caterpillar bores within the limbs of plane and elm trees, and

protects the outside of its tunnel with a covering of web, gnawed bark

and droppings. If numerous, the trees are seriously injured. The
caterpillar is a pinkish-white insect, hairy, with a black head, and, when
full grown, about 2 inches in length. The perfect insect is white,

shining, front of head and antennae black ; forewings, in some instances,

more or less greyish, the whole wings having a somewhat silky appear-

ance with a black spot on each; liind wings darker. The moth is about

the size of the well-known vine moth Phalaenoides (Agnrista) glycine.

The larva> of this moth destroy the trees by first tunnelling for some
distance under the bark, and then gnawing their way right into the very

heart of the tree. The sawdust-like excrescence on the trees being quite

sufficient indication of the presence of borers in general, and this one

in particular.

Prevention and Ivemedies.

Clear away the sawdust-like matter, the removal of which will indi-

cate the direction taken by the grub. Kemove as much of this material

from tlie tunnel as possible, then soak a piece of rag or wadding in

carbolic acid, plug this into it and close over with clay or soap. Another
plan which is adopted is to probe the tunnel with a piece of strong wire,

and in this way the grubs are often reached and destroyed. Sjiraying

the trees with tar-impregnated water is also beneficial. The formula
for coal-tar water is as follows :—Boil 1 lb. of coal-tar in 2 gallons of

water, and \Vhile hot add from 50 to 100 gallons of water. Strain well

before using.

The larvas of the "Painted Apple Moth'' {Teia anartoides) is

becoming a serious pest to plane, elm, and other street trees. This
insect formerly fed on the leaves of various acacias (wattles), but like

many of' our native insects has attacked other trees, causing much
damage to same. The caterpillars of this moth usually eat the young
foliage of the trees. The female moth is a short-rounded creature

destitute of wings. Her life-work is very limited, as she simply crawls
out of her shelter, lays her eggs on top of it, and then dies. The male
moth has brownish upper wings with three whitish dots on each wing;
underwings, the upper portion yellow, the lower portion black or dark-
brown. The caterpillars are brownish, and are thickly clothed Avitb

long hairs, with two singular reddish-coloured appendages projecting
from the back near the tail.

Remedy.

Spray trees Avith arsenate of lead, 1 lb. to 25 gallons of water.
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Painted Apple Moth (reproduced from Handbook of the Destructive

Insects of Victoria, by C. French, senior).

Fig. 1.—Apple branch, showing hirvie in various stjigas. Xatural size.

Fi^s. 2 and 3.—Pi'rfect insect, malf. Natural sizt'.

Fig. 4.—Perfoct insect, female. Magnified.
Fig. 5.—Cocoon, eggs and perfect insect, female. Natural size.

Fig. 6.—Perfect insect, female, dorsal view. Natural size.

Figs. 7. 8, and 9.—Pupa of male Natural size.
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Cherry Borer Moth (reproduced from Handbook of the Destructive

Insects of Victoria, by C. French, senior).

Fig. 1.—Cherry branch attacked by borer, appearance of sawdust-like covering,

indicating grill) at work.

Fig. la.—Branch, with covering ri'inoved. showing damage done by larva.

Fig. 2.—Lar\-a in bore, where it retires when not feeding.

Fig. 3.—Larva (or grub), top view. Natural size.

Fig. 3a.—Larva (or grub), under view. Natural size.

Fig. 4.—Head and first three segments of larva, side view.

.Fig. 4a.—Head and first three segnient.s of larva, ventral view.

Fig. 5.—Perfect insect. Natural size.
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HANDY FARM DEVICE.

THE BENCH VICE.

Ii>/ J . J. Riclcetts. Dairy St/jyervisor.

Au article which should be on every farm is a bench vice suitable

for holding both wood and iron. Much time and energy is wasted, as

wus si/m mm wooi iiOM rjci KATiS

iPitccs or 4-2'Hniy
2 f LOttc

2 PUCES OF 3 •3'->imn KITH * HOUS
OHEtHCKH COHNIR COUHTtRSUNH fOn SCHLUS
^i'^iHOLfS TO HfCLlVL HEAD or^tU BOLTS

1'}^ HOLlSfOKLimClR BOLTS HOLtS SL/lk IHTO KOOB tlSO

-?.-.,
ctllBl WLTiD Oh IDCl OF4-2

cumi BAR IS u)K I'.yt m TH It /. mL£s Fan pin

well as some considerable expense involved in taking sn.all jobs to the-

blacksiiiith, because there is no suitable vice on the projierty. The
accompanying illustration shows a handy implement which anv farmer
can construct for less than Six shillings. It will enable him to firmly

hold bolts, nuts, or other iron work. Two .pieces of hardwood 4 in. by
2 in. 2 feet long, are obtained ; at one end of each a piece of iron

plate, 3 in. by 3 in. by \ in., with two holes cut from the centre to
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allow heads of bolts to pass; is countersunk. The fittincr is shown
in the illustration. The actual cost of making this is as follows:—

4\ d.

One iron carpenter's bench screw ... ... ... 2 6

Four ft. hardwood, 4 in. by 2 in. ... ... ... 6

Two 3 in. by 3 in. by } in. iron plates with screw holesl

countersunk in corners and centres punched out •••l o R
One 15-inch iron b.ar 1 in. by { in. with ^ in. holes for

j

guide pin ... .

.

.

.

... ...
J

Two bolts to fasten to bench ... ... ... ... 2

5 8

UO-OPERATIVE OWNERSHIP OF BULLS.

By R. R. Kerr, Dairy Supervisor.

Of tiie many useful ways that co-operation could benefit the farmer,

nothing would lie more imjwrtaut than the principle applied to the

buying and use uf dairy sires. In all closer settlement dairying areas

the herds are on the small side, numbering ten, twelve, or twenty odd
cows. The keeping of a sire for so few a number of cows is not the best

business ariangement, putting the farmer to unnecessary cost, both in

the buying and keeping of the bull.

Thess small farms are generally handy one to the other. Can any
strong argument be raised against one farmer caring for the bull, and

the ueighiaours bringing their cows across for service ? Surely the neigh-

bourly spirit is existing to that extent. The siystem advocated would be

for three or four fai'mers to combine or co-operate, and buy a good

animal, and arrange between themselves as to whether one of the num-
ber sliould be paid for keeping the bull, or whether each should care for

him in turn. The price of a good sire from a tested dam with a 400-lb.

fat record, although a splendid investment, has one deterrent in that it

is an outlay of cash that the small farmer can ill afford, because he has

to wait three years to get the benefit of his investment. One bull judi-

ciously used can serve at least fifty cows. If £30 or £40 were divided

between three or four farmers the share of each would be £10—the

price of the mongrel sire now so prominent. Were such a scheme

adopted, its benefits would be manifold.

The resultant progeny would have a much higher market value, and

the returns from the increased yields would many times pay for the

original investment.

The improvement of herd yields is of national importance, consider-

ing the wealth of the dairying industi-y, and to the mind of the writer

the selection of dairy sires is of equal importance to the industry as the

certification of stallions to the horse breeders.

Bulls from dams yielding 400 lbs. fat are being slaughtered, simply

because dairymen do not know their value, and refuse to give the few

extra pounds asked for them. They are content to plod along using the

mongrel sire, or nearly as bad, the pure sire from a worthless dam, rais-

incr useless stock—^living monuments to such limited intelligence. The
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pure br©d sire will always demonstrate his right to he called the founda-

tion of the dairy industry.

Too many who start in the business of breeding pure bred animals

become discouraged, because they do not reap handsome juofits during

tJie fir.st two or three yeai-a. It is often a long journey from beginning

in the breeding of pure bred live stock to the position of a leader, whose

produce is in demand at high prices. Ten years is but a short time,

when it comes to establishing and making known a reputation as a real

ccnstructive, and honest breeder, no matter in what line one may be

engaged. Twenty years or more is often required to attain the fullness

of confidence and recognition on the part of buyers of pure stock. It

takes years to build up the good-will that goes with profit-making in

any business, where pu})lic confidence is an asset, and the breeding of

live stock is no exception. If you feel that you have made a wise choice

in the line of breeding you have selected, stav by your chosen bre.ed. It

will j:ay in the end. The in-and-out policy is neither constructive nor

profitable.

SCIENCE AND THE DAIRY FARMER.
lii/ E. W. Murphi/, Dairi/ Supervisor.

The wonderful progress made by Denmark in a comparatively short

time is a very striking instance of the value of science to the farm and
of what can be done to alter the flow of population to the towns. With
the development of the spirit of co-Qperation and of a very remarkable
system of "Folk High Schools" and of "Local Agricultural Schools."

as described by H. W. Foght, Specialist for the U.S.A. Bureau of

Education, in his splendid book on these subjects published in 191.5

there has been since 1890 a marked steady increase of production, and
increase of rural population as against the exodus from rural districts

to the cities, wliich had fonnerly been very prounotmeed in that country.

In Victoria there is ample scoi>e for a tremendous increase in pro-

duction and in rural population, and it will be mainly brought about
through improvement of methods. To guard against losses due to

starvation, as ordinarily understood, obviously requires conservation of

foods to tide over droughty periods when fodder will be scarce, but

various forms of malnutrition are due to special defects caused by bad

management. The overcoming of such faults by the adoption of good
farming practice is very closely associated with the awakening of a

proper interest in rural life and so indticing the younger people to

appreciate the wonders of nature and to realize that our settsacks are

due to causes which can be removed if we will but apply that which is now
known. A pressing need of the time is to bring about the practical

application of that scientific knowledge concerning agriculture which is

already known. Scientists are not all like Pasteur in their cajiacity

to apply the lessons of the laboratory to actual every-day working con-

ditions, and there is a need for a body of men wlio will be in constant
touch with the work-a-day farming world, and. through the Depart-
ment of .Xgriculture, have a connexion with the experimental stations

and scientific research centres. As a link between the dairj' far'ner

and the .scientist we have a body of men knovnt as supervisors. In

selecting supervisors for the work the examiners give special considera-

tion to their practical experience and ability, conjoined with a reason-

al)lp equi]iment of sci(Mitific knowledge, and evidence of their capacity and
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readiness to learn more. The supervisor is not a mere inspector,

though he may have to speak and act ou some occasions as such, because
there is a percentage of cases where negligence has become chronic and
the sensibilities of the cow-keeper have become so blunted, that the ordi-

nary stimulus has no effect, and his mind is closed to reason. In the
minds of some of the country folk there is the idea which I recently

heard expressed in the following remark:—"I don't want any model
farm in this district, because those coves from the city, with their long-

tailed coats, can't teach me how to farm." In sucii an objection there

is evidence of a fear of impracticable advice, and useless expense being

incurred, and the only hope for improvement of that type of mind is

by actual demonstrations on neighbouring farms occupied by more open-
minded settlers who are stimulated by the supervisor's visits.

The work of these officers needs to be associated with the agricultural

interests of the country State school, and it can be made a big factor in

hastening the transition which we are undergoing trom the pioneering

stage; from the exploitation of the soil to more or less scientific systems

of farming. To foster in the minds of the younger generations a

sensible interest in rural matters generally is clearly the most important
work of the country school with due regard to the special cases of extra

capacity and desire of some scholars to follow city avocations or pro-

fessons; but such has been, to some extent, obscured in the past bv the

ambition of the teachers to obtain the highest percentage of passes in

examinations which gave very little room to rural interests.

The supervisor has not come from the classes who wear or who have
worn long-tailed coats, and perhaps they are not likely to wear the
insignia of science, the professor's robes, but they have graduated in the

school of experience and are men of the world. There may be pro-

fessors and scientists who are not sufficiently practical for the work-a-
day world, but the supervisor, by his training, is fitted to suggest the

next step in each ease, and not to he or seem to be in the clorids.

If the system should be extended so as to cover the whole State there
would be a decided counter influence to the " drift to the cities," be-

cause every proper action of a supervisor comes directly under one or

other of the headings in Roosevelt's font ula for the prevention of such

drift n.s descrihed in the book by Sir H. Plunkett, Rural Life Problems,

i.e.. better farming, better business, better living.

Ax Engli.sh paper points out that " the milk from cows that have been

feeding on artichoke leaves is dangerous for infants. This peculiarity

is said to explain eases of infant diari-h(iea which occurred suddenly

without apparent cause. It is a fact to be kept in view by dairymen
and by doctors."

—

Leader, 24th March, 1917.

The control of aphids, or plant lice, by means of ladybirds is proving a

distinct success in America. During the years 1913 and 1914 a large

number, estimated at about a million ladybirds, were distributed. The
life of a ladybird from egg to egg is from four to six weeks—the life of

a larva is about 20 days; an adult ladybird lives from 20 to .50 dayS'

The number of aphids eaten by a larva during its lifetime is about 250;
by an adult from 100 to 1,000. !N^o further serious trouble from aphids

has been reported from districts where ladybirds were well introduced.
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SIXTH VICTORIAN EGG-LAYING COMPETITION, 1916-1917.

Commenced loth April, 1910; concluded 14th April, 1917

CONDUCTED AT THE BURNLEY SCHOOL OF HORTICULTURE BY THE
DErAin'MKNT OF ACIUCULTURE. VICTOKTA.

CONCLUSION OF TEST.

Pen
No.

8Lx
Birds.

Owner. Breeds. Previous
Total.

Eleven
days
ended
14.4.17

Total
to

Date.

1

13
3

41
36
28
10
8

22
37
40
32
38
17
44
43
7

II
25
12
29
39
16
18
16
45
6

14
27
34
23
30

101
24
19
5

31
26
33
35
4

98
97

94
95

a. McDoDaell .

.

H. J. Meaddows
W. M. liajies .

.

E.\cel8lor I*<'ultry Farm
E. \V. HIppe .

.

S. Cheatle
H. .K iiuiicaa .

.

E. A. i.awson .

.

Mrs. U. Stevenson
J. M. Smith
A. Ilrundrett
N. Burat<»n
V. Little

W. O. Swift
J. Jainieson
S. Buscunib
C. J. Jaciison
R. \V. Pope
A. H. .Mould ..

G. Ilayman
A. 8. ilyndman
L. Mclean
F. CoUinES
C. I.udwis
G. LauEtUan
C. H. Oliver
J. J. West
W. a. Hustler .

.

John Blacker
F. G. Sllberelsen

T. A. Pcttlgrove
F. T. Denncr .

.

A. E. Silbi-relsen

H. N. H. Mirams
Benwerrei) Egg Farm
W. O. Osbume .

.

.T. H. Gill

Mrs. A. Dumas .

.

E. V. Evans
Tom Fisher
Fulhani I'ark

W. H. Clingln .

.

H. I. Merrick

Oaklands Poultry Farm

.Marville Poultry Farm
D. FlslitT

H. Hunt
Mrs. M. Coad .

.

Mrs. T. W. Pearce
J. Ogden

LIGHT BREEDS.
Wet Masb.

White I.eghorns

R.C.B. leghorns
White Leghorns

(5 birds)

(5 birds)

(5 birds)

(5 birds)

(4 birds)

{5 birds)

Total

HEAVY BREEDS.
Dry Mash.

Black Orpingtons
(5 birds) I

1,490
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Sixth Victorian Egg-Laying Competition, 1916-1917—continued.

Pen
No.

Six
Birds.

Pre vious
Total.

Eleven
days
ended

14.4.17

Total
to

Date.

light breeds.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescoit, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

CULTIVAJTION,

Cultivation work should be well on the way by this time. The
ploughing should be advanced, so as to leave plenty of time for other

orchard work. The autumn ploughing may be as rough as possible,

taking care to plough to the trees, so that the drainage furrow is left

between the rows.

Manuring.

It is just possible, where heavy crops have been carried, that a top

dressing of stable manure will be required to add humus to the soil.

The fertility of the soil must be maintained ; and, although stable and
chemical manures as a general rule are of undoubted value as tree stimu-

lants, well-cultivated and thoroughly tilled land will always carry fair

crops, and with far less manure than otherwise. Also, if the orchard

land is well and thoroughly drained, cultivated, and sub-soiled, any
manures that are used will be far more beneficial to the trees. The
more suitable conditions that are given to the trees, the better they can

appreciate and assimilate their food.

Perhaps the most useful and valuable of manures is stable manure.
It is of great use, not only as a manure and as an introducer of neces-

sary bacteria into the soil, but its value in adding humus to the soil is

incalculable. Organic matter, such as stable manure, introduced into

the soil quickly becomes humus; this greatly ameliorates and improves
soil conditions. It is impossible to say what quantity of stable manure
is necessary per acre; that alone can be determined by each circumstance.

Orchards in different climates and in different soils will require differing

quantities. A too liberal use of stable manure will be over-stimulating

in most cases ; while an excess beyond what is necessary for present use

will only be waste, as humus is readily lost from the soil, once it is in

an available food form.
It has been pointed out in these notes previously that an improved

physical condition is far more profitable to the fruit-grower than the
continued use of manures. A tree will be far more productive if it is

happy in its soil conditions; uncomfortable conditions will always result

in unprosperous trees.

A dressing of lime, using about 4 or 5 cwt. per acre, is of great value
in stiff or heavy orchard lands; and it may be given at this season. The
lime, wliich must be fresh, should be distributed in small heaps between
the trees, covered with a layer of soil, and allowed to remain for a few
days before ploughing or harrowing in.

Pests.

The advice given last month for spraying should be followed, particu-
larly where any oil emulsions or washes are to be used.
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Orchards will benefit if an attack is now mad© upon the Codlin moth.
All hiding places, nooks, and crannies, where the larvae have hidden,
should be thoroughly searched and cleaned out. The orchardist has far

more time now to do this work than he will have in the spring time.

General Work.

Drainage systems should now be extended with as little loss of time
as possible.

New planting areas should be prepared, and subsoiled or trenched
wherever possible.

The Vegetable Garden.

Weeds must be kept down in the vegetable garden. Weeds are

generally free growing at this season ; their growth is very insidious, and
they will crowd out the young seedlings or plants in a very quick time.

Hoeing and hand weeding must be resorted to, preferably hoeing. The
frequent use of the hoe in winter time is of much benefit in the vegetable

garden. A varied assortment of crops is now being produced; and if

these can be kept growing much better crops will result. The soil

quickly stagnates in the winter, and the only way to prevent this is to

keep the surface stirred. Thus, a double service is performed with the

aid of the hoe.

The application of lime is of great necessity at this season. In addi-

tion to amending unhealthy and unsuitable soil conditions, lime is par-

ticularly useful as an insecticide. It assists in destroying both eggs and
insects in immense numbers, that would breed and live in the ground
ready to do damage to all classes of vegetable crops. Therefore,

wherever possible, the soil should receive an application of lime. The
garden should, as well, be manured with stable manure, but not for

some weeks after the lime application.

Cabbage and cauliflower plants may be planted out ; and seeds of

parsnips, carrots, onions, peas, and broad beans may be sown.

The Flower Garden.

The whole flower section should now be thoroughly dug over. All

beds should be cleaned up, top-dressed with manure, and well dug. The
light rubbish, such as foliage, twiggy growths, weeds, &c., may all be

dug in, and they will thus form a useful addition to the soil. These
should never be wasted. Only the coarser and stouter growths should

be carted away for burning, and then the ashes may be used as manure
No part, whatever, of garden rubbish or litter need be wasted. In one
form or another it should be replaced in the soil.

May is a good month for establishing new gardens, and for planting

out. All deciduous plants and shrubs may now be jilrntpd. It is not
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necessary to dig a deep hole for planting. A hole in which the roots

of the plant can be comfortably arranged, without crowding or cramp-
ing, will be quite sufficient for the purpose.

Continue to sow seeds of hardy annuals, including sweet i)eas,

although the main crop of sweet peas sliould be well above ground.
Where there has been any overplantiug, the young plants will readily

stand transplanting, and this will greatly assist those that are to remain.
Annuals should not be crowded in tlie beds. Tliey require ample room
for suitable development, and thus the seeds sliould be sown thinly or

the plants set out a good distance from each other.

All herbaceous perennials that have finished blooming may now be

cut down. Included amongst these are phlox, delphiniums, &c. If

these are to remain in their present situation for another season it is

always an advantage to raise them somewhat, by slightly lifting them
with a fork, ?o that too much water will not settle around the crowns;
they may also be mulched with stable manure, or the manure may be

forked into the soil around the crowns.

REjVIINDERS FOR JUNE.

LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—Those stabled and in regular work should be fed liberally. Those
doing fast or heavy work sliould bu clipped; if not wholly, then trace high. Those
not rugged on coming into the stable at niglit sliould be wiped down and in half-

an-hour's time rugged or covered with bags until tlic coat is dry. Old horses and
weaned foals should be given crushed oats. Orass-fed working liorses should be

given liay or straw, if there is no old griiss. to counteract tlie purging effects of

the young growth. Old and badly-conditioned horses sliould be given some boiled

barley. Paddocked horses should be lookc<l at from time to time to ascertain if

they are doing satisfactorily.

Cattle.—Cows, if not housed, should be rugged. Kugs sliould be removed

and aired in the daytime when the sliade temperature reaches 60 degrees. Give

a ration of hay or straw, whole or chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of

young grass. Cows about to calve, if over fat. sliould be put into a paddock in

which the feed is not too abundant. If in low condition feed well to tide them
over the period and stimulate milk flow. It should be borne in mind that the

cows most liable to milk fever are those that have been low in condition and are

rapidly thriving. The treatment described in the Year-Hook of Afiriculturc. lllO.'i,

shonlii lie almost invariably successful. It will generally be found most profitable

to have cows calve in autumn. They will then pay well for feeding through the

winter, and will flush again with the spring grass. Calves slmukl be prnvided

with warm dry shed. Cows and heifers for early autumn calving may be put
to the bull. Observe strict cleanliness and regularity with regard to temperature

and quantity of feed to avoid losses and sickness incidental to calf rearing.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of liedding in will ventilated sties. Sows in fine weather

should be given grass or lucerne run. Uulletin on the Pig Industry is now
available.
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Sheep.—Clear muck-balls from tails and legs of all sheep. Have the wool
cleared from round udders and eyes of all young lambing ewes, and see them
first thing every morning. Mark the ram lambs at earliest chance. Cut off

ewes with oldest wether lambs to be,st pasture or fodder crops.
Sheep with overgrown hoofs are unthrifty. Whenever noticed trim back into

shape; they cut easily during winter. If left, are conducive to lameness, and
even foot rot. In the case of common foot rot, or scald, the feet can be placed
in a thick paste made of lime and lioilinj; water. Obstinate cases of long-

standing may need more drastic remedies, and persistent attention. In all

cases pare away all loose portions, and leave the diseased parts clearly exposed.
Foxes are more ravenous during winter months. Sparrows, starlings, and

parrots are good bait. Poisoning lambs already killed usually accounts for
scavenger foxes only, and in many cases innocent good dogs.

Every fox is not a lamb killer. Remove all lambs for two or three nights
if at all possible, and birds then will rarely fail to entice Reynard the second
or third night.

Powdered strychnine, just suiififient to cover nicely a threepenny-piece, is

the usual dose. On the more valuable lambs fix a light tin collar, cut from
2 inches wide at the top of the neck to 3 inches wide below, fastened underneath
in one place only, near the breast, with fine wire, and lying open towards the
throat, allowing; the lamb to l)oth suck and feed. It should be cut as large as
possible, yet not large enough to permit of its fallini; o(T over the lamb's liead.

This makes a guard that rarely fails to prevent a fox getting to the main blood
vein. Remove the guards when tlic lambs are about eight weeks old.

Poultry.—Supplies of shell grit and charcoal should always be available.

Sow a mixture of English grass and clover; this not only removes taint in soil

but provides excellent green fodder for stock. Where possible, lucerne and
silver beet should now be sown for summer feed; liver (cooked) and maize aids
to egg production during cold weather. Morning mash should be mixed with
liver soup given to the birds warm in a crumbly condition. All yards should
be drained to ensure comfort for the birds.

CULTIVATION.

Farm.—Plough potato land. Land to be sown later on with potatoes, man-
golds, maize, and millet should be manured and well worked. Sow malting barley
and finish sowing of cereals. Lift and store mangolds, turnips, &c. Clean out
drains and water furrows. Clean up and stack manure in heaps protected from
the weather. -

Obchard.—Finish ploughing; plant young trees; spray with red oil or
petroleum for scales, mites, aphis, &c.; carry out drainage system; clean out
drains; commence pruning.

Vegetable Garden.—Prepare beds for crops; cultivate deeply; practise rota-

tion in planting out; renovate asparagus beds; plant out all seedlings; sow
radish, peas, broad beans, leeks, spinach, lettuce, carrot, &c.; plant rhubarb.

Flower Garden.—Continue digging and manuring; dig all weeds and leafy

growths; plant out shrubs, roses, &c.; plant rose cuttings; prune deciduous trees

and shrubs; sow sweet peas and plant out seedlings.

Vineyard.—Thoroughly prepare for plantation, land already subsoiled for the
purpose. Remember that the freer it is kept from weeds from this forward, the

less trouble will tliere be from cut-worms next spring. Applications for grafted

resistant rootlings (for delivery in 1918) nuist be made before tlie end of June
next—see Journal for March, 1917. Pruning and ploughing should be actively

proceeded with. In northern districts plough to a depth of seven or eight inclies.

Manures should be applied as early as possible.

Cellar.—Rack all wines which have not been already dealt with. Fortify
sweet wines to full strength.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show , 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 10s.; by a cow yfelding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include-

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam"s Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's ,, 10548 ,,

6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 „ ,. 9155 ..

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (1st milking) 7144 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam's ,
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Government Herd of Red Polls

MILK RECORDS
The Hsures below refer to the cow's best lactation period. Details of each cow'a yearly performance

since the establishment of the herd are given in the Journal for February. 1917.

Each cow's BverMCS for all laclatioo periods will be furolsbed on application to the Director of Africultnre.

COWS
NAME-

Muria .

.

Birdseye

Netherhina
Vuelta . .

Persica . .

Cuba
Bullion .

.

Virginia.

.

Pennsylvania
Sumatra
Violet III.

Egypta . .

Phillipina

Mexicana
LUy ..

India

Europa .

.

Kentucky
Goldleaf

Picotee .

.

Primrose League
(imp.)

La Reina
Pipio

Mongolia
Turka .

.

Britannia

Samorna
Asiana .

.

Tennessee
Alpina .

.

Sylvia .

.

Hispana
Africana
Tasmania
Canada .

.

111 Milk.

365
365
365
289
351

337
321
344
348
290
365
327
365
282
365
365
347
338
362
365
365

329
334
283
279
329
365
279
311
344
301

365
303
325
275

Weeks
in Milk.

52
52
52

4U
50
48
45}
49

49J
41J
52

46}
52

40i
52
52

49i
48

51i
52
52

47

40
39}
47

52
39}
44}
49
43
52
43
46
39

Milk,
in lbs.

14,972

9,146

11,506

7,750

9,607

10,464

10,928

10,252

10,607

9,232

9,172

10,646

8,213

8,641

8,525

8,556

8,765

9,893

8,415

8,490

8,060

6,712
6,802

7,483

6,395

7,637

6,198

5,933

6,706

7,094

5,286

6,574

5,082
5,112

4,918

5-9
6-5
4-3

6 2

4 9
4-5

4 3

4 4

4 1

4

4 7

3 9

4 9
6

6

6

4

9

4
4
4

13
8
33
9

9
75
9

84

3 6
4^72

4 52
407

Butter
Fat (lbs.)

885
597
490
485
480
478
469
457
437
431

427
418
400
400
392
391

387
382
378
371

353

344
326
323
316
301
294
292
283
283
256
242
240
231

200

Coniineroial
Butter (lbs.

)

1,008

683
560
553
547
545
535
520
499
492
488
477
456
456
448
445
441

435
431

424
403

394
372
369
360
343
335
333
322
322
292
276
274
264
228

HEIFERS (1st Milking completed, 1915-16)

Carribea

Japana .

,

Serbia .

,

Itala

Oceana .

,

Ru?sia .

.

Panama
Ontario
Soudana
Pacifica

Laurel .

,

Barbery
Congo .

.
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POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

COCKERELS and PULLETS

May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna

Farm for delivery from March, 1917.

Prices, £1 Is. and 10s. 6d. each.

Wyuna White Leghorns (Wyuna Special Mating

for Prolific Layers)

„ „ „ (Subiaco No. 1 Special)

„ „ „ (Cosh No. 1 Special)

,, „ „ (Cosh and Swift x Moritz)

„ „ „ (Waldon X Moritz)

Note.—The Mother ol W. N. 0'Mullane"s Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915),

which established (he world's record of 1,699 eggs, was hatched from eggs

obtained from the Wyuna Poultry Yards. This pen realized £75

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany order, which should

he addressed to

Manager, Government Farm, WYUNA
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Elzecutors & Agency Company of Auatralasi^^ Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairm.B ud M^Basiai Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. Em.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, E«i.

HON. DUNCAN E. MeBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. E«,. DAVID HUNTER. Im,.

Thl« Company Aota •• E>«outor or Joint Enooutor of Will*, Administrator, Truatoo of
Sattlamanta, and Asant for Abaantaaa undar Powar of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Officei— 113 Queen SL (Corner oi Little Collins-it.) Melbourne
|

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

"
I am verv well pleased with the Grubbers, u they are doing: very good work. With mine I have

close on 1,000 trees and ifunn's irrubbed out. I have done all this work myself without any assistance.

So I consider the Grubber ha^ more than doubly paid for itself."

Full Th» "MONKEY WINCH" will sav* time, labour and money on
particulart your land clearing, is alwaya ready, and can be worked in

from— the very roughest country and in any das* of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE ^^

TO OWNERS OF PEDIGREED STOCK OF ALL KINDS,
DAIRY FARMERS, AND OTHERS.

The Department hat compiled a

Stock Breeding
Record Book
Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Recoril of Progeny,

Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record, Pedigree Charts, and

Batter Record for Dairy Stock.

This Boole contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather.

Price, lO 6 A limited number available. Price, lO 6
Postage—Victoria. 1/6, other States and Nev^ Zealand, 2/8. extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and
Postage, to be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remillances from beyond the Commonwealth to he made by Post Office Order.

TJ
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending

Vinegrowers

!
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HORSES versus TRACTORS
Comparative cost for one year of 1 ,000 working hours of 8 horses against a

Tractor with a pull equal to 8 horses. The amounts for horses are results of

tests by Government experts, except those for depreciation, which is taken at

the very low estimate of £2. Is. 8d. per horse per year. The figures include

interest at 6"„ on cost, depreciation of horse and harness, shoeing, feed,

sundries, and labour, but not driver's lime. Feed is priced at current rates

based on the United States ration of 4,600 lbs. of oats, and 6,300 lbs. of chaff

per horse per year. Government experts find that horses actually work from

700 to 1 ,000 hours yearly, therefore, in this comparison, 1 ,000 hours is taken

for both horses and tractor.

HORSES for 1,000 working hours per year.

8 horses at £3-(. 17s. each—per year - - - £278 16

Cost for working 8 horses for 1 workini^ hour 5 7

TRACTOR for 1,000 working hours per year.

6% Interest on cash outlay £420 - - - £25 4

Kerosene, at U galls, per hour=l,500 galls. (5 1/6 - 112 10

Oil. at i gallon per 10 hours = 75 galls. @ 4/- - 15

Depreciation and Repairs, 15% on cost £420 - - 63

Labour, cleaning and oiling, assumed to be same as in horses

above, though it is less - - - - 8 16

£224 10

Cost of Tractor for I working hour - - - - 4 6

SAVING BY USING TRACTOR - £54 6
With Kerosene @ I /- per gallon the saving in 100 days of

10 hours IS £31 16 O

So a Tractor saves £l a week, and, in addition, drives all kinds of machinery

up to 24 H.P. for which your horses are useless. If you have an engine and

8 horses, it will pay you to sell it and 5 horses, for which you will get about

£275. Then get a " Waterloo Boy" Tractor, and you will do your own
work quicker and better than with horses, and you can, if you like, make the

Tractor pay for itself by doing your neighbour's work.

The "Waterloo Boy" Kersone Tractor is not a novelty but a great tractor

that has proved its worth. 2,874 of them were sold to farmers in 1916.

Some of these are working in England— the home of good machinery.

12 H.P. at -^^^^PS"r^ nj 24 B.H.P.

Draw-bar, f,i^l^^^^^^^M0 ^* ^^'^-

equal to M^^^^^S^S^^S^^^ Works on

8 horses. yf^MM^^ ^^^pl Kerosene.

MITCHELL & CO. ££iJ^
Office and Factory : Show Room :

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE 596 BOURKE ST., MELBOURNE
Agencies In all important tOMrns.

Please aay yoa maw thi» Advl. when writing for particulara.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

F'roduce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direca into the ship's hold. Eledric motor power totals 820 H.F.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and conne<Sed with the Cool Stores by direcil lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shuntmg m the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produ(5ls are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are connected with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produ<5lion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.

By Authority ; Albeet J. JIollett, Government Printer, Melbourne.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetismg, then dismlegrated mto powder,

and put up (or ready mixmg and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and mdigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

wilh age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "OIL MEAL

'

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment s notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any qJlher.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footscray 364



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that dired: shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condu<5l of Cool Stores places

producers in an mdependent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produdts.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

)
Office: 10383 Central

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)
} £„,,„_,„.c^ • 10382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creel. - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

EXPORTS Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.



Vol XV. SIX BLACK ORPINGTONS. Part 6.

(Registered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, lor transmiasion by Post aa a Newspaper.)

Worlds Record for Winter Test. p)
SIX BLACK ORPINGTONS

'/lay 570 Eggs between 15th April and 14th August, 1916.)

*^i.v**&



Plant

Brunning'

Famous

TICK

BEANS
These are particularly valuable for green manuring and make
a splendid stock feed. They can also be ground mto meal

and are excellent fodder for pigs. Ploughed in as green

manure they add nitrogen to the soil.

SOW PHALARIS COMMUTATA
The Wonderful Cold Weather Grass

Grown from our Famous seed, PHALARIS progresses at the rate of one

inch daily. Can be grazed or cut and fed. An excellent hay maker.

ABUNDANCE
STRAWBERRY
The delicious flavour and rich productive-

ness of Brunning's incomparable Abundance
Strawberry has made ihem famous where-

ever ihey have been planted. They have

proved themselves easily Best by Test and

have given enthusiastic results.

3/- bundle of 25; 10/- bundle of 100

Special Kitchen Garde

INCOMPARABLE
ASPARAGUS
Brunoing's special quality Asparagus Roots
are quite free from all insects and diseases.

CONVER'S COLOSSAL
2-year old roots - - 5/- per 100

3-year old root* - - 7/6 per 100

Railage, &c.. extra.

n Guide post free.

"Everything for the Garden' 64 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne
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The "Slush-Lamp" of

"Never-Never"
The further the pioneer of Australasia

pushed into the "Never-Never" country,
the greater became his privations. Lamps
were to him a luxury, so he set about
finding a makeshift. An empty jam-tin
filled with melted fat—a piece of rag tied to

a stick standing in the middle of it—and
his "slush lamp" was complete.

Kerosene may now be obtained in all

parts of the country. All stores sell

Laurel Kerosene
The soft white light

and wherever it is sold its quality is uniform.
Laurel is smokeless and odorless. Gives a

clean white light, and the last thimbleful
burns as well as the first. For lighting,

heating and cooking it cannot be excelled.

Laurel is our new trade mark name for the
highest quality American Kerosene ever
sold in Australasia and replaces our old
brand, White Rose.

Insist on Laurel

Vacuum Oil Company Pty. Ltd.
Throughout the Commonwealth and New Zealand
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r USE Improved
:: 1914 .:

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst
them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

Con aini.ig Two
4-gal. tins :: :: 6/-

per Or Eight I -gal. tins

gal. :: 6/6 per gal. ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. IVIELBOURNE
& GEELONG

Either one sent you for £10:0:0
Easy Terms arranged for Balance.

Thus you make your engine pay for itself out of tfie Labor and Time Saving effect.

The
New South

^ Wales

^'^ \ ^ Government

bought 60

TANGYE"
British Built Lampless OIL ENGINES
because ihey wanted the most powerful and efficient

engines.

The improved Magneto Ignition removes all danger of

fire, because there is no externa! flame. Starts on

petrol, then switches on to kerosene. Will run all day

without attention on kerosene at low cost. Sold in

sizes from 2 to 28 h.p. Expert will start and give

Week's trial Free Stationary and Portable types.

Remember £10 and balance easy

Write (ot printed matter now while you think of it.

For a strong, durable, dust-

proof and self-oiling engine
especially adapted to Aus-
tralian condilions, there is

none superior lo the

"LISTER"
British Built

Petrol Engine
II is so simply constructed

that there is nothing to go
wiong. Besides being easy _
lo operate "Lister" Engines are fool proof. They havr
high tension magneto and special carbu'ettcr which
maintains a constant level of petrol without risk of

flooding. 3.0U() "l.istcts" are in use in Australia
alone. Will supply power wherever power is lequired

3 h.p. £65; 5 h.p. £95; 7 h.p. £115
Catalog fully describing "Lister" Engines posted free

f^ut your pumping problems up to us -we are irrigation experts and will quote you for any kind of pumping proposition'

Kerosene. Petrol, and Hot Air Engines, Centrifugal Pumps, and Myers'. Gould's, and Deming's pumps for all ser-

vices. "Challenge" Windmills and water supply ai cessories stocked and sold on easy terms. Catalogs and advice fiee

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES PTY. LTD.
118 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Agents for "Tangye" Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines
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Boy
with a

Corn
Sheller

will strip

and the seed wi

More
Cobs

than

Six Men
the old

way,

be cleaner, and there will be no cleaning up.

The Cobs are fed into the mill, which
thoroughly strips the seed, and the lot passes

through to a shaker.

The Stripped Cobs pass over the

shaker and shoot off the end.

Maize Dirt and Scraps drop
through shaker on to an oscillating screen,

which completely eradicates the dirt and
scraps, eventually sending the clean maize

through a spout into a bag or any waiting

receptacle.

"INVINCIBLE" One-Hole Sheller will shell 25

bushels per hour. £4 17s. 6d.

"INVINCIBLE" Two-Hole Sheller will shell 50

to 60 buhels per hour, £10 15s.

Aj^PhcrsoSg)
W''^ Proprietary Ltd

TiMiL .MKHCHA.NT.S,

554-66 & 582-88 Collins Street, Melboome,

and Bathurst St., Sydney. Esttblished 57 Yean.

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from IJ percent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27^ ytaii.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the hrst five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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Irrigation
For a period o( over 50 years we have been specialising in Irrigation Equipment, Designing,

Inventing, Manufacturing. Billabong Windmills, Pumps, Troughing and Pluming are now

popular throughout the Commonwealth. Get the benefit of our wide experience ; write us your

renuiremenls, and we will give expert advice as to the most suitable plant lor your conditions.

Windmills
Exclusive "Billabong" Features

No other mill has the "Billabong" combined Governor and Regulator. This device not only

effectively governs the mill in heavy winds, but provides a means of setting the mill to different

speeds. No other mill is fitted with the "Billabong" Pull-out Swivel. These features are

exclusively the " Billabong's" by patent rights. This invention makes possible the direct

Central Lift and perfect alignment of the Pump Rod. Every farmer knows the Central Lift

means Powerful Lift, Correct Balance, and Even Wear.

Then again we draw attention to the new system of split bearings, which obviates the taking

down of the mill when, after years of service, new bearings may be needed. The

"Billabong" is also fitted with an oil bath lubricating device, which is very effective, and is

only in operation when the mill is turning, thus there is no waste of lubricant.

Pumps
A Wide Range of Australian Made and Imported Pumps

Triplex and Centrifugal Pumps, Pump Jacks, Sec. Lift and Force Pumps. Cylinders, Bore Pumps,

Windmill Pumps. Working Barrels. Deep Well Working Heads. Rotary, Semi-Rotary, &c.. &c.

Pump equipments for fighting bush fires, spraying sheep, lighting garden and orchard pests,

white .vashing fowlhouses, farm buildings, &c., &c.

Pluming
"Billabong" Make

Orchardists and others will find " B llabong" Steel Pluming far more handy and efficient

than earth channels. No water is lost through soakage, a reliable flow is obtained, and

fallin^-in banks and chance of obstruction is eliminated. It is light, yet strong and rigid

;

convenient to transfer from place to place; easy to assemble; made in several styles and sizes.

Catalogues and Price Lists post free

324-330 Pitt Street ^ «^/^ ^ A >i, J).,,.. 391-403 Bourke Street

Sydney ^^^^^^^j^J^^i^S^J Melbourne

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, Fluming, &c., &c.
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
ButlB.

Dam's Performfince nnder
Government UerdTestmif.

SIRE—MABEL'S
273 days. Age.

CHIEF (imp.).

Dam's Performance under

1. ETTIE 4th (2889) December, 1914

This SeasoD . . 8,743 lbs. Milk.
446 lbs. Butter (4 '46 test).

2. SILVERMINE 5lh (1386) February, 1816

Last Season ,. 6,51.'j Iha. Milk.
3'J-.; Il«. Butter (5 '12 test).

3. AUDREY LASSIE (825) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season ,. 7,6.^7 lbs. Milk.
44U lbs. Buuer (6'04 test).

BullB.

4,

273 days. Age.Government HerJ TsHting.

LASSIE 2nd (1136) - December, 1916

Last Season .. 9,33.') lbs. Milk.

613J lbs. Butter (4 '79 test).

ThisSeaaon .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
478 lbs. Butter (4 '91 test).

LASSIE (509) • • January, 1916

Last Season .. 7,340 lbs. Milk.
426 lbs. Butter (6 '08 test).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (6 '24 test).

Apply:—C. GORDON LYON, " BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS. ,^

Fire, Marine, Fidelity GuaraDlee, Plate ._

Glasi, Personal Accideot and Sickneit. .^ ^^^^^^^-:
Employers' Liability. Workmen'f Compen- ^ ^^^^^rr-

tatioD. Pablic Risk, Motor Car, and Burilary.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMIVIEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. Government Apicuhurisl.

Comprising 126 pages, divided iDto 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage; Commonwealth, Id. ; New Zealand, 2^d. ; British and Foreign. 5d. I

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forward ea to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting. Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MENS COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for out PmpeBus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts FebruEiry Sth. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Works- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILU Sole Ptopnelor,

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE. MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.
Notable Agriculturittfl say that this College offers the best
atfricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

Total Fees—
£25/-/- per annum.

Alternative Courmea—
(a) Diploma Course •. Three Years,

(fc) One Year's Course.

The College coDtains modem aod well equipped laboratory and ledurc ball, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 3,91 3 acres of farm land at Dootcie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Coustruction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising. Dairying.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—'£25 oer annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS. Esq.. Seci ^tary. Council of Agricultural Education.
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, oi the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloes.

Renewable Oarron
Boxes & Oil Caps.

The only Steel
Wheel that haa
stood the Test.

BEWARE OP
MITATION8

Wbeeli Qiurantseil tor I years alalnst Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, OrchardisU, Farmers.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheels, 80* and 82* dia. i' Tyres. Table, 9} x 5) feet Pole or Shafts. Weighs 10 ewt

Ordinary Block Wagon fco carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 ewt.

TJt»«€ Wheelt art ffuarantttd and will latt for alt tims.

HIGHER WHEELS IF NEEDED, and Wagons built to carry any weight up to 10 tow,

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all classes of little Wagons for Farm and Station work.
Wasons Shipped to all Ports in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON. VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

EGGirrs i 1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

1^ ^, 10|6 per bag,
""

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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No GOOD FENCE is so Cheap and no

Ordinary Fence is so s^ood as the

CYCLONE
SPRING COIL

Cyclone Spring Coil Fenc« it made of
best quality wire, galvanised. Moisture does
not affect it Rxpansion and contraction caused
by changes in temperp>tur« are provided for by
crimps in tKe horizonttil lines. Once up, the
fence needs no after strainins.

1 h« crimps malte the fence elastic

Stock rushing it are thrown back, and bcth
stock and fence ere uninjured. TV* cross
ties, I ft apart, make a perfect web, tkrough
whicb no stock can paas.

Qet our Catalofi^u*. It tells you mora about It

CYCLONE Pty. Ltd.
459 8WANSTON STREET

MELBOURNE

AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURE
I

Seed Wheat and Seed Oat Cleaners&Graders
(FOR HAND OR POWER)

Proved conclusively by Practical Farmers
that graded seed is hardier in growfth
:: and increases the yield per acre ::

Sticks, Straws)
i other lariSi: •

-aubslaoces J

Small Oats,

Seeds. Drake
and ftruken

Grain

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

roati
\ and
l Barley

Chain driven
Improved Pattern for Season 1917

Will remove from Wheat:—Cracked ana t>mai( urain, Oats, Wild OatSi
Barley, Grass Seeds, Sand, Chaff, Drake, and all other Impurities,
which ensures CLEAN PADDOCKS, HARDIER PLANTS, AND BIG YIELDS.

The SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

WKm^mtl^^^^^^^m^ port Melbourne ^^^^^^H^^^^^H^
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NuNAN's Patent Spray System
Enhance yout profits, increase your returns, save trouble, save time, by laying

down now Nunan's Patent Spray Irrigation System. Produce* a
Rainfall as Steady as Nature's Own. Nuoan's is the simplest method

known for soaking your ground readily and naturally. Send for Kill detaili to

NEWELL & COY., 189 King St., Melb.

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Depos]t.

'I

CROP <jROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH 'VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorieui Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" r^r^Wl Brand on every Sheet

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL. SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR ^ BOX 53.

GRAIN TO US. * G.P.O.. MELBOURNE,

^\
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and

at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sole Agents lor NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GUSGOW.

WHEN ENOUIRINO, PLEA8B MENTION THIS JOURNAL.
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SAVE YOUR CALVES
They Grow into MONEY

MARTIN'S

"NOSCOUR"
(REGISTERED)

Is the greatest boon to dairy farmers rearing poddies.

The use of "NOSCOUR" means calf raising with

the trouble left out. " NOSCOUR" is a preventa-

tive of scour trouble, and quickly cures those attacked.

"NOSCOUR" is a Gilt Edge Investment
Experience proves that calves treated at regular inter-

vals with "NOSCOUR" in their milk ration escape

the set-back of scour—they thrive and do well. A
bottle will treat from six to ten calves. Get a bottle

of "NOSCOUR" NOW, and Increase Your

Farm Profits. Time, Worry, and Money Saved.

Be guided by the experieoce of well-known Dairy Farmers. They have proved the value of "NOSCOUR '

TESTIMONIALS,
No cattle man shoulij be without "Noscour. " Its

value cannot be estimated.

John J. Gardiner,

MacLsville. N.S.W.

Since using 'Noscoui' I have not had one sicic

calf, and calves looL wonderfully well.

Joseph Boardman,
Myrtleville. via Goulburn.

"Noscout" stops scours. Enclosed please find

cheque foi hall a gallon.

F. T. White,
Saumarez, Armidale.

I have found "Noscour' a very efFeclive remedy
(or scour in calves.

V. D. Cox.
Burrundulla, Mudgee.

"Ncscour" is the only cure I have found for scour

in calves.

H. E. Power,
BlacLtown. N.S.W.

I have found " Noscour" a sure remedy for scour.

John D. Raid.

Sptinghurst, Victoria.

"Noscour" has been used here with very satis-

factory results.

A. Champneys, Manager.

Kameruka Estate, Bega. N.S.W.

We find " Noscour" a safe cure for scour in calves,

and recommend it to poddy rearers.

Star Bros..

Bungil Park, via Wodonga. Vic.

IT COSTS LESS THAN ONE PENNY PER DOSE.

.'^sk your Storekeeper for 'NOSCOUR.' If he doesn't stock it. send 3/3 (including 9d. postage), and ,

bottle will reach you by return mail. "NOSCOUR" 2/6 bottle; '.2 gallon. 15/-.

Agents for Victoria :

Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling and Insurance Co. Ltd.,

492-494 FLINDERS LANE. MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

w
LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
= YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

YVOOD 77»e Optician

'Phone 6773 Equitablc Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

i— To FARMERS and OTHERS. ^——

—

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

i^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
^ HARDWOOD TIMBERS

——^^—^ THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ^^——^—
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

to"';!- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
•PHONES 10SS1-4. OUEEN^S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 O.P.O.
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MORE
EGGS!

CUNLIGHT OIL CAKE is rich in

Albuminoids and low in Moisture.

The general cause of sliortage in eggs

is either too high feeding or too low.

For laying hens, Sunlight Oil Cake will

quickly give a return which will astonish

the owner. For chickens at any time

after the age of 6 weeks it is unequalled.

Sunlight Oil Cake will impart the glossy

sheen to the birds' appearance so prized

by the fancier, and is specially valuable

for this reason alone to all exhibitors of

show poultry. It puts on solid flesh in

an extremely short space of time, and
experiments have proved that young,
scraggy birds fed almost entirely on it

have become covered with good plump
meat in a few weeks, thus doubling their

value to the market poulterer.

J 32-Page Booklet—" Poultry Profits

sent free on application to—
Lever Brothers Limited,

Melboumt,
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WINDMILLS
Alston^s New Gearless

!^
Is the

Simplest

WindmiU

Motion
ever invented

Only Three

working parts

Ball Bearings

Throaghoat

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Run in Oil

Oi£i 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in ose

throDghont

Australia

^-NO ATTENTION REQUIRED ^^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and 'Pump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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REPORT OX THE EGG-LAYING COMPETITIONS FOR
1916-17, HELD AT BURNLEY SCHOOL OF PRIMARY
AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

Commenced 15th April, 1916. Concluded 14th April, 1917.

Ihj A. Hart, Chief Poultry Expert.

The egg-layiug competition which was coucluded at Burnley in April

last has been the medium of again establishing records, proving that the

quality of the competing birds is still on the up grade, both individually

and collectively. The conditions attending this last test were not at

all favorable, for it was held during a fairly long and cold winter,

succeeded by summer months of heavy rains and rough weather that

practicall}' amounted to a double winter, and checked the egg production

to a great extent. However, notwithstanding these drawbacks the final

figures were satisfactory. The poultry industry in Victoria is rapidly

increasing and developing, and there is no doubt that a considerable

portion of this extension is due to the excellent object lessons and com-

parisons provided by the competitions at Burnley. All poultry keepers

hold a very high opinion of these tests, and the keen interest which is

manifested in them by owners and the public throughout the year proves

their worth. One of the reasons why the tests at Burnley are so popular
is because they are held under Government supervision. All poultry

keepers agree that the figures obtained at Burnley can be guaranted as

absolutely correct in every respect, and when records are made, they are

accepted without question. As a proof of the value of the laying com-
petitions to the poultry industry generally, it may be mentioned that

last year a pen of six winning Wliite Leghorns was sold for X70, and two
birds of the same variety which scored in single tests were purchased for

£25 each. The full value of these birds without the competition " wins "

to their credit would not exceed three guineas each. The figures quoted
5625.
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are for genuine sales and, as the birds on each occasion were purchased

by a breeder who does not keep fowls as a hobby, it may be safely assumed
that the price paid was not above fair market value when the egg pro-

duction of these birds was taken into consideration.

During the past ten years, I am pleased to say, a very great im-

provement has been effected in the egg j^roduetion of White Leghorns
and Black Orpingtons. In years past America led the way for prolific

layers, but the figures which have been obtained by pens of six birds and
by individual layers, as well as by the total number of birds at com-
petitions in the Commonwealth, have exceeded the best records estab-

lished in America, and Victoria can justly claim to have influenced

these figures to a great extent. In the competitions just concluded at

Burnley, White Leghorns and Black Orpingtons had by far the greatest

representation, and they were also ahead in egg production. While
allowing that these two breeds are the best egg-producing varieties, it

New Building at Burnley containing 150 single pens.

must also be admitted that if the same expert knowledge and careful

breeding as have been given to Whit© Leghorns and Black Orpingtons

were given to other breeds, there is every reason to believe that they

could be greatly improved.

The arrangement under which breeds other than those named com-

peted has afforded valuable object lessons, and interesting comparisons

are provided by the records of the egg production from the different

breeds kept under exactly similar conditions. The provision of single

testing pens has brought the present competitions at Burnley up to date,

and all breeders are unanimous in declaring for single testing as the only

reliable method of indicating the best layers. As a proof of the

high opinion in which single testing is held by competitors, it

may he stated that they unanimously agreed to forgo all prize money
for the tests of the current year on condition that the Department
would provide single pens for the testing of the different breeds,

and the erection of 150 single pens was completed early in April.
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They were coustructed on the most approved lines, and it is gratifying

to find that poultry owners and experts are unanimous in their

opinions as to the suitability of these ])ens for the purposes required.

Everything conducive to egg production and keeping the l)irds in good

health and condition has been provided, and it is confidently expected

that the results will fully justify the outlay from a financial point of

view, besides furnishing tho means of obtaining a reliable indication of

the laying powers of every individual bird in the single test. This new
arrangement will also allow the birds to he fed and cared for with very

little trouble to (he attendant.

The recent report of the poultry and egg industry in England pro-

vides some very interesting information. It is estimated that in normal

times the value of eggs and poultry imported into England runs into

£10,500,000 a year. But owing to war conditions the importations

hav(> fallen off to a very great extent, and for the year lOlfi the eggs sent

to England amounted to 66,064,110 dozen, valued at £4,741,401, as

against 217 599 500 dozen, valued at £9,590,602, in 1913. When to

the latter figures is added the value of the very large quantities of eggs

and [)oultry [)roduced in England, an idea of the enormous consumption

of both products can be estimated. In normal times the English

importations were received from several countries on the Continent, as

well as from Canada and the United States. Denmark and Kussia were

the largest contributors. In 1913 Riissia exported to England eggs

valued at £4.(100,000, but in 1916 this wa.'i reduced to £423,949.

Denmark in 1913 sent eggs valued at £2,296,843, but in 1916 these

figures fell to £1,303,177. These statistics provide convincing jiroof

that there is an enormous demand for eggs and poultry in England.
Should the Commonwealth enter into competition with the other nations

in providing portion of England's yearly requirements, there is no danger
of her supplies overloading the market. An almost unlimited quantity

both of eggs and poultry could at present be placed on the English
markets at prices which must be regarded as abnormally high. Guaran-
teed fresh eggs are now worth about 4d. each in England, and the

prices of poultry are correspondingly high. There is ample room for

the extension of the poultry industry in Victoria as well as in the other

States of the Commonwealth, and there is no reason why in the near
future a regular and profitable trade in the exportation of eggs to Eng-
land should not be established. We have undoubtedly the very best

climatic conditions foi- jioultry breeding in the world. Our area
of land suitable for the production of wheat (the staple food for
poultry) is practically unlimited, and if we can send the products of the
land in the concentrated form of eggs and poultry, it sliould return a
much greater revenue to the country than if wheat, oats, or other grains
are sent to England in bulk form.

When choosing birds for the competitions, mistakes are sometimes
made by the owners, and I would especially impress upon them the
necessity for making a very careful selection. Men experienced in the
contests have already learned this lesson, and in these days of keen
rivalry every detail must be carefuUv observed if owners wish their birds

to be in the first flight. The selection of competing birds ought not to

be made in a haphazard manner from a competitor's whole flock. About
20 of the best pullets from one mating, and as uniform in age and size

as possible, should be selected and placed in a run by themselves for at

1 I
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least three weeks before a final selection is made. During this time

they must be carefully observed and the best seven or eight chosen.

Until they are sent away, they should be given food exactly similar to

that they will be fed upon at Burnley (])articulars of which will be found
in this report). Of course, where single pullets are entered for com-

petition it may be advisable to include different varieties from which
to make a final selection, but in the jiens of six the birds should be of

one strain, so that in the event of their reaching a high position in the

test they may be used later on as stud stock with the strain guaranteed.
In the recent yearly test, at Burnley .576 birds competed. This

number was reduced by 21 owing to some of the pullets being under
weight and by the death of a few in the course of the competition. It is

Interior of new Fowl House at Burnley.

gratifying to find that, although the weather conditions were somewhat
adverse, only one case of disease was noted, and that was a mild form of

chicken-pox. The deaths which took place were all due to ovary

troubles. The tests for birds fed on wet and dry mash respectively

provided interesting comparisons. In comparing the results of the two
systems the slight difference that was noticed in egg production was in

favour of the wet mash. But the dry mash certainly entails much less

trouble in feeding, and allows persons who are engaged in other pursuits

to provide a regular supply of food for their stock. The results show
that it is quite possible to secure good results from both methods. The
total number of eggs produced by the 576 birds for the twelve months
was 118,610, which gives an average of 205i eggs per bird. As no
replacements were allowed for the birds that were found to be ineligible

for the competition or for those that died, the total average may be
regarded as satisfactory in every respect. All things considered, the
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winter test was better than usual. The heavy breeds test included the

winner of the winter nionlhs' prize. A pen of six Black Orpingtons

from the Oaklands Farm produced 570 eggs for the four months, con-

stituting a world's record, and Mr. W. H. Robbins' White Leghorns

produced 545 eggs for the same period, winning in the Light Breeds test

for the winter months. It is very gratifying to report that every pen

of birds in the competition produced eggs wliich were up to or above

the standard weight required at the time of weighing.

The winning ])eii iu the Light Breeds, Wet Mash Test, was Mr. G.

McDonnell's six wliite leghorns, wliich produced 1,503 eggs in the year.

The birds were of fair size and a good laying type, and the forward
position which they held during the greater portion of the twelve months
classes them as uniform and consistent egg-producers. In the Light
Breeds, Dry Mash Test, the competition was very keen between the two
leading pens. Mr. W. J. Thom's pen was handicapped by the loss of

First Prize Winners in Heavy Breed (Dry Mash) Section

—

Owned by the Oaklands Poultry Farm.

one bird, which died several weeks before the test ended, and although

it had at tliis time a good lead from Mr. W. N. O'Mullane's pen, which
was second on the list, the latter gradually bettered its position, and the

finiil result was a tie for the finst place between the two pens, each of them
producing 1,531 eggs. The leading place for heavy breeds, wet mash,
was gained by six Black Orpingtons from the Oaklands Poultry Farm.
They produced 1,409 eggs for the twelve months. The birds were fair

representatives of the breed, as well as being first-class egg-producing
types. Six birds of equal quality from the same farm secured first place

with 1,380 eggs in the dry mash test, after having lost a bird near the

close of the test, the Marville Poultry Farm's six Black Orpingtons
being second with 1,301 eggs.

Taking into consideration the quality and general appearance of the

White Leghorns in the competition they show a decided improvement
on those of former years, and although a few birds were somewhat
undersized, they made up a very good average collection. The Black
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Orpingtons were also much better in type than previously. The insertion

of the rule regarding the weight of the birds was, to a great extent,

responsible for the improvement, and the final results should work out
in the production of stock, which will not only be prolific egg-producers,
but will also hold a high position as table and general purpose birds.

White Plymouth Eocks, Silver Wyandott©s, Faverolles, and Rhode
Island Reds competed with Black Orpingtons in the heavy breed test

(wet mash). Excluding the Black Orpingtons, a pen of White Rocks

First Prize Winners in Light Breed (Wet Mash) Section-

Owned by Mr. G. McDonnell.

Mr. W. J. Thorn's Pen of White Leghorns tied for first place in Light Breed

(Dry Mash) Section.

showed the best return, producing 1,146 eggs in the twelve months. A
pen of Rhode Island Reds produced 1,116 eggs, but the average from
this breed was reduced by two other jiens which only contributed 951 and
763 eggs respectively. A pen of Faverolles contributed 1,096 eggs.
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which, considering the tat)le properties of tliis breed, is a good perforni-
ance. A pen of Silver Wyandottes was ratlier low on the list with 1,023
eggs. The inclusion in the tests now in progress of a class for heavy
breeds other tlian Orpingtons should encourage breeders to improve the
egg production of these varieties by careful mating and selection. There
is no doubt tliat there is a great opportunity for advancing the ])opu-

larity of these breeds by increasing their egg-producing qualities, and it

appears quite reasonable to expect that, if breeders would exercise the
salue expert knowledge and care in seleclion, breeding, and mating as

has been given to Black Orpingtons, the result would be satisfactory
from every j)oint of view. I would remind readers that eggs at the
present time are tlie main source of revenue froni poultry in Victoria,
and if an iiu-reased egg production can be obtained from any breed, it

must imjirove the value of that variety for general purposes.

Mr. W. N. O'MuUane's Pen of White Leghorns tied for first place in Light

Breed (Dry Mash) Section.

The system of feeding adopted during last year differed slightly from

previous years. The wet mash was composed of (by measure) 6 parts

bran, 4 parts wheat pollard, 2 parts ground oats, 3 parts oaten pollard,

and 1 part pea meal. With this | oz. of salt was added for every 100

birds, and i lb. brown sugar was mixed with the mash twice a week.

The whole was well mixed together and formed into a crumbly mash by
the addition of liver and meat soup. This was fed to the birds for the

morning meal, and the liver and meat were chopped up fine and given

twice a week in the mash. Chaffed green stuff was given at noon.
Sufficient green food was produced and fed, which obviated the necessity

of using a substitute in lucerne chaff or meal (dry). The evening meal
was composed of 3 parts wheat, 1 part oats, and i part maizt slightly

varied accoiding to weather conditions. The dry mash was composed of

(by measure) lA parts bran, I part ground oats, 1 part wheat pollard,

I part oaten pollard, and i part pea meal. About 1 per cent, of brown
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sugar was mixed with the mash, which was fed with automatic feed-

hoppers. At noon minced liver and meat was fed daily at the rate of

2 to 3 ozs. for each six birds, a very small portion of salt being added.

The total amount received for the eggs during the test was £620
13s. 2d., and the cost of food amounted to a fraction under 2d. per bird

per week—the average return from each bird thus works out at 21s. 6d.

each (gross), and the net profit over cost of food at 12s. 9d. per bird. It

should perhaps be pointed out that the price of all grain and poultry

feed was excessive during the period of the competition.

The care of the birds was in the expert hands of Mr. J. T. Macaulay,
and there is no doubt that a considerable portion of the success attained

was due to his regular attention and close observance during the whole
of the competition. The excellent health and good condition of the birds

right througli the year is ample evidence of the manner in which Mr.
Macaulay performed his arduous duties. A word of praise is also due
to Mrs. Macaulay, who gave valuable assistance by keeping a correct

record of all eggs produced, and in many other matters of detail in con-

nexion with the tests.

In concluding this report I would again bring under notice the great

possibilities of the poultry industry in Victoria. The Department has
done much towards fostering and improving poulti'y keeping and breed-

ing, and, with a continuation of the good work which has been done in

the past, the industry will extend and develop, and when normal condi-

tions are again with us, it should bring in a very large annual revenue
to the State.

Owner.
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LIGHT BREEDS.

Wet Mash.

First Prize won by G. McDonnell,

with six Wliite Leglmriis that laid 1,503

eggs in one year, which, :i,t is. 3d. per

dozen, would return £7 lUa. 6?d.

LIGHT BREEDS.

Dry Mash.

First Prize divided between W. J.

Tho.m and W. N. O'IIullane. whose pens

of six White Leghorns each produced

1,531 eggs in one year. l,o3i eggs at is.

3d. per dozen would return £7 193. .5Jd

HEAVY BREEDS.

AVet Mash.

First Prize won by Oaklands PotrLTRy

Farm, with six Black Orpingtons that

laid 1,409 eggs in one year, which, at

Is. 3d. per dozen, would return £7 6s.

9id.

HEAVY BREEDS.

Dry Mash.

First Prize won by Oaklands Poultry
Farm, with six Black Orpingtons that

laid 1,380 eggs in one year, which, at

Is. 3d. per dozen, would return £7 Sa.

9d.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

By J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

(Coiitiimcd from page 294.)

Nature's Method of Building the Tree.

"When the apple tree is allowed to commence life through being

enabled to germinate from the pip or seed, or when propagated from a

root-graft or layer it is developed by the annual multiplicatiou and
extensions of its roots and branches. While these develoj)ments arc

taking place the wood of the root system, the stem, and that of the tree's

superstructure becomes thickened by the addition of corresponding rings

of new wood which are formed during the successive periods of vege-

tation.

The clusters of leaf scars on the bark of the branches of unpruned
trees between the wood growth of the various ages denote the positions

of the original terminal buds, while the marks on the leaders of annually-

j)rnned trees, as well as the concentric circles which circumscribe the

wood rings, and which may be observed in transverse sections of the

stem and branches, likewise indicate the periods of rest.

Following each dormant period which is caused mostly by the pre-

valence of low temperatures during the lull of winter comes the regular,

familiar, but nevertheless remarkable, phenomenon of the bare branches

of the tree gradually bursting apart the scales of their leaf buds, and
revealing the delicate forms of the rudimentary leaves which soon

expand into a rich gannent of green foliage.

This wondrous change is brought about by the genial return of spring

and the accompanying rise of temjx'rature which acts upon the invigorat-

ing materials stored up in the tree causing them to vigorously renew
their activities.

The warmer conditions also sweeten the soil, and, to some extent,

prepare the plant food which the feeding roots of the tree absorb in the

form of crude sap, made up of mineral nitrates in solution.

How the raw saj) is absorbed by the points of the feeding roots, the

manner in which it travels to the leaves in which it is assimilated and
converted into elaborated sap, and subsequently distributed to the various

parts of the tree and to the fruit, are problems which have long puzzled

physicists. The old theory that capillary attraction is the agency by
which the raw sap is carried up the trunk and branches of the tree like

oil through the wick of a lamp seemed a totally inadequate explana-

tion. The general consensus of opinion among modem physicists, how-
ever, is, as they explain, that the sap in the tree moves in the various
directions simultaneously by a process which they term osmosis.

The high, but practically incalculable pressure, exerted in some of the

internal tissues of the stem, and also distributed more or less irregularly

through the tissues of other parts of the tree, forces the cap to the grow-
ing points of the leaders, laterals, and to the other buds. This causes

the leaves to expand, and the process continues while the building up
of new structures is going on during the currency of the period of vege-

tation.
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It is obvious, therefore, that Nature's engineering arrangements, by

which, during the periods of growth, the continuous stream of life-giving

sap is carried through, and controlled in the various sap channels of the

tree, are so perfectly organized, that they are marvels of her mechanical

ingenuity.

The different parts of the tree are made up of countless millions of

small cells constructed in various shapes according to the positions which

they occupy in the tree edifice.

Plate 91.—Fig. 1, section of Feeding Root highly enlarged.

Natural size and magnification marked n and b on Fig. 1 and a on Fig. 2.

Owing to the keenness of competition and friendly rivalry which
exists among the various fruit-growing States it behoves every person

entering into fruit production to become possessed of at least a fairly

good, elementary knowledge of the structural formation of his trees, and

the functions of their various organs. This necessity is becoming daily

more apparent on account of the advnnccment of horticultural science

supported by industrial effort, and fostered by the Commonwealth and
by the various State Governments.
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The orc-hardist with an intimate kDOwledge of his trees' structural

formation, and particularly in relation to their feeding roots, has a

special advantage over the one lacking such information.

The Northern Spy variety, on account of the freedom with which

it produf-e.s roots from the leaf buds on the scion of the root-graft, the

Plate 92.—Point of Feeding Root shown in Plate 91 (Fig. 1), but more

highly enlarged.

regular and extensive branching habit of the root system together with
its immunity from Woolly Aphis, is now almost exclusively used as

stocks for the others in cultivation.

Although most of the cultivated varieties apparently maintain their

respective characteristics in relation to their growth, blossoming, and
fruiting habits, &e., yet it is probable that, in connexion with bitter pit.
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Plate 94.—Fig. 1: Longitudinal section of one-year-old Jonathan wood.

Fig. 2: Longitudinal section of two-year-old Jonathan wood.
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they, or at least some of them, particuhirly when grown under tliose soil

and climatic conditions, which are apjiarently favorable to the develop-

ment of this disease, are influenced by the stocks on which they are

worked.

This is a matter which requires much observation and experiment,

and one in which the orchardist should play a prominent part. But in

order to do this satisfactorily a good knowledge regarding the struc-

tunil botany of the apple tree is essential.

Tlien l)y understanding the functions of the various organs of the

tree, and with a knowledge of osmosis, the fruit-grower will find himself

equipped with information which will be of considerable assistance to

him in connexion with his study of the growth of the tree, particularly in

relation to soil cultivation, manuring, drainage, irrigation, pruninc:;, &c.

> iO

Plate 96.—Highly magnitied section of epidermis of a Jonathan Leaf,

showing stomata.

Functions of the Roots.

The roots have two offices to perform, viz., to hold the tree firmly in

the soil that it may resist the wind, storms, &c., and to supply it with
liquid food.

During the periods of growth the roots are constantly forcing them-
selves downwards and outwards through the soil in search of the food
they require.

"When the points of the leading roots of the Northern Spy variety
have extended beyond a few inches in length they invariably send out

numerous lateral root hairs which absorb sap, and act as tributaries to

the main ehatmels.

The numerous root hairs, which branch off from the main roots in

the various directions, are composed of extremely soft, spongy, delicate
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cell tissue. The growing points of these yoting roots or food seekers

have to advance through the soil by forcing their way through its pores

or interspaces.

The continuous cellular multiplication which takes place at its

feeding point enables the root, under the protection of a membraneous
covering-sheath or root-cap, to force its way through the soil in the

manner described.

Plate 91, Fig. 1, shows a highly-enlarged longitudinal section of the

point of a feeding root of the Northern Spy variety, the root-cap of

which was removed during the process of mounting prior to the speci-

men being photographed. The rounded cells at the growing point are

visible, as is the vascular tissue composed of elongated cells which run
longitudinally. Fig. 1 (a) is the natural size of this section. Fig. 2

Plate 97.—Leaf of the Prince Alfred variety from which moisture and

chlorophyll have been removed.

is a cross section of a similar root. It clearly depicts the cell formation,

pith, &c., and was taken from the root at the point (b) Fig. 1. Fig. 2

(a) is the natural size of this section.

The feeding root, as it passes through the soil, absorbs in the state

of solution by the process of osmosis the various elements which enter

into the tree's food. Amongst the principal constituents are sulphur,

phosphorus, silicon, lime, potash, soda, &c. Nitrogen is also taken in

by the roots for, although there are large quantities in the air, it cannot

be absorbed by the leaves.

As well as taking in by osmosis the sap food required to build up
the tree, certain cell sap in the form of acid is given out by the root.

The object of giving out this acid is to dissolve certain earthy matters

which the tree requires as food, but which are insoluble in soil water

in the ordinary way. The elaborated sap in the tree contains carbon,
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aud other matters in higher proportions than does the crude sap, as a

result of the transpiration of the superHuous water from the leaves.

This renders it denser than the sap prepared to be taken in from- the

soil. In the endeavour to establish an equal density between the sap in

the tree and that without osmosis continues actively during the period

of growth.

-Plate 92 gives the point of tlie root illustrated in Plate 91, Fig. 1.

But, as it is much more highly enlarged, the cells which build up the

root in the direction of its length are more clearly shown.

As the walls of the cells of a feeding root consist of a very delicate

membrane the sap taken up from the soil passes freely through it on to

the sap-wood of the stem and branches, and thence to the leaves, whcc
it mixes with the gaseous food taken in from the air.

Plate 98.—Leaves of a Jonathan tree, showing development.

The Stem.

It has been stated that the sap-wood forms the channel through
which the sap passes from the feeding roots up to the leaves.

Plate 93, Fig. 1, illustrates a cross section of the stem of a one-year-

old Joiuitlian tree, the natural size of the section being 3-16 inch in

diameter. The pith is (a), sap-wood (b), cambium (c), bark (d), and
the parallel bundles of strands which run longitudinally and radiate

outwardly is the medullary rays. During the first year of the growth
of the stem the sap passes up through the pith, the cells of which show
so distinctly in the illustration, as well as through the sap-wood, while

the cambium gradually moves outwards. During the second and suc-

ceeding years, however, little or no sap passes up the pith or through
the hardened wood.
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Fig. 2 is also Jonathan wood, but two years old, and its natural size

was 5-inch in diameter. The pith (a), which has practically ceased to

act -as a sap channel, is narrower than that in Fig. 1. This is due

mostly to the pressure exercised on it by the ring of two-year-old wood.

The sap wood (c), cambium (d), and the bark (e) correspond with

those marked (b), (c) and (d) respectively in Fig. 1.

Plate 99.—Skeleton of upper surface of an Emperor Alexander leaf.

The gradual outward movement of the cambium enables it to retain

its connexion with the channels through which it is essential the return-

ing elaborated sap should flow, and this facilitates its even distribution

through the tree.

Plate 94, Figs. 1 and 2, are longitudinal sections of one-year-old and
two-year-old Jonathan wood respectively. These show the various

strands and tissues of the stem in the direction of their length.
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Functions of the Leaves.

The leaves are so arranged in the tree's structure in relation to the

sap-wood and to the c-anibiuni that they are enabled to receive the crude

sap through the niediuni of the former channel, and to distribute it when

elaborated by means of the latter to the various parts of the tree where

new structures are being built up.

Plate 100.—Same leaf as in Plate 99, but showing under surface.

When the liquid food ascends to the foot stalks of the leaves it is

passed on the midribs and by means of the lateral ribs to the veins and
veinlets, which in turn supply the cell tissue in the upper surface of the

leaves. Here the crude sap meets with the carbon which the leaves

obtain by breathing in carbonic acid from the air through the stomata

in the leaf epidermis during the day time while they are open.
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Under the influence of the sunlight, and through the agency of the

chlorophyll or green colouring matter in the leaves, this mixture of

crude subsances becomes assimilated. While this process is in progress,

the surplus water in the form of vapour and undesirable gases are given

out to the air. As the sap becomes elaborated it is collected up by the

veins on the under surface of the leaves and, transferred to the channels
through which it is carried downwards to build up the new structures.

Plate 95 shows three Jonathan leaves, natui-al size, illustrating the

upper surface (Fig. 1), and the under surface (Fig. 2), while Fig. 3

shows the foot stalk with stipules, and its continuation, the midrib, also

the lateral ribs removed from the pulpy cell tissue of the leaf as appear-

ing in Fig. 4.

Plate 96 is a highly-enlarged section of the epidermis of the under
surface of a Jonathan leaf showing the stomata or breathing pores

through which the carbonic acid is taken in from the air, and through
which the leaves give off their waste.

Plate 97 is a leaf, natural size, of the Prince Alfred variety, which,
while fresh and green, was boiled in a strong solution of caustic soda,

and afterwards bleached until it was white and dry, prior to being
photographed. By this means the green chlorophyll, which plays such

an important part in sap elaboration, was removed. Compare this illus-

tration with the leaves in Plate 95, which contained chlorophyll when
they were photographed.

Plate 98 illustrates leaf development. These leaves are of the

Jonathan variety and they depict Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, four of the last

stages of leaf development respectively. Fig. 1, the smallest specimen,

shows a leaf which has emerged from the embryonic stage, and is of

considerable assistance in elaborating the tree's food, while that in Fig. 4

is fully grown and with maximum working power. These leaves are of

an inferior stunted character, and they were all taken from the same
tree, which is growing in poor, undrained soil. ISTote how unfavorably

these specimens compare with those of the same variety in Plate 95.

The latter were taken from a tree growing in rich, well-drained soil

under which congenial environment the foliage, black spot having
received attention, is invariably healthy and vigorous. This matter will

receive further consideration in connexion with cultivation, manuring,
irrigation, and drainage later on.

Plate 99 shows the under surface of a skeletonized leaf of the

Emperor Alexander variety. This leaf was subjected to acid treatment

by which the pulpy cell tissue was removed, while the net work of ribs

and veins remain intact.

Plat© 100 is the under surface of the same skeleton.

{To he continued.)

—^ip^Xd^^
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STANDARD TEST COWS.

Report for Quarter ending 31st March, 1917.

Dui-ing the quarter 56 cows completed the tenii, of wliieli number
49 (lualified for the eertificate.

One new herd has entered—that of Mr. A. H. S. Schier, of Calder-

meade.

Individual returns are as follow:

—

MRS. A. BLACK, Noorat. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 8. CertiticatiHi, ii.
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GEELONG HARBOR TRUST, Marshalltown. (Aryshire.)

Completed since last report, ?>. Certificated, 2.

Name of Cow.
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C. G. KNIGHT, Cobram. (Jersey.)

Completed since last rcpoit, 4. Certificated, 4.
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J. D. READ, Springhurst. (Jersey.)

Completod since last report, U). Certificated, 16.
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THE MILLING OF WHEAT IN VICTORIA.

By r. Maiikln Scutt, Ctu'ini.it for Agriculture, and F. G. B. Winslow,

Milling Expert.

ITere in Victoria, where, iu normal velars, the wheat yield is so much
in excess of our home requirements, the question of the disposal of the

surplus is one demanding full consideration. It must be distributed

either by export in its natural state or by milling the grain and export-

ing the flour. From a commercial point of view it is, of course, more

desirable that wheat should be milled here rather than that the grain

should he sent away whole, for not only does the milling give employ-

ment, but further, the various bye-products are required by our poultry

rearers and dairy farmers for feeding purposes. Our principal market in

normal times is Great Britain, and during the past year a considerably

increased tonnage of flour was shipped there. In the oversea markets

the Victorian miller has to compete, not only against his British rival's

goods, but also against the flour shipped from other parts of the world,

for the British miller draws his supplies from almost all the grain-

growing cotuitries. Therefore, he is able to blend the wheats as occa-

sion demands, and thus mill a high-grade flour, and the science of blend-

ing having been raised to a fine art, he can supply the British baker

with an ideal baking flour. Grain exported by us is largely used in blend-

ing in order to give the flour quality and class. As Australian wheat is

so highly prized for blending—our flour, properly milled, should hold

its own in the markets of Great Britain, as well as in other parts of the

world. In order that the present reputation of our Australian wheats

may be preserved, the flour exported should be graded, and only the

best quality allowed to be shipped as No. 1 Australian.

In milling a high-grade flour much depends on the treatment given

to the grain in the mill. Wheat, as it is received at the mill, contains

approximately between one and two per cent, of impurities, which, of

course, are of no value for milling into flour. Besides these impurities

there is always adhering to the beard of the berries a quantity of dust

and earthy matter, which must be removed before the wheat can be
considered fit for the conditioning process.

Wheat Cleaning.

When the wheat is received at the mill, it is passed through a ware-
house separator to eliminate the bulk of the dust and earthy particles,

and to remove the larger pieces of straw, &:c. During this operation

a large amount of dust is raised by the action of the fans, and some
portion of it is not retained by the dust collectors, but floats through
the air in the vicinity of the separator. Impregnating the air inside the

mill with this foreign body should be avoided as much as possible, and
in order to save trouble through this dust-laden air being drawn into the

other wheat-cleaning machinery, the operation is best carried on otitside

the mill. After passing through the separator the wheat is passed on
to the silo for storage, and thence is run through a milling separator
as required for milling. This latter machine is designed on much the

same principle as the warehouse separator. A thinner stream of wheat
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is fed to the milling separator which, being filled with sieves of a finer-

mesh, longer time is required to treat the grain, making for a more
complete separation of the smaller pieces of straw, husks, &c., that have,

escaped the warehouse separator. The next operation is to run the wheat
over a magnet to catch any pieces of iron wire or metal that may have

escaped the separators. It is then passed through the cockle and small-

seed cylinder, to remove grass seeds, &c., and next through the barley

and oats cylinder. By this time the wheat should be comparatively clean

and free from the different larger impurities common to all bulk samples

of wheat. The process of cleaning the berry has now to be performed,

and in this work careful treatment is necessary. The first step is to

pass the wheat through an emery scourer, and this treatment removes

most of the particles of dirt still adliering to the berry, and releases

through the action of the beaters some of the beeswings and beard of

the berry. To remove the portion of beeswings and beard released

during the previous operation and give a final polish to the berry the

grain is run through the brush machine, and after being treated here it

is ready for the conditioning bins.

Conditioning.

The cleaning and conditioning of wheat is to-day recognised as

second only in importance to the milling itself. The object of condition-

ing is to bring the wheat into a homogeneous condition, and that con-

dition is obtained when the component parts of the wheat grain are of

the same hardness, and the moisture content of the berry is uniform.

The first step in the process is to " know your wheat." Suffice it to say

that no " rule-of-thumb " method should be attempted if a consistent

quality of flour and offal is required, and if a high standard of colour

aiul yield is to be maintained; at the same time, of course, millers are

advised to adhere to the conditions which are foimd in practice to be

the most advantageous. There are changes in the wheats, and in the

weather conditions, that require attention. Wheat is a hygroscopic sub-

stance, that is, it possesses the power to some extent of absorbing moisture

from the air. The amount of water required to condition the wheat
will be regulated by the moisture of the Avlieat and by climatic conditions

at the time of treatment.

Wheat well conditioned will give the best results, not only

under the rolls, by breaking in a free manner without ciitting

up the bran, but will return a maximum quantity of semolinas

and middlings. Victorian-grown wheat absorbs moisture quickly, and
necessary precautions should be taken to prevent too much water being

absorbed, or to allow the grain to remain for too long a time in the

conditioning bin. Should the stock become hot and sweaty on the rolls

as a result, of either of these conditions, the milling operations will be

faulty, and the flour of low grade, as regards colour and quality. Wheat
well conditioned will return a stronger flour than the same wheat in-

differently conditioned. The actions begun inside the berry by con-

ditioning are at present not fully understood. Speaking generally, the

efi'ect of moisture and heat is to set up a jirocess of fermentation, which
affects the flavour of the flour. If the wheat be milled at the proper

time, a sweetish flavour is imparted, while if it is allowed to remain
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too long before being niilled, a secoiidarv acid fermentation may take

plaoe, baving a detrimental effect on the flavour of the flour. Tt would
be advi.sable, in order to have some control of this [jtocchs of condition-

ing, to keep a record of the quality of the wheat, the busli(d-wei,gbt befoi'e

and after conditioning, the length of time between damping and grind-

ing, file temperature during the operation, and tlie baking quality of

the flour. The difficulties attendant on the control and proper working
of tbis operation arc not so great in this State as they are where the

wheats are more varied in physical and chemical characteristics.

Local-grown wheats arc mostly of the soft-grain class, and they have

a fairly uniform absorption. Differing climatic conditions during the

season of growth will have some effect on the absorption capacity of the

wheat.

Two methods are at present in use in this State for conditioning the

grain preparatory to milling. The more common one is by means of

the damping worm. The water added is regulated by a tap at the head
of the worm, and meets the flow of wheat, which in the onward move-
ment becomes thoroughly damped. After treatment in the damping
worm, the grain is run into the conditioning bins, and is left there suffi-

ciently long to enable the moisture to penetrate into the heart of the

berry—and this makes for as even a moLsture content as possible through-

out. When the desired temper is reached, the wheat is pas.sed through

a steamer to toughen the bran, and is then ready for the break roll.

The modern method of treatment is deserving of more attcntioii

The wheat, after having been dry-cleaned as already described, is then

passed through a washing machine. Washing the grain has been

found to be the most effective manner of treating smutty or bad-smelling

wheats. After washing, the grain is rinsed in clean water and passed

throtigh a whizzer, and this operation removes most, but not all, of the

adhering moisture. It has, therefore, to be passed through a conditioner

and afterwards sent to the conditioning bin, where it is allowed to lie

from two to six hours. This conditioner may also be used to advantage
in conjunction with the usual method of damping with a worm conveyor.

Wheat, after being conditioned, is in a sensitive state, and is liable to

shed some bran dust. It is, therefore, necessary to pass it; flirough a
brush machine to remove any dust before it reaches the break roll.

Breaks.

The modern roller mill is a model of fine workmanship. The frame-
work and mechanism are made strong to bear the great pressure .set up
during the grinding operations. The rolls have a chilled-iron surface
and a spindle of toughened steel to withstand the tensile strain. The
surface of the rolls is sawtoothed and fluted with grooves about half
the depth of the stock to be ground. The rolls are run at differential

speeds, and the fast one has a downward cutting edge, and the holding
roll a .sharp edge, against the direction of rotation. The feed gear is

very sensitive, and by means of a lever can be made to deal with varying
classes of material. The feed enters a hopper at the back of the rolls,

and is spread info a thin even laver by means of spring gat(>s and twin
rollers. The rolls are fitted with a very sensitive micrometer adjust-
ment, and can be set to 1-1000 of an inch. The general jiractice is to
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obtain as mucli semolina and middlings as possible on the first and
second breaks, witbout cutting up the bran or making break flour and
bran dust. When this is done, the feed to the third break will be broad
and thin, and the middlings adhering may be removed on this break.

The stock coming to the bran roll will have some flour adhering, which
will require very little pressure to release. A small percentage of flour

will be separated, and clean broad bran will tail over from the bran
duster. On the breaks, as well as on the reductions, the exhaust should

be adjusted to remove the hot air without drawing oS any of the good
stock through excessive suction. Heating of the rolls should not be per-

mitted, as keeping the stock cool makes for a better finished flour.

Cutting up of the branny particles must be avoided, or the purifiers

will be overworked, and a low-grade flour be the result. The first,

second, and third break rolls are run at a differential of 2^ to 1, with
a speed of .3.50 revolutions per minute, and the fourth break roll at a

differential of 3 to 1, with a speed of 450 revolutions per minute, the

rolls Ijeing grooved as follows:—First break, 12; second, 14; third, 20;

and the fourth, 26 grooves to the inch.

Reductions.

The reduction rolls are' usually numbered in alphabetical order

from A to L. Stock as it reaches the reduction rolls should be granular

and as pure as it is possible to make it. The best stock should grade

on to C roll. This roll has the largest grinding surface of any of the

reduction rolls. At least, 20 per cent, of the flour, or approximately

50 per cent, of patents, should be made on it. The roll surface necessary

on each reduction roll in order to mill Australian wheat at the rate of

500 lbs. ner hour would be approximately—A, 7"; B, 9"; C, 11";

B2, 3 ; D, 7"; E, 5"; F, 5"; G, 4"; H, 3"; I, 3"; K, 3"; L, 3";

total, 63 inches.

The feed sent to A reduction is the bulk of the semolina. This

should be bright, clean, and .sharp in appearance, and free from branny
particles. The object to be attained on this roll is to grade the coarse

•semolina, allowing as much as possible to pass on to C roll, without

releasing a high percentage of flour. A better quality of flour is got

through giving the feed this double treatment. Attempting to reduce

the stock in one operation would lower the quality and the strength of

the flour. The roll should be set, to return a sharp grind, not less

granular than the C feed. The offal will consist largely of germ that

has been flattened out, and mil be easily removed by the purifiers.

The feed sent to B reduction is the throughs of the middlings'

purifiers, except those from the tails and the head sheets of these purifiers.

The same method of grinding is carried out here as at A roll in order

to make stock for C roll. The grind will be more even and finer and
comparatively sharp. Provided the purifiers are doing their work
satisfactorily, very little impurity and more flour of a better quality

will be made here than at A roll.

B^ roll is required to deal with the tails from B redresser and the

throughs of the tail sheets of the third break purifiers.

The stock graded on to C roll should be small, sharp, and free from
impurities. The grind should be soft, and the hardness only detected
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on rubbing the grind througli the fingers and thumb. The object to be
attained here is to have as big a release of flour as possible without
impairing its quality, and the settiug of the first two reductions should
be made with this purpose iu view.

After C roll, no fixed method of treatment can be laid down, the flow

sheet in every mill varying more or less. A detailed examination would
to a great extent be similar for the stock and the working of the

rolls. It should bo borne in mind that the stock should be kept as

sharp as possible, although it will not l)e practicable to avoid a certain

amount of flaking after passing the C roll. As F and I rolls deal with
stock of a fibrous and germy nature, aiiy undue pressure, instead of

making the yield from the tails better, will cause flaking, which will not
only lessen the quantity of flour obtained, but will also lower the colour

and affect the keeping quality of the flour. The X or scratch roll is

specially designed to treat semolina with pieces of bran adhering. If

such were allowed to pass to the smooth rolls without further treatment,

it would lower the colour of the flour. This roll has about 32 grooves

to the inch, and is run at a differential speed of 2 to 1. This roll

requires careful adjustment, for, if set too close, both the pure and the

impure stock will be cut up The scratch roll is a valuable addition to

the reduction system. By its use the percentage of flour may be in-

creased approximately by 2 per cent., and its colour is much better.

Scalping, Purifying, and Dressing.

The grind from the bleak rolls are subjected to scalping, purifying,

and dressing, in order to prepare the stock for further treatment at the

breaks or reductions, as the case may be.

Scalping is the method by which the semolina, middlings, and flour

are separated from the broken wheat, and the separation should be as

complete as possible.

The old method of reels, rotary and centrifugal, have all been found
to have shortcomings. In some mills they are still being used, but the

tendency is growing of replacing them by the plansifter, largely on
account of the more gentle treatment given to the stock and the number
of separations it is possible to make on one machine

The purifiers are nearly all of the sieve pattern. The stock

travelling over sieves of different mesh is purified by a current of air

drawn up through the sieves. Careful adjustment and attention are

necessary to make for good work during the operation. Centrifugals
are probably the best all-round flour-dressers. Thev have a tendency
to break up flakes, and, where pure stock is used, will dress out more
flour.

The plansifter may be used with advantage on stock from A reduction
grind. Througli allowing a greater number of separations, the stock
will go to P roll ill a more uniform condition.

On the breaks the aim should be to separate the endosperm from the
bran in as uneontaminated a condition as possible. The chop, on reach-

ing the scalpers, is separated at the first operation by means of wire
covers, the tailings passing over to the next break for further reduction.

The endosperm is graded by means of grit gauze of different mesh into

coar.se and fine .semolina, coarse and fine middlings, and flour, .\fter

5625.-2
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leaving the scalpers, tlie coarse and fine semolina is sent through a

redresser to remove any particles of flour. The removal of the flour

facilitates- the treatment of the stock on the purifiers. If the stock

is not graded on the scalpers, it becomes more difficult to work the

purifiers effectively, as the stock may vary in volume, specific gravity,

and form.

Grading also insures the separation of the pure from the impure
particles. First and second break stock may be treated together on the

same purifiers, but the third break stock, being of different size and
quality, must be treated separately. Lightness is usually associated

with impure stock or stock of little value. The tail sheets of the purifiers

are covered, so as to send the impure stock to the offals or lower reduc-

tions.

In all systems of purification a certain surface space is allowed per

sack per hour of the mill capacity. Different wheats require different

surface space, light stocks requiring more than heavy. Australian wheats
require about 800 sq. inches per sack. The separation depending largely

on the size of the particles and the specific gravity—the heavier stock

will pass through the covers, while the lighter particles will tail over,

and the still lighter particles be drawn up by the suction of the fan and
deposited in the tins. The grind from the fourth break is not allov.-f d

to mix with the stock from the other three breaks. The chop of this

break consists of bran and from 10 to l.'i per cent, of fine middlings and
flour, and it is necessary to scalp this on 36-wire. The throughs of the

scalpers are of poor quality, and the flour should be removed on fine-

number silks to avoid contamination of the bulk flour. All small stocks

from this scalper are generally sent to the K reduction.

The grinds fi'om A to L differ in regard to quality and quantity.

Flour Dressers.

Flour dressers are covered with different numbers of silk, starting

with a coarse mesh at the head and getting finer towards the tail end
of the mill. Fine mesh is essential at the tail end, as the stock becomes
poorer in quality and finer in size of particles and consequently there

is more danger of some of the offal dressing through with the flour,

thereby spoiling its colour and lowering its quality. To insure a clean

finish the grind at the tail of the mill requires a greater dressing surface

in proportion to the amount of the stock treated than the grind from
the earlier reductions. In the dressing machines, dunst sheets and cut-

offs are used to divide tlie tailings into two grades. It is at the tail

end of the mill where their real value may be seen. Stock that will not

readily dress through as flour is passed over a dunst sheet. The good
stock will then pass through for further reduction, and the inferior tail

over into the offals.

Effect of Cleaning the Berry on Quality of Flour.

The tables on pages 355, 356 and 357 have been compiled in order to

show the effect of cleaning the berries in the baking and doughing quality

of the flour produced from them.

Table I shows the results of experiments made with flour of the

different breaks and reductions from wheat not washed before entering
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the conditioninp: liiiis, while Table II gives details of the tests obtained
from the flour of tlie different breaks and reductions from wheat Avashed
before entering the conditioning bins.

The main points to be observed are

—

(1) The chemical tests do not show any marked difference in the

strength and gluten contents of the flour from the same
I'eduction of the mills.

(2) From both mills a better quality flour is obtained from C
reduction than from A and B reductions.

(3) In the final portion of the mill the flour possesses higher
gluten and strength.

(4) The flour from L reduction is particularly high in strength
and gluten, and is similar in all respects to that obtained
from milling a macaroni wheat.

(5) About 3 per cent, of the quality of flour referred to in (4)
was obtained from each milling.

(6) The withdrawal of the L reduction from the bulk would
tend to improve the colour of the flour A\ithout perceptibly
reducing the strength.

(7) There is a marked falling off in baking qualities after E
reduction is passed.

It is very noticeable that there is an improvement in the volume,
texture, and colour of the loaves made from the flour milled from
washed wheat, and it is evident that the more thorough cleaning of

the berry has improved the baking quality of the flour. The point is

particularly worthy of note, for too much attention cannot be paid
to the cleaning operations if the best quality baking flour is to be pro-

duced from our ordinary F.A.Q. quality wheat.

Results of Chemical and Physical Tests on Flour from No. 1 Mill.

No.
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Results of Chemical and Physical Tests ox Flour from No. 2 Mill.

No.
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IUkinc. Testk, Xo. 2 .Mill.
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AGRICULTURAL TEACHING AT THE UNIVERSITY.

Report of Committee appointed at the December meeting of the

Council, on the recommendation of the Faculty of Agriculture, to con-

sider the following points :

—

1. The success achieved in the University teaching of Agricul-

ture here and elsewhere in respect to the number of

students who have availed themselves of the course and

have become (a) farmers, pastoralists, orehardists, kc;
(&) experts in the Departments of Agriculture and else-

where; (c) teachers of agriculture. If the success in

Australia in training such men has not been encouraging,

what has been the cause of the non-success?

2. Wliether a single degree course in agriculture iu Melbourne
should be continued, or whether courses narrower in scope

but more specialized and advanced in treatment (such as

cereal culture) should be substituted for it in the future.

3. What type of training would best qualify students to become
expert oificers of the Agricultural Departments?

Your Committee begs to report that it held eleven (11) meetings

(eiglit during the long vacation), at which the members attended as

follows :

—

Professor Laby
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support that lias been accorded to it, your Committee begs to report as
t'lillows :

—

UNIVERSITY COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.

1. Melbourne.

Since the inauguration of the University course in agriculture in

Melbourne, in 1907, 57 students have entered the course. Of these,

twenty have obtained the degree of Bachelor of Agricultural Science,

and one the diploma. In addition, fifteen others have substantially com-
pleted their Agricultural Course, whilst two transferred to the

Veterinary Course, and one to the Science Course.

Of the 35 students who graduated or substantially completed the

>\gricultural Course

—

(a) One is engaged in farming.

(6) Nineteen have become teachers (sixteen of whom are in the

Education Department).

(c) Eight have entered the De]iavtment of Agriculture.

(d) Two have taken technical positions outside the State.

(e) Three (together with eleven others included in the above
lists) are on active service.

(/) No definite information conkl be obtained as to the occupa-

tions of the other two, lint it is unlikely that they are

engaged in either farming or teaching.

2. Sydney.

The Agricultural Course at Sydney University commenced in 1910;
since then 27 students joined the classes. Nine have graduated, and,
in addition, three others have substantially completed the course. Of
these twelve, one secured the Rhodes Scholarship, another the 1851
Exhibition Travelling Scholarship, and the third was awarded a Walter
and Eliza Hall Fellowship. Only one graduate intended to go on the
land, but he, in common vi-ith the majority of the graduates, enlisted.

In the University of Sydney, the students, l)efore presenting themselves
for their degree, must attend for four years at the University and spend
their summer vacation at various State experimental farms, whereas the
unders^raduates of ilelbourne University have been required to spend
throe years at the University and one unbroken year at Dookie Agri-
cultural College.

3. Western Australia.

The Agricultural classes opened in 1914, since when " nine students
have entered or signified their intention of entering the degree or
diploma courses. At present, most of these have gone to the war."

4. Adelaide.

The University is affiliated wdth the Government Agricultural
College at Roscworthy for the purpose of conferring a degree of B.Sc.
in agriculture, but in ten years only six students have taken the degree,
and there are at present no students taking the course. Mr. Peter Waite
has recently bequeathed part of his valuable estate at Glen Osmond for
the assistance of agricultural education at the University.
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5. Queensland.

Up to tlie present, no course in agriculture lias been establisted.

6. United States.

In the United States considerable success bas attended the estab-

lishment of University courses in agriculture. In 1910, 3,060 students

were taking a four-years' course in agricultural science at the Uni-^-er-

sities, and no less than 707 graduated in the same year. The total num-
ber of graduates in all schools at the Universities of the United States in

1910 was 6.807. If Victoria had the same ratio of students in propor-

tion to population as the United States, there would be 44 students

taking the degree course in agriculture at the University, and there

would be ten graduates each year.

7. Prussia.

In Prussia there are six institutions of University rank giving an
agricultural course, and at these the average annual number of students

since the foundation of this course till 1912 was 1,767.

Summary.
The success achieved in the University teaching of agriculture here

and elsewhere in respect to the number of students who have availed

themselves of the course obviously falls short of the standard obtaining
in such countries as America and Germany. It must, however, be borne
in mind that the number of students compares very favorably with the

attendances in the early years of other schools of Australian Univer-
sities.

Such a comparison is made in the following table :

—
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trati-(l by the attached graph, the attendance dropped in tlie eijjhth,

ninth, and tenth years to seventeen, eleven, and four respectively.

It may be noted that in 1908 the Education Department initiated

its policy of sending teachers to the University to be trained in agricul-

tural science, so that they might give agricultural teaching at the Agri-

cultural High Schools.

In 1911 the first student graduated, and towards the end of the year

Professor Cherry was appointed. At this time, also, the Education De-
partment, which had been sending up three or four teachers to the

course each year, abandoned this policy, and graduates and teachers found

no demand (or remuneration) for their services.

At the end of 1914 the course was considerably modified, and war
broke out.

In the opinion of the Committee, the School of Agrieidture at the

llclbourne University has not attracted in recent years as large a num-
ber of students as might have been expected, mainly on account of the

want of remunerative openings for graduates at the completion of their

•course. The Committee is of the opinion that the school will continue

to fail to attract students unless a career with a reasonable emolument is

•open to graduates in agricultural science.

Those graduates who are not teachers, and who have remained in

Victoria, have entered the Department of Agriculture, and after two or

three years' service are filling temporary positions as field officers at

salaries of £144 to £200 ]iei- annum. Xo one will voluntarily take up
agriculture who is called upon, after gaining the degree, to put in an
indefinite period at such inadequate remuneration.

We are firmly of the opinion that the falling off in the number of

students entering is largely due to the failure of the graduates in agri-

cultural science to obtain emoluments, comparable with those of

graduates in other courses which have the same entrance examination,
and require the same length of time for graduation, e.g., veterinary

science, law, and engineering.

So far as the present course is concerned, the Committee is of the

opinion that it has not succeeded in training farmers. The course was
not, however, designed for this purpose, as the agricultural colleges

provide special facilities for such training.

Although a reasonable proportion r<S) of the graduates have from
time to time found emplovment in the Agricultural Department, this

lias been at a remuneration incommensurate with the value of the useful
scientific work they have carried nut. More of this work is urgently
required.

Several graduates of the course gave promise of making their mark
in agriculture, but some of these were lost to agriculture bv reason of
more adequately paid work in allied branches of science. TTwo of the
most brilliant have fallen in the war.)

It is to be regretted that the majority of the graduates employed
in the Edtication Department have not been engaged in teaching agri-

culture, but have been mostlv occupied in teaching other subjects in
primary and secondary school work. Insufficient weight would appear
to be given to the training in agricultural science when making appoint-
ments or considering promotions. It would :i|ippar that this result is
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inevitable under the system of appoiutmeuts required by regulation's

framed under the Public Service Acts.

The Committee is of the opinion that the principal objective of the

course should be to train agricultural scientists who will attain expert

knowledge of principles and methods, and apply themselves to increas-

ing the agricultural output of the State. The future progress and
prosperity of the State largely depend on the extent to which agricul-

tural production can be increased. This can be brought about

—

(1) By the wider diffusion and application of existing know-
ledge in all branches and in respect of all phases of plant

and animal industry.

(2) By the acquirement, by uiraus of experiment and research,

of new knowledge which will form a basis of future im-

provements in the practice of agriculture in Australia.

The majority of the men trained in the course should be engaged
in these spheres, either as instructors, demonstrators, or research

workers.

The responsibility for improving the technical knowledge of the farm-

ing community, and of increasing the agricultural output, is usually

assumed by the State, and some countries, particularly the United States,.

Germany, and France spend large sums of money and have complex
organizations for achieving these objectives.

The State Governments of Australia have established in their Agri-

cultural Departments, organizations whose principal object is the stimu-

lation of agriculture, and thus it is in the service of the State Depart-

ments that the main oi^portunity for the agricultural scientist lies.

The Committee is convinced that it would be a sound investment for

the State Government to provide for, and utilize, at least six scientific

graduates in agriculture per annum, who would find employment m the

Agricultural Department, Education Department, and State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.

We therefore recommend that the Government be asked to under-

take to- give positions to at least six such graduates per annum for the
next five years in these three Departments. That these graduates be

appointed for a probationary period of six months, and given an
honorarium of £100, after which, if their services be retained, they be

paid a salary of not less than £300 per annum. It is confidently

expected that within tive years the influence of the utilization of men
with an agricultural training will have been successfidly demonstrated.

Another cause militating against tlie success of University teaching

of agriculture is the lack of touch between the University and the man
on the land. The Committee is of the opinion that the principle should

be adopted of appointing professional specialists as part-time lecturers,

as in the faculties of medicine, law, and engineering. In the case of

agriculture, it is probable that the only specialists available in the imme-
diate future will be officials of the Department of Agriculture. Already
arrangements are being made to utilize such specialists for the lecture

courses in veterinary, hygiene, and agriculture.

The Committee recommends that other officers of the Agricultural

Department be appointed to act as part-time lecturers in those subjects

in which it is most desirable that the lecturer should be in close touch

with the ap]dication of his branch of agricultural science to the industry.
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Such subjects are dairying, plant patliology, entomology, fanning of

irrigated lands, &c. The Committee feels that the adjustments that

this arrangement might require of the Agricultural Department would

be recoui)od by the supply it would afford of well-trained junior officers

to recruit the Department.
It may be recalled that successful professional men accept University

lectureships in medical and other subjects.

II.

Whether a Single Degree Course in Agriculture should be

continued or whether it should be replaced by Specialized

Science Courses.

The present course aims at a degree which connotes a knowledge, up
to University standard, of the foundation sciences underlying agricul-

ture, and of the apjilication of the.se to agriculture to the extent of insur-

ing proficiency in the various forms and branches of the art.

From the evidence of graduates it would appear that, to some extent

and in certain directions, this aim has not been attained. Your Com-
mittee also, from its investigation of the work done, finds itself in a

position to support the contention that the course has not been so apt

and thorough as was necessaiy to achieve the best results. Indeed, it is

somewhat surprising that such a comparatively satisfactory position

as detailed earlier in this report should have resulted when the adverse

conditions under which the course has been carried on are considered.

Within the University, the drawbacks have all been such as are

attributable to lack of means. The Government grant of £1,000 per
annum was absorbed by the salary and allowances to the professor.

From the general University funds, provision was made for the teaching
of agricultural chemistry and for other minor teaching. Beyond these,

the course was not supported financially. The majority of subjects for

the examinations had to be taken in classes designed for other courses

—

medicine, science, veterinary, engineering, &c. Botany, geology,

physics, physiology, and the like science subjects were taught, but
without specialization in an agricultural direction. TTeither was it

possible to provide instruction of the special character necessary in such
subjects as dairying, animal husbandry, viticulture, horticulture, cereal

culture, veterinary practice and entomology. Furthermore, there was
no provision of a laboratory or class room, apparatus, or equipment
for the teaching of agriculture.

For these reasons, which are attributable almost solely to want of
financial means, the course has lacked the special character and
thoroughness necessary to the full realization of its aim.

The very gratifying success of those graduates who have been em-
ployed by the Department of Agriculture in the attainment of so high a

degree of proficiency as has been testified to by the Director of Agricul-
ture and the Agricultural Superintendent is a tribute to their capacity
and assiduity under adverse circumstances, rather than to the provision
made for their proper training by the State.

Under the.se circumstances, your Committee cannot recommend the
continuance of the present eour.se with the present lack of means for its

proper and genuine accomplishment. But it does recommend that the
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scope of the present course be maintained, and that adequate provision

be made for teaching it. From all sources that have been available to

it has come indorsement of your Committee's firm and unanimous con-

viction that a well-carried out University course of degree standard in

agricultural science is, now more than ever, essential to that acceleration

of progress in agricultural industries without which the State will be

unable to meet the national obligations imposed upon it. While there

may bo artificial devices capable of stimulating agriculture, genuine

and permanent increase of output from the land can only follow on the

application of agricTiltural practice of the teachings of the sciences, and
even such devices must be aided by improved farming practice for them
to realize their most advantageous results.

The application of science to agriculture requires a body of agricul-

tural science, research workers, and evangelists, the former to attack

problems and the latter to urge and accomplish the practice of methods

demonstrably certain to increase output and profits; and we have the

testimony of leading officers of the Department of Agriculture here, as

well as the experience of America, Germany, and Denmark, to show that

the possessors of an advanced agricultural education are the only per-

sons who can successsfully carry out the propaganda necessary to trans-

form those who at present farm " by the light of nature and the rule of

the thumb " into diligent followers of the profitable practices dictated by
the achievement of science.

Your Committee therefore recommends the continuance of the course

for the single degree in agricultural science, conditional on the Govern-
ment undertaking to appoint annually six graduates, and on adequate
arrangements being made for the laboratories, equipment, and additional

stafi^ required to teach the subjects indicated with * in the course set

out below. These additional lecturers may or not be members of the

present staff, but special courses should, after the first year, be given

to the agricultural sttidents.

As the arrangements and, details of subjects are by Statute and
custom of the University, matters to be decided by the appropriate

faculty, it may be pointed out that the syllabus set out is given in order

to amplify and make clearer the nature of the Committee's recommenda-
tions.

Suggested Degree Course in Agricultural Science.

First year—
Chemistry, Part I.

Natural iihilosophy, Part I.

Botany, Part I.

*Agricultural zoology.

Second year—
Attendance for practical course, as prescribed by Faculty, at State

Eesearch Farm, Werribee, over four full days per week dur-

ing the year, and also

*Animal physiology.

*Veterinary science and stock breeding.

*Dairying.

• Note.—The subjects indicated tlius are subjects not at present provided for, and additional
lecturers should be appointed in these subjects.
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Third year—
Agricultural chemistry.

*Agricultural botany.

*Agricultural geology.

*Agriculture.

*Entomology.
*Plant pathology.

Fourth year—
*Agi iculture.

Agricultural bio-chemistry.

Agricultural engineeoring.

*Horticultaire (principles).
*Viticulture (principles).

Agricultural bacteriology.

Animal hygiene and dietetics (veterinary course).

It is considered probable that arrangements could be made with the

Government whereby Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, Agricultural Superin-

tendent in the Department of Agriculture, could also be appointed Pro-

fessor of Agriculture in the University, half his services being given

to each position.

It is also considered necessary that the teaching on the agricultural

side should be strengthened by the utilization of such of the officers of

the Department of Agriculture as can be made available.

Apart from the advantage to the course to be gained by the co-opera-

tion of officers of the Department of Agriculture, this plan will result in

a closer union of interest between the University and the Department,
which cannot be other than beneficial to the cause of agricultural educa-

tion.

The proposal to have the second year of the course passed at Werribee
instead of Dookie, as heretofore, will enable the students to get the neces-

sary practical training and farm atmosphere, while at the same time

allowing them to keep in touch with the teaching staff and undertake
three subjects for examination, which will relieve the present conge.?-

tion throughout the three University years.

The estimated total expenditure for the special staff required is £1,500

per annum; a further .sum of £2.50 per anum for contingencies and
travelling expenses will be required.

Equipment.

As stated before, no provision has hitherto been made
for an Agricultural School or class-room, and your
Committee considers it essential that such provision

should be made. For the present it is thought that

a building comprising a class-room, demonstration-

room, specimen-room, and office will suffice, and that

the cost of such a structure would be about . . £1,500
Necessary apparatus and equijinient would absorb

another .

.

. . . . . . . . 500
Students' quarters at Werribee Farm . . . . TiiO

£2.750

• Note.—The subjects indicated thus are subjects not at present provided for, and additional
lecturers should be appointed in thnsn subjects.
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III.

Your Committee considers that if the course submitted above be

adopted, sucb a coTirse will afford the kind of scientific training most
suitable as a groundwork, from which specialization as departmental

officers may be developed.

Summary.

Your Committee reports and recomends :

—

1. That a general course in agricultural science is desirable,

and that the graduates of such a course would be capnblo

of rendering valuable service as experts in several Govern-

ment Departments and elsewhere.

2. That the present course has not recently succeeded in attract-

ing students mainly owing to lack of encouragement and
of remunerative employment for its graduates.

3. That the present course be modified as set out in the syllabus

given above. This will entail the following:

—

(a) That Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, be

appointed half-time Professor of Agriculture,

and several other officers of the Agricultural De-
partment as part-time lecturers in special sub-

jects.

(?)) That the farmwork in the second year of the course

be carried out at the Werribee State Research
Farm instead of at Dookie College as at present.

(p) That a special building be erected at the University
for agricultural purposes at a cost of £1,500.

4. That the Government be asked

—

(a) To provide a sum of £2,7.50 for immediate expen-
diture on buildings, &c., as set out in the report.

This includes £1,.500 mentioned in 3 (c) above.

(b) To provide an annual grant of £1,750 for salaries

of professor and lecturers and for apparatus.

(c) To undertake to appoint annually for the next five

years at least six graduates (under the conditions
previously set out) in the Departments of Agri-
culture, Education, and State Rivers and Water
Supply.

This report was unanimously adopted at the last meeting of the

Committee held on 28th March, i9l7.

On behalf of the Committee,

(Signed) T. H. Laby. Chairman.
Hebek GREE^^ Secretai'v.
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ECONOMIC TREATMENT OF FARM SLAUGHTERED
ANIMALS.

By J. C. Marshall, Inspector of Stock.

In a previous article attention was drawu to meat waste, and con-

sideration is now given to the econonij' of the various other products

obtained from the slaughter of farm animals. These, generally speak-

ing, are inferior to the beasts marketed. " Sell what is marketable
and eat what you cannot sell '' is one of the unwritten laws of the

farmer.

Probably one of the greatest losses he suffers is due to bad skinning

or flaying, especially in the case of cattle hides. Knife marks, cuts,

ragged edges, and bad shape, together with the fact that they occasionally

reach the market in a putrid condition, always spell loss, and many
thousands of pounds annually are lost from this cause.

In the flaying of large or small cattle the proper opening up of

the beast is all important, as the ultimate shape of the skin or hide

depends on this operation. Probably one of the best methods after

sticking and carefully pumping the animal is to skin the head and then

put the carcass on its back and prop it in that position by means of a
pritch or blocks. Open the skin from crutch to neck in a direct line.

Remove the fore feet at the knees and the hind feet at the hocks. Open
the skin at the inside of fore-legs to the point of the

brisket and at the hind legs from hock to scrotum. Always skin tail

and leave about 6 inches of it on the hide. Should the tail l)e cut out
with tlie skin attached to it, not only a most valuable piece of hide from
the butt is lost, but, further, the shape of the hide as a whole is spoilt.

The dressing is accomplished by means of a good sharp butcher's knife,

saw, and chopper. In flaying, one of the main factors is to hold the
skin up tight with one hand and drive or thrust the knife with the

other. This is done by forcing the knife between the hide and the
flesh per medium of the panniculus or " felm." After opening the carcass

out on the ground and skinning well down each side, saw through the

brisket and aitch. Hang up carcass and finish skinning; after removal
of stomach, entrails, and pluck, saw or chop down evenly through the
back bono. Use as little water as possible for cleansing, and make sure

that it, as well as the cloth used, are clean.

After washing the hide free from blood and debris, sprinkle well,

especially at the edges, with clean coarse salt. Fold it up by thro\ving

in sides to centre, then neck and tail end, and roll up. Efficient,

clean, and quick salting is necessary, as many putrid " farm " hides
reach the city skin stores. Farm-stored hides should be laid away flesh

side up in shallow concrete pits, and treated well with clean salt. They
will there make their owti brine, and will keep till ready for market,
when they may be rolled up. It should be remembered that clean hides
fetch from kl. to Id. per lb. more than dirty hides.
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Dressing Calves.

lu dressing calves for farm use the simplest way to l)leod the

animal is to lay it on its side and with one dean eut across the neck

sever all the hlood vessels. 'Nest hang up carcass and by slitting the

skin from crutch to neck and ringing about tlie tail open belly carefully,

so as not to puncture the intestines. Remove entrails and stomach and

split down brisket, then remove pluck. Use no more water to clean than

is required. It is not necessary to completely skin the calf at time of

slaughter, as portions can be skinned ;ts the veal is required for use,

especially in the cool weather.

A portion of the stomach of the calf not ordinarily saved by farmers

is in demand just now. This is commonly known as the Rennet or Yell,

from which the calf rennet extract is derived. It is the fourth stomach

of the calf, and is sometimes pickled in strong brine of salt and water,

and is the agent employed to convert milk into curd for cheese making.

Owing to the present war conditions, the ferment usually employed has

risen considerably in value, and there is now a keen demand for calf

rennets.

The Victorian Government cheese expert advises all country calf-

killers to save the veils, and recommends the following method for pro-

curing and preserving them. After disembowelling the calf, lay

stomachs and intestines out on a clean board or table, and cut

away the intestines a few inches from where they enter the stomach.

Separate the fourth stomach from the others, and squeeze out

contents, but do not wash out. Fill veils up with coarse salt and

allow to dry. After drying, shake out superiluous salt and pack away

in small barrels after sprinkling salt between the layers. Another

method is to blow up and tie the open ends, and allow to dry after

the fashion of bladders, but nare must be exercised to prevent them from

being fly-blown.

Sheep and Lamb Dressing.

The knife is not used all the time in removing the sheep skin or

lamb pelt. After "legging" the animal, that is, clearing round the

head, knuckles, and hocks by means of the knife, hang up, split the

skin from pelvis to neck, and use the fist and elbow to remove the skin.

It may, however, be necessary to use the knife a little to clear round

the tail. After a few trials it will bo found tliat the pelt will peel off

easily. Sheep skins should be hung fleshy side up in a shady cool

place to dry. If it is necessary to keep till several are available for

market, paint with arsenical soltitiou to prevent attacks by weevils.

Pig Dressing.

Probably the most important feature in farm pig killing is in regard

to the scald. It is well known that should the scalding water be too

hot the hair sets and the cleaning process is much prolonged, and the

work generally badly finished. The sticking operation can be carried

out in several ways, and care should be exercised not to " shoulder "

the animal. In shouldering the pig the knife severs most of the blood

vessels in the neck, but, instead of going into the chest cavity, it slips

along the outside of the ribs and enters the shoulder, where blood clots

lodge to the detriment of the meat. Small pigs may be held in a sitting
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position and then stuck. The knife should be driven in the neck in

front of the breast bone, towards the heart, making a deep but small

incision. Large pigs must be thro-\\Ti on their sides and stuck while in

that position. Pigs

may be scalded in

tubs, barrels, or

tanks, according to

size and number being

slaughtered at one

time. If possible,

enough water should

be used to nearly

cover the animal, and

the temperature of

the water should be

between 140 degrees

and 150 degrees

Fah. ; this heat is ob-

tained by using two

parts of boiling water

to one of cold. Place

the carcass in the tub

or barrel and keep it

moving as much
under water as pos-

sible. The tail, ears,

and feet clean first.

A few well-directed

strokes with a scud

or shovel should, in

the case of a porker,

remove nearly all the

hair. The animal

ought, if possible, to

be finished off in a

tub of cool water.

If the scald has been
a good one, very

little shaving is re-

quired. Hang up
and wash with cold

water, and brush in

order to finish the

beast prior to opening.

The disembowelling is ^^^ dotted lines indicate the direction to be foUowed
done m similar lashion ^tjj t^ife m order to get the best shaped hide.
to that suggested for (yig^^e ig of a beast on its back.)
sheep and calves, but
care is required to make a neat job of splitting the breast bone. Hang
carcass in a cool place out of the wind, so that a good colour may be
obtained. If the pig is a large baconer or chopper, it is advisable.
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unless in very cold weather, to split down carcass immediately after

slaughter and remove all internal fat or flear, in(*luding the fat

attached to kidneys and aitch.

Blood Saving.

Blood from farm-slaughtered animals is usually lost. All animals

for farm use should be bled on the same spot, and a small cemented

pit at the end of an impervious drain used to catch the blood. This may
be saved in various ways and put to many uses on the farm. It makes

a highly concentrated nitrogeneous manure and well suited for kitrhi-n

or flower garden. A good method of dealing with it is as follows:

—

Collect the blood free from water and boil, and then spread out on a

clean marly patch of ground to dry in the sun. When dry it may be

gathered with some of the marl and stored in bags and used as

required.

For fouHry food the blood should be collected fresh, and, after boil-

ing, dried in the sun on sheets of iron. It can then be powdered and

stored for use. This should be fed sparingly to fowls.

Although rarely used for Imman food purposes, it may be so em-

ployed. Healthy pigs' blood is the best for the purpose. The animal

should be bled into a clean dish and the blood immediately stirred with

a wisp of twdgs to remove some of the fibrin, and thus prevent clotting.

It may then be mixed with oatmeal, boiled barley, rice, or flour, and,

after seasoning, filled into pig casings or sheep and ox bungs to make the

various kinds of blnod puddings.

Edible Fat.

In order to get the best results from beef fat for table and cooking

purposes, it is necessary to treat it while quite fresh. All beef fat and

trimmings, including the caul fat, should be saved clean, sliced, and

put through a houseliold mincer. The minced fat .should then be warmed
in an oven at a temperature not exceeding 150 degrees Fah. This will

melt the bulk of the fat. The balance can be rendered at a higher tem-

perature, but care should be taken not to mix the two melted fats, as

that which melts at the lower temperature will be found to be of better

quality, especially for table purposes. All the rougher fats, whether beef

or mutton, may be rendered into tallow after washing clean and cutting

into small pieces. The tempera tiire should be much higher for tallow

rendering than for edible fats, and care should be taken that the fat

does not burn. When running off after straining for storage, stir well

while setting, as this prevents seeding, i.e.. the granular condition

observed when the tallow has set, and, further, the stirring will make
the material keep better.

Tripes.

The portion of the stomachs known as the ])aunch of cattle, calves,

and sheep can be used for human consumption, and, when cleaned and
parboiled, is known as tripe, and the method of preparation is as

follows:—First empty the stomach of contents and wash after turning

inside out, and then scald in the way suggested for the scalding of pigs.

Tripe shoiild be scraped clean and white in water of a temperature of
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about 150 degrees, which may be obtained by using two buckets of

boiling water to one of cold. To facilitate the cleaning process the

tripe may be laid out and beaten with a stick as soon as the lining begins
to loosen in the scald. Scrape clean, rinse in clean cold water, and, in
the case of ox tripe, boil for about five hours. The smaller tripes of
sheep and calves should be boiled for a proportionately shorter period.
After freeing from all superfluous fat and skin the tripe will be ready
for the household.

CasiriRs.

A fair proportion of the large and small intestines may be utilized

for sausage casings. After cleaning they may be salted and saved till

required for use. In the saving process the intestines are first run off

from the " set '' or intact lot of guts freed from adherent fat and turned
by means of a turning stick. These runners are then soaked in luke-
warm water and scraped perfectly clean of the mucous lining by means
of a piece of bone or wood on a level ani] flat board. Finally they are
parked in salt and stowed in barrels till required for use.

Bones.

Bones may be utilized on the farm, either for cattle or poultry food.

Wliile the bones are fresh and green most of the softer ones may be
ground and fed to poultry as ground green-bone. If required for-

cattle, they may be burned, and the calcined result pulverized and mixed
with the food.

Hair.

Hog hair, cow tails, and other hair in marketable ' quantities has a
commercial value. Hair scraped from pigs .should be sundried before

putting into bags.

Other Products.

Calves' heads and feet, ox feet, and sheep trotters are first prepared
for human consumption by scalding. The scalding method is similar

to that u.sed for preparing tripe, and the temperature is roughly the

same. Ox heads and feet require a little higher temperature in the

scald than calves' heads and feet. After .striking the scald, place in

luke-warm water and scrape clean, using a blunt knife and large table-

spoon for the purpose. Finish off by shaving with a very sharp knife.

Neatsfoot Oil.

Calves' feet, ox feet, and sheep trotters, after scalding, may be-

further boiled for the oil which they give off. After boiling in water
for a few hours the oil will float on the water. This may be skimmed
off and stored in bottles.

At City Abattoirs practically everything that is derived from the-

animal is utilized. About the only portion of which use is not made
is the paunch contents, and at some of the works even that is subjected

to special treatment, being pressed in hydraulic or screw presses to free

it from moisutre, when it is dried finally and used as fuel.
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BREKDING FOR THE DAIRY.

Bii J!. II. Kerr, Dairy Supervisor.

Cattle breeding is a comprehensive study, and has reached a liigh

state of excellence in some countries. To the dairy student the excellence

of the cattle coming trom Ayrshire, in Scotland, Holland, and the Jersey

Islands provides matter for thought, as year after year many of their

best animals have been exported to distant lands, but still they are able

to maintain that high standard of excellence which lias made tliem

famous. The only possible solution seems to be that these qualities are

strouglv inherent, as the result of countless generations of line and

inbreeding. Tiie breed had to be synonymous in every way with the

people who inhabited these lands, famo\is for their frugality and saving

capacity. In early times, and up to the present day, they exercise the

greatest cai-e in the selection of their dairy sires, and societies have been

known to prohibit the exportation of a sire that was thought to be an

acquisition. So many females have to be served by bulls winning certain

prizes. The same conditions apply to many bulls leaving the Islands.

Almost any pure sire will improve a grade herd, but it takes more than

ordinary skill to select a sire to improve a pure herd already of high

excellence. All pedigreed males are not suited for sires, and probably

more than half of those born should be eliminated by a process of

selection.

Intelligent breeding is done with a definite purpose in view, having
in mind at all times the ideal one aspires to. In the case of a young
bull, it would be folly to use such a sire lacking in most of the essential

points that go to make constitutional perfection, although his pedigree

and performance behind him were of the best, since such a sire is nearly

sure to transmit some of his physical defects to his offspring, irrespective

of his dam.
Breeding is carried on to perpetuate the breed and to produce varia-

tions in certain desired directions. If there were no variations, there

v%ould be no improvement. However, heredity gives one the only jxis-

sible assurance that variations will not be spasmodic, but fixed. Good
physical qualifications in the selection of a sire are of the utmost im-
portance, as physical defects generally come out in the next generation.

Cows that produce an abnormal flow of milk or butter must of necessity

have a good constitution. Sires should possess to a marked degree the
inheritance of prepotency, and it behoves the breeder, when selecting

one for his registered herd, to secure an animal that is as nearly
physically perfect as possible, as well as great production behind him,
thus combining the two factors that a dairy animal should possess

—

" type and production." A bull's value as a sire is to be judged by
the average quality of his progeny, and not by the excellence of isolated

members. Instances are on record when a bull has made a great name
for himself by siring some wonderful producers, but when searching
investigations have been made, there has been a greater number of

failures. Then, again, some bulls kept in large herds have greater
opportunities for proving their value, while others have been used only
On a few cows The only fair comparison is by the average quality of

the progeny. Many of our best sires have been destroyed before their
value was known. The impression generally prevails that when a bull

is six years old his period of usefulness has ended, but such is not the
case ; when judiciously used he is fit for service to at least twelve years
of age.
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Such p&riods are very short for the majority of dairymen, who allow

the bull to waste himself by running with the cows. They value him as

a great worker, instead of the producing ability of his offspring. Auction

sales are usually not the best place to secure a dairy bull ; there gather

some of the greatest collections of useless, injured, and mongx-el animals

it is possible to imagine^ where their value is based en the number of

calves they can sir© in a season, and sold to the accompaniment of the

common expression—splendid calf-getter.

BERSEEM OR EGYPTIAN CLOVER.

Bi/ B. T. McEenzie, DaJnj Supervisor.

A fodder which is coining into great favour with northern irrigation

farmers as a winter feed for stock is bereeem or Egyptian clover.

Although not very widely known here, it has been grown with

highly satisfactory results in some of the other States, particularly

South Australia. According to Professor A. J. Perkins, of the South
Australian Department of Agriculture, who introduced it to this

country, berseem is extensively grown in Egypt for six months of the

year.

Mr. F. O. Ellis, of the Nanneeila Settlement, had a very fine plot.

Although somewhat late in sowing it, Mr. Ellis speaks very highly of

berseem as a feed for milk cows and has been growing it for some years.

As it is a winter grower, producing an abundance of succulent fodder

at a time of the year when lucerne is not very productive, its value

is obvious.

The following table shows the chief component parts of berseem as

well as those of other green fodders used for winter feed :
—
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HOAV FRANCE IS STIMULATING AGIUOULTURAL
PRODUCTION.

The following is a translation of a circular issued by the French

Academy of Agriculture, and reproduced in La Revue de Viticulture

(Paris), of 8th March last:

—

"Appeal by the Academy of Agriculture to the Farmers of France.

" Our agriculturists have not remained content with answering the

call of the country and fighting to defend the liberty and the rights of

France; they have struggled with the same valliance to assure the food

of the civil population as of our troops. We know what men, women,
and even chihlren have done in this respect, and how magnificent is

the efl^ort whicli they have developed.
" To the hard work already done, to the services already rendered

to the homeland, a new effort must to-day be added, and agriculturists will

merit once again the esteem as well as the gratitude of their country.
" Even forcigu nations suffer from the crisis which now exists in

all our country districts; hands are scarcer because labour is more sought

after in the factories which produce munitions of war: agricultural

production is more difficult and food prices are rising. !N"ecessary pur-

chases become day by day more onerous, if not more difficult, and trans-

port charges are increasing.
" To save France from fresh expense, and in order to consecrate to

the National defence all our financial resources, it is from the land of

our country tliat new products must be demanded, it is to the farmer
that an appeal must be made to draw from our soil all that it can give.

" To maintain, to assure, to develop even, our agricultural produc-

tion is to-day a necessity, it is a work of patriotism and of reason.
" The Government understands this. It states it at the present hour;

in order to furnish labour to all our cultivators it has just decided that
agriculturists of the 1888 and 1889 classes shall be mobilized to the soil

(not to the front). It is also doing its utmost to favour the transport of

manures and to increase their production, notwithstanding difficulties

arising from the needs of National defence in chemical products. It

has obtained from the Senate the ratification of the double bonus for
wheat culture, which will permit farmers to receive for each quintal

(220 lbs.) the sum of 36 francs (28s. lOd.), and to draw, in addition,
20 francs for each hectare cropped over and above the previous year's area.

" Let land-owners, farm managers, and agricultural labourers under-
stand on their part the role they have to play, the services which thev
can render, and the duties which are imposed upon them.

" In the assurance of being preserved from the sufferings of famine
and from the anxietv which would be caused by deficient yields, the
entire population will wait with calm the approaching hour of victory.

" Bv rendering this even more certain, the French agriculturist will
indeed have ' merited of the homeland.' "

(Sgd.) Jules Develle, President.

A. Hallet?. Vice-President.

Henry Saonier. Perpetual Secretary.

G. Wery, Vice-Secretary.
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AX ORANGE GROVE PEST.

By S. A. Cock, Orchard Supervisor.

A pest noticed in various orange groves in tie State since December
last, and wliicli has now become very troublesome, has been identified by
the Government Entomologist (Mr. C. French, jun.) as the light brown
apple moth (Caccecia responsina). From my own observations it would
appear that its method of attack on the trees is as follows:

—

The eggs are laid on the rind of the fruit as well as on the leaves.

The tiny caterpillar on emerging from the egg attacks the rind of the

orange, generally where there is a leaf overlying and in contact with the
fruit or where two or more oranges touch in a cluster of fruit. The
caterpillar does not, as a rule, make its way into the orange immediately,
but gnaws along the rind and eventually bores into it and feeds, to a

slight extent, on the pulp, in which it forms a cavity under the rind.

In any case, whether the rind is bored into and through to the pulp, or

only furrowed on the exterior, premature ripening of the fruit ensues
witli a consequent weakening at the stem, and it falls in a semi-ripened

Moth (twice natural size) and Larvae (magnified).

(Eepi-odueed from A Handbook of the Destruictive Insects of Victoria, by
C. French, sen.)

condition. The caterpillar then emerges from the fallen fruit and

enters the soil to go through its metamorphosis.

The moth is about f of an inch in expanse of wings, find the- upper

pair are light brown in colour, and slightly barred, while the under set

vary from a lighter brown to fawn without any markings.

The cater.pillar when fully grown is about f of an inch in length,

and is of a light-green colour.

This pest should be controlled as follows:—Spray the trees

thoroughly when the foliage is dry with arsenate of lead, using a good

pump with a strong power behind the nozzle, so that the spray may be

forced into the interstices and over every part of the tree, and the fruit

clusters thoroughly covered with the poison. All fallen fruit .should be

picked up daily. The soil around the trees .should be frequently stirred

with a light cultivator, so as to disturb any caterpillars which may be

lurking there.

In view of the great expansion of our citrus industry and the serious

depredations of this pest, every effort should be made by growers to

combat it.
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VICTORIAX RAINFALL.

First Quarter, Year 19 17.

DIatrlct.

Mallee North .

.

Mallee South .

.

North Wimmera

South Wimmera

Lower Northern Couiitrv

Upper Northern Country

Lower North-Eaat

Dppor North-East

East Gippsland

West Gippsland

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below „

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below „

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, ibove normal

,, below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above ncmal

„ below

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below ,,

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

,, below „

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent above normal

„ below

District Mean .

.

Normal
Per cent, above normal

„ below ,,

District Mean.

.

Normal
Per cent, above nonnal

„ below

9
i
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Victorian Rainfall—continued.

District.
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equable teiiiperatures were experienced, and the sliglit difference between

the highest and lowest daily readings is remarkable for the month,

which is generally Victoria's warmest period. Very few districts experi-

enced high maxima, Boort being the only place where the temperature

reached 100 degrees. Except in the eastern parts of (iippsland, the

rainfall was in excess of requirements. March would have been exceed-

ingly dry were it not for heavy general rain on 29th and 30th, due to

tropical influences, the heaviest falls occurring in the upper north-

east division, the Mallee and northern country being below average,

also all southern districts except West Gippsland. The month was a

very mild one, although frosts were severe and frequent in parts, and

caused some damage to the potato crop. Ploughing was, at end of

month, almost general throughout the State, except in a few places

where the want of a good rainfall had delayed the preparation of the

soil for seeding purposes. The dairying industry was in a highly satis-

factory condition, due to the increased supplies of milk consequent on

the abundance of grass and water; but the mice plague has done, and is

still doing, a tremendous amount of harm to hay, wheat, and oats, and
shows no prospect of diminishing notwithstanding the various methods
adopted to destroy this pest.

H. A. HUNT, Commonwealth Meteorologist.

THE SUNFLOWER.

CROP WORTH EXPERIMENTING WITH.

Oil-producing plants have come in for more attention of late years,

especially those, such as the sunflower, that are easily cultivated and
from which a good return may be expected.

HeliantJiiix aniiiiiis is supposed to be a native of Mexico, and to

have spread throughout all the temiperate and sub-tropical zones. The
cultivation of the sunflower is easy. From 6 lbs. to 8 lbs. of seed is

required to sow an acre. The seed should be planted an inch deep,

and when the plants are a foot high they should be earthed up, and
need then receive no further attention. In Russia the seed is sown in

drills 2 feet apart, and the plants are afterwards thinned to give about
12,000 plants per acre. Up to 16,000 plants have been successfully

grown on an acre of land in England. It seems advisable to have
rather wider rows—say, 28-in.—and to space the plants 15 inches
apart in the rows. Horse cultivation can be carried out with this space
between the rows. To,pping the plants is recommended in order to

increase the yield per acre.

The sunflower does best on rich calcareous soils. On reallv eoo'^'

land the yield per acre should be son^ething like 50 bushels; and 1

bushel of seed yields approximately 1 gallon of oil. The white-seeded
variety is said to yield more oil than the dark-seeded kinds.

At the Moumahak: (Xew Zealand) experiment farm last season a
dark-seeded variety, Russian Giant, was successfully grown. The seed
was planted in October, and the crop was ready to harvest early in
March.
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The sunflower is ratlier an exhausting crop so far as potash is con-

cerned. A means to counteract tliis is to burn the stalks and spread
tlie ashes over the land ; it is said that the stalks grown on an acre
contain from 15 cwt. to 20 cwt. of potash. An analysis of the ash of

the plant (given by the Pharmaceutical Journal) includes, in round
numbers, the following constituents:—Potash 48, lime 10, magnesia 5,

and phosphoric acid 10 per cent.

The oil is of great value. Besides being used in some .parts for

table purposes, it is employed in the manufacture of paint (especially

for greens and blues); it also makes soap of great softness. It burns
well. The seed is a valuable food for poultry. The seed, shelled and
ground, makes very sweet flour for bread; if roasted and ground it

forms a substitute for coffee. The residue is superior to linseed cake
for fattening cattle. The leaves may be used as fodder either fresh or

dry. The flowers are useful in providing honey for bees. By treating

the stem of the plant like that of the European flax a very fine fibre,

nearly as fine as silk, is produced. Few economic plants, indeed, are

more valuable than the sunflower, and it would appear to deserve
greater attention for commercial purposes in this part of the Empire.

It is reported that, acting under ofiicial advice, special efforts were
made this year by the people in Germany to increase the area under
sunflower, the produce of small plots being received at collecting depots
for bulking and subsequent treatment.

As to what market there is for sunflower oil, and therefore as to

what may be the commercial prospects liefore it as a crop, there is no
data. Doubtless, the linseed oil mills would crush experimental olots

and as the seed is an excellent poultry diet, there may be a farmer
here or there that would like to grow a plot to discover what there
is in it commercially.

—

The Farmer, Western Australia, 5j2j\l.

EliAU]CATION OF BLAUKBEKllY.

Blackberry vines are a most difficult pest to eradicate. Merely cutting

down only tends to strengthen the root gro-wth and ultimately to increase

the trouble.

Where the pest is confined to a small area intended for constant culti-

vation, trenching to a depth of 18 inches to 2 feet and removing all

growth to that depth, is the surest way, though perhaps somewhat
laborious. Every j)art, roots, butts and vines, should be burnt.

Another method now being tried by this Department is the caustic

soda treatinent. This chemical, of a strength of 2 lbs. caustic soda to

4 gallons of water, has the advantage of being non-poisonous, and is best

applied as follows :
—

First cut the vines down close to the ground, and when dry enough
burn them. Then from a watering can, with the rose attached, give the
surface from which the vines have been cut a thorough soaking of the

above solution. The area is then left until a new giowth springs up and
has grown to 4 or 5 inches high. It is not necessary to cut this growth
down, but it is advised to give it a further soaking of the solution, which
will soon kill more of the tops and root, but perhaps still will not kill

fhe lot. This process will need to be rejieated, so as to keep the leaf

growth in check, for it. is only by keeping the tops down that the roots

can be ultimately overcome.
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A stioug brine solution, similar to that used by butchers for salting

down meat, applied in a similar fashion to the caustic soda solution, will

give the same results, and both these substances have the advantage of

being ultimately washed out of the soil by rain, owing to their being so

highly soluble in water—a big point in their favour for land that is

required for cultivation.

A solution of arsenite of soda acts in a similar way, but owing to its

highly poisonous nature, and the danger from children picking the fruit,

it is not recommended.
Where the infested area is exteu?ive, and is securely fenced, a flock of

sheep or goats kept on it for a few months helps greatly in eradicating

this pest.

—

[AyrictdtUTol Gazette of N. S. Wales. May, 1917.]

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Planting.

The time has now arrived when the general planting of deciduous

iruit trees will take place. The soil should have previously been well

ploughed and subsoiled, and, as far as possible, drained. Certainly to

insure satisfactory' results, the orchard must be subsoiled. Where
expense is a consideration, drainage may be left for subsequent years,

but once the orchard has been planted, it will be impossible to subsoil.

When planting out, the distance between the trees will be determined

by the kinds to be planted. For ordinary deciduous fruiting trees it is

the custom in this State to plant them 20 feet apart in the rows, the

rows also being 20 feet apart. Results have proved this to be a satisfac-

torv practice. Almond trees may be planted 15 or 16 feet apart each

way, while walnuts, owing to their spreading habit, require a distance of

30 feet apart each way.
Deep planting is not advocated, the general practice being that the

depth of planting in the nursery should be followed. If holes are dug,

they should be shallow, the bottom being merely loosened to allow a

comfortable friable bed for the tree roots. A good practice is to dig the

whole strip along which the trees are to be planted, merely removing
sufficient soil afterwards when planting. Another satisfactory custom

is to plough furrows 20 feet apart, and to plant the trees in the furrows,

filling in the soil over the roots and trampling well down.
Before planting, the roots of the young trees should he well trimmed,

shaped to an even form, and cleanly cut. As the result of their removal

from the nurserv beds, the roots are generallv more or less damaged,
and numbers of the fibrous roots, becoming dry, shrivel and die. These
all require a clean trimming. Then it is often desirable to remove some
of the roots so as to balance the root system. The trimming of the roots

gives the young tree a clean root system, and it is enabled to establish

itself with young, vigorous roots.

After planting, the top should be well cut back, so as to leave three

or four arms, with three or four buds on each. Where it is not possible
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to have this number of arms or limbs it is frequently advisable to cut back
to one stem, allowing the buds to break out strongly and frame the tree

after planting. In some localities, the custom of not cutting back the

trees the first year is favoured. Local experience has not resulted in

favour of this practice, as it ia found to be inadvisable to unduly strain

the young tree by leaving a heavy top to be supported by the weak-
growing root system.

A number of good commercial fruits have been found to be either

wholly or partially self-sterile, requiring other varieties near them to

enable them to set their fruit. For this purpose it is necessary that
the bloom periods should be somewhat coincident.

Spraying.

The dry season has been favorable, in many districts, to the increase

of certain scale insects, woolly aphis, and the iDryobia mite. The use of

red oil has been advocated for these pests, and, as well, crude petroleum,
kerosene and other oil emulsions have proved satisfactory. Some years
ago the use of lime, sulphur and salt spray was much in vogue as a

winter spray. Owing, however, to the difficulty of preparing the spray,
and to its caustic effect on the skin, it was practically abandoned as an
insecticide. Even then it was claimed, and rightly so, that the spray
was, to a certain extent, a very good fungicide. The use of this mixture
as a winter wash, with the omission of the salt, which has been found to

be an unnecessary ingredient, is now general; and, as it is obtainable in a

ready-made form, it is to be strongly recommended as a good all round
wintier spray.

General Work.

All ploughing should now be completed ; if not, it should be finished

before spraying and pruning operations are proceeded with.

Any autumn manuring or liming should also be now carried out.

This, too, should be finished before spraying or pruning. Before spray-
ing with oils or with lime sulphur wash, all rough bark on apple and
pear trees should be scraped off. This will mean the certain destruction
of any codlin moth larvse hiding underneath.

The Vegetable Garden,

If not previously done, asparagus beds should be well cleaned out,

and a top dressing of manure given. To insure good drainage, the soil

from the paths, or between the beds, may be thrown up on the beds, so

as to deepen the surface drainage, and to consequently warm the beds.

This will mean earlier growths. A heavy dressing of manure should be
given, and the beds well and roughly dug over.

Plant out seeds of tomatoes and the pumpkin family in the frames;
and sow in the open, seeds of peas, lettuce, spinach, broad beans, radish,

onions, carrot and leek. Asparagus crowns, rhubarb roots, tubers of

Jerusalem artichokes, shallots and onions may now be planted out.

Celery should still be earthed up, taking care not to have the beds too

wet.

The Flower Garden.

General cleaning up and digging will be the work for this month in

flower section and shubbery. Where the soil is heavy or sour, or where
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sorrel is plentiful, the garden should be given a heavy dressing of fresh

lime, giving a fair dusting all over the surface. Lime should not be used

in conjunction with leaves, garden dehris, leaf-mould, stable manure, or

any other organic matter used for humus. These should be first disposed

of by digging vfell into the soil ; then shortly afterwards a top dressing

of lime may be given. Should no humic material be used, the lime may
be dug in with the autumn digging.

In cleaning up gardens, all light litter and foliage should be either

dug in, or, better still, it should be placed in an out-of-the-way corner

to form a compost heap. Leaf-mould, well rotted, is especially useful in

any garden, and where such plants as Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Liliums,

&c., are grown, or for pot plant work it is exceedingly valuable. In

forming the compost heap, no medium whatever should be added lo help

the rotting down of the leaves unless it be a little sand. Any chemical

added will render the mould unsuitable for its special objects.

Any hardy annuals may be planted out, such as stocks, pansies, wall-

flowers, &c., and cuttings of roses and hardwood shrubs may also be

planted. In planting out cuttings it is very important that all the eyes

should be removed from the part of'the cutting which is to be below the

ground. If this be not done, there will always be the subsequent danger

qf the plant suckering.

Roses and any summer and autumn flowering shrubs that have finished

flowering may be pruned. If the spring flowering shrubs have not pre-

viously been pruned, they should be allowed to remain until after the

next flowering season. This especially applies to such plants as Spireas,

.

Philadelphus (Mock Orange), Deutzia, Prunus Mume, and other early

flowering shrubs. To prune these now would mean the certain loss of a

great proportion of their flowers.

In pruning, the shrubs may be well thinned out, especially removing
any weak upright or old flowering growths; keep the shrub always at an
outward growth, inclining to a broad bushy type, instead of to an upright

habit. By this means, the lower regions will always be furnished with,

good growth. Shrubs and trees of all descriptions should never be
allowed to become too crowded; they require to be opened, so as to allow

sunlight and air into the interior, where it is most needed. This is one
means by which this class of plants may be kept healthv and free from
disease. Very few shrubs resent pruning, and the majority of them,
including Australian shrubs, such as Acacias, are very amenable to the

pruning knife.

In rose pruning, the rule is that strong growing plants require less

severe cutting than the weak growing ones. As roses alwavs flower on
new wood, it is essential that to have good blooms the bushes must be
pruned regularly. All weak growths, exhausted and worn out wood must
be removed, retaining only vigorous growths. It is generally advisable
to always prune to four or five eyes or buds, so as to have subsequent
strong growths, always pruning into the previous season's wood. Spindly
growths, especially in the centres of the bushes, should be removed, the
plants being trained with an open and angular habit.

To prevent loss by decay, it will be advisable to lift and store such
herbaceous plants as delpliiniums, perennial phlox, rudbeckias, &c., also

dahlias, tubers, chrysanthemums, cannas, and perennial sunflowers and
asters. Failing the possibility of doing this, they should be lifted gently
with a fork, so as to allow of a slight air space under the crown.
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REMINDERS FOR JULY.
Live Stock.

Horses.—Those stabled and worked n'pularly should be fed liberally. Those
doing fast or heavy work should be clipped ; if not wholly, then trace high. Those
not rugged on coming into the stable at night should be wiped down and in half-

an-hour's time rugged or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Old horses
and weaned foals should be given crushed oats. Grass-fed working horses should
be given hay or straw, if there is no old gras.s, to counteract the purging effects of
the young growth. Old and badly-conditioned horses should be given some
boiled barley or linseed. Mares due to foal early if in poor condition should be
fed liberally. Commence preparing stallion for season, especially if worked.

Cattle.—Cows, if not housed, should be rugged. Rugs should be removed
and aired in the daytime when the shade temperature reaches 60 degrees. Give
a ration of hay or straw, whole or chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of

the young grass. Cows about to calve, if over fat, should be put into a paddock
in which the feed is not too abundant. Newly-calved cows should be fed liberally

to stimulate milk (low. Calves should be kept in warm, dry shed.
Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm, well-ventilated styes. Keep stye?

clean and dry. Store pigs should be placed in fattening styes. Sows in fine

weather should be given a grass run. Young pigs over two months old should be
removed from lucerne run.

Sheep.—Go carefully through all breeding flocks on conclusion of lambing.
Reserve all best-framed and profitable-fleeced ewes. Ear mark all found unde-
sirable to breed from, and dispose of uny that may be fat before prices recede
in the spring. Use a neat mark for ear-marking, not the " slash," " top off,"

and other oversized unsightly marks. Discard all undersized, narrow-framed
ewes, any with short yellow fleeces, those with thin locky staple, any with
very fine, light, and wasty fleeces, ewes with " bottle " udders, single teats,

undershot, overshot, or otherwise deformed mouths, ewes si.v years old and
over. Draw teeth of aged ewes altogether, if showing open and signs of feed
slipping t^irough. Consider well before selling any early born, good-fleeced ewe
lambs this coming season. Select best rams for future service: remember, wide,
thick sheep are best thrivers, but they must carry good fleeces as w^ell. Keep
all ewes well crutched and the udiloi!- ;ind eyes well cleared of wool previous to
lambing. Give lambing flocks good attention.

Poultry.—Mating of birds intended for breeding purposes should receive im-
mediate attention. Ten second-season Leghorns or Minorcas, or six of the heavier
birds, such as Orpingtons, Plymouth Rocks, and Wyandottes (preferably in their
•second year), with a vigorous unrelated cockerel will be found satisfactory. Table
birds bred in March or April will pay handsomely prior to tlie Cup Carnival.
A tonic in drinking water as a preventive against chicken pox and other ailments
is advantageous.
y Cultivation.

Farm.—Finish sowing barley, peas and beans, and late white oats in backward
districts. Trim hedges. Fallow for potatoes, maize, and other summer crops f
in early districts, plant potatoes. Graze off early crops where possible.

Orchard.—Continue to plant deciduous fruit trees, bush fruits, and straw-
berries. Continue cultivating and pruning. Spray for mites, aphides, and scales.

Flower Garden.—Plant shrubs, climbers, and permanent plants, including
roses ; also annuals and herbaceous perennials, early Gladioli, Liliums, Iris, and
similar plants. Continue digging, manuring, trenching, and liming.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant out seedlings. Sow seeds of carrots, parsnips,
cauliflowers, onions, peas, broad beans, and tomatoes. Dig all vacant plots.

Vineyard.—Prooeed witli pruning, burning off, and ploughing. Where
Anthracnose { black spot ) has been prevalent special care must be taken in

burning off to leave no affected twigs on the ground. Complete, as early
as possible, the application of manures if nut already done. Mark ovit land
for new plantations. If ground is in good order and not too wet, proceed w'ith

plantation of young vines (unpruned). Remove cuttings or scions from vines
previously marked, and keep fresh by burying horizontally in almost dry sand in

cool, sheltered jdace. Permanently stake or trellis last year's plantations.
Cellars.—Rack all young wines, whether previously racked or not. Rack older

wines also. For this work choose, as much as possible, fine weather and high
barometer. Fill up regularly all unfortified wines. This is a good time for
bottling wine.
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THAT Ihc Ruakura

Oal 15 rust-resislant

IS undoubled. Dur-

ing the four years of ils

existence, no sign of smul

or root fungus has made
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power of the new oat.

Slightly grey in colour,

the oat is thin-skinned and

of fine quality, the bushel

weight—the true test of

value— being 46 lbs.

Price. 10/6 per bushel;

10 - per bushel in sack

lots. Stock limited.

RUAKURA OAT

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston Street, Melbourne
Established 18SO Tel. Central 729
Nurseries Orrong Rd., Armadale, Adjoining Toorak Rly. Station
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under ihe Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State, it contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds lor 1914-15, and the third for 1913-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by tlie Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 lOs. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1.000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.:

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

—

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam"s Record 14713 lbs. milk ... 6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

G. Dam's ,, 10548 4 ,. „ 9155
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS
Cockerels and Pullets - - 21/- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 21/- each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July- October, 1917. Price, £1 Is. per Sitting.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS-DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Mating

Cosh No. 1 Special

Subiaco No. I Special

Cosh-Swift X Moritz

Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park

1

1

1

1

I

From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 eggs at

Bendigo Single Pen Competition, 1916-17—World's Record.

Note.-W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914 1915). which

established the still unbeaten world's record of 1 .699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £75

_ To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
(jSjlf^ forw^arded for each sitting. No guarantee of

fertility or replacements will therefore be made.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS .

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chsirman and Mnnaning Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, E«q.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, E.q. DAVID HUNTER, E.q.

ThiB Company Acts as Executor or Joint EKecutor of Wiila, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent tor Absentees under PoMfer of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

**MONKEY " =AND= "WALLABY " JACKS

/%.

For

GRUBBING
TREES A
and '

(

STUMPS
and

v.. , GENERAL Vi
mi- HEAVY I

'^^-- LIFTING

Our complete illustrated calalof it free, if yoa have one use it, if you haven't WRITE US TO-DAY!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

p
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HORSES versus TRACTORS
Comparative cost (or one year of 1 ,000 working hours of 8 horses against a

Tractor with a pull equal to 8 horses. The aniounls for horses are results of

tests by Government experts, except those for depreciation, which is taken at

the very low estimate of £2. Is. 8d. per horse per year. The figures inclucic

interest at 6"o on cost, depreciation of horse and harness, shoeing, feed,

sundries, and labour, but not driver's time. Feed is priced at current rales

based on the United States ration of 4.600 lbs. of oats, and 6,300 lbs. of chaff

per horse per year. Government experts find that horses actually work from

700 to 1 .000 hours yearly, therefore, in this comparison, 1 ,000 hours is taken

for both horses and tractor.

HORSES for 1,000 working hours per year.

8 horses at £34. 17s. each—per year

Cost for working 8 horses for 1 working hour

£278 16

3 7

TRACTOR for 1,000 working hours per year.

6°:; Interest on cash outlay £420

Kerosene, at li galls, per hour=l,500 galls, (n' 1/6

Oil, at J gallon per 10 hours = 75 galls. @ 4/-

Depreciation and Repairs, 1 3% on cost £420

Labour, cleaning and oiling, assumed to be same as in horses

above, though it is less - - - -

£25 4

112 10

15

63

Cost of Trartnr for 1 work ing I

8 16

£224 10

4 6

SAVING BY USING TRACTOR - £54 6
With Kerosene @ 1/- per gallon the saving in 100 days of

10 hours is . . . - - £91 16 O

So a Tractor saves £l a week. and. in addition, drives all kinds of machinery

up to 24 H.P. for which your horses are useless. If you have an engine and

8 horses, it will pay you to sell it and 5 horses, for which you will get about

£275. Then get a " Waterloo Boy" Tractor, and you will do your own
work quicker and better than with horses, and you can, if you like, make the

Tractor pay for itself by doing your neighbour's work.

The "Waterloo Boy" Kersone Tractor is not a novelty but a great tractor

that has proved its worth. 2.874 of them were sold to farmers in 1916.

Some of these are working m England— the home of good machinery.

12 H.P. at

Draw-bar,

equal to

8 horses.

24 B H P.

at Belt.

Works orj

Kerosene.

MITCHELL & CO. ^'^^^^
Office and Factory : Show Rou) Koom :

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE 596 BOURKE ST., MELBOURNE
Agencies in all important toM/ne.

Plma»* toy you taw thia Advt. whmn writing for particalara.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

dire(5t into the ship's hold. Electric motor power totals 820 H.F.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and conneded with the Cool Stores by diredl lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shuntmg in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vi(5loria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produfls are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conne<5ted with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produdion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.

Ai.BKKT J. .Mliilkti. Uuveriinicut I'rinter, Mt'lli"unic.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

^ ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder,

and put up (or ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz..

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "OIL MEAL"
MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment s notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do belter with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

** MAIZE OIL MEAL'^ "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footacray 364
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GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that diredl shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condud of Cool Stores places

producers in an independent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produ<!ls.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

, 1 Office: 10383 Central
VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)

} £„,,_.,„.cw,. ..

,0382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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POWERFUL

SKP 1 SOIL FUMIGATOR
I'^^SECTlClOt/JI Destroj-. Eel Worms, Wire

'••Is «.«._>..« > -_. i^M Worms, Leather Jackets,

Slugs, Millipeds, and the hke.

Oir

Specialized

Mail

Order

Department

will

always

be glad

to forward

full details,

prices,

when

requested

!

Tins 1,'-= and 3/- each
InJispensable in every Kitchen Garden.

BRUNNING'S PREPARED RED SPRAYING OIL

Most effective of all Contact insecticides, killing all insects and insect eggs

that It reaches. BRUNNING'S PREPARED RED SPRAYING
OIL is a scientific compound, containing nothing injurious to plant life,

but is invaluable for the destruction of Wooly Aphis, Peach Aphis, San

Jose Scale, Mussel Scale, Vine Scale, Red Spider, Thrip, While

Louse. Pink and White Scale, Maori Mite, and Orange Aphis.

Specially prepared by the Vacuum Cil Company.

PINESPRAY
PLANT WASH AND
I NSECTICI DE —
Economical and efficacious in

ihc desiruction ol Green Fly,

Black Fly, and all olher insect

mlesling (oltage.

Price per lin- 3 6

ALPHA SPRAYERS
ALPHA No. 5— Mosl suitable

(or Orchard Spraying. Capacity.

3; gals. Price— complete —
ALPHA No. 3 — Ideal for

Garden and Greenhouse use.

Capacity. 3 quarts.

Price

-

84-

27 6
Alpha Sprayer, worl^ed by compressed air, easy and effeciioe.

"Everything for the Garden." 64 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne.
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Perfect Fruit.
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PEACH APHIS

There are two varieties—black and
green. Both destroy the young
shoots of Peaches and Japanese
Plums

Prepared

Red

Spraying

Oil
(Note the Trade Mark)

— the Oil that

mixes easily with

Cold Water.

Makes Healthy Trees and Clean Fruit.

Increases the Crop.

Full Directions on each tin.

Write for 'Descriptive Booklet fPost Free).

Vacuum Oil Co. Proprietary Ltd.

Throughout the Commonweahh
and New Zealand
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USE Improved
:: 1914 ::

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters m Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

O/" gal. :: 6/6pergal. ::

Con aining Two ^^ / per Or Eight 1-gal. tins

4-gal. tins ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

Either of these
British-Built Engines

for £10:0:0
and the balance od our easy

terms pay as you earn.

The LISTER" Petrol

JmiIIeIIIv An exceedingly simple engine of^ very few parts ; any one can look
ailer it. 5l(ong and efficienl, they drive the heaviest
farm machinery and give no cause (or worry. Fitted
with high tension magneto ignition and special car-

buretter, giving instant starting, has low fuel con-
sumption, runs all day with practically no attention.
Over 3.000 " Lister" Engines are in use in Aus-
tralia, proof of their great reliability and efficiency.

Slocked in 3 H.P., 5 H.P.. and 7 H.W sizes.

The"TANGYE" Lampless

Ull Elllfi^inC l> the embodiment ol^ simplicity, and can be
operated by any one alter a few minutes instruction.

It IS economical to run and starts instantly on petrol,

then switches on to kerosene. The '* Tangye "

Lampless Oil Engine is fitted with magneto igni-

tion has special type of governor which gives

steadiness in running and economy of fuel. The
lubricating system is reliable and ensures thorough oil-

ing. The "Tangye" will drive all classes of farm
machinery at (he minimum cost for fuel and upkeep,

f 1 O ^ASH DOWN—Balance on easy terms.^ ^ ^ Erected and started by expert — Free.

h:

Write for General Catalog—-just tisaed, with prices, descriptioni, illaitralions

of eoffinet, implemenli, machinery, and (arm tools. Free on requeit.

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES PTY. LTD.
lis STURT STREET, SOUTH MELBOURNEy
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Auto-
Spray
No. 5

May be Used
for—

Spraying trees, vines,

garden truck, pota-

toes, and any field

crops, and for handl-

ing whitewash and

disinfectants.

Entirely made of brass, doing away with all danger of corrosion. The pump is double-

acting. This feature makes the spray continuous. Made in various sizes. Send
your address and we'll post free an illustrated Auto-Spray Book by return of mail.

MS-Phersons)
p'-''^ Proprietary Limited ^»——

^

FOR ALL FARM AND ORCHARD TOOLS

SS4-66 and 582-88 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE.
SI -65 BATHURST STREET, SYDNEY, N.S.WALES.
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A "Billabong"
WINDMILL PLANT
Is built on lines for hard work and long service, and is just the

plant of the Progressive man. Good Quality Materials are used

throughout, and Wearing Parts are few. The "Blllaliong" is not

likely to get out of order or run up repair bills if i)rof>erly cared
for. Behind the "Billabong" stanils the re[>utation of our firm,

whose good work is known throiigliout the Coninionwealth, and
in South Africa. Fully illustrated CATALOCi POST FREE

When sending ask also for "Billabong"
Troughing Folder.

No other Trough has the " Billabong" odvatitages. The
Body Joints of the " Billabonj;:" Sheep and Cattle

Troujyhs interlock—-that's why "Billabong" Troughs
never leak or pull apart. The joint is the strongest

part—and the rest is extra strong too. A heavily

constructed and durable Steel Trough at a low price.

Horse and Pig Troughs
Made of Sheet Steel, stroni^Iy re-inforced, and made for

rouyh usage.

BILUBI

M^ yvuHS »iLj

Agents for "BILLABONG" Windmills.

West Aastralia- Messrs. W. D. Moore & Co., Fremanlle.

South Australia Messrs. J. H. Horwood & Co. Ltd., Adelaide.

Queensland—Messrs. Dalgety & Co. Ltd., Brisbane.

1

We make
Windmills and Pumps

Hydraulic Rams

Troughs and Fiuming

Gal. Iron Tanks and

Tank Stands

C.I. Pipes & Fittings

Plumbers' Brasswork

Engineers' Brasswork

Church and School

Bells

Water Meters

Sheet Lead

Lead and Compo and

Tin Pipe

Lead Traps

Galv. Iron Spouting

Down Pipes, &c.,&c.

391-403 Bourke St., p™. Q.
IJOHN

MELBOURNE ^
^^rsz:^,,.,

iSONl
324-330 Pitt St.,

SYDNEY
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JERSEY BUTTER BULLS
Dam'B Performance under «,« . ,
Govemmeot HerdTeBtinif. ^» <•"?•• Age.

SIRE-MABEL'S CHIEF (imp.).

BoUs.

ETTIE 4th (2889) December, 1914
ThiBSesieon .. 8,743 lbs. Milk.

445 lbs. Butter (4 '46 test).

SILVERMINE 5th (1386) - February, 1816

Last Season .. 6,515 lbs. Milk.
322 lbs. Butter (6-12 test).

AUDREY LASSIE (825) 2nd October, 1916

Last Season . . 7,657 lbs. Milk.
440 lbs. Butter (6-04 test).

Dam's Performance under
Government Herd Testinfl:.

r78 days. Age.

4. LASSIE 2nd (1136) December, 1915

Last Season .. 9,335 lbs. Milk.

61^i lbs. Butter (4 '79 test).

This Season .. 8,544 lbs. Milk.
478 lbs. Butter (4 '81 test).

5. LASSIE (509) • • January, 1916

Last Season . . 7,340 lbs. Milk.
425 lbs. Butter <5'08 test).

This Season .. 6,997 lbs. Milk.
417 lbs. Butter (5 '24 test).

Apply:—C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG, VICTORIA.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire. Marine, Fidelity Gaaraotee, Plate

Glass, PenoDal Accident and Sicknew,

Employers' Liability, Workmen's Compeo-

•atioB. Fablic Risk, Motor Car, and Barclary.

tm- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOIVIIVIEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualificalions are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subject* taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our Proapellus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOAV

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try il. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War.

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 96% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Work.- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, 5<,/e Proprietor,

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.
Notable AKriculturisU say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Seuioiu commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

Total Feea—

£25/-/- per annum.

Alternative Coaraet—
(a) Diploma Course .. Three Yean.

(6) One Year'« Course.

The Collese coDtaios modero and well equipped laboratory and ledture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,91 3 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1 .000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry, Poultry. Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raising. DairyLns,
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees^£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq.. Seci <'tary. Council of Agricultural Edacation,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, ot the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloe*.

Renewable OarrOQ
Boxes k, Oil Gaps.

The onl7 Steel
Wheel that hat
etood the Tett.

BEWARE OP
IMITATIONS

Wheeli QuraaUed tor 1 jeari against Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.-Irrigationists, Orcharduti, Farmer*.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheel!, M* and SZ'dia. i'Tjita. Tahle, 8i x 5) leeL Pole or Shatta. Weight 10 ew«.

Ordinary '?lock Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
ThtM Wheels ar« gwantetd and will la»t for all tvms.

HIGHER WHEEl^ IF NEEDEX), 'ltd Wagons built to cany any weight up t« M Utea.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all claeses of littSe WaKons for i^arm abd Stattou work.
Wagons Shipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

100 lb. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

'v 10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Wfttt for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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Clone1
GATES
-J-H E Cyclone Book

No. 30 illustrates

more designs of Gates
and Fences than any
similar Catalogue in any
part of the world. Get
it if you have not already
got one.

Fig. 240 Cyclone
Ornamental Handgate

4 ft- 6 in- liiv-'li

CYCLONE
PTY. LTD.

Fig. 234—Cyclone
Ornamental Handga

4 ft- high

459-461 SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE

This Journal
offers exceptional

: : advantages : :

To Stock Owners,

Produce Agents

and Stock Sales-

men, Implement

Makers, Sellers

of Milking Ma-

chines and Dairy

Utensils, Orchard

Appliances and

Materials, and all

Farmers' Supplies

for Advertising

8,000 copies per month Guaranteed
Circulation throughout the Country
Districts of Victoria and amongst
Farmers of the Commonwealth, reach-
ing also country professional men,
tradesmen, schoolmasters, teachers,
and the like. Exceptionally satisfac-

tory re-iults have followed the adver-
tising of Stud Stock in this JournaL

^.toffi^iTitZlrs: Mr. J. J. WRIGHT and Mrs. HEMMING
c/o Editor, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, Esq.

Thia Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, anc| Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

" I am very well pleased with the Grubbers, as they are doing very good work. With mine I have
close on 1,000 trees and stumps grubbed out. I have done all this work myself without any assistance.
So I consider the Grubber has more than doubly paid for itself."

Frdl Th« "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land clearlns, is always ready, and can be wrorked in
/rom— the very rougheat country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Deposit.

CROP GROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA '

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS!"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" f^^'f^ Brand on every Sheet

w

Obtainable From all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL. SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR ,v
BOX 53.

JRNE.GRAIN TO US. ^ G.P.O., MELBOURNE.
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NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and

at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

I/you are interested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sole Agents lor NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd., GUSGOW.

WHIN KNOUIRtNa, PLKASK MENTION THIS JOURNAL.
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My Calf?

—
• 5,500,000 CALVES

Have to be reared to replace the 5J
millions cattle short in Australia.

Splendid prices warrant the dairy-
man rearing every calf dropped.
Australia is not alone in this short-

age, as it is the world's supply that
has been denuded.

WHY YOU SHOULD REAR ON

SKINNER^S CALF MEAL
Skinner's prevents scour even when fed in small quantities with skim milk.

Skinner's contains Cod Liver Oil—the others don't—and we score heavily.

Skinner's is tlie richest meal on the market and goes farthest.

Skinner's, £ for £, is cheaper than linseed meal.

Skinner's is a perfect new milk substitute.

Skinner's can be fed without any milk.

Skinner's can be fed with whey.

Skinner's contains the lirae, phosphates, salts, true fats, and flesh formers
;

therefore,

Imilds stamina, constitution, bone, and flesh.

added in small quantities to skim milk, makes a better calf at a
very low cost, and acts as an insurance against .scour, tubercu-
losis, &c.

has .scores of other good points, which make it the most popular
Calf Meal in Australia and the most ])rolitable food a dairy-
man can use.

Skinner's
Skinner's

Skinner's

You want Profits and Results-then use SKINNER'S Goods

PRICES : 25 lbs., 6/6 ; 50 lbs., 1 2/9 ; 100 lbs., 25/-
Sold by Factories and Co-op. Stores

Agents—

Gippsland & Northern Co-operative Selling:
and insurance Co. Ltd.

492-494 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

*!• Vi^V^V^l!V,DlJLiI^9 Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES.

STABLES, SHEDS. See

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
s YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD 77ie Optician

'Phone 6778 Equitablc Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

- To FARMERS and OTHERS, i—^i-^—
For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

!^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
Si HARDWOOD TIMBERS

.^1^^^—^ THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ———^—
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

¥'o''ul- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
'PHONGS 10BB1-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 a. P.O.
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MORE
EGGS!

CUNLIGHT OIL CAKE is rich in m
Albuminoids and low in Moisture. (

The general cause of shortage in eggs ^
is either too high feeding or too low. J
For laying hens, Sunlight Oil Cake will m
quickly give a return which will astonish

the owner. For chickens at any time

after the age of 6 weeks it is unequalled. B
Sunlight Oil Cake will impart the glossy m
sheen to the birds' appearance so prized

by the fancier, and is specially valuable J
for this reason alone to all exhibitors of

show poultry. It puts on solid flesh in J
an extremely short space of time, and

experiments have proved that young,

scraggy birds fed almost entirely on it |
have become covered with good plump
meat in a few weeks, thus doubling their F
value to the market poulterer.

m A 32-Paze Booklet— '" Poultry Profits"

H sent free on application to—
H Lever Brothers Limited,

^ Melbourne.

jT-.
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WINDMILLS
Alston's New Gearless

Is the

Simplest

WindmiU

Motion
ever invented

Only Three

working purta

Ball Bearing!

Thronghont

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Ran in Oil

Oi!£ 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in ose

throughout

Australia

^-NO ATTENTION REQUIRED ^^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and 'Pump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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APPLE CULTURE IX VICTORIA.

By J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued from page 344.)

The Blooming of Apple Trees.

With the genial return of spring and its seasonable, invigorating

accompaniments, comes the development and opening of the young
leaves of the apple tree. This reveals the delicate tracery of pink

which soon expands and envelops the tree in a beautiful floral robe,

that for a brief period obscures the developing garment of green

foliage. Thus the arrival of spring marks the commencement of the

orchardist's year, and the blooming of his trees is regarded by him
as the frontispiece of Nature's annual picture book.

This great change in the appearance of the tree as compared with

its winter aspect, is brought about by the earth's annual motion.
Again Victoria is gradually brought into a favorable position in rela-

tion to the sun whence our orchard soils obtain their surface heat
which plays such an important part in the growth of the tree, as

explained in connexion with osmosis.

When compared witli the otlier States of the Commonwealth, Vic-

toria, partly on account of its latitudinally favorable geographical

position and consequent temperate climate, and partly owing to the

high horticultural attainments of its fruit-growers, supplemented by
their keen industrial efforts generally, is the most successful apple-

growing State on the mainland.

The variation in the physical features of Victoria and its many
classes of soil also render our State suitable for the cultivation of

almost all the other fruits grown commercially in the Commonwealth.
As the individual characteristics and needs of these become known
they are assigned to localities suitable to their requirements and profit-

able cultivation.

7233.—

1
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Structural Formation of the Flower.

When tlif subject of pnining was lieiiig dealt with it was fully

explained and ahuiulaiit illustrations given, sliowing, under the various

conditions, the classes of wood on which the blossoms are produced,

so that we may now safely pass on to the structural formation of the

flower.

Plate 101 shows a row of shapely Statesman trees in full bloom.

The blooming period of the apple tree, normal conditions prevailing,

from the time the ])etals show pink in the blossom until they drop

off the tree after fertilization has taken place, occupies about ten

days.

The flowers are the reproductive organs of the tree. The apple tree

flower usually consists, like those of other pomaceous fruits, of a pistil

in five divisions with their stigmas. These pistil divisions form a

union of their styles above the nectary through which they pass and
develop into an ovary divided into five chambers, each of which con-

tains two ovules or embryonic pips. Twenty stamens stand around

the edge of the disk, and in this position their antliers or pollen cases

are in close pro.ximity to the stigmas on the points of the pistil divi-

sions. A corolla of five pink or white petals, according to the variety,

is supported by the sepals at the point where they form the rim of

the disk, when the flower is fully expanded. Then there are on the

outside the five small pointed leaves or sepals which form a cup for

the flower bud, and which protect the more delicate and vital organs

during their earlier stages. When the fruit has attained that con-

dition of develojunent commonly referred to as having " set," through

the process of fertilization, and when the sepals are made to close up
through the swelling of the fruit, this part is then better known as

the calyx of the apple.

Apple blossoms are mostly borne in clusters of florets, generally

six in each, and the centre one invariably opens earlier than the others

which encircle it. Although as a rulfe the centre floret is shorter

stemmed and stronger than the others, yet, when the tree leets a

heavy crop of fruit, this predominant floret is usually subdued.

Plate 102 is a photograph, natural size, of a cluster of Rome
Beauty blossoms. The stalks of the individual flowers have com-
menced to separate from each other, and the sepals of the centre

floret have opened exposing the still folded petals.

Fig. 2 depicts six stages of the flower of the London Pippin
variety, which was known until recently as Five Crown, its name, like

some others, having been changed by the Pomological Committee.
The condition of the florets of the blossom bud, when they com-

mence to stand apart, is represented by .specimen (a), which, a few
days later assumes the formation of (b), which, a little later still,

becomes plump like (c) and shows pink in the petals before they

commence to open. When stage (d) is reached the protective cover-

ings of sepals and petals begin to open and individually expand. This

permits of the gradual development of the stamens and pistils which
are the male and female organs respectively. In (c) it will be

observed that the sunlight has commenced to act upon the central

organs, which soon become strengthened, as shown in (/).
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Plate 103 gives^ four phases of the flower of the Granny Smith
Variety. These illustrate the different conditions and positions of the

stamens and pistil in relation to each other during the later stages of

Plate 102.—Fig. 1.—A cluster of Rome Beauty blossoms (natural size).

Fig. 2.—Six stages of London Pippin blossoms (natural size).

their existence. Owing to the pressure exerted by the sepals and
petals, as shown in (a), upon the central organs, the latter have to

retain their somewhat contorted forms until they are liberated like {h).
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At this stage the stigmas begin to assume their receptive condition

as the pollen ripens in the anthers, and the process of fertilization

takes place while the male and femak^ organs are in the condition

shown in (c). When this stage has passed the petals fall off and the

flower assumes the appearance of (c?).

Plate 103.—Four of the last stages of the flower of the Granny Smith variety.

(Natural size.)

Plate 104.—Sections of the flowers of the Jonathan, London Pippin and Eome
Beauty, showing the relative position, &c., of the stamens to the pistils.

(Natural size.)

Plate 104 gives four vertical sections each of the flowers of the

Jonathan, London Pippin, and Rome Beauty varieties respectively.

When mounting these specimens to be photographed the writer removed
the petals from the first three specimens of each kind, and portions

of the sepals of the four as shown. The pistils were retained with

two stamens on each side. Specimens (a), (&), (c), {d) are from a

Jonathan tree, and they corresponded, prior to being mounted, with
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those similarly lettered in Plate 103. Figures (e), (/), {g), (h), and

{i)> (j)j (^)y (0 are London Pippin and Rome Beauty flowers respec-

tively, showing correspondingly similar conditions of the vital organs

of the blooms of these varieties.

Plate 105 shows two decentralized flowers ; Fig. 1 is Jonathan and

Fig. 2 is Bellflower. In mounting these specimens to be photographed

Plate 105.—Decentralized Flowers.
Fig. 1—Of the Jonathan. Fig. 2.—of the Bellflower. (5-6ths natural size.)

the writer was careful when decentralizing the various organs to see

that they should occupy positions as relatively near each other as they

did when the flowers were intact.

In order to arrange the organs of the flowers as shown, cross

sections of the ovaries were first made and placed in the centre. Then
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the five pistil divisions, twenty stamens, five sepals, and five petals

were removed from the flowers and arranged as they appear in the

illustrations.

To acquire a thorough practical ;is well a.< the ordinary theoretical

knowledge of the botanical construction of the apple tree flower it is

essential that every earnest student of horticulture should dismember
and decentralize the flowers in this manner.

Plate 106 shows the petals of the flower of a Gravenstcin tree.

These organs of the flowers of the several varieties, like their leaves,

vary in size according to the class of soil and other conditions under
which the trees are grown. This characteristic is more noticeable

in the Gravenstein, however, than in any other variety. The specimens
in this plate, like those in Plate 105, arc five-sixths natural size.

Plate 106.—Large Petals of the Gravenstein. (5-6tlis natural size.)

A natural-size photograph of a section of an apple blossom, or

even an enlargement of same, in which its parts may be lettered in the

usual way as a guide to beginners in the study of the botanical con-

struction of the flower, is rarely as distinct as a drawing. Conse-

quently, the diagram of the longitudinal section in Plate 107 gives a

more lucid illustration of the various parts which constitute the flower.

Not alone should this diagram be consulted in connexion with past

references made to the organs of the flower, but it may also be taken

in part to illustrate future statements which will have reference mostly

to pollination, fertilization, and nomenclature.

A flower is said to be perfect when it contains all its organs and
is normally developed, conditions which almost Invariably characterize

apple blossoms.
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Plate 107.—Diagram of Longitdinal Section of the riower (Enlarged).

A—The Sepal.

B—The Petal.

C—The Stamen.
D—The Anther.
E—The Stigma.
F—The Style.

G—Union-of the Pistil divisions.

H—The Nectary.
I—The Pvind.

J—The Stem.
K—The Ovule
L—The Ovary.
M—The Fleshy Part.

N—Point of union with the Parent Twig.

Plate 108.—Enlarged cross section of a young fruit, showing the ovary, ovules,

and vascular bundles.
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A staminate flower has stamens but no pistil, wliile one of the

pistilliferous character has a pistil without stamens. While carrying
out observations and collecting data in this regard, the writer was
unable to discover an apple tree producing flowers of the former
character, while one producing those of the latter was found, photo-

graphic illustrations of winch will be given later on. Mr. E. Wallis,

Orchard Supervisor, has found in the Bacchus Marsh district an apple

tree which was sterile in consequence of its producing staminate
flowers.

Pollination and Fertilization.

When the sepals and petals, in turn, expand they liberate the male
and female organs, which, favorable weather ensuing, soon arrive at

the stage of pollination. The pollen, a single grain of which is almost
microscopic, but when in clusters may be easily seen by the naked eye,

quickly ripens in the anthers, which then burst and liberate it. During
this period, in the case of self-pollination, the stigma assumes the

condition of receptivity which is indicated by the appearance of a little

sticky fluid oozing from it.

A pollen grain lodges on this fluid in the mouth of the stigma, it

then absorbs the moisture, and sends out, or rather elongates into, a

tube, which passes down through the centre of the pistil division to

the ovary (L), the walls of which are indicated by the arrows. The
tube reaches its destination on entering the micropyle, or opening in

the ovule, and then acts as a channel through which the protoplasm
or living and life-giving fluid is conveyed from the pollen grain to the

ovule, which it fertilizes.

After fertilization has taken place the young fruit commences to

swell, and establishes its connexion with the tree through calling on
it for support. But blossoms which fail to set fruit, from whatever
cause, soon Icse their vitality and part company with the tree at the

base of the flower stalk, the point (N).
Through systematic winter pruning a reasonable quantity of

blossom buds of good quality may be maintained on the trees, and
usually when from 10 to 20 per cent, of the flowers produce fruit,

other conditions being favorable, a good crop may be anticipated.

However, trees, which are allowed to exhaust themselves by producing
abnormally heavy crops of blossoms through want of scientific prun-

ing, may set as many, but inferior fruits, on from 3 to 5 per cent, of

their blooms.

Plate 108 is a diagram showing an enlarged cross section through

the ovary of a young fruit. In its normal condition, as shown, the

ovary consists of five chambers, the carpels or walls of which are com-
posed of a comparatively strong, tough, membraneous substance. But
when the pistil divisions deviate from the normal by showing an
increase or a decrease in their number, the ovary chambers vary in

number correspondingly. Photographic illustrations showing ovaries

divided into four and three chambers respectively with corresponding

pistil divisions, will be given later. Prior to and during the period

of fertilization the ovules stand in pairs in the ends of the chambers

next the centre and are so conveniently placed that the pollen tubes

are easily brought into contact with them. The relative positions, in
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whicli the cross sections of the ovules are shown in the illustration,

however, represent those they occupy when fertilization is completed

and when they have commenced to develop. The ten clusters of black

dots represent the positions of the vascular bundles, which, as the

apple develops, branch into fibro-vascular strands through the fleshy

part, bracing the apple together and acting as food channels as well.

: ^9
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Plate 109, Fig. 1, is a photograph of clusters of Jonathan pollen

grains, which appear white on the black back-ground. Fig. 2 is a

drawing of a highly-enlarged vertical section of a pistil division depict-

ing the pollen grain (A) in the jaws of the stigma. The position of

the sticky fluid, which oozes from the stigma prior to the time of

pollination, and which is absorbed by the pollen grain during the

period of its germination, is indicated by (B), while (C) shows the

jx)lleu tube, after passing down tlie pistil, enlering the micropyle in

the ovule. Through this tube the life-giving protoplasm passes from
the pollen grain to the ovule, which, by infusion, it fertilizes.

Sterility In Apple Trees.

While the admirer of nature's floral decorations is in a state of

ecstasy when he beholds an apple orchard in bloom diluting the air

with a delicate, pleasing perfume, and adorning the district in which
it is situated, its owner is experiencing a most anxious time.

Although the enterprising and industrious orchardist brings about

these pleasing surroundings, he is unable to fully appreciate, in this

respect, the result of his labours, because the success or failure of his

fruit crop for the year largely depends on the ways of nature during
this critical period. The anxiety is considerably alleviated, however,

when the orchardist commences and continues to work his trees on
scientific lines. In this connexion the careful selection of buds from
which to propagate the trees and prevent variety degeneration, the

choosing of suitable soil and favorable locality conditions, the insuring

of interpollination of sterile or partly sterile varieties by interplanting

with others suitable for this purpose, and the maintenance of a few
hives of bees in a cosy corner of the orchard, are details, which, of

recent times have become ethics in modern horticultural science.

The officers of the Orchard Supervision Branch have for many
years advocated the practice of these essential details, with such a

hearty response on the part of the fruit-growers, that at the present

time it is difficult to find a young orchard being established in which
these remedial measures against sterility are not being employed.

Sterility in certain varieties of apple trees has become more appa-
rent during late years than it was formerly, and the supervisors had
frequently to explain the cause of this. The old apple orchard con-

tained many varieties, and thus interpollination, in this respect, was
unconsciously provided for. But the modern orchard is planted with

only a few selected varieties, which may not bloom simultaneously,

and it is essential, in order to cross pollinate successfully, that the

stigmas of the sterile variety should be in the receptive condition when
the pollen of the fertilizer is ripe.

The chief causes of sterility and " shy " bearing may be summarized
as follows :

—

1. Some trees do not blossom freely, and rarely bear fruit, owing
to variety degeneration, caused mainly by the propagator having
failed to carefully select the buds from which the trees were grown.

2. The neglect of scientific pruning and the consequent produc-

tion of an niincppssarily large quantity of blossom, through which
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tbe stamens and pistils are weakened, the pollen partly impotent,

and the trees' vitality impaired during the blooming period.

3. The natural weakness or imperfection of the structural for-

mation of the flowers or impot«ncy of the pollen.

4. The insufficiency of fluid in the stigmas to insure the ger-

mination of the pollen grains and to facilitate the elongation of

the pollen tubes.

5. The stigmas assuming the receptive condition before the

pollen is ripe, or vice versa.

6. The planting of varieties on unsuitable soils or under un-

favorable' climatic conditions.

7. The neglect of inter-planting sterile sorts with varieties suit-

able for interpollination.

8. The want of bees, in or near the orchard, as a cross-pollinat-

ing agency by which cross-fertilization is greatly facilitated.

That Nature, in animal life, abhors inbreeding is reflected in the

weak bodily condition and general imperfect constitution of the speci-

mens resulting from a too close blood relationship of the parents form-

ing the union. The law which governs animal reproduction, in this

respect, is also applicable in a marked degree to the fertilization of the

blossoms of fruit trees, and, to some extent, in plant life generally.

The stigmas, in obedience to this law, mostly repel, or endeavour

to repel, the pollen from their own flowers, and even that from the

flowers of a different tree of the same variety.

Cross-fertilized flowers invariably set a heavier crop of better-shaped

fruits, which contain larger numbers of fully-developed seeds, than

those self-fertilized.

Continual heavy rains, accompanied by comparatively low tem-

peratures and intermittent frosts during the blooming, practic-

ally prevent the setting of all varieties; but these conditions, even in

localities which favour them, are rare. Dry, hot wdnds, on the other

hand, reduce the quantity of fluid in the stigmas and encourage the

development of Thrip (Thrips tahaci), which often destroy tbe reproduc-

tive organs of late-blooming varieties and prevent their setting.

Medium temperatures with occasional light showers, afford ideal con-

ditions during the blooming period.

Generally speaking, of the early-blooming sorts, the Jonathan, par-

ticularly when cultivated under the conditions which produce rank
growth, is one of the most noticeable of those which comply freely

with Nature's law relating to reproduction by retaining its self-sterility.

It has been found, however, that when grown on the lighter, well-

cultivated and manured, sweet, Siluran soils, this variety often liberally

meets the orchardist's requirements by producing heavy crops of fruit

without the aid of a cross-fertilizer. Consequently, when dealing with
this subject, it is advisable to generalize rather than to dogmatize.

However, as it is known that cross-fertilization increases the quantity

and improves the quality of the fruit, it is advisable on every occasion

to interplant even to meet the contingency of possible self-sterility. It

is obvious that, when planting cross-fertilizers, varieties of high com-
mercial value should be selected in preference to those of inferior

quality.
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When planting an orchard of Jonathan on rich, well-drained soil,

the Yates may be used to interplant, as these conditions favour its

cultivation ; but when the soil is below the average fertility, and par-
ticularly if undrained, Gravenstein, Delicious, or Sturmer may be
employed. Commencing on the outside with two rows of Yates or

other variety chosen to inter-pollinate, then four rows of Jonathan,
two rows of Yates, and so on until the planting of the block is com-
pleted. One row of Yates or other variety employed for the same
purpose would be sufficient to secure the desired effect, but, in con-

nexion with sj)raying and general management of the orchard, it has
been found desirable to employ two rows successively.

Insufficiency of fluid in the stigmas has been given as one of the

probable causes of sterility. This defect is most noticeable in the

Jonathan, which invariably shows under-development of the stigmas,

and this may be observed in the decentralized flower in Plate 105,

Fig. 1, as compared with the higher development of the stigmas of

the Bellflower, Fig. 2. As a rule, the larger the stignia, the more fluid

it contains. Illustrations of 216 varieties of stigmas will he given
later in connexion with nomenclature of the apple.

The late-blooming varieties, London Pippin, Rome Beauty, &c., are

often sterile if not inter-planted, but an orchard containing a mixture
of these, other conditions being favorable, is usually most fruitful.

The Part the Bee plays in Fruit Production.

In order to fertilize a flower so that it may set fruit, it is neces-

sary that a pollen grain should lodge and germinate in the stigma.

In the case of self-pollination, the pollen may be carried from the

Plate 110.—Bees in the Orchard.
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anthers to the stigmas by wind or by the various insects which inhabit
the flowers during the blossoming period.

When shy-bearing varieties are inter-planted with others whose
pollen is known to fertilize the flowers of the former, bees are the best

agency by which to secure inter-pollination. For this purpose the
orchardist should keep a few hives of bees in a sheltered, warm corner
of the orchard, preferably, facing the north or north-east, so that, dur-
ing early spring, the morning sun may shine on the hives. The
orchardist soon learns the economic management the bees require, and
when he realizes what incalculable assistance they render him in the
orchard, as well as the honey they return, he soon commences to

Plate 111.—The Bee in the Blossom.

beautify the surroundings of the little apiary, and thus provides con-

genial environments under which the bees work to greater advantage.

The bees should be given every facility to operate freely and under
healthy conditions, therefore, the trees should never be sprayed while
in bloom. Nor is there any occasion to use spray mixture during this
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period. The Bordeaux Mixture, or other spray for Black Spot, should

be used about four days before the petals open, and the first spray for

Codliu Moth .should not be applied until after the petals have fallen.

Plate 110 shows an orchard apiary, with the trees in full bloom,

and it is reproduced from an illustration given by Mr. F. R. Beuhne
in his article on bees in the Journal of Agriculture for May, 1914. It

is not desirable in a commercial orcluird to have the hives amongst
the trees, as they should be out of the way for cultivation, spraying,

&c., and as the bees are capable of travelling a considerable distance

in search of nectar, they may be housed in almost any corner of the

orchard.

Plate 111 depicts a bee iu a London Pippin flower. It will be

observed that the stamens ^t the anther ends fit rather closely around
the styles, and that the bee has some difficulty iu reaching the nectary

with its proboscis to collect the nectar.

Assume that this is the variety which requires inter-pollination,

and that the bee, with pollen attached to its body, has come from the

tree which was planted to cross-pollinate it. Then it ^\^ll be under-

stood how the foreign pollen grains on the body of the bee are intro-

duced into the stigmas as the insect, in search of the nectar below,

endeavours to force the stamens apart.

The dates on which the different varieties are in full bloom each

year vai-y from seven to ten days, according to the weather conditions

prevailing at the time.

The following is a list of 226 varieties of apples growing in Vic-

toria and their dates of full bloom, which has been compiled by the

orchard supervisors in the various districts as sho-«Ti :

—

DATES OF BLOOMING.
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Dates of
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Dates of Blooming—contiwted.
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Dates of Blooming— cMrfrnwerf.
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ANTHRACNOSE OR BLACK SPOT OF THE VINE
{Manginia ampelina, V. and P.).

Bi/ F. de. Castella^ Government Viticvltnrist, and C. C. Brittlehanh,

Government Pathologist.

After an almost complete absence from Victorian vineyards extend-

ing over some twenty years, Black Spot has re-appeared and, in Syome

localities, at least, in an unusually virulent form. Our long immunity
has led growers, ©specially those whose experience of the vine dates

back less than twenty years, to view the recent outbreak with consider-

able alarm ; yet there ia really no cause for such.

In the first place the disease is quit© amenable to treatment, especi-

ally preventive; and, in the second, the pest is not by any means a new
one. In Europe it has been known since ancient times, whilst in Vic-

toria, both in Rutherglen and Mildura, our two chief vine districts,

older vinegrowers remember it only too well. In the latter district

many of the first planted Sultana blocks suffered severely—the cuttings

of this variety, which is very liable to the disease, having come from

cooler districts where it was prevalent. The winter " swab " on which

we must once again fall back, was well known to Mildura growers in the

nineties.

Has our climate changed? Meteorologists say not; but we seem to

have entered on a cycle of moist, rainy springs, favorable to the disease,

which, together with the absence of steps to combat it, have permitted

it to obtain a firm hold.

As regards the future : Given a return to normal spring weather,

unfavorable to its Sipread, the disease will no doubt revert to the unim-

portant position it has so long occupied. But if we fail to get a dry

spring, and if no preventive steps are taken, grave damage is not only

probable, but certain. A repetition of last year's weather might easily

lead, in the absence of treatment, to a real disaster to growers of

Sultanas and other susceptible varieties, owing to the abundance of the

fungus in its hibernating or resting stages, in which it awaits the return

of spring to renew its activity.

It is hoped that the gravity of the situation will be generally

recognised, and that the standard preventive treatment about to be

described and concerning the efficacy of which there is no room for

doubt, will become general in all vineyards where any signs of

Anthracnose were noticed last spring and summer.

Conditions Favorable to the Disease.

Like most fungi, moisture and heat are essential, but Black Spot

seems to be able to develop at a lower temperature than many other

fungus pests. Localitv thus plays an important part; vines on low-

lying ground are particularly susceptible. The varying intensity of the

disease in different parts of a vineyard is often marked ; serious damage
may be don© in a moist corner liable to fogs and heavy dews, whilst

higher, better drained and better aerated poi'tiona may escape alto-

gether. The susceptibility of moist spots can often b© lessened by
drainage.

Sandy soils, notwithstanding their good drainage, seem conducive

to the spread of Anthracnose; this was particularly noticeable at Mildura
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last season, where vineyards on sandy soils suffered mosti, no doubt for

the reason that such soils long retain a damp surface, thus maintaining

a higher degree of moisture in the supernatent air than stiffer soil on

which a dry crust soon forms. In wet autumns graj)€S on sandy soils are

in similar manner more liable to suffer from mould, for their vegetation

is more luxuriant, and the abundant foliage and more tender tissues no

doubt favour the penetration of the parasite.

Variety also plays a very considerable^ in fact a preponderating

part. Some sorts are exceedingly liable, yet others again are scarcely

ever attacked. Sultana is one of the most susceptible varieties, Zante

Currant seldom suffers, though curiously enough the first specimens

received last season were Zante shoots.

Among table grapes Red Malaga is ex-

traordinarily liable, whilst Ohanez.Wal-

tham Cross, and Doradillo are often

severely attacked. Purple Cornichon,

however, is less subject to the disease.

I,W\/^^ j^ Among wine varieties the following suf-

fer much :—Alicante Bouschet, Carig-

nane, Clairette, Grenache, Cabernet,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Anthracnose in spring, before Anthracnose in spring :

blossom, when total destruction of damage to canes and leaves,

crop may result—a, b, c, lateral After H. Mares,

growths resulting from the action of

the fungus ; d, damaged bunch ; e,

healthy bunch. After H. Mares.

Riesling, Malbeck, Cinsaut', Palomino, Chasselas, &c. On the other

hand, the Pinots, Syra, or Shiraz, as we call it here, White Sauvignon,

Mafaro, Durif, &c., seem to be almost immune. The resisting power of

certain sorts was recognised by older European vinegrowers, perhaps,

more or less, unconsciously, with the result that resistant sorts were

regularly planted in situations suitable for the fungus, and this to such

an extent that prior to reconstitution Anthracnose was but little heard

of. Modern vineyards have been replanted with many varieties new
to the district. Vines have also been planted on low-lying situations
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previously devoted to other cultures, so that the disease is much better

known in Europe than it was formerly.

Outward Appearance.

The outward manifestations of the disease are by no means un-
familiar in most districts after last season's visitation; nevertheless,

there has been some confusion in places where it was less prevalent, the
markings often left by
Oidium on canes being
sometimes mistaken for

Anthracnose. The dif-

ference between the two
is so great that to persons

familiar with both dis-

eases confusion is impos-
sible. The scars caused
by Anthracnose, especi-

ally thosfe on the canes,

are always <<unken in,

the depressed centre be-

ing usualljf surrounded
by a more or less swollen

rim or cusliion of hyper-
trophied tissue. The
mai'kiugs —- they can
scarcely be termed scars

—left by Oidium are

discoloured, sometimes
even rough, but they are

never sunken in—the
surface is always flush.

That the two are alto-

gether distinct is well

seen in Figs. 4 and 5.

The appearance of a

vine badly attacked by
Black Spot in spring is

characteristic
; (see Figs.

1, 2, and 3); once seen

it is not easily forgotten.

The young shoots are

stunted, the leaves dis-

torted, and more or less

blackened, and the em-
bryo bunches withered
and corroded. All the
growing parts of the

vine are seared with black-edged scars, the leaves being often perforated

by holes of varying size, rimmed with black. The vine looks as though
it had been sprinkled with some corrosive substance, hence the popular
French name of " Charbon " (charcoal).

French writers distinguish three different forms of Anthracnose,

termed respectively Maculate, Punctuate, and Deforming. The first

Fig. 3.

Anthracnose scars. Photograph taken ;n •

Jannary, 1916. Verdeilho vines grown in Yarra
Valley Di-striet.
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alone seems to l>e caused by the true Blaok Spot, or Manginia Fungus.
it forms tlie subject of the present article. Concerning Punctuate and

Deforming Anthracnosis, various opinions have l>een expressed. Ac-

cording to Chappaz, tliey are merely manifestations of the rather ob&cure

disease known in Southern France as " Court-noue " and are seldom of

any gravity.

Maculate Anthracnosis, the disease we know as Black Spot, is un-

doubtedly caused by the fungus now botanically known as Maiu/inia

fi»i pe/iitfi, V. and P.,*

which may attack the

young canes almost imme-
diately after the break-

ing of the buds in spring.

The earliest manifesta-

tions consisti of small,

isolated. light-brown

spots, mainly on tiie

green bark of the young
shoot. They remind one

of a miniature bruise,

rather smaller than a

pin's head at first.

These spots become
darker and increase in

size, mainly lengthwise,

assuming irregular sha]3es

and ultimately forming

the scars characteristic

of the disease ; these sink

in as they spread, and
eat more and more
deeply into the woody
tissues, sometimes pene-

trating as far as the pith

(Fig. 3). Should several

scars form close to one
another the can© may be

so weakened as to be
easily broken off by wind.

In early summer the

centre of the scar is

Fig. 1.

Anthracnose sears on ripened wood on the vine in

winter. After Viala and Pacottet.

usually of an ashy-pink colour, surrounded by a black rim ; this is char-

acteristic. The pinkish appearance of the centre is caused by the sum-

mer spores or conidia, which are produced in enormous numbers at this

season. The canes tiwist as though burnt; the partial destruction of

vessels interferes, with the sap supply, and the resulting starvation causes

the canes to become stunted, and to send out numerous laterals and sub-

laterals, which give the vine a shrubby appearance. Sears varying in

shape and size are thus formed on tbe canes, the appearance of which

in the winter following is shown in Fig. 4.

• This fungu*; was formerly known by the n.-nne^ of Sphacetoma ampetinc and QUeosporum
ampelophayum.
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Less damage is done to leaves, though they may be more or less

severely riddled with black-edged shot holes of varying size, but usually
small ; scars occurring on the stalk and veins may cause contractions
and distortions of very variable nature, which twist and deform the
leaf.

In case of early attack, the floral organs may be damaged and
blackened as though scorched by fire. Even if the visitation be less

severe, the setting of the fruit may nevertheless be seriously interfered
with. Later on either stalk or berry may be attacked. In the former
case a portion, or even a whole bunch, may be cut off or damaged to
such an extent that the berries remain small, with little sugar in them.

On the berry black bird's-eye like spots are formed, the centre be-
comes grey, or greyish-pink, and sinks in, but not so deeply as the
cane scars; these spots are surrounded by a black edge. Irregular

tension often causes affected berries

to burst. The quality of the wine
suffers quite as much as the quan-
tity, the composition of the must
being seriously interfered with ;

pro-

ducts are also secreted by the fungus
which alter the flavour of the wine,

often causing it to be faulty in con-

stitution and keeping qualities.

The most serious damage usually

occurs early in the season, before

the blossom, and vines badly attacked

at this stage often lose their whole
crop, the embryo bunches ajjpearing

as though badly charred (see

Fig. 1). When the fruit is about
half its full size, grave harm may
also be done, the appearance of table

and drying grapes being more or

less damaged, and the quality of

wine seriously impaired.

Damage is not confined to the

season of the outbreak ; the crop of

the following year often suffers also.

It. is, in fact, very generally recognised that during the year following

a severe attack, even though climatic conditions do not favour the re-

appearance of the fungus, the vines make poor growth and show little

fruit at blossom. The vine seems to have a languishing vegetation, and

benefits much by stimulation with nitrogenous manures.

Life History of the Fungus.

That Manginia ampelina is a very old fungus is proved by the descrip-

tion given of it by agricultural writers of ancient Rome. It differs from
most of the vine fungi, such as Oidium, Uncinula spiralis. Berk et Curt,

Downy Mildew, PJaitihojKira vifirola (B. et C.) de Toni, Black Rot,

Guignardia hidwelii (E.) V. and R., &c. , in that it has always existed in

Europe, whereas these other fungi are all of American origin, and were
unknown in Europe seventy years ago.

Fig. 5.

Blackened and mottled appearance
of vine canes <;aused by Oidium

—

quite distinct from Anthracnose scars

—compare Fig. 4. After H. Mares.
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Until recently its life history was only imperfectly understood, but the

researches of Viala and Pacottet, first published in 1904, liave enlightened

us very fully on the subject. These investigators found the fungus to

be a most remarkable one, being extremely polymorphic, or, in

other words, capable under given conditions of assuming a great variety

of distinct forms.

Manginia diffei-s entirely from Oidium (an external fungus) in that

its mycelium* is internal to the tissues of the vine. The germinating spore

sends out a filament or mycelium tube which penetrates the surface and
spreads amongst the tissues, disorganizing them to such an extent that

thev sink in and form the characteristic scars on canes, leaves, and

berries. In this internal nature of its mycelium it resembles most other

vine fungi, and for this reason curative treatment is of no avail against

it. It is evident that once entry into the tissues has been effected, the

mycelium is sheltered from any fungicides which might be applied

againsti it. In this it differs radically from Oidium, the external

mycelium of which is readily got at and destroyed by sulphur, perman-

ganate, and similar fungicides, thus rendering curative treatment not

only feasible but fruitful of excellent results. The internal mycelium

Fig. 6.

Diagrammatic section of a scar in early summer showing
how spores o, are produced on the closely-packed, erect fila-

ments 6, thrown up from the more or less decomposed tissues c,

containing the mycelium of the fungus, though the latter is not
easy to distinguish. (x 4.50) After G. Foex.
The spores give the pinkish colour to the centre of the sear;

they are produced in enormous numbers, and spread the
disease if weather conditions permit of their germination.

of Manginia sends out spore-bearing filaments on which are born the
conidia, or summer spores, by which the disease is spread during early

summer. These filaments are closely packed, as is shown in Fig. 6, con-

stituting a sjx)re-bearing apparatus bolanically known as a stroma.

f

Thus, a single scar arrived at the fruiting stage is capable of sending out
an enormous number of spores. The production of these spores is marked
by the ashy-pink colour of the centre of the scars already referred to.

Until 1904 these were the only reproductive organs of the fungus which
were really well known, though the existence of others was suspected.

J

In 1904 Viala and Pacottet, in lectures to students of the French
Institut Agrinomoque described for the first time the true life history

• Mycplhim Is thus defined by dc Bary—" Vegetative rortlon of thallus of fungi, composed of one or
more hyphac." The mycelium is the growing (and feeilint) portion ol the fungus as ilistingnished from
the spore- bearing or reproductive part. In edible, cultivated mushrooms it is popularlv linown as spawn.

t A stroma is defined by de Bary as follows :—Compound fungus body having the form of a cushion,
crust, follaceous expansion or erect unbranched or branched shrub-like body—same as rcceptaculum.

: In " Les Maladies de La vigne " (1893 addition) P. Viala quotes Goethe as having observed a kind
of pycnidinm on the swollen edges of Anthracnose scars—also Prillieux and ^fax Cornu, who had made
similar observations. The similaritv of the coneeptacles to those of Black Rot led Cornn to think that
the two diseases might be di.lerent forms of the same fungus. Viala has shown this opinion to be
groundless.
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of this most remarkable fungus as revealed by their investigation in
artificial culture media. The results of these experiments were published
at considerable length in La Revue de Viticulture in 1904 and 1905.
In their introduction to this series of articles they show how

—

Cultures in various media, and study of the evolution of the parasite under
natural conditions, permit amplification of ohservation.s previously published
(R. Vit., Vol. XXII., pp. 117 and 145). The results obtained in 1904-5 . . . .

reveal a complex polymorphism unknown in fungi of the same group, whicli
causes Anthracnose of different plants. It was tliought that this fungus had no
other means of reproduction than a conidia-bearing stroma. In our cultures, in
addition to this, we Iiave obtained a second conidia-bearing form with macro-
spores, .spermogouia, pycuidia, rhizon.orphic sclerotia, and yeasts.

These different forms exist also under natural condition as we have been able
to observe in 1U04 and I'JOo. In addition, in varied culture media ....
we observed anotlier form of reproduction, and jirobably of preservation not
previously noted in fungi. To these we have given tlie name of h'ystcs ....
These quite new facts .... have been cliecked for four years by numerous
cultures varied in every possible sense. Investigations on the fungus of plane
tree Anthracnose (Glwosporium nervisequuvi) presents similar evolution pheno-
mena and organs of reproduction; likewise, with pea and bean Anthracnose
(Glo'osporiuin or CoUetotrichuiii lindemuthUniiim).

A curious feature is that if the mycelium of Anthracnose is placed in
liquid medium, containing sugar, it undergoes a radical transformation,
changing gradually into a yeast-like, or unicellular sprouting fungus,
similar in appearance and develO|pment to ordinary yeast, though of

poor fermental power. All these different forms, when inoculated on
grapes, reproduce the characteristic lesions of Anthracnose. These
numerous transformations have been thoroughly checked by control

experiments, which leave no doubt aa to the accuracy of the investiga-

tions, and conclusively establish the remarkable polymorphism of the
manginia fungus.

Further consideration of these most interesting transformations must
be held over for a future article. The present one must deal mainly
with treatment which, to be effectual, should be applied towards the

end of the present, or early next, month (July and August). It. will

suffice now to state that during the growing period of the vine the fungus
is spread by conidia or summer spores, whilst the winter or dormant
period is passed in several different ways, viz.. hybernating mycelium,
sclerotia, kystes, and various less usual forms ; only a few of these need
be considered in the present article.

First Infection and Spread of the Disease.

Conidia or summer spores germinate in water, which is present in the

shape of rain or dew di-qps ; without these germination cannot take place.

The spore emits a tube which is able to penetrate the cuticle, or outermost

covering of the vine. It is only into green or herbaceous tissues that

the
, fungus can penetrate ; entry having been effected, the mycelium

spreads in the surrounding tissues, which are disorganized, thus bring-

ing about the formation of the scars characteristic of the disease.

Development is rapid whilst the tissues are still green,- and if weather

conditions are favorable to the fungus, leading to wholesale destruction

of shoots, and especially of embryo bunches already described. As the

cane ripens the activity of the fungus lessens. The vine is also able to

set up obstacles to its spread in the shape of layers of corky tissue

wiiick, if weather conditions become unsuitable for fungus growth, may
sutdfeed in isolating the infested parts from healthy tissue. Once the
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cane becomes woody, the developineut of the fungus is much flower

;

nevertheless it sometimes continues to develop for several years in and
around the scars first formed, and thus the wood older than one year

mav remain a source of infection.

Shortly after the scar has become distinctly formed sporulation takes

place towards its centre which assumes tlie characterii^tic ashy-pink colour

(Fig. 6), this continues for a while and then ceases. Hibernating or

resting forms then appear.

As soon as the zone of the pericyclic fibres (the inner bark) is reached,

. . . stroma appear on the sunken surface . . . which at once give birth

to eoiiidiopliores (spore-bearing filameiits).

The formation of these ceases about the end of .July, or in August (January
or Fel)ruary here). When the wood rijiens, the funi;us continues its vegetative
life in tlie tissues, hut conidiophores are no longer produced. Tlicn, at the sur-

face of the scar and in the fissures of attacked tissues, the mycelium condenses
as sclerotic parenchyma.*

Before describing these sclerotia, a few other points in connexion

with the vegetative stage of the fungus must be considered. The
internal mycelium is very slender and difficult to observe, even with

a high power microscope, especially in damaged tissues. It is more
visible in cells which have quite recently been invaded.

As we have seen, it is only under certain weather conditions that

the fungus can enter the tissues. Moisture in the shape of rain or dew
drops is indispeusable. Unlike several other fungi, however, the germi-

nation of conidia may take place at a fairly low temperature; hence the

possibility of very early invasion. The spread of the fungus is, never-

theless, more rapid wlien the weather is both warm and moist.

'^^^^^^.
Fig. 7.

Diagram showing a small sclero-

tium of Mangiitia ami}fliita, scl, still

covered by cuticle of vine c, cellular

tissue of epidermis (bark) e, highly
magnified.—After Gouirand and Ber-
geron.

Fig. 8.

A rather larger sclerotium, becom-
ing exposed by the breaking of the
cuticle.—After Gouirand and Ber-
geron.

Another important, and to some extent re-assuring point, is the
slow spreading nature of this as compared with other vine fungi, such

as Oidium and Downy Mildew. This is distinctly stated by several

French authors.

Fortunately this disease has not the galloping and widespread power of dis-

semination, and hence, of invasion, of mildew, black rot, or even of Oidium. Its

attacks on flowers or young bunches can, no doubt, cause disaster in a vineyard,
and exceptionally in a region, but, as a rule, Anthracnose remains localized in a
block, or even on a few vines; here, canes, leaves, and bunches are more or less

severely damaged ; scars and non-.setting of fruit are the result of its gradual
and slow penetration into the tissues.— (F.P., in R. Vit., 8th July, 1015.)

Viala and Pacottet share a similar opinion

—

An essential character of Anthracnose is its sporadic nature; it is nearly
always confined to localized patchcsj whence it spreads progress iveh', but slowlv.— (E. Vit., 14th December, 1905.) •,

' • Viala & PaiciDttet, E. Vit, 14.12.1905.
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This is entirely borne out by our experience in this State during
the past few years. Though the abnormally wet spring was primarily
responsible for the unusual virulence of the disease in situations suit-

able for it, Black Spot has for several years past been on the increase.

At Mildura, for example, though there have been no severe visitations

for about 20 years, complaints have been received from several growers
within the past two or three years, and each season the manifestation

has become more alarming. Influence of situation has here been very

marked; only in de,pressions and parts of blocks where moisture was
abundant has the disease shown up sufficiently to attract attention, and
the arrival of normal, hot, dry weather nipped outbreaks in the bud.

Nevertheless, the number of scars steadily increased, and in these, a&

Fig. 9.

Magnified cross section through a deep scar, penetrating nearly to

the pith, on a ripened cane. Scl, selerotia. Fp. fibre bundles of

bark. The blacker portions are tissues disorganized by the fungus;
they contain closed cavities, m, in which selerotia are also found.
Prom the irregular nature of the interior of the scar the need for

very thorough swabbing, to reach all exposed selerotia, will be re-

alized. After Gouirand and Bergeron.

will be shown presently, the fungus passes the winter. Centres, or

foci, capable of acting as starting points for an invasion, were more
plentiful than usual, greatly favouring the spread of the fungus which,

but for these numerous starting points, would not have been severely

felt in spite of the unusually suitable season.

That this is so is proved by the fact that at Merbein, a comparatively

new settlement, though only a few miles from Mildura, Black Spot

was markedly less prevalent last season than at the much older Mildura

settlement; at Merbein the disease had not succeeded in establishing

itself. Likewise at Nyah, also a new settlement. Black Spot was so

little in evidence last spring that few of the newer settlers know the
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appearance of the disease. So far as climate is concerned, there is

little difference between the three localities. In the new settlements
there were evidently not enough starting points for the fungus to make
an early appearance. In this respect Black Spot differs radically from
Downy Mildew and Oidium ; one vine affected with either of these

diseases early in the season would suffice for the invasion of a whole
district, but not so with Black Spot.

c^
Fig. 10.

Completely formed sclerotium,
highly magnified. Dark-brown outer
cells above, central cells smaller and
paler. Beneath is damaged tissue
containing non-condensed mycelium.
After Gouirand and Bergeron.

Fig. 11.

Sprouting of a sclerotium in spring.
The surface cells are bcgimiing to

.send out spore-bearing shoots B.
After Gouirand and Bergeron.

Let us beware of placing too much reliance on this slow spread.

After the outbreak last year, scars are to be found even in new districts

where the disease was practically uuknown then, and these are suffi-

ciently numerous to permit of widespread infection should climatic con-

ditions favour fungus growth. In all vineyards which suffered last

year the number of scars, all oi which contain the fungus in a dormant
state, is simply enormous. The preventive treatment shortly to be
described cannot therefore be too strongly recommended
it would be to court disaster.

To neglect

IIlBEKNATING FORMS ScLEROTIA.

A sclerotium* is a resting stage formed by many different fungi.

The curious formation sometimes ploughed up on new ground under the

name of " native bread " is nothing

else than a large sclerotium of a

fungus known botanically as Polij-

ponis mi/tilla, C. & M. The
sclerotia. of Manginia ampelina are

similar in structure, though of far

smaller size, being almost micro-

scopic. This resting or wintering

form of the fungus was mentioned
by Goethe in 1878, also by Viala

and Ravaz (C.R. 18/6/88.) It is

dealt with at some length by

2/1/97), whose investigations throw
considerable light on the action of the acid iron sulphate preventive
treatment, whicE practical experience had shown to be effectual long

"A
Fig. 12.

Spore production by shoots, the
first stages of which are shown in

Fig. 11. After Gouirand and Ber-
geron.

Gouirand and Bergeron (R. Vit.

• The following definition is given by De Bary :
—" Pluricelular Tuber-like Reservoir of reserved

material, forming on a primary filamentous myceliurii, from which it becomes detached when its develop-
ment is complete, usually remains dormant for a time, and ultimately produces shoots which develop
into Sporophores at the expense of the reserve material," (Comparative Morphology and Biology of the
Fungi, Mycctozoa, and Bacteria, p. 499.)
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before (the details of its action were scientifically explained. In the last-

named ai-ticle these authors, after describing the manner in which the
slender mycelium of the fungus in the deeper tissues gradually con-
denses near the surface to form sclerotia, describe the mode of action

of tiie corrosive swab. The following is an abridged translation :
—

The fungus only assumes the sclerotium form late in the season; it is seldom
to be found in tissues attaclced earlier. Sclerotia are sometimes to be found
among barli fragments, but tbey are generallv small. They are more developed
on the edge of the scar, where they form a black zone. A section clearly shows
the different stages of development; the smallest sclerotia are usually the
fvirthest from the centre; these, often composed of only two or three irregular
cells witli brown walls, are situated between the epidermus and the cuticle
(Fig. 7). The sclerotia continue to grow, and until they become large they are
sheltered from external agents by the cuticle, and it is easy to understand that,

under these conditions, iron sulphate solution may be harmless to them. When

r

Fig. 13.

Section of portion of a scar in early spring of the season following
its development, showing internal fissures, as at B ; a sclerotium is

shown at A which is sprouting at a, a; C, fibre-bundle of bark; U,
tissue containing abundant mycelium of the fungus (x 100). After
Viala and Pacottet.

they have grown larger they tear the cuticle (Fig. 8), and after a while become
entirely exposed. They are also formed more deeply in the epidermis, and
even in the tissues of the bark. Their tliickness is then considerable, and the
total destruction of the mycelium by swabbings becomes difficult (Fig. 9).

Sclerotia remain dormant all the winter. In spring, even at low temperature,
development commences, as may be seen eitlier on the vine or in the laboratory.
It readily takes jdace on detached canes placed in the incubator in a moist
atmosphere. At fairly low temperatures, in a cellar for example, they can
develop and form spores. Thus is explained the earliness of the disease in

spring. Our observations were made at 25 deg. C. I
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Spri)Utiii<; and sponilatioii are then described in detail. I'sually the surface

cells tliriivv out spore bearing filaments (see Figs. 10, 11, and 12)

tender central cells car '
' ' "

but the moreIlls tnrovv out spore uenring niamenis (see rigs, lu, ii, ana ij), Dui me more
nder central cells can also produce spores if through any cause, such as breaking

or splitting of the sclerotium, they become exposed. We have also proved that

the non-condensed mycelium in the interior of the tissues can also emit s""-"-
bearing filaments. Tlius does the Anthraenose fungus perpetuate itself

•'

spore-
in spring.

^=irTv,

f&o'nt^ontm-

Fig. 14.

Section of a scar in winter ( x 200), showing a sclerotium

o, o, lining the greater part of a fissure cavity—it is now dor

mant; /), mycelium of fungus; A, A, streaky markings in the

damaged tissues. After Viala and Paccttet.

,_V-
" frr-'i^^^ -^^'"^jT^? —

I ,7^̂
'

j:>^''-f~ <-~'>j,-~v

".^^^
Fig. 15.

Section made in spring of a similar fissure to that in Fig. I'l

(X 200), showing germination of the sclerotium; this throws out

from its whole surface an immense number of conidiophores or

filaments which bear summer spores or Conidia n. ii. .\ftei

Viala and Pacottet.

The only treatments which seem to lie really cfricacious are preventive ones.

As completely as possible the whole fungus must be destroyed. Tliis can scarcely

happen with the usual iron sulphate sohiticm, or even with copper sulphate. In

our tests -we swal>l>cd a number of vines with the following solutions:—Sulphate
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of iron, 40 per cent.; copper sulphate, 20 per cent.; and sulphuric acid, 10 per
cent, by weight. Control rows were left. Unfortunately, the following spring was
not favorable for observations, as there was but little Black Spot. However, the
new spots which did appear were much scarcer in the rows swabbed with dilute
sulphuric acid.

Laboratory tests with solutions as above are described. The sears were very
carefully swabbed, and, as soon as dry, the canes were placed in an incubator at
25 deg. C. in an atmosphere saturated with moisture. After two or three
days, they were examined. If the selerotium did not seem to have developed,
thin sections were placed in a drop of water in hanging drop culture. Under
these conditions development is very rapid, and, after a few hours, spores
formed. Trials made in spring, before the vines sprout, gave the following
result:—Scars treated with iron sulphate alone developed in every case, often
almost as fast as controls. Sometimes the filaments even seemed longer and
more vigorous than in the case of controls, no doubt owing to the slight acidity
derived from the iron sulphate. Traces of iron sulphate seem to rather favour
the development of certain fungi. Results were about the same with canes
swabbed with copper sulphate. Nearly all the sclerotia developed, the filaments

Fig. 16.

Surface view of a selerotium fragment taken from a ripened vine cane^
a, 6, Kystes (small roundish bodies) at the surface of the selerotium,
which is visible at c; cane tissue broken down by the parasite is seen
at rf ( X 100). After Viala and Pacottet.

appearing to be longer and more vigorous than on controls. Sulphuric acid, on
the contrary gave a quite different result. Sclerotia thus treated were like horn
in appearance; they became brittle, and whatever were the conditions under
which they were placed they never developed.

Conclusions,—Iron and copper sulphate solutions are absolutely powerless to
kill Antbracnose sclerotia: swabbings with these salts give quite insufficient

results. If they have any efficacy, it can only be in spring, when the sclerotia are
in course of development. The cells of the outer layer are then thinner, more
active, and less capable of resistance; this, no doubt, explains why the later it la

applied the more eflicient the treatment.
Below the layer of cells destroyed by the remedy, the unattacked fungus

tissues can, as shown above, produce new fructifications. This explains, perhaps.
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tlie h:i)"i1 •tl'cits noted in the case of two successive treatments, but, wlien :i sulli-

ciently tliiek layer of outer cells has been destroyed, an obstacle to the formation

of fresh fructiiications is established. This is what occurred in the case of

sulphuric acid. Hence the value of the usual classic acid iron sulphate treat-

ment (1 per cent. acid). Nevertheless, in iledoe, according to Hover de la

Girodiiy |K. Vit., Vol. V., p. 515), 10 |jer cent, sulphuric acid hn> been even
better. Bouchard, the proposer of tliis treatment, has found it entirely

.satisfactory.

If it be desiied to use iron sulphate, it would be well to add to it a fair

proportion of sulphuric acid.

Viala and Pacottet hold similar opinions, though they are not quite

so reassuring

—

ViticiUtnrist-- know how difficult it is to cunibat Anthracnose by preventive

treatments with acid iron sulphate. They know also that the action of the swal>

is only really efficacious if applied shortly before the buds sprout.

In order to reach tlie internal sclemtia, inqiregnation, or dill'usion, of the

corrosive li<iiiid throuj;li the tissues is necessary; this can, however, only act on
the conidiophores at the moment of their formation, or else on the spores which
they have produced. Kven though the acid iron sulphate reach the sclerotia, it

can only corrode tlie first layers of parencliymatous cells, without penetrating to

the interior, unless it were to burn and destroy the tissues of the canes. It is

thus easier to understand the efficacy of double treatment with acid iron sulphate,

with a fortnight's interval between each application. Even then it is conceivable

that their efficacy is not absolute.

Sclerotia are not only formed on the surface of scars, they are also found in

deep cavities and fissures where they may be beyond l;he reach of the swab

;

they are, of course, altogether so in internal cavities (Fi«. 1.3. Condia
forined therein are, however, powerless to infect young growth in spring. The
most dangerous sclerotia are those in deep narrow fissures, where the swab can
scarcely penetrate {Figs. 14 and 15).

It may be here explained that Fig. 9 and Figs. 13 to 16 are leproduetions of

drawings made direct from the microscope ; though thej' are exact representations
of what is actually seen, they probably convey less to those unaccustomed to

microscope work than diagrams such as Figs. 6 to 8 and 10 to 12, which are
conventional, and dravs'n to illustrate certain points only.

From these extracts the need for very thorough treatment will be

readily understood. In addition to sclerotia, kystes must be briefly

leferred to. These small bodies, which seem to be another resting forn.,

develop at the surface of the exposed sclerotia on the scars. (See

Fig. 16.) They are no doubt washed by rain ou to the main stem of

the Tine, where they remain until the following spring, and germinate

on the return of favorable weather conditions. These, as well as some
other resting stages, render necessary the treatment of the old wood ol

the vine; if sclerotia were the only wintering form, it would only be

necessary to treat the young wood on which tha scars are situated.

Treatment.

It is evident that the artificial destruction of all hibernating forms

would remove the cause of infection, and prevent a fresh outbreak the

following spring, hence tlie efficiency of the winter swab, which was

practically demonstrated long before the life history of the fungus was

thoroughly investigated. Foex (Coiirs Complef, de Viticulture—1886

edition)—mentions swabbing with concentrated iron sulphate solution,

a treatment! invented by M. Schnorf. He further states that, accord-

ing to M. F. Skawinski, better results are obtained by using newly

manufactured iron sulphate, which 'contains 1 per cent, of free sulphuric

acid. Thus was evolved the acid iron sulphate swab, which is still the

standard preventive treatment. As has been shown above, Boyer de

7233.-2
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la Giroday found later (about 1895) that dilute sulphuric acid alone

was capable of giving good results.

All authorities are in agreement as to the immeuse^ superiority of

preventive winter treatment over summer, or curative applications,

made whilst the vine is in active growth. Prevention isi better than
cure. In connexion with this fungus, the old adage is peculiarly ap-

propriate. The winter swab is undoubtedly the standard treatment.

Spring or summer ap])lication& can only be looked upon as supplemen-
tary, they may do son.e good, but too much must not be expected of them.
Summer treatment may be held over for the present, though it niay be

briefly explained that it includes dusting with dry mixtures of lime and
.sulphur and spraying with Bordeaux mixture, or other copper-contain-

ing sprays ; the last-named seem to be the more effectual.

The Winter Swab.

From the above it is evident that both concentrated iron sulphate
solution, and 10 per cent, sulphuric acid, are effectual destroyers of the

resting stages of Black Spot. Each, however, has its disclavantages.

The first must be very strong (about 50 per cent.) in order to be effec-

tual ; at this strength it must be kept warm and applied warm to avoid

crystallization, and this is inconvenient in practice. Ten per cent,

sulphuric acid is very corrosive, and requires careful handling. It has

a rather drastic action on the vine, sometimes causing the wood to split

in an alarming manner, especially if dry, windy weather follows its

application. A compromise, in the shape of a combination of both of

the above formulae, would seem to be the best way out of the diffi-

culty. In France, very varied formulaj are given by different authori-

ties, the amount of sulphate of iron varying from 10 per cent, to 50 per

cent., and that of sulphuric acid from 1 per cent, to 10 per cent. It

would appear that the greater the sulphuric acid strength, the less iron

sulphate is needed, and rice versa. The action of iron sulphate is some-

what obscure; this salt is a poor fungicide as compared with copper

sulphate. Nevertheless, the latter seems quite useless, at least against

the resting stage of the fungus; it would, no doubt, be mere active

when spore production has commenced in spring.

Taking all these facts into consideration, we are led to recommend
the following as the most generally satisfactory formula :

—
Iron sulphate, 35 lbs.

Sulphuric acid, 3 to 5 lbs.

Water, 10 gallons.

For convenience in measuring the acid, it mav be mentioned that

ar ordinary wine bottle (reputed quart size) holds 54 oz., or nearly

3i lbs. of sulphuric acid.

The solution, being very corrosive, must not be placed in rec°'>tacl6s

made of any metal other than lead; it can be most conveniently handled

in wooden vessels, preferably painted or paraffined inside and out, and

with hoops tarred or paraffined before being driven on. To make it,

place the iron sulphate crystals in the tub, pour the sulphuric acid

over them, add the water, and stir occasionally until dissolved; if hot

water be used, solution will be more rapid.

Another way of making it is by tying the sulphate of iron in a

piece of hessian or bag2;ing, and suspending it in the upper part cf the

water in which it ia to be dissolved, the sulphuric acid being added after
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solution is complete. lu this case the usual precaution of pouring in

a thin stream, with constant stirring, must be taken, so as to avoid
dangerous splashes, which are not to be feared with the first method
of preparation.

It is well at this stage to warn growers against placing any reliance

in copper sulphate solution, Bordeaux mixture, &c., as a winter swab;
as shown above, these are quite useless against the fungus in its resting
stages. The addition of copper sulphate to the winter swab has also

been recommended. It can do no good, and is merely a waste of copper
sulphate, which is very expensive at present.

The same may be said of lime-sulphur solution, used successfully by
orchardists to combat other fungi, and sometimes recommended for

Black Spot. It may possibly prove of use, as Bordeaux mixture does,
for summer treatment, thougli it has not yet been properly tested. As
a winter swab it has no value, since it can have no action on the very
resistant sclerotia which only yield to a corrosive apjilication.

When to Swab.

The best time is as near the bursting of the buds in spring as pos-

&ible. Unfortunately, the exact date of this cannot be forecasted

exactly; tiie season may be a week or so early or late. If too long
delayed, there is danger of being surprised by early sprouting, and once
the buds start growth swabbing must be discontinued, as it would cor-

rode and destroy any growing tissues.

The efficacy of a double swab, with a fortnight's interval between
each application, has been refen-ed to. A safe method is to swab three

or four weeks before sprouting is expected, the apiplication being re-

peated on the worst affected patches just before the buds break.

One effect of the swab is to retard sprouting, sometimes by even as

much as a fortnight. In districts liable to spring frosts, this delay

may be a distinct advantage; it has sometimes meant the saving of the

crop. The appearance of the vines after treatment is curious, and to

some extent alarming, a& they are blackened and discoloured; no
damage, however, need be feared with the formula given above, pro-

vided the buds have not commenced to move. The first growth of

treated vines is usuallv apt to cause anxiety ; the young shoots at first

appear to be sickly and to make poor growth. This is, however, only

tem,poraiy, and development soon becomes normal. After a short time

treated vines will be found to' make more vigorous growth than un-

treated ones.

Early swabbing is not recommended ; in midwinter the sclerotia seem

more resistant than in very early spring. It is well to swab trellised

vines before the rods are tied down, in order to spare the wires as

much aa possible from damage by the corrosive solution.

Late sprouting also favours varieties liable to faulty setting at blos-

som, such as Malbeck. A delay of a week may mean striking more
favorable weather for this important function. The swab al-o destroys

several animal pests such as scale insects, Erinose, &c. ; it is, however,

quite useless against the wintering forn s of Oidiuui and DoAny
Mildew, notwithstanding opinions sometimes expressed to the contrary.

Zacharewicz states that it prevents Crown-gall (Broussin).

2^
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How TO Swab.

From the theoretical considerations whicli precede, it is evident that

in order to be effectual, swabbing must be very tliorough; something
more is necessary than a mere sprinkling. The whole vine, and more
particularly all scars, must be wetted so thoroughly that all corners and
recesses in which sclerotia are often hidden will be penetrated by the

solution. It is evident that in this respect two applications (as already

advised) are better than one ; the second may reach scars missed by the

first.

The newest wood (rods and spurs) no doubt requires closest atten-

tion, but the whole of the older wood, main-stem and all, must be wel)

wetted with the swab, so as to destroy any kystes and other resting

stages which may be harboring on or under the rough bark.* Some
years ago the removal of this rough bark was recommended. Such
work is costly, and does not. seem to be necessary. Pacottet considers a

thorough wetting with the acid solution as quite sufficient. Should
removal of the old bark be decided on, all fragments must be carefully

collected and burnt; to strip the bark and leave it on the ground near

the vine would be worse than useless. Likewise with pruuings; on
patches severely visited by the disease last year, these should be com-

pletely burnt, and care taken to see that no fragments are left lying

about.

Swabbing is usually applied by means of a brush—an ordinary white-

wash brush will do. The solution being very corrosive, the brush cannot
be expected to last long. The only brushes which are at all suitable are

those which are free from n.etal parts and are bound with string instead

of wire. A small mop made of woollen rags, tied to a wooden handle,

may also be used. The method of application is of less consequence
than its thoroughness. A convenient appliance is mentioned by Brunet
in his recent work on vine pests. |

M. Magen lias devised a special implement for tlie winter swab, wliich is

known by the name of '" Le Continu." It consists of a lead-lined receptacle of

2J gallons capacity, a rubber hose, and a brnsh. The liquid is conveyed by the
hose to the centre of the brush, which is lield by the workman. When the hose
is flowing, the brush is continually saturated with the solution.

Somethin-g similar to this could, no doubt, be easily improvised, it

being too late to import these implements. A tap made of lead, be-

tween the hose and the brush, would no doubt prove useful for regulat-

ing the flow of liquid.

Spray pumps are largely used in France, but they must be of

special design, since an ordinary spray pump would soon be destroyed

by the cori-osive liquid. Puir,ps designed for tlie purpose have recep-

tacles made of glass, or lined with lead, which metal is capable of resist-

ing sulphuric acid. The rubber hose can resist the solution fairly

well, but the nozzle must be made of lead or ebonite ; ordinary nozzles

would corrode very rapidly.

The spray is said to be of cheaper and more rapid application than
the swab, though it is doubtful if it is as thorough; there must also

be a considerable loss of liquid with the former.

* In South .\fric.i it is considered advisable to swal> trellisins posts.—See Af/ricuUurfU Journal of.

South Africa, July, 1906. " In the Vruchtbair flower garden a few vines grow on a high trellis supported
by wooden posts." The Wnes, but not the posts, were treated (witii acid iron sulphate) and the result

was that the disease was almost as bad as if nothing had been done wherever new shoots grew close to
the posts."

t Raymond Brunet. Maladies et Insectes de la Vigne, p. 76.
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When swabbing, the brush or mop should be drawn along spurs or

canes from tlie base towards the extremities, so as to avoid breaking
off buds.

The quantity of solution required to swab an acre naturally varies

with the number of vines and their development. According to Soutli
African experience, 10 gallons of solution suffice for 250 trellised or 500
bush vines. In most of our trellised vines 15 gallons should swab an
acie.

In conclusion, all growers who suffered through Black Spot last

season, and also those who observed any trace of the characteristic

black markings last summer, or who can now find scars on last season's
canes, are strongly advised not to neglect the standard swab, as j)er

formula given above, early next August. Where last year's visitation

was severe, the double swab is recommended, a first application towards
the end of July being repeated early in August.

Very badly affected blocks can, with advantage, receive an addi-

tional spraying with Bordeaux mixture, or cop.per soda, in September,
when the young shoots are 3 or 4 inches long, repeated a
little later siiould wet weather persist. Though copper mix-
tures, and even copper sulphate (bluestcne) have been shown to be
quite useless as a winter swab, this does not apply to their action during
the growing period of the vine. If the surface of all green tissues be
well protected by the presence of copper in a slightly soluble form, the
germination of summer spores of Black Spot will be prevented in similar

manner to that of the spores of other plant diseases usually combated
by copper-containing sprays.

THE POLICY OF " THAT'LL DO."*

By W. A. X. Robertson, B.]'.Sc., Chief Veterinary Officer.

The cry for economy, ringing through the world at the present time,

has prompted me to draw attention to channels in which it can be

applied. These, for convenience, I group under the title of this address
—The Policy of "That'll Do." The cry, though it has been heard, has
not, I think, been fully appreciated in this land, which has for its

greatest pest at present a plague of mice working havoc in the country
districts, and to combat which a fight is necessary.

How much more serious is that fight which is proceeding to rid the

world of a pest that not only destroys grain, but everything it comes in

contact with, and is laying waste the whole country-side and destroying

the most valuable asset of any country—human life! One of the

greatest weapons that can be used against this foe is economy. With
its use we will be enabled to store up silver bullets, w-hich we have been

told on so many occasions will win the war.

How many of us real'y realize how acute the cry for economy is?

In a recent issue of the daily press a cablegram stated that in Kent,

in England, a woman was fined £5 for throwing into a dustbin 4 lbs. of

pieces of bread; and a Colonel in Bedford was fined £100 for feeding

* Paper read at the Annual Convention of the Cliamber of .\criculture tielcl at Beniiiffo. July. 1017.
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his fowls ou wheat. What would we in Australia think of such happen-
ings on our shores ? Surely it must bring liome to us the serious position

of affairs in the old world, and the necessity to see thati there is no waste!
For what, we waste is lost to the Empire. This war will teach us many
lessons, if we will only learn them ; many of them are lessons

which should be known by heart, without the horror of war as

master. During the early hostilities Mrs. J. C. Henderson conceived
the idea of collecting and making use of old newspapers, and frcm this

source a sum of £500 has already been raised for the Lady Mayoress'
Patriotic Fund. More recently the collection and sale of old tooth paste

tubes has been undertaken for the same purpose, thus indicating that

what we in the past, have considered only rubbish is of some value when
directed into proper channels.

Now let us look to the fann and see what waste is going on, and
how the policy of " That'll do " is responsible. Recently an officer of
the Dairy Supervision Branch of the Departireut of Agi-iculture pointed
out to a dairy farmer that liis employees were not stripping his cows
thoroughly. He had been under the impression that when the milkers

had come to tlie conclusion that " That'll do," and got up fi-om the cow,

nothing further was necessary. He was induced to pay some attention

to the matter, and the first week was rewarded by a return of 56 lbs.

of butterfat more than for the previous week. Another, milking 53
eows, had come to the conclusion that "he would get out of cows, as

there was not enough in them." The management was very much of

the " That. '11 do" order, and, following 1he milkers, my officer found
thati there was an average of 1 pint of strippings left in each cow.

Strippings test anything up to 15 per cent., or more. Let. us consider them
at 10 per cent, only, then 53 pints of strippings with 10 per cent, butter-

fat, equals 6.6 lbs. of butterfat left in the udders. At. Is. 6d. per lb. this

means, in round figures, that 9s. 9d. was being lost at each milking

—

approximately £1 per day, or £7 per week. No wonder it was time to

leave the industry. And this farmer was not, and is not, singular.

Many there are who are quite content to engage tlieir milkers and, with

a sigh of content, say " That'll do." Suppose only half a pint of

strippings (and this is a conservative estimate) was left in each cow
in the State daily for a milking period of 9 months, what is the loss

to the industry ? If any of you oare to work it' out you will find that

over £1,000,000 is lost annually.

Take another instance., of the farmer separating his, say, 200 gallons

of milk a day. His separator when new did excellent work, but the

careful directions given as to how to run it are lost or forgotten. As
age creeps on the separator rocks a little, is not quite adjusted, or there

is not. quit© sufficient speed obtained—"Oh, that'll do, let her go"

—

and in the separated milk butterfat goes away to the extent of 1 per
cent'. ; up to 2.4 per cent, has been foiind by officers of the department.
The estimated average loss in separated milk in Victoria is .5 per cent.

What does this amount, to? In round figures there will be 180 gallons

of skim milk, then 9 lbs. of butterfat are going to waste each day

;

at Is. 6d. per lb. this equals 13s. 6d. per day to the account, cf " That'll
dn " in a herd vielding 200 gillons a d^y . Extend the figures to the whole
of the cows in the State and I will leave you to see the preventable waste
going on. I hear some one say, " It is not waste, for the pigs get it."

Any one who is satisfied to feed pigs on butterfat at Is. 6d. per lb. is too
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firm an apostle of the policy of " 'I'liat'll do " to be influenced by any
remarks of mine; but to tliQpe who seek light 1 would sav tiiat tlie amount
ot fat lost in separated milk should never exceed .05 per cent. How
otteii have you tested or had tested your skim milk ? How
often have you sat down and thought about the cows vou keep, instead

of being up and about to try and find out which cows are keeping you?
L nder normal conditions fully 25 per cent, of cows are living a parasitic

life upon the remainder of the herd. To find them out it would be

necessary to weigh their milk and test it periodically. The reply to this

suggestion nine times out of ten is that it means extra work. If you
would C:irry it out for a little while you would find it saved work; thert

would be less to milk and feed and more money to sjiend.

Mr. T. Mesley. of Dalyston, a well-known breeder of Jersey cattle,

who has recently entered his herd for Government testing, in forward-

ing his cheque for an account which had been rendered, stated: "I
consider the money well spent. What 1 thought would be a humbug
and worry has become a pleasure, and I now look forward to the visit

of your cfTicers, and the returns, in exj>ectation. It is a great ])ity that

farmers could not be induced to take up herd testin,g as a whole, for the

sake of the industry, and if at any time I can be of any service in

assisting to induce farmers to adopt herd testing I will be only too

pleased to do so."

There is a dairy farmer near Melbourne who, en the question of

feeding his cows, is satisfied that "That'll do" is a losing policy. What
he wants is good cows that will produce the greatest amount of milk

for the least money, and his experience to date is that 15 lbs. of con-

centrated focd and as much chaff as the cows will eat is the cheapest

—

and that is their present ration. He milks 46 cows, pays for all labour

(the milkers obtaining £2 per week and keep), and, after paying all ex-

penses, rent, labour, feed, makes a clear profit of £10 per week. He
boasts that he has nothing to do but walk about with his hands in his

pockets. Literally this is true, for he does no manual labour, not even
milking, but he is w-orking with his head and looking for better feed and
better methods.

How does the policy of "That'll do" affect the quality of your

produce ? On a great many dairy farms cleanliness is ccnspicuous by its

absence. '' That'll do " reigns in respect of all operations from nrilking

to sending the cream to the factory once a week, and we find that of the

13,415 tons of butter exported last season 32 per cent, was below first

grade. Suppose we put the difference in price as between first grade

and this 32 per cent, as low as Id. per lb., we find a difference of

£9 6s. 8d. per ton, or over, a season of very small export, a loss of

£40,000; then add to this the loss from inferior butter en the local

market. Why should we nat supply all first grade butter and save the

greater portion of this amount ?

Now turn to pig raising and see what this policy costs. In n ost

instances in pig farming the pig must have a sty, so a few old logs or

rails are obtained and a sheet or so cf iron, or part of an old tank, are

put together some distance from the house, but as near tlie da'ry ?s

fwssible, with tli? farmer's blessing of " That'll do." Bedding is pro-

bably provided—at first—but it is not long after the pig is introduced

to his new home that the .ground becomes saturated with rain, fseces, sour

milk, and ilelnix of all kinds, and the sty r.ttains the condition
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which justifies it being held up as an example of the greatest degree of
dirt that' man can compare anything to, with the words " as dirty as a
pig sty." It should be as dirty as man can make it, for the pig is not
responsible; he must wallow in it in winter without a dry spot, to lie on,

and be tortured by I he sun and flies in summer. His trough is seldom
cleaned out ; it becomes sour and stinking. Suddenly there are numerous
deaths, particularly with the young ones, or they won't thrive, and be-

come fit subjects for disease, and the verdict goes forth " There's nothing
in pigs." Ti^y and estimate what the loss to the industry is through bad
management and this policy of " That'll do." Look on the other side

of the picture. What animal of the farm is there that will breed, fatten,

and return profits so quickly when managed correctly ? Would j'ou not

all like to get 9s. per bushel for your wheat? That is what it is worth
as food for pigs when pork is 9d. per lb., but it is necessary that an effort

should be made to obtain tliis return, in the direction of widening your
sphere of operations and working for it. There is a mistaken idea in

the minds of many that pig-raisins; can only be carried on in conjunction

with dairying, but the sooner this idea is exploded the better it will be
for the community, and the sooner will our flocks and herds be restored

to their normal, or, as they should in a growing country, show an in-

crease.

It does not say much for our progress that 23 years ago (in 1894)

there were more cattle in Auslralia than anv other period of our history,

and 26 years ago the greatest number of sheep, were held, the figures

being as follows:—
Maximum Number of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs in Australia.

Cattle in 1894 .. .. .. .. 12,311.617

Sheep in 1891 .. .. .. .. 106,421,063

Pigs in 1911 .. .. 1,110,721

The maximum number and present number of cattle, sheep, aud pigs

in Victoria:—
Maximum.

Cattle .. (1894) 1,833,900

Sheep .. (1907) 14,146,734

Pig,s .. (1900) 350,370

Will any one question the truth of the following:—Seeding is on,

and in the evening return is made to the homestead with the dray, in

which is a bag of wheat. The question is asked: " What shall we do
with this wheat?" How often is the reply on the following

Hue?:—" Oh, we are going out again to-morrow. Leave it in the dray.

That'll do." The horses are put away for the night, but the bolt is off

the stable door. You meant to put those screws in every day for the past

couple of years. Or the rails are broken ; you meant to bring a new one

in every time you went out to the timber. Well, it. can't be helped to-

night, so " prop it up with that bit of sapling. Thati'll do." In the

morning the wheat is missing, and half-a-dczen valuable horses are roll-

ing in pain; before many hours are past two or three are dead, others

foundered, and some hundreds of pounds has been lost for ever.

Sheep farmers, does "That'll do" cost' you anything? Shearing is

over. Probably there was an odd tick found on the sheep, so " That'll

do "; you are too busy to dip, or, maybe, there is hardly enough dip

left. "Put some more water in; that'll do," or, "I am going to sell

the lambs, so dip the ewes only; that'll do." But some of the lambs

Present.
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are not sold, aud the flock is reinfested. What is the lose? " Ci-ow-

foot," iu the I'mtoral Review (republished in the Journal of Agricultuie.

February, 1916), conducted some experiments, and found that dipped
sheep cut from '*^ to 1^ lbs. mere wool than uiidipj>ed ones, and increased

in body weight 3 to 5 lbs., showing a profit of 2s. 7Jd. per head over
the undipped, and this experiment was conducted on clean sheep. How
mucli greater would be the difference on sheep which have to spend part
of their lives rubbing aud biting themselves in an endeavour to allay the

irritation of ticks.

Take another stage of farm work. Harvest is over, and the machine
is brought back from the fields. The farm hand asks where to put it.

"Under that tree, or against the fence; that'll do." Next> year new
canvas is required, or some part has rusted, warped, or split, and re-

quires renewal, and before many years a new maciiine is also wanted. I

think you will agree with me that the majority of fanners do not provide
sufficient accommodation for their machinery, and those who oil or paint

it before putting away for the season could Ise easily counted. Have you
ever stopped to think what it costs you for this neglect, or to make good
preventable waste in directions sucli as this?

How does this policy appl)' to breeding operations? There are two
stallions travelling in your district—one witli a Government certificate

standing at £4 4s., and one without, standing at £2 2s. How often is

the verdict given for " the cheaper one; thai '11 do," without thought of

the value of the progeny, which may vary from £20 for the cheap one

to £50 or more for that of the dearer aud belter horse ? Or, amongst the

cows again, how many farmers are there who are quite satisfied so long

as they get calves? Any old squib of a bull will do for the purpose,

and Victoria's average yield per cow is in the region of 350 gallons of

milk, instead of 600 or more, and the progeny of valuable cows in j^our

herd deteriorate instead of improve. I am glad to say that this aspect

of breeding is now receiving more attention at the hands of dairj'men

than formerly, and a number are looking to the bull to improve their

yields, but there are still far too many content witli " That'll do." Some
years ago, in order to improve the lot of irrigation settlers and the breed

of their cows, the Depai-tment purchased a number of pedigree Jersey

bulls and placed them on the settlement. A fee of 5s. was charged for

service, and the holder of the bull was entitled to free service for 20

cows. The settlers were very thankful, but it was necessary to take the

cows, perhaps, some little distance, and it became much easier to open

the gate aud let in that stray bull, which was wandering the roads.

Slowly the Government bulls were removed. One I can quote was sold

to a farmer near Melbourne, who is very grateful to those settlers, for his

bull has paid for liimself over ajid over, as he stands at £1 per service

and cows from a distance are taken to him, besides which his owner has

a most promising herd of young stock coming on. At the present moment
the Department owns one of the finest bulls in Australia, who can show

in his pedigree all the finest strains of blood that ever came out' of the

Island of Jersey, either for show standard or butter production, and he

is practically begging for a home amongst the settlers, who must mainly

depend for a living upon butterfat. They have, however, come to the

conclusion that,, as the steers by a Jersey bull are not of much value and

meat is so dear just now, any old bull bought in the local yards

with a bit of frame is the one "that'll do." Follow this policy a little

further, and see that farmer replenishing his herd with cows bought in
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the local sale-j'ards—cows that he knows nutliiiig about as producers,

aud which in many cases introduce disease to his herd, to cause etill

further waste. Examples of disease so introduced may be found in
pleuro-pneumcnia, abortion, and contagious mammitis, the loss from
wliich amounts to many thousands of pounds per annum.

Illu.stratious such as these could be extended almost indefinitely, but
I think sufficient have been given to indicate the loss and wast« that is

going en. It has been said that silver bullets will win the war, and I

hope these remarks will augment the supply, but we must reanembei-

this: A counti-y is only as rich as the people who' inhabit it; the greater

the assets of the individual the greater the wealth of the country, and
the more opportunities there are for pro,e;ress. Every penny that is paid

into the private account of the individual increases the national assets.

When you pay your farm cheques into the bank you siu'ely don't think

the bank just hoards it up for you? It is said that money is made
round to go round, and in its course it adds to itself. At the present

time the most important additions are bullets. The more each one of us

can save the mere sure is the end of the war. But to save to the utmost

we must abandon the policy of " That'll do "
; nothing but the very best

will do.

The price of foodstuffs the world over has increased enormously. In
Great Britain the cost of living has gone up 100 per cent. Can you
fancy paying 2s. per lb. for mutton, or 2s. for a plate of soup at a

restaurant, or £45 for store bullocks? Notwithstanding this, the pro-

duction has not increased to any extent ; and for many years to come,

but more especially upon the cessation of hostilities, the demand for

food for Europe will be enormous. Slionld we not be ready to supply

portion of that demand? It behoves the head of every family in Aus-

tralia to convert himself into a Commission of Inquiry into the manage-

ment of his own home and work, with the object of eliminating waste

and storing up for his own benefit, buti, above all, for the benefit of the

Empire, bullet after bullet of silver, or of food products, which are the

equivalent. " That'll do," however, must be cut out of his vocabulary;

only the best will do.

In this way we will be able to show that we are not only a fighting-

branch of the family of Britishers, as has been so gloriously shown by
our representatives in Europe, but also that we are a peaceful branch,

and one which can offer opportunities not surpassed in any land to

that large army of workers of all classes who, at the conclusion of the

war, will turn their eyes from the crowded areas of the old world to fair

fields and lands of glorious sunshine.

The Prime Minister of Australia (Mr. W. M. Hughes), in his open
letter to the farmers of Australia, as published in the April issue of the

JoiirnaJ, of Agriculture of Victoria, says:
—"The citizens of this fair

country stand and watch the progress of this mighty war as a crowd
watching a fire afar off. Many of their number, hearing the faint cry

for help, have plunged into the maelstrom of death to succour human
life. . . Australia's duty in this great crisis is obvious. We must
make available in increasing quantities the products necessary to enable

the Empire and its Allies to win the war. I appeal to you, the primary
]iroducers, therefore, to stand behind your fellows in Euroj>e, and leave

no stone unturned to see that their pressing food requirements are forth-

coming.

"
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Those of you who are unable to enter the maelstrom as depicted, have
a duly pointed out. This duty can, T think, be extended to see that not
only is the present emergency met, but that the future is provided for,

and thai you should at once commence to gather together and form those
materials whicli will be so urgently required to reestablish on ccmniercial
lines our great and glorous Empire.

WEEDS.*

ISi/ II . W . DdVi'ii, F.E.S., Orchard Stiperriitor.

In writing this paper I do not claim to be an expert on all weeds
tliat, unfortunately, tax the man on the land, but I have given a good
(leal of consideration to combating certain noxious plants, and have
conducted many experiments for their eradication, notably the worst of
all our weeds—St. John's Wort'.

In the following paper, as one who knows the difficulties in dealing
with 'certain weeds, I have not recommended treatment that- often is

quite impracticable on steep country. In advising the frequent cutting
of perennial weeds, which is usually a costly process, it is really the
cheaper method to attack the thing properly and eradicate the pest than
to make a lot of half-hearted efforts that will never eradicate the trouble,
but instead allows the plants year after year to gradually extend their

grip on the land, wliile still maintaining their held on what thev have.
The number of introduced species of plants that rank as w-eeds is

becoming greater every year. This is another instance of an introduced
species displacing the indigenous. A plant, like an animal, is always
more or less subject to natural controls in its native country, and these

controls usually are absent when a plant is introduced into new Bur-
roundings. This lack of control ofteij allows an alien plant to get

completely out of hand unless vigorous steps are taken for its suppression.
The same plant in its native country is often a host for numerous
enemies in the form of insects or fungi, that either kill it or control

its seed production; but in a country like Australia, with its favorable

climate and soils, these alien plants find moi-e ideal conditions for their

propagation and dissemination. As a result they often spread to an
alarming extent.

Tlie seeds of weed plants may be introduced into a country in many
ways, cliief of which may be by dirty seed being imported. Packages
and their packing are another source of supply, and ships arriving from
foreign countries in sand ballasti—the latter being often used for reclama-

tion purposes is a common source for the invasion of noxious plants.

Once introduced the means by which they are spread over the

country are many, among which may be menticned : Stock feeding on

the plants and the seed passing through them with their germination

unimpaired; birds that eject from the mouth indigestible portions of

their food in the form of pellets, such as our magpies, are the principal

• Taper read at tlio Annual Convention of the Oiianiber of .4griciilture held .it ISendlgo, Jnly, 1917.
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agents in tlfe spread of briars and blackberries, and in this respect th&
imported starling may in all probability be a very serious proposition.

If these pellets are examined many seeds will Ije found in them, but
more especially those belonging to the two plants mentioned.

Birds may travel a long distance after feeding on plants of this

description before the pellet® are ready for ejection, and thus the seeds

would h& scattered ever wide areas. Many seeds are carried in the

hoofs of travelling stock, while the hooked seeds, such as the various

burrs, are carried in the coats of animals, to be dropped later on, or the

burr may discharge its seeds on the way. Again, as is well known, many
seeds are wind-borne.

Stock trucks are also excellent agencies for the spread of weeds.

The droppings in these dry and become pulverised, and later when
strong winds blow through these trucks this dry matter is swept' out on
to the adjacent country through which the train is passing. On one
occasion I found a very strong patch of St'. John's Wort growing inside

the fence between Yendon and Navigator stations, on the Geelong to

Ballarat line, and there appears to be but lititle doubt that' the seed

was blown out of a truck that had passed along this line.

In all probability irrigation channels are the worst offenders of all

in the spread of weeds.' These channels run through miles of country
and carry all kinds of seeds floating on the water, some of which find

lodgment on the banks, where ideal conditions exist for their growth.
These plants again shed their seeds into the water. Later on the
water is taken from these channels for irrigation purposes; the seeds

are then distributed all over the irrigable lands, and are a menace to all

landowners in the areas which are served by these channels. I would
suggest that all channel banks be laid down in grass to check weed
growth as much as possible, and when weeds do make an appearance they
most certainly should not be allowed to seed, otherwise the lands served
by these channels must necessarily become overrun with noxious weeds
of all descriptions.

Dredging and sluicing for gold has undoubtedly been a big factor

in the spread of St. John's Wort, and especially so in the Avon shire,

where on one occasion I noticed this weed being sent down the Crooked
River in bunches, most, likely to find lodgmenti and root itself miles

further down stream.

Weeds, like other plants, may be put into three classes, viz.:—
Annuals, Biennials, and Perennials. An annual comes up from a seed,

bears flowers and seeds, and then dies, completing its life cycle in one
year. A biennial grows from a seed, but only produces leaves the first

year. The roots live throughout the wdnter, and in the second year of

its life it produces seeds and afterwards dies. A perennial is a plant
that lives on for a number of years, and usually produces flowers and
seeds every year.

Weeds reproduce themselves in various ways, viz. :—By means of

seeds, roots, runners, suckers, &c.

Knowledge is always of value, and even a slight botanical knowledge
is of help to the farmer, for to be familiar with the life history of any
weed is of assistance when combating iti. The loss from weeds in this

country is much greater than ia usually thought, and constitutes a
heavy tax to the man on the land. In many instances weeds depreciate
land values to a very serious extent.
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Destroyiu,^ weeds by the use of arsenical preparations is of very
little value except for tlie purpose of freeing paths, &c., from vegetable
growths. The use of arsenic against deep-rooted |)ereunials is absolutely
useless unless used in such quantities as to completely destroy the
fertility of the land. Various tests were carried out at Briglu with all

kinds of arsenical preparations for the destruction of St. John's Worb.
These applications were found to be immediately fatal to all growth
above the surface, but did nothing to prevent fresh growth being
pushed up from the strong root system below. When arsenic was used
ati siifficient strength to destroy these roots it was found to completely
destroy the land for two or three seasons and render it useless for the

growth of plants. A much better weed-killer for voung plants is crude
petroleum or kerosene. This, when sprayed over them, destroys the
plants, but leaves no ill-effects on the soil.

Salt is an effective weed-killer and one that in manv parts of

Victoria improves the fertility of the land. Salt is a deliquescent sub-

stance which extracts water from the moisture in the atmosphere and the

surrounding objects that it comes into contact' with. Thus when
applied to succulent plant tissues it^ draws water from them, and
produces an effect similar to scorching. Thus it is of special value

when applied to the roots of weeds after they have been cut or bruised,

as it draws the sap reserves of the plant to the surface, where it is then

evaporated.

Much has been said about cultivation for the suppression of noxious

weeds. This is easy when dealing with annuals that occur on arable

lands, but it is useless to talk about cultivation on lands unfit for

cultivation either on account of their contour or composition. If lands

are steep, or have stony outcrops, they may be first-class grazing lauds,

yet. totally impossible to bring under the plough, and it is to this class-

of land that the menace of the introduced weed looms large. If lands

can be brought under the plough, and good cultivation given at short

intervals, the most obstinate plant can be destroyed, for if the leaves

are kept from forming the crude sap ^ent up by the roots cannot be

elaborated, and the planti starves to death, as sap is of no use to a plant

until it has been dealt with by the leaves, and returned as plant-

building material. The mistake is often made in allowing too great an

interval between the stirrings of the soil, with the result that leaves

are formed and pushed through the surface of ground in the short time

between the cultivations, with the resulti tliat sap is elaborated and
the plants again renew their strength. Unless cultivation is frequent

it cannot' kill such plants as St. John's Wort, Canadian thistle or black-

berries.

The reason why so many weeds are troublesome on grazing lands is

not always so much on account of their greater vitality or powers of

reproduction, but in the fact that, on account of their less attractive-

ness and rejection by stock, they have an unfair advantage over the

more succulent herbage, and v.hile the latter is being eaten down close

the weed is allowed to grow and develop its seed. Instances of this

can be noticed on railway enclosures where Kangaroo grass ia usually
plentiful, yet outside the fence, on account of close feeding by stock,

it has almost' disappeared. This grass, providing stock is kept from it,

can completely suppress St. John's Wort, but as soon as stock and
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rabbits get at this grass they eat. it out, so that St'. John's Wort again
takes possession as soon as competition from the grass disappears.

This seems about on a par with planting coniferous trees to suppress
this plant. The close planting of pine trees on Crown lands would, in
all probability, successfully arrest the spreading of this pest to clean
land, providing the pine belt was a wide one. But in regard to privately-
cwned land the owner does not want pine trees ; he wants to put his

land to other uses, such as grazing. It has already been stated that
Kangaroo grass will smother St.. John's Wort, but to enable it to do this

it would be necessary to exclude all stock, including rabbits, for a

considerable time. After the weed has disappeared and the stock

returned, dormant seeds would in all probability reiufest tlie land as

soon as tlie stock had eaten down the controlling grass.

One thing tliat must, forcibly strike any one who has given any
thought to weed suppression is the vei-y lax way in which the Tliistle

Act is administered by some of the shires in Victoria. In some shires

pi-cclaimed weeds can be noticed growing in the yards of public build-

ings without restriction of any kind, and along the footpat'hs and
main streets in some of our large inland towns stinkwort may be seen

growing abundantly.
In this paper it is only intended 'to deal with a few of our worst

weeds, and, as the first essential in dealing with any weed is to prevent

it seeding, this applies to all of them. In fact, the three' main prin-

ciples cf weed control are {a) to prevent weeds from going to .seed; {h)

preventing the introduction of weed seed ;
(r) preventing perennial

weeds from making top growth.

Cutting weeds down is frequently practised, but often this work is

don© so late that the seed has already been shed or is distributed in the

process of cutting, or it is so far advanced in growth that, it is enabled to

continue the ripening process after having been cut down, and if the tops

are not aftei-wards gathered up and burnt little benefit has been derived

from the labour and expense of cutting.

With perennial weeds such as the Canadian Thistle {Cardwus

arvensis), where cultivation is practised as well as cutting, the former

agency often tends to increase the troiible by distributing the under-

o-round stems or rhizomes about the land being cultivated, unless the

rhizomes are carefully raked up and burnt. Cultivation ati frequent in-

tervals will, as has already been stated, kill any plant, as this destroys

the leaves, which are really the lungs and the stomach of plants : but,

unfortunately, this plant is possessed of extraordinary vitality, and its

roots, even when cut into very small fragments, can produce shoots.

Pulling up plants that have running roots rarely injures the root

system. The plant pulled up usually breaks off at. the pointi where it is

afctaciied to the liorizontal root, leaving the latter undisturbed.

The horizontal root, system is often below the reach of the plough,

and while the farmer is' busily engaged in pulling and cultivating to

destroy the plants appearing above ground, the root system is continu-

ally sending up new shoots as soon as the cultivation is relaxed, although

i:.hey have been weakened according to the frequency of the cultivation.

In fact, the only practicable method for destroying roots of this class is

to starve and exhaust them by preventing the formation of leaves or

stems above the surface of ground, and so prevent the elaboration of

sap, and. in addition, make salt applications.
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Unfortunately for the farmer when pe-reunial weeds ap]>ear in

ruUivated lauds the difficulties often increase, as the only crops per-

mitting clearing operations being carried out throughout the growing
season are root crops, and, though cereals can be cut for hay on land

badly infested with St. John's Wort (/I i/jiericiim prfmatiini), this does

nothing towards suppressing the pest, as while the crop is growing the
weed is recovei"ing.

Recently I saw a paddock tha( h;id liecu contiimously cropped for

seven years past' in infested St. John's Wort country. The land in

question had four ploughiiigs a year. Last year it was put out of

cultivation, with the result that St. John's Wort was a heavy crop c.n

this land, and possiblv lieavier than befoie cultivation took place. St.

John's Wort, bein,g of an extremely inflammable nature, should be

burnt wherever possible, as this alone would destroy enormous quantities

of seed, and it should be cut down to prevent its seeding at all. The
best time to cut this plant is when the flowering stems are well advanced;
this also a])plies to other weeds, as reser^'e forces are lower at this time,

they having been used to a large extent in forcing up flower sfenis.

A salt application at this time increases the shock and destroys the

plant. This plant thrives best in loose soils, no matter how pocr and

stony they may be, tlie deep root system enabling them to obtain the

necessarv moisture. It does not thrive so well in the heavy clay soils,

although in these the plant will seed freely, and seeds would be more
easily transported from these soils in the feet of stock than in soils of a

lighter nature.

Apart from dredging, the seed is not water-borne to the extent that

is generally believed, for, although the seed must be shed into streams iu

immense quantities from plants overhanging the water, it would, soon

after falling, sink to the bottom.

In my opinion, the chief medium of its spread is by means of stock

movements from infested areas, and also by fodder grown in badly

infested districts. Another factor in its spread on Crown lands is, I

believe, through the medium of rabbits. These, when dashing through

a crop of the weed, when the seed is ripe, cause lots of it to be showerec)

down upon them, and this either falls or is scratched out of their fur

probably on land previously free from the weed, as the seed is very small

and dustlike. The ease with which new centres of this weed can be

established can readily be understood when it is borne in mind that this

seed will germinate in 28 days.

St. John's Wort has a wide range, being indigenous to England and

through Europe to China. It is the species that lias proved such a pest

iu Victoria since its introduction about 30 years ago. It is commonlv
known iu Bright as the Racecourse weed on account of its rapid spread

over that reserve many years ago. This plant is perennial, having

lierbaceous stems erect, and two-edged, of reddish colour, which stool out

freely from the base, forming a cluster of upright st«ms, sometimes

reaching to 5 feet in height, but more commonly about 3 feet, and
carrying at their tops bright clusters of yellow flowers, which later on

form three-valved seed capsules containing a great number of small

seeds. The branches and leaves are opposite. The latter are small,

having smooth ed,ges without stalks, and are in form elliptic-oblong

about half an inch long of a bluish green colour, and copiously supplied

with oil-glands showing as pellucid dots on the surface. It is from
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tha presence of these oil glands in its leaves that the plant derives its

specific name of perforatum, because when lield against the light, these
oil-glands give tlie leaf the appearance of having been pricked or
perforated by a needle point. This feature affords one of the most
ready means of definitely identifying the plant.

The Blackberry {liuhiis fniticoms).—This plant is rapidly becoming
a very serious pest in most of the southern districts, and chokes every-
thing else out of existence, with possilily the exception of St. John's
Wort, the flower stems of which can often be noticed standing above
the centre of a mass of tangled blackberry. This is an introduction
from Europe. Tlie plant itself arises from a perennial root-stock, and
soon forms an almost impenetrable mass of bramble, yet affording
harbor to vermin of all descriptions. Blackberries are difficult' to get

rid of. When old-established masses are to be dealt with fire will often

reduce them to an extent to make cutting easier. Two or three cuttings

a year with salt applications will destroy the plant if carefully dene,

and if the situation is easy of access. After clearin,g away all the
surface growth by cutting and burning, the clump of blackberries, if not

too large," can be killed right out by covering the spot witli iron, bark or

sheets of tarred paper—in fact, anything that will exclude the light

completely. Magpies after feeding on this fruit eject the seeds later

from the mouth in the form of pellets, tlius distributing the seed over

wide areas of country.

Sweet Brier {l.iosa ruhtyiiiosa).—This is another perennial j>est

plant that has taken possession of large areas of country, and is a

difficult plant to eradicate. Old plants should be dragged out of the

ground after wet weather by means of a horse and chain, and the

resultant shoots kept cut closely down, and the roots treated with salt

applications. This is another plant the seeds of which are distributed

far and wide by means of birds that feed on its fruit.

Furze (i'le.r europa us).—A prickly evergreen shrub, also a peren-

nial, and, as its specific name implies, is an introduction from Europe.
This is easier to eradicate than most of the perennials. The plant should

be dug up before flowering and burnt, and the mass of seedlin,gs that

usually spring, up afterwards could be destroyed by spraying them with

crude petroleum or kerosene.

African Bo.xthorn [Li/cium horridu m)

.

—This plant has quite taken
possession of large areas of land in parts of Victoria, having been
largely planted as hedges, and is a great harbour for starlings and
spari'ows, and also some troublesome pest insects. The seeds are being

distributed broadcast by the agency of several species of birds. This

plant should not be allowed to be used for the purposes of hedging,

but should be grubbed and burnt.

Bindweed (Convolvulus errvensis).—A perennial weed that is often

very troublesome in orchards and wheat lauds. The Convolvulaceas to

which this plant belongs is a very extensive order of plants, mostly

consisting of herbaceous and twining shrubs. All the species have in a

greater or less degree an acrid juice, which is strongly purgative, and
in the species under consideration the roots abound in a milky juice

which is highly so. Good cultivation is recommended, followed by
raking up and destruction.

Paterson's Curse {Echiuvi violacevm).—This is a biennial plant,

and is a native of Austria. The name Echium is given to this genus
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on account of the seeds having a supposed resemblance to tlie head of

the viper. It is rather au extensive, and certainly a pretty, genus, 70

si>ecies having been described. Paterson's Curse is easily recognised

by its dark blue flowers; it is a coarse-growing plant and snicthers

the grass. At present it is fairly plentiful in the uorth-easteni parts

of Victoria, and is getting well established on the railway line l)€tween

Evertcn and Bright. It is rather a diflicult plant to \>n\\ up on account

of its strong; grip of the soil, and its flower stem is very i-ough and hairy,

necessitating the use of gloves if much has to be pulled. Pulling it

before flowering followed by salt dressings is Ijest treatment on land

that cannot be cultivated. Close feeding by sheep is useful when
plants are young.

Sti.s'kwgrt {Inula i/raveoleus).—This plant is spreading rapidly,

esjiecially in the northern part of Victoria, w-here it has become firmly

established, and the seed also is being distributed by means of water

in the irrigation settlements. The plant is an annual, and wculd not be

diflRcult to deal with if it was not such a sturdy grower and so prolific

a seed-bearer of feathery type. On grazing, waste lands, reserves, and

roads this weed should be pulled or hoed out to prevent seeding, other-

wise the enormcus amount of seed produced in these situations is

sufficient to smother all the land in the district. Where ploughing is

j>ossible this sliould be carried out. Heavy stocking with sheep will

destroy the plant when young.

Bracken (I'terU uqiulina).—In some parts of the State this feru is

becoming a very serious pest, especially so on land 'that previously

carried heavy timber which has since been cleared off. The land being

unsuitable for cultivation, on account of its steepness, the rhizomes

cannot be destroyed. Land that carried good grass a few years ago

is now densely covered with bracken ferns to such au extent that the

grass is rapidly deteriorating and its stock-carrying capacity is fast

dwindling away, and it will not be long before mucli of the hilly country

is entirely covered by this fern. The best method of dealing with this

pest cu land that cannot be cultivated is by means of cutting and
salting. The reason why the former method often gives such poor

results is because the ferns are- cut too early or too late. The best results

from cutting are obtained if done just previous to the ferns sporing

;

they should be cut down clcse to the ground.. Two cuttings a year will

be necessary, and the second year's cuttings generally destroys most of

the ferns. Salt applications are very effective when applied immediately
after the cutting.

Bathurst Burr {Xtuithium fpinosiim) is a native of Europe, Asia,

and Africa. This plant should be hoed out when young, and not
allowed to seed. Unfortunately it is common on road-sides, and
wandering stock carry its seeds in their coats, thus spreading it on to

land previousl}' free from it.

Onion Grass {Rnmulea cruciata) is an introduction from Africa.

This is a most difficult plant to eradicate, more especially as it delights

i;i hard, closely-compacted soils. Cultivation does not suppress this plant

so easily as is often thought, on account of the great vitality of its corms.
Deep ploughing does not suppress it, as the corms send up leaves to the
surface from considerable depths. The best methods of eradication
appear to be by improving the humic content of the soil and keeping
same as loose as possible.
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Ragwort {Senccio JacohtKi).—This plant is au introduction from
Europe, and belongs to the same genus of plants as the common
groundsel, and, like that plant., produces an enormous number of

wind-borne seeds, which conduces to its rapid spread when neglected

and allowed to' run to seed. This weed should be taken in hand as soon

as noticed, as, besides destroying th© natural grasses, it has the reputa-

tion of causin,g fatal sickness among horses. In last month's (April)

issue of the A;/rlriilfiiral Gazette of N.S.W., by J. H. Maiden
(Government Botanist) Writes:

—"The other is the Ragworti (iS'.

Jacohna), which is common in Victoria, but, so far as I know, it has not

been officially recorded as having made its appearance in New South

Wales, although I am perfectly certain it is in the State. In the Cape

of Good Hope species of Senecia are recorded as having induced cirrhosis

of the liver in stock, and in New Zealand .S'. Jacohaa is blamed for the

similar and fatal complaint amongst hcrses known as 'Winton disease.'

As showing what can bo done in weed eradication by a council alive

to the interests of landowners, it is worth stating here that the Colac

Council expended this year upwards of £500 in the extermination of

noxioiis weeds. This council started a Ragwort competition amongst the

schools in the affected areas, with the result that 2,187,303 plants were

pulled and burnt, and a sum of £367 2s. was paid to the school children

competing.

On lands that cannot be cultivated jjlants should be hand-pulled

just before the flowering stage is reached, and afterwards burnt'. With
immature plants cutting them low down is advised, followed by salt

applications immediately afterwards.

Hemlock {Cnniuni niariihitiim) is another introduction from Europe
and Asia. This species is biennial, and produces quantites of seed from

its small whitish-coloured flowers, and is highly poisonous. Unfortun-
ately this plant is spreading rapidly in some districts. It thrives best

in deep soils in localities liaving a good rainfall. Land on which this

plant is growin,g; should be cultivated wherever possible, and under no
circumstances should it be allowed to seed. Hand-pulling is effective

on large plants ; small plants should be mown and a dressing afterwards

made with salt. Hemlock has caused tlie death of children and stock

that have eaten it.

In conclusion, it may b© pointed out that many landcwners are

careless about a new plant when it first makes its appearance on theii

land.

Any strange plant should be identified, and if it is of value it can
be allowed to remain, but otherwise it should be immediately destroyed,

so as not to run unnecessary risks by allowing it tO' become established

.

I have often been surprised at the indifference shown by many farmers*
to strange weeds appearing on their laud. A wider knowledge of

alien plants must be of benefit to all, and there ap]>ears to be a grand
opportimity here for the Education Department to include noxious
weeds in its nature-study lessons, because if children in the country
schools were taught to recognise useless or dangerous weeds they could
destroy them should they make their appearance in their district.

In addition to this, they could pass ou this knowledge to their
parents, so that paddocks would not become overrun with pest plants
before their identity became known, as so often happens at the present
timei.
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THE CHEESE INDUSTRY AS IT AFFECTS THE
VICTORIAN FARMER.*

Bi/ R. T. Archer, Stnior Dairy Inspector.

Ill this 23aper I do not purpose dealing with the manufacture of

cheese iu detail, but to place before you some other aspects of the in-

dustry. The following figures clearly illustrate the importance and the
possibility of the cheese industry in Victoria:—

•

Imports Txto Britain—Ouu PuiNciPAr, Outlet.

1910. 1911. 1912. 1911!. 1914. 1916-17.

t i, a s. a i

Butter.. 24,49:).4:)0 24,000.619 24,354.19:5 24.U83.658 24,014.276 —
Cheese.. (i,809,87fi 7,140.042 7.41 1. I'll 7.035.039 7,966.162

Of this Australia sent—

•

Butter .. 3,.166.952 4,004,284 3,225.886 3,210.733 2,274,044 —
Victoria sent

—

Butter.. 23,684 tous—t2..50n.000. 13,415 tons—£2,700,000

Australia seut^

—

Cheese .

.

10,772 36,749 4.903 24,568 57,584 —
Victoria sent

—

Cheese .

.

7.957 _ _ _ _ 107,000

(139 tons) (1,091 tons)

New Zealand sent

—

Cheese.. 1915, £2,7.30,211 ; 191(1, £3,5U,:!Ul ; 1917, £3,100,168.

Canada sent^

—

Cheese . . 4,424.806 4,590,515 4,.347,S32 4,038,627 4,025,950 —
The following figures show the development of the New Zealand

cheese industry :
—

1866. 1876. 1886. 1890. 1906. 1916.

cwt. cwt. cwt. ewt. cwt. cwt.

13 885 16,657 71,372 131,206 949,416

£ £ £ £ £ £
65 3,488 45,657 130,106 341,002 3,514,310

Imports of Pig Products to Britain.

1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.

£21,634,740 22,763,536 £22,678,806 £27,817,954 £28,400,311

From Victoria .. .. .. .. .. .. Nil

Cheese exported to Britain this season, i.e., 1916-17, from Victoria

is greater in amount and value than in any previous year, amounting to

1.091 tons. At 9^d. per lb., f.o.b.. the price allowed by Government
for first grade cheese amounts to over £100,000. Mr. P. J. Carroll, in

his review of the past season, given at the Conference of the Butter and
Cheese Factory Managers' Association, said:

—"The quality of the

cheese submitted for exports reflects the greatest credit on the manufac-
turers; the average score was close on 91 points, and over 90 per cent.

• Paper read at the Annual Convention of the Chamber of Agriculture held at Hendigo, July, 1917.
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of the total quantity was of first grade quality. Most of the cheese

was four to six weeks in store prior to shiprrent, and was five to six

months old before reaching its destination."

Many consumers in this country are under the impression that good
cheese cannot be made here, and that if they wish to have a bit of good
cheese they must purchase New Zealand-made cheese. In yeais past

much of the Victorian make has been sold as New Zealand, and any-

thing inferior in quality as Victorian. The results of the export of

cheese to Britain should go far to dispel this illusion. While full reports

from Loudon are not yet available, cables have been received lo tlift

effect that experts appointed by the British Government have classified a

large cjuantity of cheese which was forwarded to London as equal to the

bestj New Zealand in quality. For this the Victorian makers would re-

ceive the same price as the New Zealanders.

In 1911 a shipment of cheese was sent to London, and the report on

this was very satisfactory. The following extract from a report, from
one of the largest inporting firn s in Britain sosaks for itself:

—
" The

quality of Victorian cheese per s.s. Coniwall is very satisfactory, and
a great improvement upon what we had from Queensland last year.

" The character of the cheese is more like that of Canadian than New
Zealand. On the whole, the coloured cheese shows up better than the

white. The crates in which the cheese are packed are very rough and
badly made, and it would be a greati advantage to have the wood planed

and the corners and edges of the boards rounded off, after the style of

the New Zealand crates. They look very common and rough, and some
of them are far too big for the cheese. It' is more difficult to sell craties

that contain three cheese, and they do not command such a good price

as those that contain two. We like cheese weighing about 80 lbs.

each."

If cheese-makers will benefit by the instructions given by Mr. Geo.

Sawers, Cheese Instructor of the Department of Agriculture, there will

be no difficulty in producing an article that will hold its own in competi-

tion with that of New Zealand and Canada. The trouble is that very
frequently they will not give the time and attention necessary. If they
tiy to rush tjie work through as quickly as possible, body and texture

suffers, and there is also loss of fat.

Greater uniformity in weight of cheese and style of package is neces-

sary. It should always be borne in miiul that an attractive get up is of

great assistance in selling the contents. It may be assumed that the

same care has been taken in manufacture as in preparing for market.

Markets.

U.S.A.—The increase in imports of cheese' to U.S.A. from 1900 to

1914 was more than 50,000,000 lbs. annually. While the total production

oT cheese is steadily increasing the amount per head of population is de-

creasing. The same thing applies to butter and other products, and
America should, in the future, be a market of ever-increasing import-

ance for Australian food products.

Britain.—According to London authority, the average consumption
of cheese in England and Scotland was .504.000,000 lbs. per year, of

which 302,400,000 were home made and 201,600,000 imported. Year by
year the amount, of milk consumed in its natural condition is increasing,

which means less cheese manufactured at home, leaving a greater open-
ing for the manufacturers of Australia and other countries now being
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developed. It is estimated that 12| lbs. of cheese is consumed per head

of population in Great Britain.

A Cheese Pool,

The anount of cheese now produced in Australia is much in excess

of requirements. If it were not for a good proportion being exported

there would be a glut, and prices would be unremunerative. When
sjjipments have been arranged for in previous years in order to relieve

this market, the prices locally have risen above London parity. Those

who exported did not receive as much for their cheese as those who did

not export', and thus were placed at a disadvantage. It was only by

some exporting a considerable amount that better prices could be

obtained on the local market; then why should one section of the pro-

ducers receive an advantage by the sacrifice of another section. It

would be fairer if the cheese were pooled as the butter has been, and
only the necessary propoi-'tiou of the output fron- each factory kept here

to supply the local demand. The Queensland cheese-makers have had

some such arrangement amongst themselves for some time past. The
number of cheese factories (including farms) in Victoria are about 23

co-operative and 147 proprietary and private—about 170 iu all.

Payment for Milk for Cheese Making.

The Pairy Supervision Act provides thati all milk purchased fcr the

purpose of manufacturing into cheese shall be paid for according to its

butterfat contents, as ascertained by the Babcock or Gerber test. This

was decided alter very exhaustive inquiry as to the most equitable basis

for payment. It is, however, very difficult to get some people to realize

the wiisdoir of this provision. In all countries where cheese is manufac-
tured on an extensive scale, this has been a much debated question,

much investigational work has been done, and the system generally

adopted is the butterfat test. Another system, more complicated, but
more thorough, was perfected in America by Professor Hart, known as

the Hart Casein Test, in which both the fat and the casein are esti-

mated, fat and casein being the two pi-incipal ingredients of cheese, but
i'. has been decided that the fat test is quite satisfactory. To demon-
strate the difference in value of milk of different quality for cheese mak-
ing, a series of experiments were undertaken by Mr. Geo. Sawers and
myself, using irilk of different quality. The results given be'ow should
be convincing.

Should milk for cheese making be bought on its butiierfat contents or

bv the gallon ?

The answer is given by the six cheese referred to above, particulars

of which follow:—
Nos.

Weight of milk, lbs.

Pcrcpntngo of fat .

.

Weight of cheese . .

Value at 6il. per lb.

Equals per galloi of milk at. .

500 lbs. milk at Is. per lb.

butterfat . . .

.

27s. 23s-. fid. 2Is. 20a. 10s. 13s.

Each cheese was made from 500 lbs. of milk of different butterfat

content. For convenience it is valued at 6d. per lb.

Milk with lowest test, viz., 2.6 per cent., made 46i lbs. cheese, equals

29s. 3d., equals 5Ad. per gallon.

1
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Milk with highest test, viz., 5.4 percent., made 58|lbs. cheese, equals
29s. 3d., equals 7d. per gallon.

Milk testing 3.8 {>er cent., gave b\\ lbs. cheese at 6d., equals 25s.

9d., equals 6d. per gallon.

Milk te'-ting 4.7 per cent., gave 5(U lbs. cheese at 6d., equals 28s.
3d., equals 6|d. per gallon.

To obtain the different percentages of butterfat, cream had to be
adaed or extracted. Normal milk would show greater variation, as the
solids vary, to a large extent, in proportion to the butterfat.

Based upon the investigation of 15,000 cheese factory payments for
milk, a Wisconsin bulletin (No. 267), prepared by Mr. J. L. Lammis,
states that in paying for cheese milk the straight fat testi method gives
satisfactory results in 95 per cent, of all cases, while in the other 5 per
cent., where there is constantly a greater diiference of 1 per cent, of fat
between the richest and poorest milk received in the same month, a
newly-suggested system, whereby a decimal .6 is added to each sup-
plier's test, is recommended as the easiest method of reckoning correct
payments. It is generally calculated that on an average 1 gallon of

milk will yield 1 lb. of cheese, but, as seen above, the richer the milk
the greater the amount of cheese made. As a fact, at a factory in

Gippsland last year at one time \\ lb. of cheese was being made per
gallon of milk, cheese of good body and texture, and not containing any
excess of moisture.

Casein.

A number of factories have installed plants for the manufacture of

casein, for which the price, for some time past, has been ruling high.

This has enabled those factories to pay a much higher price for butter-

fat—over 4d. per lb. in some instances. It should not be forgotten,

liowever, that before the war the price for casein was very low, about
one-third of the present price—too low to leave any margin for profit.

Again, casein is not manufactured for food, and it is evident that the
greatest requirement at the jn-esent time is for food.

Whey.
Because whey has a very wateiy appearance, many farmers conclude

that it has very little value as an article of food, whereas quite the
opposite is a proved fact. Although it contains only abouti 7 per cent,

of solids, this is nearly as much as some of the rooti crops grown for

stock food, especially some of the turnips, and while all of the solids in

whey are digestible and assimilable, a considerable percentage in roots

consists of indigestible fibre of no practical food value. For calves, if

fed sweet off the curd, quite satisfactory results are obtained, when meal
of some kind, especially linseed meal, is mixed with the whey. As a

matter of fact, one of our leading stud Ayrshire breeders i-ears his cattle

largely on whey, with the addition of meal, providing, when possible, a

good grass run. For pigs, also, whey is very valuable. Two pounds
of whey are equal to 1 lb. of skim milk, and as 3 gallons of skim milk
will produce 1 lb. of pork 6 gallons of whev will produce 1 lb. of pork ;

so if pork is worth 6d. per lb., that would be a penny a gallon for the
whey for feeding pigs, of course in con bination with grain feed of some
kind.

Cheese or Butter.
Is it advisable to tindertake the manufacture of cheese in preference

to butter ? At the present time there can be very little risk in diverting
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a large percentage of the milk into cheese. The oullook for the cheese
market at present is better than for butt<^r. Tliere is a sure market*

a1 good prices. The price is likely to be higher next sea-sou than in the
past, as Canada is 2;ett.iiig Is. and over per lb. for this season's spring
make. It is considered that the War Office will not pay less than lOd.

next season, and lOd. per lb. means lOd. per gallon for milk, equal to

Is. lOd. j>er lb. tor butterfat, less (say) 2d. per lb. for working expenses,
leaving a net return of Is. 8d. per lb. for butterfat.

Another poiiil in favour of cheese is that it forms one of the mcst
iniportant items of the diet of the soldiers. If there is difficulty with
regard to shortage of freight, chees--e will have the preference over
butter.

Cheese as a Food.

Cheese is believed to be one of the oldest dairy products known to-

man. It was evidently in tlie form of cheese that n;ilk was first pre-

served for later use as food. Like many other of our foods, cheese is

very complex iu its composition, and while we are familiar with its

general character, and know something about the amount of protein and
fat it contains, we know very little about the make-up of these materials
Ah they occur in a well-ripened cheese. The cheese-maker has to deal
with a complex material, milk, which is jjeculaarly susceptible to con-

tamination. To this is added rennet, also conijylex in ils nature, and
then by means of salt and by controlling temperatures during making
and ripening periods, the matured product is formed. Naturally when
there is a variation iu the controlling factors, that is, in the amount of

salt or iu temperature, there will be differences in the nature of the
j)roduct, and these differences not only affect the texture, but more
ccpecially the flavour and aro.na. Thus it will be seen why from three
s.ich common substances aa inilk, salt, and rennet it is possible to make
such an innuir.erable varietv of cheese as is found on the market to-day

;

furthermore, why it is absolutely necessary that the cheese-maker should
have full control of the conditions under which the ripening takes place

if he is to get a uniform product.
Clieese is of two classes—those which are mild in flavour, and those

which are seasoned or ripened in such a way that they are highly
flavoured. The latter, like almost all highly-flavoured foods, are com-
monly used to season dishes made of ingredients without much dis-

tinctive flavour, or are used in small quantities at a time to give

palatability to a dish or meal. The mild-flavoured cheese are those
which are usually selected for eating in quantity, and are those which
may be most suitable when cheese is used as a substitute for meat.

From an economic stand-point, cheese is important, Ijecause of its

high nutritive value, particularly its high percentage of protein or
muscle-forming ingi-edients, on account of the ease with which it can be
kept and prepared for the table, and because of its appetising flavour.

To show its high nutritive value it is only necessary to point out that
I lb. of good Cheddar cheese contains nearly all the protein and fat in

1 gallon of milk. Approximately it is composed of one-third water, one-
third fat, one-fourth protein, and, in addition, small quantities of
mineral matter or bone-forming material, salt, &c. Beef contains 50
per cent, water or more, and the leaner it is the higher will be the
water content. Thus l>eef has a much lower nutritive value than cheese,
and the same statement holds good with practically all forms of meat.
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In Britain, cheese forms a large proportiou of the daily diet of the

lower-paid classes. lu Australia it is generally looked upon as a
luxury, to be eaten in small quantities at the end of a meal. This is

due to the fact that the value of cheese as a food is not appreciated.

Some people complain that theese produces indigestion, and so cannot
be eaten in any quantity. This is frequently due to the fact that it is

only eaten at the end of a meal, when the stomach is already supplied

with as much material as it can conveniently treat. If cheese, which is

highly concentrated, being all digestible, is added in any quantity, it is

easy to idealize that the digestive cajMcity is overtaxed. If eaten in a
proper manner, it is very easily digested.

Extensive experiments have been carried out by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture to ascertain by actual trials what proportion of

the cheese was digested and what effect it had in the system when eaten

in large quantities. The work was planned to include new and ripened
cheese. The -cheese was made by the regular Cheddar process. The
ripening was carried on under different conditions. One lot. was
ripened under factory conditions, where the temperature varied from 50
to 75 degrees Fahr. Two lots were stored immediately after making,
and one was kept, at 32 degrees; the other at 40 degrees Fahr. Another
lot was held in the factory curing room for two weeks, and then placed

al a temperature of 40 deg. Fahr. All these methods of controlling the

ripening process were carnied out with cheese made with 3-oz. rennet
to 1,000 lbs. of milk and with 6-oz. to 1,000 lbs. of milk.

The subjects of these experiments were students of the University.

The diet consisted of whole-wheat bread, bananas, and cheese. Of the
latter substances from 450 to 600 grams, were eaten in tliree days of the

experiment, or about one-third to nearly ^ lb. per day. The
number of experiments completed was 184. Without going into details

of the results, it may be stated that there was little or no difference in

the digestibility of the cheese at different stages of ripening. Tiie per-

fectly green curd was evidently asi digestible and, so far as nutritive

value was concerned, was as good as the same cheese at any stage of

ripening. The cheese was highly digestible, and though it was eaten in

comparatively large quantities it was well assimilated. The record of

the health of each individual shows that there was little or no digestive

troubles, and thati the green cheese caused no more trouble in this way
than the ripened article. Later experiments verified the above results.

If was found that on an average over 95 per cent, of the fat and also

over 95 per cent, of the protein was digested, and more than 90 per
cent, of the total energy is available for the body. They also show that
cheese may serve as the principle source of protein and fuel in the body
for a long time.

A comparison of the food value of cheese with that, of other highly
nitrogenous materials is of interest at this time. No kind of meat, ex-

cept, dried beef, carries such a large percentage of protein as cheese.

Fresh beef, as purchased, has weight for weight, a little more than half

the food value of cheese in either protein or ifat, and the same is true of

practically all other meats. Bacon or fat pork is an exception, but their

food value is mostly in the fat.. To put. it another way—1 lb. of cheese

has nearly the same food value as 2 lbs. of fresh beef or any other fresh

meat as food. It is worth as much as, or more than, 1 lb. of ham, and
is more digestible, and it is equal to 2 lbs. of eggs or 3 lbs. of fish.
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It is estimated by the United States Department of Agriculture that
tlie people of that country use about 175 lbs. of meat annually per head,
besides fish and poultry, while the annual consumption of cheese is only

about 4 ll)s. per liead. So it will he seen that there is room for a large

increase in the consumption before it is equal to that of Britain.

Pepsin in Place of Rennet for Making Cheddar Cheese.

Owing to the scarcity and cousecjuent high price being charged for

rennet through the operation of regulations enforced under war condi-
tions, it became evident that cheese-makers in this country would be
faced with a ver}' difficult problem with regard to supplies. Previous
to the great European war nearly all the commercial rennet extract was
made in Denmark from veils obtained principally from Russia, Austria,
and Germany. After the outbreak of war, owing to the restrictions on
trade, all these sources of supply were cut. off and no others were
developed to take their place. Instructions were issued bv the Board
ol Trade to enable cheese-n akers to jirepare veils and manufacture their

own rennet, as was done years ago before the commercial rennets were

placed on the local market. In Canada this \\as also tried, but pro-

nounced against by the Canadian Dairy Commissioner, on account of the

risk that would result from the use of rennet of inferior quality. How-
ever, the difficulty of producing rennet of satisfactory quality locally

should not be insuperable. In July, 1916, experiments were conducted
at the Central Research Farm, Werribee, by Mr. Geo. Sawers and my-
self, to ascertain the result, of substituting pepsin for rennet. There
was no flake pepsin available in Melbourne at the time, only the
powdered form of English manufacture, kindly supplied bv the Gipps-
land and Northern Co-operative Selling Company. This we used until
we obtained the flake pepsin. Subsequent developments indicated that
as good results practically were obtained from one as the other, except
that just four times the amount of powder was required to give the same
results as one of flake. As scon as the strength was ascertained, the pro-
ceedings were as witli the normal process of making Cheddar cheese. It

remained then to see how it would mature. Some was exhibited at the
Royal Agricultural Show the end of September. This appeared to be
maturing normally. Others were cut from time to time with equally
satisfactory results. The last was cut at eight months old, and the
quality in every way was all that could be desired. Mr. Sawers has de-
monstrated the use of pepsin all over the State during the past season,
and invariably with satisfactory results; in fact, not even experts could
tell whether pepsin, rennet, or both, had been used. Van Sylke and
Publow say—" Commercial pepsin has the following advantages over
rennet extract :—

"1. It is more concentrated, and therefore more convenient and
less expansive to ship.

'2. If kept dry, pepsin retains its strength indefinitely, while
liquid rennet extract does not."

The quality of cheese made lay use of pepsin does not appear to be in-

ferior to that by the use of rennet.
Pepsin is the chief enzyme of the ga.stric juice in the stomach of man.

It is also present in tlie st on ach of many animals, and that used for
cheese-making is chiefly obtained from the sto'rachs of sheep or pigs.
In view of the enormously increased value cf calves, this would be a
great advantage fiom an economical point of view, as rennet is obtained
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from the stomachs of young milk-fed calves, which ought to be rea-.ed

to maturity. Moreover, the pepsin of the stomachs of practically all the
sheep slaughtered in Australia and New Zealand at present is lost.

The pepsin used so far for cheese-making is of American origin, althougli

we obtained quite satisfactory results with an English ]x>wder pepsin of

1-2,500 strength, but we had to use four times the an'.ount of the powder
to' give the same results as the flake.

When cheese is freshly made the casein is in an insoluble or indi-

gestible form. The process of ripening consists in converting the in-

•soluble casein into the soluble form. This process is not yet thoroughly
understood, but much time and energy has been devoted to its investiga-

tion, and some points have been definitely decided. It was ati one time
thought that the ripening changes were due to bacterial action, but it

was proved that in the absence of these organisms the casein was con-

verted into the soluble form. It was proved that tliis was due to
enzymes of rennet called rennin and pepsin. The difference between
these is not rightly understood, in fact, soii.e leading chemists consider
that pe{>siu is the purified fonn of the feruient, and rennet is the cruile

form containing impurities. However, experiments have shown that

there is something in rennet extract that is not present in commercial
pepsin, but this is not necessai-y to the projier ripening of Cheddar
cheese, for in the presence of acid, as is always the case in the manufac-
ture of Cheddar cheese, the action of pepsin is able to account for all

the changes observed in the case of rennet extract. Also commercial
pepsin is a stronger digestive agent than rennet extract.

It will be seen, therefore, that there is no apparent reason why com-
mercial pepsin should not give satisfactory results when used instead of

rennet exitract.

Cheese Other th.4.\ Cheddar.

As mentioned above, there are a great many different! kinds of cheesa

made, but Cheddar is the most useful and universal. Even Holland,
so long noted for its Gouda and Edam cheese, have lately produced a

considerable amount of Cheddar. It has been suggested that some of

the soldiers, while in England,- should go to some of the dairy schools,

and learn how to make Stilton, Gouda, Gruyere, and others, with the

object of undertaking their manufacture on their return to this country.

This would be largely a waste of time, as the demand for all cheese rtlier

than Cheddar is so small, owing to the population being comparatively
small, that it would noti be worth any one's while going to the expense
of installing the necessary plant. The bulk of the Stilton consumed in

New Zealand and Australia is the prcduot of one small fac'.ory in New
Zealand treating only about 600 gallons of milk per day. The leading

cheese factoi-y company in New Zealand decided to manufacture Stilton,

and brought out an ex,pert maker from England. The result was that,

after making Stilton for a season, they could nob find sale for it,

although a good quality, and gave it up after a heavy monetary loss.

In this State some years ago a leading dairy firm employed an expert

t'> make Gouda cheese, but their exjierience was no more satisfactory

than that of the New Zealand company. When the population is many
times what it is at present in Australia it may pay to undertake th?

manufacture of other kinds of cheese. In the meantime we would b''

better to devote our energies to an article for which we are sure of

remunerative returns.
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REPORT OF CONFERENCE RE DISEASE ATTACKING
PLANE TREES.*

A Conference of experts, convened by the lion, the Minister of

Lands, to discuss the matter of the disease tliat has lately attacked the
Plane trees in various jiarts of the State, was licld at tlio Board Kooni
of the Lands Dopartiiieiit on 21st February, 1!)I7.

The response to tlie invitations issued by the Minister was most
satisfactory, representatives of over thirty municipalities throughout
the State, most of whom were practical horticulturists, being in attend-

ance, in addition to officers of various Government Departments who
are specialists in the classification, cultivation, and health of trees and
other vcffpta'tion.

Mr. Ilutcliinson, in opening the Conference, expressed his pleasure
at the very ])ractical manner in which the various bodies interested had
replied to his note, and his belief that the deliberations of the Confer-
ence would be productive of benefit by recommending means for com-
bating the new and destructive disea.se

—

Glisoxporium nervisequum—
tliat was affecting Plane trees, and was causing much anxiety to all

lovers of trees. lie referred to the damage already 'caused by the

disease in certain ])laces, and considered that early and very definite

action should be taken to check its ravages and spread. As President

of the Board of Land and Works, Mr. Hutchinson thought the matter
was sufficiently important to warrant his invitation to the Conference,
and consideration of this very serious trouble, to municipalities and
other bodies who were interested in the cultivation of trees.

Mr. J. Harris, Chairman of the Metropolitan Parks and Gardens
Cnuimittee, was elected chairman of the Conference, on the motion of

tlie Hon. the Minister.

Mr. J. M. Reed, Secretary for Lauds, explained that he and the

Curator of the Botanic Gardens, in conjunction with Mr. W. Laidlaw,
Biologist, and Mr. C. C. Brittlebank, Vegetable Pathologist to the

Department of Agriculture, had discussed the matter in order to be
able to submit .something definite on which to base the Conference,
and secure the best experience and knowledge bearing on the disease,

and the most effective means and remedies for its control. He re-

quested Mr. Cronin to act as departmental secretary to the Conference,
and also expressed the belief that the capacity of the representatives

jiresent was such that means would be evolved to cope with the trouble.

The Chairman stated that the Plane tree was undoubtedly one of

the finest trees known, and was essentially a suitable tree for planting

ill streets.

Letters were read from Bear-Admiral Bridges, who has had ex-

perience of the disease, and from Mr. J. Blackburn, late of the

Department of Forests, and Mr. T. W. Pockett, Curator of Malvern
Gardens, respecting the probable causes of the disease.

Messrs. Cronin, Laidlaw, Brittlebank, and Professor Ewart ex-

plained their knowledge of the disease, its nature and history, its

ramifications throtighout Victoria, and its sudden appearance in the

* Issued by the Lands Uepartment and reprinted here by permission of the Secretary for Lands.
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metropolitan district during the current season. It was definitely

stated that the disease was due to the fungus named by the Minister

of Lands, and that, although affected specimens had been received at

the Science Branch of the Department of Agriculture from country
places for several years past, not one case had been reported from
Melbourne or its environs prior to this season.

Various representatives spoke on the disease, and also on the identity

of the species of Plataniis (the Plane) generally grown in Victoria for

street planting.

i
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Mr. J. ir. r
conibatcil iiiMiiv

liliaiii. Curator of Castleiiiaiiie Parks and (Jardens,

lit' tlipso statements and suggestions, and produced

Young tree seriously affected with the disease. All the branches should be cut

hard back to the main stem.

spocinicns fruni trees gruwing under varying cunditions of soil and

situation at Castleniaine that were equally affected. 'I'hcse specimens
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Tvere subsequently submittal to microscopic examination, and were
definitely found to be diseased. Mr. W . O. Allan, of Ballarat,

agreed with Mr. I'pbam. The trees nt Ballarat were badly attacked
under most diverse conditions.

Various delegates considered that tlio Plane tree bad been planted
too freely in the past, and, in many instances, in soils and situations

unsuitable for its bealtby development. It was, however, generally

agreed that the Plane was a most suitable street tree, and that it was
specially valuable where the atmosphci'c was smoke laden.

The action of the Minister of Lands iu calling the representatives

together to discuss the matter in question was cordially approved. The
hope was freely expressed that a conference of tree and park managers
would be held annually to consider questions bearing on the selection,

planting, and management of trees suitable for street and park decora-

tion. It was pointed out that large sums of money had been spent in

tree culture, and would need to be spent in futiire in caring for the

trees already planted and for fresh plantings, and that meetings such

as the present one would tend to more satisfactory results generally

henceforth.

The Chairman commented on the various statements of the scientific

and lay members of the Conference, and submitted the following

resolution :

—

That this thoroughly representative meeting of curators and
other gentlemen, representing over thirty municipalities in Victoria,

view with much concern the spread of the fungoid disease of the

Plane tree (scientifically Glceosporium nervisequwn on leaf,

Myxos'porwn vahoideum on branch). That it is imperative that

remedial measures be taken early to check its ravages; these to be

effected by systematic pruning of diseased trees by competent men,
and by spraying the trees under the advice of officers of the De-
partment of Agriculture.

This resolution was seconded by Mr. A. Rumball, of Bendigo, and
carried unanimously.

Other resolutions that were carried were

—

That this Conference recommends that in fut-ure the Plane tree

shoiild only be planted in soils and sitiiations that are favorable

to its healthy development.

That the matter of calling an annual conference be left in the

hands of tlie Hon. the Minister of Lands, the Secretary for Lands,

and the Curator of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens.

A hearty vote of thanks to the Minister of Lands for his action in

calling the Conference was carried unanimously.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated the proceedings.

Recommendations made regarding the treatment of affected trees

were

—

1. That all diseased trees be heavily pruned early in winter, and
all affected shoots and branches be burned forthwith.
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2. Tliat leaves froiii such trees sliould be collected, as soon as

possible after falling, and burned. As tlie s])rcad of the

disease is most probable tlirougli tlie agency of affected leaves,

tlii.s reconiuu'iulation is most important.

:1. Tliat the trees, after being ]iruned, sliould be sprayed with

Bordeaux mixture during winter, and again when growth

begins in spring.

4. That it is essential for the control of this and other diseases of

trees that adequate spraying machiiuM'y should be provided

for the purpose.

."». That in any place where the tips of or shoots or brandies of

Plane trees are dying, specimens should be submitted, for

examination, to the Science Brancli, Department of Agricul-

ture, Melbourne.

fi. That all nursery trees be carefully inspeeted ]irior to the jilanting

season.

REMINDERS FOR AUGUST.

Live Stock.

KoRSKS.—Those stabled can be fed liberally. Those doing fast or heavy work
sluitild be clipped; if not whoUj', then trace hiyh. Those not rugged on coining

into the stable at night should be wiped down and in half-an-hour's time rugged
or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Old horses and weaned foals should
be given crushed oats. Grass-fed working horses should be given hay or straw, if

there is no old grass, to counteract the purging effects of the young growth. Old
and badly-conditioned horses should be given some boiled barley.

Cattle.—Cows should still be rugged, but coverings should be removed
frequently, in order to enable the animal to get rid of the old coat; or, better
>till, a good curry-combing may be given. Continue hay or straw. Look up
treatment for milk fever in Year-Bonk of Agriculture, 1005, and treat cattle

accordingly. Give calves a good warm dry slied. Give the milk to young
calves at blood heat. Have feeding trouglis or buckets clean. Don't over-feed.

Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Provide a good grass run, or

fine hay or crushed oats in a box or trough. Give a cupful of limewater per
calf per day in the milk. The problem with many at the present time is how
to rear calves without milk. This can be done very well by starting them on
new milk for a fortnight, and then gradually substituting the milk with one of

the calf meals on the market. To these it would be advisal)le to add two or tin-ee

tal)lespoonfnls of cod liver oil. The following meal is in general use in Ireland :
—

Two parts, by weight, of oatmeal, 2 parts maize meal, 1 part pure ground lin-

seed, all llMcly ground. Scald with boiling water, and allow to stand for twelve
hours. Start with new milk, tlien gradually ^ulistitute skim and I lb. daily of

the meal mi.xture per head per day, gradually increasing to 1 lb. or more. In a
mouth milk may be dispensed with altogether. The crushed oats, fed dry, have
been found to give excellent results.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm well-ventilated sties. Keep sties

clian and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be
turned into grass run. If pigs are lousj- dress with kerosene emulsion or
sulphur and lard, rubbing well into crevices of skin, and disinfect sties. Con-
sidering the present high price of pork, there should be a good margin of profit
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in fattening pigs. Worms are very prevalent at present, and may be treated by
giving 2 to 10 grains of Santonin in form of pill, or from half to one teaspoonful
of oil of turpentine in milk or castor oil.

Sheep.—Decide on the breed and number of rams required for the coming
season. Place orders as soon as possible, for breeders can then give better satis-

faction and allot preference to the earlier applications. The result of mating
should be given most careful consideration from a wool point of view. Evidence
points to an extreme shortage of good merino and fine cross-bred wool for years
to come. At the same time, a steadily increasing demand has set in for materials
manufactured from these finer grades. The world's civilian requirements must
be met, and for flannels and finer materials for temperate and cold climates these

are indispensable. After all coarse wools liave a limited use. Cull stud ewes
carefulh", especially mcrinoes, consider form as well as evenness of covering and
style of wool. Discard for thin fribby forearms, for coarse common thighs, for

mushy wasty undercovering, inferior patches acro-s the shoulders, common and
short between the hip bones. Individual merit must be considered carefully,

pedigree alone is not sufficient.

Poultry.—Yards should be turned over with a spade or fork, and sown down
with rape or barley. Keep the breeders busy—straw litter with a little grain

scattered about will make them exercise. Overhaul incubators; see that

tlie capsule of thermostat acts properly; thoroughly clean lamps, egg drawers,
and chimneys. Test machine for two days before putting eggs in. It is also

advisable to have thermometer tested. When additional incubators are required,
it is more satisfactory to keep to the one make.

Cultivation.

Farm.—Second fallow where necessary for summer crops. If required, roll or
harrow crops. Plant very early potatoes in forward districts. Sow mangolds.
Apply slow-acting fertilizers, such as blood and bone manures, for maize.

Orchard.—Complete planting and pruning of deciduous trees. Watch for

peach aphis, and spray with tobacco solution, if present. Prepare for planting
citrus trees. Spray for woolly aphis with lime sulphur spray.

Flower Garden.—Finish digging and pruning of roses, &c. Leave pruning
of shrubs till after flowering. Keep weeds in check ; weed out seed beds. Divide
and plant out all herbaceous plants, such as phlo.x, delphiniums, rudbeckia, &c.
Plant out gladioli. Complete planting of shrubs. Mulch young plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Top-dress asparagus beds; plant new asparagus plots.
Plant herb divisions, and potatoes. Sow cabbage, cauliflower, peas, carrots,
beans, radish, and leituce seeds. Sow tomato seeds in a hot frame. Finish
digging.

Vineyard.—August is the best month for planting vines (grafted or ungrafted).
TEis should be actively proceeded with and completed before end of month.
Scions for field grafting may still be preserved as detailed last month, or better
still by placing them in cool storage. They should all be removed from vines
before end of month, at latest. Conclude pruning and tie down rods. Where
black spot has been prevalent, apply 1st acid iron sulphate treatment. In view
of the serious damage caused by this fungus in many districts last summer careful
attention to preventive treatment is emphatically urged (see article in current
issue).

Cellar.—Rack again, towards end of month, wines which have as yet only
been once racked (spring racking). Fill up regularly all unfortified wines.
Clean up generally in cellar and whitewash walls, woodwork, &c.

'^i'^i'X*^*^^
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"ETTERSBURGH"

NEW AMERICAN
TREE STRAWBERRY

THIS new Strawberry, introduced from America some years ago,

has proved itself to be the premier cropper and money producer

on the market to-day. It grows to a height of 2 ft., producing

an abundance of firm berries of dehcious flavour and fine dessert quality.

The fruit hangs in bunches on strong stems well clear of the ground,

obviating the necessity, in most cases, of strawing. For jam making and

canning purposes, this Strawberry is far ahead of anything previously

known, as the berries remain whole after boiling. The plant is very

deep rooting, and is more able to withstand drought than any other

variety. It is also frost resisting. Brings 50 per cent, more on the

market than any other Strawberry. The demand is tremendous !

Secure yours NOW ! Price, 12/6 per dozen ; 45/- for 50 ; 80/-

per 100. Packing and carriage extra.

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston Street, Melbourne
Established 1S50 Telephone Central 729
Nurseries—Orrong Road. Armadale, Adjoining Toorak Railway Station
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Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1913-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.

;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

—

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

Dam's ,, 10548 ,.

6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 ,, .. 9155 „

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS
Cockerels and Pullets - - 21/- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 21/- each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July— October, 1917. Price, £1 Is. per Sitting.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS-DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Matmg

Cosh No. I Special

Subiaco No. 1 Special

Cosh-Swift X Moritz

Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park

1

1

I

1

I

From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 eggs al

Bendigo Single Pen Competition. 1916-17—World's Record.

Note. W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (I9I4-I915), which

established the still unbeaten world's record of 1 .699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna silling. This pen recently realized £75

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forwarded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacements w^ill therefore be made.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending

Vinegrowers

!
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. IUu3trated.

The Joxirnal is issued monthly, and deals with all pliases of up-to-date agriculture. The
suhseription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum for the Ccmmon-
weiilth and New Zealand, and 53. for the United Kincdom and foreign countries. Single copy, 3d.
New volume commences with the January number nf each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive of February,
March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906). 10 parts, exclusive of parts 7 and 9 (July and
September), out of print ; V. (1907), and VI. (1908), 12 parts each ; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive
of P.arts 2 and 10 (February and October), out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present
in stocli, and will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may
also be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (19111, X. (1912), and XI.
(1913) are at present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Poslage : (.'., 3id. : N.Z., Is. 2d.:
B. & F., 23.4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1906. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2 coloiu-ed plates. Cloth,
3s. tid.; paper, 2s. 6d. /'ostoye ; C, cloth 2ld., paper 2d. : .\.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. <fc F.;
cloth Is. Od., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr. Cooke, tils. Poslna^ : C. 5d. ; .V.Z., l()d. ; B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d. Postaje, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), 6d. per dozen, post free. When ordering, dairy farmers should
menticn " .Monthly " or " Weekly."

fiv Professor A.J. Eirart, Oovernment Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C, ltd.

,

.V.Z.. .'.d.; B.& F„ lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., lOs. Postage : C, 2<i. ; N.Z.,8d.; B. & F., Is. 4d

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., n.. Ill, IV., V., 2s. 6d. each. Postage: Parts I.

:i]id HI. C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. 4 F., 6d., each. Parts II. and IV., C. IJd. ; N.Z., 4d.; B. & F.,

SJ. each. Part v., C, Id.; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 7d.

Application, accompanied by Pottal Orders or Notea, mast be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

PAMPHLETS New Series
Obiainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne—Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T.A.J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J . Carmody.
5. CIDER MAKING. J. Enioht.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. £. E. Peicott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS. A. 3. Kenyan, O.B., and otheri.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. U. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLEMENT. H. T. Etufrby.
12. WORMS IN SHEEP. .S. S Cameron, D.V.So., M.R.C.V.S.
13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C.S.Sawen.
14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. U. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A.J.SmiOl.
16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. «. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and olAtri.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. .Meehing.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1912-13. W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION. .1. K. T Richnriison, M.A., B.Se.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Turner.

24 GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1913-14. IF. A. .y. Jiobertson, B.r.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, &c. A. Mart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S, A. Cock.

27. S'JMMER FODDER CROPS, f.utple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. It. BeuhJte.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1914-15. W. A. If. Hobeitson. B.V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. N .1 (orj-.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS, 1915-16. IF. A. N. Robertson, B.V.So.

.\lsr, I.eaHet^ on Fnul llrood of IJee^, Transferrin^^ Heea, Feeding; Cows for Milk Production, Sulphitin;,^

Some \ iiitajie Considerations, Spriny Frosts, Cut Worms, Insect Pests of the Potato.
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HORSES versus TRACTORS
Comparative cost for one year of 1 ,000 working hours of 8 horses against a

Tractor with a pull equal to 8 horses. The amounts for horses are results of

tests by Government experts, except those for depreciation, which is taken at

the very low estimate of £2. Is. 8d. per horse per year. The figures include

interest at 6% on cost, depreciation of horse and harness, shoeing, feed,

sundries, and labour, but not driver's time. Feed is priced at current rates

based on the United Stales ration of 4,600 lbs. of oats, and 6,300 lbs. of chaff

per horse per year. Government experts find that horses actually work from

700 to 1 ,000 hours yearly, therefore, in this comparison, 1 ,000 hours is taken

for both horses and tractor.

HORSES for 1,000 working hours per year.

8 horses at £34. 17s. each—per year - - - £278 16

Cost for working 8 horses for 1 working hour - 5 7

TRACTOR for 1,000 working hours per year.

6% Interest on cash outlay £420 £25 4

Kerosene, at li galls, per hour= 1,500 galls. @ 1/6 - 112 10

Oil. at } gallon per 10 hours = 75 galls. @ 4/- - 15

Depreciation and Repairs, 1 5% on cost £420 - - 63

Labour, cleaning and oiling, assumed to be same as in horses

above, though it is less - - - - 8 16

£224 10

Cost of Tractor for 1 working hour - - - - 4 6

SAVING BY USING TRACTOR - £54 6
With Kerosene @ 1/- per gallon the saving in 100 days of

10 hours is £91 16 O

So a Tractor saves £l a week, and, in addition, drives all kinds of machinery

up to 24 H.P. for which your horses are useless. If you have an engine and

8 horses, it will pay you to sell it and 5 horses, for which you will get about

£275. Then get a "Waterloo Boy" Tractor, and you will do your own
work quicker and better than wnth horses, and you can, if you like, make the

Tractor pay for itself by doing your neighbour's work.

The "Waterloo Boy" Kersone Tractor is not a novelty but a great tractor

that has proved its worth. 2,874 of them were sold to farmers in 1916.

Some of these are working in England—the home of good machinery.

equal to W^^^̂ ^̂ ^ Ŵ^^ /t:-^̂ ^ Works on

8 horses. '^^mJ^^^PX ^^^^ Kerosene.

MITCHELL & CO. SEi^ii^
Office and Factory : Show Room :

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE 596 BOURKE ST., MELBOURNE
Agencies In all Important towna.

Plmaam aay you aauf thi» Advt. whmn writing for particular;
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyor* at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

diredl Into the ship's hold. Eledlric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connedled with the Cool Stores by diredl lines; delay

and exposure of produce through shuntmg in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vicfloria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conneded with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produ(5lion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.

By Authority: Albeet J. Mullett, Government Printer, Melbourne.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED Is just Maize, wilh the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetismg, then dismlegrated mto powder,

and put up for ready mixmg and immediate use. Is rich in Protem, viz..

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and mdigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS "OIL MEAL"
MAIZE OIL MEAL
Is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment s notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" *'POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone: Footacray 364



State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

"The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war^ pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.



Vol. XV. TREATMENT OF PASTURES.
APPLE CULTURE.

[Registered at the (ieneral I'oMt (ftli-x. Melbourne, for traimmiHsioM by Pont aa a Newspaper.]

Part 8.

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription— Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z„ 3/-; British and Foreign, B/-,)



e sure
you go for

Spring & Summer

Fodder Seeds

BRUNNINGS
For over 65 years BRUNNING'S incomparable seeds

have given every satisfaction, and have always been

found reliable and true to name. Samples and prices

submitted on application. We invite your enquiries.

SORGHUMS
EARLY AMBER SUGAR CANE.
SORGHUM SACCHARATUM.
EARLY ORANGE SUGAR CANE.
Relished by horses, cattle, sheep, and p'gs.

PLANTERS* FRIEND or IMPHEE.
One of the best late sorts and hardiest of all

Sorghums.

MILLETS
JAPANESE. Grows rapidly from 6 to

8 feet high, and yields from 10 to 12 tons

per acre of green fodder.

EGYPTIAN. A very productive seed

grower.

RUSSIAN. Extremely hardy. A great

drought resister. Grows from 4 to 5 feet.

SUDAN GRASS
This grass reaches 5 feet, and the fodder is

superior to Millet. Relished by stock, and
seeds freely.

TEFF GRASS
A splendid Summer grass, gives good
results in any soil, is very nutritious, and is

readily eaten by all stock. Gives a cutting

of green feed or hay in from 10 to 12 weeks
from seeding.

PURE BRED SEED MAIZE
Our Seed Maize is grown specially to

contract by the leading maize expert of

Australia. It is a higher price per bushel,

but a smaller quantity is required to plant an
acre, and much better results are obtained.

BRUNNINGS
"The Victoria Seed House"

64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that diredl shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condud of Cool Stores places

producers in an independent position, and, in addition, preserve;; an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produ<5ts.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,

Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-

ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

-) Office: 10383 Central

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)
\ £„g,._.,„.cw,e .• 10382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports superintendent. Department of Agriculture.

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telepiione 93HO Central.
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A Cheap
and Handy
PUMP
The'KEROTIN

This pump is splendid for use In flower gardens and

small orchards. A powerful, well-made little pump,

easy to work, and just a convenient size. IVlade in two

styles—one with an iron air chamber, and one with

a brass air chamber. Both types have brass barrels,

brass ball valves, and an iron foot stand. When fitted

with special nozzle this pump is very handy for lime-

washmg fowl-houses, sheds, &c. Send for priced circular

Send

for

Priced

Circular
»>

Tool
For the Farm
Fcr the Orchard
For the Garden

To have the right tool for the job makes the task all the easier. The success

of your labours depends much on the quality of your TooU. Faulty Secateurs

used in the pruning of your trees are likely to spell ruin for many of the

branches, and with a bad cutting Lawn Mower your Lawn will never be a

success. Vl'ith the right spade, the digging of your garden will be much
more thorough—which really means so much to plant life The proper tools

for cleaning the ground, preparing the soil, transplanting, or seed-sowing will

make the work all the easier, and more likely to be a success. We have the

proper Fool. Send for particulars for your requirements.

The Princess BRITISH
Cream Separator
Britsh in all its ways - thorough, sturdy,

reliable, efficient. Skimming efficiency is un-

usually high. Capacity guaranteed. Cleaning

is easy and straightforward. So confident are

we of the superior quality and the efficiency

of this quality separator that we offer a 30

days* free trial.

Literature and Prices Post Free

391-403 Bourke St.,

Melbourne
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USE KEMP'S Improved
:: 1914 ::

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed (or it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

per Or Eight 1-gal. tins

gal. :: 6/6 per gal. ::

Con'ainiig Two
4-gal. tms :: :: 6/-

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

These British -Built

Engines for

£10:0:ODown

The "LISTER"

British-Built

Petrol Engine
Has all wearing parts specially hardened,

always ready lo work. Starls inslanlly. Fitted

wilh high tension magneto ignition and special

carburetter. Runs all day wilh little attention.

Automatic lubrication. No sLill'/J attendant

needed to operate. Over 5.000 giving complete

satisfaction in Australia. Will drite all classes

of farm machinery.

£10:
3, 5. and

U : U L own a, you earn.

7 H.P. Stationary and Portable

Engines in stock.

The "TANGYE"
Lampless Oil Engine
Renowned for reliability and strength. Starts

instantly on petrol then switches on to Lerosene.

thereby reducing running costs. Special governor

regulates fuel accordmg to load. Good lor alt

farm worlt. No mechanical knowledge reauired

to run. No lamps, therefore, no danger. Lubrica-

tion is thorough. Always ready for the heaviest

work and needs the least attention. 60 Tangye
Engines were purchased by the New Soulh
Wales Government Railways and Public Works
Departments after most rigid tests and thorough

examination by experts.

£10 : :
r^_._.-__ BalanceUown E,,y.

Stationary and Portable Engines in stock.

Experts erect and itart free. Send for general catalog—jast issued

—

giving full destriplion* of enKioes. implements, farm machinery, and tools.

LoTv Prices
Easy Terms

LANGWILL BROS.

AndDAVIESPty.Ltd.

118STURT STREET

SOUTH MELBOURNE
I
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Cultivating: With iVlodern

Tools

Makes for less work, perfect planting, better cultivation
and greater profit on less land.

IRON APF '^°^^' CULTIVATORS. HARROWS. WHEELllVVyi'^ .rt.VJL-1 PLOWS, SEED DRILLS, ETC., take away the

drudgery, save much valuable time and ground.

"IRON AGE" Tools have a reputation of

75 years standing.

Special "IRON AGE" Book posted free any-
where. Send your address and you'll receive it

by return mail.

-. — - — ., —^ J ....

M^Pltersoffg)
V-^ Proprietary Ltd

For All Tooli for the " Mao oo tile Uod "'

554-66 & 582-SS CoIIina St,
MELBOURNE.

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from I J percent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan
in 27i years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be
made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small
charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or
by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gaarantee, Plate

Glass, Personal Accideat and Sickness.

Employers' Liability, Workmen's Compea-

satioD. Public Risk, Motor Car, and Bnrclarr.

L
Vm- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .-. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. Government ApiculturisL

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonwealth. Id. ; New Zealand. 2^. : British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry. Plumbing, Turning and Fitting. Wool

Classing and Sorting, and several other of the T4 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
IVhy not send for our ProspeSas, ready noui, artd learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW^

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try il. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Work.- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, Sole Proprietor.

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable Agriculturist* say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

AUernative CouraeB—
(a) Diploma Course •> Tbtee Year*,

(fc) One Yesr's Course.

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

The Collese conuios modern sod well equipped laboratory and lecture bat), single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5.91 3 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1 .000 acres were put under crop by siudenti last season; and champioD
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agiicultuial Society's Show,

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raising. Dairying.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops. Fruit. &c.

Total Feea—£25 oer annum.

Full particulars oblainsUe from T. J. PURVIS. Esq.. Seci '^tary. Council of Agricultural Education,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent FelloM.

Henewable Oarron
Boxes h Oil Caps

The only Steel
Wheel thai ha<
BLood the Teet.

BEWARE OP
MITATIONB

Wbeeli QuraaUed tor 1 jrurt tiialast Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrisationists, OrchardiiU, Farmers.

This Spring Wagoo to carry 2 tous, £30 up.

Wheels, M* and SZ'dia. 4' Tyrea Table, 9) x 5i teeu Pole oi Shafts. Weighs 10 cwt.

Ordinary ^^lock Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
Ttute WhetlM art gv-wa-\te*d and will latt for all <im«.

HIGHER WHE1!:.L.S IF NEEDED) 'rd Wagons built to anj any weigbt ap to a) tou

TRACTION TRAILERS A SHfelCIALVY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all clatiea of little Wagom for i^arm and Station work.
Wagons Shipped to all PorU in Auttralia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON. VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

'''^/% 10/6 per bag,
*~ ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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^^^^^^^ w & w

GATES
TH E Cj'clone Book

No. 30 illustrates

more designs of Gates
and Fences than any
similar Catalogue in any
part of the world. Get
it if you have not already
got one.

CYCLONE
PTY. LTD.

459-461 SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE

Fig. 240 Cyclone
Ornamental Handgate

4 ft- 6 in. hich

Fig. 234—Cyclone
Ornamental Handgate

4 ft. high

This Journal
offers exceptional

: : advantages : :

To Stock Owners,

Produce Agents

and Stock Sales-

men, Implement

Makers, Sellers

of Milking Ma-

chines and Dairy

Utensils, Orchard

Appliances and

Materials, and all

Farmers' Supplies

for Advertising

8,000 copie.s ]ier month Guaranteed
CIrculaliun tliioughout the Country
Districts of Victoria ami umoii};st

Farmers of the Commonwealth, reach-
ing aUri country prufession.al men,
tradesmen, schoolina.steis, teacher;*,

and the like. Exceptionally satisfac-

tory results have followed the adver-
tising of Stud Stock III tins Journal.

MfSir/'?^;;™.. Mr. J. J. WRIGHT and Mrs. HEMMING
c/o Editor, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER. Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of -

Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS
Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

«MONKEY"=A'l'*= "WALLABY" JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
^i^ HEAVY

W^ LIFTING

Oar comnlete illastraled caliloc is free, if jm have one ate il, if yoa baTia't WRITE US TO-DATI

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

: from a Vidlonan Deposit.

CROP CROWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full information obtained from

Victorisin Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS I
"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB "
Brand on every SheeL

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongerj, Storckeep«rt, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

GRAIN TO US. ''*• G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

M
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u

NOBEL-GLASGOW
EXPLOSIVES

Will clear your land of trees, stumps,

boulders, &c., in a fraction of the time

required by any other means, and

at less than half the cost. They
are also invaluable for sub-soiling.

Ifyou are viterested write to us and ask for Pamphlet, entitled:—
"EXPLOSIVES FOR THE FARM."

DALGETY & CO. Ltd., Bourke St., Melb.

Sole Agenti (or NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVES CO. Ltd.. GUSCOW.

WHEN CNOUIRINO. Pt-CABC MCNTION THIS JOURNAL.
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SAVE YOUR CALVES
They Grow into MONEY

MARTIN'S

"NOSCOUR"
(REGISTERED)

Is the greatest boon to dairy farmers rearing poddies.

The use of "NOSCOUR" means calf raising with

the trouble left out. " NOSCOUR" is a preventa-

tive of scour trouble, and quickly cures those attacked.

"NOSCOUR" is a Gilt Edge Investment
Experience proves that calves treated at regular mter-

vals with "NOSCOUR" in their milk ration escape

the set-back of scour— they thrive and do well. A
bottle will treat from six to ten calves. Get a bottle

of "NOSCOUR" NOW, and Increase Your

Farm Profits. Time, Worry, and Money Saved.

Be Kaided by the ezperieace of well.known Dairy Farmers. They have proved (be valae of ' NOSCOUR *

TESTIMONIALS.
No cattle man should be without "Noscour." Iti

value cannot be estimated.

John J. Gardiner.

MacLsville. N.S.W.

Since using "Noscour' I have not had one sick

cal(, and calves look wonderfully well.

Joseph Boardnian»
Myrtleviile. eta Goulbum,

"Noscour' stops scours. Enclosed please find

cheque for half a gallon.

F. T. While.
Saumarez, Armidale.

[ have found ' Noscour" a very effective remedy
for scour in calves.

V. D. Cox.
Buirundulla, Mudgee.

' Noscour' is the only cure I have found for scour

in calves.

H. E. Power.
Blacktown. N.S.W.

I have found " Noscour' a sure remedy for scour,

John D. Reid.

Springhurst, Victoria.

'Noscour" has been used here with very satis-

factory results.

A. Champneys, Manager,

Kameruka Estate. Bega. N.S.W.

We find ' Noscour' a safe cure for scour in calves,

and recommend it lo poddy rearers.

Star Bro&..

Bungil Park, via Wodonga, Vic.

IT COSTS LESS THAN ONE PENNY PER DOSE.

.A,sk your Storekeeper (or "NOSCOUR." If he doesn't stock it, send 3/3 (including 9d. postage), and

bottle will teach you by return mail. "NOSCOUR' 2/6 bottle; K gallon. 15/-.

Agents for Victoria:

Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling and Insurance Co. Ltd.,

492-494 FLINDERS LANE. MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: 3
Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, &c.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

—
IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS

FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
= YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD T^^e Optician

'Phone 6778 EquitaWc Bulldings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

- To FARMERS and OTHERS.——

—

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

!f£! JARRAH or TASMANIAN
Si HARDWOOD TIMBERS

^^-—— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ————^^
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

"o"'!!- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
•PHONES lOSSI-4. QUEEN*S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 O.P.O.
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MORE
EGGS!

CUNLIGHT OIL CAKE is rich in

Albuminoids and low in Moisture.

The general cause of shortage in eggs

is either too high feeding or too low.

For laying hens, Sunlight Oil Cake will

quickly give a return which will astonish

the owner. For chickens at any time

after the age of 6 weeks it is unequalled.

Sunlight Oil Cake will impart the glossy

sheen to the birds' appearance so prized

by the fancier, and is specially valuable

for this reason alone to all exhibitors of

show poultry. It puts on solid flesh in

an extremely short space of time, and

experiments have proved that young,

scraggy birds fed almost entirely on it

have become covered with good plump
meat in a few weeks, thus doubling their

value to the market poulterer.

A 32-Paze Booklet— '"Poultry Profits"

—

sent free on application to—
Lever Brothers Limited,

Melbourne.
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WINDMILLS
Alston^s New Gearless

^w^"

3n.«i»sMi

m. WV:

Is the

Simplest

WindmUl

Motion
ever inventsd

Only Three

working puii

Ball Bearings

Throughout

All Moving Parts

enclosed in

Dust-proof Case

and Ran in Oil

OiH 40,000

"ALSTON"
Mills in use

throughout

Australia

^-NO ATTENTION REQUIRED-^

Expert Advice and Catalogues Free on application.

James Alston & Sons
Windmill, Trough and 'Pump Manufacturers

QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
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TRIlATMENT OF PASTURES.
PREVENTION OF RICKETS, CRIPPLES, AND PARALYSIS.

Increase of Production.

By E. W . Murphy, Dairy Supervisor.

Rural matters are receiving special attention at the present juncture
in connexion with war problems. Mr. Lloyd George has emphasized the
need of increasing production, and E. J. Russell, D.Sc, Director of the
Rothamstead Experimental Station, in a recent manual urging the in-

creased use of fertilizers for higher crop production, in the last sentence,

says:
—" But, above all, try and improve the pastures."

Experiments at the Rutherglen State Experimental Farm, conducted
by Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, have demonstrated the great

value of lime and phosphatic manure for top-dressing grass lands. By
means of moderate dressings, the carrying capacity was more than
doubled, and, with better attention to sub-division, so as to be able to

intelligently control the grazing, much could be done over large areas in

this State, by following the example. Some grasses will stand a fair

amount of close eating, whilst others, such as prairie-grass and cow-grass,

will not stand heavy stocking. In Gippsland, I have frequently noticed

that a fence seemed to divide good land from bad, yet the difference was
entirely due to one being a fattening paddock, and the other running
milch cows. If the pasture is continually eaten closely, the root system
is weakened, and more exposed to extremes of climate, but occasional

heavy stocking is an advantage, and helps to keep down undesirable

growths.

Scientific research has shown that fresh succulent foods contain " pro-

tective substances " or vitamines, which are essential to life. In the dry
scanty herbage of impoverished soils, during drought times, there is a

paucity of these " protective substances," and a marked deficiency of the
necessary minerals, which recent physiological investigations have shown
to be so essential to life. Hilda Kincaid, M.Sc, in 1910, did research

work, under the guidance of Professor Osborne, on the " Biochemical

8683.—

1
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Siguificauce of Phosphorus," and she showed the remarkably low percen-
tage of the important minerals in Victorian grasses, such as tussocky
and kangaroo grasses, making it hard to understand how cattle could live

on such fodders alone. The Depaiitnieut of Agriculture of New South
Wales, in a Science Biilhiin, issued in 1914, gives the results of consider-

able research work regarding the soils and grasses of the areas where
bone-chewing is prevalent, and where " .stiffness," and eventually
death, often results among the milking cows and young growing
cattle, the herbage there being remarkably deficient of phosphoric acid,

lime, and potash. In New Zealand the administration of a syrup of

iron and phosphorus to cows sick with "bush sickness" gave good
results, and a lick made up of lime, salt, and perchloride
of iron was found to be very beneficial {vide New Zealand
Journal of Agriculture, November, 1915). The use of lime (20), salt

(200), sulphate of iron (10), sulphur (5), and gentian (2) as a lick has
a marked good effect on the health of sheep in the Balmoral district.

Bone-meal and other forms of phosphate of lime, with other minerals,
are used in various parts of Victoria, with varying degrees of success,

when a cow is troubled with " stiffness" or " rickets." In the different

forms of paralysis and impaction, called bv the various names of " Win-
ton disease," " Yambuk disease," cripples, &c., in Victoria, "Midland
disease " in Tasmania, there is the one constant factor of low content of

phosphoric acid in the herbage, and in such case the plant is ill

nourished, aud probably deficient in the vitamines. It is therefore
imperative to feed the pasture grasses in order to properly feed and
nourish our stock, and, moreover, the absence of lime and potash renders
the herbage more liable to the attacks of moulds, fungi, &c., which are

harmful to the cattle.

Most stockmen believe that impaction is due to tough, dry, indiges-

tible fodder, in a mechanical sense, and some know that the quality
of the water which the cattle have to drink may be directly or indirectly

the cause, but very few realize that, even though the animal is in good
condition, it may suffer from disordered nerves due to mal-nutrition,
through a deficiency in the soil.

Professor Osborne, writing in the Scientific Australian in December,
1915, says:

—

Tlie animal body has no capacity for organic synthesis ; all the
chemical principles required have to be derived from the vegetable king-

dom. Animals have no means of building up complicated chemical com-
pounds. Every organic radicle necessary has to be obtained from the
vegetable food."

I pioneered in Gippeland for a number of years, aud was well aware
that there was a shortage of phosphate of lime in that part of Victoria,

and the potash is probably deficient at the surface, or locked up, and
the eating of the bracken (it being high in potash) is very likely asso-

ciated with this fact'. The bone-chewing habit is also associated with
this lack of minerals in the herbage.

Experience in connexion with the mortality of cows on several hold-
ings on the Mornington Peninsula is instructive, and helpful toward?
a clearer understanding of the benefits of attending to the pastures.

To an old pioneer of the peninsular, I am indebted for first-hand in-

formation. Mr. Felix Foster came to Brighton in 1844. Later on. he
took up land near Somerville, alongside Captain Baxter, who had settled

there in 1840. Mr. Foster says that Captain Baxter often remarked that
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" when he fii-st saw tlie district from the south-east side of Mount Eliza,

it seemed to be a grazier's paradise." Now, if you look from the same
point over the old homestead, it looks like a grazier's " tophet," and
the " sins of omission " have brought the scourge of " cripples." Had
a better observance of the simple natural laws been followed, nature
would have continued to hold out her " horn of plenty." Visiting the
homestead in February, 1916, I was intormed by the Misses liaxter

thati numbers of their cattle had died, although there was plenty of

kangaroo grass in the paddocks. Similar changes have taken place in

the Hamilton district, and present conditions are very different from
what Major Mitchell waa so delighted with when he called it " Australia
Felix."

About Mornington, in the early days, the hollows among the light-

woods were covered with a carpet of grasses, on which the cattle thrived,

and they would not stay on the messmate or peppermint country, but
during wet periods tliey chose the dry ground among the native oaks.

Cattle have a wonderful sense for locating the special substances which
they need, and of selecting the food richest in the required elements, and
sheep have a decided advantage over cattle in being able to eat the short

and sweeter grasses. Thus as the district became fenced in, ajid the stock

had much less choice of pasture, the finer and sweeter herbage became
eaten out, and bayonet grass, thatch grass, sword grass, and manuka
took their places. Such growths indicate a sour, hungry, and toxic

(Condition of soil. Bone-chewing, with its attendant risks, became
prevalent, and paralysis, with sudden death, often occurred. Of late

years, there has been some improvement, due entirely to better manage-
ment. Phosphatic fertilizers are being used more freely, and catch crops
grown and eaten off with sheep, thus improving the soil in texture as well

as in plant food.

Mr. Richard Grindal, who was trained as a farmer on a Westmore-
land farm, secured 100 acres of poor land, in 1872, near Somerville, and
though cattle would not thrive on the place at first, he did not lose many,
and by dint of labour and sound practice, he converted the little place

into good healthy fields. His system was to break up a few acres each
year, and grow two crops on it, one of oats and one of

potatoes, using 2 cwt. of Maiden Island phosphate of lime

per acre, and then sow down in grass, giving it a top dressing of ihe

manure of about 2 cwt. per acre. After being in grass for about

four years the course was repeated. Very careful attention was given

to conserving the farmyard manure, and particularly the urine, which
was cauglit in tanks, and carted on to the fields. Lime was carted from
Dromana, and little paralysis ever troubled the cattle, and none what-

ever since the first few years. The example, however, was not followed

by his neighbours, and the butter factory which had been established

was forced to close up, as very few cows were left in the district. Mr.
Grindal has lived a long and useful life, which is now in its evening, and
the record of how he made the blades of grass grow, and the land sweet,

is a very forceful lesson to the Gippslanders and the western plainsmen,
who. having depleted their soil, are losin"' their cows.

Adjoining Mr. Grindal's place is "Spring Farm," occupied by
Mejsrs. E. Jones and Sons, and the history of this farm is very striking

evidence of the wisdom of feeding the pasture lands, as against depend
ing on licks, or dosing with minerals when the cattle have become un
thrifty. For a number of years, milking cows could not be kept on the

1 J
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farm. High-priced cows were bought at Dandenong, and in about two
months they would suddenly collapse and die. Paralysis of the throat,

dribbling from mouth, becoming groggy, and, later on, death, without

any sign of a struggle, or of pain—such was a very frequent and dis-

heartening experience. Manure was being used for the growing of crops,

but eventually it was decided to top-dress with bonemeal, as superphos-

No. 1.—Showing healthy land on the left that has teen manured with
the bones of animals that die on the land towards the right.

No. 2.—Paddock with abundance of grass upon which cattle die.

phate was not found to be satisfactory, because the benefit was only

temporary. The purchased bone-meal was also very unsatisfactory,

being adulterated with seashells, and hoof filings. A bone-crusher was
purchased, and bonemeal was made on the farm, and this has been their

"sheet anchor." No sign of cripples or paralysis has been seen on
" Spring Farm " for over fourteen years.
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A series of photographs of this farm, taken in August of last year, are

instructive. No. 1 view shows a corner of Mr. Jones' back paddock,
where the grass is well eaten, short, and wholesome on the left of the

fence, and on the right we can see in the ueiglibouring paddock the long

growth of thatch grass, kangaroo grass, tussock grass, manuka, and
wattles, and small native oaks. On this paddock ^cattle will not thrive,

and, if kept there, eventually die.

No. 3.—Sweet pasture, well grazed, and supporting cattle.

No. 4.—Virgin laud improved by top dressing only_

The picture No. 2 is a more extensive view of the worthless grasses.

Tlie quantity is there, hut the quality is very unsatisfactory, and the

special consideration that we are now emphasizing is not the protein and
carbo-hydrate ratio, but, the ash or mineral elements which hitherto

have been almost neglected, and the importance of which these pictures

and the history of this farm demonstrates.

No. 3 is a view across Mr. Jones' back paddock. There are some
bunches of bayonet grass, which the cattle keep cropped, when there are
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but few. The spring was not, very advanced when the photograph was

taken, but there was an attractive appearance about the fields, as com-

pared wiih most of the neighbourhood. This field, as shown, had liad

2 cwt. of bonemeal top dressing per acre, and the droppings of the cattle

which were well fed on fodder grown on well manured ground of the

farm.

The illustration No. 4 gives a picture of a very fine paddock of native

grass, with some rye grass, fog, and rib grass, through it. Mr. Jones, in

early days, was constantly sowing English grasses, but they would not

hold, and at length he told the sons to change their plans, and to try

to strengthen the native grasses that would grow, and now, on some of

the fields tha', have been tilled, and then .sown in grass, there is a beauti-

ful sheen of rye grass. This paddock has never been broken up, and
here there is a very thick mat of various grasses, though mostly native,

on which stock thrive splendidly, and recently, sheep from "Spring

Farm " established a record in prices at the Mornington saleyards.

No. 5.—Dairy Cattle in the best of health.

Our fifth picture gives an idea of the cows. They are of good dairy

type, and they have the " bloom " of health, which has been the reward
to the owner for his careful and persistent efforts to build up the soil,

and beautify his farm with rich green grass and splendid shelter trees.

Years back, when the cows were sometimes stricken with paralysis, and
died suddenly, they used to be in fair condition, but: they did not have
the "bloom " that these cattle show, and I would just here revert to

the words of Mr. Felix Foster regarding some opinions that were held

by some of the old stockmen. He says that he heard at different times

the belief expressed that' the sheen, or shiny part of the grass, had
some special property in relation to health, and in that there seems
to have been a hint of the vitamines.

No. 6 is a small field near the homestead. Note that the cow and
horse droppings have just been spread. At the time of the visit, Mr.
.Tones was at work here spreading the dung with a special tool that he
had made. He contends that too much dung on one spot is harmful, as

it kills the grass, harbours vermin, and induces a rank tuft later on.

On this plot the grass is a splendid colour, fine, sweet, and closely cropped,
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aud the practice of spreading the manure is one that' I think a great
many could adopt with advantage.

In some of the paddocks kangaroo grass and tuesocky erass are still

rather much in evidence, and even where they become long and stale,

there is a dense mat of finer grasses, no bare spots appearing at all. On
tliese parts, there has recently been a second application of bonenieal,

which makes a total of 4 cwt. of top dressing ]>er acre to land that has
never been ploughed. There is a deficiency of clovers in this herbage,

No. 6.—Closely cropped sweet pasture.

No. 7.—Cultivation and Shelter.

and from the point of view of production the clovers need to be en-

couraged by the use of lime carbonate, of which Mr. Jones has not used
enough in treating his pastures.

No. 7 is a. view of a iDeautiful row of guni.s and wattles, along a path-

way from the homestead to the dam, which supplies water by gravitation

to the yards and sheds, &c. The pines in the distance are along the

main roadway, and they extend over the whole front, and join on to

Mr. Grindal's. This photograph shows stubble land, from which a heavy
crop of oata was harvested, bonemeal again doing good service. About
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the house are many splendid pines, giving shelter, and No. 8 shows the

calf paddock with a good sward of closely cropped grass.

Heavy crops of maize are grown on the farm, and there are two fine

45-ton brick silos, close by the barn and cow-shed. No exact records

have been kept, but the yields have been very good, and there is always

full and plenty. A fine oil engine gives the power for the bone-crusher,

corn-mill, chaff-cutter, &c. A very attractive home, surrounded by giant

pines, and a beautiful garden, is to be seen by the passer-by. Mr. Jones

Calf Paddock with good grass and shelter.

No. 9.—Virgin land, broken up after burning.

was a sea-faring man, but heard the cry " Back to the land." He has

by thrift and hard labour transformed this place from a wild, unprofitable

condition to smiling pastures, and a most attractive home. The system of

farming has been mostly left to the sons, and the father formerly " kept

the pot. bubbling " by taking big contracts, and exercising his undoubted
talents of a constructive nature towards increasing the income, but now,
and for many years past, the farm has been rather more than self-sup-

porting. The last illustration (No. 9) was taken on property adjoining
" Spring Farm," and shows virgin land broken up after burning.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTOIUA.

By J. Farrcll, Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued from page 403.)

Distinct Variety Charac teristics.

As the different varieties of apples are evolved, whether as the result

of self or cross-fertilization, on each new variety is stamped the imprint

of originality and individuality. This, Nature docs by bestowing on
each its respective and distinct characteristics, viz., class of wood, the

tree's growth and fruiting habit, as well as the peculiarities relating to

the size, shape, colour, quality, and quantity of its fruit.

Although the fruit of varieties produced from " sports " may vary

in shape, size, colour, quantity, &c., from that of the parent trees, yet

their wood usually retains the characteristics of the original varieties.

To select varieties of the highest commercial value, and, as in pre-war

times, those best fitted for export oversea, the planter should choose

varieties individually endowed with suitable combinations of charac-

teristics of the highest order. He should also know that tlie varieties

so selected would thrive on his land and under the climatic conditions

obtaining locally. Considerable progress in this regard has been made,
particularly during recent years, owing to investigations made by fruit-

growers, by the experts, and by the Inter-State Pomological Committee.

Fruit Nomenclatttre.

To secure uniformity of fruit nomenclature, and particularly to

facilitate the l>etter management of the export trade of the various

States, it was found necessary, owing to the various names and synonyms
given to some of the old apple varieties, to rename them.

The task of naming new varieties as they are produced and brought
under notice, as well as the renaming of old ones where this is considered

desirable, is also performed by the Pomological Committee. The name
selected for adoption in each case is that which, in the opinion of the
nomenclators, best suits the variety under the conditions mentioned
above.

Identification of the Fruit.

Typical apples of the many varieties have their distinct charac-
teristics, viz., in relation to size, shape, and colour, by which their

identification is usually established.

Plates 112 and 113 give photographic illustrations of twelve popular
varieties, and these are fairly good illustrations of each the names of

which are given in the explanation of the plates.

Identification by Means of the Wood and Leaves.

The many peculiarities of their respective wood and leaves, when
understood, also enable the student of pomology to identify the varieties

by this means.
Plate 114 shows typical yearling's wood of the twelve varieties appear-

ing in Plates 112 and 113. These specimens were selected to represent
the various types mostly on account of their relative strengths, habits
of growth, and bud formation. When compared with each other it
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will be observed that they vary from the straiglit wood of the London
Pippin (rt) with its small and closely set leaf buds, through the various
types, to the long and partly spiral bending internodes of the King David
wood (J)-

a London Pippin.

6 Moss' Incomparable.

c Statesman.

Plate 112.

Six Varieties of Apples.

d Baldwin.

c King David

/ Jonathan.
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Plate 113.

Six Varieties of Apples.

a Stone Pippin. (/ Esopus Spitzenberg.

6 Pomrae de Neige.

c Rome Beauty.

c Yates.

/ Rokewood.
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Plate 114;

Yearling Growths of same Twelve Varieties.

a London Pippin. g Stone Pippin.

6 Statesman. h Esopus Spitzenberg.

c Yates. i Moss' Incomparable.

d Jonathan. j Baldwin.

c Rome Beauty. k Rokewood.

/ Pomrae de Neige. I King David.

With regard to the leaves it may be stated that, although typical

specimens are usually produced on the young wood, irregular types are

mostly found on the older growths. Consequently, these organs are

not of equal value with the fruit and young wood as a means to variety

identification, and for this purpose the fruit buds and bark also, on

account of their respective features, are of considerable assistance.
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Further comment on the leaves is considered unnecessary as the

illustrations in Plate 115 speak for themselves. These are about half

natural size, and the names of the varieties are given below the plate.

Vakiety Identification by Means of the Flower.

While engaged in the study of poinological nomenclature and variety-

distinguishing characteristics during the necessarily long j)eriods of in-

vestigation, the writer discovered that the respective varieties can be

identified by means of their blossoms. The florets of a variety like its
'

fruits, wood growths, leaves, &c., may vary somewhat, and in some sorts

this is more apparent than in others. Nevertheless, when typical speci-

mens are procured they afford an accurate means to correct ideutifica-

.tion.

- Photographic illustrations of vertical sections of the blooms of 216

varieties of apple trees growing in Victoria are given in Plates 117 to

122 inclusive, and the names of the 36 varieties contained in each plate

are given below it.

Plate 116.

Four stages of the blossom of the Rokewood variety (n, b, c, d). Morgan's Seedling

(c,/, g, h). Stunner Pippin {i,j, k, I).

No two varieties produce blooms alike, the main differences in their

botanical construction being the relative length of the unions of the

pistil divisions above the nectary, the relative length of the pistil divi-

sions above the union, and the relative length of the stamens to their

own pistil. Typical minor variety differences may also be observed in

the stigmas, anthers, sepals, and petals.
_

On account of the main differences in their structural formation the

blossoms of the several varieties may be divided into three clas.ses, viz.,

those with long, medium, or short pistil unions i-espectively, allowing

the subdivisions to be arranged according to the minor differences in

their botanical construction.
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The iutentiou of the writer before making and mounting the vertical

sections of the flowers depicted in Plates 117 to 122 was to secure all

specimens for tliis purpose during the period of the pistils' receptivity,

so as to insure uniformity of these phoiograi)hie illustrations. Experi-
ence taught, however, that this would cause much delay and expense.

Consequently tlie sections, for identification purposes, show undesirable
variations, mostlj^ in the pistil divisions and stamens from the time of

the opening of the petals until their fall.

These changes are betiter and more concisely illustrated in Plate

116, and they require further explanation. Specimens (o, h, c, d) are

Rokewond, (c, /, g, h) are Morgan's Seedling, and (i, ;', k, I) are Sturmer
Pip[iiu. These have been selected to represent the three classes pre-

viously mentioned on account of their long, medium, and short pistil

unions respectively. In making the sections the petals were first dis-

pensed with, then the sepals were almost completely removed, the pistil

intact and two stamens on each side were retained, while sixteen stamens,

eight on each side of the four remaining, were cut away. The object

of this treatment of the blooms is to give a clear view of the pistils

and stamens so that the points of difference between the varieties may
be more easily observed. Specimen (a) shows the condition of the

pistil and stamens just prior to the opening of the petals, (b) their

condition at the opening, (c) during the period of pollination, and (d)

after fertilization has taken place, when these organs commence to

wither. Tlie lettering on the Morgan's Seedling and Sturmer Pippin

varieties may be read in the light of the explanation given in connexion

with the Rokewood.
The illustrations showing the sections of the several varieties of

flowers are about three-fourths natural size.

The many characteristics by which apple varieties can be distinguished

or identified have been depicted in the foregoing illustrations and ex-

plained. It may be incidentally mentioned, however, that not alone do
these variety characteristics occur in the wood, leaves, &c., of all the

pomaceous and other fruits, but their blossoms when compared also

show in their respective botanical construction variety peculiarities often

of even more pronounced contrasts than those found in the apples.

(To he continued.)
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NOTES ON CHEDDAR CHEESE-MAKING.

By Geo, C. Sawers, Cheese Instructor.

In the making of Cheddar Clieese, the object is to preserve the
greater part of the solids of milk in such a form that they will remain
in a palatable condition for a considerable time.

It is thus imperative that milk from which the cheese is to be made
should be kept as free from contamination as possible, because any-
objectionable ferments that get into the milk will there have ample time
to produce bad'effects—it maybe flavours, texture, or colour—before the
cheese is ready for consumption. 'This requires the utmost care in the
cleaning and scalding of all cloths and utensils with which the milk or
curd is to come in contact during the ])rocess of cheesemaking, as well
as observing tlie utmosti cleanliness during the process of milking.
Truly, herein lies the secret of getting timely flavoured cheese.

Treatment of Milk.

As soon as the milk is obtained it should be removed to the milk
room or dairy, and strained through a sieve with a piece of butter or
cheese cloth over it into the vat., and cooled as quickly as possible to
about 70 degrees Fahr, by running over a cooler, when it may be left

overnight in the cheese vat with the jacket full of water. Frequent
stirring will not only hasten the cooling process, but will also help
to get rid of cowy or other odours that may be present in the milk.

The amount of milk that can be left in the vat overnight dej^ends
on the size of the vat, the temperature, and the ventilation in the dairy.
Where good facilities for cooling the milk exist, 60 or 70 gallons
mav be left overnight in a 200-gallon vat with safety, but it is not
advisable to keep the milk in larger quantities unless cooled to below
70 deg., as it is likely to promote the growth of unfavorable ferments.

Before starters came into use, milk was left standing overnight un-
cooled with the object of developing acidity, and in those days discolour-
ation in cheese was exceedingly common, and it is so yet in some dairies
with no facilities for proper cooling of the milk.

In the morning the cream should be skimmed off and the temperature
raised to sucli a point that when tlie morning's milk has been added
the bulk will be at a suitable temperature for adding the rennet. The
cream may be added along with some warm milk.

In practice this has been done, and found to be satisfactory, and it

certainly assures proper distribution of the fat.

Starter.

In the morning starter should be added to promote the develo]>ment
of acid, the amount required varying according to the nature of the
milk and the time of year. Put the starter through a straining
cloth, to remove any lumps, otherwise there may be discoloured patches
in the cheese. As little starter as is necessary should be used, because
its action does not cease with tlie making of the cheese. It continues
to act for a time in the curing room, and if used in excess may cause
sourness and bad keeping qualities, no matter how well made the cheese
may be in other respects. A small quantity added early is much better
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than a larger dose just before reniieting, because the cheese works

steadier during the process of making, and a gradual change goes on

which is so essential to long-keeping cheese.

In cases where the milk is tainted it requires more starter to hasten

the development of acid, and thus kee]> these bad ferments in abeyance,

but, if possible, have pure milk, which only requires starter to ripen it,

and not to keep bad flavours in check. Under proper conditions

starter at the rate of 2i lbs. to 10 lbs. per 100 gallons should be

sufficient in s]>ring and summer, but as high as 20 lbs, may be required

in fall of season.

Only good material should be used, because it is impossible to make
good cheese fron milk inoculated with a bad starter. A starter

generally needs to lie changed about every three weeks or four weeks,

Cheese-making Vats.

but the period depends on the care taken in working with it. It

should not be allowed to become too sour, othei^wise the vitality of the

responsible organisms will be impaii-ed, and others will gain an entrance.

Nothing should he brought into contact with a starter that has not been
thoroughly cleaned and scalded, and covered on top with a clean muslin
cloth. Although it is advisable to use starter, it must not be forgotten

tliat if milk could be got to ripen naturally, and soon enough to keep
objectionable flavours in check, the very finest flavours would result.

The development of flavours is due to a number of agencies which
work in unison, and by adding starter we upset the balance existing

between these agencies, with the result that perfection is not obt.ained.

However, a good starter gives palatable flavours if properly used
with some degree of certainty, while natural ripening is largely a matter
of chance.
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Colour.

For coloured cheese Anuatto should be added to give a bright golden
colour. The amount required varies with different milk and the season
of the year. One ounce to every 50 gallons is the usual amount. Even
a little may be used with advantage in the making of white cheese when
the fat in the milk is of a light colour.

Rennet.

The time to add rennet is a most important point. It should be so

introduced that the cheese will take from six to seven hours to make.
The method adopted to ascertain the proper time at which to add rennet
is described in Bulletin No. 13, page 6, which gives an approximate
time, and is used generally by all makers. It. stands to reason that a
quick and slow starter may have developed the same amount of acid

Cheese Presses.

at the time of testing, but a few houi-s later the quick one may be
absolutely sour, while the other may not be far advanced at all. In
dairies it; is of advantage to milk the cows always atu a regular hour,
to have the milk cooled to the same temperature under exactly similar

conditions at a fixed time each night, and to control the ventilation over-

nigi.^^ if possible, so as to have the same temperature every morning.
Speaking in a general way, a small percentage of starter should be
added to the milk each morning, after taking a test for acid. The
morning's milk should come in at a regular hour, and its temperature
raised to that required for setting. The amount of rennet to use

depends on the quality of milk and the time the cheese is to be kept.

The curdling of milk by rennet may be regarded as taking place

in two stages. First, the enzyme o"f rennet splits up the lime casein

compounds into paracasein and whey albumin, and coagulation then
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follows if lime salts are present. The paracasein forms the curd, and
the whey albumin remains in the whey. Should the milk b© deficient

in lime salts there will be imjierfect coagulation and a soft, weak-bodied
curd. A little more rennet should be added, and it may be necessary

to add in extreme cases some lime water.

In the case of milk rich in lime the curd is very firm, and less

rennet should be used. The more solids the milk contains the more
rennet is required to give proper coatjulation in a given time. The
amount of rennet to use varies with the seavson, quality of the milk,

and strength of rennet, from 3 to 4 ounces, or in cEise pepsin is used,

from 5 to 6 grammes to 1,000 lbs. of milk.

If rich in lime a lower temperature for setting the milk should be
adopted. The curd will be very difficult to cut if the temperature be

too high, while if set too low the curd will be soft, and loss of fat in

the whey will result.

Cutting the Curd.

The object of this is to allow the separation of the whey to take

place with as little loss of the solid conslituents as possible. The curd

should be cut when it splits clean over the finger, and the cutting should

be done as uniformly as possible, so that the curd may be evenly cooked,

and thus avoid any chances of discolouration due to soft pieces of curd.

It is better to cut late rather than early, for though the curd may then

be a little tougher to divide, there will be less loss of fat in the whey.

Heating the Curd.

This should be done slowly at first, increasing as the required tem-

perature is approached. If this be not done tlie pieces of curd may
become coated over with a hardened layer due to contact with the

warmer whey, and thus prevent the proper ex]jnIsion of moisture, which

will result in discolouration and probably running of whey in the curing

room. The temperature to adopt varies with the season, nature of

milk, and kind of cheese. Forty to forty-five minutes should allow

proper heating—usually 98 degrees to 100 degrees.

Stirring should be done continuously while heating and cooking, care

being taken not to smash the curd at the beginning while it is soft.

The object of stirring is to get it uniformly heated, and prevent its

cohering into a solid mass in the bottom of the vat. Aim at 2i to 3

hours from the time of setting the milk till the whey is off, if longer it

is almost sure to be faulty, due to deleterious ferments coming into

play. If it does not lie long enough it will be insufficiently cooked,

and a soft pastey cheese will be the result. The time the curd will be

in the whey is determined by the ripeness of milk when the rennet was
added, and the development of acid.

Racking or stacking tlie curd on sides of the vati is to check the

development of acid by getting rid of the greater portion of whey, and
thus allowing a process of Cheddaring to take place.

The formation of acid goes on chiefly in the curd, but by getting

rid of most whey the development goes on much slower. The amount
of stirring to give the curd on the racks should be according to the

consistency of the curd ; if soft or working fast, stir for a while by
hand. The object of cutting the curd in square blocks and turning
over is to allow the curd to drain evenly and, as far as possible, to

prevent discolouration of the surface by exposure to the air.
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The time to mill the curd is not very important. It should, how-
ever, be tJioroughly matted, generally for two hours. If the flavour
be faulty, mill specially early, and allow it to mellow down longer
before salting. Milling also liberates foul gases that at times accumu-
late in the curd, due to bad fermentaFions, and togetlier with aeration
stimulate the action of the 'ferments which bring about the mellowing
process. Should the curd get cold it checks the mellowing down process,
and the acid will work very slowly.

Adding salt is to preserve the curd and to improve the flavour.
When salted too soon the lactic acid ferment is checked and gas-forming
bacteria allowed to act, which causes the cheese to puff in the curing
room. Salt causes the curd to contract and throw off moisture.

The ripening of cheese is not well understood, but as far as is

known it is really a digestive process.

Th© lactic acid formed from the lactose present makes conditions
favorable for the action of pepsin, rennet, and enzyme galactase natural
to milk, and these change the insoluble albuminoids into soluble peptones
and, in very old cheese, into ammonia, which gives thei characteristic
nip to the taste of cheese. If cheese is too sweet or too acid these
ferments do not seem to act properly, and the formation of peptones
is slow, and the cheese retains a harsh objectionable texture.

The fat in cheese undergoes no change, except, perhaps, in very
old cheese, where some of the fatty acids may become liberated.

THE MILLING AND BAKINPt QUALITIES OF
AUSTRALIAN AVIIEAT.

(By P. Ranlin Scott, Chemist for AqrioiUiire. and F. G. B. Win-slow,

Milling Expert.)

Introductory Remarks.

Wheat-growing is one of the staple industries of our Cominoiiwealth,
the production in New South Wales, South Australia, Western Aus-
tralia, and Victoria being approximately four and one-half times greater

than the amount required for local consumption, while the snrphis is

shipped overseas. To regulate the quality of the wheat exported, a stan-

dard of quality is struck each year by the corn section of the Chambers
of Commerce of these States. This is kno\^Ti as the fair average quality

—F.A.Q. standard—and it is claimed for each year's standard that it is

fairly representative of the quality of the wheat grown. The standards
fixed are from the average available supply of 135,000,000 bushels, the

yield of the separate States heinfir:—Victoria, 50,000.000 bushels; South
Australia, 40,000,000; New South Wales, 31,500,000; and Western Aus-
tralia, 13,500,000 bushels. (These totals do not include the amount re-

tained for seed wheat and chick feed.) The estimated quantity required

for home consumption is 30,000,000 bushels, leaving in normal years a.

surplus of 105,000,000 bushels for export as wheat or for milling into

flour for export. Following the usual custom, a series of tests have
been made, in order that any variations in quality, resulting from
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climatic pouditions during the growing period, might be noted. Tests

were made for :

—

Ist. Determination of the amount of impurities, and the [)roportion

of the various ingredients.

2nd. (Irading the wheat into different sizes, and the proportion of

the various ingredients of each size.

3rd. The busliel weights of original and cleaned weight.

4th. The milling test.

5th. The gluten content, the strength, and the colour of the tlour.

6th. The baking test.

The following table shows the amount of foreign matter found in

wheats from the different States :

—

Table I.

—

Showing Amount of Foreign Matter and Relative
Percentage of Each Ingredient.

(1,000 grams taken).

New South Wales
South Australia

Western Australia

Victoria .

.

0-48
2-41
2-67
1-79

1-52
1-47

1-73

2-98

005
2-34
1-46
2-23

Oo60-52 012
0-360-84
0-31 0-34
1-84 0-48

0-79

009
0-22

007 •190-480-
14l0-0-380 -.380

06 1-29 06|0 04
0-280-61 0-330-27

0-413
0-925
0-805

103

Unthreshed Head.?.
New South Wales.

.

South Australia

Western Australia

Victoria

2.04
0.62
0.40
1.59

The impurities present in the largest quantity in all the samples arc

barley, chaff, and drake, the Victorian sample containing, in addition,

a fair amount of oats. Every effort should he made to remove these

impurities at this end, for not only would their absence increase the

milling quality of wheat, but, further, freight charges would be lessened.

Calculated on bulk samples examined, it is estimated that in a normal
year, 24,000 tons of these foreign bodies are sent overseas mingled with

our -(vheat, and while they are useless for milling purposes, they are

suitable food for cattle and horses, and could be used to advantage here.

The statement hereunder shows the percentage of foreign matter

found in the wheats tested for the seasons 1912-13 to 1916-17:

—

Table II.

—

Showing, the Percentage of Foreign Matter Found in

Tests for 1916-17, as -well as those of Previous Seasons.

Seiison.
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The Grading Test.

The wheat, after all the foreign ingredients have heen removed, is

graded into seven sizes. This is done by means of a set of hand sieves

ranging in size of mesh from 3.25 mm. down to 2 mm. mesh. The
results obtained are set forth in the subjoined tables:

—

Table III.

—

Showing Amount of Grain Retained on Sieves of

Varying Mesh.

(1,000 grams taken).
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CRAMS
450;

CRAMS
450

MESH

SICVL
r 325 300 275 250 225 200 screenings

FROM 200 SIEVE
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somewhat similar agreement up to mesh 2.50 mm., after which the pro-
portion of small grains shows a decided increase in the ISTew South
Wales sample. The cause of the smallness of the grain in the New
South Wales crop was the unfavorable conditions during the growing
season, which resulted in the yield being poor, the quality also suffering.

Table V.—Milling Tests, F.A.Q. Samples, 1916-17.
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Besides the immense saving in shipping and the increase in local

industry there would be a further gain if all our wheat were milled in

the Commonwealth, and thati is the retention of wheat offals, screenings,

&c., which could be ])rofitably used here. Perhaps the illustrations

Wheat Offals—178 Shiploads. (Bran, Pollard, &c.)

Screenings—27 Shiploads. (Crocked

and Shrivelled Grain.)

Impurities—5 Shiploads.

(Oats, Barley, Chaff, &c.)

on this page will help to visualize for readers the great quantity of these

by-products that are annually lost owing to our inability to mill the whole

oi our wheat harvest.
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Table VI.—Baking Tests on F.A.Q. Wheat, 1916-17.
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Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, West Australia,

47-5 bushels 453 bushels 51 bushels 42-7 bushels

will vield

Each Bag represents 2.000 lbs. of Flour.

which will wive

Number of i-Vo. Loaves Baked

—

Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, West Australia,

703. 707. 684. 741.

8683.-2
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THE POMOLOGICAL COMMITTEE OF AUSTRALIA.

1917 MEETING.

{E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist, Department of Agriculture,

Victoria, Secretary.)

The Pomological Committee of Au.stralia held its fourth conference

at Sydney, and at the Bathurst Experiment Farm, ISTew South Wales,

in April, 1917. The following delegates were present:—Messrs. W. J.

Allen, Department of Agriculture, JSTew South Wales ; C. C. Tucker
and F. Chilton, Fruitgrowers' Association of New South Wales, and F.

J. Adamson, Nurserymen's Association of New South Wales; Messrs.

J. M. Ward, Department of Agriculture, Tasmania, and L. M. Shoo-

bridge, Fruitgrowers' Association of Tasmania; Messrs. Geo. Quinn,

Department of Agriculture, South Australia, and Geo. Laffer, M.H.R.,
Fruitgrowers' Association of South Australia; Messrs. Jas. Lang, J.P.,

Fruitgrowei's' Association of Victoria, and E. E. Pescott, F.L.S.,

Department of Agriculture, Victoria, secretary. Mr. C. C. Tucker
being taken suddenly ill at the first session, his place was taken by Mr.

E. K. Wolstenholme. It is to be recorded with regret that the death of

Mr. Tucker occurred on the day that the conference closed its sessions.

The Committee desire to record here, with great regret, the death of Dr.

Harry Benjafield, of Tasmania, which occurred in June. Dr. Benja-

field was one of the early promoters of Pomology in Australia, and his

loss will be keenly felt by the Committee. Mr. James Lang, the 1916

chairman, opened the proceedings, and Mr. L. M. Shoobridge was
afterwards chosen as chairman. The report of 1916 was adopted, and it

was decided to include in future reports all previous decisions, so that

each report would be complete.

Representation of Various States.—The Secretary read correspon-

dence from Queensland and Western Australia, neither of which States

could see its way clear to send a representative to the Conference—the

principal reason why Western Australia was not represented being the

distance which the representative would have to travel.

The secretary was asked to write to the Department of Agriculture,

Queensland, and ascertain if it were willing to agree to the decisions

arrived at by the Conference.

Report of Proceedings.—In order that no particular State would
receive the report of the proceedings of the Conference before the

other States, it was decided to have a copy of same forwarded to each

Department to be printed simultaneously in the August number of their

official publication. It was also decided that the report should be made
retrospective since the inauguration of the Committee.

Fruit Models.—The Secretary informed the Committee that he had
placed an order with Mr. White for four sets of models of 23 varieties.

He had recently received advice from Mr. White that, owing to illness,

he had been unable to complete the full number, and now required

twelve specimens to get the exact colouring of them. A number of

varieties was selected for this purpose.

The Secretary also stated that Mr. Wliite informed him he would

not undertake to make further models unless for an order amounting to
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£200. The Committee decided that, wlien the present order was com-
pleted, if found to be satisfactory, the question of having additional
models woukl be considered.

Standard Fruit 6'a«t'.—Mr. Laffer said it was most desirable that all
the States should fall into line with regard to a standard fruit case, as
South Au.stralia had recently shut out a quantity of Tasraanian fruit,
owinii to the cases being of a different size to those used in South
Australia.

Mr. Ward urged that a variation of 2J inches (more or less) should
be allowed in the cubic content of the different fruit cases. He said it

was impossible to accurately estimate the difference which would take
place through shrinkage or expansion between the cutting of the timber
and the making of the case, owing to the different kinds of timber used,
and some of it being more seasoned than others.

The following motion was moved by Mr. Laffer, seconded by Mr.
Lang, and carried.

" That this Conference urges upon the States which have not

already adopted the standard fruit cases agreed upon at the Minis-
ter's Conference in Brisbane, in 1914, to do so at the earliest pas-

sible moment, in order that uniformity may be brought about in

connexion with the fruit trade of the different States of the Com-
monwealth."

It was decided to bring this motion under the notice of the Under-
Secretary, Department of Agriculture, New South Wales, and ask him
to transmit same to the Departments in the other States.

Method of Invitations to Members and Representatives.—Mr.
Laffer moved that the Departmental representative in each State should

act as Secretary to the Committee in that State, and should be the

medium through which invitations to members should be issued ; also,

that he be empowered to invite any prominent fruitgrowers who would
like to attend the Conference. Seconded by Mr. Ward. Carried.

Certificates of Merit.—Mr. Allen moved that the Committee prepare

a list of well-known seedlings (apples and pears), raised in the different

States, and that the representative of each State should furnish full

particulars, descriptions and photographs of the varieties raised in his

State, at the next Conference. Seconded by Mr. Ward. Carried.

Local Sxili-Commitfres.—Mr. Ward presented a report from the

Tasmanian Sub-committee of the Pomological Committee, showing
the work which had been done by that body since the last Conference

It was moved by Mr. Lang, and seconded by Mr. Allen, that the

report be received. The report referred to seedling soft fruits.

No reports were received from the other States.

Co-operation of Nurserymen.—Mr. Laffer suggested that the Govern-

ment representatives of the Committee in each State, should give the

nurserymen an opportunity of meeting them, and discussing what has

been done by the Pomological Committeee. He thought that a personal

interview of this kind would be of great assistance in getting the nursery-

men to adopt the decisions of the Conference.
Blight-proof Apples.—Mr. Allen presented a carefully prepared list

showing which varieties were free from, or more or less affected with

"Woolly Aphis" in New South Wales. He stated that in one district

an apple would be free from this pest, whilst in another part of the State

it would be badly affected.

2j
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The President stated that the same trouble was found in Tasmania

with regard to the variation in freedom from " "Woolly Aphis," under

different climatic conditions.

Mr. Ward said that in the northern part of Tasmania apples were

badly affected in .some di.stricts, whilst in the southern portion they were

particularly free from it.

Mr. Lang moved that the list submitted by Mr. Allen be received;

that the other States produce similar lists at the next Conference, and

from the combined lists a list covering commercial varieties for the

whole of Australia be prepared. Seconded by Mr. Chilton. Carried.

Mr. Quinn suggested that Queensland and Western Australia should

be written to and asked to prepare lists of varieties of apples more or

less affected with " Woolly Aphis," for the above purpose.

Descriptions of Fruits.—In order to have a uniform method

throughout the various States of taking descriptions of fruits, a form

for this purpo.se was drawn up and adopted.

It was also agreed that specimens should be as nearly as possible

typical of varieties and of average size. The form appears at the end

of the report.

Deferred Nomenclature from 1916.

Strawberry Pippin.—Mr. Allen submitted specimens of Winter

Strawberry as grown in ISTew South Wales. There were also speci-

mens of Strawberry Pippin from South Australia and Tasmania.

Mr. Lang moved that the Winter Strawberry, as staged by New
South Wales, be accepted as correct ; that the apple grown in South Aus-

tralia as Strawberry Pippin is identical with the New South Wales
Winter Strawberry. Seconded by Mr. Ward. Carried.

Note.—Mr. Ward to inquire and report to the Committee next year

re Strawberry Pippin in Tasmania.
Carrington and Lady Carrington.—Mr. Allen apologised for not

having specimens of these apples at the meeting.

Mr. Pescott stated that specimens of apples submitted to him about

three years ago as Carrington, from trees supplied by Mr. Nobelius,

were determined by him to be Thorle Pippin. For this reason he

brought the matter before the Pomological Committee, and also for the

reason that an apple is grown in Victoria under the name of Carring-

ton which is really Aiken's Seedling. He referred this matter to

Mr. Nobelius, who stated that tlie apple distributed by him as Car-

rington was obtained from the Bumley Gardens.

Mr. Tucker said that the Carrington was purely a coastal apple

in New South Wales. He stated that lie had several acres of apples, and

none of them did better with him than did the Carrington (red),

which is absolutely blight-proof.

Mr. Edgell said it was not suitable for the Bathurst district.

Mr. Quinn asked if there were two Carringtons, or only one.

Mr. Adamson replied that in New South Wales there were two—the

red and striped—the only variation being the difference in colour.

Carrington is absolutely blight-proof, and in his opinion it made a

better stock than did the Northern Spy, as it makes stronger and far

less fibrous roots. When worked, the two types—red and streaked

—

show a tendency to revert to either type.
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ifr. Tupkcr moved tliat the Carrington apple be recommended as a

purely warm coastal apple, and not suitable for cold districts. Seconded

by !Mr. Adain.soii. Carried.

Dutch Mignonne.—The Secretary said he had made inquiries with
regard to the variety, and had ascertained that it was received in Vic-

toria from South Australia. It was suggested that the labels were
mixed at the time tlic trees were received, and the different varieties

jirohahly confused.

The speeiinens submitted from Tasmania were not accepted as trut

to name, and Mr. Ward was instructed to submit further specimens at

the next Conference.
Exhibits.—About 420 dishes of fruit were exhibited by the members,

280 being apples. The following seedlings were discussed, and were

recommended for further consideration at the next meeting:

—

Streamville, raised by Mr. Murphy, Aitken's Creek, Victoria.

Broiun's Pippin, raised by Mr. Brown, New South Wales.

Thompson' a Red Seedling.—Mr. Chilton submitted specimens of

this apple which had been kept in Cdol store since the middle of March.
Mr. Lang moved that, as the apples showed signs of black spot, they

should be deferred for consideration until next year, and that some other

name sjiould be suggested for the variety. Seconded by Mr. Ward.
Carried.

Grannij Hunter.—Mr. Allen submitted specimens of this apple
which was gro^vn by Mr. A. Hunter, Tlie Penang, Gosford. They had
been kept in cool store for a considerable time, and were not in the best

condition. It was decided that the New South Wales Sub-committee
should obtain .specimens when they were in season and condition, and
report on them at the 1918 Conference. It was also suggested that the

name sliould be changed to Penang.
Hornsb)/.—Specimens of an apple grown by Mr. Higgins, Hornsby,

were submitted by Mr. Allen. Mr. Laffer suggested calling the variety

Hornsby, and that further specimens be obtained for display at the

19 IS meeting. This was agreed to.

Ebenezer Pippin.—Mr. Allen submitted specimens of tliis variety.

It was decided that the New South Wales Sub-committee should obtain

specimens next season, when ripe, and report on same at the 1918 Con-
ference.

Jupp's Surprise.—Samples submitted by Mr. Allen. As this apple

was not as good as a great number of other commercial varieties, it was
moved by Mr. Lang and seconded by Mr. Pescott, that it be rejected.

Shepherd's Seedling.—Specimens were stibmitted from the Goul-
burn District exhibit at the Eoyal Show. The Committee was very
favorably impressed with this apple, and it was decided that further

specimens should be obt^ained for the next Conference. As there are a

good many apples with the word " Shepherd " appearing in the name, it

was suggested that the grower should select another name for the

variety.

Jackson's Seedling.—From South Coast District exhibit at Eoyal
Show. Mr. Cliilton reported that it was a good selling apple for local

trade, and suggested that the name should be changed to Keira. It

was decided that Mr. Allen should obtain further specimens for display

and report at the next Conference.
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Croton.—-Subniitted by Mr. Ward. As the name was very similar

to Crofton, Mr. Ward suggested that it should be changed to

Kanelagh, the name of the district in which the apple was raised.

Moved by Mr. Lang, and seconded by Mr. Ward, that the name be
changed to Renelagh. Carried.

Tasma.—Mr. Ward stated that this variety was also known as

Democrat and Tasman, which caused considerable confusion amongst
growers. It was decided to call the variety Tasma, and to ask the

nurserymen to sell the trees out under this name only.

Australian Beauty.—Submitted by Mr. Ward.
Moved by Mr. Pescott that, owing to the absence of information

regarding this variety, it be deferred until next season, and, in the
meantime, Mr. Ward should make inquiries in order to ascertain if it

is a sport from Ben Davis. Seconded by Mr. Laffer.. Carried.
Mr. Ward submitted an unnamed seedling grown by Mr. Judd, Huon,

Tasmania. He had no information regarding the apple.
Mr. Pescott moved that, owing to the absence of information regard-

ing this variety, it be deferred until next Conference. Seconded by Mr.
Lang. Carried.

_
Lord Kitchener.—Grown by Mr. Wallace Kellaway, Huon; sub-

mitted by Mr. Ward. The specimens produced were of poor quality,
and it was moved by Mr. Lang that better specimens be produced at
next Conference, also that the grower be asked to change the name.
Seconded by Mr. Pescott. Carried.

Franklin Belle.—Grown by Mr. Freeman, Franklin.
Mr. Pescott moved that, as there were many better commercial

varieties under cultivation, it could not be recommended for general
planting. Seconded by Mr. Wolstenholme. Carried.

Huon Belle.—From the same source as Franklin Belle. This was
a yellow, conical apple of bright colour, indifferent flavour, and with a
short stem. It was decided that it could not be recommended for
general planting.

Mr. Ward submitted a blight-proof seedling grown by Messrs. J.

Clark & Son, Launceston. It could not be considered a standard com-
mercial apple, and it was decided not to recommend it for general
planting.

Mr. Ward submitted an apple obtained from Mr. S. T. B. Couch,
Representative Two Bays Wursery, Huon. He stated that 51 apples
had grown on a lateral 18 inches long, and they were very free from
black spot. The origin of the tree was unknown .

Moved by Mr. Ward that it be deferred until next meeting; that

the name be ascertained and inquiries made with regard to the variety
in the meantime. Seconded by Mr. Lang. Carried.

Mr. Ward submitted a seedling apple from Mr. Stewart's orchard,

St. Leonards, near Laimceston. It was of poor quality, and could

not be recommended for general planting.

Shirmer Seedlivq.—Grown by Mr. Waldron, Wyena, Tasmania.
Moved by Mr. Pescott, and seconded by Mr. Lnng, that Mr. Ward

make full inquiries with regard to this variety, and report on same at

the next Conference.
Mr. Ward submitted a seedling apple gro-(vn by Mr. Widdowson,

Georgetown, Tasmania. This was identified by Mr. Shoobridge as
" Port Dalrymple," which has been growing in Tasmania for many years.
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Two Bays Seedling.—Grown by W. G. Elliston, Lati'obe, Tasmania.
The President stated that it was very simihir to Coleman's Late
Aromatic, and was possibly wrongly named. Mr. Ward was asked to

make inquiries and report on this apple at the next Conference.
Lang's Seedling.—Submitted by Mr. Lang. To be exhibited and

reported on at the 1918 Conference.

Seedling Pears.

New South Wales.

Mr. Allen submitted specimens of seedling pears from Mr. Gazzard,
Clergate. As there are many other better varieties coming in at the

same ."season, it was decided that this one could not be recommended for

general planting.

Mr. Allen said he would obtain specimens of a seedling from Pack-
ham's Triunipli for next Conference.

Tasmania.

Judd's Beurre.—Kaiscd by the late Mr. Judd, Franklin, Tasmania.
It was decided that this pear was not of the best quality, and could not

be recommended for general planting.

Consideration of General Exhibits.

New South Wales Apples.

Duke of Wellington.—Grown at ilt. Kcira. This apple is of nice

appearance, is somewhat like Yates in shape, but of better colour. It

is a heavy cropper, and said to be blight-resistant.

It was decided that New South Wales Sub-committee should make
investigations with regard to this variety and report on same at the

next Conference.

Bed Five Crown.—Obtained from Goulburn District exhibit at Roval
Show. Raised by Mr. Best, Tanmangaroo. This is a bright-streaked

apple with the colour extending far into the flesh; is very similar to

Coleman's Late Aromatic (Tasmania).
New South Wales Sub-committee to investigate and report at 1918

Conference.

Nigger Head.—Obtained from Goulburn District exhibit at Royal
Show. This apple is very dark, much darker than Hoover, and much
like Arkansas Black.

New South Wales Sub-committee to investigate and report in 1918.

Govlbnrn Beauty.—From Goulburn District exhibit at Royal Show.
An apple of good colour, appearance, and flavour.

To be kept in view by the New South Wales Sub-committee and
reported on at the 1918 Conference.

Beauty of Australia.—Grown at Mt. Keira. Determined to be iden-

tical with the South Australian apple of the same name.
Mr. Chilton .submitted an apple grown by Mr. Franks, Pennant

Hills, and supposed to have been originally obtained from Tasmania.

Moved by Mr. Lang, and seconded by Mr. Chilton, that it was iden-

tical with Dunn's Favorite.

Mr. Allen submitted specimens of an apple grown by Mr. Wellard,

Moorilda. The specimens resembled Cooper's Market, but could not
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be identified by the Committee. Mr. Allen was asked to obtain further

specimens for next Conference.

Two varieties of apples, grown by Mr. Larsen, Stonehenge, were
submitted by Mr. Allen.

, One was a large greenish-yellow apple, very

subject to bitter pit, and badly shaped ; it was not considered worth
growing for commercial purposes. The other, a large yellow apple, was
identified as Gloria Mundi.

Specimens of an apple planted at Batburst Experiment Farm as

Blondin were submitted. It could not be identified, and it was decided

to forward specimens to the next Conference.

Specimens of an apple (supposed to be a seedling) were submitted
from F. E. Auberson, March, near Orange. It was not identified, and
Mr. Allen was asked to submit further specimens at the next Con-
ference.

Lady Hopetoun.—Grown by Mr. W. Grunsell, Parkesbourne. It

was decided to have further specimens at next Conference, and also to

have specimens of the same variety from Victoria.

Tetofshy.—Grown by A. Hunter, The Penang, Gosford. This was
determined by the Committee to be the Russian apple Tetofsky. It is

of poor quality, and is not recommended for planting.

Loddinyfon (described as imported).—Grown by A. Hunter, The
Penang, Gosford. This variety was detennined to be true to name, but
is not I'eeemmended by the Committee for general planting.

Garibaldi.—Grown by P. R. Auberson, March, near Orange.
Decided to be true to name.

Fall Beauty.—Submitted by Mr. Allen. Name possibly correct.

Could not be reeomniended for general planting. Grown by A. Hunter,
Gosford.

Mr. Allen submitted an apple forwarded by Messrs. Searl & Co.,

Sydney. As only one specimen was submitted, it could not be identified.

Mr. Chilton STibmitted an apple obtained from J. A. Wheatcroft,
Dunolly, Tasmania, as Alfriston. The Secretary stated that the same
apple had been submitted to the Conference in 1914, and was identified

as Flower of Kent. It was decided that Mr. Ward should obtain all

possible information with regard to this apple, and also submit speci-

mens at the next Conference. Mr. Lang has also to submit specimens

of Flower of Kent, as grown at Harcourt, Victoria.

Mr. Chilton submitted another apple obtained from Tasmania. He
had no information with regard to the locality from which it came, or

of the variety. It was apparently a seedling, and could not be iden-

tified by the Committee.
Blenheim Orange.—Mr. "Ward submitted specimens of an apple

grown under this name by Messrs. J. Clark & Son, Launceston, Tas-

mania. It was deferred until 1918 Conference, when Mr. Ward would

submit further specimens.

Specimens of an unnamed variety resembling Striped Beefing were

submitted by Mr. Ward. The specimens were inferior to this variety,

and could not be recommended. Gro^vn by Mr. G. Ling, Penguin, Tas-

mania.
Further specimens from the same grower were submitted by Mr.

Ward. These resembled Rymer. It was decided to bring this variety

up again for consideration at the next Conference.
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Specimens of a late apple were submitted by Mr. Ward. These were
grown by Mr. II. Staplcton, Youngtown, Tasmania, and are very similar
to Majetin. It was decided to have further specimens for consideration
at the lOlS Conference. This is considered a good variety and well
wortli following up.

Mr. Ward submitted another variety from the same grower. These
were very much like Dutch Mignonne. Further specimens are to be
submitted and discussed at the 1918 Conference.

Specimens of a variety grown as Kirk's Perfection, by Mr. C. WTiite,
Beaconsfield, Tasmania, were submitted by Mr. Ward. They were iden-
tified by the (,'onnnittee as Moss' Incomparable.

Mr. Ward submitted specimens from D. Weston, Launceston. These
were somewhat decayed, and could not be identified. They were probably
Twenty Ounce. Mr. Ward is obtaining further specimens for next
Conference.

Peabs.

Mr. Chilton submitted samples of pears growai at Wenona, Capertee,
as Beurre de Capiaumont. They could not be identified as this variety.

They were very similar to Colmar. Mr. Chilton is to obtain further
specimens for next Conference.

Mr. Chilton also submitted specimens of pears grown by Mr. Perrett,
Turrainurra. These were identified as Garber's Hybrid.

Mr. Allen submitted specimens grown at Yanco and Bathurst Experi-
ment Farm as Josephine de Malines, the tree of which originally carne
from Victoria. They were not identified by the Committee as this

variety. They were well thought of, and Mr. Allen was asked to submit
further specimens at the 1918 Conference.
A pear grown by Mr. Peacock, at Kelso, as Callebass© Bosc was

determined to be Callebasse Grosse.

Specimens of pears grown by Mr. R. L. Richmond, Glenlusk, Tas-
mania, as Easter Beurre were submitted by Mr. Chilton. They were
similar to Flemish Beauty, and further specimens are to be exhibited

by Mr. Ward at the next Conference.

Specimens of another variety from the same grower were submitted.

These were of good quality, and Mr. Ward was asked to obtain all infor-

mation -with regard to them, also further specimens for the 1918 Con-
ference.

Mr. Chilton submitted a pear groA\ai by Mr. T. P. Lock, Premaydena,
Tasmania. This could not be identified, and Mr. Ward was asked to

obtain further specimens for next Conference.

Another pear was submitted from tlie same grower, and it was
also deferred until next year.

Mr. Ward submitted pears from C. R. Burnside, Deviot, Ta.smania.

These were identified as Souvenir du Congres. Further specimens are

to be submitted at the next Conference, and Mr. Allen is also going to

exhibit some of the same variety.

A pear grow^a by Mr. C. Perrin, Launceston, was submitted by Mr.
Ward. As only one specimen was exhibited, it could not be identified,

and Mr. Ward was asked to obtain further specimens for next meeting.

Mr. Quinn submitted specimens from a 50-years' old tree in the

Government Orchard, Kybyolite—a cool district. These were deter-

mined to be Beurre Ranee.
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Further specimens from the same orchard were out of condition

and could not be identified.

Small Russett jJcars from the same source could not be identified,

and were considered too small to be worth consideration.

Other large specimens from the same orchard were deferred for

consideration until the 1918 Conference.
Mr. Quinn promised to ob'tain better specimens of the above varieties

for next Conference.

Mr. Laffer submitted specimens from the Mylor Orchard, South
Australia.

These were considered to be very similar to ISTec Plus Meuris, of

Van Mons. Mr. Laffer was asked to submit further specimens at the

next Conference, when specimens of the ISTec Plus Meuris would also be

exhibited.

Mr. Laffer submitted specimens grown by him at Belair, South Aus-
tralia. It was suggested that these were Lawrence. He was asked to

BUDmir further specimens next year, when the variety Lawrence would
also be displayed.

Another pear submitted by Mr. Laffer from the same orchard was
decided to be Conference.

Change of Name.

At previous Conferences, the Committee decided, for various reasons,

to make changes in the nomenclature of certain fruits. The following

is a list of the changes made :

—

Apples.

Old Name.
Fire Crown Pippin
Diimelow's Seedling
Democrat
Dunn's Seedling ...

Munroe's Favourite
Stewart's Seedling
Schroeder Apfel ...

Emperor Alexander
Trivett's Seedling
Mellon's Seedling
Yapeen Seedling ...

Yeate's Nonpareil
Stayman's Winesap

Old Name.
William's Bon Chretien
Bartlett ...

Duchess
Napoleon ...

Vicar of Winkfield
Giblin's Seedling
Kieffer's Hybrid ...

Hnrrint^ton's Victoria
Laffer's Nelis

Laffer's Bergamot

Neiv Name.
London Pippin
Dumelow
Tasraa

> Dunn's Favourite

Stewarts
Schroeder
Alexander
Trivett
DunoUy
Yapeen
Gowar
Stayman

Pears.

New Name.

... r Williams

:::}

Vicar of Winkfield

Giblin's Nelis
Kieffer

Harrington

Laffer

Mr. Ward referred to the Tasman apple being sold in Tasmania as

Democrat. He moved that the Secretary write to the nurserymen in
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Ta.smania and Victoria asking them to adopt the name of Tasma, as
decided upon by the Committee. Seconded by Mr. Lang and carried.

At the 1917 Conference the names of two fruits only were changed.
These were

—

(a) The name of the Tasmaninn apple, Croton, wa."! changed
to Ranelagh. The name Croton i.s very like that of the apple
Crofton, which is largely grown in Tasmania, and the name Rane-
lagh was selected as being the district in which this seedling was
raised.

{h) Pomme de Neige.—Mr. Allen moved that as this apple was
originally called Fameuse, after the village in Quebec, where it was
raised, the question of re-naming the variety should be considered.
Seconded by Mr. Ward. Carried.

After considerable discussion, the following motion was moved by
Mr. Allen, seconded by Mr. "Ward, and carried :

—

" That the name of the apple known as Pomme de Neige be
changed to Fameuse; that in his report the Secretary give a resume
of the history of this apple, stating the reason why the name
has been changed."

Apple Fameuse.—The apple which is catalogued, and so well known
throughout! Australia as Pomme de Neige is correctly called Fameuse.
It is known and recognised only by this name in America, its country of

origin; and following on the decision of the Australian Committee to

adopt nomenclature of other lands, the correct name of Fameuse has
now been adopted.

The history of the Fameuse is somewhat obscure, but it is generally

supposed to have been raised at Fameuse, in Canada, from seed brought
to Canada from France prior to the year 1700.

Among the early references to this apple as Fameuse, one is found in

Forsyth's " Treatise on the Culture and Management of Fruit Trees,"

the first edition of which was published about 1800. Forsyth there

records that this apple was brought from Canada by Mr. Barclay.

The first reference to the apple as De Neige or Pomme de Neige,

occurs in American, as well as English, horticultural literature twenty

or thirty years later. This name, meaning Snow Apple, was given in

reference to the snowy whiteness of the flesh.

There was another apple cultivated in Europe as far back as 1628,

which carried the name of Pomme de Neige. This was cultivated by the

old fruit breeder, Le Lectier, and recorded by Leroy. Leroy said that

this certainly was not the Pomme de Neige of Canada.

The European Pomme de Neige is catalogued by Diel, after whom
the pear, Beurre Diel, is named, and it is certainly not the Canadian

apple. Thus confusion had early arisen, and Hogg, as far back as 1851,

tried to overcome the difficulty by calling it De Neige, saying at the

same time, " This is not the Pomme de Neige of Diel."

On account of this confusion, but more on account of the fact that

the apple is now universally kno^NTi in its home of origin by its original
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name, Fameiise, the Committee decided to recognise this name in pre-

ference to the French name.

At the 1913-14 meetings the following names were approved of:—

Cleopatra
Scarlet Nonpareil
King of Pippins
Jonathan
Cox's Orange Pippin
Rymer

'

Shorland Queen
Maiden's Blush
French Crab
Gravenstein
Rokewood
Pomme de Neige
Prince Alfred
Mcintosh Red
Twenty Ounce
Lord Daly
Stone Pippin
Alfriston

Lane's 'Prince Albert
Perfection
Lang's Best
Champion

Apples.

London Pippin
Adam's Pearmain
Dumelow
Rome Beauty
Peasgood's Nonsuch
Yates
Lord Wolseley
Duke of Clarence
Statesmin
Shepherd's Perfection
Reinette de Canada
Worcester Pearmain
Granny Smith
Lord Suffield

Beauty of Bath
Wealthy
Winter Strawberry
Warner's King
Ben Davis
Wagener
Gascoigne's Scarlet
Sutton

Peabs.

Vicar of Winkfield
Le Lectier

Doyenne du Cornice
Giblin's Nelis
Winter Cole
Beurre Bosc
Josephine de Malinea
Packham's Triumph
Beurre D'Anjou
Urbaniste
Durondeau
Conference

Glou Morceau
Duchess D'Angouleme
Winter Nelis
Madam Cole
Elizabeth Cola
Beurre Capiaumont
Howell
Packliam's Late
Clapp's Favourite
Beurre Superfin
Thompson's
Beurre Diel

In regard to fruit nomenclature, the folio-wing rules are considered
by the Committee as urgent :

—

1. That the names shall be as simple as possible.

2. That wherever possible, one word only should be used as a name.
3. Duplication of names, or names possessing strong similarity, is

to be avoided.

4. That such words as " seedling " and " hybrid " be abolished from
Australian pomology as far as possible.

5. That priority of name, naming or of origin, have preference-
wherever possible.

Next Meeting.—It was decided that the next Conference be held in

Adelaide, South Australia, commencing on or about 15th April, 1918.

After votes of thanks to the Minister and Under-Secretary for

Agriculture, N.S.W., for hospitality extended at Bathurst, the Confer-
ence closed.
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THE POMOLOGICAL COMMITTEE OF AUSTRALIA.
Apples axd Pk.vrs.

(Specimens and Information for Pomological Records.)

Section I.

The accompanying specimens of

were obtained from Mr orchard

at grown on soil.

Averiige anininl rainfall

Suggested name

Origin Age of tree

The original tree is still growing at

Age of tree from which samples were taken

Worked on stock.

Habits of growth

Description of bark leaf

Blossoming date

Cropping characteristics

Date of ripening

Keeping qualities

Subject to what diseases or pests

Any other information

Sgd

Date

Section II.

(To be filled in at Head Office.)

Form

Size (in inches) high wide.

Colour of skin

Dots, markings, or russets

Eye Basin

Segments

Stalk Cavity

Stamens Tube

Core Axile Abaxile

Flesh texture Colour >

Flavour and quality

Used for dessert or culinary
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COMMONWEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL OF SCIENCE
AND INDrSTKY.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
THE DAMAGE BY INSECTS TO GRAIN IN STORE.

Prefatory Note.

As the result of certain proposals made early in the year 1916 by
the Board of Agriculture, London, the Council of the Royal Society of

England appointed a Committee to inquire into the damage done by
insects to grain in store. It was thougiit that such an inquiry would be

more fruitful if the insect pests were simultaneously investigated in the

countries growing and shipping the grain. The Royal Society, therefore,

decided to invite the co-operation of scientific institutions in Canada
and Australia, and to ask for the assistance of the India Office.

After obtaining certain preliminary information on the matter from
the State Government Entomologists of Australia, the Executive Com-
mittee of the Commonwealth Advisory Council of Science and Industry,

with the approval of the Commonwealth Government, appointed on the

14th December, 1916, the following Special Committee to inquire into

and report on the above question :

—

Members of Special Committee.

Leo Rossell, Esq., The Great Western Milling Co. Ltd., Sydney,
ITew South Wales, representing the Wheat Trade (chairman).

W. W. Froggatt, Esq., Government Entomologist, Sydney, New
South Wales.

Professor W. A. Haswell, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Zoology
in the University of Sydney, New South Wales.

The terms of reference to the Committee were as follows :
—"To con-

sider the relative economic importance of the species and varieties of

insects infesting grain, to suggest measures to combat them, and to

inquire into the extent of the actual loss from these pests or into other

aspects of this question in Australia."

Committee on Damage to Stored Grain by Insects.

Progress Report.

In connexion with our inquiry into the subject of the destniction of

stored grain by insects, we beg to present the following report :

—

We have given careful attention to the reports on the subject received

from the Government Entomologists of New South Wales, Victoria,

Queensland, South Australia, and Western Australia.

A paper by F. J. Cole, published in the Journal of Economic
Zoology, giving the results of experiments on the effects of moisture and
carbon dioxide, in various proportions, on the active multiplication of

the grain weevil, has been very useful as pointing to certain practical

conclusions.

Much useful information has also been obtained from perusal of the

copy of extracts from Mr. Noel Pa ton's report to the Indian Govern-

ment on Indian Wheat and Grain Elevators, which your Acting Secre-

tary was good enough to forward to us.
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We have paid visits of inspection to the Darling TIarbor Wheat
Sheds, and to the Wheat Stacks at White Bay and Enfield.

At our request, Mr. Guthrie, Chemist to the Department of Agricul-
ture of ]Nre\v South Wales, has determined the moisture content of
samples obtained on these visits.

The prcsont report deals only with the Grain-Weevils (Calandra
granaria and C. oryzae), since these are the only insects attacking
stored grain whose destiuctive effects are serious enough to demand
special measures.

The Development of Weevil in Wheat and the Increase in
Number of Weevils.

The wheat when bagged in the fiaddock has no weevil in i*.. It

must come in contact with weevils after that before it becomes infeste'd.

This may happen in many ways. (1) Placing the grain in old bags
which have been weevil infested, or in store sheds or granaries where
there are weevil. (2) Weevils flying from grain stores, feed houses,
&c., and working their way into the bags and sacks. (3) Using material
in the construction of the foundations or the protection of the wheat
stacks, wood, sleepers, old bagging, &c. (4) Bringing bags of weevil
infested wheat in contact with or stacking near the sound wheat. There
must be a female weevil to lay her eggs in a grain of wheat before that
grain, of wheat is weevil infested.

To the naked eye the grains may appear perfectly soimd, as the
minute hole into which the egg is inserted the grain does not show. It

is when the egg has developed through the maggot, pupa, and perfect

insect, and the latter has gnawed a bole through the side of the wheat
grain, that the damage to the grain is evident. Not only do the weevils

live and breed through their life cycle in the grains of wheat, but the

perfect male and female weevils feed upon grain themselves, so that the

damage is increasing all the time.

The life history from the egg to the adult beetle varies from 19 to

22 days in a warm suitable temperature. In three months 40 weevils

multiplied themselves CO times, and counted out 3,056 weevils.

Destruction of Weevils by Means of Poisonous Oases and
by Drying.

The various methods of treatment by poisonous gases which have
been tried either on an experimental or a large scale for the destruction

of insect pests in grain, are not applicable to bagged grain, save at a

prohibitive cost.

Fumigation with Carbon Bisulphide.

One thousand bushels of grain require 10 lbs. of carbon bisulphide,

and require to be enclosed for 24 hours, with a temperature of 70 and
not under 60. In badly infested wheat a second fumigation is required

to get rid of the eggs and weevil inside grain about three weeks later.

The cost of bisulphide is 7d. per lb., war rate.

Fumigation with Hydrocyanic Gas.

Experimented with this gas under similar conditions and tempera-

ture, and proved it to be not satisfactory, even with 48 hours.
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Fumigation witli Carbon Dioxide.

This is tlie most effective gas. 14.35 cubic feet of ga.s will submerge
one ton of grain, and can be forced in at tbe bottom of the wheat or
airtight silo. One pound, at atmospheric pressure, occupies a volume of
9 cubic feet, and would cost 3d. per lb. in large quantities. The
total cost would be -Ud. per ton, and the gas could be used over and over
again. Carbon dioxide runs to waste in distilleries.

Drying.

Wheat from thrashers averages C.7 per cent, to 7.2 per cent, mois-
ture.

When dried in the sun this is reduced to 4.7 per cent. In 4.7 per
cent, and 6.7 per cent, of moisture, the weevil did not breed. With 8 per
cent, moisture the weevils died in six weeks without breeding.

With 9 per cent, of moisture the weevils were dormant, and did not
breed, but when more moisture was added they became active and bred.

With 10 per cent, of moisture the weevils bred, but required free air

in order to breed with normal rapidity. Drying the wheat artificially

or in the sun, and then storing in air-tight bins, is sufficient to jirevent

weevil from attacking it. If weevily wheat is held under the same con-

ditions, the weevils die oil. Moisture and a temperature of 80 deg. F.,

without moisture, is fatal. Deprived of oxygen, all weevils die within
seven days.

Certain of the above described methods are employed in breweries
and flour mills for ridding grain of weevils; but it is to be noted that

in such cases the grain is treated in bulk, and has not to be re-bagged.

Destruction by such measures of the weevils and their eggs, when
they have once seriously invaded the grain, being in the case of bagged
wheat extremely costly, it is very important to inquire if there are any
means of preventing such an invasion from taking place.

One obvious set of precautionary measures consists of measures for

preventing weevil from gaining access to the grain. As has been

already pointed out, wheat has no weevil in it when in the field*. In
order that weevil may not gain access to it during carriage and storage

it must not be packed in old bags which have become already tenanted

by weevils, and it must be stored in such a way that weevils will not be

able to reach it. Such precautions arc difficult to carry out effectively

in practice.

The grain-weevils are widely distributed and are very tenacious of

life. Moreover, as already mentioned, a very small number gaining
access to stored gi-ain are able, if conditions are favorable, to multiply

enormously in a comparatively short time.

Favorable and Unfavorable Conditions.

A study of the conditions most favorable to the multiplication of

grain weevils, shows at once that temperature and moisture have to be

considered before anything else. Both of these are, of course, capable of

being controlled.

The experiments of F. J. Cole, Maxwell Lefroy, and others have

shown that the presence of a certain degree of moisture in the grain is

essential to the active multiplication of the weevils. This essential

• This does not hold good of maiit.
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percentage of mnisturc is a high one (10 per eeiit.j and when wheat is

first bagged under ordinary circumstances, it does not contain nearly
sutticient moisture to enable any weevils, however freely they may gain
access to it, to increase and multi])ly.

Unless moisture is actually added from without, the grain remains
weevil-proof. Thus if stored in a fairly dry climate, and completely
protected from tlie weather, and from the absorption of moisture from
the soil, it is perfectly certain that the grain may be stored indefinitely
without danger from weevil.

The problem of the storage of grain in large quantities for more
than a few months, has never had to be met in Australia until within
the last few years. The prevailing methods of transport and of storage
appear to be cxtn-mely crude and wasteful, and, what is to the ])rc.sout

purjiose, very favorable to the development of weevils. This (the

presence of conditions favorable to the grain-weevils) holds good, more
especially of the grain stored on the seaboard. There, even if the pro-

tection from the rain water were complete, there is reason to believe

that with tlie moist air freely penetrating the mass of stored bags, the

moisture absorbed, even with grain arriving dry, may soon reach the
point which favours the rapid multiplication of the pest. But, unfor-
tunately, this moistening of the grain is greatly accelerated by the pre-

vailing methods of storage, which do not by any means afford complete
protection from heavy rains. Even where, as at Darling Island, Sydney,
the bags are slacked under galvanized iron sheds, the construction of the

latter is such that during heavy rainstorms w^ater finds its way freely

into portions of the stacks. When this has once happened, either the

whole mass of bags must be taken down, tjie w'et grain dried and re-

bagged, and the whole re-stacked again, or, sooner or later, according to

the temperature, weevil will flourish in the moistened grain and great

damage will result.

When, as at Wliite Bay and Enfield, near Sydney, the .stacks are not

under cover of sheds, but are built on a flooring of old sleepers, and are

roofed over by sheets of galvanized iron, their sides being protected by
bagging, the wetting of more or less of the grain is ]5ractically certain

whenever a heavy rainstorm occurs, accompanied by a strong wind.

The los.ses through damage by weevils can be done away with, or, at

least, kept within control, if the present system of handling, storage,

and transport be replaced by bulk-handling.

Our conditions of wheat production in Australia are difi'erent from
those in America and India. Our wheat lands are not yet compacted,

but are broken up and scattered all over the States, making bulk-

handling a difficult proposition both to the farmers and tlie railway

authorities. The farmers sti'ip or hai-vest their wheat into bags in the

paddocks; the policy of the railway authorities has been to ])lace a

siding for the accommodation of the farmer wherever any area of

land is under cultivation. The expense of re-organizing our present

methods would be great, but it is imperative that it should take place

if we are going to get the greatest value and the least waste in handlinsr

our wheat harvests. There is no reason why the farmers could not still

continue to bag their wheat on their harvesters or winnowers. The bags

could then be tied and transported to the nearest railway siding, and
wheat emptied out of the bags into properly constructed silos, where it

would be safe from rain, mice, and insect pests. There it could remain

perfectly safe until the railway authorities, with properly constructed
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trucks, could fill up and run it direct into tlie holds of the waiting grain
ships. Under the present war conditions, it might have to be placed in

gigantic receivers on the harbor frontages, and these permanent silos

would do away with the expense of making the temporary stacks, which
have cost large sums in material and labour.

It will be seen from the above that further information is desirable

on several points, such as the following:

—

1. The percentage of moisture in samples of harvested grain from
all the chief grain-producing districts of the Commonwealth should
be ascertained.

2. The degree and rate of absor])tion of moisture from the air of

moist climates, by " dry " grain, completely protected from rain, but
freely exposed to the air, should be definitely determined.

3. Cole's experiments on the effects of moisture and carbon dioxide

on the rate of multiplication of grain weevils, should be repeated and
amplified under Australian conditions.

To carry on such investigations, and any other that might suggest

itself in the further progress of this inquiry, we would urge the desira-

bility of engaging the services of a man having the requisite qualifica-

tions, and able to devote his wliole attention to the work.

ROOTING DEPTHS OF PLANTS.
A study of the growth and development of the roots of plants is of

practical interest. Certain systems of planting and cultivation have been

practised, because experience has shown them to be the best, often with-

out the reason being known. Study of the soil and of the roots of plants

throws light upon some of the difficult problems of crop production, and
leads to better farming.

Wheat and oats do not spread out their roots so far horizontally as

do the roots of most other cultivated crops, but penetrate deeper into the

soil.

Grass is a soil maker and a soil protector. No other crop equals the

perennial grasses in producing such an immense growth of roots in the

upper layers of the soil, and the roots of some varieties of grass also

penetrate deep, being exceeded in this respect only by one other class of

crop, the perennial legumes.

Lucerne is the deepest rooting plant of the cultivated crops. It makes
only a small fibrous growth of roots in the upper soil, and is almost

entirely a deep-feeding plant.

As a soil maker and improver no other plant equals it, because, in

addition to the deep-root system opening up the soil and drawing supplies

of mineral food from the lower layers, the plant by the assimilation of

nitrogen throu,gh its roots enriches the soil in this invaluable ingredient,

and is thus a soil enricher.

The study of potato and sugar beet roots suggests the necessity of a

deep stirring of the soil in preparing a seed bed for planting these crops.

The root system of the potato indicates that the plant, although requiring

a thoroughly cultivated soil, feeds near the surface, while the tap root

of the sugar beet penetrates more de«ply.

Such observations as have been made on the roots of trees seem to

indicate that the root systems vary considerably, and the observations

may lead to the suggestion that certain trees would be better than others

for planting alongside roads and in cultivated fields.

—

Agricultural News,
Durban, 15th March, 1917.
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AUSTRALIAN FODDER SHRUB.
THE SALT BUSH.

(^By J. W. Audas, F.L.S., Assistant, National Herbarium, Melbourne.)
The Victorian fanner, rarely troubled by successions of bad seasons

or droughts, such as distress his compatriots in the Northern States,
generally has abundance of grasses to feed his stock, and does not, there-
lore, turn his attention to the many native fodder plants and shrubs
in which this continent is so rich. He knows them not by sight, and
their nanu^s are by him yet unlearned. This fact is to be regretted, for

let the su[)])ly of grasses be ever so abundant, the shrubs are still useful,
for they supply medicinal wants of .stock, and. being green and tender
during the hot .summer months, when grass is dry, they form a healthful
change of diet.

These fodder plants (non-grasses) are very numerous. To mention
a few^there are the " Lightwood," Acacia implexa; "Willow Acacia,"
A. salicina; Sugar Gum, Eucalyptus, (corynocalyx) cladocaly.r

:

" White Wood," JIeterodendron oleaefoUum :
" Wilga," Gcijera parvi-

flora; " Kurrajong," Brachychiton populneus; "Weeping Pittosponim,"
Pittosporum phillyrwoides ; Sweet Bursaria, Bursaria spinosa; Worm-
wood Cassia, Cassia artemisioides ; De^^ert Cassia, C. eramophila; Rock
Cassia, C. desolata: Berrigan, Errmnphila hinqifolia; Spotted Emu
Bu.sh, Eremophila maculata; Twin-leaved Emu Bush, E. oppositifolia

;

" Turkey Bush," Myoporum Deserti ; " Quandong," Fii~sanus acuminatus

;

Black Sheoke, Casuarina suberosa ; and Drooping Sheoke, C. quadri-

valvis, but probably the best of all are the Saltbushes. Of the latter

Australia has 137 species, arranged under fifteen genera, and Victoria

claims sixty-six of these species native to her own soil.

The accompanying table shows the distribution of indigenous genera
and their relative strength in species over the various States of the

Commonwealth.

Genera.
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green and hi.xuriant becomes their growth. To one enemy do they
succumb, and that is the pastoralist who overstocks his land. But for
this greed he loses tenfold, as it is well knowii that stock thri^-e in

drought periods on land where salt plants abound, besides escaping
many diseases, while animals pastured on lands where salinous plants
have been eaten out, frequently die of starvation.

Pastoralists would be well repaid if they were to re-disseminate the

saltbush on their lands where it has been eaten out, or to cultivate it on
parts where it was previously unknown. The great variety of species

and their extreme hardiness lend themselves well to these general pro-

positions, as plants could be found which would thrive in any climate,

and on almost any soil. For instance, Ehaf/odin BiUnrdieri and A tri-

plex einerea would thrive well on the barren, wind-swept ridses cf the

coast. Korhia sedifolia, the famous Australian Blue Bush, would flourish

in most arid districts, but its drought-resisting qualities are closely

rivalled by its relatives, the Cottony Saltbush, Kochia lanosa, and
Grey Bush, K. pyramidata. The latter plant is found principally near
the Murray River in Victoria, and like many of its congeners, it affords

excellent pasture-fodder.

Analysis of Kochia pijramidata, Benth.—"Gbey Bush."

In the p)roceedings of the Royal Society of Kew South Wales, 1880,

p. 133, Mr. W. A. Dixon gives the following analysis of this plant:

—

%
Oil .. .. .. .. .. .. 2-14
Carbohydi'atfs

Albuminoids
Woody fibre

Asli CO 5 .

.

Nitrogen .

.

Woody parts of plant

Edible parts of plant

.32-63

19-94
8-04

37-25

100-00

3-19
37-

63-

Ash Analysis.
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wheel, and from its tender green colouring and oblong-lanceolate leaves,

is often supposed to be a grass. It seems specially adapted to flourish

in the strongest alkali soil, but like all the saltbushes, it will grow

Vc

I

!*> v ^ ^^
\ "J-i.^ ^

V,

J / J OOO
- j^

Atriplex mummularia.

Lindley in Mitchell's Tropical Australia (1848).

1. Portion of a branchlet with unex-
panded staminate flowers.

2. An expanded staminate flower.

3. Front and back view of a stamen.

4. Pollen grain.

5. A pistillate flower.

6 and 7. Fruit-bearing calyces.

All enlarged, but to various extent

onelialf of8. A fruit-bearing calyx-

it removed.
!'. Longituilinal section of two fruit-

bearing calyces.

10. A fruit—separated.

11. A seed.

12. Transverse section of a seed.

1.3. Longitudinal section of a fruit.
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almost anywhere except on swamp land, and endure great heat and
drought. It is, however, rather sensitive to frost, and will only with-

stand a moderate amount of that clenient. .[triplex mummularia,

t.
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Lindl., the so-called " Old Man Saltbush," is a slirub which often

attains a height of from 6 to 12 feet, and is considered to be one of the

tallest, most fattening, and wholesome of Australian pastoral salt-

bushes. Stock of all descriptions are fond of this plant, cattle particu-

larly so, and they often eat it so closely down that it has little chance

to recuperate. "Wlien left unmolested for a time, however, it quickly

recovers and produces seed in fair quantities, which, when ripe, ger-

minates readily under ordinary conditions.

Analysis of Atriplex mummularia, Lindl.—" Old Man Saltbush."

In the proceedings of the Royal Society, New South Wales, 1880,

p. 133, Mr. W. A. Di.xon gives the following analysis of this plant:

—
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open paddocks, a light covering of prickly branches will safeguard the

plants from animals, until they have become sufficiently established.

Cuttings of half-ripened wood, about a foot long, may be placed in the

ground in the ordinary way during the spring or the autumn months,
when the soil is moist. Nearly all the varieties can be multiplied by
cuttings, but if it be preferred to use seed, it should be sown in patches,

and in distances varying according to the variety sot\ti. Taller sorts

. about 30 feet apart, and for smaller sorts about 10 feet.

In heavy soils it would be advisable to cover the seeds with light

loose sand and decayed leaves, so as to offer no resistance to the young
shoots. It is practically impossible to get satisfactory results by sowing
broadcast, because the seeds, being so light (of some it would take about

20,000 to weigh a pound), they would be blown away by the wind and
wasted. There is an old saying that " the longest way round is the

shortest way there," and probably the more troublesome method, that

of raising the seed in prepared beds and transplanting when large

enough to handle, would be found to give the best results eventually.

LIME WASHING OF COW BYRES.
By J. J. RicJcetts, Dairy Supervisor.

The first essential in the production of clean milk is that the milking

shed must be kept sweet and sanitary. This may be done at a very

small outlay by the use of lime wash. Such attention will also help

to keep down flies, which tend to make cows very restive during milking

time. In the majority of sheds, the walls only are lime washed, while

the inside of the roof is left free to harbor cobwebs and dust, which
accumulate to an amazing degree. The roof is no doubt left untouched

because of the difficulty of applying the lime wash with an ordinary

brush, and the burning propensities of the lime, which splashes the

CROSS STAY
TO HOLD BRUSH \3

BROOM HANDLE FASTENED TO BRUSH
(with nail or screw)

ANCLE ABOUT 45' DECREES

operator. A very handy appliance, as shown in the accompanying

illustration, has been devised by a metropolitan dairyman to overcome

this difficulty. It consists of a worn-out broom handle, to the end of

which an ordinary whitewash brush is nailed, and supported by a cross-

stay from the broom handle to the handle of the brush. By the use of

this device the liquid, instead of falling on the operator, runs down the

brush, and does not reach the hands of the operator, as happens when

a short brush is used.
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THE POULTRY INDUSTRY.*

Jjy A. V. U. liintoul, Assistant Poultry Expert.

"If everybody does his duty patriotically, and contributes each in

his own way to the common stock, then 1 say the submarine menace is

i\ol going lo defeat us."

These stirring words, recently uttered by the British Prime Minister,

may well be applied to such an important rural industry as poultry

breeding. The terrible drought and the world-wide war have brought

about a serious depletion in our flocks and herds—a loss which may be

considerably remedied by an increased production of eggs and poultry

flesh. This is a matter that should be brought home to every house-

holder in the Commonwealth. There must be some scraps available

always to help reduce the feed bill—scraps that would othenvise be

wasted; whilst our enemies are wasting nothing, and in England a

woman has been fined £5 for wasting a loaf. A very important point

to suburban householders is the regulation that fowl sheds should be

not less than 25 feet from the nearest dwelling, and it must be equally

made clear that the words "If convenient" follow. Regulations must

be made for health purposes, but they are purely for health purposes,

and in no way intended or desired to interfere with the prosperity of the

State.

Pcultry keeping in America is the greatest money producer of all

rural industries, the return from 1915 being seven hundred million

dollars, fully 50 per cent, more than the wheat' yield; whilst in Victoria

the industry last year was worth about^ £2,000,000, or roughly 30s. per

head of the population. The stud breeders of Australia stand second to

none throughout the world, and all world's records are held by Aus-

tralian breeders. It is a matter for surprise that more people do not

in consequence pay attention to the possibilities in this direction.

Realizing and fully acknowledging that, except in tlie case of skilled

professionals, the industry is besti developed in conjunction with some
other business, rural or otherwise, there is still a vast scope for increas-

ing the national wealth, whilst, after the war, the prospects are prac-

tically unlimited.

A vast number of fowls were kept' and a huge export cf eggs de-

veloped in Austria and Southern Hungary; Russia, France, and Italy

also were great poultry raisers. What is their position now ? Geese

were quoted in the press £7 IDs. each at Christmas in Vienna, eggs 10s. a

dozen retail in England, wheat recently 13s. 6d. a bushel in Chicago.

Evei-ything points to a woi'ld shortage of breeding stock which, after the

war, may be replenished from the heaviest laying stock in the world

—

the Australian record layers. At present a team of six White Leghorn
pullets have laid 1,699 eggs in a year, an average of 283 per bird ; a t«am
of Black Orpingtons has laid 1,596. an average of 266 per bird; whilst

in single test competitions White Leghorns have laid 315, 313. 309,

and 302. Black Orpingtons in single test have laid 312, 309, 307, and
298, which shows that there is but little to choose between thein, whilst

other breeds, by continued careful selection, could doubtless be developed

to an equally high standard of perfection. There is, however, little

doubt that the teams competitions have now mere or less served their

• Head at the Annual Convention of the Chamber of Agriculture, Bendlgo, July, 1917.
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purpose, and are likely to gradually give way to the single test oom-
petitions. For example, a team puts up a score of, say, 1,350—axi

average of 225 eggs per bird—which, although satisfactory and distinctly

profitable from, the monetary aspect, scarcely gives a clear indication of

the actual merit of the birds. The individual score of the birds may
perhaps have been as follows :—274, 269, 248, 243, 176, 140. Now,
breeding from these as a team, it is quite as likely that a cockerel may
afterwards be used for breeding purposes from the 140 hen as from the

274 hen, with consequent serious loss; whereas the individual scores

being known, cockerels can be saved from the highesti producing dams,

and the poor I'ayers discarded. With something like four million birds

in this State, an increase of but six eggs per annum per bird, at only

It. per dozen, represents an increased revenue of £100,000; consequently

the urgency of careful selection and mating cannot b© overestimated. Why
are milk records kept? Why does the Department of Agriculture sell

young bulls on the proportionate basis of the dam's record? The
answer is because the unprofitable stock should be culled out, so that the

average production of the herd may become greater, more profitable.

From the national pointi of view the ulterior object of the laying com-

petitions is not to establish a record, nor to enrich the successful, and per-

haps occasionally lucky, winner, but to determine the capabilities of the

best birds, so that their progeny may raise the flock average number of

eggs per bird throughout the State. No one can foretell the state of affairs

after the war; but if long lean years lie ahead, the necessity must be

greater than ever, not, merely to increase capacity, but at the same time

to increase the average yield. With increased production must come
co-operation to secure a better system of marketing. Quite recently

poultry keepers in a leading country tovra were getting Is. 6d. a dozen

for their eggs, others, according to their luck, were being paid Is. 7d. to

Is. 9d., -with "special suburban" new laids quoted at Is. lOd. At the

same time many retailers were scouring the suburbs to secure eggs at 2s.,

and they could not be obtained from shops in a seaside suburb under

2s. 5d. or 2s. 6d. These facts speak for themselves. Business is business,

and admitting that there should be a fair margin of profit for the

middleman, it should only be a fair margin. Co-operation is far

harder in a big country with a sn-all population than in a congested

small area. At the same time, despite this, difficulties must be faced,

and no stone left unturned to increase the wealth of the country in her

hour of need.

WHERE TFIE DAIRYMAN'S PROFITS GO.

By J. J. Richetts, Dairy Supervisor.

Careless work on the part of dairy farm employees may inad-

vertently result in much loss to the owner of the cattle. Particularly

in the operation of milking is it essential the work should be done both

thoroughly and as speedily as possible, otherwise there will he a definite

loss in the quantity of milk obtained from the cows, and its quality will

be adversely affected. Cows give their milk more freely when the

milking is done quickly by a practised hand, and the last pint or so is
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much richer in butter fat than the bulk of the yield. Further, if a
cow Ikj not thorouglily " stripped " at each inilkin,t; tliere is a tendency
on the part of tlie animal to give a i5mallcr quantity at subsequent
milkings. Nature provides tliat tlie cow should give sufficient milk to

supply the wants of her calf, and if the udder be repeatedly sucked
dry, there is an inducement for her to produce more milk. If the
quantity available for the calf be not used by it, -she gradually gives

less, until the demand and the supply are more nearly equal. Thorough
milking thus makes for greater production, while leaving milk in the
udder will gradually reduce the yield. When, therefore, thorough
milking is absolutely necessary to obtain both the full quantity and
quality of each cow's milk, it is obvious that the owner, who neglects to

give proper attention to the milking operation, will not obtain the
maximum yield.

Not infrequently is the staternent made that dairy herds give milk
of much poorer quality in. the spring time than during other seasons.

Where the hulk of the cows in a herd are freshly calved, and have thus
not reached their normal quality of milk, while yet giving a heavy
bulk yield, there is a possibility of the quality not being quite what is

desired. In many instances, however, it will be found on investigation

that the milking operation is not being carried out properly, and that

in consequence the quality is low. In the spring flush, milkers are

frequently careless about stripping each cow, and, there being a large

bulk yield from the herd, the owner may not suspect that it might
possibly be still larger, and the price obtainable does not encourage
him to try to improve it. But as the season advances, and the grass

is drying, with a consequent reduction in the milk yield, and the

price at the same time increasing, a little inquiry or supervision

by the owner is likely to result in the cows being stripped out better, and
the quality of the milk thus increased. Where several milkers are dealing

with a large herd of heavy milkers there is too often a tendency to

finish each cow as soon as possible, and to hear of men milking from
fourteen to seventeen cows per hour is not at all unusual. When it is

considered that this allows about four minutes per cow, in which pos-

sibly more than 10 quarts has to be taken, and that the milker has
to transfer this quantity to a receiving can and move to anoUier
animal, it will be recognised that very little attention can be given

to the work of stripping, and therefore the milk richest in butter fat

globules is possibly not taken from many cows for days together. On
one occasion after placing this aspect of the milking work before a

dairyman, he promised to look more closely into> the matter, and later

informed me that the result was far beyond even what I had given him
t« understand as possible. In fact, his increased return for one week
was exactly 56 lbs., or one box of butter. This demonstrates that a

little oversight may put quite a diilerent view on the financial side of

dairy work. It also suggests that an extra fast milker may perhaps

not be a very desirable acquisition on the farm.

At one time, in the course of a dairy herd inspection during milking

time, I handled .53 cows after they were milked, and not one of these

had been properly stripped, several of them having over a pint of milk
still in the udder. In a herd of this size even a pint per cow left
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iiuniilked would result in a bulk loss of some 6^ gallons, and as the

price at the time of my inspection was liigh, viz., Is. lOd. per gallon,

there was a monetary loss of well over £8 on the week's work. It

would be a particularly good dairy herd that could stand such a leakage.

This is no unusual occurrence, and indifferent milking is one of the

commonest causes which make the dairy fanner say that his cows
" are doing no good." The Department of Agriculture has constantly

advocated the weighing and testing of each cow's milk as one of the

most essential features of dairy farm management, and the farmer who
follows this advice is running no risk of his cows not being milked

properly. This tests acts as an alarm bell to point out any falling off

from the normal milk yield. It enables the owner to get rid of all

cows that are " not worth their salt." It is an indisputable report on

those cows which are to produce stock for future dairy work. In short,

systematic weighing and testing of milk yields is the key to profitable

dairying, and no dairy farmer can afford to forget it.

SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE DROUGHT ON OUR
WESTERN BORDER.

By F. R. Temple, Inspector of Stock.

That a drought has beneficial effects is a statement requiring quali-

fications. However, in districts where fluke and worms are found in

stock, especially young sheep, there is no doubt that a dry season brings

advantages to compensate for the losses it inflicts. Yet seldom does an

opportunity occur of noting the marked difference in the condition of

lambs and two-tooths consequent on a period of drought as has been

afforded during the past two years on some of the station properties on

our western border, previously noted for the difilculty experienced by the

proprietors in the rearing of sheep. In a couple of typical holdings which
I have known for many years, the land, prior to the drought ot 1915,

was not without swamps, which acted as a favorable situation for

reproducing animal parasites. This drought, however, dried out
all these water lodgments in the whole district—a state never

before known to the white man—and since then the animals reared

on these holdings have^ been singularly healthy, and equal to any
from areas where fluke and worms are unknown. When the swamp
waters were failing on these stations subterranean supplies were

sought, and, whether instinctively avoiding the disease-producing

swamps or from preference for the underground supply, it would be

hard to determine, but the sheep soon passed the swamp by and went
to the troughing for water. At any rate, the circumstances have
proved that without the swamps the stock on these properties are free

from internal parasites which formerly affected them.

Many will naturally be inclined to ask whether this benefit out-

weighs the losses sustained. To this question I reply that we must
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take tlie seasons as they eome, and stock-owners should always be

prepared for a long spell of dry weather. Tf this foresight be shown

that which usually seems an evil may perhai)s be regarded ais a

blessing.

During the drought years 1914-15 one grazier near the western

border lost fully one-half of his sheep, as well as other stock, whilst

the losses of a neighbour were eomjiarativcly small. The secret of

these small losses was that the latter had made provision in case of

an abnormally dry season, and he was able to allow his sheep half-a-

pound of oats per day per head, and on this they fully held their

own in condition. This grazier produces his own oats for his slieep,

which number thousands, and this year, although feed is plentiful,

oats are stored for future sheep feed, and are not for sale.

Before concluding these observations T should like to refer to the

great destruction of many of our wild-fowl by so-called sportsmen.

Duck and other swam])-frequenting birds are natural enemies of both

flukes and worms, and they should be protected to the utmost.

The tapping of subterranean waters to replace the supplies of

exhausted swamps has revealed several hitherto unknown properties

under the soil. In one place on the border of South Australia water

of a saltiness approximating that of sea water was met, the presence

of which was not previously suspected. The high agricultural value

of many of these swamp areas when dry has also been established, and

no doubt in the future will be a source of wealth to the State, especially

us .some of thcni could be cheaply drained.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

(/;. E. I'escott, F.L.S., Pomolorfisi
.)

The Orchard.

If the winter spraying has been delayed, it should be completed as

quickly as possible, and before the buds begin to swell and burst.

It is not advisable to spray the stone fruits with the red oil emulsion

at this time, as there will be danger of burning and destroying the eirly

buds that may be swelling, and consequently loosen their outside scales.

It will be safe, if the work be done at once, to spray apple, pear and
quince trees with this spray, especially where the Eyrobia Mite, scale

insects, or woolly aphis are prevalent.

If it is intended that the lime-sulphur wash be the specific for these

and other pests, it may be used with safety, although the spiavin^

should be completed as early as possible. This mixture has a certain

value as a fungicide, and it is well worth trying on peach trees that

have been affected with the leaf curl ; more especially in view of the fact

that in some districts severe burning has occurred in peach orchards as

a result of using Bordeaux mixture late in the season.
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Where peach aphis has appeared, it will be advisable to spray at

once with a stronor nicotine solution. Tobacco stems should be soaked

in cold water for some days, adding a teaspoonful of caustic soda to a

cask of steeping stems. The liquid should be made strong, and every

endeavour should be made to kill out the first insects that appear.

The pruning of deciduous trees should be at an end this month.

The pruning of evergreens such as oranges, lemons, and guavas, may be

left until later.

Young deciduous trees should be planted not later than this month.

The soil should be trodden firm round the roots, and, when planting

has been completed, the tree should be headed back to three or four

buds on each arm.
Preparation may be made for planting citrus and other evergreen

trees. The soil should be well ploughed and sweetened in anticipation

of planting in September and October.
In root-borer affected districts, the beetles will begin to appear

during the latter part nf the month. A close observance should be
kept on them and the insects should be regularly collected and destroyed.

Flower Garden.

All winter-flowering shrubs that have dropped their blossoms may
now be pruned. It is important to prune these immediately after

flowering, so that the plant may be able to make plenty of flowering

wood for next season.

Seed beds and plots need constant cleaning and weeding. Weeds
must now be kept out of the garden, both by hoeing and hand picking.

Tiie seedlings that are growing in their permanent situations should be

thinned out and given a good chance to develop strong and sturdy

plants.

Divisions of herbaceous plants such as delphiniums, cannas, shasta

daisy, herbaceous chrysanthemums, rudbeckias, salvias, and phlox, may
be still planted out. If it is intended that such plants shall remain
in the same location as last season, they should be lifted, the soil being

well dug and manured, and the crowns planted back again. By this

means the plants retain their vigour, and are able to produce good
flowers each season.

Evergreen shrubs may now be planted out, the soil having previously

been well dug and aired. All beds should be well dug over by this

time, manure and refuse litter having been dug into the soil.

A few corms and tubers of early summer flowering bulbous plants
may now be planted.

Vegetable Garden.

The plots should be well dug over at this time, adding gypsum or

lime where any pests have been prevalent. In other beds stable manure
shoiild be well worked into the soil.

The soil should be rich, well worked, and warm, so that a quick'

growth may result. Vegetables grown quickly are generally more
tender than slowly grown ones; and frequent changes of crops in the
plots will give better results. At this season, the weeds will require
constant checking; frequent use of the hoe will, therefore, be neces-
sary, and in the rows hand-weeding should be resorted to.
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All seedlings should be planted out, especially seedlings of cabbage,

cauliflower, lettuce, and onion. Seeds of ]>eas, carrots, parsnips, radish,

lettuce, tomato, and broad beans may be sown.

Where they can be sheltered and protected from frosts, young tomato

plants may be planted out for early fruiting. One method of managing
these early plants is to place the young plant a few inches below the

surface, and then a box, 8 or 9 inches deep, with top and bottom re-

moved, over the plant at ground level. This can then be covered

loosely with a piece of glass whenever necessary.

Potatoes, artichokes, and asparagus crowns may be planted.

Asparagus beds should be kept free from weeds; they should have a

loose surface, and a light top dressing with old manure would be

beneficial.

In the frames, cucuinbei, vegetable marrow, melon, pumpkin, water

and rock melon seeds may be planted. These are best planted in pols

placing three or four seeds in each pot. They then suffer no check

when being transplanted into beds.

REIVIINDERS FOR SEPTE|VIBER.

LIVE STOCK.
HoBSES.—Still continue to feed stabled horses well; feed green stuff if avail-

able. Continue rugging to encourage tlie shedding of the coat; good grooming
will also be beneficial. Continue giving hay or straw to grass-fed working horses.

Feed old and badly-conditioned horses liberally. In foal mares due to foal early,

if worked, should be turned out to paddock. Feed stallions doing stud duty
liberally. Equivalent amount of cracked Indian corn (maize) may with advan-
tage be substituted for oats, if latter grain is scarce.

Cattle.—Cows should still be rugged, but coverings should be removed
frequently, in order to enable the animal to get rid of the old coat; or, better

still, a good curry-combing may be given. Continue hay or straw. Look up
treatment for milk fever in Year-Book of Agriculture, 1905, and treat cattle

accordingly. Give calves a good warm dry slied. Give the milk to young
calves at blood heat. Have feeding troughs or buckets clean. Don't over-feed.

Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Provide a good grass run, or

fine hay or crushed oats in a box or trough. Give a cupful of limewater per
calf per day in the milk. The problem with many at the present time is how
to rear calves without milk. This can be done very well by starting them on
new milk for a fortnight, and then gradually substituting the milk with one of

the calf meals on the market. To these it would be advisable to add two or three
tablespoonfuls of cod liver oil. The following meal is in general use in Ireland :

—
Two parts, by weight, of oatmeal, 2 parts maize meal, 1 part pure ground lin-

seed, all finely ground. Scald with boiling water, and allow to stand for twelve
hours. Start with new milk, then gradually substitute skim and J lb. daily of

the meal mixture per head per day, gradually increasing to 1 lb. or more. In a

month milk may be dispensed with altogether. The crushed oats, fed dry, have
been found to give excellent results.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm well-ventilated sties. Keep sties

clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be
turned into grass run. If pigs are lousy dress with kerosene emulsion or

sulphur and lard, rubbing well into crevices of skin, and disinfect sties. Con-
sidering the present high price of pork, there should be a good margin of profit

in fattening pigs. Worms are very prevalent at present, and may be treated by
giving 2 tn 10 grains of Santonin in form of pill, or from half to one teaspoonful
of oil of turpentine in milk or castor oil.
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Yard and go through all well-bred MerinoLincoln cross lambs before offer-

ing to exporters. Select, ear mark, and shear all best sorts for future breeding
and shearing. Buyers will find sliafty, well bred, fine to medium grade wools,
disappointingly scarce for years.

Sheep.—Wherever early shearing is possible, and shelter available, all sheep
to be disposed of can be fattened earlier, if shorn. Sheep or lambs not good
enough for freezing also thrive better after lieing shorn. Where insufficient know-
ledge of grading cross-bred wool exists, draft the coarse sheep from the fine before
coming into the shed, and shear and bale separately. Clean all daggy sheep before
bringing them on to the shearing board. Avoid deep and careless skirting. Only
dense seedy parts, and heavy fribs and stains should come off fleeces. Press in a
box press, which forms square sides to bales, and avoid round bales, called " Sew
Downs." Brand boldly and neatly on the long and narrow side. Clean carefully
all straw, chaff, &c., from shearing place. Cut back all misshapen feet when
noticed during shearing.

Poultry.—September is one of the best months for hatching for winter eggs.

Incubators should be kept going, and broody hens set. Care must be taken to

keep down vermin, as they now breed quickly; use sprays in houses and Insecti-

bane or Izal in nests—nothing stunts chickens quicker than vermin. The food
for young chicks should be fine oatmeal, stale bread crumbs or biscuit meal, a
little calcined bird's grit, a little chopped green stuff such as lettuce, thistles, or

green lucerne or spring onions occasionally cut fine is a good tonic, and
a pinch of powdered charcoal. Slightly moisten with new milk. Make the
whole friable, and feed frequently ("little and often") just as much as they will

readily eat, as an excess of food only sours and disturbs their digestive organs.
Animal food may be given in small quantities after the first ten days once or

twice a week. Chickens should be protected from damp ground and the cold,

bleak winds.

CULTIVATION.
Farm.—Plant early potatoes, and work up fallow for the main crop. Keep

fallow for summer forage crops well worked up with the disc and harrows.
Make early sowings of mangolds, beet, field carrots, and turnips. Push on with
the fallowing in the Northern Districts. Prepare land for tobacco seed beds
by burning rubbish on the site; afterwards work up to depth of three or fo«r
inches.

Obchakd.—Commence spring ploughing; plough in leguminous crops for

green manure as soon as the plants are in full flower. Finish grafting early in

the month. Spray peach and apricot trees with Bordeau.x mixture as the

blossom buds are opening, as a preventive against " leaf curl " and " shot

hole " fungi ; watch for peach aphis, and spray when present with tobacco

solution.

Flower Garden.—Cultivate and work up the surface to a fine tilth—clear

out all weeds. Water newly-planted shrubs, &c.. if the weather is dry. Plant
out cannas, early dahlias, chrysanthemums, gladioli, and other herbaceous
plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant out seedlings. Sow seeds for summer use, such

as tomatoes, cucumbers, marrows, pumpkins, melons, &c. Plant out tomatoes,

and shelter till frosts are over. Hoc and work up the soil surface.

Vineyard.—Plantation of young vines (grafted or ungrafted) should be

concluded before the commencement of September; pruning of old vines like-

wise, as well as tying down of rods on long-pruned vines. Prune recently-

planted vines just before buds commence to swell (if not pruned when planted),

cutting strongest cane back to two buds. Do not delay this work until buds
have shot, as this seriously weakens the young vine. Field grafting may be

carried out, if weather be fine and warm. If cold and wet, postpone until

October. Swab with acid iron sulphate vines which showed signs of Black Spot
last season. To avoid burning, this must be completed before the buds commence
to swell. (See article in ,Tuly issue.) Cultivation (scarifying or discing) must
receive attention when soil is in suitable condition.

Cellar.—Conclude spring racking early in month, if not already done. Fill

up, regularly, all unfortified wines.
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Valuable Root Crops
Plant Mangels Now

EVERY iarm.-r .houl.j hcve a crop— it

pays. Giant Half Sugar White
and Giant Half Sugar Rose, un-

doubtedly the most Duttiiious of Mangels,
combine the large size o( the Mangel with
the greater feeding value of the Sugar Beet.

2 6 pet lb. Very scarce. Lchk Red
Mammoth possesses extraordinary feeding
qualities and is easily cleaned for storing.

2/- lb.; lOlb.lots. I,91b.:28Ib. lots. l/6lb.

Sugar Beet
SEPTEMBER and October

are good months to sow
seed at the rale of 4 to 6

lbs. per acre. We have imported

direct from France a slock of the

best Sugar producing varieties—
White Silesian. V'ilmorin's Im-
proved, and Wanzleben. 2/-

per lb. Postage Extra. Special

quotations for large quantities.

«S^Fl
Mangel—Giant Half Sugar

Headquarters for Rapes, Lucernes
Millets, Maize, and all Farm Seeds

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston St., Melbourne
Estab. 1850 Tel. Cent. 729

L.R.W.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER ib given by the Prices for Culled Cow. in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10«. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.

;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1.500 lbs, live weight.

The Bulls in Use include—

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's „ 10548 „
6 years average 10346 lbs. milk

4 „ ,. 9155 „

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (I si milking) 7 1 44 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam's ,
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Government Herd of Red Polls

MILK RECORDS
Th* figurai below refer to the cow's best !actation period. Detaila of each cow's yearly parformanc*

since the establishment of the herd are given in the Journal for February, 1917.

Each cow's averaces lor all lactation periodi will b« faroiihcd oo applicalioo to tbe Director ol Affricolhir*.

COWS
NAMES. Daj'B

in MUk.
Weeks
in Milk.

Milk,
ID lbs.

Averai;e
Test.

Butter
Fat (lbs.)

Commercial
Butter (Iba.)

Price ot

BuUCall.

Muria .

.

Birdaeye
Netherlana
Vuelta . .

Persica .

.

Cuba ..

Bullion . .

Virginia.

.

Pennsylvania
Sumatra
Violet III.

Egypta .

.

Phillipina

Mo.xicana

LUy ..

India

Europa .

.

Kentucky
Goldleaf

Picotee .

.

Primrose League
(imp.)

La Reina
Pipio

Mongolia
Turka .

.

Britannia

Samorna
Aaiana .

.

Tenneasea
Alpina .

.

Sylvia .

.

Hiapana
Afrieana
Tasmania
Canada .

.

365
365
365
289
351

337
321
344
348
290
365
327
365
282
365
365
347
338
362
365
365

329
334
283
279
329
365
279
311

344
301
365
303
325
275

52
52
52

41i
50
48

45i
49
49 i

41i
52

46}
52

40i
52
52

49J
48

51i
52
52

47

47i
40

39i
47

52
39}

44i
49
43
62
43
46
39

14,972

9,146

11,506

7,750
9,607

10,464

10,928

10,252

10,607

9,232

9,172

10,646

8,213

8,641

8,525

8,550

8,765

9,893

8,415

8,490

8,060

6,712

6,802

7,483

6,395
7,637

6,198

5,933
6,706

7,094

6,286

6,574

5,082

5,U2
4,918

9

5

3

2

9

5

3

4

1

6

7

d

9

6

6

6

4

9

4

4

4

13
•8

33
9
9
75
9
2

•84

6

72

52
07

885
597
490
485
480
478
469
457
437
431
427

418
400
400
392
391

387
382
378
371

353

344
326
323
316
301
294
292
283
283
256
242
240
231

200

1,008

683
560
553
547
545
535
520
499
492
488
477
466
456
448
445
441
435
431
424
403

394
372
369
360
343
335
333
322
322
292
276
274
264
228

HEIFERS (1st Milking completed, 1915-16)

Carribea

Japana .

.

Serbia .

.

Itala

Oceana .

.

Russia .

.

Panama
Ontario
Soudana
Pacifica

Laurel .

.

Barbery
Congo .

.

43 Guineas
29
24
24
23
23
23
22
21
21

21

20
19

19

19

19

19

19

18

18

36

17

16

16
15

15

14

14

14

14

12

12

12

11

10
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS
21/- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 21/- each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July- October, 1917. Price, JEl Is. per Silling.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Mating

Cosh No. 1 Special

Subiaco No. 1 Special

Cosh-Swift X Moritz

Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park

1

I

1

1

1

From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 esss at

Bendigo Single Pen Competition, 1916-17—World's Record.

Note.-W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915). which
established the slill unbeaten world's record of 1.699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £75

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forwarded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.
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To Intending

Vinegrowers

!
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum

for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. lor the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes 111. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Paris 7, 8, and " (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print ; and VIII. (1910). 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (191 I), I 1 parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3id. ; N.Z., li. 2d.;

B. &F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2'd., paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £l Is. Pos/age : C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.

;

B. & F,, Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly). 1/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/-_per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6'd. Postage: C, Ud-i N.Z.,5d.; B. &F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., 10s. Postage : C, 2d.:

N.Z.,6d.; B. &F., Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II , 111.,

each. Pos/oge.- Parts 1. and 111., C. Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F.

II. and IV.. C, Hd.; N.Z., 4d.; B. & F., 8d. each. Part V.

4d.; B. & F.,7d.

IV.. v., 2s. 6d.

6d. each. Parts

. C, Id.; N.Z.,

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must he made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT.
P. J. Cannodij.

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pesmtt.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. .y. A'l'jiyoN, C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. (.'. //. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. II. T Ensterhii.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.JI.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C.S.Saiver^.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. O. JSaxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T.A.J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. R. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. S. S. Cameron and nthir''

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
/;, y.Aio.i.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1912-13. ir. .1. -V. Ui'lirrtson. IS.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
.•1- II. V- l:irhardx,„i, .V.A., H.Sr.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING
FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Tnrner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
"1913-14. ir. .-1. A'. Itoln-rtMn, JS.WSc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING. ETC.
A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORU. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Temple A. J. f^mith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA.
F. li. -lUuhnr.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1914-15. ir. .-1. A'. RobertKon. R.I'.Sr.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .^•. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1915-16. ir. A. A'. Ilohrrlsini, /(. r,.SV.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring
Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk Production, Sulphit-

ing, Some Vintage Considerations, Spring Frosts,

Cut Wo^ms, Insect Pests of the Potato.

MITCHELL" PLOWS
The Choice of Champions

1 . It is a fact ihal practically all Plowing

Matches are won by men with "Mitchell"

Plows. Champion Plowmen are the keenest

judges of what a Plow should be, and ihey

choose the "Mitchell" because they know
their chance of success is greatly reduced it

they use any other make.

2. Other Plow-makers (so-called) also

think the "Mitchell" is the best, because

they are imitating it— some of them even to

the colour of the paint. Don't forget that

while they can imitate the paint, no one
can imitate "Mitchell" Plow
knovtrledge and experience.
For instance, you can't get the equal of our

Mouldboard in shape, set, hardness, and

scouring qualities on any other Plow in

Australia.

In the above two facts you have

positive proof thai the makers of

"Mitchell" Plows know how to make belter

plows than any other makers, and remember,

you don't pay a penny extra for the special

expert knowledge that you get in every

"Mitchell" Plow.

"MITCHELL PLOWS" not only wilh-

land all ordinary strains, bat have an abaodaace of

reserve strength for emergencies.

AND CO.
PTY. LTD.MITCHELL

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE
SHOWROOM: 596 BOURKE STREET. MELBOURNE

Aod at Bay-street, Sydaer.

Agencies in all Chief Towns.

Ask for Prices. Pleaae aay you aaw this
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chamibers

dire<a into the ship's hold. El«<ilric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connedted with the Cool Stores by direcil lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vit^oria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produ(5ts are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conneAed with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the production, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.

Bj' Authority : Albert J. Mulwtt, Guvernment Printw, Melbourne.



MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" FEED and OIL MEAL

^ ALL CATTLE AND POULTRY LIKE IT

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder.

and put up (or ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

MAIZE PRODUCTS OIL MEAL'
MAIZE OIL MEAL
I* toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or storage.

Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS

For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Wcighl and Flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL
Differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and produces

bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and

a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL'' "POLLY" BRAND FEED

Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed. Write for prices

and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.

Office and Works Footscray, Victoria
Telephone : Footacray 364



r

R.

State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

"The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war, pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.
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(6 Incomparable
For the last 65 years BRUNNING'S SEEDS
have established a reputation for incomparable
quality, always being reliable and true to name.
It gives us pleasure io answer your enquiries.

95

IVIAlLitj.—You can always rely on

Brunning's Pure Bred, specially Topped,
Bulled, and Graded Seed Maize, guaran-

teed best qualily, sure yield, and true lo

name.

L U C E R N L .—Re - machine dressed,

dodder free, broad - leaved. Standard

quality. Nothing better obtainable.

TEFF GRASS.—A splendid Summer
grass, gives good results in any soil, is very

nutritious, and is readily eaten by all stock.

Gives a cutting of green feed or hay in from

10 to 12 weeks from seedmg.

OULlAIN VlKAdO.—This grass reaches

5 feet, and the fodder is superior to Millet.

Relished by slock, and seeds freely.

"The Victoria Seed House"

64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that dire(5t shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condudl of Cool Stores places

producers in an independent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

products.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores.

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street) \

Doncaster

Diamond Creek -

Tyabb

Telephones.

Office: 10383 Central

Engineer-in-Charge : 10382

397 Canterbury

1 5 1 Heidelberg

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained uport application to the

EXPORTS Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

TelepJione 93SO Central.
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PUMPS! PUMPS!!
Australian Made
& Imported

Many years' experience in Pump Manufacture gives us

a great advantage. We know the requirements of

Australian conditions, and aim at offering a satisfactory

article for the required work. We have a wide range
of Pumps in Stock for the Fann, the Home, Factory,

Mme, &c., and shall be pleased to give particulars

and advice if you will mail us your requirements.

Our Stock comprises Triplex and Centrifugal Pumps.
Pump Jacks, Lift and Force Pumps, Cylinders, Bore
Pumps. Windmill Pumps, Working Barrels, Deep Well Working Heads,
Rotary and Semi- Rotary Pumps, &c. Pump Equipments for fighting bush
fires, spraying sheep, fighting garden and orchard pests, whitewashing

fowihouses. farm buildings, &c., &c.

The

BILLABONG

Semi-Rotary

Pump

A Very Popular Pump for many purposes is the

"Billabong" Semi-Rotary, Double-Acting Pump
These Pumps are very easy lo operate, and are extremely
popular with the users by reason of their great utility. Made
of Cast Iron and fitted with Brass Valves, this Pump is built

for hard work. The wearing parts being brass throughout,
makes il a very durable article, and one that is suitable for use
with mineralised waters. Total Vertical Lift and Force, 60 feci

from water to point of discharge. Suction Lift must not
exceed 25 feet. The handle may be placed to work the

Pump either vertically or horizontally.

Send for Pump Catalogue

391-403 Bourke St. j-,

Melbourne U

324-330 Pitt St.

Sydney
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USE Improved
:: 1914 ::

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst
them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-
qualified success, and to 4o everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

Containing Two
4-gal. tins :: :: 6/.

per
gal.

Or Eight 1-gal. tins

:: 6/6 per gal. ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

Our Farm

Pump Engine

Lifts water 500 (eel and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoioushly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

Milling Machines,
Separators, Spraying Out6ls; cuts chaff, saws

lislit wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jaclc needed.

Attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Deposit £10:0 : 0—Balance Easy

"Challenge"

Windmills

yV-

Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5.000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphoo oiling system.

Crank shaft is forged from one piece of steel,

sensitive governor gives complete control in all

winds. Internal gears lun without noise, all

bearings are reversible, giving double service,

perfect adiustment, flexible steel band brake.

Owing to early ordering we can supply some
windmills at less than the present cost of the

raw materials. Big stocks low prices.

Prompt Deliveries

Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue (just issued) giving
illustrations, descriptions and prices of engines,
implements, agricultural machinery & farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agents (or T,D|^e Oil, Steam, aod Gas Engioes, Pomps and MachinerT

118 Sturt St., South Melbourne
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Selections from McPherson's
All-The-Year-Round SHOW

"IRON AGE"
Hone Ho«i, Harrows, and
ColliTator*. Posh Wheel Plowi.

Wbeet Hoei, and Seed and
Fertilizer Drills.

Over SO varieties.

EARTH SCOOPS
for easy i:rrii rathitJ.

"WAN" Post Hole Diggers
(120 Post n-lcH in a Dny)

.

Pumps and Piping
Portable Forges
Sheep Shears

Lambs & Sheep Ear Piters
Chests of Tools
Screw Wrenches
Stocks and Dies
Spades, Shovels, Forks. &c.
Bone Cutters
Corn Shellers
Hay Knives Axes
Pruning Tools
Spray Pumps
Bolts and Nuts
All Garden and Wood-
working Tools

Grinders
Post and Bench Drills
Lifting Tackle
Id fact. Tools for Every Trade

M^PlTefSoffl)
V^^ Proprietary Ltd

EXPERTS in TOOLS

554-66 & 582-88 Collins St.,

One Minute from

Spencer Street Railivau Station,

MELB O U R N E
Established 57 Years.

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

•nd from 1| per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in n\ years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
EUZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire. Marioe, Fidelitr GnaraAtee, Plate

Glait, Personal Accident aad Sickoeu,

Emploren' LiabilitT. Worluoen't Compea.

alien. Pablic Ritll, Meter Car, and Bnrtlarr.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOIVIIVIEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS 1

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .-. BULLETIN 31.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Covenimeilt Apicullurist.

Comprising 126 paees, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indeied-

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage : Commonwealth. Id.: New Zealand, 2Sd. ; British and Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. Victoria.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are cotiducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and (or the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Stale Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School, PARKVILLE. VICTORIA
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing. Carpentry, Plumbing. Turning and Fitting, Wool

Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subject* taught at

THE WORKING MENS COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
^Vhy not send for oar ProipeBua, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February Sth. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to ihe War.

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
UME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
Work*- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, Sok Propritlor.

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE. MELBOURNE:.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessioiu commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students ramy be enrolled at any time.

Alternative Course*—
(a) Diploma Course « Three Years.

(6) Doe Year'* Course.

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

Tbe CoUese cootaioi moderD ud Well equipped laboratory and le<3ure ball, single bedroom), recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5.913 acres of farm land at Doolcie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; sod chftmpion
prizes were woo for sheep and pigs at the last Koyal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry. Poultry. Fruit Growins,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 yean of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain CrowinK. Fat Lamb Raiiiac. Oairrins.
Irrisation of Fodder Crops, Fruit. &C.

Total Fee8^£2S ner annum.

Fstl puticnUn obtaiaiUe from T. J. PURVIS, Eaq., Seo °larr. Council of Airriealtural EdneatioB,
Department of Asriculture, Melbouroe, or the Principal* of the Colleses.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

PateDt Felloe*.

Renewable OaiTon
Boxes k. Oil Oape.

The onlj Steel
Wheel that baa
itood the Teal.

BEWARE OP
IMITATIONS

Wlieeli aurutae* tor I yean afalnit Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, Orcharditto, Farmers.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheela, Sd'andK'dia. 4' Tyre*. Table, 9i x 6i teet Pole or Shafta. WeigbalOewt

Ordinary '^lock Wagon to carry 3 tons, £3S. Weighs 12 cwt.
Thta* Wh«€U ar* ffvwaryte«d and toitl la»t /or all Imw.

HIGHER ^VHEI:.l£ IF NEIEDED, Td WagODS buUt to canr anj weight ap to 10 tou.

TRACTION TRAILERS A 8Pfe:CIAI.VY.

TABLE TOP—Truck bodr, and all claiiei of little Wagoiu for I'ami and Station work.
Watona Shipped to all PorU in Auitralia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET.
KENSINGTON. VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

L In 1 Ton lots,

§'% 10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

IVrite for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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r
W & W 582

Clone Get our Catalogruc. In it

we illustrate the Gate or
Fence you want

GATES & FENCES cyclone pty. ua.
MANY STYLES ONE QUALITY

459 SWANSTON STREET
-MELBOURNE-

Get the BEST

Fig. 207. Cyclone
Poultry Gate

3 ft. X 4 ft. or 2 f!. 6 in.

X 5 ft., ni'inch Netting

GET CYCLONE
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Elxecutors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, E.q.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, E.q.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wilis, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwa.n.

" I am very well pleased with the Gruhbera, as they are doinc very good work. With mine I have

close on I.OiX) trees ami stunips trrubhed out, I have done a I this work myself without any assistance.

So I consiaer ihe Gnibber has more than doubly paid for itself."

Fttll The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land clearing is always ready, and can be worked in

from— the very roughest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Victorian D^jiosit.

,Ji^ _» 8.x<S a> »

CROP CROWN AT BRIDGCWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full Information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST Is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS I"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" r^^l^ Brand on every Sheet

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongert, Storekeepcn, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

«» «»

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE

GRAIN TO US. * G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.t* G.P.O..
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NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Offic*

LONDON
Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers
ON COMMISSION ONLY

Butter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Accoant

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Cbiet Atcnti in Victoria for tie PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R, Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, Is.

Postage : C, l^d. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, l.s.

I'aper, 6d. Postage: C, h\. ; N.Z., 'id. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOIIiING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage : C, Id. : N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., (jd.

NEAV METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION "WITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, (id.

Postage : C, Id. : N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, l?id. ; N.Z,", 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, Jd. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
"WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d. Postage:

C, Id. : N.Z., 4d. : B. & F., 8d.
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PRODUCERS
Increased
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES. SHEDS. Ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

Farmers

!

DON'T NEGLECT
s YOUR EYES ::

They are your most valuable possession,
and neglect in the early stages may
lead to something much more serious.

DAIRY & INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
HYGROMETERS HYDROMETERS ARTIFICIAL

THERMOMETERS BAROMETERS EYES, Etc., Etc.

WOOD 77ie Optician

•Phone677a Equitablc Buildings, 95 Elizabeth St., Melbourne

- To FARMERS and OTHERS.——

—

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

iii! JARRAH or TASMANIAN
\ HARDWOOD TIMBERS

^^.-^^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. —^-^^^^
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

to'II- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
•PHONES I05BI-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. ox a«i a.p.o.
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MADE IN AUSTRALIA

The "SUNSHINE" Harvesters

Gather the

Grain of the

Commonwealth

Makes a

Perfect

Sample

Simple, Durable, Light of Draught. Sizes, 5, 6, 8, and 10 ft. Comb.

The "SUNSHINE"
Spring-Tine \ Cultivator

28 m

A Perfect Weed Killer
High Wheel—Sizes IS. 20. 25. 30, and 3S Tines

Low Wheel for Orchard. Garden & Vineyard— lO. 12, & 14 Tines

HUGH V. McKAY ^tr^arr^J
BRANCHES

Stanley Street. South BRISBANE 27-39 George St.. West SYDNEY
Cr. COLLINS and SPENCER Streets. MELBOURNE

56 North Terrace. ADELAIDE 36 Pier Street, PERTH

yi WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG Mi
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Alston^S 1916 Patent Enclosed Double-

Geared Windmill

All of the working parts are

enclosed in a case protecting

them from dust and weather

We also manufacture Gearless

and Double Crank Mills, Pig,

Sheep, and Cattle Troughs.

Send for catalogues & price hsts.

Over 40,000 Alston Mills in

use throughout Australia.

James Alston & Sods

Queen's Bridge

Melbourne

This Mill has all the improve-

ments which have been mtro-

duced into the Alston Mills

durmg the last 30 years.

It IS fitted with Two machine-

cut gear wheels and pinions,

Two pitmans, and Two anti-

friction guide rollers.

The gears run m an oil bath,

and a valveless pump supplies

a contmuous stream of oil to the

top of the pitmans and rollers.

TWO 5^Ll.L
ROLLER CJiQtS

MLinE5:>
OIL FUff^

CfiP Of ^T£tl TQWStf

ShewiDs the werkiBX parts with the cover removed
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STANDARD COAVS.

Fifth Annual Report on the Testin?" of Pedigree Herds, conducted

by the Department of Agriculture, Victoria, for the Year
ended 30th June, 1917.

Bi/ W . A. y. Robertson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veteriimry Officer.

It is pleasing to record, in submitting this Fifth Annual Report, that

the pedigree herds undergoing Govcnnuent test are inereasing. in

number. Practically all those breeders who entered their herds at the

initiation of the scheme still find that it is .a profitable investment, which
in addition yields educational benefits, and the interest in the returns

is maintained as keenly as ever.

Two new breeders have come forward during the past quarter, viz.,

Messrs. Cullis Hill and Doake, with Jerseys; and Mr. J. Baker, of

Geringhap, with Red Polls.

That Ayrshire breeders have not seen fit to strive for standard
honours in hirger numbers is to be regretted. By submitting their herds

to an ofhcial test the claim that the Ayrshire is the best breed of dairy

cattle could be substantiated or otherwise by records that are reliable.

It is anticipated that during the coming year a few more herds of

this breed will enter the lists and show whether the laurels which it

claims by virtue of its reputation can be retained in open competition.

Twenty-four herds are now under the test, comprising 18 Jerseys,

4 Ayrshires, and 2 Red Polls. Two hundred and sixty-five cows com-
pleted their 273 days' term during the year, the three breeds being

represented by the following numbers :

—

Jersey . . . . . . . . . . 190
Red Poll .

.

. . . . . . 44
Ayrshire . . . . . . . . 31

Of these, 176 Jerseys, 20 Ayrshires, and 38 Red Polls, by obtaining their

certificates, become standard cows.

10062.—

1
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There is one fact in connexion with tliese tests upon which too much
.stress cannot be laid—it is that the yields recorded are obtained under
perfectly normal conditions of every-day farming. No forcing

or attempting to put up fancy records at the expense of constitution is

indulged in, and at no time have the officers engaged in the collection

of samples and checking of weights found feeding of any other kind
than that which should be carried out on every dairy farm. In support

of this contention a study of the yields during the past five years will

show the general consistency which could not be maintained under any
'other circumstances.

The Red Poll cow " Muria," of the Werribee Eesearch Farm, i;

again first on the list in order of merit, with a yield of 9,993 lbs. of

Mercedes Noble Queen (imp.). Owner: Mr. C. D. Lloyd.

Year.
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admired amongst others of Mr. Lloyd's team at the last Koyal Shtw.

Possessing, as she does, show quality, supported by a eapability to give

such a return, she is a particularly valuable animal, and will no doubt

be heard of still further in the future. On her sire's side " Mercede's

Noble Queen " is a half-sister of " Pretty Noble," which sired so many
good heifers for Mr. Woodmason.

The next cow in the order of merit—"Peeress III."—is also one

which a]ipp.in-s for tlie first time under our test. This cow was purchased

Lady Gray V. Owner: Mr. A. W. Jones.

Year.

1014
1915
1910
1917

Lbs. Milk.

6,437}

8.323i
9,611
9,039}

Test.

5-62
5.61
511
5 '38

Butter Fat.

305-87 lbs.

466-93 „
491-59 „
486-17 „

Standard.

175 lbs.

200 „
250 „
250 ,,

Milk last day.

I'i lbs.

20 „
33 „
284 „

Days in test.

259
273
273
273

Reserve Champion Cow, Season 1916-17.

in South Australia, when in milk, by Mr. A. W. Jones, of St. Albans,

and her record—488.5 lbs. of butter fat—is all the more meritorious

as she had to undergo the discomfort of travelling and settling in her

new home. She is of robust conformation, and will no doubt give a
good account of herself in future years. Whilst she occupies this posi-

tion on the list, she is not eligible to take the prize as reserve champion,
for unfortunately she was not in calf early enough to comply with

the regulations; the prize therefore goes to the same owner's cow

1 ^
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" Lady Grey V.," who thus secures this lionour for the second year in

succession. Her yield of 9,039.5 lbs. of milk, with 486 lbs. of butter

fat, and 28J lbs. of milk on the last day of the test, is not quite as good

.as last year, when she gave 491 lbs. of fat. This can largely be accounted

for by the fact that she had great difficulty at calving time, and became
affected with milk fever. The credit of her performance is enhanced
by the fact that she has calved six times in seven years, and has had

little respite from work. Her full record, as shown beneath her picture,

shows her to be a consistent performer.

Mr. W. Woodmason's cow " Empire IV. of Melrose " is fifth in

order of merit, with 8,745.5 lbs. of milk, 474 lbs. of fat, and 25,5 lbs.

of milk after her run of 273 days. On her previous official lactation.

Muria. Owner: Department of Agriculture.

Year.
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fat. Her previous records were—452 lbs. in 1916, 482 lbs. in 1915, and
492 lbs. in 1914.

It is pleasing to observe that a new entrant for standard honours
haa been able to take such a position as is occupied by Mr. Thomas
Mesley's Jersey " Bright Princess," which occupies seventh position
amongst the aged cows with a record of 8,337 lbs. of milk and
457.7 lbs. of butter fat. There is no doubt we shall hear more of this

breeder on future occasions.

The contention that satisfactory yields cannot be obtained, except

on rich pastures, is discounted by the appearance amongst the leading
20 in a field of 145 aged cows of the names of " Arcadia," 441 lbs. of fat

Peeress III. Owner: Mr. A. W. Jones.

Year.
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Empire IV. of Melrose. Owuei; Mi. W. Woodiuason.

Year.
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milk and 340 lbs. of fat. Another of Mr. Woodmason's cows, "Graceful

Duchess XI. of Melrose," by the same bull (" Pretty Noble "), occupies

second place with 412 lbs. of fat. These attainments and the places

occupied by other members of the herd give point to my remarks of last

year regarding the transmission of milking qualities by " Pretty Noble."

Mr. Jones' cow " Lady Grey I.," which was first amongst the

heifers last year, is maintaining her reputation, by appearing third

in this class, with 5,970 lbs. of milk and 408.6 lbs. of fat, an improve-

ment over last year, when her yield was 5,255 lbs. of milk and 347.3 lbs.

of fat. Her average test this year is the highest recorded amongst all

classes, being 6.85.

Mr. C. G. Lyon has a promising cow in " Molly IV. of Banyule."

Her position of fifth on the list would indicate that the high standard

of the " Banyule " herd will not suffer by her inclusion—her yield of

Ettie IV. Owner: Mr. C. Gordon Lyon.

Year.

1915
1916

Lbs. Milk.

8 743
8.9335

Test.

4-56
4-45

Butter Fat.

398-80 lbs.

39? -65 „

Standard.

250 lbs.

Milk last day.

25 lbs.

18 „

Days in test.

273
273

392 lbs. of butter fat, following 302 on her first calf, being highly

creditable, and indicating that in her the qualities of her dam, which

has a record up to 421 lbs. of fat in 1916, have not deteriorated.

Next in order of merit is " Lady Marge IV."—a member of Mr.

Trevor Harvey's herd, which thougli of comparatively recent establish-

ment, contains a large proportion of good producers.

In the heifer class, Mr. Woodmason secures the first four positions

with heifers sired by " Pretty Noble," giving a yield of 347, 343, 340,

and 328.7 lbs. of fat respectively; while Mr. J. D. Eead, with " Cobea "

328.3 lbs., and "Trefoil" 326 lbs., is not far behind with fifth and

sixth places. "With such young stock coming forward, there is not

likely to be any recession from the highly satisfactory standard to which

Mr. Read has raised his herd.
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Cobsea of Spriughurst. Owner: Mr. J. D. Bead.

Year.

1917

Lbs. .^lilk.

0,387

Test. Butter Fat. Standard. Milk last day. Days in test.

5 14 328 33 lbs. 175 lbs. 131 lbs. 273

Jenny Lind IX. of Melrose. Owner: Mr. W. Woodmason.

Year. Lbs. Milk. Test. Butter Fat. Standard. Milk last day. Days in tost.

1917 .. 5,714J 607 347 06 lbs. 175 lbs. 13J lbs. 273
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Marjorie of Retreat. Owners: Messrs. Muhlebach Bros.

Year.
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Herd Prizes-

Six herds have qualified to coniiKtc for the Herd Prizes donated

by the Government for tlie best herd of ten or more cows completing

their period within the twelve monttis ended 30th June. ^ These prizes

are allotted on a handicap basis. In the first place, each heifer receives

a handicap of 75 lbs. of butter fat. Each cow, on second calf, or three

years of age when commencing, receives 50 lbs. In herds exceeding

ten in number, each cow is allowed aii amount of butter fat calculated

at the rate of h lb. per cow of the herd, ^o herd in which the average

of each cow is under 300 lbs. of fat, may compete.

Mr. A. W. Jones' '' St. Albans " herd takes pride of place with the

average of 424.', lbs. ]>er cow. As tliis lierd contains the iiiiniiiuim of

ten cows, completing their test in the twelve months, the herd allowance

does not apply, and is consequently not shown in the tabulated return.
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production of most of the herds tends to rise. This is as it should

be. An improved herd is the consummation of herd testing. No
owner should be content to test his cows and leave it at that. If one

does not act on the information which the scales and tester afford, he

must soon fall back in competition with the man who does. Herd
testing will disclose the unfit. It then rests with the owner to eliminate

them. The standard constituting a first class herd is fast moving
forward, and is now so far advanced as to be unattainable except by
regular culling. The foremost herds are not in front because of herd

testing alone, but because the owners are shrewd enough to utilize the

information thus afforded. Herd testing is not an end in itself; it

is the means to an end, which is the elimination of the unfit. Good
feeding alone never yet made a first class milking herd. It is no doubt

one, but only one, of the essentials. Let all the cows be fed equally

well, uniformity of yield will not result. Certain cows will outstrip

others by virtue of nothing else than inherent milking capacity. Feed
vdll never m_ake a good milker out of a born " duffer," and it is no

use practical daii-ymen professing to believe that any one could put

up records equal to the best herein published, by merely giving the

same feed. It might deceive the novice, but never any man who has

had even a short experience of herd testing. To excel, then, dairymen

have no alternative but to test their cows. Wlien the various capacities

of the animals have thus been ascertained, culling should begin at the

bottom. The remainder should be mated with onh' a pure bull from
antecedents of known butter-producing capacity. In this way each
generation is a step forward. " Known butter-producing capacity

"

does not mean merely an owner's assurance; he may know as little

about it as the intending purchaser. An authentic guide to the merits

of a bull's dam is the returns periodically published in this journal

—

that is, provided she has been entered for oflici.Tl testing. Failing this,

it is only guess work, and dairymen are strongly advised to make use of

the Government Stardard Test instituted solely for their benefit. Each
year's work is published annually in the September Journal of Agriciil-

ture, and the figures speak for themselves.

Standard Cow Prizes.

The following are the prizes offered by the (xovemment for the year

ended .'50th June. 1917. The prizes will be awarded through the Royal
Agricultural Society :

—

(1) Grand Champion Cow—under Herd Test regulations.

A grand champion prize of £100 as a trophy or ca.sh for

maintaining the position of annual champion for three successive

years. Not yet allotted.

(2) Annual Champion Coiv-—under Herd Test regulations.

A prize of £25, to be awarded to the cow which, on com-
pletion of lactation period, gives the greatest amount of butter fat

under the herd testing regulations of this Department during a

lactation period terminating within a year ending 30th June. If

two lactation periods are completed within the year, the last will

be the period considered.

Won by "Mercedes Noble Queen "; owner, Mr. C. D. Lloyd.
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1 . (3) Annual Reserve Champion—under Herd Test regulations.

' A prize of £15 per annum to be awarded to the cow attaining

second place under the herd testing regulations of the Depart-
ment during year ended 30th June.

These prizes to be awarded conditionally upon the winning
cow being exhibited at the next Royal Agricultural Show. In
the event of the death of the winning cow prior to such show,

the owner to exhibit his next best cow.

Won by " Lady Grey V."; owner, Mr. A. W. Jones.

(4) Best Herd—under Herd Testing regulations.

A 1st prize of £40 and a iind prize of £10 to be awarded
to the herds giving the greatest average returns under the herd

testing regulations of this Department, under the following con-

ditions :

—

(1) Minimum number of cows (completing the test during the

year) in a herd—10.

(2) Such herd to average 300 lbs. of butter fat.

(a) Handicaps to be allowed under the following scale :

—

I. A herd of more than 10 cows will receive a

handicap of i lb. of butter fat for each cow.

II. Cows entered under Regulation 11 (a) vrill

receive a handicap of 75 lbs. of butter fat.

III. Cows entered under Regulation 11 (h) and (c)

to receive a handicap of 50 lbs. of butter fat.

The prize to be allotted for the year ending 30th June, and the

three best cows in the winning herd to be exhibited at the next Royal

Agricultural Society's Show.

First Prize won by St. Albans Herd; owner, Mr. A. "W. Jones.

Second Prize won by Melrose Herd ; owner Mr. W. Woodmason.

No cow competing for any prize shall be milked more than twice a

day, and must calve again within fifteen months from prior calving.

The amounts offered as prizes will for the future be reduced. For

animals completing the test during 1917-18 and onwards the prizes will

be as under:

—

Annual Champion . . . . . . . . £10

Reserve Annual Champion . . . . . . 5

First Prize for best herd . . . . . . 20

Second Prize for best herd .. .. ..10
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RETURN OF CERTIFICATED COWS FOR YEAR ENDING
30th JUNE, 1917.

MRS. A. BLACK, Noorat. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, II. Certilicated, 8.

Name of Tow.

Opaline
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Werribee. (Red Poll.)

Completed during the year, 44. Certificated, 38. i
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GEELONG HARBOUR TRUST. (Ayrshire.)

Completed during the year, 13. Cortiticatod, 3.
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EDWARD HAYES, Archie's Creek. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 4. Certificated, 4.
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C. G. KNIGHT, Cobrani. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 20. (Jertificatod, 20.

Name of Cow.

a> o

Royal Rose .

.

Cliristma8

Princess of Tarnpirr .

.

Idyll's Morowo

Mistletoe of Tarnpirr
My Queen of Tarnpirr.

.

Doreen of Tarnpirr .

.

Sweetbread of Tarnpirr

Romany Lass
Alice of Tarnpirr

Mj-thlc
Rosebud of Tarnpirr .

.

Arradia
Foxglove of Tarnpirr
Idyll's Ideal
Peep Bo

Primrose of Tarnpirr .

.

Idyll .. ..j
Bonny
IJly of Tarnpirr

2585
iNot vet

I
allotted

t

208fi

Xot vet
allotted

2984
Xot yet
allotted

2932
Not yet
allotted
2563

Not vet
allotted
2404

Not yet
allotted !

1534 <

2983
2090

.Not yet
a'.lotted

2935
2095
2980
2221

29.9.15
13.10.15

29.10.15
18.11.15

6.1.16
5.4.16

17.5.16
31.5.16

3.6.16
21.7.16

28.7.16
3.8.16

7.8.16
17.8.16
20.8.16
24.8.18

28.8.16
12.9.16
14.9.16
15.9.16

6.10.15
25.10. I5|

5.11.151
•25.11.151

13.1.16;
12.4.16

24.5.18
7.6.16

15.6.16
28.7.16

4.8.16
10.3.16

14.8.16
24.8.16
•27.8. 16|
31.8.16

4.9.16!
19.9.10,
21.9.16
•J2. 9.161

:3
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T. MESLEY, Dalyston. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 5. Certificated, 5.
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MUHLEBACH BROS., Batesford. (Ayrshire.

Completed during the year, 7. Certificated, 6.
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D. SADLER, Camperdown. (Ayrshire.)

Completed during the year, 7. Certificated, 5.
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W. WOODMASON, ^dAvem continued.
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f'ows OVER 4 Years of Age or on Third Lactation Period—250 lbs. Stand.akd-

cantinued.
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Cows OVER 4 Years of Aoe ob on Third Lactation Period—250 lbs. Standard—
continued.

o
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Cows OVER 4 Years of Age or on Third Lactation Period—250 lbs. Standard—
continued.
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Heifers—175 lbs. Standard.

1
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HERD AVERAGES.

A. W. JONES' " St. Alban's " Herd.

Cows of Herd in their Respective Classes.

6 Mature Cows yielded .

.

3 Second-calf Cows yielded
Handicap of 50 lbs. each

1 Heifer yielded
Handicap of 75 lbs.

Herd total., including all due handicap allowances

1,064-16 lbs.

150-00 lbs.

284-99 lbs.

75-00 lbs.

Butter
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J. D. READ'S "Springhurst" Herd.

C!ow9 of Herd In their Eeapectlve Classes.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

By J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued from page 469.)

Setting and Development of the Fruit.

During seasons wlien uonnal weatlicr eoiiditions prevail, wliile the

trees are in blossom, the full-bloom stage of a variety lasts from two to

three days. This stage may be shorter or it may extend over a longer

period when the weather is dry, hot, and wandy, or when it is calm,

with occasional light showers and moderate temperatures respectively.

When the petals have fallen, denoting that the period of pollination

lias passed, the orchardist patiently awaits the signs of fruit-setting as

the results of successful fertilization. If success attends the action

of the pollen tubes coming into contact with the ovules, the young fruit

soon commences to swell when the petals drop off. The flower stalks

particularly and the other parts of the florets, which fail to set fruit,

quickly turn yellow, indicating that they have lost their vitality; these

.soon become detached and fall off.

Plate 123, Fig. 1, depicts six stages of the yoimg fruit of the Duchess
de Oldenburg variety, and shows the condition of the frtiit at the end
of each period of three days from the time the petals fall. It will be
understood that (a) is the most critical .stage, as the petals have just

fallen, but the fruit has not yet commenced to swell. Specimen (b)

shows the condition of the little fruit three days later. Owing to the
sweilling of the fleshy part particularly, the sepals have commenced to

alter their positions by gradually inclining to the horizontal and later

to the vertical. In stages (c), (d), (e), which are six, nine, and twelve

days respectively from the fall of the petals, it will be observed that the

process of fruit development has so far advanced that it only needs

the sixth stage (/), fifteen days from the falling of the petals, to show,

as almost invariably happens, that the sepals forming the calyx com-
pletely enclose the withered stamens and pistil at the end of this

period. There are a few instances of varieties such as the Rjmier
in the case of which the calyx often remains partly open until the fruit

is matured. , .

Considerably higher percentage of blooms, when they arrive at

stage (a), wither and fall than at any other time. ISTevertheless,

after the fruit has commenced to swell as shown in the various other

stages, and even when it is quarter grown, when self thinning out com-
mences, large numbers often lose their vitality and fall to the ground.
This has the effect in many instances of reducing what at first appears

a good crop to a light one. In some varieties, such as Jonathan,
Reinette de Canada, London Pippin, &c., this habit of thinning out is

more noticeable than it is in Yates, Morgan's Seedling, Rome Beauty,

and others. Excessive thinning out, however, may be reduced to a

minimum, even in varieties most subject to it, by keeping the trees

free from Black Spot during the previous year, by feeding them well,

systematic pruning, careful attention to drainage, and by good soil

management.
Fig. 2 is a vertical section of that very fine quality, double pur-

pose, and profitable apple, the Stewart's, formerly known as Stewart's
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Seedling. The tree is a thrifty, good doer, whose rather large fruit

ripens late and keeps well. Stewart's is most eminently suitable for

cool storage, as it retains its good quality, and when taken out for

market at the end of the season, is usually as sound and fresli as

when plafod in the store.?.

Plate 123.—Fig. 1 shows six stages of development of the young apple after

the petals have fallen.

Fig. 2.—Vertical section of a Stewart's apple showing formation
of the calyx.

The purpose of the illustration, however, is to show the foi-mation

and condition of the calyx when the fruit is fully matured. It will be

observed that a portion of the withered pistil and stamens still remain,

and that they are protected by the sepals as in the first stage of the

flower.
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As the fruit advances through the various stages from the time of
fertilization until it arrives at maturity it should be kept free from
Black Spot by the judicious use of fungicides. If the fruit be allowed
to become a host for this disease, which spoils its shape, injures its

colour, and impairs its quality, a product with reduced commercial value
is the result. Dnder these adverse conditions high-class specimens for
show purposes are often difficult to procure.

Bordeaux mixture if improperly made, or, if it be not diluted to
a strength consistent with the requirements of the variety under treat-

ment, frequently causes russetting of the rind of delicate sorts like
the Jonathan. If the principal details connected with spraying are
not scientifically accomplished, in the case of fruit for show particu-
larly, the spray mixture often renders tlie fruit almost as unsuitable
for this purpose as would the disease.

As it is known that the lime sulphur wash, when applied at a strength
suitable to the needs of delicate-skinned varieties, does not russet them
like Bordeaiix mixture, it has of recent years been mostly used in

preference to the latter. The spray mixture also keeps the foliage free

from this parasite, which, if allowed to take possession, soon sends its

mycelium through the leaf tissues and destroys them. When the
functional powera of the leaves, viz., breathing in gaseous food, sap
elaboration, and the giving out of waste, become seriously impaired, the
fruit produced is of inferior quality.

Ripening of the Fbuit.

When an apple has commenced to ripen as a result of the chemical
changes which take place in the various elements which constitute its

component parts, the pips begin to change in colour from yellowish

white to brown, and later, when the stage of maturity is reached, they
become almost black.

Before being used as a food, and in the interests of health it is

desirable that apples for dessert purposes should have attained the
ripe stage prior to being distributed for human consumption ; whereas
culinary sorts, on having arrived at a certain stage of development,
become palatable and healthy food when cooked. In most cases,

however, the choicer dishes are obtained after the apples have been
allowed to ripen. Nevertheless, it is often advisable, when the trees are

carrying a heavy crop, to thin out and dispose of the larger fruits for

culinary use.

As young trees usually produce large apples, and as high prices

are mostly obtainable for early cookers, it often proves a good com-
mercial proposition to pick the fruit when large enough for market

;

this also facilitates the trees' development.

Apples, as regards their ripening, may be considered as belonging

to two classes. One class ripens better and assumes a more agreeable

flavour and better quality when picked from the tree on commencing
to mature, while in the case of the other, better results are obtained

when the fruit is allowed to ripen on the trees. The London Pippin

may be regarded as a good representative of the former, while the

King David is tlie best exponent of the latter class.

DisTKicT FRfiT Shows.

The orchardists in the various fruit-growing centres take a live in-

terest in their local fruit shows. These are held annually under the
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auspices of the different district horticultural societies. Friendly

rivalry or, rather, keen competitiou is the dominant factor that

invariably characterizes the fruit-growers' interest in the many fruit

sections and classes. Apples, as a rule, constitute the leading feature

of these shows. During seasons when the conditions congenial to the

growth of this fruit are .favorabh' to its development, particularly

through the ripening period, typical and higli-chiss specimens are almost

invariably staged.

Besides ])eing of interest as a means of local and inter-district com-

petitions and as a source of profit to the established fruit-growers, these

shows afford educational facilities of high value to the less experienced

orchardists and to a ra])idly increasing number of other students of

horticulture, and particularly in relation to pomological nomenclature

and variety identification. By this means, also, persons interested in

ap]ile-growing are afforded an opportunity of studying the effects of

the many classes of soil and climatic conditions on the fruit of the

a|>ide varieties in tlio different districts, and under the methods of

management practised locally. These methods, it may be further

stated, chiefly emhra.ce cultivation, manuring, irrigation, drainage,

pruning, spraying, and the time of fruit-picking (local climate and soil

adaptability having been considered).

As to times of picking fruit it should be mentioned that during

recent years there has lieen a tendency on the part of apple-growers to

pick certain dessert varieties for market too early. This remark has

special reference to the Jonathan, as many instances of the undesirably

early picking of this variety for local and Inter-State, as well as for

over.sea markets, have come under the notice of the writer.

This practice is to be deprecated, for notwithstanding the fact that

on certain soils which are suitable to its cultivation, the fruit of the

Jonathan may become large, and perhaps prematurely assume a high

colour, yet, wlien picked before it lias advanced to a certain stage of

development Avilting of the rind and general deterioration usually set

in, rather than that the desirable condition of ripeness is reached.

When selecting fruit specimens for show competition those endowed
with the recognised tvpical variety characteristics and of symmetrical
formation and colour particularly, should be chosen. They should

be free from blemish caused by hail, black spot, spray mixtures.

or codlin moth. In the case of dessert varieties the s;)ecimens

may be of medium size, although dissatisfaction is often caused through
the want of a recognised standard in this regard. Culinary sorts may
be large, provided the types are good. The " bloom " of the fruit or

the residue of the spray mixtures on the rind should not be interfered

with.

Plates 124 to 120 inclusive ai-e ]iliotoo-vnphs of twelve varieties of

apples exliibitcd at the Itingwood Show, which was held on 17th March,
1017. Tlie four specimens in each dish occupy the same positions in

relation to each other that they did when on the show_ bench. Some
of these dishes are from winners of single-dish classes, while others

were selected from winning collections of twelve dishes of as many
varieties. The names of the varieties in each plate are given below it.

The apple crop of 1916-17 was an unusually light one, and the

weather conditions which prevailed during the development of the fruit

were not of a favorable character, consequently show specimens were of

1 0002—

2
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Plate 124.—Fig. 1. Jonathan.
Fig. 2. King David.
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Plate 125.—Fig. 1—Stewart's.
Fig. 2—London Pippin.

2^
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Plate 126.—Fig. 1—Esopus Spitzenberg.
Fig. 2—Buncombe.
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Plate 127.—Fig. 1—Munroe's Favourite.

Fig. 2—Rome Beauty.
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Plate 128.—Fig. 1—Mcintosh (Red).
Fig. 2—Statesman.
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Plate 129.—Fig. 1—Emperor Alexander.

Fig, 2—Keinette de Canada.
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a standard inferior to those exhibited during previous years of heavier

crops.

The habit of the fruit of some varieties is to grow rapidly and to

ripen quickly, whereas other varieties pass through a slow process of

devc'lopuieiit to maturity. These are known as early and late varieties

respectively. The Early Margaret is one of the first to ripen ; it matures
from the blossom in about 79 days. The Stunner Pippin is one of the

late sorts, and it often takes 227 days to mature, from the time of

flowering. Then there are the mid-.season varieties, like the Graven-
stein, while others, such as the Jonathan, develop fairly quickly, but

retain a hold on the tree until late in the season.

At the commencement of the 1910-11 fruit season the writer re-

quested a number of orehardists in the Evel_^m district, in which per-

haps the largest number of varieties of apples grown in Victoria are

cultivated, to furnish lists of dates on which their apples were picked

that season. The following list of 58 varieties has been compiled from
the growers' reports and other data in the possession of the writer.

.and shows the dates of full bloom, approximately the dates on which
the fruit was picked, and the number of days required for its develop-

ment. The dates of picking in the different localities vary somewhat, but
those given in the table represen! the ave*-age fcr the whcle district.
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SPRING GRAFTING OF THE VINE.

By F. (h CasteUa, Governnient Viticulturist.

The season having ai-rived for spring or ordinary grafting, it is

opportune to describe the method by which ungrafted resistant rootlings

planted a year ago can be grafted to viuiferas, or, in other words, trans-

formed into fruit-producing vines.

For the benefiti of those unfamiliar with vine culture, it may be ex-

plained that the presence of phylloxera no longer renders it possible to

grow European vines on their own roots, as was always done in earlier

days. In all districts wliere phylloxera is to be feared, our vines must
now be worked on resistiant stocks, just as apple growers have found it

necessary to work their apples on a blight- proof stock, capable of resist-

ing the woolly aphis, an insect belonging to the same group as phylloxera.

A resistant vineyard may be established in two ways

—

1. JBy planting already grafted vines, bench grafted, and struck in

a nursery. These are usvially termed grafted rootlings.

'2. By planting the vineyard with ungrafted resistant rootlings,

which will be grafted the following season with the European
or " viuifera " scion, from which it is desired to obtain fruit.

The operation is in this case known as field grafting (some-

times also termed vineyard grafting) to distinguish it from
bench grafting, so termed from tlie operation being performed

at a bench or table in a work.shop.

The relative merits of the two methods have given rise to much dis-

cussion. Plantation with grafted rootlings permits the elimination of all

faulty unions when lifting in the nursei'y, thus insuring an absolutely

even vineyard—what is termed in America a " perfect stand." The ad-

vantage of this led to tihe gradual superseding of the older system of re-

constitution by means of field grafting, especially in France, where the

cold, wet spring is often unsuitable for tJie operation.

And yet field grafting also has its advantages; given an absolutely

satisfactory graft, it usually results in a more vigorous and fruitful vine

than a grafted rootling planted originally at tbe same time, and this for

a simple reason. The field-grafted vine makes its root system
the first season, and its union with the scion in the second. Dur-
ing tlie first season its growth is very vigorous, epecially below ground

;

more so, in fact, than that of a grafted vine, the union of which, no
matter how perfect it may be, presents a slight, though real, obstacle to
free sap flow, resulting in somewhat; less' powerful root development. In
o her words, the field graft is hardier. During the drought of 1914,
several cases were recorded where all ungrafted vines survived, whilst
there was more or less mortality among grafted rootlings planted at the
same time in the same vineyard. A couple of years latter, and after
they had been grafted for over twelve months, the greater vigour of the
former wah very noticeable. Many practical growers who have tried both
systems prefer the field graft, both as regards vigour and fruitfulness,

at least during the first few years. Later on, according to French
authorities, the difference is less noticeable.

But, unless a very high percentage of perfect grafts be obtained, the
greater evenness of the vineyard planted with bench grafts will outweigli
the greatter vigour of the field grafts. Nothing is more unsatisfactory
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than a patchy vineyard iu which some vines have had to be grafted and
re-grafted several times. Such limping vines, as the French call them,
cannot become really strong; they die early, leaving gaps which it is

impossible to satisfactorily fill owini^' to the competition of their neigh-
bours.

A very high percentage of faultless grafts is thus a sine qua non if

a field-grafted vineyard is to be a success. The Yema. or summer bud
graft, fully described in the January and February numbers of this

journal, greatly facilitates this desirable result. In the first place, the
percentage of success is invariably high, owing to the weather conditions

in ieoniary, the best time for its e.\ecution,

being very constant. In the second, it gives
very perfect unions, and in the third, it is

easy to re-graft, the following spring, the
small percentage of vines which may have
failed to take, or have not formed jj^rfect

unions.

It is the method by which these will be
re-grafted which forms the subject of the
present article, though it is obvious that
vines which for any reason were not Yema,
grafted last February, may also be grafted
in exactly a similar manner during the pre-
sent spring.

The choice of the actual grafting method
depends on the condition of the stock; two
cases may present themselves. In the more
usual one stock and scion are of different
diameters, but they may also be of exactly
the same diameter. In the latter case, one
has the choice of several different graf s, of

which the whip-tongue is the most elegant
and generally satisfactory, but in the former
and more usual case, the simplest and most
practical graft is that known as cleft graft-

ing.

Cleft Grafting.

The ordinary cleft graft of the vine is

none other than which was usually eniployed

in former times to change the variety of a

block of vines, and to eliminate faulty iu-

uividual vines, which were the two main
objects of grafting in pre-phylloxera days. In such cases, there was
always a very considerable difference between the diameters of stock and
scion; much more so than when we have to field graft young resistant

vines of only one year's, or, at the niost, two years' plantation. Such
vines are necessarily of small diameter, and, iu the special case mentioned
above, they may even be of the same diameter as the scion.

The actual method of executing this well-known graft is illustrated

in Fig. 1 , from which it will be seen that the operation is a very simple

one. The stock is cut off square: it is then split right across, and to a

depth which depends upon the thickness of the scion, which, after having

been trimmed to an elongated wedge, is forced into the cleft, as shown in

Fig. 1.—Cleft Graft before
Binding—after Bioletti.

c, scion; cc, completed
graft
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the illu4ration, care being taken that the bark of stock and scion coin-

cide on one side of 'the latter. The scion is usually a portion of a young
cane with two eyes on it. After its inseition, the graft is bound with

twine, staked and mounded up. Grafting itself is a simple operation.

It is in connexion with matters of detail that care must be exercised, as

upon a few points which might, at first sight, appear to be of secondary

importance, depends the success or failure of the graft.

When to Graft.

Vines may be cleft grafted from August to November in Victoria.

Late September and October is usually the most satisfactory time of

year. It entirely depends on the season. The sap of the vine commences
to rise in August, and once this is in movement, successful grafting is

possible, provided subsequent conditions of warmth and moisture are

suitable. Union takes place through the common callusing of the cam-
bium sections of stock and scion. Callus only forms under certain con-

ditions. It requires a minimum temperature of about 60 degrees F. ;

below this the graft cannot take, though, if properly mounded up, the

scion can long remain dormant, awaiting sufficient warmth for knitting

to take place. It is far better, however, to postpone grafting until con-

ditions are quite suitable. Freshly-cuti surfaces callus most readily, and
the danger of excessive moisture, which may even cause the scion to rot

or die, is avoided.

As regards moisture, excess rather than scarcity is to be feared.

Callus growth is not exacting in this respect ; it is most ab)undant in

sand containing only 5 per cent, of mois:ure, whilst even at 2\ per cent,

it) is ample. The scion always receives sufficient moisture from the stock

if this is properly '' in sap " when grafted; if the soil used in mounding
is quite dry, so much tie better. Irrigation should never follow graft-

ing, as inexperienced growers are sometimes inclined to think beneficial.

A watering may wi;h advantage be given a fortnight before, but never
shortly after grafting.

It is obvious that early grafting, if the season permits, is to be pre-

ferred. If the scion can start into growth with the first rush of vegeta-

tion made by the stock, more growth, better growth, and a more rapid,

complete, and perfect union are assured. If weather conditions are such

that the stock can only be cut back in November, or after it has made
abundant new growth, it is compelled to make a fresh start, its vegeta-

tion thus receiving a check which causes stibsequent growth to be less

vigorous than that of an earlier-grafted vine. The check thus caused

is, however, of far less consequence than the damage which would result

from cold, weti weather immediately after grafting.

lb is thus evident that a definite time for grafting cannot be arbit-

rarily fixed ; evervthing depends on the season. Grafting is essentially

a fine-weather operation. It is cold, wet weather occurring immediately
after it which is fatal. A drought is far better than a wet spring; best

of all is warm, sultry, cloudy weather, but without rain. In a general

way tihe following rule may be given—in a dry, warm spring, graft as

early as possible; in a cold, wet; one delay grafting until October, or even
November.

Professor Ravaz recommends early grafting in the case of stocks which
do not take very readily, such as Rupestris du Lot, whilst stocks which
take very easily, such as Ripari.a, 420A, &c., may be grafted late.
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Age of Stock.

All autliorities are ao;reed thai the younger the stock the more per-

fect the uuion, and, consequently, the greater the durability of the graft.

Hence it is very generally recommended that resistant stocks should

always be grai'ted the second spring following their plantation; that is,

fifteen inonilis afterwards. Many practical growers, however, prefer

allowing I he stock to remain another year, or twenty-seven months after

plaming, before grafting. To allow it to remain longer is a fatal

mistake, which, nevertheless, is sometimes made. Old resistants are

much more diflicult to graft than old viniferas. In the case of some
stocks, such as Uui)estris du Lot, it is almost impossible to get satisfac-

tory results if grafting be delayed beyond the second season. It is no
doubt better to delay for a season than to graft too weak a yearling; but

the general rule is that it is better to graft too young than too old stocks.

Grafting during the same season vines are planted is, in fact, fre-

quently recommended of recent) years in France. This is described as

the Etienne Maies method. It is very suitable on rich land where stout

rootlings may, in fifteen months, acquire such strong development as to

render grafting unsatisfactory, owing to the excessive vigour of the

stock. M. Mares recommends autumn plantation—November or Decem-
ber—which is equivalent to May or June here. Plantation should be

made during winter, at latest, so that the soil may set before growth com-

mences in spring. The stocks should be grafted as soon as the shoots

are half-an-inch long. Professor Pegrullv* states that a block thus

established was superior to one grafted fifteen montbs after plantation,

the percentage of success was higher, and the unions more perfect. This

block was equal, but not superior, to one planted with grafted rootlings

at the same time. Tlie percentage of successful grafts was from ninety-

six to ninety-seven, all unions being very satisfactory. He recommends
this course more particularly for strongly-growing stocks such as Rupes-
tris du Lot.

This method, whieli has not yet been extensively used in Victoria,

merits a trial. Its suitability, no doubt, depends on the season. If this

be favorable to very active growth, and extra strong rootlings have been

planted, it should have much to recommend it. It should prove very

suitable under irrigation, iii which case very vigorous growth can be
relied on. Where watering is impossible, it may not prove so practicable.

Under these conditions, the second season after plantation has sometimes

to be awaited before the stock has made sufficient growth for grafting.

Cutting Back of Stock.

When grafting, it is well to first cut off the stock, the scion being pre-

pared afterwards; the latter is liable to dry out rapidly whilst the

stock is abundantly supplied with sap. This sap is, in fact, often too

abundant, especially in the case of very vigorous stocks. If copious
" bleeding " occurs, it is better to cut back the stock three days, or even
a week, before grafting. This preliminary cutting back should be
executed an inch or so above where it is intended to cut it finally.

The stock should be cut off somewhat above the surface of the ground
in order to avoid trouble from scion roots later on ; a couple of inches

• ProQri'ft AqricoU, lOtb Novpmbpr. 1911 .^Description by Profes'ior Dngrully of an inspection of M.
Mnr^f's vineyard marte by him In comp.iny with a Commlsaion of the Societe Centrale d*AKricu!tnre de
rjTennilt. iteconstitntion b.'ul here l>een affected by means of crafted rootlings and field graftinK carried
onf five months aftt r plantation and also fifteen months after plantation.
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above the surface level is the most convenient height ; if higher, an
inconveniently large mound will be required. If bleeding be not exces-

sive, the stock may be finally cut off at the moment of grafting.

The final section must be made with care; in the case of a prelimi-

nary shortening, all that is necessary is to avoid cutting too low down.
The final cut may be made with knife, secateur, or saw ; a knife is best,

but a secateur is more convenient, and provided it be sufficiently sharp,

it will properly serve the purpose. Select a nice, straight side of the

stem where the scion can be so placed that its cambium sections and
those of the stock may coincide exactly. Usually one side of the young
vine will fulfil this condition better tlian another; twisty, curved surfaces

rarely result in a good graft. Where choice is possible, this spot should
be so selected that, after the graft is completed, the scion buds will point

in the direction of the trellising wires, and not ati right angles to them.
The secateur must be used horizontally, and with blade below and

jaw above. The blade (not the jaw) must be applied to the side where
the scion will be inserted. These precautions will minimize injury to

the cambium layer which, when the vine is well in sap, as it should be
for successful grafting, is soft, gelatinous, and easily broken, as is shown
by the facility with which bark can be separated from wood at this time.

Cambium is a layer or tissue, and not a fluid, as was once thought. The
less this vitally-important issue is damaged, the better are the prospects

for callus formation. If the stock be a very large one, a saw may be
used. It should be fine-toothed, and the cut should be trimmed or re-

freshed with a sharp knife.

Making the Cleft.

This can best be done with a sharp knife; for very large stocks a

chisel is generally used. For stocks of the size usual when field grafting,

a razor blade fitted into a stiff, wooden handle will be found convenient;

the back being broader than that of a knife blade, is less severe on the

hand of the operator, when a large number of grafts have to be executed.

The cleft may be diametrical or oblique; in other words, through
the pith or to one side of it. In the latter case the scion must be

trimmed accordingly. The stem of the stock is seldom a true cylinder,

in which case its section would be circular. As a matter of fact, it is

usually more or less irregular ; a skilful grafter will often take advan-
tage of this fact to ensure an exact fit.

It is essential to avoid splitting the stock any deeper than the point to

which the apex of the scion will penetrate; nothing is more fatal to

success than a deep split, in which the scion is practically hanging, and
only in contact with the sides of the cleft at the very top. To avoid

splitting too deeply, advantage can often be taien of a knot, so that the

lump of twisted fibres which here usually occurs, will constitute the

bottom of the cleft. This is not always possible, and the absent knot
may be artificially replaced by a clove hitch made with a piece of

twine—bagging twine if the stock be small, binder twine if stouter—the

two ends should be left sufficiently long to bind and consolidate the

graft after the scion has been fitted in place.

The cleft should be a true cut, rather than a split, merely following

the fibres of the wood. In stock varieties with straight-grained wood,

the difference between the two is slight, but some stocks have twisted or

wavy fibres, and in connexion with these care is necessary. The cleft
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must be made elowly and carefully by giving the knife an oscillatory or

see-saw movement, so that it will cut its way evenly instead of splitting

irregularly as a blunt wedge would.

The Scion.

Scions must be carefully selected ; all that was state<l in connection

with the Yema graft (see Journal January, 1917) applies with equal

force in the case of cleft grafting. They must consist of thoroughly

ripened canes of the previous season's wood, neither too stout nor too

slender, and presenting little pith ; their diameter depends largely on the

size of the stocks. They must be free from all traces of disease, such
as Black Spot or the markings left by Oidium.

The condition of scion wood as regards sprouting of the buds, is of

importance. We have seen that tlie stock must be "in sap" when
grafted : quite the contrary is necessary in connection with the scion,

which must be in as backward a state as possible. It must be removed
from the vine whilst this is still quite dormant, and before any sap

movement takes place.* The scions must be kept dormant until

grafting time. If the buds are too f3,r advanced they may develop into

shoots before knitting has taken place ; such premature shoots usually die

out, leaving the scion depleted for another start. The most usual, and
a very satisfactory means of keeping scions dormant, is by stratifying

them in almost dry sand in a cool place. Tied in bundles of twenty-five

or so and buried horizontally in pure sand, so dry that it will not
" ball " when sqeezed in the hand, in a cellar or other cool place, they

may be kept in a dormant state even until November. If cool storage

is available, there is no more suitable method of preservation. Strati-

fied in sand, or even in very slightly moist spruce sawdust, at a tempera-
ture of 35 to 40 deg. F., they can be kept in excellent condition for the

best part of a year. Before use, the scions should be placed for about
a day with their butts in clean water, so that they may absorb the
moisture they may have lost.

The length of the scion depends on the length of its internodes. It

is rather a question of the number of eyes than one of actual length.

Though a single eye would seem sufficient, most practical growers find!

that a scion with two eyes gives the best results. A single eye scarcely

provides sufficient outlet for the whole growth of the stock ; with two
eyes, there is a second one to fall back on in the case of damage to the
first. More than two eyes is neither necessary nor desirable, though
perhaps permissible with short jointed wood. If very long jointed, good
grafters sometimes use single-eye scions; too long a one would expose to

the risk of the graft being shifted accidentally before complete union,

with necessarily fatal results.

Trimming the Scion.

This may be done in a great many ways. The essential point is to
ensure a thoroughly well-fitting graft, so that the scion completely fills,

on one side at least, the cleft. The most usual way is as shown in Fig.

1, the scion being prepared by removing, just below its lower bud, and
on each side, a fragment of wood, in such a way that it is cut to a more
or less elongated wedge. Each cut should be made with one movement

* French authorities have rocentiy rocoram^nded scion reni:»vil in eith'r vjry eirly or VlXY ia te
wint<T; times .it wliich the canes are richest in reserve subitnce^. If cut Viry eirly spjcinl care is
necessary In preservation ; lat« winterremovaloxposos torislcof b;in? ciught by the barstiagof thi bu d»
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of the knife, so as to leave an absolutely plane and even surface. The
skill of the grafter mainly consists in making these two cuts efficiently.

They should be made in such a way tliat the wedge is slightly wider on

the bud side Hian on the opposite side. Cai-e must also be taken not to

allow the knife blade to engage too deeply at first. In other words, a

circular shoulder on either side should be avoided. One of these cuts

can, with advantage, be rather deeper than the other, so that tlie apex

of the wedge consists of solid wood ; in other words, the scion must be

triirmed so that t'he pith is only seen on one side of the wedge, on which

side is immaterial. It will depend upon the obliqueness of the cleft

made in the stock (see Fig. 2, u and h). The practical grafter

will find that no two scions

will require trimming exactly

alike, but slight variations will

be needed in each case to in-

sure an absolutely neat fit.

The length of the wedge also

varies according to circum-

stances. In the case of stout

stocks, it must be long and
thin to avoid splitting too

deeply. With thinner stocks,

the tissues of which are more
flexible, it may be shorter.

Slowly-knitting stocks, as

Rupestris du Lot is considered

to be in France, need a longer

wedge than those which unite

more rapidly, such as 420A.
Thus prepared, we have

what may be tern.ed tlie

normal scion used in cleft

grafting, but several depar-

tures are often made from it.

Sometimes t-he scion is

shouldered, as shown in Fig.

2 c. This can most con-

veniently be done with a

special grafting machine,

though it can also be executed

with a knife, one with a nar-

row blade being most suitable.

The advantages of the shouldered cleft are that a fairly thick scion may
be used without requiring a widely-split cleft, and that the cambium sec-

tions of stock and scion can be made to fit very neatly. Sometimes the

scion is shouldered on one side only, as shown in Fig. 2 d.

In the great majority of cases the normal wedge is to be preferred,

though with fairly stout stocks and large scions, when the tendency is

for the stock to split too deeply, the shouldered scion may prove more

convenient. Intermediate between the two we have the scion shouldered

on one side only, which may prove useful in certain cases.

Wi'h any of the above modes the wedge should be so situated that the

bud is immediately above its upper or thick end, and as near to it as

convenient.

^/ and '), the ordinary method of

trimming the scion for the Cleft Graft;
the wedge is slightly thicker on the side

where the hud is situated (front), the
pith is only showing on one side of the
wedge. I a shouldered scion; (/ a scion
shouldered on one side.
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Fitting or Siock and Scion.

Of quite equal importance to tiieir proper preparation is the eflScient

fitting of tiie judiciously trimmed scion into the stock prepared to receive

it. This should be dexterously effected by one single movement, care being

observed that the bark is not separated from the wood on either stock

or scion, as might easily hapjjen if the assembling of the two were done
in a hesitating or clumsy manner. If the stock be large, a small wedge
of bone, or some hard wood, may be used to slightly open the cleft at

the opposite side to that where the lower bud of the scion will be situated.

To facilitate description we may cull this side of both stock and scion

the " front "; that opposite to it being referred to as " back." The
wedge would thus be inserted at the back of the cleft. With stocks of

moderate size—the most usual case—this temporary wedge is unneces-
sary ; the apex of the trimmed scion can be easily inserted into the top of

the cleft.

This being done, the scion is pressed home, steadily but hrmly, with
the right hand, the fingers of the left hand being used as a guide to

ensure tlie barks of stock and scion being level at the front of the graft.

The scion must be pressed sufficiently far to entirely fill the cleft, but not
far enough to split the stock any deeper than the point to which the

knife penetrated when making the cleft. Some variation is permissible

in fitting the scion. This may be done as shown in Fig. 1, two small

half moons of woody section, one on each side of the scion, being left

uncovered. It may, however, be pushed in deeper, so that the scion

sections are entirely hidden by the sides of the cleft; for this to be

possible, the cuts made when trimming the scion must be absolutely

plane sections, without curve or shoulder at the top of the wedge. Sucli

latituda is, of course, impossible in the case of a shouldered scion (Fig.

2, c & d). What is essential is that the scion should absolutely fill

the front of the cleft without any gaps or unfilled spaces.

The most vital point of all, however, is the proper fitting of the cut

surfaces along the front of the graft. Hitherto, for convenience, we
have only relerred to the need for bringing tlie barks of stock and scion

level. In reality, something more is required, and this must now be
expl.ained in detail. It is not the outer, hut the inner, surface of the

Ixirlcs, III other u-ords the cainhiitm layers, which must correspond. The
vital importance of this tissue was pointed out in the article on the

Yema graft (see .Journal for February, 1917). The cambium layer,

which everywhere separates bark from wood, is the only portion of the

cut surfaces of stock and scion where new tissues can form ; being very

thin, the section where it is cut is little more than a line, and these lines

on both stock and scion must be in contact in the greatest measure
possible; the more completely do they coincide, the more perfect vvill the

graft be. Unless thei/ meet in one point at hnxt , no union is possible

and the graft must fail.

Now, in field grafting, the bark of the «tock is nearly always

thicker than that of tiie scion ; with stocks planted a year or more before

grafting, it may be considerably thicker. It thus follows that the

outer surfaces of the bark of stock or scion, in a properly executed

cleft graft, will seldom be quite flush ; that of the stock will be slightly

sunken in when viewed from the front. The thicker the bark of the

stock, the greater the difference of level. A. skilful grafter carefully

examined the bark thicknesses of s'^ock and scion and makes allowance

accordingly. It is often recommended to slightly cant the scion when
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inserting it, so that its apex or point will be a shade too far in, and the
broad or upper part will be a little too far out. The cambium sections
will then intersect one another in the central portion on both sides of

the front of the graft. Suich a cant must, of course, be exceedingly
slight, otherwise the cambium sections will meet along too small a
length; the greater the extent of their junction the more perfect will

the ultimate union be.

Needless to say, the cambiums must meet on both sides of the front;
a graft knitted on one side only never proves satisfactory. If the cleft

be oblique, the scion must -be trimmed accordingly; after a few trials a

novice will find little difficulty in securing a perfect fit.

As regards the back of the graft matters are very different; it is

only in the special case when stock and scion are of equal diameter,
that cambiums can be made to meet both at front and back. If this

be possible, four cambium sections will coincide and a very perfect union
will result, almost equal to that of a whip-tongue graft. In the great
majority of cases, however, the stock is larger than the scion, and
knitting is only possible at the front of the graft ; in spite of this draw-
back, quite satisfactory and durable unions are usually obtained. Figs.

3 and 4 will give an idea of the manner in which a cleft graft usually
knits. When viewed from the front (Fig. 3) a neat union is to be
seen, but the appearance from the back (Fig. 4) is less satisfactory;

sometimes it is almost alarming, more dead than live tissue being in

evidence. As time goes on new tissues are formed abundantly, and
after a year or two the appearance of the union will b© vastly different.

Stock and scion then appear to be almost continuous, the proportion

of dead tissue at the back of the graft being quite small in proportion
to the now greatly enlarged stem. The scar at this point, though still

noticeable, is small and really less objectionable than would be the one
caused by the suppression of a large arm on ar^ old vine. It is evident

that the smaller the stock when grafted, the smaller will this scar be on
the full grown vine; this, in fact, constitutes one of the chief arguments
in favour of grafting young stocks.

Binding and Staking.

A skilfully executed graft, especially if an opportune knot be situated

at the bottom of the cleft, requires no binding. Nevertheless it is safer

to tie; a couple of turns are made ai"ound the completed graft with the

two long ends of the twine used to prevent splitting when the cleft was
made, and the whole is securely tied up. Novices are inclined to use

too much sti4ng, winding it round so as to form a continuous bandage
about the graft; this interferes with callus formation, and is therefore

undesirable. Four strands—the clove hitch previously mentioned, and
two additional ones to bind the graft—are all that are really necessary.

The strands should not touch one another, but should be a slight

distance apart.

Grafting wax and similar preparations are not only unnecessary,

but injurious. They hinder rather than promote callusing, which is

favoured by moderate aeration; no better medium can be provided than
the mound of loose soil which will presently be described. Formerly,

it was customary to plaster the graft with well kneaded wet clay, of the

consistency of soft putty ; sometimes this was mixed with cowdung. Such
treatment, although it does not help knitting, may, in a wet season,
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Figs. 3 and 4.—Photographs of the usual type of cleft graft at the close of
the season following Its execution. Fig. 3 shows the '

' front '

' now completely
knitted and callused over. Fig. 4 shows the '

' back '

' ; the wood at the upper
part of the cleft is now dead. Grafts usually take thus when the diameter of

the stock is considerably greater than that of the scion. Though less perfect

than the result of a successful '

' whip tongue '

' graft, the graft here figured

will result in a vigorous and fruitful vine.
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prove of service in excluding excessive moisture, the greatest obstacle

to success in grafting. Nevertlieless, practical grafters have now very
generally discarded all such forms of protection.

Staking when grafting is to be recommended ; the vigorous shoots sent

out by the scion oppose a large surface to the wind, which may even
detach the whole scion, as the new tissues of the graft remain soft and
tender for a considerable time. A temporally stake, .30 inches long,

IS all that is required, though vines intended to be trained on stakes

can, with advantage, be now permanently staked. Staking not only

obviates damage from wind, but insures erect canes, one of which will

be utilized to form the main stem of the vine. Tying up, if only to

a short temporary stake 18 inches or so above the ground, will obviate

unsightly crooked stems which are always an eyesore in a vineyard.

Pig. 6.—Method of mounding in stiff soil. A temporary tube is placed

round graft and stake, and filled with sand, the ordinary soil of the vineyard

is mounded up around the tube, which is then withdrawn. The tie which binds

the graft has not been figured.

Mounding.

The mound which completes the operation of grafting needs but little

desicriptiou if the soil of the vineyard be loose or sandy; it should com-

pletely cover the top of the scion and be made so that the batter is some-

thing like one in two. Care should be taken that the scion is not

displaced or disturbed in any way.

On stiff land it is difficult to make a suitable mound. Even if well

pulverized the soil soon becomes conpacted by rain, being rendered liable

to crack and allow too much air to get to the graft. The crust which

often forms also opposes an obstacle to the free growth of the young

scion shoots which, being unable to break through, become twisted and
contorted in a most undesirable way.
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A simple expedient, which appears to have been first proposed by
Felix Sahut, enables this difficulty to be overcome.* All that is necessary

is a tin or galvanized iron tube about 12 inches high and 6 inches in

diameter—a 7 lb. golden syrup tin, the bottom of which has been re-

moved, will do—and a load or so of sand. The method is illustrated

in Figure 5. The tube is placed around the graft and its stake. It

is then mounted up outside, to the level of the top of the sicion, with
the ordinai-y soil of the vineyard, which should be broken up and pul-

verized as completely as possible; the interior of the tube is tlien filled

with sand so as to completely cover the graft and the whole of the scion.

The tube is now withdrawn and placed around the next graft, which is

similarly treated, and so on.

In wet springs it is possible that greater certainty of success would
be insured bv covering the mound with a hollow cone made of water-

proof ])ap©r and held in place by a couple of spadefulls of earth. If

the upjjer side of this cone were painted black the graft would, owing
to absorption of heat, be kept warm as well as dry. Such neans of

protection has not yet been prac'.ically tried; the idea occurred to the

writer during the compiling of these notes, and the suggestion is made
in the hope that it may prove of use to intending grafters during the

present spring, which, so far, does not promise very well for field

grafting.

Thus executed and protected the graft may be left to itself for a

while. When growth starts the tie may requii-e cutting and the young
shoots will need tying up ; later on suckers and scion roots will need
attention and removal, operations which will be dealt with in a subse-

quent article.

• Leu Yignen Americanett, leur greffagi et le'ir tail'e, by Felix Sahut, 1887, p. 370. This work was
awarded a gold medal by the French National Society ol' Agriculture.

SOIL BACTERIA AND THEIR ENEMIES.
Evidence is gradually accumulating iliat one great factor of soil

fertility lies in the relation which obtains between the numbers of

bacteria and of protozoa which live and move, aud have their being in

the soil. Broadly speaking, says the Gardeners' Chronicle, the
bacteria of the soil may be regarded as the gardeners' best friends, and
the protozoa—the antagonists and destroyers of the bacteria—as his

enemies. If for one reason or another the protozoa increase beyond
certain limits, the bacteria fall off in numbers, and the soil, the fertility

of which depends in a measure on bacterial activity, is no longer in a
condition to supply plant food—it falls sick. Hitherto, lie evidence in

support of this interesting and important hypothesis has been presump-
tive, rather than conclusive. It was largely of the nature of an inference
drawn from the effects of partial sterilization of the soil. As is now well
known, sick soil may be restored to health—that is, may be rendered
fertile once again—by exposure to a temperature of about 120 degrees
Fahr. At that temperature the active, " thin-skinned " soil pro'ozoa are
destroyed, but the "thick-skinned." more resistant of the soil bacteria
are not. Thus, when the soil cools down again, the bacteria find no
ojjposition to their increase. They multiplv rapidly, and in the course
of their growth and activity set free large quantities of material—and
particularly nitrogenous material—of a kind suitable for the nutrition
of plants.—The Leader, 12t.h May, 1917.
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ANOTHER GOOD DAIRY FARM.

E. J. Turner, Dairy Supervisor.

From the number of men who are .still to be found keeping dairy

cows without any method or system in the management of their stock,

it is evident that there is a lot of persistent work yet to be done to wake
them up to the possibilities of their nccupatiou. There are, however,

a number who may be classed as thoroughly up-to-date dairy farmers,

who are making every endeavour to get the best results from their

work, and whose farms may well be held up as examples of what others

might just as easily attain.

One such as this is the " Cresslea " farm, on Tarwin Lower, which
is situated about 6 miles from the Buffalo railway station, and is owned
and managed by Mr. A. T. Warren.

This farm has an area of 320 acres, and has been in the possession

of the present ovmer for about four years. The land is mainly river

flats, sown down in the rough with rye grass and strawberry clover,

and is flooded at times during the winter and early spring. A consider-

able amount of work has been done by Mr. Warren since purchasing

the property by clearing out tea-tree and tussocks, which has greatly

increased the carrying capacity of the land.

The farm is subdivided into seven paddocks, four of which, contain-

ing 190 acres, are u.sed for the dairy herd, and the remaining 130 acres

are occupied by the dry cows and young cattle. The dairy herd usually

runs to about 75 head of milking cows and two pure Jersey bulls,

together with about 70 head of young stock, as about 30 or more heifer

calves are reared from the best cows each year. There are also about
50 pigs kept on the place, and seven horses are used to carry on the

farm work. The dairy cows are nearly all Jerseys, and Mr. Warren has

culled his stock until he has built up a very satisfactory herd for the

production of butter. The average butter fat test for the whole herd
for the year works out at 4.6, which means that the milk from this

f.arm is more than 25 per cent, richer in butter fat than is required by
the Board of Health standard, and shows what can be obtained by
careful breeding and selection.

As the farmer has to find for each cow sufficient fodder to enable

her to milk to her full capacity, it is not a wise policy to keep cows
that will give only 3.5 per cent, of butter fat when a very much better

return could be obtained without increase in the labour or cost of
production. Still, there are hundreds of farmers turning the separator

for 3s. per 10 gallons of milk when they might be getting 4s. from the

same quantity. These are the men who know too much to learn

anything more about dairying.

The cows on the farm are all dehorned, and this makes for greater

docility in the herd, both in the yards and milking shed, and eliminates

the possibility of udders being injured through horn wounds, which
cause a considerable loss yearly among horned cattle.

Another point noted which tends to the quiet contentment of this

herd is that no dogs are used in the paddocks or yards. Driving milch
cows with cattle dogs is very prevalent on many dairy farms in this

district, and it is a practice that makes cows restive and cross-tempered

in the bails, which is not conducive to an even flow of milk.
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The cows are all rugged during the cold weather, which, Mr. Warren
states, " meaiLS half the feed." In other words, without the rugging the

cows would not be able to give anything like the returns—possibly not

more than half that they yield now—in the cold weather, and much
more richer food would have to be given to obtain anything like the

same results from cowa not kept warm and comfortable by rugging.

The dairy work is carried out solely by Mr. Warren and family,

there being no hired hands employed in the work, and the cows are

thus not subjected to any change in milkers.

Great care is taken in keeping the eow.s' udd<'rs and teats sound and
free from sores. Each udder is washed with warm water before milking,

and the milkers use as a lubricant for their hands an ointment prepared

of mutton fat, boracic acid, and castor oil. During the last three years

I have carefully e.xamined the udders of all the cows in the herd, and
have not found even the slightest induration or blemish, which satis-

factory condition has been mainly brought about through dehorning

the cows, gentleness in handling them, and other careful management.
This farm has a first-class water supply in the Tarwin River, the water
from which is conveyed to the various paddocks by windmill and pipes.

Here, again, is another very important matter in the management of a

dairy herd. Not only do heavy milking cows require a regular supply
of clean water, but the more convenient it is for them the better for

the owner. The banks of many Victorian creeks and rivers are steep,

and if dairy cows have to scramble up and down a steep bank, and
possibly wade through mud up to the brisket, they will only go to drink

when absolutely forced by thirst. Further, in such places, the banks
usually cut up, and the cows, having to wade to the water, get their

udders and teats wet and dirty; and where such conditions exist chapped
and sore teats are sure to be found. Where water troughs are, there is

also less chance of young or quiet cows being injured by others. A
bullying cow will frequently rush another up or downi a steep river bank,
to the injury of the weaker one. Thus, everything the owner can do to

make the life of the dairy cow as quiet and reposeful as possible will

assist her in producing her maximum of milk and butter. To heavy
milking cows at any time, but particularly in hot weather, a handy
supply of clean drinking water is quite as important as a good food

supply.

The milking shed at Mr. Warren's farm is fitted with twenty bails,

which are well bricked and drained, and the shed is also supplied with
water from the river, which allows of the milking shed and separator

room being flushed out daily.

In order to supplement the grazing during the summer months,
about 10 acres each of maize and millet are grown. A similar area of

oats for hay is also groven each year for horse feed mainly, but any
surplus is fed to the dairy herd during the winter months.

The land for the millet is ploughed in September, worked thoroughly
to a fine tilth, and sown in October at the rate of 6 lbs. of seed to the

acre. The seed is mixed with 50 lbs. of bonedust and super, per acre,

sown from the manure box, and cross-drilled ; and the crop is ready to

feed off when the grass commences to dry in January. The feeding oflF

is generally repeated three times during the season, and this keeps the
cows up to their regular milk yield until the maize crop is ready for
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cutting. This latter crois is cut and carted out and fed to the cows in

the paddock, usually lasting about ten weeks.

Not many dairymen fully realize the advantages of keeping up an
unbroken milk supply of the herd during the early summer months. If

a cow is permitted to slacken off at this season, through shortage of

succulent fodder, it is almost impossible to bring her back again to her

full flow. Therefore, to maintain a good summer yield it is very

important to feed greenstuff liberally at this time. Half feeding is

possibly even Avorse than not to hand feed at all, as it encourages the

cows to linger about, instead of grazing, and they do not get a full feed

altogether. When the spring of the grass comes after the autumn rains,

if the cows meanwhile have had a timely supply of green fodder, the

dairying season will be extended by at least two months, and it should
also be remembered that the price for butter fat is usually good at „nis

period of the year"; In consequence of the drought in the autumn of

1914, butter fat was bringing about 2s. 6d. per lb. in the month of May
of that year. Mr. Warren was then sending five cans of cream weekly
to the Stony Creek Butter Factory, the price per can exceeding £4,

though most of the other dairy herds in this district were then dry, and
in some instances dairy farmers were even buying butter for their own
household use. A reference to the returns of this farm as published

below will show that during the dry spell in January last they were
highly satisfactory, and they will compare favorably with any farm on

the far-famed Tarwin Meadows.

Another great advantage of the system of growing fodder for hand
feeding the cows is that they are kept in good condition during the

winter months, and when they come in to full profit in the early spring

they are in good flesh, and can milk to their best right from the start.

Good grazing paddocks are here reserved for the cows when not in

milk, which is in marked contrast to the custom of many dairy farmers,

who turn their cows out into the scrub country during the winter
months, with the result that, when the, milking season commences, they
are in such poor condition that the spring is nearly over before they
really come to their full yield ; and in many instances it is very question-

able whether they ever recover, as their constitution is weakened through
poverty. Throughout the State a considerable number of cows are lost

every year throusfh the lack of better management in providing sufiicient

autumn fodder for them, and dairy farmers will do well to note the

several features mentioned here, which continue to give such good results

on this particular farm.

From the three Berkshire sows kept for breeding purposes and mated
with a Yorkshire boar, the average nimiber of pigs per litter last year
was eleven, and a return of £227 was obtained last season by the sale

of their progeny. TTotwithstanding the definite advantages a dairy

farmer derives from breeding his own pigs, this side line of dairying
is often neglected. A farmer should seldom have to buy store pigs, as

on most farms some sugar, beet could be grown each year, and if well

cared for an acre would carry at least 40 pigs for three months, which
would mean that this small crop would last the breeding stock throuo-li

the winter, when skim milk is scarce, and if there were any quantity
of surplus roots beyond what was required for the pigs they are excellent

fodder for cows. The average dairy farmer too often depends on the
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market to obtain his store or young pigs. Consequently, when there is

a flush of milk in the spring, there are more buyers than sellers, and the
profit a farmer can obtain from pigs when he has to purchase under
these conditions is usually very small. It is system that makes success

in dairy farming, and for a farmer to take a sporting chance in

purchasing pigs in the open market, when many other dairymen arc

endeavouring to do likewise, is not good business.

The following are the returns obtained by Mr. Warren for sale of

cream to the Stony Creek Butter Factory, as sho\vn by his fortnightly

cheques, and it will be noted that the total of £1,080 fis. 2d. for cream
represents a yearly return of £14 8s. per cow for the whole herd of

75 cows, not taking into consideration the return from his pigs, which,
in terms per cow, represents an increase of a further £3 per cow, demon-
strating that there is something to be gained by following out a good
system in dairy farm practice :

—

July, 1915, to JunB, 1916.

191.5. 1910.
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bone.

in cases where the best results in space saving would be negatived by
such fat remaining in the carcass.

3. The carcass to be now semi-frozen, after which it shall be divided
at a point 1 inch below what is known to the trade as the " chump "
'

{See Diagram 1.)

4. In the cutting, which will therefore be
generally done in the freezing-room, the use
of the saw is considered preferable to that of
the knife.

5. The leer is now inserted in the chest cavity,
either sideways (Diagram 2) or squarely and
with the back and tail exposed (Diagram 3).

6. The package may then be hard-frozen as

it stands on the floor supported by the shins

and neck, or it may be hung on the rail in any
manner which best suits the conveniences at

the disposal of any particular works.

Wf
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VICTORIAN RAINFALL.

Second Quarter, Year 1917.

District.
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Victorian Kainfall—continiied.

District.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. S. Pescott, F.L.S., I'nmologist.

The Orchard.

Spraying.

The peaoh aphis will now have madt' its appearance in orchards
which were not sprayed with the red oil emulsion in the winter. The
tobacco solution will now be required, and this may be sprayed on as

strongly as the grower v\ i<hes. If possible, a second spraying should

be repeated quickly after the first operation, so as to kill any aphides
previously protected by the others, or any that may have only been
weakened by the first operation.

The time has also arrived when spraying is needful for the pre-

vention of all fungus diseases, such as shothole or scab, black spot, leaf

rust, leaf curl, &c. In the case of these pests, " prevention better than

cure" is the invariable rule; and to delay beyond the correct period

the application of the necessary sprays is to court disaster. For black

spot of the apple and pear, the spraying should be performed as soon

as the earliest flowers are opening. For shothole and scab the time

to spray is before the flower petals expand ; and the spraying may be

repeated, if necessary, after the fruit has set.

For rust and leaf curl the spray should be applied before any sign

of the trouble appears on the foliage ; thus, if the fungus were present

during the previous season, it will be necessary to spray early to comhat
it successfully.

The basis of all the successful fungicides is sulphate of copper or

bluestone. Bordeaux mixture (a mixture of bluestone, lime, and
water, known as the 6.4.40 formula), is used; the materials and quan-
tities being 6 lbs. bluestone, 4 lbs. lime, and 40 gallons water.

Another spray, and in some locations equally successful in its re-

sults as the Bordeaux mixture, is the copper-soda spray, the propor-

tions being 6 lbs. bluestone, 8 lbs. washing soda, and 40 gallons of

water. In each case the materials should be separately dissolved, and
then evenly and simultaneously mixed in a third vessel.

It is very urgent that the lime should be thoroughly fresh and quick,

otherwise tlie spray mixtures will give very inferior results. A second

necessary point is that the copper sprays shoiild be used as soon as they

are made. Where the grower does not wish to make his own spray, there

are quite a number of ready-made Bordeaux pastes and Bordeaux mix-
tures already on the market, which can be used with satisfactory re-

sults. In fact, the use of these has become fairly general, and it is

not now the practice for growers to make their own sprays.

General.

It is most important that ploughing should be completed as early

as possible. In the past, it has very frequently happened that, owing
to delaying the ploughing, the orchard and the fi'uit crop have both

suffered very considerably. It is absolutely necessary to cultivate the

surface early, to take advantage of the moist surface and consequent
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easy ploughing; and also to conserve as large an amount of moisture in

tlie soil as possible. The longer the ploughing is delayed, the less

amount of moisture is retained in the soil for summer use. Deferred
ploughing certainly means dry soil, enfeebled trees, and diminished re-

sults. Early ploughing gives exactly opposite results; the earlier the

ploughing, the more soil water is conserved.

When the ploughing is completed, the clods should be crushed, and
the land harrowed, so that a fine earth mulch may be obtained. The
orchard surface should be kept as level as possible, and no irregular

ridging or furrows should be allowed.

All cover crops planted to supply humus to the soil should now be

ploughed in. If the plants are of a leguminous nature, the best time
to plough these in is when they are in full flower. If the growth has

been at all excessive or rank, the crop may be rolled before ploughing;

or it may be cut or mowed with a mowing machine. Every care should

be taken that the plants should be distributed evenly over the ground,

and large quantities in a mass should not be ploughed under. Artificial

and stable manures may also be given to the trees at this time. These
should be applied before ploughing.

Grafting.

The work of grafting should be completed early in the month. The
most useful method of reworking old trees is to cut the head right off,

leaving only the stump. Then grafts can be put in according to the

fancy of the grower. The old method of cleft grafting has been super-

seded by the bark or crovni graft. The latter method does not cause

any damage to the wood and thus, with care, no rotting can take place.

The best method of bark grafting is the saddle graft; that is, the graft

is inserted in the bark and a strip of bark is carried right across the

trunk and inserted in the bark on the opposite side. This method is

much .slower than the ordinary bark graft, but it insures a much quicker

healing over the old stump.

Vegetable Garden.

The vegetable plots should be cleaned from all weeds, having the

light weeds dug in and the stronger ones pulled out and rotted in the

compost heap. The surface should be worked up to a very fine tilth

after digging; it must be kept constantly loose with the hoe to keep the

soil cool ; and prior to digging it will be advantageous to give a top

dressing of lime.

If the weather be dry or windy, all newly-planted plants should be

frequently watered. In transplanting seedlings, it is a help to dip the

whole plant in water before planting.

Any seedlings that are ready may be planted out ; the first crop of

tomato plants may be planted out under shelter until the frosts are over.

At the end of the month a sowing of French bean seeds may be made.
Seeds of jieas, broad beans, and beet, cabbage, kohl-rabi, and radish,

turnip, cauliflower, lettuce, carrot, parsnip, &c., ma)' be sown in the

open. Seeds of melons, cucumbers, pumpkins, m.arrows, and similar

plants may be planted in frames for transplanting after the frosts have

gone.
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Flower Garden.

After digging, the surface must be kept constantly stirred with the

hoe, so as to have it loose and friable for cooling and for moisture-con-

serving purposes. All weeds must be kept down, as they are robbers of

plant food and moisture at this season of the year. Shrubs of all kinds

may still be planted out, and these should be well watered after planting.

Rose and other aphides must be watched for, and sprayed when they

appear with a nicotine spray. Rose scale should be sprayed with lime

sulphur wash or with kerosene emulsion. This pest will soon disappear

if the bushes are kept open to admit air and the sunlight freely. Rose

mildew will now be appearing, and the plants, as well as the soil, should

be sprinkled with liberal dustings of sulphur. Sulphide of potassium is

also a good specific for this fungus trouble, using it at the rate of 1 oz.

to 3 gallons of water.

Cannas, early chrysanthemums, and early dahlia tubers may be

planted out, as^ well as all kinds of herbaceous plants, such as

delphinius, perennial phlox, asters, &c. These clumps should be well

broken up, .and in planting they should be fed with a liberal quantity of

stable manure. Beds should be prepared and well dug over for exhibition

chrysanthemums and dahlias.

REMINDERS FOR OCTOBER.

Live Stock.

Horses.—Continue to feed stabled horses well, add a ration of green-stuff.

Rug at night. Continue hay or straw, chaffed or whole, to grass-fed horses.

Feed old or badly-conditioned horses liberally. If too fat, mares due to foal

shortly should be put on poorer pasture. Mares with foals at foot should receive a

good ration of oats daily. Those intended for breeding, if not already stinted,

should be put to the horse. Colts not intended to be kept as stallions should

be gelded. Working horses due for a spell should be turned out to grass.

Cattle.—Except on rare occasions, rugs may now be used on cows at night

only. Continue giving hay or straw, if possible, to counteract the effect of green

grass. Be prepared for milk fever. Read article in Year-Book of Agriculture,

1905, page 314. Give calves a warm dry shed and a good grass run. Continue
giving milk at blood heat to calves. Be careful to keep utensils clean, or

diarrhoea will result. Do not give too much milk at a time for the same reason.

Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Give a cup of limewater in the

milk to each calf, also place crushed oats or lucerne hay in a trough so that they

can eat at will.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm well-ventilated styes. Keep styes

clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be
turned into grass run. Sows suckling young should be well fed to enable them
to produce plenty of milk. Give young pigs pollard and skim milk in separate
trough as soon as they will take it, and keep them fattening from the start to

get them off as early as possible. Give a tablespoon ful of bone meal, or half

that amount of mineral phosphate, per 100 lbs. live weight in food daily. If

pigs are lousy dress them with kerosene emulsion or sulphur and lard, rubbing
well into crevices of skin, and disinfect styes. Pig breeding and feeding

should be very profitable for a long time to come, and it should be safe to

launch out now.

Sheep.—Shear as early as the weather will permit, and avoid the usual exces-

sive dust in travelling to, and yarding at sheds. Burr and seeds also collect

on the fleeces if shearing be left until late in the season, particularly with

lambs. Shear all lambs not going for export—-they thrive better and make
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more growth through the ensuing aummer aud autumn. Fleeces from well-
bred, good-backed sheep should be skirted with care, the better the class of
wool the greater the necessity. From fleeces that have become dead and earthy
on the backs, remove only the merest stains; there is little advantage in skirt-
ing these. It is better management to have ample tables and extra hands
skirting closely than to hastily tear off unnecessary wool and then employ men at
other tables to sort "broken fleece,'' "first," and "second " pieces, "&c. All
stains must be removed from ewes' tleeces, and jiizzle stains from the bellies of
wethers. Keep separate all coarse fleeces from the finer sorts, and in merinos
the yellow and mushy from the shafty and liright. Skirt all hairy thighs from
crossbred fleeces. Avoid sending wool to market in long, round-sided bales,

known as "sew-downs." Press in a box-press, forming square sides. Brand
bales neatly, on one side only, and not with sheep-branding oil. tar, or paint.

Stencil plates and branding ink can be obtained on application to the respec-

tive brokers.

At first signs of scour drench with turpentine and oil. This preparation is

now procurable in emulsion form, and thus the fear of choking is removed.
If discharge be dark and accompanied with mucus, yard over night, drench
on an empty stomach, repeat again in about fourteen days, and in some cases

a third dose may be necessary. Change to new pasture if possible, or give

a little grain, whole oats for preference.

PouLTRT.—The bulk of incubation should cease this month—late chickens

are not profitable. Devote attention to tlie chickens already hatched; avoid

overcrowding. Feed with dry mash. Also add plenty of green food to ration,

ordinary feeding to be 2 parts pollard, 1 part bran, and a little animal food

after the first fortnight. Feed ground grain, such as wheat, hulled oats, maize,

and peas, which should be fed in hopper to avoid waste. Grit or coarse sand
should be available at all times. Variety of food is important to growing
chicks; insect life aids growth. Remove brooders to new ground as often as

possible; tainted ground will retard development.

Cultivation.

FARii.—Plant main crops of potatoes in early districts and prepare land for
main crop in late districts. Fallow and work early fallow. Sow maize and
millets where frosts are not late, also mangolds, beet, carrots, and turnips. Sow
tobacco beds and keep covered with straw or hessian.

Orchard.—Ploughing and cultivating to bo continued, bringing surface to
a good tilth, and suppressing all weeds. Spray with nicotine solution for peach
aphis, with Bordeaux mixture for black spot of apple and pear, and with
arsenate of lead for codlin moth in early districts.

Vegetable Garden,—Sow seeds of carrot, turnip, parsnip, cabbage, peas,
French beans, tomato, celery, radish, marrow, and pumpkins. Plant out seedlings
from former sowings. Keep the surface well pulverized.

Flower Garden.—Keep the weeds down and the soil open by continued hoe-
ing. Plant out delphiniums, chrysanthemums, salvia, early dahlias. &o. Pre-
pare ground for digging and manuring for autumn dahlias. Plant gladioli
tubers and seeds of tender annuals. Spray roses for aphis and mildew.

Vineyard.—This is the best montli for field grafting. If stocks bleed too
copiously, cut off 24 hours before grafting. Make sure that scions are fresh.
Placing butts in clean water for a few days before grafting is recommended.
Field grafts must be staked, to avoid subsequent straining by wind and to insure
straight stem for future vine. Stakes are also necessary for grafted rootlings
for same reasons. Temporary stakes 3 feet long will suffice. Keep a sharp look
out for cut worms. (See Journal for July, 1911, and also October, 1913.) Disbud
and tie up all vines, giving special care to young plantations. Beware of spring
frosts. (See Journal for September, 1910.)

Conclude spring cultivation (second ploughing or scarifying and digging or
hoeing round vines ) . Weeds must be mastered and whole surface got into good
tilth. Sulphur vines when shoots 4 to 6 inches long.

Cellar.—Taste all young wines; beware of dangerous symptoms in unfortified

fruity wines, which may need treatment. Fill up regularly all unfortified

wines.
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SILVER BEET
The Fodder for Sheep

THE introduction of Silver Beet as a forage crop has been

attended with phenomenal success during the past few years.

Its freedom from insect pests and fungoid diseases, its resis-

tance to droughts and severe frosts, the enormous tonnage of

succulent forage it produces (giving quite six feedings off with

sheep in 12 months' time), and its fairly high feeding value, place

it in the foreground of all other forage or root crops grown for

stock at the present time. ^ Silver Beet appreciates a deep loam,

well cultivated and free from other plant growth, although it has

done very well on rather unpromising soils and in unfavourable

locations. When the crop is developed, inter-cultivation is

imperative, as it is not the value of the first year's crop which

determines the economical importance of Silver Beet, but the many
crops which well-nourished plants afford at subsequent seasons of

the year. Seed should be sown in Spring, when the ground is

warm, and then again in Autumn, at the rate of from 6 to 8 lbs.

per acre, in drills 21 inches apart. The crop is generally fit for

feeding in about four months from sowing. Price, 3 - per lb. ;

2 6 per lb. in 14 lb. lots or more.

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston St., Melbourne
Established 18SO Tel. Central 729
Nurseries Orrong Rd.. Armadale, Adjoining Toorak Railway Station

L.R.W.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds (or 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 lOs.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.

;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's „ 10548 „
6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 „ ., 9155 „

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (1st milking) 7144 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam's
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Government Herd of Red Polls

MILK RECORDS
The flffuret below refer to the cow's best lactation period. Details of each cow's yearlr performaDC*

since the estabtttthni^nt of the herd are given in the Journal for February, 1917.

Each cow's ftveraeei (or «!! lactatiou periodi will b« farnitlied on pplicalioD to the Director of Asriciittare.

COWS
NAMES.

Muria .

.

Birdseye
Netherlana
Vuelta .

.

Peraioa .

.

Cuba
Bullion . .

Virginia.

.

Pennsylvania
Sumatra
Violet III.

Egypta .

.

Phillipina

Me.\icana

Lily ..

India

Europa .

.

Kentucky
Goldleaf

Picotee .

.

Primrose League
(imp.)

La Reina
Pipio

Mongolia
Turka .

.

Britannia

Samoma
Asiana .

.

Tennessee
Alpina .

.

Sylvia .

.

Hispana
Africana
Tasmania
Canada .

.

Carribea

Japana .

Serbia

Itala

Oceana .

Russia .

Panama
Ontario
Soudana
Pacifica

Laurel .

.

Barbery
Congo

Dav»
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BANYULE
JERSEY STUD

This Herd has been under the Government Herd Test

since its inception, with the following results:

—

YEAR ENDING

June 1913-1^ for Herd (all breeds); Average

Butter Fat Return 309 lbs. per cow.

1^ for Single Cow (all breeds).

June 1914 -2nd for Herd (all breeds); Average

Butter Fat Return 332 lbs. per cow.

I §(. Single Cow (aged) ; I §t Single Cow
(under 4 years),

June 1915- la for Herd (Jerseys); 2nd (All Breeds);

Average Butter Fat Return 360 lbs.

per cow.

June 1916 -2nd for Herd (all breeds); Average

Butter Fat Return 377 lbs. per cow.

la Single Cow (under 4 years).

June 1917 -3rd for Herd (all breeds); Average

Butter Fat Return 386 lbs. per cow.

N.B.—Note the Gradual Average Increase per Herd in Butter Fat.

BULLS FROM
SELECTED COWS

FOR SALE
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
BBaBBO

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS
21 j- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 2 1 - each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July— October, 1917. Price, £1 Is. per Sitting.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Mating - - - - - £
Cosh No. I Special -.---.
Subiaco No. 1 Special .....
Cosh-Swift X Moritz .....
Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park .....

1

1

1

1

I

From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are Full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 eggs at

Bendigo Single Pen Competition, 1916-17 World's Record.

Note.-W. N. O'Mullanc's Champion Burnley Pen (1914 1915). which
established the still unbcaien world's record of 1 ,699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitling. This pen recently realized £75

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forwarded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacennents will therefore be made.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illusiraitd.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases ot up-to-date agriculture.

The subscriptio.n. which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 35. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1903), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March. April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and Vlll. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in slock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rales. The pans forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (191 1). I I parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912). 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), 11 parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3id. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. &F.,2s. 4d,

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 35. 6d. ;
paper, 25. 6d. Poslage : C, cloth 2'.d., paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d.. paper 8d.; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d. . paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £lls. Posfage ; C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.

;

B. &F.. Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 25. 6d.

Postage, 1 d

.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly). 1/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewarl, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, Ud-: N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. 11, lOs. Postage : C. 2d.

.

N.Z.,8d.; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., III., IV., V.. 2s, 6d.

each. Pos/age.- Partsl. and III., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F.. 6d. each. Parts

II. and IV., C, lid.; N.Z., 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C, 1 d. ; N.Z.,

4d.; B. & F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director oi

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. SmUh.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT.
/*. J. Carinody.

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. B. E. PmaM.
8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.

A. S. Ki'nyan, C.E., and othern.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. SmUh.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. O. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. //. T. Enxttrbii.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
S. S. Ciniu:ro7i, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cbeddar). C. S. Sowers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. 0. Baiter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J.Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. R. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. ,S'. S. Cameron and othern.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
E. .)r,rlclwi.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1912-13. »' A. .V. Rnh,'rl.it„i, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
A. E. V. Rirhiuiimm, M.A., B..Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING
FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. U. Timicr.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1913-14. 1*'. A. A'. Robfrtmn, B.V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC.
A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Temple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA.
P. R. Beuhw.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1914.15. W.A. N. Rohertsim, B.f'.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .S. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1915-16. W. A.S. Robertson, B. \'.Sc.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood o( Bees, Transferring
Bees, Feeding Oows for Miik Production, Sulphit.
iag, Some Vintage Considerations, Spring Frosts,

Out Wo'ms, Insect Pests of the Potato.

A PROMINENT FARMER'S
OPINION OF

"Mitchell"

Harvesters
"From ihe lime the ihree "Milchell" 6 fl.

Harveslers were slarled till they finished

950 acres, we never had a single hitch or
stop with any one o( them. The crop
went up lo 12 bags to the acre, and they
made a remarkably good sample, and pull

easy. Four horses would pull them but
with five horses a good pace can be kept
up all day. I have worked and owned
various other popular makes of Harvesters,
but 1 can honestly and conscientiously say
the "Milchell" is absolutely the best, and
I must compliment your firm on turning
out such a good and reliable machine. I

can honestly recommend the "Milchell"
Harvester lo any farmer wanting a machine
as an excellent one."

H. A. PAECH, Walla Walla. N.S.W.

As these 3 "Mitchell's" handled
this 9SO-acre 12-bag crop with-
out a single hitch, don't you
think it's safe to handle yours ?

Ask tot Calalosues oi our Farm and Dairy
Maciiincs, and please say you saw this Aa.

MITCHELL
& Co. Pty. Ltd.

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE
SHOWROOM: 596 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE

And at Bar-street. Sydney.

Agencies in ait Chief Townt.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

' carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

diredl into the ship's hold. ElecSric motor powder totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connedled with the Cool Stores by dired lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shuntmg in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vidloria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produdls are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conne<5ted with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produdlion, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.

Bv Authority: Albert .T. Mollett. Government Printer. Melbourne.



Maize Products
"Australian Made from Australian Maize"

Poultry Protein Foods
POULTRY GLUTEN MEAL and
POULTRY MAIZE OIL MEAL

r^O you want increased success in your poultry yard ? Then
•'-^feed your fowls and ducks on Poultry Gluten Meal and

Poultry Maize Oil Meal, two ideal foods, guaranteed pure,

highly nutritious, and easily assimilated. They produce all that

is required :
—

Bone, Flesh, Glossy Plumage, and EGGS
Chicks and ducklings thrive on them. There is

nothing better. Try them—you will be convinced

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
An Ideal Cattle Food

|\/TAIZE Oil Meal is toasted and tasteful. It does not
^'^ germinate or turn rancid with age or storage. It is ready

for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

Calves thrive on " Oil Meal " better than on any other food.

For fattening pigs nothing is so successful for securing weight

and flavour.

Maize Oil Meal is a complete food producing Bone, Muscle,

Fat, and a Glossy, Beautiful Coat.

In 100 lb. Bags. Every Bag Guaranteed
NOTE. -Visitors to Royal Show are invited to call and obtain at our
Booth Dairy Machinery Pavilion FREE SAMPLES and literature

Write for prices and further particulars to

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works — Footscray, Victoria

•Phone: Footscray 364



R.

State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

"The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war, pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.
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DROUGHT can be defied and ample suitable fodder provided for stock if

proper Summer Fodder is sown now. When food is scarce, you then

reap the benefit of this foresight and increase your earnings instead of

having to pay heavy grazing fees and transport charges, and perhaps suffer severe

loss of stock. But it is of utmost importance to select the right seed. Sow
BRUNNING'S reliable and incomparable seeds and you are sure of success.

The Valuable Sweet Clover
Withstands drought as well as Lucerne, and is splendidly suited for pasturing

Sheep. Cattle, Horses or Pigs, Enriches ihe soil, is a great millt producer, makes

first class hay, splendid manuring, adds nitrogen and humus to the soil, and will

thrive on poor soil or hard ground unsuitable for other fodders.

Lucerne — The wealth bringer
Once grow LUCERNE on your farm and you will consider it an essential

necessity in future. This is the Icing of fodders, but an equal necessity is that you

purchase BRUNNING'S Standard Quality HUNTER RIVER LUCERNE,
guaranteed dodder free, and machine dresse-^ lo a purity of nearly lOO';©-

Write for specially written "SUMMER FODDER" list

containing prices. &c.—you will find it interesting.

Samples and quotations supplied promptly.

"Everything for the Farm"

64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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CONTENTS.—OCTOBER, 1917.

Apple Culture in Victoria

Evaponition of Apples

Spring (Jrafting of the Vine

The Rearing of Calves on Substitutes for Milk Fat and Milk

Report of Executive Committee of Commonwealth Advisory
Council of Science and Industry
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the .JouriKil of the I>e[Kirtment of Agriculture of Victoriu aie

protected by L)ie provisions of the Cu[)yright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to republish any matter are at Ijijerty to do so, provided the Journal and author are

both arhnouiedrjfil.

The Journal is issued inoiit-hly. The suV>scription, wliicli is payable in aiivance

and incUules postage, is 3s. per annum (or the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and
5s. for the LJnitetl Kingdom and F'oreiirn Countries. Single eofjy, Threepence.

Suhscriptions should be forwarded to tiie Director of .Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various publications issued by the Department of Agriculture
will be sui)plied by the latter.
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MORE
EGGS!

1

CUNLIGHT OIL CAKE is rich in

Albuminoids and low in Moisture.

The general cause of shortage in eggs

is either too high feeding or too low.

For laying hens, Sunlight Oil Cake will

quickly give a return which will astonish

the owner. For chickens at any time

after the age of 6 weeks it is unequalled.

Sunlight Oil Cake will impart the glossy

sheen to the birds' appearance so prized

by the fancier, and is specially valuable

for this reason alone to all exhibitors of

show poultry. It puts on solid flesh in

an extremely short space of time, and
experiments have proved that young,
scraggy birds fed almost entirely on it

have become covered with good plump
meat in a few weeks, thus doubling their

value to the market poulterer.

J 32-Page BookUt— "Poultry Profits"

sent free on application to—
Lever Brothers Limited,

Melbourne.

r
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Look to your Water Supply!

Decide on a BiLLABONG NOW
The "BILLABONG" is the Mill that Will

The Billaboii^ Mill possesses a combined
Governor and Speed Regulator, unique in

principle and eB'ective in operation. It is

simplicity itself—anyone can adjust

it, and the .sensitiveness of the control

i.s surprising.

The Pull-out Swivel is quite in-

ilependent of the swivel of the pump
rod, and the Pull-out Wires cannot

foul the pump rod by any possibility. The
above features are fully protected by patent

rights.

The Central Lift ensures perfect alignment

of the pump rod, direct lifting of the load,

accurate balance, and even wear.

Then, again, we draw attention to the new
system of split bearings, wliieh obviates the

taking down of the mill when, after years of

.service, new bearings may be needed. The
"Billabong" is also fitted with an oil bath

luhricating device, which is very effective, and
is only in operation when the mill is turning,

thus there is no waste of lubricant.

The above features should convince you that

the "Billabong" is the Quality Australian-made

mill.

Our Salesmen will be

pleased to discuss your
windmill re(piirements

and give advice free.

Makers of

Windmills. Pumps,

Troughs, &c.

<^l^Ji~Z^„„^ 391-403 Bourke"^
_ _°.E1 St., Melbourne

^'rltCS-^^ Just West of G.P.O.
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USE Improved
:: 1914 ::

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst
them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

Coniaining Two
4-gal. tins :: :: 6/-

per Or Eight 1-gal. tins

gal. :: 6/6 per gal. ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

Our Farm

Pump Engine

Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a tittle over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

Millting Machines,
Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, saws

light wood. &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jac». needed.

Attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Deposit £10:0:0—Balance Easy

"Challenge"

Windmills

Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5.000 users can speaL of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling system.

Crank shaft is forged from one piece of steel,

sensitive governor gives complete control in all

winds. Internal gears run without noise, all

bearings are reversible, giving double service,

perfect adjustment, flexible steel band brake.

Owing to early ordering we can supply some

windmills at less than the present cost of the

raw materials. Big stocks low prices.

Prompt Deliveries

Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue (just issued) giving
illustrations, descriptions and prices of engines,
implements, agricultural machinery & farm tools

LANGWILL BROS.&DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agents for Tangye Oil. Steam, and Gas Engines. Pomps anil Macbincrr

118 Sturt St., South Melbourne
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The

"NEW
DEERE'

Drill
for

Maize
The New Deere Drill is simple in construction in a degree never before acquired in

any Machine of ils class ; has the most accurate drop ever invented, large hopper of unusual

capacity, and the drive wheel is made entirely of steel. Price. £5 2Si 6cl.

The Fertilizer Att£lClimen't is very simple, has no delicate parts to get out of order,

and is capable of a wide range of work and is convenient to operate. Price, 37Sa 6cla extra.

r*^"^ Proprietary Limited ^" -^
554-66 & 582-88 Collins Street,

MELBOURNE

70-Page Book
of

Garden and

Woodwork Tools

Free on Request

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from 1^ f>er cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27i ye£irs.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to—

•

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^-=
Apply^

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire. MariBe, Fidelity Gaarailee. Piatt

Glasc, PenoDal Accideot aad SickBCia,

Employen' Liability, WorkmeD'i Compea-

ativa. Pablic Risk. Motar Car, aid Barslary.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOr^MEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .-. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. CavemmcDl Apicullurist.

Comprising 126 pasei, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) deaiins with various phases of
BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonwealth. Id. : New Zealand. 2Jd. ; British and Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Plumbing. Turning and Fitting, Wool

Claating and Sorting, and leveral other of the 74 tubject* taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our ProapeBus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1917 starts February 5th. ENROL NOW

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand tor Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
UME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
WorkB- DAVID MITCHELL,

CAVE HILL, Sole PropriXor,

LILYDALE. OLIVER'S LANE. MELBOURNE.

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable ARriculturiiU say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Seuioiu commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enrolled at any time.

Alt^rnatioe Cour»e»~~
(d) Diploma Course .• Three Years.

(6) Ooe Year's Course.

Total Fee*—

£25/-/- per annum.

The CoUege coataiDs roodera tad well equipped laboratory and le^ftute hall, sioffle bedrooms, recreatioa and
•poits grouDcla.

Of the S.9I 3 acres of (arm land at Doolde, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry. Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Construction for Farmera.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb RAuiac, Daiiruis.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &C.

Total Fees—£25 ner annum,

^n particulars oblaiaaWe from T. J. PURVIS, Eaq.. Sec* ^tary. Council of Agricultural UavatieB.
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent PalloM.

Reoewable OarrOD
Boxes k Oil Gap*.

The only Steel
Wheel that hu
stood the Tsfli.

BEWARE OP
MUTATIONS

Wheels QunaUed tar > TCan tialntt Breikage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, OrchardisU, Farmer*.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £30 up.

Wheels, M* and NT dia. 4' Tyrea. Table, 9} x ei feet Pole or Shafts. Weighs 10 owt.

Ordinary 'Jlock Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.

Thm WkeeU art ffvrantttd and urill lost for all (mm.

HIGHER WHEI:.L.S IF NEEX>ED "i Wagons built to carr; any weight np to W toaa.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SHbCIALVY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all claBtet of little Wagons for i^arin and Station work.
Watoiu Shipped to all Ports in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON. VICTORIAR. J. L. HILDYARD,

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

I "^ 10/6 per bag,
"* ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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OlTCloilC^^ GET OUR^^^^^^^^^^^^ CATALOGUE

Fig 233. Orn.->menlal Fig- 211 Ornnnicnl.il Fig 188b OrnamedUl
Haudgale. 4 ft hitih Handy.Tle 4 ft- liieh H.in.lc.Tte 4 ft hich

CYCLONE PTY. LTD. '-^^ZT.VoT.^r^

1

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Coinpany of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS
Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st), Melbourne

MONKEY " n^'!'^^ "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

,__^ GENERAL
^^^ HEAVY

UFTING

Oar complcle illoitrated ciUlof it int. il ran have one nie il, if jn biTea't WRITE US TO-DATI

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Deposit.

CROP CmOWN AT BRIDQEWATEB WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Ordera can now be supplied and full Information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS I"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Look for the "ORB" r^„fn Brand on everj Sheet

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR j, BOX 53.

GRAIN TO US. ^ G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office-

LONDON
Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers
ON COMMISSION ONLY

Butter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Account

Agents fr^r

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Chief AtenU in Victoria lor tbe PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Eoos. Cloth, Is.

Postage : C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

Paper, 6d. Postage: C, id. ; N.Z., -2(1.
; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, fid. Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., lid.

NE"W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION AVITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, lid.

Postage : C, Id. ; X.Z., '2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viahi and L. Ravaz.
Cloth, 28. Paper, l.s. Postage: C, \hd. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON -WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, id. : X.Z., 2d. : B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE : RECONSTITUTION
"WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foe.x. Paper, 9d.

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. &F., 8d.
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SAVE YOUR CALVES
They Grow into MONEY

MARTIN'S

"NOSCOUR"
(REGISTERED)

Is the greatest boon to dairy farmers rearing poddies.

The use of "NOSCOUR" means calf raising with

the trouble left out. " NOSCOUR " is a preventa-

tive of scour trouble, and quickly cures those attacked.

"NOSCOUR" is a Gilt Edge Investment
Experience proves that calves treated at regular inter-

vals with "NOSCOUR" in their milk ration escape

the set-back of scour—they thrive and do well. A
bottle will treat from six to ten calves. Get a bottle

of "NOSCOUR" NOW, and Increase Your

Farm Profits. Time, Worry, and Money Saved.

I Be guided by the experience of well-known Dairr Farmers. They have proved the value of " NOSCOUR "
[

TESTIMONIALS.
No cattle man should be without "Noscour." Us

value cannot be estimated.

John J. Gardioer,
Macksville. N.S.W.

Since using "Noscour" I have not had one sick

call, and calves loolt wonderfully well.

Joseph Boardtnan,
Myrtleville, via Goulburn.

" Noscour" stops scours. Enclosed please find

cheque for haU a gallon.

F. T. White.
Saumaiez, Armidale.

I have found " Noscour" a very effective remedy
for scour in calves.

V. D. Cox,
BurrunduUa, Mudgee.

" Noscour" is the only cure I have found for scour
' in calves.

H. E. Power.
BUcltiown. N.S.W.

I have found " Noscour" a sure remedy for scour.

John D. Reid.

Springhurst, Victoria.

"Noscour" has been used here with very satis-

factory results.

A. Champneys, Manager,

Kameruka Estate, Bega, N.S.W.

We find " Noscour" a safe cure for scour in calves,

and recommend it to poddy rearers.

Star Bros..

Bungil Park, via Wodonga, Vic.

IT COSTS LESS THAN ONE PENNY PER DOSE.

Ask your Storekeeper for "NOSCOUR." If he doesn't stock it. send 3/3 (including 9d. postage), and a

bottle will reach you by return mail. "NOSCOUR" 2/6 bottle; '2 gallon. IS/-.

Agents for Victoria;

Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling and Insurance Co. Ltd.,

492-494 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephons 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, ftc.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholaah
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

YES, I AM SURE
Your eyes are under a constant strain all day ; they are
your most valuable possession, and neglect in

the early stages may lead to eye strain.

DAIRY AND INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
KKPT IN STOCK.

WE ARE CERTIFIED OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS

F.I.D.
D.B.O.A
LONDON

'PHONE 6778
f'lr an appointment.

Estab.

32 Years

E.WOOD, EQUITABLE BUILDINGS
95 Elizabeth St., Melb.

LIVERPOOU SYDNEY.

- To FARMERS and OTHERS. -^—^—
For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

ii£! JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
k HARDWOOD TIMBERS

__——^.^ THERE ARE NONE BETTER. —^^^—
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c

to'II- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
•PHONES IOSBI-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. ox a4t a.P.O.
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MADE IN AUSTRALIA

The "SUNSHINE" Harvesters

Makes a

Perfect

Sample

Simple, Durable, Light of Draught. Sizes, 5, 6, 8, and 10 ft. Comb.

The "SUNSHINE"
Spring-Tine If Cultivator

asm

A Perfect Weed Killer
High Wheel—Sizes 15, 20. 2S, 30. and 3S Tines

Low WTieel for Orchard, Garden & Vineyard— lO. 1 2, & 14 Tines

HUGH V. McKAY "SUNSHINE"
Harvester Works

BRANCHES-
Stanley Street. South BRISBANE 27-39 George St.. West SYDNEY

Cr. COLLINS and SPENCER Streets. MELBOURNE
56 North Terrace. ADELAIDE 36 Pier Street. PERTH

— WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG — ~
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G.

State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

"The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war, pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.

BBBBa^a
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

Bij J. Farrcll, Orchard Supervisor.

(Continued from page 553.)

Blemish and Surface Inequalities of the Rind.

It has been stated that a lower percentage of good sJiow apples was
produced in the 1916-17 fruit season than during previous years. This
shortage is to be accounted for partly by the light crop, as well as by the

blemish caused by black spot, which appeared in a more virulent form
tlian had been experienced for many years before, and whioh was caused

iby the unusually moist atmospheric conditions which prevailed during
the fruit's first stage-s of development. Another factor militating

against the production of the usual percentage of show specimens, and
also considerably reducing the value of the fruit as a commercial product
was the surface inequalities of the rind, for which it is assumed the

frecjuent heavy rains during, and for some weeks subsequent to, the

setting, were largely responsible.

It is well known that the more symmetrical and better specimens of

the varieties are obtained as tlie result of cross-fertilization. During the

continuance of these rains, however, iuterpollination was practically

suspended, as bees and other helpful insects were unable to establisii

their system of ])ollen exchange between the varieties. These objection-

able conditions were so general during the 1916-17 fruit season that the

writer w-as unable to find the fruit of any variety completely immune
from their influence, while in many instances very contorted forms were
observed.

When the ovary of an a])ple is of normal development; that is, con-

tains five chaniibers, and the two ovules in each of the chambers are cross-

fertilized, and come to maturity, uniform development of the whole of
the specimen will invariably eventuate. Whereas, self-fertilized ovules

1207G.—

1
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Plate 130.—Fig. 1. Six varieties of apples (natural size) showing
ineaualities of the rind.

Fig. 2. Transverse sections of apples shown in Fig. 1.
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may develop satisfactorily for a -n-liile, many of them, later, frequently

show signs of aborting, and wither up. This seems to upset the equili-

brium of the fruit's development, and small indentations, interspersed

with minor protuberances, destroy the desirable sectoral equality of the

rind.

Plate 130, Fig. 1, is a photograph of six varieties, Statesman, Pomnie

de Weige, Rome Beauty, Duchess of Oldenburg, Reinette de Canada, and

Yates, lettered a. h, c, d, e, f respectively. Fig. 2 depicts cross-sections

of the same si.K apples, and the lettering in their case indicates tbc s.anie

varieties as those named in Fig. 1. To show the surface inequalities in

the transverse sections, however, these should have been made nearer to

the eyes, as the irregularities are invariably more pronounced in the

calyx ends of the fruit, but had this ibeen done, the condition of the

ovaries and the positions of the ovules would not have been illustrated.

These sections are natural size, and the fruit has arrived at the stage

when the ovules commence to wither. The specimens from which these

.photographs were taken wore forwarded to the writer by Mr. L. Pilloud,

orchard supervisor in charge of the Gippsland district, in which im-

usually wet conditions, especially during the commencement of the

1916-17 fruit season, prevailed.

Unusual Vaeiett Irkequlakities.

Strange though it may seem, most varieties of apple trees produce a

preponderating nimiber of irregularly shaped fruit, even in seasons favor-

able to normal development, typical specimens nmnbering but a small

percentage. The diversity in this aspect of the fruit's features has

practically no limit. To the casual observer the ripe fniit on a heavily-

laden tree may be remarkable for its apparent uniformity of shape,

nevertheless, a person accustomed to selecting show specimens may ex-

perience difficulty in finding on such a tree even a single fruit worthy of

a place on the show bench to compete in its variety class.

Although these irregularities are of such conunon occurrence, yet

varieties with their own fixed characteristics producing specimens shaped
(like other kinds of fruits are rare. Plate 131, which gives two specimens
of the Shoreland Queen apple, will serve to illustrate the last statement.

Fig. 1 is typical of the variety, while Fig. 2 is pear-shaped. The
specimens from which this photograph was taken were grown by Mr. F.

Finger, of "Wantirna, who submitted them to the writer for investigation.

The specimen from which Fig. 2 illustration has been taken was so

perfectly pear-shaped, and because of the delicate golden hue that ap-

pears in the rind of this variety when ripe, fruit experts, until they

submitted it to close examination, mistook it for a pear.

Other Remarkable Phenomena.

While this series of specific investigation relating to the metamor-
phosis of the apple were being conducted, many phenomena besides the

pear-shaped fruit were observed, the more remarkable of which are

depicted in the following illustrations. These freaks are more common
in the Jonathan than in any other variety, and they most frequently

appear in the form of double fruits, with partly perfected, conjoined,

detached, or semi-detached ovaries.

Iz
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Plate 132, Fig. 1 (a) and {h) are speeimeiis of sliglitly varied forms;
tlieir transverse and vertical sections appear in Fig. 2, and are similarly

3

si
m

p.
p.

lettered. These show the formation of the double ovaries, and the attach-

ment of the fleshy parts of smaller apples to those of larger ones.
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Platp 133 (((. /). c. (I, () shows various tdims of other Jonathan abnor-

malities, wliile (/) and (g) represent in shape tlie plum and peach
n\sj)e(itive]y.

These freaks are developed from blossoms corres]>oiiding in character
and formation with tlie specimens they produce. This is not generally
known, however, and the fruit's change from the normal is most com-
monly attributed to the action of frost. Another reason given for the
altered formation is that when .self-thinning out is in progress the little

fruits instead of falling to the ground adliere to the healthy ones next
to them.

Plate 132.—Fig. 1. Two apple freaks of the Jonathan variety.

Fig. 2. Transverse and vertical sections of specimens shown in

Fig. 1.

A close studj' of the vertical sections of tihe blo.ssonis shown in

])lafe 134 will reveal the fact that the reasons formerly advaneed as

being the cause of this unusual formation of the fruit were absolutely

incorrect. Although it is of regular formation, (a) on account of its

weak construction produces a small jilum-shaped apple like (/) in

plate 133. A bloom like (6) develops into an apple the sliape of that

marked (h) in plate 133. Blossom (c) has no fniLt representative

among the specimens given. This when fully developed would be simply
two apples on tlie one stalk. Specimens (d) and (e) are the most
common of those which deviate from the normal. They become fruits
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similar to (a), (b) in plate 132, and (a), (d), (e), plate 133. The
size of the secondary apple on the side of the larger one is regulated

according to the strength and position of that portion of the bloom on
which it is produced; thus it is obvious that (/) simply becomes an
enlargemerut of the specimen.

Plate 13.3.—Other freak conditions of the Jonathan.

The type of blossom from whioh (c) in plate 133 was grown has not

been discovered. It is plain, nevertheless, that it is a double one with
conjoined ovaries of almost equal strength.

The most remarkable of these specimens is the one marked (a) in

the bunch of apples in plate 135. Its core consists of eight partly
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Plate 13i.—Six types of Jonathan apple blooms which vary from the normal.

Plate 135.—Large cluster of apples. The specimen marked (a) consists of

eight partly developed ovaries connected with each other.
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developed ovaries which are comiected with each other, and rim in the

direction of the apple's length as the seg-ments which constitute it show.

Large clusters of apples such as this are usually produced on growths

resulting from ^arly summer pruning during the previous year, par-

ticularly when they culminate in a number of short spurs with highly

developed fruit buds on their points. The Jonathan specimen marked
(x) in plate 81 is a good illustration of this class of wood and buds.

Plate 136 depicts a Jonathan growth developed as described in the

case of (x), hut instead of retaining its blossoms until the following

year, it burst into flower during the year in which the specimen was

produced.
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pistil divisions eoiitaiiied in tlip speeiniciis under review, however,

varied, in tlic different flowers, from eleven to nineteen.

Plate i;57 shows nine blossonus of this variety. Specimen (a) is

from the tree wliieh j^roduees flowers of normal development only, while

(h) to C') depift variations in the pi.-^tillifcrous flowers. Each of the

-:^->^v^.'-sv
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around the five mentioned. They penetrate a short distance through

the nectary and develop into a second ovary with small circular cham-

bers which correspond in number with the pistil divisions, and they

contain imperfect ovules. The cross-section (j) taken from the point

{I) illustrates this development.

Photographic illustrations of two apples produced from the classes

of flowers first described are given in plate 138. Fig. 1 was picked

from the tree which yields perfect flowers, and Fig. 2 came from the

Plate 139.—Figs. 1 and 2. Two pipless apples, Shoreland Queen variety.

one which produces pistilliferous blooms. The latter is evidently the

result of cross-fertilization, as the flowers of this tree contain no stamens.

The Coeeless Apple.

No doubt the wish to possess a coreless apple has been father to the

thought that inspired enthusiastic orchardists in the past to anticipate
its production. But the date of its accomplishment as a commercial
proposition is, in the opinion of the writer, remote indeed. Now thai
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we better understand the botanical construction of tie apple flower and

tbe essential functional operation of its sexual organs iu order that an

apple may develop, it would seem that the phenomenon necessary to

bring about tlie change, is probably outside the realm of possibility.

Nevertheless, as we know not what treasures Nature has in store for

us, it is inadvisable to make a dogmatic statement in this regard.

It is not generally known that an :i])plc may come to maturity when
its ovules are fertilized, but will witlier up as the finiit commences to

develop. Such fruits, however, when they appear, are usually pro-

duced from late blossoms, and are rather more elongated in shape than

seasonable specimens of the same variety, which invariably contain

their pips.

Plate 139 illustrates two apples of the Shoreland Queen variety.

Fig. 1 was cut vertically through the centre of tbe ovary to shovi' its

condition and the little withered ovules in its lowest extremity. Com-
pare the shape of this apple with the typical one of the same variety

^:.^

a b ^ c d

Plate liO.—Various features of apple tree blossoms and fruits.

in plajte 131, Fig. 1. Fig. 2 sbows transverse sections of another apple

picked from the same tree giving this aspect of the ovary. These

apiples were produced from late blooms. They were picked and photo-

graphed on 24th May, 1917, wien tliey were fully matured, but tad

not reached the ripe stage.

So far, the pips have been dispensed with, but the ovaries are some-

what larger than those found in normal specimens. The membraneous
substance which constitutes their ovary walls is also thicker and tougher

than that of apples which ripen in season. Then comes, what might

appear to the less observant horticulturist, the possibility of rendering

the core in the apple non-existent, by reducing the number of pistil

divisions, and consequently the ovary chambers, to vanishing point.

Some varieties, the G-ravenstein in particular, often produce flowers

with ovaries below the normal size. Flowers with pistils made up of
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four, three, and two divisions and with corresponding numbers of ovary

chambers have been found on trees of this variety. Without reaching

the point of core extinction, however, it is amply apparent that were it

possible to produce such an apple it would be of low commercial value.

In arriving at this conclusion the writer bases his calculations on the

fact, that as die ovary becomes smaller through the reduction of its

ohamibers, the quantity of the fleshy part becomes correspondingly

diminished, and its quality is impaired. Consequently this aspect of

the matter may be dismissed without further comment, though, in the

interests of horticultural science, it may be desirable to further explain

certain variations noticed in apple blossoms while the series of systematic

experiments and investigations were being conducted.

Plate 140 depicts a few of these specimens— (a) is blossom of tlie

Bellflower variety showing normal development of the pistil, (b) is a

cross-section through the ovary of a young fruit of the same variety

showing a corresponding number of ovary chamibers. The Gravenstein
flower (c) has only four pistil divisions, and (d) is a section of a young
fruit of the same variety showing the chambers reduced to four also.

The flower (e) and the cross-section (/) are of the three division charac-
ter, and are also Gravenstein. The three fruit cross-sections were of

the same age when mounted to Tje photographed. It is plain that as

the core is reduced in size general degeneration of the frait follows.

The pistil of the London Pippin flower (g) is in seven divisions, while
that of the Rome Beauty (h) has only four. The general formation
of the pistil is often altered when its divisions deviate from the normal.
To determine this, compare (h) with Fig. 2 (c), plate 118, puiblislied

in this Journal of August last.

Wow it is clear that the best and most shapely apples are produced
from flowers of normal construction, and that a reduction of the correct
number of pistil filaments and consequent ovary contraction is accom-
panied by degeneration of the fruit. It is equally clear that when the
filaments of the pistil exceed five, a correspondingly undesirable con-
dition is set up. This may be understood from the reference made to

the Tredika variety.

We have even a better illustration of this condition in the beautiful
flowering apple tree, Pynis Spectabilis, which produces large semi-double
flowers with many petals and ipistil flilaments. The fruit, which is

mostly composed of core, is small and inferior. Specimens (i.) and (k)
are sections taken from flowers of the Fi/nis Spectabilis, when their
petals were removed. As many as thirty-seven styles were counted in
flowers of this species.

In cross-seotions (;') and (/) are depicted the core-filled rinds of the
young fruit.

{To bo continued.)

-'^^tc^'Xc^.f'--
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EVAPORATION OF APPLES.*

//(/ ./. S. ('(lid well. Fvuil Jiy-l'roductn Specialist, State ('ollcge of

\Vusliin</ton Agrirulturnl K.fperiment Station.

THE KILN EVAPORATOR.
It may .be said in the outset that iii Western New York the kiln

eva])orator is universally used, haviiio: eoiajjletely di.^placed the various

types of tower or stack evaporators descrihod by Jiailey and Corbctt.

Among the reasims jijivcn by operators for the abandonment of towers

are that the fuel and labour cost per unit of output wei-e p^reater, as was
the initial cost of construction, and that the constant introduction of

fresh fruit retarded the drying of that already in the tower, lengthening

the process and permitting secondary changes in the fruit wliich resulted

in an inferior ])roduct largely devoid of flavour. Tiiey claim for the

kiln evaporator a lower cost of construction and operation and a decidedly

improved quality of the product. There can be no question that the first

of these claims is true, as the labour required to operate a kiln is consider-

ably less than is necessary for other driers of equal ca])acity. Also, the

quaility of tbe dry fruit is generally better and more uniform, but it must

be emphasized that the character of the jtroduct depends upon the watch-

fulness and skill of the operator at least as much as u|)on the type of

plant employed.
In its essential features the actual drying room of tlu^ kiln evaporator

presents little that will be wiholily new to those familiar with tbe con-

struction of the hop kilns once so common in certain parts of the State.

The drying unit is two stories in height and in the smallest plants is

usually 20, much more rarely 18 or 22 feet square. In larger plants the

building is divided by walls continuous from ground to roof into a single

or double row of units of this size, each such unit constituting a kiln

whicli can be operated independently of the others. The ground floor

is usually 10 or 11 feet in height, and contains the stoves or heating

furnaces, one for each kiln, with space for the storage of fuel. The
second floor is usually only sufficiently high at tbe eaves to permit a man
to stand erect, and the ceiling is generally nailed to the lower side of the

rafters, this forming an inverted hopper or trough, which has a ventilat-

ing tower at its apex. The floor is made of nari-ow slats laid witJi an

interval of ^ or g inob between them, and the fruit to be dried is spread

in a uniform layer of 4 to 6 inches in depth upon this floor. For the

greater utilization and more uniform distribution of the heat supplied

by the furnace, the pipe collar is usually fitted with a T joint, or the

furnace may have two openings for pipe, and two lines of jiipe are

carried around the room one or more times, at a distance of about 2 feet

from floor and walls, before passing into tbe flue.

Suoh a kiln will require eighteen to 24 hours to di-y a charge of sliced

apples spread to a depth of 5 or (5 inches. As regards capacity, a

• This article cimsi^ts of an i-xtract from a liullrtin issuod by the State Collegi' of Wasliington
Agricultural ExpiTinn-nt Station. Thn prospect of a prolific si'asoii witli the stoppage of the overseas
fruit trade makes the nuesfion of the disposal of our surplus apple crop one of gri^at urgency. It is as a
suggestion to help to meet this emergency that we are printing this extract. Further\-xtraets from Mr.
Caldwell's article will tie published in subseqiu'nt issues. Perhaps it would be well to iiiviti- attention
to the article on Apple Dr\'iug by Mr. J. Farrcll Orchard Supervisor, which was printed in the Journal
of AgricitUure for April. 1016.
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20 X 20 kiln is universally called a bundrod-buSliel drier tihrougliout New
York, as it is reckoned that 8 square feet of kiln floor are necessary to

dry the slices made from. 100 lbs. of apples. The actual daily working
capacity for a kiln of this size varies from 100 bushels to 75, or less, by
reason of atmospheric conditions, peculiarities in the construction of the

building, the varying efficiency of the furnaces employed, or the care

om,i)loyed in spreadiiig and turning tlie drying fniit.

The Uses and Limitations of the Kiln Evapoeatoe.

The chief use of the kiln evatporabor in New York, Pennsylvania,

Missouri, and Virginia is for the drying of apples, and many long estab-

lished plants had never dried anything else until the past winter, during
which many evaporators ran at full capacity, drying carrots and cabbage
for the use of the European armies.

In the raspberry grooving districts of New York, kilns are employed
in the evajporatiou of the sui-pius crop, the method employed being to

cover the kiln floor with burlap or sheeting, to spread the berries in a

layer not more than 2 inches deep, and to leave them undisturbed until

sufficiently dry to stir without crushing. Loganberries and blackberries

can be satisfactorily dried in the same manner. Unpeeled peaches can
be treated precisely as apples are, peeled peaches are best handled in the

manner suggested for berries. A somewhat more satisfactory product will

be obtained in the case of loganberries or raspberries by the use of trays

supported by racks placed upon the kiln floor.* Prunes cannot bo dried

successfully except by tiie ennployment of trays.

In a word, if apples are the chief product to be handled by the

evaporator, the kiln type of plant is the most economical and efficient

type of construction to employ. If prunes, loganberries, and raspberries

make up the greater part of the raw material, and apples are a distinctly

minor part of it, a tunnel or a Carson-iSnyder evaporator should be built.

The cost of operation when apples are being exaporated will be slightly

greater, but the quality of the product made from berries or pnines will

be considerably ibetter.

The Consteuction of the Building.

While the writer is fully conscious of the importance and necessity

of keeping the cost of construction of buildings down to the lowest pos-

sible figure, and keenly anxious to prevent unnecessary expenditure, he
must strongly advise against the building of such cheap, flimsy slieds of

rough lumber as have been suggested by one or two authors. In sncli

buildings there is a very great danger of fire; insurance rates, when
insurance can be secured at all, are high ; the wliole stracture deteriorates

rapidly, soon bcomes an eyesore, in spite of heavy annual repair bills,

and must be torn down and replaced after a few years. Successful and
economical drying depends upon j)erfect control of the temperature in

the kiln, combined with the greatest possible utilization of the heat

• Inexpensive skeleton racks, each capable of holding one or two tiers of 12 or 16 trays which
are placed two or three inches apart to insure good circulation of air, are easily constructed and put in
place on the kiln floor, with spaces between them to permit passing to and fro. They should in no
case be filled to a depth of more than li inches. As the dr>-ing in the lower trays will be much more
rapid than in the upper ones, it will be^necessary to shift the trays freciucntly to secure uniform drying.
Obviously this metiiod is too laborious to be practical when large quantities of berries or prunes arc to
be dried, but it is quite possible to work up these fruits into a satisfactory product as a side line in an
evaporator whose prim.ary purpose is the drying of apples.
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produced. To seeure these, one must iliave a building wliich is practically

air-tight excp.pt at air inlets and ventilator.-;, and one from which loss of

heat by radiation is, as far as possible, prevented. In an old building

full of cracks and knotholes, or a rough structure with walla made of a

single layer of coi-rugated iron or rough boards, one may easily have a

constant loss of 25 per cent, of the heal produced by his fuel through

radiation from the walls, while tiie drafis and cro.ss currents of air whicli

sweep through such a structure on a windy, rainy day may practically

stop the drying process or permit spoiling of fruit to occur. No one

can juake money while operating under such conditions. The evapora-

tion of fruits, where undertaken at all, should be undertaken as a definite

and permanent ipart of the yearly programme. To begin it with ram-
shackle buildings and make-shift equipment is to assume the handicap
of high interest rates through rapid depreciation of the investment,

large repair liills, wliich will increase in amount annually, heavy insur-

ance rates, and great risk of fire, a large outlay for fuel which gives low

returns in work performed, an increased labour cost, and the occasional

loss of a considei-able amount of improperly cured product. Some or all

of these factors will almost inevitably wreck what would, with the exer-

cise of true and wise economy, have been a successful undertaking. For
all these reasons, one must advise that the building housing the kilns be

a permanent one as nearly fireproof in construction as possible. The
work of prei)aring the fruit for drying can, in case of necessity, be carried

on in any building which can be made into a light, comfortable, sanitary

workroom, but the added convenience of having everything beneath one
roof and in a building especially designed for the purpose will repay the

increased cost.

The materials to be used in building will, of course, depend upon
location and local conditions. Building tile makes an ideal building,

since the dead air apace within the tile materially reduces loss of heat
by radiation, but tllie cost of tile is such as to be prohibitive. Brick will

also be too costly in most localities. Where stone is available in the

immediate locality, it will be cheaper than any other fireproof material.

Concrete or concrete block will cost much less than tile or brick, but
perhaps the least expensive method of construction would be to use metal
lath and plaster on both inside and outside walls on a wooden frame,
with steel girders and metal roof. Old railroad rails, if obtainable, may
be used as joists, by the use of wooden strips upon the upper surface to

which floors may be nailed. Such a building, if supplied with steel doors,

has literally nothing which can bo burned except the kiln floors, and if

the doors are kept olosod, fire cannot spread from the kilns to the work-
room.

The cost of construction of a given building will, of course, vary
considerably with location, railway facilities, local labour costs, and
current prices of materials.

Messrs. Welch and Scott, of Nortih Rose, New York, are operators of

a large number of small two-kiln and four-kiln plants, which are models
of their kind. The two-kiln evaporator subsequently described fairly

represents their plants, except that power machinery has been introduced.

These gentlemen have a number of two-kiln plants, 1^'2 x 36 feet in size

and 15^ feet to the eaves, each witih a paring room 12 x 30 feet, a storage

bin 6 X 12 feet, and two kilns each IS x 20 feet in size. These buildings

are constnicted of 6 x 8 x 10 inch concrete blocks, and arc roofed with
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' corrugated iron. These plants, fully equipised with three hand power

peelers, a hand slicer, a bleacher, and two furnaces for burning hard

•coal, cost 1,450 dol. each. Similar buildings constructed of wood and

lined with asbestos sheathing throughout the furnace rooms, cost

1,250 dol. each. A four-kiln plant built of concrete blocks, mth 20 x 20-

foot kilns, with power parers, elevator, bleacher, and slicer, cost 2,360

dol. for building and 625 dol. for equipment with power machinery and

furnaces, while a wooden building, lined with asbestos, of the same

dimensions, and built from the same plans, cost 1,983 dol. for the

building. The owner estimated that the additional cost of insurance,

painting, and repairs will in seven to ten years make the wooden biiild-

ings cost fully as much as the concrete structures, with a rate of depre-

ciation very materially greater.

The plans which follow are t!he best ol)tainable after close study of

various types of construction. They are intended to serve as suggestions,

which may be modified to suit the needs of the individual builder.

Thus the two-kiln plant can be readily expanded into a three-kiln plant,

that having four kilns into one having five or six. The plans contem-

plate the use of some source of power for running parers, bleachers, and
slieers, but those who prefer to employ hand-power machinery will find

some suggestions on a later page, and can easily modify the plans here

given to meet their needs. The writer wishes to strongly insist, however,

that no more serious mistake than the installation of hand-power
machiijes in his plant could very well be made by any one .starting into

evaporation as a business. The labour of turning the hand-driven parer

is considerable, the women operators become fatigued, and a smaller out-

put per machine of poorly pared, imperfectly cored fruit, requiring

moi-e work at the hands of the trimmers, is tbe result. The task of

slicing the fruit with the best hand-driven slicer available is a laborious

and time-consuminig one. Moreover, the daily transfer by hand of 200
bushels of fruit from paring table to bleacher, and from bleacher to

slicer, with a olinib to the second floor with each load included, is a task
which few able-bodied men will care to continue day after day. A
gasoline engine such as is everywhere used for spraying will eliminate
this hand labour; the cost of hand and power-driven machines is prac-
tically equal, while the saving in wages in two seasons will pay for the
shafting, belting, and labour necessary to construct conveyors.

It is assumed that where power is employed, a gasoline engine placed
somewhere outside the building will be used. Hence no special provision
has been made in any of the plans for an engine placed inside the walls.

Two-KiLN Evaporator.

Figures I. to IV. shoAV plans of a two-kiln evaporator with 18 x 20-
foot kilns, having an average daily capacity of 175 bushels fresh fruit or
a seasonal capacity for a 60-day evaporating season of approximately
10,000 bushels if no pe^ls and cores are dried. Since this amount of
apples, at least, will be avaiLable in ordinary seasons in any locality
where the construction of a commercial eva]iorator is being seriously
considered, plans for smaller plants are not included here. Those desir-
ing suggestions as tx) tho building of a one-kiln i)lant will find plans and
suggestions for their construction in Fanncra' Bulletins 213 and 291 *

Issued by the State College of Washington AgricuItiu-.-il Experiment Station.
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It iinist bo cmiihasizfd, however, that the appratioii of a oiie-kihi plant,

uihIpi- c'Oiiditioii.s prpvailiiig in Washiugioii, ean scareely be conimc-rcially

l)r()fitable, while the two-kiln i)laiit will yield a eomi)aratively narrow

margin of profit if any considerable ])ort.ion of the labour employed

must be paid for at current rates.*

In the following description, detail.-t as to eonstruetioii of a number

of essential parts of the e(piipment, for example, paring tables, apple and

waste conveyors, &c., are omitted. These are fully descrilx'd and figured

in the section on " Model Four-kiln Evaporator." The construction and

arrangement are essentially the same in the two cases.

' ^ I
.

I z I

Fig. I.—Two-kiln Evaporator, Ground Floor Plan.

K, kilns, each IS x 20 feet. W.l^., work room, 12 x :U! feet. A.B., apple bin.

W.T., wasliing tank. G., grader. P.T., paring table F., furnace I, 1,

ventilator.s, .S x 1 J feet. 2, fuel doors of kilns. 3, doors from work room.
4, chimney of furnaces. .5, piping of furnace, (i, parers. 7. apple conveyor
on paring table.

The building shown in the plans is 36 x 32 feet in size, and 16i- feet

in height at the eaves. The first story is 10 feet in height to the floor,

and is divided into two furnace rooms, each 18 x 20, and a paring room,

12 x 36 feet. The furnace rooms have considerable sjiace available for

the storage of fuel. The furnace, arrangement of piping, &c., is subse-

quently discussed in detail under the head " Heating Apparatus." The
most important feature of the construottion of the furnace room is that

adequate provision for inlet of air be made. The plans here given

• The following note is suppliiil !)>• Mr. .T. F.irri-II, Orcliaril Supervisor, Victoriiin Ucpiirtment of
AsriciUture :—It is sunir-stcd tli:it sni.ill rap;icity cwiijonitors niiirlit Itc profltably fiiiployed in orchiinis
in ilistricts where wood fuel is plentiful, and when- such rvaporators could be worked liy orchardists and
their families.
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provide two air inlets on each side of every kiln, eadi 3 x 1 J- feet, placed

6 feet apart, and at a distance of 6 inches above the floor of the kiln.

Wlien kilns stand in series, the wall between adjacent kilns has these

openings just as do the outside walls, and npon the side on which the

paring room adjoins the kilns, openings in the outer wall lead beneath

the paring room floor to the openings in the kiln. Such an arrange-

ment secures perfect control of the air movement irrespective of direction

of wind. Sliding iron doors running in grooves permit opening or

closing of the air inlets to any desired degree.

Each of the furnace rooms should have a sheet iron door opening to

the outside, in order to permit the unloading of fuel directly into the

kiln. This door may be centrally placed in the outer wall, as indicated

Fig. II.—Two-kiln Evaporator, Second Floor Plan.

K.F., kiln floors. W.R., work rnom. C.R., curing room. S.B., storage bio.

E., elevator. B., bleacher. S., slicer. F., chimney of furnaces.

in the plans, and need not be more tJian 5 feet high. It should be 4 feet

in width to facilitate easy handling of wood. Most important of all, it

should be fitted with a good substantial lock, and the key should be in

the possession of the furnace man, in order that careless or irresponsible

people may not stop the drying process by leaving the door open.

The floor of the paring room should be of a good quality of matched

flooring, and should be carefully laid, in order to facilitate cleaning. It

should be elevated sufficiently above the ground to permit free passage

of air from the inlets in the outer wall to those in the walls of the kilns,

as shown in the plans of side elevation of the foui"-kiln evaporator. One
end of the paring room is occupied by a storage bin, 12 x 6 feet, which
may be given a capacity of 575 bushels by carrying its walls up to the
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ct'ilinj;. The storage bin is filled from outside. As apples are used, tliey

are drawn through a sliding door directly into a washing tank. If no

power equipment is available, one man washes off adhering dirt, throws

out over-ripe and rotten apples, runs tlie washed apples through the

grader, if it: be desired to separate the fruit into several sizes prior to

peelino;, kee])s the peelers supplied with apples, and removes peelings as

they aeeumulate. One man can easily do this while attending to tlie

fires in tlie kilns, if the arrangement suggested is followed. If power is

available, a bolt conveyor which carries the washed apples to a bin on the

second floor, from which a system of chutes distribute them to the parers

as needed, should be installed. This arrangement, which is fully de-

scribed on a later page, enables one man to prepare enough a])ples for a

day's run in a little more than an hour, leaving the remainder of the day

free for other work.

The paring table should be constructed as described on page 49. It

is lighted by two large windows, and the parers sit beside these windows,

with the light falling over their shoulders. The peeled fruit rolls across

the table from the peelers to the trimmers, who sit opposite. The
trimmers remove bits of parings, bruised spots, and othrt- imperfections,

and throw the trimmed fruit on an endless belt conveyor, shown in the

centre of the paring table and fully described in a later .section, which

carries the fruit into the elevator, and thus to the bleacher. In the

absence of a source of jwwer, the trimmed fruit must be dropped into

bo.xes which are carried to the bleacher by hand as they become filled. In

no case should fruit be allowed to lie any length of time after peeling

before placing in the bleacher, or darkening will certainly occur.

'Several types of bleachers are in use, and the next step in the process

will depend upon the particular type employed. The type which is

most widely used consists of a long, tight box, 18 inches to 2 feet in width,

and with a length of 6 to 10 feet per 100 bushels of daily capacity, or

24 to 40 feet for a four-kiln plant. The apples are carried by the con-

veyor into one end of the bleaching box, and fall upon an endless slat and
chain belt, which extends the lengtJi of the bleacher. By means of a

worm gear, this belt is made to move very slowly, so that 30 to 40 minutes
are required for fruit to pass through the box and drop at the opposite

end into a storage bin, or directly into tlie hopper of the slicer. Sulphur
is burned in a heavy iron pot, 'or other suitable vessel, placed just outside

and below the apple inlet, and at the opposite end a small pipe conveys
the fumes into the flue. Heavy leather or weighted canvas flaps close

the inlet and outlet for apples, to prevent the escape of fumes into the

room. Such bleachers are sold couiplete by a number of finus, but it is

a matter of economy to ])urchase only the metal parts, since an intelligent

carpenter can construct the box and set the machine up read.y to run
with the aid of the diagram. Fig. III.

In case the plant does not have a source of power, another ty]3e of

bleacher must be employed. One very common type consists simply of

a long box, high and wide enough to receive an ordinary apple box, and
sufficiently long to accommodate six to ten such boxes placed end to end.
Tightly fitting doors are provided at the ends, and a track along which
boxes may slide is made by spiking two 2x4 scantlings on edge to the
floor of the box. Sulpliur is burned in a pan placed between the tracks
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at one end, and the funios are ean-ied off by a pipe at the opjjosite end.

.Vjs apples are pared, tliey are placed in boxes, and as a box becomes

filled it is pushed in at one end of ihr bleaeher, moving those already

there onward toward the opi)ositc end, where they are withdrawn when

sulliciontly bleached.

Another satisfactory bleacher consists essentially of a bureau-like

structure eanying a series of shallow, tighl-fitting trays or drawers,
'

whose bottoms are made of narrow slats or boards in which numerous

5-inch anu-er holes have been bored. Sulphur is burned in a tight com-

partment Ix'low the lowermost drawer, the fumes rise from tray to tray

through the fruit, and are drawn off by a small 1)l1)c at the conical top.

A bleacher of this ty,pe should be made of such a size that each tray will

carry a box of pared apples spread in a layer two apples deep. While

such a bleacher does very effective work, it must be emphasized that the

additional time and labour required in rejieatedly handling the fruit is

very considerable, and that .power installation is always strongly ad-

vised as a matter of econoni}-.

Whatever tlie type of bleacher ciniiluyed, it cannot be too strongly

emphasized that the piping must be carefully done in order that the

fuuies may not escape into the room. They are intensely irritating t"

the eyes and throat, and they attack metal so vigorously that when
allowed to escape at the level of a shingle roof, the nails may be abso-

lutely destroyed in the course of two or three seasons. Therefore, terra-

cotta pipe, carefully cemented at the joints, or heavy cast iron pi])e

(called by plumbers soil pipe), with the joints set in white lead, should

be used, and it should be connected with one of the kiln flues in order to

carry the fumes well above the roof. If iron pipe is used, its term of

service will be anaterially increased by flowing white lead paint re-

peatedly through it, at intervals of a few hours, so that the inner surface

gets a good heavy coating.

When taken from the bleacher, the fruit should be sliced at once.

There are several hand-operated slicers on the market, but the work
with the best of them is slow and laborious, and requires the time of

two men. A power slicer costs very little more, does more aud better

work in a given time, is automatic in action if a power bleacher de-

livering into the hopper of the .slicer is used, and requires one man only

if there is no power bleaeher, and apples must be fed from barrels or

bo.ves. Consequently a poiwer slicer will save its cost in labour in two

seasons.

From the slicer the apple rings fall into boxes or barrels standing

on trucks, and are transferred to the kilu floor. Here they are spread

as uniformly as possible, usually by means of a wooden rake, to a depth

of 4 to 6 inches, and are left undisturbed until drying at the surface has

made the slices tough enough to permit stirring without injury, which

usually requires four or five hours. They are then thoroughly stirred

by means of wooden rakes and .shovels. This stirring is repeated, at

first at intervals of two hours, then more frequently, until the fruit

receives thi'ec or four thorough stirrings in its last two hours on the kiln

floor.

When dry, the fruit is transferred from the kiln floor to the storing

or curing room, where it is piled up to a depth of a foot or more, to

undergo a slow after-curing process prior to being packed.
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Tlie roof of the building is so constructed that the apex or ridgepole

is directly over the middle of the row of kilns, which are ceiled directly

on the rafters with metal or boards. The ventilating shaft occupies

the apex of the roof, extends the entire length of the building, and
should be 3 feet in width and at least 4 feet in height. A rather widely
used type of ventilator is shown in Figure IV. Its distinctive feature

is the fact that it is double-walled, the outer walls liaving no connexion
with the inner, and being placed at a distance of 12 to 16 inches from
them. These outer walls are not covered by the roof of the ventilator,

but are boarded solidly except for a space of 12 inches in width at the

Fig. IV—Details of construction of double-walled ventilator. Warm air
escapes from the shaft through the continuous opening 12 inches in width at
the top of the inner wall; the opening at the bottom of the outer wall permits
cold air to enter and pass up between the walls, assisting the draught, while
the upper portion of the outer wall keeps snow or rain from blowing into the
shaft.

bottom, which is left open for the entire length. The inner walls are

boarded up solidly from the bottom for a distance of 3 feet, leaving a

Sipace a foot in width just beneath the ventilator roof, through which the

waiin air escapes from the kilns. The outer wall thus has an opening
at the bottom through which currents of cold air moving along the roof

of the building may enter the space between the walls, passing up be-

tween them and assisting in carrying off the wann moist air escaping

at the top of the shaft. The outer wall makes it impossible for the wind
to blow directly into the opening in the inner wall, which would inter-

fere with the escape of the warm air, and also keej^s rain or snow from
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driviiifi: into the shaft. While such ventilators arc said to work woll, the

fact that they cannot be opened and closed with varying atmospheric

conditions make them less efficient than a second type, in which the side

walls of the ventilator are made in sections exactly like the ordinary

window shutter, the boards of whicli the shutters are built being 3 or 4

inches wide. By means of ropes attached to the shutters, and passing

over pulleys, the individual shutter can be opened or closed at will.

Such an arramgemcnt permits perfect control of the draught, without

which it is impossible to secure uniform results.

Model ForK-Kii..\ Imai'ukatoi;.

Figures V. to X. give plans for an evaporator having fjjur 20 x 20

foot kilns with an approximate capacity of 400 bushels of apples per

day. Many features of the construction and equipment are essentially

identical with those of the two-kiln plant just described, and will be

clear without further explanation.

In a plant of this or larger size it would be a fundamental and well

nigh ruinous mistake to install anything else than a complete outfit of

Fig. V.—Side elevation, four-kiln evaporator. Note particularly the venti-

lating openings in the wall, which permit free entrance of air beneath the floor

of the work-room to the air inlets in the walls of the kilns.

power machinery. With power-driven parers, five girls or women will

prepare at least as muoh fruit as six women using hand peelers, without

the fatigue, and consequent careless and imperfect ivork which occurs

when machines are run by hand. With conveyor, bleacher, and slicer

driven by ponver, one man can look after the furnaces and keep the

peelers' table supplied with apples and clear of refuse, while a second

man can take care of the fruit at the slicer and on the kilns. Were the

fruit to be moved and sliced by 'hand, two additional men, or a man and
a strong boy would be needed. Consequently, complete power equipment
easily saves the wages of two or three hands in a plant of this size, and
will pay for itself in three or four seasons.

In the plan here given, the apples arc delivered from the waggons
to the storage bin, which is 12 x 15 feet in size. If it is desired to keep
varieties separate, which is highly advisable, this bin may be divided

into two or more compartments, in which case both the outer receiving

door and the door to the discharging chute would be built in sections
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opening separately for each bin. From tlie bins, sliding doors open into

a discharging chute, through which the apples are run directly into a
washing tank. From this point there are two possibilities. One man
may wash the apples, transfer them into the grader, if it is desired to

work up large and small apples .separately, and carry the fruit from the

grader to the tables, or a conveyor may be rigged to carry the apples

' D \ t

Fig. VI.—Four-kiln Evaporator, Ground Floor Plan.

K.K., kilns, each 20 x 20 feet. W.R., wurk r<ii)in, SO x IS feet. A.B., apple
l)iii, 12 X 16 feet. W.T., washiiif; tank. G., grader. P.T., paring table. E., con-

veyors for apples and waste. V., ventilators. ."> x li feet. F.D.. fuel doors to

kilns. I., I-beams supporting kiln lloors. F.. furnace witli jacket-a)id-1in|)per

consti'uction. W., windows. D., doors.

K.F, KF. V^F.

L
Fig. VII.—Four-kiln Evaporator, Second Story Plan.

K.F., kiln floors. F., flues from furnaces. W.R., work room. S.R., storaj;

liin. B.. bleacher. S., slicer. D., doors W., win<lows.

from the washing tank to the hopper of the grader, while a second con-

veyor, iplaced closely aigainst the wall out of the way, receives the fruit

and carries it to a conveniently located bin on the second floor. From
this bin a series of chutes pass through the floor and descend to the

jjariug table, each ending in a sliding door, which opens into a box
placed beside the parer. With this arrangement, one man can, in a
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Fig. VIII.—Sectional View of Evaporator from Side, showing Belt Conveyor
from Grader to Storage Bin and Chutes from Bin to Paring Table.

A.B., apple bin witli elevaicil Hour and sliding; duor diOivcrinj; into W.T.,
washinj; tank. ('., conveyor lifting apples from washing tank into a hupper of, Vllll>^>(^l 1111/111" Oi^'l^i^^ iivritl naBlllll" LAlllv lllLU (I lliriril«l ^n

O., grader, C. a second conveyor receiving ap])les from grader and carrying
tliem to A.B., ap])lc l)in on second floor. Ch., cliutis from second-floor bin to
paring table. I"., parers.

Fig. IX.- Sectional End View of Evaporator

showing C, grader; C, conveyor; A.B., ap]dc bin witli floor inclined to month
of Ch., cliute, to I'.T., jKiring table; C, conveyor from paring tal)h' to bleadier.
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couple of hours, wash and grade enough apples for a day's ran, and is

then free for other work. ,Sinee the floor of the bin has a slight inclina-

tion toward the chute, the apples pass by gravity from the bin into the
chutes, keeping them filled so long as there are apples in the bin, and
the parers have only to open the sliding doors for a moment to fill their

apple^ boxes as these become empty. This arrangement is not sho-\ra in

the floor plans, since it would make the drawings rather complicated,
but it is diagrammatically represented in Figures VIII. and IX. The
small apples are collected from the grader into boxes or barrels, and are
worked up separately when a sufficient quantity has been collected.

The shafting which drives parers, conveyors, and grader is suspended
from the joists, and 12 inches below them, so as not to interfere with

Fig. X.—Sectional View of Plant, showing Arrangement of Conveyors.

1, paring table. 2, position of paring machines. 3, endless belt conveyor for

pared apples. 4, elevator from end of paring table to hopper of 5, blcaelier.

6, sulphur chamber of bleacher. 7, pipe of bleacher, opening into 9, flue of

furnace. 8, slicer. 10, storage bin. 11, kiln.

free movem.ent around the work table. The apple waste conveyor is

six inches wide, and runs in the bottom of a trough 7 inches wide and
4 inches deep, raised 6 inches above the top of the table, as shown in

Figure X. This elevation of the apple conveyor above the table has

two advantages, the peels and cores do not fall into it, as would be the

case if it ran at the level of the table, also, apples upon it are visible

from any part of the room, and it is impossible for a trimmer to do
careless work without being detected. The top of the table is slightly

inclined—a drop of 1 inch in Z^ feet is sufficient—^toward the side at

which the trimmers sit, which is faced with a 1 s 2 strip projecting

5 inch above the edge. The pared apples drop frcan the forks of the

machines and roll do<wn the slight incline, beneath the conveyor, to the
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opposite side, where they are arrested by the edging strip. When
triuinifd, a mere turn of the trimmers' hand deposits the apple on the

conveyor. The conveyor for waste is placed below the table, beneath

and slightly to the inner side of the paring machines, and an opening
8 inches square just back of each macjiine permits peels and cores to

drop directly ujion the belt, while the waste from the trimmers' side of

tlie table is easily swept into the oiienings as it accumulates.

The work table shown in the plans has ample space for seven iiiacliines

and for fourteen trimmers. With ))ower parers kept in a good state of

rejiair, six e.\|)erienced i)eelers should, in a nine-hour day, easily pare
enough fruit to keep a 400-bushel ])lant going. The number of trimmers
needed will depend upon the mechanical perfection and state of repair of

Ciio*'*v» /l*vtt B' «/>'tf O't

lag ircn g Ha a.
-j-....ia

iz3^51 1 en en I n=i CD

Fig. XIII.—First-floor Plan, Eight kiln Evaporator.

I'arin;;; talilc ariangcd for doulile niw ni |>aiiiig luacliines, witli trimmers at a
separate table.

the parers, and to an even greater degree upon the character of the fruit.

When working with good (' grade fruit, three experienced trimmers may
easily keep the tables clear for twd machines, while witli small culls, or

fruit having decayed spots or much codlin moth injury, two trimmers
to each parer may find it difhcult to properly trim the fruit. In any
case, economy at the trimming table means fruit of poor quality, which
will find a market at less than prevailing prices for " prime " fruit.

The conveyor from the work table delivers the fruit to the bleacher,

which is supended from the joists, 64 feet from the floor, out of the way
of those working in the rooms. The bleaclicr delivers the apples into a

bin placed at such a height above the floor that they may be brought to
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the slicer by gravity, or they may pass directly into the hopper of the

slicer when it is in operation. From the slieer the fruit may be received

in a barrel standing on a truck and pushed into the kiln by hand, or it

±
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In the plan here given^ the conveyors from the work table deliver

both applos and waste upstairs. In case peels and cores arc to be dis-

carded or used for stock feed without being pressed for vinegar, the plan

can easily be inodifiod by extending the waste conveyor so that it delivers

at any dcsircd point outside the building.

Plants of Largkb Capacity.

Figures XI. to XV. ipresent plans of a model eight-kiln plant, having
an approximate daily capacity of <S00 bushels, or a total capacity of

40,000 to 48,000 bushels for a season of 50 to 60 days. Only the excep-

tional individual or community will have need for a plant of such

capacity, and the i)lans are purposely generalized in order that they may
be easily modified to make them suit individual needs. It may be pointed

out that the building is as compact as it is possible to make it, hence cost

of construction will be minimum, and that labour-saving machinery
driven by power replaces hand labour wherever possible. The eight

kilns are so arranged tliat free movement of air into each of them from
any point of the compass is possible, which is not the case when kilns

are arranged side by side in a long row of six or eight. The full ex-

planations accompanying the drawings, with the descriptions of smaller

plants which precede, make detailed description unnecessary.

{To he continued.)

Since the introduction of pure cultures of nodule bacteria for soil

inoculation by Nobbe and Hiltner in 1895, a vast number of field experi-

ments has been carried out in different countries and with a great
variety of inoculating material.

The results of such experimental work were in the first instance most
discouraging, and it is only within the last few years that the conditions

determining success or failure have been adequately recognised. During
this time the relations existing between the host plant and the nodule
organism and between the organism and artificial media used for cultiva-

tion in the laboratory have been studied in detail, and in the light of

these investigations it is not surprising that failure attended much of

the preliminary and often haphazard field work. Experience has shown
that it is not sufficient to have a pure and active culture in order to

attain success in soil inoculation, but that the soil itself shall be suitable

for the growth and continued existence of the introduced organism, and
that the supply of mineral nutrients shall not be the limiting factor in

the growth of the plant. Liming has Ijeen required in many cases,

and with a projjer recognition of the now known essential conditions,

the number of successful cases of inoculation trials has steadily in-

creased during recent years.

Comparative work with pure cultures and inoculation by means of

soil which has previously carried a specified leguminous crop have shown
in the majority of cases the superiority of the latter, and cultivation

in the laboratory has latterly included the use of soil media or soil

itself, since the organism appears to retain its power of infection to a

greater extent in this than in other media.
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SPRING GRAFTING OF THE VINE.

By F. dfl Castella, Government Viticulturist.

(Continued from Page 505.)

If, when grafted, the stock is of such a size that scions equal to it

in diameter are obtainable, several courses are open.

The ordinary cleft graft, described in last issue, may still be prac-

tised. In this special case, the canibinni sections of stock and scion

can be made to meet at the back as well as at the front of the graft, a

very neat union resulting, almost equal in fact to that obtained with
the whip-tongue graft. Should the scion happen to be slightly larger

than the stock, knitting at front and back can still be obtained by
trimming the scion in such a way that the apex of the wedge forms the

diameter of the cane ; in other words, the apex should be through the

pith and not to one side of it. The trimmed scion can then be squeezed
'' fore and aft," the pith yielding sufficiently to allow the cambium sec-

tions to be completely brought in contact.

In addition the grafter has the option of three other grafts, namely,
the " mitre " or " aglet," Champin's and the whip-tongue grafts. The
first two are described in Aincrican Vinrti by Viala and Ravaz, and in

The Manual of Modern Viticidture by G. Foex (obtainable from this

Department).* Though capajble of giving good unions, they are inferior

to the whip-tongue graft, which is the only one of the three we need
here consider in detail.

The Whip-Tongie Graft.

This is certainly the best of all grafts. It is, in fact, the only theo-

retically perfect one. The cambiums meet at every point of the cut

surfaces, with the result that in the case of stout stemmed stocks it is

often impossible, after a few years, to discern the point of union.

Horticulturists, and particularly apple growers, have long been familiar

with this graft, but, as applied to the vine, and especially of recent

years, it has undergone such considerable modifications that they would
scarcely recognise it as now executed in the State Vine Nursery at

Wahgunyah as the same graft they practice. The main difference

lies in both stock and scion being cut to a nmch shorter bevel. This
shortness has, indeed, been considerably accentuated of recent years,

with excellent results, as will be shown presently.

The older type of whip-tongue graft, as applied to the vine, will be

readily understood on reference to Fig. G. Stock and scion are pre-

pared in exactly similar manner; both are cut to the same bevel by a

single movement of the grafting knife. This bevel is at a somewhat
variable angle, but usually between 15° and 25°, according to different

authorities, f

* Ameririii} T*i>)c\ ; their adaptation, raltiire. ijrujting and propagation ; by P. Viala and L. Ravaz.
KiiRlisli traiisl;itioii l.y l)iilicii« and Wilkinson (I'.lOl). Post tree. Is. IJd.

M>iin'a! t>f Mn>h-ri, V itifult'irr : R'niustitiition with Amrrican Vines; by G. Fo6x English translation
by Duliois ami Wilkinson (nil)2). Post Irii-. Hid.

Those two standard works by leading French authorities contain much valuable information
concerning vine graftinc.

t Accordine to Foex, 16" to 18°.

According to Pacottet. 14° for small canes, and 17° for Inrtier canes. Biolotti (Bulletin No. 180,
University of California, 1906) states that " the length of cut surface should be from three to four times
the diameter of cutting, the shorter cut for the larger sizes and the longer for the thinner. This will
correspond to an angle of from 1-1"5° to 19"5°.
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On both stock and scion a cleft is made which serves to separate a

small tongue of wood. This cleft is made in exactly similar manner on
both stock and scion; it commences at about the upper third of the

bevel (towards the point), and extends, following the fibres of the wood,
to the lower tliird. This will be readily understood from Fig. 6. In

order to bring about the complete fit here sliown, it is necessary to bind

the graft. Witliout it there is ajit to be a gap between the points of

stock and scion and the cut surfaces on which they are to lie, whicli

may result in these points drying out; the longer the bevel, the greater

the danger of this occurring.

Fig. 6.—The Whip Tongue Graft. Old style.

The tongue is fornietl by a cleft, following the grain of the wood, commencing

at the upper third of the stock and penetrating to the lower third. The scion is

prepared in an cxacth' similar manner.

a. General sketch of graft.

h. Method of cutting stock.

c. Completed graft.

Most French authors recommend cutting the cleft with the grain of

the wood. Bioletti, however, recommends an oblique cut

—

The tongues are made with a slow, sliding motion of the knife. They are

commenced slightly aliove one-third of the distance from the sharp end of the

bovcl. and cut down until the tongue is just a trifle more than one-third the

length of the cut surface. The tongue should be cut, not split. The knife

12076.—

2
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should not follow the grain of the wood, but should be slanted in such a way
that the tongue will Ije about one-half as thick as it would be if made by split-

ting. Before withdrawing the knife, it is Ijont over in order to open out the
tongue. This very much facilitates the placing together of stock and scion.

Such was the older whip-tongue graft. Within the last ten years
it has undergone considerable modification, mainly in the direction of
a much shorter bevel, a change which constitutes a very considerable
improvement for bench grafting, and which can also be applied when the
whip-tongue graft is practised in the field. The main object of the
change was the svippression of the tie, necessary in connexion with the
older form, thus permitting a saving of time, and ensuring more
thoroiigh callusing, and therefore a more perfect union. The improved
method was described somewhat fully by M. L. Lebrunf, from whose
article the following extract has been translated.

After pointing out that the older type of whip-tongue grift is easily disjointed
unless solidly tied; that during the operation of tying a certain amount of dis-
placement, detrimental to success, often occurs; and that the liinding sulistances
in general use are far from perfect, he proceeds to deserilje how 11. Charmont,
Sen., of the nursery firm of Charmont and Sons, of Saint-Clement-Les-M;icon. at
a meeting of the Horticultural Society of Saone et Loire, held in 18S5, pointed
out the drawbacks of tying, and suggested the desirability of obtaining a more
solid graft by means of stouter tongues and deeper clefts. Shortly afterwards
one of his workmen evolved the wished-for graft, which immediately came into
general use. Stocks and scions are selected and prepared in the same way as
previously; it is the graft only that differs. M. Lebruu describes this as fol-

lows :
—

" To prepare a tie-less graft, all that is necessary is to modify the sections
and the clefts of the ordinary whip-tongue graft. A clean, straight, absolutely
plain section is made with a single movement of the grafting knife. The bevel
thus made is at an angle of about 38°, and the lengtli of the section is scarcely
double its breadth. Thus is obtained a shorter be\el, at a less acute angle thaii
for the ordinary graft, but the most noticealile difference is to be found in the
mode of making the cleft. Instead of applying the knife blade at the upper
third of- the section (Fig. 7), it is almost at tlic top of the bevel that the cut
must be started. Further, the cut must not be made to follow the fibres of the
Wood, or l)e approximately parallel to the axis of the cane, but it must be made
oblic|ucly. following a direction practically parallel with the bisectri.x of the
bevel angle. A cleft is thus made about one centimetre (.39 inch) deep, the
chief merit of which is to provide a stout tongue. Fig. 7 shows where and
how the grafting knife should be applied and directed

" Stock and scion are prepared in exactly similar manner. Although experi-
ments by different nurserymen prove that, whether the section be started just
below an eye or on the opposite side, has no influence on knitting, the cut should
be started on the bud side; a more solid graft results, and the grafter is better
able to examine the condition of the bud .... The fitting together of stock
and scion is quite easily effected, the tongues being pressed home into the clefts
made to receive them.

" The new departure is certainly more favoiu-aljle to knitting; drying out
of the points of the Ijevels is much less to be feared, and the depth of the clefts
multiplies the points of contact (of cambium sections) which are more numer-
ous tlian with the old style. Furthermore, the absence of the tie increases the
chance of success. Binding prevented the grafts from decapitation in handling,
but want of care in binding often disunited camliiums carefully fitted together
by the grafter, and was often the sole cause of bad unions and failures
The new graft permits dispensing with useless manipulations, which were not
without disadvantages; it has rapidly conquered all workshops (for bench
grafting) and the tic, which has caused so much worry, and given rise to so
much discussion, will soon be completely forgotten."

t Li grefle s.iiis ligature (The tie-less graft) by SI. L. Lebrun. Professeur departementa I

d'rtgrtculture ile SiiOne et Loire—Progr^s agricole, 17tli ,A.pril, IfllO.
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This propheej' was fulfilled, and the tie-less graft is now in general

use in all large vine nurs<'ries. When grafting in the field, the whip-

tongue grafts may with advantage be a])plicd whenever stock and seion

are of the same dianu-ter. It gives the perfection of union ciiaraeter-

istic, of bench grafts executed in this way. Only in connexion with one
point is care necessary; the very perfection of the fit is a source of

danger if the sap ])ressure of the stock he such that profuse hlcecliug

occurs when it is cut. There is obviously less get-away for sur2)lus

A

B

Fig. 7.—The Improved Whip Tongue Graft. (After Lebrun.)

Note the much sliorter bevels and tlie (loop oblique clefts, wliich conunenee near
the apex of tlie bevel. A, j>i, seion; B, B', stock: Aii, stock and scion fitted
together. E, diagram showing how the oblicnie cleft is made.

sap than in the case of the ordinary cleft graft, hence preliminary cut-

ting back of the stock a few days before grafting (see Journal for Sep-
tember, page 557) is even more necessary.

Subsequent C.\re of Gk.\ft.

Should weather conditions, after grafting, happen to be all that could

be desired, knitting is rapid, and the shoots of the scion soon make their

appearance through the top of the mound. Every precaution must be

taken to protect the young growth from depredations of cut-worms

(Agrotis caterpillars) and of several beetles which are nearly as trouble-

some. These pests are best combated by arsenical poisoning in the

2^
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shape of lead arsenate spray, if tlie worms be small, or baits if tbey be

large ; a good formula for the latter is as follows :—Bran, 10 lbs.

;

m.olasses, 4 lbs. ; Paris Greeu, 4 ozs.* Careful attention to these pests

cannot be too forcibly urged. Neglect of the usual precautions is, in

fact, a fruitful cause of failure in the establishment of a young grafted

vineyard.

The tie will also often require attention, especially if binder twine

or other stout string has been used. If too stout, or if the soil has

been too dry for it to rot, the mound must be carefully broken down, the

tie cut through with a sharp knife, and the mound reformed. The
best moment for doing this work cannot be fixed exactly; it depends on
the amount of growth made by the scion. What must be especially

avoided is too much constriction of the rajjidly expanding new stem. If

bound with thinner twine or railia, and moisture conditions be suitable,

the tie usually rots, rendering cutting unnecessary. Examination of a

few vines will show what course should be followed.

As soon as they are sufficiently long the young shoots must be tied

to the temporary stake. They may be tied to the wire if, as is some-

times done, the vineyard has been trellised thus early. In either case

tying must be executed fairly loosely, so as not to unduly constrict

the young canes. If tied to wire, make a clove hitch round this with

the twine, take a loose loop of same round the shoot, and fix to the wire

again with a further clove hitch.

Some aiithorities recommend stopping the terminal bud of eaeli cane

(if there are more than one) at a height of about 30 inches from the

gi'ound. Some of the lateral growths thus forced out may be employed
at the following winter pruning for forming the permanent frame-work
of the vine.

It frequently happens that weather conditions are not altogether

favourable, in which case things do not hajipeu exactly as outlined above.

A very wet spring, during which the vineyard is practically flooded by

continual rain for a month or so after grafting, may cause more or less

complete failure. Without being so altogether unsuitable as this, the

season may be cold and the scion may be slow in making a start, the

poor progress made by the grafts being such as to raise doubts as to

their ultimate success. Even so, a good percentage of takes is often

obtained, but care and a good deal of extra work will be rendered neces-

sary, more particularly in connexion with

The Removal of Stckers.

Needless to say, any growth taking place in the shape of suckers is

at the expense of the scion. Grafts which knit rapidly, and commence
growth early, usually throw few suckei's. It is those which remain
dormant for some time which give most trouble. Some stocks are also

much more liable to suckeriug than others—Rupestris du Lot, for ex-

ample. Suckers must be removed with great care as the knitting tissues

are still tender, and the scions easily disturbed, with fatal results.

• See Journal of the nepartment of Aariculture for July, 1911. A reprint of the article on
cut-worms is obtainable on application to the Department.
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Novices who endeavour to merely pull llicm out from above are some-
times disaijpoiiited at finding that tlie scion has come away with a bunch
of suckers. Sahut recommends to first cut the suckers as far below the
ground as possible with a long, thin-bladed knife, in much the same way
that one cuts asparagus. They thus receive a temporary check, which
helps the knitting of tlic scion. A little later on the mound should be
broken <lown, and the suckers cut off fiush with the stock with a sharp
knife, the mound being made up again, but to a les.scr height than
formerly. In seasons that are not altogether suitable for grafting, re-

moval of suckers often entails a considerable amount of work, the grafts
ro(juiriiig attention not once, but several times, during the first season.

Scion Koots.

Mounded up, as it must be, to insure knitting, the scion is placed
under conditions suitable for it to send out roots of its own, and unless
the spring be an unusually dry one, these must always be reckoned with.
Their careful removal is imperative. Neglect of this is a fruitful cause
of failure of vines grafted on resistant stocks. Suckers are bad enough,
but scion roots are even worse. Suckers are an eyesore, which no care-

ful vine-grower can tolerate, but scion roots are below ground, and
hiflden from view. " What the eye does not see the heart does not
grieve."

The young graft opposes a slight, but nevertheless real, obstacle to

the free flow of sap. The scion roots, if allowed to grow, receive more
elaborated sap than those of the stock, which cease to develop, and be-

come stunted, even if they do not die away altogether. This is clearly

shown in figure 8. The scion then depends entirely on its own roots,

which are, of course, incapable of resisting phylloxera. The objects

of grafting are thus nullified, and the vine ultimately succumbs, the

stunted resistant roots being quite incapable of responding to the call

suddenly made on them when the scion roots are destroj'ed by the insect.

To quote Bioletti

—

" If the scion is allowed to make its own roots, the return stream of nutritive
material takes the course of least resistance, and goes principally into the scion

roots. The result is that these grow vigorously, so long as phylloxera is absent,

and the roots of the resistant stock are starved, and finally die. This is not
mere theory, but is substantiated by the numerous cases where dying resistant

vineyards have been examined, and this condition found. This condition is par-

ticularly common with field gi'afted vines."

When suckers are being removed scion roots must therefore receive

careful attention, and be cut off flush, with a sharp knife. A second
visit later on is advisable.

Grafting a couple of inches above the surface level as already recom-
mended (see Journal. September, 1917, page 557) no doubt minimises
scion root trouble. Nevertheless, a few are usually thrown out, and
these must be attended to. It is not always possible, however, to graft

thus high. At the original planting of the ungrafted rootling novices

oftrn plant too deep; they forget that the soil will settle, and the stock

syik an inch or so. Cases may also occur when it is necessary to re-

graft, lower down, a stock which failed to take the previous season. Even
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under these conditions, when the vine viust he grafted somewhat below
the surface, the scion root difficulty can be overcome, but at the cost of
a little extra work and attention. If carefully suppressed a couple of
times during the first year, and again during the second year, the union
will be sufficiently perfect for there to be little tendency for the forma-
tion of scion roots later on. Nevertheless it is well to keep any grafts
which have had to be executed below surface level, under observation for

Fig. 8.—The Danger of Scion Roots.

[Eeproduced from Bulletin No. 180, University of California Publications, I{ei.iUint

Vineyards, by Professor Frederic T, Bioletti (redrawn after Viala and Ravaz).J

A.—Evil resiilts of allowing the scion to form roots of its own. The scion
roots (S) growing from ahove the graft (U) are strong, whilst the resistant
stock (R) is stunted and worthless.

B.—A normal grafted vine, which has not heen allowed to grow scion roots.

The slightly larger diameter above the point where grafted (U) is usual with
most resistant stocks.

a few years. A distinctive mark in the shape of a short stake, prefer-

ably painted white, or a loose wire collar round an arm of the vine,

will permit regular inspection with a minimum waste of time.

Treatment of Gr.vfts which have Failed.

Even though the graft may have failed altogether, the stock, if alive,

is not lost. It may yet be converted into a vigorous and fruitful vine.
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It must, howi'vei-, be carefully attendcHl to, and not left to itself. Suckers
will be thrown out, usually in abundauee; if these are all permitted tg

grow the stock will, by the end of the season, have become quite hopeless.

None of the eaues fit to graft, and re-grafting of the main stem would
have to be done at such a depth as to render .serious scion root trouble a
certainty. If, however, all the suckers except two of the best situated
ones arc suppressed, these will attain sufficient strength to be fit to

graft, with every hope of success, later on. A stock which was properly

Fig. 9.—A Field Graft which Failed.

All suckers except two were removed in October or November; the two remain-

ing ones will, by .January or February, be stout enough to be " Yema " grafted at

a and 6; or tliey may be grafted (cleft or whip tongue) the following spring.

Sliould both gi-afts take, the weaker one is subsequently suppressed.

disbudded in spring would, at the end of the season, present the appear-

ance shown in iig. 9. The two stout canes may be either cleft or

whip tongue grafted at a and b. Should both grafts take, the less satis-

factory one is suppressed later, the better one alone being retained.

The selecting of two suitable suckers can best be done when the

grafts are being visited for sucker removals. All, with the exception

of the two selected ones, must be broken out, or better, cut off flush, with

a sharp knife.
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It is not, however, necessary to wait a whole year in order to re-

graft. Several courses are open. Herbaceous grafts* of various types

may be practised in December, the canes may be Yema bud-grafted from
January to March, or they may be grfifted (either cleft or whiiJ-tongue)

in the following spring. Re-grafting in this way on a couple of strong

canes is much more satisfactory than re-grafting, lower down, on the

main stem.

An ingenious method of dealing with what at first sight seems a

quite impossible stock, came under the writer's notice recently. Owing
to unsuccessful grafting and re-grafting, the stock consisted of a twisted

knot of suckers and roots, quite hopeless to even a skilled grafter. The
resourceful vigneron opened up the stocks so as to bare the main roots.

In each case one of the stoutest or most favorably situated of these was
straightened up to surface level, and grafted in the usual way. The
main stem was entirely removed, and the remaining roots likewise, as

far as they could conveniently be run. The grafted root was, needless

to say, kept in the line of the wire; true, it was slightly out of its exact

position in the row, but in trellised vines this is of little consequence.
Knitting and subisequent growth were altogether satisfactory, and this

method of dealing with a difficult case certainly merits recording.

From the above it will be seen that field grafting of the vine is not

a difficult or complicated matter as intending vine-growers in several

new districts seem to imagine. In certain areas which have the good
fortune to be so far free from phylloxera (and may they long continue

so), illogical though it will appear to any thinking person, vineyards
are still being jjlanted with vinifera root (not grafted on resistant

stock), and this notwithstanding the fact that "clean" resistants are

available. Being unfamiliar with it, growers are so afraid of the ojiera-

tion of grafting tliat they prefer the sword of Damocles in the shape
of the appearance of phylloxera, which must ultimately, but inevitably,

invade all districts of Australia.

And yet in the Jlutherglen district, Tvhere the presence of phylloxera
has made the resistant stock an absolute necessity, field grafting has now
no terrors, especially for the careful small grower, who takes pride in

his work, and does it himself. Many such prefer reconstitution by
means of field grafting to the planting of grafted rootlings, though the

latter method is generally preferred by larger growers, who must depend
on hired labour.

The field grafter can " Yema " graft in February following planta-

tion; any failures (and there are usually few) can be spring grafted
the following Septemiber to ISTovember; and should any of these fail, if

the stocks were properly disbudded so as to insure a couple of stout canes,
these can he re-grafted by the various methods described above. With
so many strings to his bow the field grafter has practically the same
chance of getting near the 100 per cent, ideal as the planter of grafted
rootlings; true, a certain amount of extra care and attention will be
necessary, but not really so much as is usually feared by those as yet
unfamiliar with reconstitution.

• See " New Methods of Grafting .xnd Budding as applied to Reconstitution witli American Vines,"
compiled and translated by Raymond Dubois and W. Percy Williinson, obtainable from this Department,
price 7d., post free.
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THE REARIXG OF CALVES ON SU INSTITUTES FOR
MILK-FAT AND MILK.

By Bernard N. Walk, B.Sc. (Agric:).

Priuoipal, Seale-Hayne College, Newton Abbot, Devon.

[Reprinted from tlie Journal of the British Dairy Farmers' Association,

Vol. XXIX, 1915.]

Owing to the present high price of new milk in this country and
to the ])roduction of cheese, cream, and butter at remunerative prices,

the use of whole milk for calf rearing, for any length of time, is much
too costly a practice ; and as, there has been a good deal of experi-

mental work carried out in various parts of the world with seiparated

milk and milk-fat substitutes, which have proved highly satisfactory,

I propose summarizing the most important results.

A& to rearing calves altogether, without some portion of separated

milk, i.e., on milk substitutes pure and simple, there is considerably

less information available, this, however, will be referred to later.

As we heard at the Dairy Conference in Ireland last year, and
as is generally recognised, the heavy milking cow is bred and not

made. Heifers descended from heavy milking dam& are far more likely

to turn out heavy milkers themselves than when descended from pioor

milking strains; and it is most regrettable, from the point of view of

the Dairy Industry of the future, that many of these well descended

calves are disposed of as soon as dropped, either to be vealed, or, as

in too many cases, to be subsequently converted into beef. It is

because of this fact that I bring forward the suggestions contained

in this paiper, hoping that perhaps, where calves have been disposed

of heretofore, as just mentioned, it may seriously be considered

whether so:::e of them at least cannot be retained at home and
economically reared, to be later brouglit into the dairy herd.

This treatise does not pretend to be exhaustive, as time will not

allow of dealing with so large a subject at such length as it deserves.

There are on the market numerous proprietary calf meals varying
in price from X13 to £20 per ton, and which are, from their contents,

as revealed by analysis, much too expensive. These meals contain

linseed, linseed-cake meal, and oatmeal, with a little fenugreek or

fennel added, which gives them their characteristic odour.

It is not so difficult a matter to find a fat or milk substitute for

calves of a similar chemical analysis to that of milk, but it is difficult

to do so without introducing also a large amount of fibrous matter,

which is liable to upset the delicate digestive tract of tlie calf,

resulting in scour. And if it escapes this scourge, we get a final

result which is quite characteristically described as " pot-bellied," a

condition which is the very opposite to that which a properly

nourished calf should present.

I should here like to acknowledge my indebtedness for some of

the information contained in this pa,per to the Irish Department of

Asriculture, the Agricultural Department of Leeds University, Aber-
deen University, and to other stations, which will be referred to in
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their place. The figures I give will not be exactly those found in

the reports compiled by these bodies, as it has been necessary to make
fresh calculations on other bases, in order to make the experiments of

these institutions comparable with one another.

In the experiments referred to, the calves have been kept under
observation, not only during the rearinc; period, but also up to the

time they reach lA to 2A years of age, so that the influence, if any,
of the early feeding, could be gauged.

I would like to draw your attention, in the first place, to the

experiments carried out by the Agricultural Department of the Leeds
University. These ex,periments had for their object the demonstration
of rearing calves on separated milk and cod liver oil. The results are
given below, and they represent the conclusions obtained from five

series of experiments carried out at the Garforth farm during the
years 1899-1903, with more than fifty calves. The whole milk was
valued at 8d. per gallon, and the separated milk at 2d., and cod liver

oil at 5s. per gallon. For comparison the returns on valuing whole
milk at 6d. and separated milk at Id. are also included.

Summary of Leeds Univer.sity Experiments in Calf Rearing.

Number of calve.9 .

.

Age of calves at start, in weeks
Age of calves at weaning, in weeks .

.

Average weight of calves at start (lbs.)

Average weight of calves at weaning (lbs.)

Average increase for experimental feeding • .

.

Average cost of experimental feeding

Average cost per lb. of increase

Average live weight (lbs.) when sold fat at 2.V years

Value per head, 60s. 8d. per cwt. dead weight

Balance, after deducting cost of experimental food

Balance in favour of separated milk and fat sub-

stitute

Balance if whole milk is valued at 6d. and separated
milk at Id.

It will be seen that there remains as balance a very appreciable

sum in favour of separated milk and cod liver oil over whole milk,

viz. :
—
£3 2s. 9d. witii whole milk valued at 8d. and separated milk at 2d. per gallon,

and £2 12s. Id. ,, „ ., 6d. „ „ Id.

In addition to the foods mentioned, all calves received a gradually
increasing quantity of a mixture of equal parts of bran and linseed

cake during rearing, until at weaning this had increased to 1^ lbs.

per head daily.

The next experiments I refer to are those carried out by the
Department of Agriculture for Ireland during the years 1901-1903,
consisting of three separate series, with a total of fifty-four calves
divided into three lots.

Lot 1.

23

Whole milk.<



Lot 1.

19

Whole milk^

41

2:i

1 1 it

) 427
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The results of these experiments show, as also do those previously

considered, that not only is there a great gain over Virhole milk feeding,

even when valuing whole milk as low as 6d. per gallon, by substituting

separated milk and fat substitutes, but that the live weight increase

after weaning is almost as good in the case of calves reared on
separated milk and milk-fat substitutes as with those fed on whole
milk. True, the whole milk gives the greatest increase in live weight
during rearing, and no substitute comes up to it in this respect if the
cost is not taken into account, but the increase is obtained at so great

a price as to make it entirely incommensurate with the value of the
increase. Calves, after they have reached a month to six weeks of age,

can be quite economically and profitably reared without any whole
milk at all. A calf up to a month old will require only from 20 to 25
gallons whole milk.

It should be mentioned that the calves were given linseed cake
in small quantities, this amounted to | lb. per head daily at time of

weaning. They also had hay and grass ad lib.

The milk was run through the separator immediately after milking,
and the separated milk fed to the calves soon after.

The oil was measured out for each calf in fluid ounces, and
poured into the apportioned quantity of separated milk in the bucket
and well stirred.

In other experiments it is recommended that the oil be first put
into the bucket, the proper quantity of separated milk poured upon it,

and then well stirred ; this insures thorough mixing.
The oils were gradually introduced, commencing with one fluid

ounce. The weighed quantity of meal for the whole lot of calves was
made into gruel with hot water, and a measured proportion of this

gruel given to each calf when it was cool, along with the se.parated

milk.

The daily quantities of the experimental foods per calf were those
fed under average conditions, and as they form a useful guide in general
practice they are here reproduced.

Experimental Food per Calf.

Lot I. Whole Milk.

lat four weeks of experiment
2nd, 3rd, and 4th weeks of experiment
5th four weeks of experiment

Lot II. Cod Liver Oil.

1st week of experiment . . f
2nd „ „ .. J
3rd and 4th weeks of experiment

2nd four ,, ., ,,

3rd „
4th „
5th „

Whole Milk,

f gall.

Sep. Milk.

J gall.

A "
1 ..

1 .,

1 ,.

1 „

1 ,.

1 gall, whole milk daily.

IJ gaUs „ ., „
1 gaU. „ „ „

Cod Liver Oil.

1 fluid oz.

2 „

2J „

3 .,

3 ,.

Meal.

oz. daily.

except that cottonLot III. Cotton Seed Oil.—Same as Lot II.

seed oil was used in place of cod liver oil.

It is not to be assumed that the fat substitutes mentioned in the
three lots of experiments just recorded are necessarily the best it is

possible to obtain.
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In Leaflet No. 142 of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, the

following are recommended—in addition to cod liver oil.

((/) Boiled linseed.

(/<) Ground linseed.

Ground linseed cake is also referred to, but it is correctly

pointed out that ground linseed cake is not sufficiently rich in oil

to make up tiie requisite amount of fatty matter when added to

separated milk.

Further, in America much calf rearing is done and recommended
by the Department of Agriculture in the form of feeding the seiparated

milk and meal separately. The meal is given to the calves in the dry

condition, the calves are taught to feed when from seven to ten days

old, by placing a little of the grain in their mouths after feeding the

milk, and in this way their attention is called to the meal instead of

sucking each other's months, ears, &c. They soon learn to eat the meal

greedily.

The Department state clearly it is not advisable to mix any
starchy meals with the milk. The starch of the meal is intended to

take the place of the fat of the milk, and its form must be changed to

sugar before it is digestible. This change is largely effected by the

saliva of the mouth. If the grain is gulped down with th? milk, there

is no time for the saliva to act, hence intestinal troubles follow.

The recommendations of the Kansas Experimental Station, United

States of America, are : That separated milk can be introduced gradu-

ally (1 lb. separated milk substituted for 1 lb. milk until all the latter

is replaced) when the calf is fourteen days old.

At seven-ten days age the calf is taught to eat grain as described

above. The grain which gave the best result was a mixture of Kaffir

corn (millet) ground and whole maize. As Kaffir corn forms the chief

diet of some millions of human beings, it is not to be wondered at that

it makes a suitable food for calves.

Maize fed whole proved better than when fed as meal, while

Kaffir corn fed as meal gave the better results than when fed whole.

The grain was given in amount averaging 1 lb. per head for the whole
rearing period of seventeen weeks.

The results obtained with 130 calves, divided into thirteen series,

gave an average daily gain in live weight of 1.58 lbs., against the
Yorkshire 1.37 and the Aberdeen 1.27 daily gains with separated milk
and cod liver oil.

I have been informed by the Secretary of the Irish Department of

Agriculture that exiperimente are in progress in Ireland on the subject

of feeding starchy meals to calves in the dry condition, but up to the
present there seem to have been no experiments carried out in Great
Britain in feeding the meal which forms the fat substitute in the dry
state, with one exception; yet in America it would appear to be the
almost universal custom in some States.

The exception in Great Britain, where meal has been fed in the
dry condition, is in the experiments carried out by Dr. Voelcker for
the Roval Agricultural Society at Wolmrn during 1913-13, a report
of which has been furnished to members of the above society.
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Ill these experiments there were five lots of calves, consisting of

four calves in each lot. Tlie foods fed were as follows:—
Lot I. Separated milk and Cod Liver Oil.

„ 11. Separated milk and a purchased " Calf Meal."

,, ///. Separated milk with a gruel made of Linseed and Oatmeal.

„ [V. Whole milk.

„ V. Separated Milk and Crushed Oats.

The report states: "It is of importance to note that the crushed

pats were always given dr//. and never mixed up with the milk or

made into a gruel."

That the feeding of starchy meals to calves in the dri/ state is

very satisfactory under English conditions also is proved by the results

obtained in these Woburn experiments, which were as follows:—
Average Gain p^r Head Averai^e Cost per lb.

Lots. daily in lbs. of Increase.

/. .. i 90 .. 3-33d.

//. .. 1-75 .. 2-77d.

III. .. 1-57 .. 3-45d.

IV. .. 200 .. 5-39d.

r. .. 219 2-.'52d.

Experiments carried out in Italy* at the Royal Agricultural

College, Milan, during the years 1905-11, with 116 calves fed with

margarine emulsified in seiparated milk and starch treated with a

ferment (a) diatoline extracted from malt, or (h) levuline (used by

bakers for bread -making in Italy), have given excellent results, but the

calves were fed for veal, and the after-influence consequently could not

be gauged. Still it points to the possibility of using margarine,

which, in bulk, may be obtained from 50s. to 60s. per cwt. It, however,

requires some considerable amount of preparation; an eniulsifier must
be used to thoroughly disseminate the melted margarine throughout
the separated milk.

The simplest solution of making up the separated milk in

fat contents seems to lie in the employment of a suitable animal
or vegetable oil which can be easily mixed with the separated milk,

and obtained at a price of not more than 5s. or 6s per gallon.

The cotton seed oil which gave such good results in the Aberdeen experi-

ments costs 2s. 7d. per gallon, and it was pointed out that its use was
accomipanied by no ill effects. It may be noted also that it is largely

used for food purposes for human consumption at the present time.

It is very important in using cod liver oil to see that it is fresh

and not rancid, as there have been cases of mortality when rancid oil

has been fed to calves.

In the Kansast experiments above referred to. tests were carried
out with milk siihsiitii/e^, entirely replacing the whole milk, such as

—

(a) Butter-milk, with Kafiir corn and whole maize fed dry, the
calves were fed for eighteen weeks, ten calves on separated milk and
corn and ten on butter-milk and com.

The butter-milk calves increased on an average 1.79 lbs. daily and
the separated-milk calves increased on an average 2.02 lbs. daily.

Although the butter-milk did not give such good -results as the
separated milk, yet the gains are very satisfactory and point distinctly

to the advisability of using butter-milk in the absence of separated
milk, and where the former is ,produced at home or somewhere in the
neighbourhood. It would appear from the experiments that the butter-
milk was craduallv introduced to displace whole milk when the calves

• Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Intelligence and Plant Diseases, August, 1913.
t Bulletin No. 126, May, 1904, Kansas State Agricultural College.
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were three or four weeks old, by substituting 1 lb. at. a time, as, ^vas

the case with the separated milk.

(h) WiiEV.—Whey, unlike s(>]);iriit('d milk, is not whole milk minus

tiie fat only but minus the casein as well.

Whey was introduced gradually with calves aged from three to

five weeks and a mixture of KafRr corn and sifted oats fed dry, with

as much meadow hay as the calves would take. It required two weeks

to completely displace the whole milk. One to one-and-a-half gallons

of whey were fed daily, but the calves needed watching, and the whey
wa» withheld if any tendency to scour showed itself. The grain, how-

ever, seemed to counteract this tendency. No records are given aa to

the final weights, hut it is remarked that the calves at the end of the

experiment looked as well as the average separated milk-fed calves on

the farm. One cannot see why cod liver or cotton seed oil added here

should not have given even better results.

(c) Hay Tea.—Made by steeping hay in a copper of water and

then boiling for one to two hours until 12 lbs. hay produced 100 lbs.

tea. The tea was then fed in quantity similar to separated milk.

'^ lb. of linseed meal was fed after making into a jelly along with the

hay tea. Hay was fed ad lib. and KaiSr corn and middlings fed dry.

The gains in live weight were less than 1 lb. daily, viz.: .86 lb., and
altogether the results showed hay tea to be unsatisfactory. It is a

fact, however, that many calves have, in time past, been reared in

England with a certain amount of hay tea, but as no statistics of live

weight gains are available it is inipossible to say whether they made
satisfactory progress.

The last lot of experiments I wish to call your attention to are

those carried out by Cornell University, 1907-1909.* After a satis-

factory preliminary experiment with fifteen calves, another set of

seventeen calves were divided into three lots.

Lot I . was fed separated milk and dry grain, the calves were fed

all the dry grain they would clean up daily. It was mixed as follows:—
6 lbs. maize and oats (ground half and half by weight).

3 lbs. wheat bran.

1 lb. linseed meal.

Hay was kept before the calves at all times. Both' the hay and grain

were weighed daily for each animal and, in addition, each calf was
given a tablespoonful of dried blood meal, but no charge has been
made for this small amount. It was advertised as preventing scour

and seemed to act as a tonic generally.

Lot II. received separated milk powder. The separated milk
powder was simply ordinary separated milk dried by a patent .process

and delivered as a fine meal. It cost just over a Id. per lb., and was
prepared for feeding by adding 9 lbs. hot water to each 1 lb. powder.

Lot III. were fed with gruel made from Schumacher Calf Meal.
This is a commercial product of the Quaker Oats Com,pany, Chicago,

and contains oatmeal, oat germ, wheatmeal, linseed, and condensed milk

and cost l^^d. per lb. This was fed as follows: Ten days to a fortnight

old, whole milk: then two tablespoonfuls of meal to 1 pint boiling

water, and 2 quarts milk were given night and morning. The meal
was gradually increased, until, at the end of fourteen days, the calf

received at each meal 1 quart whole milk, | quart of meal mixed with

• Pjlletin No. 2fl9—Substitutes for Skim Milk in Raising Calves, July, 1909, Cornell Unii-crsity—
Dejiartnient of Agriculture.
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I pint cold water, and then 1 quart boiling water. Afterwards the

feeding was as below :
—

DiKECTIONS FOR FEEDING SCHUMACHER CaLF MeAL.
Quarts Water.

Age of Calf. Quarts Whole Milk. Quarts Meal. Warm. Boiling.

7- 14 dav3 .. 1 .. J .. i --ll
14- 21 „

.

.

1 .

.

f I . • 1 1 Twice
21-28 ., .. i .. 1 i .. 1 fdaUy.
28-120 „ .. No milk .. 1 f • MJ

The details of the experiments were as follows:—
Lot I. Lot II. Lot in.

Number of Calves .. .. .. 7 .. 6 .. 4
Foods .

.

. . .

.

. . Separated milk Separated milk Schumacher
and grain powder calf meal.

Age of Calves at start .

.

. . -< birth >-

Average age in weeks at weaning .

.

22 22 .

.

22

Average weight (lbs.) of calves at birth 73 . . 69 .

.

64

Average weight of calves at weaning .

.

301 . . 252 . . 227

Average increase for experimental feeding 228 183 .. 103

Average cost of experimental feeding . . £2 10 5 £2 8 . . £2 14

Average cost per lb. of increase .. 2-65 .. 3 14 .. 3 97

Average gain in iba. per head daily .

.

1 '53 .

.

1 23 . . 1 10

Lot I

.

—Consumed 20 galls, per head of whole milk only . •
~1 Before being fed

Lot II. ,. IS ,, ,. ,, .. [^ entirely on the

Lot IIL „ 22 ,, ,, ,. . . J milk substitutes.

The calves thus reared were kept to be brought into the dairy herd,

and although weights are not given, sliowing their later rate of increase

in live weight, it is reported that the animals of the different lots

appeared to possess equally good constitutional vigour.

It will be noticed that the cost per lb. of live weight increase was
very satisfactory as compared with that made in the experiments already

described.

It may perhaps be considered that I have not solved the question

of how to rear calves on milk substitutes, as Lot II., though not fed

milk in the dry condition, were fed the dry matter of milk, and that

the food of Lot III, contained at least a little condensed milk. All

I can say is that at present there appear to be no really good milk

substitutes for calf rearing generally available, but assuming the milk

producer makes butter or cheese, he has separated milk or whey to

fall back upon, which, as has been shown, can be usefully employed
for the purpose; and if he sells all his milk, he can, if procurable,

purchase separated milk up to at least 3d. ner gallon, and raise calves

economically on it (and cotton seed oil) even at that price.

Should separated milk powder* be available at less than 3d. per lb.,

it would seem to form a fairly economical food on which calvea can

be profitalilv raised, if fed with cod liver oil or some food butter-fat

substitute.

In conclusion I need only ein,phasize the importance of strict clean-

liness in all matters connected with calf rearing; the scalding of the

feedinsr buckets and other utensils in which the food is fed or stored,

lime-washing the walls of the calf-pen& periodically, and the use of

sufficient bedding material for the calf to have a dry bed at all times.

Cleanliness is the chief factor, and because a man finds he is unable to

rear calves on milk fat or milk substitutes, which others have found
satisfactory, may be due to the neglect of these points, and not to any
faultiness of the food.

• This product is now nbtainible in Rnrlind from thf' West Surrfy Centra! DaTj' Co. Ltd., Guildf'^rd,

and from their branohf 8 and factories at VVincantoii, Sherborne, and Beanvinster.
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COMMONWEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL OF SCIENCE
AND INDUSTRY.

ABSTRACT OF REPORT BY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The E.NOi'utive ronuuiitoe of the Commonwealtli .\<lvisory Council

of Science and Industry has issued a i-eport covering the progress of its

work since the ihite of appointment of the Committee (14th April, 1916)

to the 30th June, 1917. The report is divided into eight parts, dealing

respectively with—1. Inti-oductory matters; 2. The policy and general

nature of the work of tlie Executive; 3. The collection of information;

4. Investigational work; 5. The Bureau of Information; 6. The State

Committees; 7. Einance; and 8. Conclusion. The Advisory Council is a

temporary hody estahlislied for the purpo.se of preparing the way for

the proposed permanent Institute of Science and Industry. It consists

of 35 menihers, representing science and industry in all the States, in

each of which there is a State Committee.

A large amount of information has been collected, for the use of

the Executive and State Committees and of the proposed permanent

Institute of Science and Industry, regarding Australian industries, their

distribution, technical and scientific problems connected with them, the

equipment and personnel of laboratories available for industrial scien-

tific research work in all its branches, research work in actual progress

in laboratories, experimental work in progress at Government experi-

mental farms, and the facilities available for (he training of scientific

investigators. The results of these inquiries have been analyzed and
summarized in tabular form as far as practicable, and the information

thus gained will largely form the basis for the activities of the future

institute. One of the first conditions essential to the success of the move-
ment for the application of science to industry is a largely increased

supply of competent research men, and the report emphasizes the neces-

sity for more adequate provision in tliis direction.

A consideralile amount has been done by the Executive in establish-

ing relations with other interested authorities, including State Govern-
ments, scientific and technical departments, universities, technical col-

leges, scientific societies, and associations representing the pastoral, agri-

cultural, manufacturing, and other industries. As regards the initiation

of researches, no fewer than twenty Special Committees have already
been appointed. These Committees consist of experts representing both

the industrial and the scientific sides. In many cases, salaried in-

vestigators have been appointed to carry on the research work under the

general supervision of the respective Special Committees. Much benefit

has been derived from the combination of the industrial and scientific

points of view on these Committees. In order to carry on the research
work, the co-ojicration of laboratories already in existence has been
secured.

A considerable part of the report is devoted to the results of the
investigational work carried out. As regards the agricultural and
pa?toral industries, special attention has been given to the control and
eradication of pests and diseases of stock and crops. The loss caused,
directly and indirectly, by the attacks of pests, parasites, and organisms
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causing disease amouuts iu Australia to millions of pounds yearly. The
most important of these are the cattle-tick, the worm which produces

nodules in beef, the sheep blowfly, and the tubercle bacillus. Special

Committees have reported upon the tick-pest and nodule disease, and

have formulated lines of action with a view to their control. The sub-

ject of tuberculosis in stock' has been investigated by a Sub-committee

of the Queensland State Committee, and its report has been published

by the Queensland Government.
In connexion witli the control and eradication of weed pests, special

attention has been given to the prickly pear. Already some 20 million

acres of land in Queensland and 24 million acres in ISTew South Wales
are infested with prickly pear, and it is estimated that the pest is

spreading at the rate of 1,000,000 acres a year. A report, with recom-

mendations for a scheme for the control and eradication of the pest, has

been presented by the Committee to the Federal Government. Various

other weed pests have engaged the attention of the Committee. For
example, in the case of St. John's wort, inquiries are being made with

a view to introducing some insect which feeds exclusively on that weed
in England, of which country St. John's wort is a native. This method
of dealing with weeds—the introduction of the insect foes which keep
them within bounds in their native countries—has already been found
effective iu other countries.

As regards the cultivation of new or improved crops, special atten-

tion has been given to cotton and flax, in the case of the former, with a

view to the introduction of a mechanical cotton picker, and, in the ease

of flax, with a view to the adoption of some chemical method of retting

the fibre. A large amount of information has been collected, and plans

are being formulated with a view to large scale experiments. Several

other matters connected witli the agricultural and primary industries

have engaged the attention of the Committee. Chief of these are the

questions of a soil survey of Australia, the branding of cattle, the intro-

duction of the sparrow-pest into Western Australia along the transcon-

tinental railway route, and the breeding of new varieties of cereals and
fodder plants suitable for dry areas.

In connexion with forests products, special attention has been given

to the production of wood pulp, destructive distillation (for methyl
alcohol, acetic acid, tar, and inflammable gases), and the utilization

of waste timber. Two investigations have been initiated with a view

to increasing our supplies of tannin, viz., the tanning properties of

mangroves in Queensland and of redgum in Western Australia. Other
investigations into vegetable products include the production of dyes

and of camphor and the utilization of grass trees.

As regards fisheries, a Special Committee is investigating the marine
biological economics of tropical Australia, with special reference to

pearling, bechc-de-mer, troehus, and sponges. In connexion with the

mining and metallurgical industries, the most important researches are

those concerned witli the manufacture of ferro-alloys and the occurrence

of gold in quartz, the object of the latter investigation being to determine

the principles which have led to the localization of payable gold, and
thus, among other things, cheapen the cost of deep prospecting.

A large ntimber of questions connected with the chemical industry

have been considered by the Committee. Many of the questions have.
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however, been t'ouud to pifsciit im unsolved scientific or technii-iil

problems, the ditlieulties being mainly fiscal or economic. One matter

of special importance is the production of fertilizers, especially of

potash, for tlie supply of which Austialia was dependent before the war

on the deposits at Strassfiirt, Germany. Various sources of potash,

inchiding alunite, kelp, suint, molasses, and wood ashes luive been con-

sidered, and a Special Committee investigating the production of potash

from the deposits of alunite in New South Wales and South Australia

has almost completed its work. Among other chemicals dealtwith may

be mentioned Innoline, cream of tartar, copper sulphate, casein, pepsin,

rennet, starch, glucose, and indu.strial alcohol.

In the manufacturing industries special attention has been given

to the im]n-uvenient in tanning methods, paper making, the utilization

of posidonia fibre (of which there arc immense deposits in Spencer's

and St. Vincent's gulfs. South Australia), pottery, and clays, the manu-
facture of solid-drawn cylinders for holding compressed gases, the design

and manufacture of alcohol engines, the sterilization of milk, and the

fermenting power of yeast. In regard to the last-named, the results

already obtained afford hope that they may have an imjjortant bearing

on the solution of the day-baking trouble by reducing the time of the

dougji in the trough.

In the I'cport considerable importance is attached to the question

of standardization, and in this connexion a beginning has been made by

the temporary organization in regard to— (a) Analytical methods in

the chemical industry; (6) The design of scientific apparatus; (c) The
api)raisemcnt of alcohol in spirituous liquors; {d) The metric system

and decimal coinage; and (e) Standardization in the electrical industry.

One of the important functions. of the proposed permanent institute

is the establisliment of a Bureau of Information. The temporary
organization has made a beginning in this direction by appointing a

science absti'actor, who has been engaged in preparing abstracts, biblio-

graphies, and card indexes of references to articles in scientific and
technical journals. A room at the Public Library has been placed at

the disposal of the Committee by the Trustees.

A report from each of the State Committees is included in the report

of the Executive. These State Committees play a very important part

in the work of the Advisory Council. The total expenditure incurred by
the Council up to the 30th June last is £3,593.

Many large problems to which the Executive Committee have given
consideration—such as the tick-pest and the nodule disease in cattle, and
the utilization of forest products—involve issues that are too large and
complex to enable them to be further dealt with efliciently under the

existing temjiorary organization with its limited financial powers and
executive authority. Moreover, action in connexion with certain of

these matters can be carried out by the Federal Government only with
the co-operation of the State authorities, so that the relations between
the proposed permanent institute and these authorities must be deter-

mined before any comprehensive lines of action can be adopted.

In conclusion, it is pointed out that the Executive and State Com-
mittees have largely performed the functions for which the temporary
Advisory Council was created, and have thus prepared the way for the

work of the permanent institute.
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THE HOUSE FLY.

By J. W. McKenzie, Dairy Supervisor.

It is to be feared and regretted that tlie common house fly (Mv^ca
doniestica) is not generally recognised as being a most active dissemi-

nator of filth and disease. A study of its life history and habits leaves

one amazed at the toleration and indiifcrence displayed towards a pest

as repulsive as it is dangerous. It is incumbent upon dairy supervisors

and Board of Health inspectors to give effect to provisions of law, com-
pelling manufacturers of and traders in foodstuffs to protect their wares
from contamination by flies, and their efforts have had a salutary effect

upon tradesmen found lax in their methods. Much good Vork by super-

visors and inspectors is, however, nullified through apathy, carelessness,

and ignorance on the part of housekeepers given to methods favorable
to pollution of food by flies in the home.

Towards the beginning of summer, the remnants of the preceding

year's countless army of flies will crawl drowsily from the chinks and

crevices which have afforded them shelter during the winter. Their

ranks are reinforced by the generation whose members about the same

time emerge from their pupa cases, and with all the energy of youth

are ready to sally forth upon their disease-spreading career. After

having gorged themselves upon any food left accessible to their greed,

the production of a further generation is proceeded with. The female

lays about 120 dull, chalky-white, elongated eggs, about l-25th to l-20th

of an inch in length at a time. This performance is repeated three or

four times in a season. Upon pieces of meat, house refuse, or in accumu-

lations of manure, the eggs are deposited, and within a few hours white

footless maggots (larvae) are hatched, and these at once voraciously

attack the organic matter close at hand. Although the larvse finds

other bacteria thriving and multiplying in the same repulsive surround-

ings, there is no pitched battle between them. On the contrary, the

larvEe finds a useful ally in the bacteria, as it liquifies that portion too

solid for the tender jaws of the young maggots; they, in return for this

service, expose fresh surfaces of food for the bacteria. In favorable

circumstances the maggot attains its full size (from ^ to 2-5th of an

inch) in five days, and, having reached maturity, ceases to eat, and
changes into a chrysalis or pupa, a dark-red object, about ^ inch long,

enclosed in a hard tough case. The pupa lies in the food substance or

on the ground for a period of from five to fourteen days, and during this

time changes into a fly. At first, flabby and soft, though fully grown,
when it leaves the pupa case, its wings are only partially developed;

but in a short space of tijue its skin hardens and the wings expand.
The fly is provided with a proboscis or trunk-like attachment to the

head. This truuk terminates in a tip, which, when the insect is feeding,

expands into an oval disc. This disc is connected with numerous
channels converging towards the gullet. These channels pass into the-

thorax. A pumping organ near the proboscis enables the fly to suck
up liquid sustenance. The gullet is divided in the thorax, and both
branches pass into the hinder part of the abdomen. A large sac—the

crop—is connected with one branch, while the other passes into the
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intestine proper, where the food is digested. Most of the food "taken

goes first into the crop, which has a twofold function. In the first

place, it is used as a reservoir, where a reserve of food may be stored

for a time of scarcity ; and, secondly, it enables the fly to secure rapidly

and carry off food sufficient to last it several days, the liquid from

the crop being used to moisten and dissolve such dry foodstuffs as sugar.

Having feasted, the fly exudes fluid from the tip of the proboscis; the

cause of this may be that the crop has been distended to an uncomfort-

able degree, and that it obtains relief by regurgitation of food. But
little reflection upon this habit, with the knowledge of the fly's equal

partiality for sputum, excrement, &c., and the common human foods,

and that it passes from one to anotlier in rapid succession, make even

the least thoughtful better able to appreciate the danger of infection

and pollution of sugai'. milk, meat, &c. The feet of the fly are of the

nature of adhesive pads, and are ideal vehicles for the distribution of

pathogenic organisms. The insect's excrement, which may be voided

50 times a day, is a further source of infection.

The following facts are gathered from a work by C. Gordon Hewitt,

D.Sc, F.R.C.S. :
—" Among the organisms menacing human life and

proved to be distributed by flies are typhoid bacilli, which may remain

alive in the intestine of the fly for six days; and flies affected with this

bacilli may infect material on which they walk for at least two days.

Similar results have been observed in respect of the meat-poisoning

bacilli. Ten days or more after infection, tubercle bacillvis has been

found in the intestine of the fly. Spores of the anthrax bacillus have
been proved to remain on the legs and in the intestines of flies for at

least twenty days. Excrement passed fourteen days subsequent to in-

fection has been found to contain living spores; and if (he fly died

with the spores in or upon their bodies, these spores might remain alive

for months, or even years."

Clean flies will infect themselves by sucking at the vomit sjiots and
excrement of their infected fellows, and as flies can rapidly travel con-

siderable distances, infection may be carried from a distant source.

Experiments have been conducted in which flies were, within 35 minutes,
recaptured 1,700 yards from the point of liberation.

In "Victoria during the year 1915, the deaths of 71 infants were
attributed to intestinal troubles, and 74 per cent, of these deaths occurred
during the five months between December to April, during which period
of the year the fly is always most active. During the other seven months,
when the pest is inactive, only 26 per cent, of the deaths occurred. The
pravalence of ophthalmia is almost entirely due to infection by flies, and
the preponderating number of cases among infants compared with adults
is due to the helplessness of the former to protect their eyes from attack
by flies.

Speaking of the spreading of disease by flies, Dr. Hewitt says:

—

"Malaria in India alone claims one million victims each year; the
disease being conveyed by the mo.squito. Plague, which has created
terrific devastations each year, was found to be transmitted by the flea.

Sleeping sickness is caused by the tse-tse fly. Lice transmit the causa-
tive organism of typhus. The stable fly is suspected of being the
disseminator of infantile paralysis; but, of all revelations, perhaps none
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affects so great a number of people in all countries, both by significance

and effect, as tlie disease-carrying capacity of the common house fly."

Domesticated animals suffer very severely from the annoying atten-

tions given them by flies. Horses are specially singled out for attack,

and, in consequence, " ticklish " or " touchy " horses are frequently

rendered unmanageable. The trouble is accentuated should an unfor-

tunate animal suffer from any form of open wound. A pitiable sight

indeed is that of a horse being persistently tortured through flies sucking

at the tender surface of girth or saddle gall. Cows with sore teats

suffer in the same way. It is recommended that such sores be dressed

with carbolic oil two or three times a day, which, in addition to its

healing properties, will keep the pest from the wounds. Individual

attention is required in endeavouring to eft'eetively handle the pest. In

India, the semi-civili-zed native has been brought to believe that he
deserves the title of dung-eater if he permits his food to be contaminated

hoks on fop

Sketch of Fly Trap

by flies. The name to be given to the civilized man, who is indifferent

to the ravages of the fly, is difiicult to find and is pro^bahly unprintable.

In America, the fly eradication movement is rapidly gaining ground,

and little doubt remains that, when the public clearly realizes the danger
of infection, zealous action will be taken by every householder. It is

most imiJortant that all breeding places should be abolished, and dust-

bins, earth closets, and refuse of all kinds, especially portions of meat,
fish, friiit, and vegetables, should be rendered inaccessible to the fly.

Yards and outbuildings should be kept in a state of scrupulous cleanli-

ness, so that likely breeding places cannot possibly be overlooked. Special

attention should be paid to the stable and cowshed; manure should be
removed therefrom as often as possible. Milk spilt on the cowshed
floor should be immediately washed off. Manure heaps should be
sprayed with a solution of 8 oz. sodium arsenate to 20 gallons of water.

Mr. R. J. Smith, in 1911, demonstrated that formalin with the addi-

tion of sweet milk, is very attractive to flies, and proves an excellent
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bait. Two ounces of formalin to 1 |niit of milk, exposed in shallow

plates, with a piece of bread in the centre for the flies to alight upon, is

the metliod .suggested. The burning of ]iure prytlienum powder, or

20 to 30 drops of carbolic acid on a liot shovel or like receptacle has

been recommended as a means of riddiiig a room of flies. As tlie fumes

do not kill all the flies, but only stupify a certain portion, flies should be

swept up before they have an opportunity to recover.

In the Goulbuni Valley district, a home-made trap is sometimes

employed, and, as it has the merits of efficiency and cheapness, combined

with simplicity of con.struction, it can be recommended. It consists

simply of a box (a kerosene case is a handy size for a stable, byre, or

out oi' doors, a smaller sized box will do for indoor use). The method

of construction is as follows:—An oi)ening is made in both ends of the

hox as .showi in the illustration, and a piece if fly^proof wire is fitted

over each aperture. This piece of wire has two or three holes about

3-16 of an inch in diameter placed near the centre, say, 3 inches apart,

to allow the flies to enter. All that is then required is to hinge a portion

of the case so as to form a door, and bait the trap with a fair-sized

lump of stale crust of bread soaked in milk, which should be suspended

from the roof of the trap by a wire or on a piece of tin. If the inlet holes

were made somewhat larger and offal were used as a bait, this device

could also be used as a blow-fly trap.

HINTS ON DRESSING A SAW.

Bi/ J. J. JllcJcetts. Dairy Supervisor.

Nothing detracts so much from the general appearance of farm or

dairy premises as dilapidated buildings or fencing. Many homes
could be altogether altered in appearance in comparatively little time

by a handy man repairing broken gates and fencing and tidying up the

places generally. Often, however, a man will put off such odd carpentry

jobs, owing to his not having a suitable saw to work with.

On a farm there are many calls for the hand and crosscut saws,

and in unskilled hands these tools soon get out of order and become
almost useless, but by closely following out the instructions here set

out any one should be able to put a saw into working order.

In dressing a saw, three operations are necessary, viz.

—

(1) Stripping.

(2) Setting.

(3) Filing or sharpening.

Stripping, as it is termed, is making all the teeth of an even length

by running a file flat on its side along their points. By this operation

the longer ones are cut down to the level of the shorter. If the teeth

are not uniform a saw will "run," i.e.. it will not cut straight, and a

bad fitting joint in timber will result.

A very handy device for holding a file for this operation is shown

in the figures in Plate 1, whicli enables a person to apply the same

pressure all along the saw, and in addition acts as a guide for keeping

the file parallel, thus obviating the danger of tearing the user's liand

on the teeth.
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Setting a Saiu.—In this operation every alternate tooth is slightly

bent along the full length of the saw, which is then reversed in the

clamp and the remaining straight teeth are dealt with in the same
way as the others. In setting a saw an operator should be very careful

to see that the same amount of " set " is put on each tooth, for if one
tooth is set more than another it will make the saw jump, and a rough,

jagged cut in the timber results. In setting the teeth it is necessary to

bend them just enough to allow the blade to move forward and back-
ward freely, otherwise the set will be too wide, and will cause the cutting

of unnecessary timber, and mean a waste of time.

>wtA.*viwi,vrtV? -VWVVVVVW1A'*-V

PORTfON HOLLOWeO OUT OF BLOCH

PLAN OF BLOCK — SIDE VlCfl rnlD in BLOCK —

Plate No. 1.

There are many kinds of adjustable saw sets on the market, which

can be purchased at from 3s. to 4s. 6d. For different timbers varying

sets are necessary, green timber requiring more than dry. The adjust-

able set is therefore indispensable, as by its use the adjusting may be

quickly performed and the set made perfectly regular.

In setting a crosscut, each tooth is treated as in the hand saw, but

with an ordinary set, with gauge unattached. The gauge is & flat

piece of metal with a small slot cut out of one corner, as shown in
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Plate 2. This is placed on edge against the blade of the saw, the

top being level with the point of the tooth. The set is then applied
with a gentle pressure to bend the tooth until it will just touch the

gauge on top, ererv second tooth on one side being treated in the same
manner along the full length, and, after reversing the saw in the clamp,
the other teeth may be dealt with.

Filing or Sharpening a Saw.—In sharpening a hand saw, a three-

cornered file should be used, the grading varying with the class of

work and kind of saw to be treated. A tenon saw requires a iine or

SAW SET TOOTH CAUCE
Plate No. 2.

small file, a coarser saw a larger file, and a rip saw a coarser file still.

The file is inserted between each alternate tooth with a gentle, firm,

even, forward pressure, the hand holding the file slightly downward, the

point of the file being inclined towards tlio point of the saw\ This

position slightly cuts down into the blade, and keeps the teeth of

uniform length. If the filing each time is done on the tooth and the

blade is not cut into,, the tooth is filed short, and the saw is very soon

ruined. The file should be held slightly at an angle to the blade, i.e.. the

point inclined away from the handle of the saw. In filing a crosscut
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alternate teeth on each side should be filed on both edges, and by
this action guins, or false teeth, are raised in the blade between each

tooth. These gums must be kept down either by filing them straight

across with the file flat on its side or by placing the saw flat and firm

on its side on a solid piece of iron and marking with a cold chisel by
striking the chisel a firm blow with a hammer, each gum being treated

the same way on both sides of the saiv. The gums then may be readily

broken oS by applying the saw set and bending them, in the same
way as is done when setting the teeth.

Dressing must always be carried out in this order—stripping,

setting, and filing or sharpening. If the teeth be sharpened prior to

being set, the points will be dulled when brought into contact with the

set, and consequently, at the conclusion of the operation, the saw will

still be unfit to perform good work.

SHEEP DIPPING.

By A. W. Curlewis, Inspector of Stocl\

During last season certain points wthich are of interest to sheep-

owners came directly under observation. The one which calls for com-

ment just now is the very marked increase in the number of sheep

infected witih lice compared with other recent years, excepting the drought

season of 1914-15. This is chiefly due to ineffective dipping rather than

to failure on the part of owners to dip their flocks. Dipping has proved

ineffectual partly through neglect of owners to comply strictly with

directions regarding the mixing and the strength of the wash used and
tihe period of immersion, and partly as the result of the use of non-

poisonous liquid dips, for without a poisonous mixture in some form it

is ahnost impossible to free sheep from lice. A further contributing

cause is the deterioration of, at least, a portion of the dipping material

—

a deterioration probably due to a shortage of some of the chemicals used

by the manufacturers, for, until recently, most of the dips on the market
have been very reliable.

It would be well if sheep-owners tihis season noted the result of

dipping, and, if necessary, gave their flocks a second immersion before

offering any sheep for sale.

Experience has shown that the use of powder, paste, or combination

rather than liquid dips is most effective. Many of the manufacturing
firms supply powder and liquid material, and give directions for com-
bining them, should this be desired, while others sell a paste which is a

combination in itself.

Attention is also drawn to the f)robability of vermin remaining in

flocks, owing to the failure to dip lambs, which are to be kept for some
time after the ewes have been dipped. To comply with the terms of the

Sheen Dipping Act, lambs, whether shorn or not, should be dipped at the

same time as the rest of the flock. Apart from the legal penalties to

which sheep-owners render themselves liable for non-observance of this

provision, there is the likelihood that sucih neglect may be the cause of

their flocks remaining unclean, for, even though the lambs be dipped
later, the eradication of tick and lice has been made very difficult by the

growth of wool, and thus vermin may be carried from one sihearing to

another.
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GROWING MAIZE UNDER IRRIGATION.

Bi/ H. C. Churches, Dairy Supervisor.

Much has from time to time been written on the advantages of maize
growing, both as a fodder crop for dairy cattle, and for grain. That
the area—in the irrigated districts—planted with this valuable crop,

should be so small, is rather remarkable. Maize growing—even if only

on a small scale—could be conducted liy every settler on the rich irrigated

Murray frontage. It is safe to say that, where land and climate are

suitable, there is no other crop that will give the return, either in bulk
of fodder or weight of grain, per acre as maize. *The average price of

maize per busliel during the past ten years has been 3s. 6d. When the
price drops below that figure, it will pay handsomely to feed it to pigs

and poultry on the farm. In parts of Queensland, and other places,

crushed maize mixed with lucerne chaff foni s the chief diet of stable-fed

horses. The south-coast (New South Wales) dairy farmers plant their

10 or 15 acres of " corn " every year, the chief object being to obtain a

cheap, suitable concentrate for pig feeding with skimmed milk, the corn
stalks or " stover " is eaten by the cows—generally the dry ones—during
the winter. This practice could with advantage be followed here. It
may be mentioned that the average yield per acre in New South Wales
is only a little more than half the average Victorian yield. An advan-
tage the irrigator ha.s in growing maize is that most of the work is done
in the " off " season. The land is first ploughed in winter, the firal

preparation, and the planting of the seed, is carried out soon after the
first or second "watering periods" in October—that is, before lucerne
cutting becomes general. Then, again, harvesting of the cobs is not done
until about April—when lucerne cutting and watering is finished for the
season. The harvesting of maize, unlike the harvesting of wheat, oats,

&c.,. is not an urgent work, a week or two late being neither here
nor there.

Maize growing—although on a small scale— is gradually finding

favour on some of the dairy farms in the Swan Hill district, and some
nice crops have recently been inspected. A particularly fine crop has
been grown this year by Mr. Richard Woodgate, who is more ^satisfied

than ever of the advantages of a paddock of maize for corn each year.

Although the area planted by him is small—being about 11 acres,

and intended chiefly for pig and poultry feed—it clearly demonstrates
the suitability of the district for maize production. By measuring and
weighing the cobs of com from one row in the paddock, a yield of

about SO bushels per acre will be obtained. The variety planted is

Yellow Moruya. No special care or attention was given the growing
crop, other than watering it by the ordinary methods adopted on irriga-

tion farms. About the end of September, the land was watered, and, as

soon after as practicable with soil condition, was well worked, and the

seed ploughed in and harrowed. No cultivation between the rows was
done. An important advantage the in-igator has in maize growing is

that the land can be watered, and, as soon after as the condition of the
soil will permit, well cultivated to kill all the weeds and prepare a good
seed bed, thereby giving the -young maize a good start in life, a very
important factor in the life of the maize plant.

• See Journal of Agriculture, 10th November, 191.5. p.ape 676.
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THE DAIRY FARMER'S OPPORTUNITY.

By J. S. MeFadzean, Senior Dairy Supervisor.

As a body, dairy-fanners are seldom afforded mucli opportuuity of

taking definite advantage of economic conditions, and largely benefiting

thereby. There are certainly occasions when some may take advantage

of local demand, owing to their having stock or produce for sale when
ihe market is favorable, but more often than not it is the general public

which benefits at the farmer's expense. At the present time, however,

abnormal conditions prevail, and almost every farmer has an opportunity

of turning these conditions to his own direct advantage. With the high

prices ruling now for all classes of store cattle, every dairyman should

clear his place of all inferior stock, and get together a profitable milking

herd. A few, maybe, have already commenced to weed out the
" dufl^ers," but hundreds have not yet realized their opportunity.

The Journal of Agriculture, and possibly every other farmer's paper

in this State, has for years been persistently advocating the improve-

ment of all dairy herds by culling. The obstacle to putting this advice

into general practice has been that such low prices were usually quoted

for cull stock, that, small as might be their dairy yield, it was more per

year than their market value. Therefore farmers, while recognising

'that their stock was of inferior dairy grade, nevertheless preferred to

keep Ihera rather than sell at the low figure offering.

This excuse for not selling such cattle has, however, disappeared.

No cull cow will return, in dairy jiroduce, anything like her present

store value, and prices for all cattle will probably remain abnormally
high for some considerable time still. This is the dairy farmer's oppor-

tunity. Let the farmer sell his culls iwiv, and start building up a herd
which will be the foundation of profitable dairy work in the future.

It seems almost incredible that quite recejitly a dairy farmer, who
sells his cream to a factory, was found killing off his young calves, and
feeding them to the pigs. Words cannot express such folly, or, per-

haps, crime. Had these calves, so foolishly slaughtered, been raised to

even four months old, they would have shown, at the vei-y lowest esti-

mate, a profit of X2 per head. In fact, in proportion to labour expended,

it would be more profitable to raise the calf than milk the cow for the

cream. Further, every calf raised is of so much assistance in the

national work of helping out our food supply. The calf-killing farmer

is not only wholly unmindful of his duty to the nation as a food-]n-o-

ducer, but, from a business point of view, he shows himself to be abso-

lutely lacking in comraonsense.

Once again let it be emphasized that, with every prospect of a good

grass season, and the abnormal prices obtainable for every class of

cattle, the dairyman who does not establish his business soundly now
need never expect to succeed. Never before have Victorian dairymen
had such an opportunity for unloading their cull stock. How many
will avail themselves of it ?
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ORCHARD AND GARDEX NOTES.

E. E. Pescatt, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

CULTIV.\TI0N.

Orchard ploughiug should now he finished, and tlie main work for

the next few months will be an endeavour to keep the soil surface loose,

friable, and well opened. The consolidation of the surfaces must be

avoided, as a hard, compact surface means the loss of much soil

moisture, by capillary attraction. So that after rains, heavy dews, the

spray pump and other traffic, it will be as well to run the harrows over

the surface of the soil, so as to keep the surface well broken and to

maintain a good earth mulch. If the harrows are not sufficient to break

the clods, a spiked or heavy roller should be drawn over it, and then

harrowed. If the weather is at all dry it is advisable to plough only

as much as may be harrowed in the same day. By immediately

following up the ploughing with harrowing a minimum amount of

moisture is lost by capillarity.

Green manure crops should now be ploughed under, and should they

be very abundant in growth, a roller should be run over them and
ploughed with a coulter attached. Any of these means will serve to get

the crop underground, which is a desideratum.

In addition to the retention of soil moisture, cultivation of the

orchards will suppress the weeds which rob the trees of food and
moisture. The suppression of weeds is an important work in the spring

and summer, and they should be rigorously hoed or cultivated out.

Spraying.

Spraying for all pests and diseases is, at this time of the year, an

important work in the orchard. Bordeaux spraying for the black spot

of apples and pears, for scabs and shothole in peaches and apricots,

for the leaf curl of the peach and rust of the plums and peaches, should

now be completed.

Where there are indications that previous sprayings have not been

thoroughly successful, a lime sulphur spray should be given.

Wherever they are present, nicotine sprays should be given to

combat the peach aphis, and the pear and cherry slug. For the latter

pest, arsenate of lead should not be used if the cherries are within a

month of ripening. Arsenate of lead is so tenacious, and thus it is

likely to remain on the fruit until it is ripe, when it would be dangerous

to the consumer. Thus, while this property of remaining on the fruit

for a considerable time is of great value in the Codlin Moth spraying,

it is quite of the opposite value when used for the pear and cherry

slug. Either tobacco water or hellebore is useful for the eradication of

this pest, as these .substances do not remain long on the trees, and they

are quite as effective as arsenate of lead.
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Codlin moth spraying, too, will be in evidence tliis month. Owing
to the early season, it is possible that the development of the moth will

take place earlier. It is generally assumed that the appearance of the

moth is coincident with the bursting of the flowers. This is not always
so—the moths frequently come slightly later than the blooming period.

Owing to the raf)id expansion of the fruit, it is well to follow the first

spraying with a second in a week or ten days' time. Arsenate of lead

is still the spray for the Codlin moth, nothing having been found to

supersede it.

Vegetable Garden.

A good tilth, and a well-pulverized soil, are the main soil necessities

in the vegetable garden this month. Frequent cultivations will keep

in the soil moisture, and will obviate the necessity for surface waterings.

At the same time, it should be remembered that the vegetable garden
requires more water than the flower garden, owing to the quick growth
of the plants. Quickly-grown vegetables are more tender and more
luscious than slowly-grown ones: thus a good water supply will need

to be maintained. Weeds are great moisture-robbers, and they should

be kept out of the vegetable garden at this time of the year.

Late plantings of tomatoes may now be carried out ; all early-planted

plants should be fed, staked, and the laterals pinched back. A little

bone-dust or superphosphate may be given, but these are not equal to

animal manures, if the latter are available. Chemical manures should

only be given in limited quantities, 6 or 7 cwt. per acre would be a

heavy dressing, and this works out at nearly 3 ozs. per square yard.

Vegetable growers may easily try this for themselves, and it will soon

be seen that 3 ozs. scattered over a sqiuire yard of surface will appear

to be a very light dressing.

French beans, carrot, parsnip, celery, radish, peas, and turnip seeds

may now be sown. Seeds of cucumber, melon, and pumpkin family

may now be sown in the open ground. All seedlings may be trans-

planted on favorable days, and it will be well to sprinkle the tops as

Well as to water the roots.

Asparagus beds may be top-dressed with manure, and kept well

weeded. Such weak growths that are not gathered for eating should

be cut out of the beds.

Celery trenches will require attention at this time of the year; and

to insure good, quick growth, frequent waterings will be necessary.

Flower Garden.

Flower gardens are troubled with many pests at this time of the

year. Rose aphis is one of the most prevalent; frequent applications

of tobacco water will keep this pest in check. The hot winds should

not be waited for so as to rid the garden of the pests, because a great

deal of damage is done before the hot winds come. They should be

sprayed in any case.

Rose mildew will also need combating. This may be done by dusting

the bushes with sulphur while they are wet with the morning dew.

The ground may also be sprinkled, as the fumes check the fungus.
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Leaf-rolling or Icaf-oating inspcts ^vill need to be sprayed with

arsenate of lead or Paris green.

Tlie surface should be kept well hoed so as to consen-e the moisture,

especially after the frequent waterings that should be given.

Dahlia and chrysanthemums may be planted in soil that has been

dug over two or three times, and each time digging' in manure. The
soil must not be too rich, but must be well drained.

Bulbs that have lost their foliage may be lifted, but do not cut the

foliage, as this means loss of sap and energy.

Asters, zinnias, salvias, balsams, amaranthus, celosias, &c., lobelia,

bedding begonia, iresines, alternantheras, &c., may now be planted out

for suMinior and autumn flowers.

MANURE FOR ROSES.

In a recent pajK-r on this subject, Mr. W. C. Eobertson, Assistant

Chemist for Agriculture, recommends the following :
—

" 5 lbs. well-rotted

stable manure, 1 oz. bone manure, and 1 oz. dried blood. This to be an

annual dressing, apart altogether from the spring and annual mulch.

In late autumn give a liberal dressing of lime and i oz. of Epsom salts.

This treatment is to be ap]ilied to each rose bush. If stable manure is

hard to obtain, the following dressing is advised :—J lb. dried blood

mixed with 2 ozs. bone manure per tree, coupled with a dressing of ^ oz.

sodium nitrate in the spring. Lime and magnesia as above." The use

of Epsom salts as a rose manure is a novelty to the rosarian, but this

substance supplies the magnesia which is so much needed by roses.

HEIVJINDERS FOR NOVEMBER.

LIVE STOCK.
Horses.—Continue to feod stable horses well; add a ration of greenstuff.

Rug at night. Continue hay or straw, chaffed or whole, to grass-fed horses.

Feed old and Ijadly-conditioned horses liberally. If too fat, mares duo to foal

should be [lut on poorer pasture. Turn out workers due for a, spell at grass. In
view of sand trouble tliis year horses whic-li liave Ijcen paddocked all the winter
should not be put to work until properly conditioned and any sand accuraulati ;n

got rid of. A course of three or tour bran nuislies, after a twelve Iiours' fast,

followed by 1 to 1^ pints of linseed oil, is helpful. Kepcat in two or three days,
if necessary. Colts to be gelded should be operated on before hot weather sets in.

Cattle.—Except on rare occasions, rugs ma}' now be used on cows at niglit

only. Continue giving hay or straw, if possible, to counteract the effect of green
grass. Be prepared for milk fever. Read article in YearBook of Agriculture
1905, page 314. Give calves a dry shed and a good grass run. Contin\ii-
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giving milk at blood heat to calves. Be careful to keep utensils clean, or

diarrhoea will result. Do not give too much milk at a time for the same reason.

Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Give a cup of limewater in the

milk to each calf, also place crushed oats or lucerne hay in a trough so that they

can eat at will.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of liedding in woll-ventilated styes. Keep styes

clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be

turned into grass run. Sows suckling young should be well fed to enable them
to produce plenty of milk. Give young pigs pollard and skim milk in separate

trough as soon as they will take it, and keep them fattening from tlie start to

get them off as early as possible. Give a tablespoonful of bone meal, or half

that amount of mineral phosphate, per 100 lbs. live weight in food daily. If

pigs are lousy dress them with kerosene emulsion or sulphur and lard, rubbing
well into crevices of skin, and disinfect styes. Pig breeding and feeding

should be very profitable for a long time to come, and it should be safe to

launch out now. •

Sheep.—Prepare for dipping. Ascertain exact contents of bath before mixing.

Powder or paste dips have the most lasting effect, particularly where the lice

flave been bad. Hold sheep in the bath not less than half a minute; if badly

infested, longer. Submerge heads twice, but allow them to rise quickly—^jnost

deaths after dipping are due to gross carelessness in holding sheep under too

long, the dip wash being taken in on to the lungs. Dip rams, full grown sheep

first, while bath is full, lambs last. Yard sheep over night. Dip while empty, and

avoid excessive fouling the drainer. Commence early in the day, and allow sheep

to dry before nightfall. Avoid travelling long distances to and from baths, and
dipping sheep while overheated. Do not roughly throw sheep in. Avoid filthy

baths; this increases a dead tip in hot areas.

Wlien constructing new dips, remember moderate-sized ones are most econo-

mical, just as efficient, and can be more easily emptied as they become fouled,

and if they are near water can be quickly filled.

Poultry.—Provide plenty of green food and shade. Watch for vermin;

spray crevices of perches and houses with crude carbolic acid, 1 in 50. Keep
water clean and cool, and out of the sun. One packet of Epsom salts should be

given to thirty birds through the mash. Remove all male birds from the flock.

Infertile eggs are preferable when pickling, or when placed in cool storage.

CULTIVATION.

Fakm.—Plant main crop of potatoes. Cut hay and silage. vVeed early

potatoes. Sow maize and millets. Weed tobacco beds, and water, if dry.

Okchakd.—Ploughing, harrowing, and cultivating to be continued. Weeds

to be kept down. sl-cure, pinch, and spra>- grafts with water. Spray frequently

for codlin moth, pear and cherry slug, and peach aphis. Plant out citrus trees.

Vegetable Garden.—Hoe and mulch surface. Suppress weeds. Water where

dry and hoe afterwards. Disbud and pinch back tomato plants. Sow celery,

French beans, peas, lettuce, cucumber, melon, &<?., seeds.

Flower Garden.—Water and mulch. Cultivate and keep down weeds. Thin

out weak wood from roses. Prune early all flowering shrubs that have finished

flowering. Lift and store bulbs. Plant out dahlias and chrysanthemums. Liquid-

manure herbaceous perennials.

Vineyard.—Field grafts require careful attention in the way of removal of

suckers and scion roots. (See articles in last and current issues.) Cultural

work, such as scarifying and hoeing, should be actively pushed forward, so as to

provide as good a " mulch " as possible during sum-mer. Proceed with tying up,

stopping and topping. Avoid excessive topping, summer pruning being usiinllv

more injurious than useful in warm, dry climates. Cincture Zante currant vines

after flower caps have fallen. Apply second sulphuring just l)efore blossoming,

wherever Oidium was prevalent last year.

Cellar.—Same as last month.
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LUCERNE
The King of
Fodder Crops

THE cultivation of Lucerne and its unsurpassable value as a
Fodder Plant, with irrigation, has become generally recognised
during the past (ew years, and is now being extensively cultivated

m Victoria. It can be cut five or six limes during a season, and, being
perennial, will yield good crops for many years, but it requires regular

manuring every year, to return to the soil the substance withdrawn by
roots and growth. Lucerne will fatten cattle, sheep, pigs, &c., better

than any other feed, and with less expense. All our Lucernes are
specially machine cleaned, hand sieved, free from dodder, and true to

name, and have passed the Government test.

HUNTER RIVER—Austrahan Grown—19 per lb.; 175,'- in cwt.
lots. Special price i-ton lots.

FRENCH PROVENCE'-Improved. Best, 1 6 per lb. ; 140/- per cwt.

EGYPTIAN or BERSEEM CLOVER
A strong-growing annual, with succulent, fleshy stems and broad soft

leaves. The first cut is available from 45 to 60 days after sowing,
followed by a second and third cut, and sometimes a fourth, although
the latter is never heavy, and is usually reserved (or seed. All kinds
of stock eat it readily, and it may be given to them at any stage of

growth. Does not taint milk in the slightest degree. Sow 20 lbs.

to 30 lbs. per acre. 1/6 per lb. ; 150/- per cwt.

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston Street, Melbourne
Established 1S50 Tel. Central 729
Nurseries—Orrong Rd., Armadale, Adjoining Toorak Rly. Station

L.R.W.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAI- PURPOSE CHARACTER is given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 IDs.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.

;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's ., 10548 „
6 years average 10548 lbs, milk

4 „ „ 9155 „

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (1st milking) 7144 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam's ,
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Tb« figures below reft
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS
21/- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 21/- each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July— October, 1917. Price, £1 Is. per Sitting.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS-DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Mating £ I 1

Cosh No. 1 Special 110
Subiaco No. 1 Special - - - - - 1 1

Cosh-Swift X Moritz - - - - - 1 1

Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park 110
From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 eggs at

Bendigo Single Pen Competition, 1916-17—World's Record.

Notc-W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915), which

established the still unbeaten world's record of 1 ,699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £7S

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forwarded for each sitting. No gUEtrantee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.
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- MITCHELL
The LIGHTEST DRAFT HARVESTER

The "MITCHELL" Harvcsict ha. proved
itself lo be I'ghter in draft than any
compel ing machine, as the following lesl shows
This test was arranged by farmers, so that each
could judge of the merits of the various machines.

FARMER'S DRAFT TEST AT COROMBY, VICTORIA

1 Units
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals vvilh all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 55. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March. April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.
(1908), 12 pans each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February
and October) out of print; and Vlil. (1910). 12 parts, are at present in stock, and
will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), 11 parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,
July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3|d. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;
B. & F.,25. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2
coloured plates. Cloth. 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 21d., paper
2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d.. paper 8d.; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooki. £1 Is. Postage : C, 56.

B. &F., Is. 8d.
N.Z. lOd.:Postage

OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2;PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.
Postage, 1 d

.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per
dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly.

By Professor A. ]. Ewatt, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, IJd.; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F. , lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. lOs. Postage : C. 2d.;
N.Z.,8d.; B. &F., Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., Ill ,

each. PosMge; Parts I. and HI., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F.,

H. andlV., C, IJd. ; N.Z.. 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.
4d.; B.&F.. 7d.

IV., v.,
6d. each.

. C. Id.;

2s. 6d.

Parts

N.Z..

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,
must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of Iamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyort at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

diredl into the ship's hold. Eledlric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by dire(5l lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vidoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produ(5ts are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are connected with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the production, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that dire(5t shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condu(5l of Cool Stores places

producers in an mdependent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

products

.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores.

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)
|

Doncaster

Diamond Creek -

Tyabb

Telephones.

Office: 10383 Central

Engineer-in-Charge :
1 0382

397 Canterbury

1 5 1 Heidelberg

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of agriculture.

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 93SO Central.

By Authority : Auket J. Mdllktt, Government Printer, Melbourne.
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Maize Products
"Australian Made from Australian Maize'

Poultry Protein Foods
POULTRY GLUTEN MEAL and
POULTRY MAIZE OIL MEAL

r\0 you want increased success m your poultry yard ? Then
L^ feed your fowls and ducks on Poultry Gluten Meal and
Poultry Maize Oil Meal, two ideal foods, guaranteed pure,

highly nutritious, and easily assimilated. They produce all that

is required :

Bone, Flesh, Glossy Plumage, and EGGS
Chicks and ducklings thrive on them. There is

nothing better. Try them—you will be convinced

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
An Ideal Cattle Food

]\/TAIZE Oil Meal is toasted and tasteful. It does not
^^ '^ germinate or turn rancid with age or storage. It is ready

for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

Calves thrive on " Oil Meal " better than on any other food.

For fattening pigs nothing is so successful for securing weight

and flavour.

Maize Oil Meal is a complete food—producing Bone, Muscle,

Fat, and a Glossy, Beautiful Coat.

In lOO lb. Bags. Every Bag Guaranteed

WrUe for prices and further particulars to

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works Footscray, Victoria

'Phone : Footscray 364
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VICTORIAN ^}i^.r'-'h'M RAILWAYS
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PICTURESQUE VICTORIA
(ii (O Qj

m
^=SUMMER=^
EXCURSIONS

The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 15th November till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommoda-
lion, at "The Government Chalet,"

are issued on Mondays by the

6.15 a.m. train, and on Fridays by

the 4 p.m. Express train, at £6

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor
from Bright may do so. weather permitting,

on payment at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets
all including Accommodation, &c.

~^

HEALESVILLE
Rail. Coach Drives. &C.. 7 days. £3 3-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., 7 days, £3 5/-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

-&'

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central.

GEO. H. SUTTON,
Acting Secretary for Railways.
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To secure success in farming, it is essential to so^v the right seeds at

the right time, in the right way but especially plant the right seeds,

so your best way is only to purchase from the long established

house of BRUNNING'S, guaranteed by their 65 years' reputation for relia-

bility and incomparable quality. Buying in such large quantities and
selling direct to you assures bedrock prices and maximum value.

TEFF GRASS
An abundance of excellent hay is soon ready by
sowing the rapid gtowing FEFF GRASS.
Can be grazed or cut and made into hay ei^ht

to ten weeks after seeding. Does pa.rcularly

well in Gippsland and similar districts. San".,/ies

with pleasure.

SWEET CLOVER
SWEET CLOVER .s qui^k gruwmg. Stands
drought as well as LUCERNE, splendidly suited

for pasture, excellent for green manuring. Can
be grown in almost any part of Victoria

Quotations and samples gratis.

IMPHEE, or

PLANTERS FRIEND
The most va'uab e ot

fodder of rare value, mo:

quantity of excellent lorage. J-ull particulars and
samples gladly sent

all S'jtKiiums. Green
nulii.ioui, yields a great

SUDAN GRASS
The lamju^ a uiual Sjinintr gia^i I .;

,
wirih and

North- Western Viciona. Wondciluily drjughl
tesislent. unequalled for pasture, makes splendid
hay. Samples and quotations on application.

Write for samples and fuller particulars.

iijtiijkik
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direcft into the ship's hold. Eledlric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to and connected writh the Cool Stores by diretS lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Vidloria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produces are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conneefted with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the production, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
By D. McALPINE.

government vegetable pathologist.

Wilh Appendices by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (BioloBul),

on Eel Worms:
and

C. French. Jnr. (Government
Entomologist), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

23S Pages (Cloth). 58 Full Pl.iles. Prirp ^ 'm Postage : Commonweahh. 2d.: New Zealand 8d •

176 Illustrations 1 I ICC, «_» / British and Foreign. 1,4.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note cr Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The Director o(
A}^riculture, Meiliourne. Victur.a. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Ofiice Order.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. B\- L. Roos. Cloth, la.

Podage: (J., Ud. ; N.Z., ."..l. : B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

Paper, (Jd. Postage: C, h\. N.Z., -Jd. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB.SOIUNG FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, !ld. Postage : C. Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & ¥.. (id

NE^W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPUED
TO RECONSTITUTION WITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, fid.

Postage : C, Id. : X.Z., lM. : B. & F. , 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CUIiTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Itavaz.

Cloth, is. Pajier, Is. Postage: C, Ud. ; X.Z., 5tl. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON W^INE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, id. : N.Z., 2(1. ; B. ct F., 4.1.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
W^ITH AMERICAN VINES. By (4. Foe.^. Paper, 9d. Postage:
C, I.l, ; X.Z., 4.1. ; P.. ,t F., Sd.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
By D. McAlpine. Government Vegctat>le Pathotogisl.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5s. Postose: C, 2d. : N.Z.. 8d. ; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postoje; C. 2»d. ; N.Z.. 9d.: B. «t F.. Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2i. Postage: C. Id. : N.Z..
3d.; B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Pelage: C. Ud.

:

N.Z.. 5d. : B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI 3». Pwtoge: C, 2d. ; N.Z..
8d. ; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

Applications accompanied by Postnl X"te or Cheque coverimj pru--- unit pn/itngf to he /orimrf! r f tn

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remiltavcff frum he]i»nd the Commonwealth to he madf by Foal Office Ordfr.
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BILLABONG Centrifugal

PUMPS

SHAFTING.—The shaft is of suitable

diameter, and supported in long journals,

lined with " Velocite," an anti-friction

bearing metal of our own make, and of

which users speak very highly.

WATERWAYS.—The waterways are

spacious, and the divided suction prevents

undue thrust on the spindle.

For raising large quantities of Water

for Irrigation and other purposes.

This Centrifugal Pump embodies

many notable features—a result of our

long experience in Pump manufacture.

It is made at our Melbourne Works of

good quality materials and by expert

Pump Engineers.

BEARINGS.—These are of the parted

type, rendering perfect accessibility, and

new liners may be cheaply fitted if

necessary.

STUFFING BOXES, GLAND, ETC.
.Stuffing Box and Gland are strong, well

made, and accurately fitted.

LUBRICATION. —A most important item—especially in highspeed machines. This

pump is equipped with large oil wells and ring system. A brass ring hangs over the

shaft and dips into the oil well below ; as the shaft revolves the ring and oil are

carried with it. Therefore, so long as there is oil in the wells continuous and
thorough lubrication is maintained while pump is working. (All excess oil finds its

way into the oil wells again, thus eliminaling waste.)

BED PLATE.—The piimp is well

made, carefully assembled, and is mounted
on a massive iied plate—the whole forming

a very high -class machine.

SWIVELLING DEVICE.—This is

readily adaptable to ground of varying

formation, but to meet special conditions we
can supply certain sizes with end suction,

and will forward particulars to enquirers.

The efficiency of our pumps taken under actual test is TS/i per cent,

consider, for a stock line of pump, altogether above the average.

PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION

This, we

Near
G.P.O.

^srK2x 'Phone
8385

Makers of Windmills, Pumps. Troughs. Pluming, &c, &c.

391-403 BOURKE ST., MELBOURNE
And at 324-330 PITT STREET. SYDNEY
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USE Improved
:: 1914 ::

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK, RED, and BLUE (in Cases)

6/-
Containing Two
4-gal. tins :: ::

per
gal.

Or Eight 1-gal. tins

:: 6/6 per gal. ::

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

Our Farm

Pump Engine

Lifts water 300 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

Milking Machines.
Separators, Spraying OutBts; cuts chaff, saws

light wood. &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Deposit £10:0 : -Balance Easy

"Challenge"

Windmills

y V.

Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.
Provided with an efficient syphon oiling system.

Crank shaft is forged from one piece of steel,

sensitive governor gives complete control in alt

winds. Internal gears run without noise, all

bearings are reversible, giving double service,

perfect adjustment, flexible steel band brake.

Owing to early ordering we can supply some
windmills at less than the present cost of the

raw materials. Big stocks low prices.

Prompt Deliveries

Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in itoclc.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue (just issued) giving
illustrations* descriptions and prices of engines*
implements, agricultural machinery & farm tools

LANGWILL BROS.&DAV1ES
Pty. Ltd.

Agents for T»ngyt Oil, Steun. and Gai Ensinei. Poiaps and Machinery

118 Sturt St., South Melbourne
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Auto Spray Pumps
No. 1

Over 400,000 in use

For spraying trees, shrubs, vines,

field crops, green-houses, and
poultry-houses, &c.

It consists of a solution tank holding about
four gallons. Tank made of galvanized steel or

heavy sheet brass, as ordered.

A brass air pump is located inside the
solution tank protected from injury, and is provided
with cam locking device which closes the filler

opening air tight with a half turn of the wrist.

Clog Proof Nozzle. Eoery Sprayer QuaranleeJ.

Galyaoized, £2 10/- Brass, £3 10/-

Illustrated "Auto" Book Free

M5
K"^ Proprietary Limited

For Farm & Orchard Tools

S54-66 & 5S2-8S Collins Street,

MELBOURNE

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from I J per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27i years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rent*.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five yeeurs, but no penalty after Eve yean.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^-^
Apply-

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insupanee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine, Fidelity GaaraBlee, Plate

Glau, Penonal Accident and Sickaeu,

Emptoyen* Liability, Workveo'i Conpei-

latieB. Piblic Risk, Meter Car, aad Borflary.

1^ INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .-. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE. Govemment Apiculturist.

Comprisins 126 pases, divided into 25 chapters (illuMrated) dealios with various phases of
BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonwealth, Id. ; New Zealand, 2Ad. : British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blackimithing, Carpentry. Plumbing, Turning and Fitting, Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for our ProspeBus, ready now, and learn aboul them.

First Term 1917 starts February Sth. ENROL NOW

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruclion are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above quahftcations are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Slate Services and in the Army Velermary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Sessions commence MARCH aad SEPTEMBER, and Students may be enroUed at any time.

Alternattoe Courtea— Total Fees—
(a) Diploma Course .. Three Years.

(&) One Year's Course.

The CoHese cootaios modeni and well equipped laboratory and letflure hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5.9 1 3 acres of farm land at Dooicie. 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and chuapioD
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal AgricuUural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry. Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

£25/-/- per annum.

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb RaUinff, Dairying.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &e.

Total Fees—dE2S per annum.

^n particalars obtainable fron T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Sect ''tary. Council of Agricoltural EdacatioB,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

PaUnt Fallot*.

Renewable OarrOQ
Boxes k Oil Oapa.

The only Steel
Wheel that ba«
tood the ImX.

BEWARE OP
MITATIONS

Wlieali annmtMi r»r I yean aiialnst Breakage, Ac.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, Orchardi»U, Farmen.
This Spring Wagon to carry 2 toaa, £30 up.

Wheela, tf and SZ* dla. 4' Tjrrea. Table, 9} x 5) feet Pol* or Shalt*. Weifha 10 ewt.

Ordinary '?lock Wagon to carry 3 tons, £35. Weighs 12 cwt.
Tk49« WhstU art ffwyrantttd and vnll last for all ttuw.

HIGHER WHEI:.L,S IF NEEDED, Td Wagona buUt to carrj any weight np to W lona

TRACTION TRAILERS A Sf^CIALYY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body* and all classei of little Wagons for I'arm and Station work.
Wacons Shipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, BRUCE STREET,
KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

10 16 per bag,
ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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W & W 581

Fig. 233. Orn.-imenlal Fig. 211 Orn.imental Fig 188b Ornamental
Handgalc. 4 fl high H;indcnle 4 ft. high H.m.lKMle 4 ft, hiEh

CYCLONE Pty. LTD. 459 SWANSTON STREET
MELBOURNE

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

-ARE-

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53,

G.P.O., MELBOURNE.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Elxecutors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS :

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, E.q.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, E.q. DAVID HUNTER. E.q.

This Company Acts .18 EKecutor or Joint EKecutor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee sf
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

flOOO TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

"I nm vfrv well pleased ivith thr Orubbers, as the.v aredoii.i.' \ery i;ood work. With mine I have

close on l.niio trees ami stinn)is rriililied out. I have done all this work mj self without any aasistance.

So I consider the (Jruliher has more than doubly paid for itself."

J^tlt The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land ctearine, is always ready, and can be worked in

from— the very rouehest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vi<florian Deposit.

CROP GftOWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH ' VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and full Information obtained from

Victorian Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and
Timber Merchants throughout Australia-

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME should try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War.

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
DAVID MITCHELL,

Sole Profjrielor,

OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE.

Worki—
CAVE HILL.

LILYDALE.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office—
LONDON

Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers

ON COMMISSION ONLY

Butter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Account

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Chief A»e.U in Victoria lor Iht PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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PRODUCERS
Increased Cost of Labour

Increased Cost of Farm

Materials and Implements

Increased Federal Taxation

Increased State Taxation

MEANS THAT

CO-OPERATION
Is not a Luxury hut a Necessity

Become a CO-OPERATOR
and Economize both in

SELLING AND BUYING

NOTE THE COMPANY'S PROGRESS

Last Year's Turnover - £ 1 ,954,026

Bonuses declared to date - £56,998

THEREFORE, SUPPORT THE

Gippsland & Northern Co-Operative Selling

and Insurance Co. Ltd.

492494 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE A. W. WILSON
GcDcral MiDkfer
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufacturer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, 8iC.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents ;—

IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

"^ YES, I AM SURE
Your eyes are under a constant strain all day ;

they are
your most valuable possession, and neglect in

the early stages may lead to eye strain.

DAIRY AND INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
KEPT IN STOCK.

WE ARE CERTIFIED OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS

F.I.D.
D.B.O.A.
LONDON

'PHONE 6778
for av appoitilmeiit.

Estab.

32 Years

E.WOOD,
LONDON.

EQUITABLE BUILDINGS
95 Elizabeth St., Melb.

LIVERPOOL. SYDNEY.

- To FARMERS and OTHERS.——

—

For your House, Barn, Woolshed, Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

ii£! JARRAH or TASMANIAN
S; HARDWOOD TIMBERS

.^^—^-.— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ^^——^-—^

Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

to"';!- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.
*PHONES 10SS1-4. QUEEN*S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. BOX 241 a.P.O.
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MADE IN AUSTRALIA

The "SUNSHINE" Harvesters

Makes a

Perfect

Sample

Simple, Durable, Light of Draught. Sizes, 5, 6, 8, and 10 ft. Comb.

The "SUNSHINE"
Spring-Tine If Cultivator

28 ^

A Perfect Weed Killer
High Wheel—Sizes IS. 20. 25. 30. and 3S Tinea

Low Wheel for Orchard. Garden & Vineyard—lO. 12. & 14 Tines

MUGM V. IVIClV/VY Harvester Works
BRANCHES—

Stanley Street. South BRISBANE 27-39 George St., West SYDNEY
Cr. COLLINS and SPENCER Streets, MELBOURNE

56 North Terrace, ADELAIDE 36 Pier Street, PERTH
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
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G pJmWm^^ R.

State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

"The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war, pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.
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THE COMPOSITION OF THE POTATO PLANT AT
VARIOUS STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT.

By J. T. Ramsay, Potato Expert, and \Y. C. Robertson, Supervising
Analyst.

Object of Experiment.

During the past season, 1916-17, an interesting test was carried out

to determine, I. the rate of assimulation of food from tlie soil by the

potato plant, and II. the relative proportions of each of the principal

elements contained in the plant at various stages of its growth.

How Conducted.

In order to insure the best possible condition for the growth of the

crop, together with the maintenance of the greatest facility for the

harvesting of all portions of the plant, viz., haulms, tubers, and roots,

the crop was grown in a synthetic soil.

This soil was constructed from Carrum sand 13 parts, clay loam sur-

face soil 2 parts, and well-rotted farmyard manure 1 part; the whole
when mixed making a choice light sandy loam of a very desirable

physical condition.

To guarantee com])lete harvesting control over the wbole of the

portions of the plants operated upon, each seed set was planted in a hard-

wood box 18 inches by IS inches by 18 inches, containing 130 lbs. of soil

—the seed being placed at a depth of 4 inches below the surface. To
prevent too rapid evaporation of moisture from these boxes of soil and
to maintain an even temperature they were placed in a trench cut in the

ground, so that the tops of the boxes were practically level with the

surface of the land surrounding.

Care was exercised to insure perfect drainage in order that the plants

might be permitted to develop evenly from start to finish of the growing
period. To further insure this, water, as rq,quired to keep the soil in a

13587.
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nice couditiou a.s regards moisture content, was apjjlicd equally to each

plant.

Prior to planting, each box was fortified with artificial fertilizers in

the following quantities:—Superphosphate, ^ oz. ; ammonium sulphate,

1 oz. ; dried blood, 1 oz.
;
potassium suljjhate, -j oz. These were thoroughly

incorporated with the soil on the surface of the boxes, and the seed sets

(whole) were planted on 17th December, 1916.

The average weight of the sets used was 75 grammes, equalling a

shade over 2^ ozs. The variety chosen for the test was Up-to-Date. All

of the plants appeared through the ground within three days of each
other. This may be considered for all purp)oses, uniform.

When the plants broke the surface a top dressing of sodium nitrate,

at the rate of 5 oz. per box, was applied.

Analysis of Soil Used.

An analysis of tlie synthetic soil utilized in this test was made, and is

given herewith :

—

(Parts per 100,000.)

Nitrogen.
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done on the :^t)tli ^Mairh, after a periud of 31 days from previous

harvest, aud the fourth and final harvest took place on the 30th April,

35 days subsequent to the third. The total period of maturation for the

fully-developed phmts was 124 days— rouffJily, four months. .\t each
harvest considerable care was taken lo collect the conii)letc plant, haulms,
roots, and tubers, the soil being carefully sifted and hand ]iickc(l.

In the case of the roots at the fourth harvest, .some difficulty was
experienced in recovering all of these, on account of their having become
dry and brittle, but it is estimated that the loss sustained hei's would not

amount to more than 30 per cent.

At the fir.st three harvests complete recovery was made possible owing
to the sandy character of the soil, and the fact that at those stages the

roots were alive and tough. Cropping, harvesting, and analysis was done
in duplicate in each case, in order to reduce, as much as possible, the

margin of error.

An exceptionally heavy crop was obtained in the case of the plants

which were allowed to mature, the tubers being of perfect shape and
very fine quality.

General.

Remarkably even results were obtained, in duplicate, from each suc-

cessive harvest.

The results obtained, which are set forth in the succeeding pages, are

of considerable value in showing how the plant feeds, the outstanding
feature being the evidence, as proven by analysis, of the necessity for

an abundance of available food being placed at the disposal of the plant

from the earliest period of growth, if heavy yields are to be secured.

It was hoped that, as the result of this experiment, some light might be

thrown on the reason for immature seed being more productive than ripe

seed for the potato crop.

N"o explanation of this can, however, be constructed from the results

obtained, as the composition of the tubers at the first, second, third, and
fourth harvests is sho\\ai to be practicallj' the same in plant food ratio.

It is remarkable that up to the present time no scientific explanation

can be produced relative to the phenomenal super efficiency of immature
seed, although tests out of number have proven the fact.

RESULTS.

Total Dry Matter in the Plant.

Table I.

Yield per Plant at Various Stages of Growth.
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Table il.

Yield Det Matter per Acre at Various Stages of Growth.
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first month. The second month's growth gave 34 per cent.: the third

month produced tubers equal to JfS per cent., whilst the growth during

the fourth month gave tubers equal to 77 per cent, of the total tuber

weight.

Computing, as in the case of root-; and haulm, on the total growth
during the given periods, we find 5.8 ycr cent, of the total production

during the first month to consist of tubers. The second month produces

tubers equal to 55 per cent, of the total growth. The third month shows

an increased weight of tubers equal to 77 per cent, of tbe total weight of

plant, whilst during the fourth month—the final stage— the onlij growth
taking place is that of the tubers.

How the Potato Plant Grows.

Table IV.

Percentage Production.

—
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A passing glance at Table V. may create a wrong impression, for it

will be at once remarked that, in almost every instance, the old decom-

posed sets show a higher analysis of llie essential plant foods than the

original set planted, or, rather, the duplicate to the original set planted.

The higher percentages in the later harvestings are dne to concentration.

The analysis of the set at first harvest is really the most valuable

analysis, for this set was well preserved, and further than showing a

bad colour and a few cracks it was, to all intents and purposes, a sound

potato. All the sets obtained during subsequent harvests were eontanii-

natcd with sand, and, furthennore, were in an advanced stage of decom-
position. In the analyses of the latter the percentages were calculated

on the sand-free material.

The weight of the sets necessarily decreased, but apparently whilst

the starch and carbohydrates oxidized, the inorganic constituents and
nitrogenous compounds remained ; although towards the final harvest

there is a remarkable decrease in the content of potash, this may have

been due to leaching. Computing from the analyses (Table V.), we find

apparently 50 per cent, of the nitrogen and 25 per cent, of the phos-

phoric acid contained in the original potato set has been used in the

formation of radical and plumule, root and sprout. The potash appa-

rently is not utilized. Probably it i.s stored in the tuber for the good

of mankind in supplying a daily medicine.

The story of seed potato is the direct utilization of the store of

nitrogen and phosphoric acid for the formation for the sprout, x^pproxi-

mately half the whole amount of the essentials are used up when the old

set commences to decay. The starch is slowly oxidized, but the nitrogen

and phosphoric acid excess apparently remains in the seed set. Potash
plays no part, or, at any rate, is not directly utilized, i.e., does not enter

into the new growth, but towards the final stages of decomposition ; a

fair amount of this element is dissolved and washed away by soil solution.

The Composition of the Potato Plant at Various Stages of

Develop.nent.

Table I. shows the weights of dry matter found in the root, haulm,
and tubers at various stages of growth. At the various harvests portions

of the separate parts of the plant were selected and analyzed.

Similar analyses were conducted by the Ducal Agricultural Experi-

ment Station at Bemberg, in Anhalt (Germany), in 1903-4, the experi-

menters being the late Professor Dr. H. Wilfarth and Dr. H. Romer.
Their experiment was on a much larger scale than the one forming

the basis of this article. Whilst their results coincide to a degree there

are certain marked irregularities in the results obtained by them, which
did not show in the experiment reported here.

Firstly.—It will be observed on reference to the graph on page 648,

that a migration of the essential plant foods from the plant to the soil

did not take place. This agrees with the finding of the German expert.

Secondly.—-Whilst the essential plant food percentages generally

show higher than the German returns, the most marked is the percent-

ages of phosphoric acid. This especially applies to the content in the

tubers.

The high content in phosphoric acid of the tubers obtained in the

local experiment in the face of the ordinary percentage occurring in the

original seed set requires explanation. The only reason advanced is the
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presence of an excess of soluble phosphoric acid in the synthetic soil

used in the experiment.

Thirdly.—The small root harvest obtained by the German experi-

menters compares unfavorably with root figures herein published.

(Table I.).

The loose, mellow, coarse sand, used as a soil in the local experi-

ment, was admirably suitable for root harvesting, l^o information is

given as to the soil used by the Germans.
Notwithstanding these unsatisfactory features the experiments agree

on the important question, viz. :—Does the potato plant, dui'iug its

growth, return plant food constituents to the soil? The answer is,

No.
Table VI.

Analysis of the Potato Haulm at Various Harvests.
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whilst the percentage of magnesia remains practically constant through-

out.

It must not he inferred that a migration of plant food to the soil has

occurred. There are two reasons for the decrease in the percentages. In
the first place the young and tender plant is always richer in the essen-

tials than the older or coarser plant. This is due to concentration. On
the other hand there is a migration of plant food to another part of

the plant, viz., the tubers. All the coiupounds necessary for tuber for-

mation are derived from the laboratory of the plant, viz., the haulm.

A glance at Table VII., giving tlie amounts of plant foods contained

in the haulms of an acre of potatoes (as exj)erimentally grown) throws
additional light on the question. The amounts of the bases (potash,

lime, and magnesia) increase right through "to the end of the third

month, and in the case of lime even to the end of the fourth month.
The latter fact may be due to the absorption of lime possibly to

neutralize the haulm acidity. On the other hand, it will be observed

that the amount of nitrogen and phosphoric acid contained in the haulm
increases at a great rate until the end of the second month, and then,

especially in the case of the latter cdnipound (phosphoric acid), the

content shows a remarkable decrease. Apparently these two essentials

play an important part in tuber fonnation and development.

The fact remains, and it furnishes food for thought. Once again

nature tells us to help the helpless—as the mother nourishes the suckling

babe, so, too, should the potato farmer nourish the crop in the early

stages of growth, so that in the presence of a sufficiency of plant food pro-

vided by good tilth and liberal manuring, strong, healthy plants con-

taining a rich flow of elaborated sap will greet his eye and, incidentally,

fill his pocket.

In a normal season, the critical stage of the potato plant is during

the first six or eight iveels' growth.

A word on the plant food ratio of the haulm. The outstanding

feature is the two constants. Firstly, the practically constant ratio of

the first two months; and, secondly, the practically constant and dis-

tinctly different ratio of tbe final two months.

Apparently, as previously mentioned, the bases (lime and magnesia)

are absorbed to neutralize acidity, even after the migration of the phos-

phoric acid, nitrogen, and, to a lesser extent, of potash from the haulm
to the tuber.

There seems to exist a definite ratio between lime and magnesia.

This can hardly be by accident, for the soil used was much richer in lime

than magnesia.

Table VIII.

The Potato Tubeb
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Table IX.

Pounds of Pl.vnt Food Contained in the Tubers Obtained pee Acre
(12,000 Plants) at Various Harvests.
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Table XI.

Pounds of Plant Food Contained in the Roots, Calculating 12,000

Plants per Acre.
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entered the i)hiui ^luring the first month's growth. Diiriiii; the second

month approxiinateli/ four-fifths of fho total requirement of phosphoric

acid and nitrogen had been acquired, whilst of the total requirement

as regards the bases {potash, lime, and magnesia) from one-half to two-

thirds had been acquired at the end of the second month. Practically

the whole requirement of nitrogen, potash, and magnesia has entered

the plant by the end of the third month, but the figures show that

approximately 10 per cent, of the total requirement in phosphoric acid

and lime enters the plant after the tliird month.

Rate of Growth of the Plant.

Computing from Table II. on page 644, it is found that the potato

plant produces 9 per cent, of the total dry matter during the first month's
growth. This increases to approximately 50 per cent, during the second
month, and further increases during the third month to 91 per cent, of

the total dnj matter i^roduced. Th\i.s. we have the three cycles in the life

of the potato plant. The first is preparation, and it is here that the plant

asks for assistance. The second is production. The third is maturation.

Soluble Plant Foods in the Haulm of the Potato Plant at
Various Stages of Growth.

The analyses were conducted on the absolutely dry material, the

method being to mix 3 grams of the dry pulverized haulm with 300 ecs.

of distilled water. The vessel containing the mixture was allowed to

remain at a temperature of 17 deg. C. for 17 hours.

The extract was then filtered off and the residue washed with 100 ces.

cold distilled aqua.

The filtrate was evaporated to 300 ces. and an aliquot taken for the

estimation of nitrogen, potash, and phosjjhoric acid. The usual official

method being used in each case.

The results are given in the following table :

—

Table XIII.

SoLrBLE Plaxt Food in the Potato Haulm at Various Stages of
Development.
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For the purpose of comparison the f allowing table gives the percent-

age of plant food soluble in water in the case of other crops.

These analyses were conducted on the absolutely overhead dry matter
of the matured crop.

Table XIV.
Soluble Plant Food in the Above Gkoitnd Poetion of Various

Mature Plants.
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crop removes large quaiililies of plant t'cjdd from the soil per medium
of the eolleetion and reiiioval of the tuhers.

As previously stated, tiic absolute dry weight of tuliers in the above

crop would be 2 tons.

Calculating from Tabic VIll. we tiud Si lbs. of nitrogen, ul lbs. of

phosphoric acid, and 144 lbs. of potash removed per acre in the form
of tubers.

The 81 lbs. of nitrogen is equivalent to a 4-cwt. dressing of ammo-
nium sulphate. The 31 lbs. of phosphoric acid would be contained in

1| cwt. of su|)erphosphate, whilst 144 lbs. of potash would be supplied

by approximately 3 cwt. of potassium sulphate.

These figures represent the actual loss to the soil, and are given with

the object of impressing the potato grower ^vith the requirement.s of the

crop, and the necessity of manuring to make good actual loss from the

soil by cropping.

Summary.

1. The three essential plant foods, viz., nitrogen, potash, and phos-
phoric, once absorbed by the potato plant, are utilized, as no migration
from the plant to the soil takes place.

2. The critical period of growth is the first six or eight weeks.

3. The greater part of ]3hosphoric acid enters the plant in the early

stages of growth, concentrating in the haulm, and then playing an im-
portant part by migrating to the stolons for tuber formation.

4. Potash and nitrogen play a consistently even part right through
the growing period.

5. Practically the whole of the root development takes place during
the first two months.

6. Haulm development is most active during the first two months.
7. The amounts of lime and magnesia assimilated by the jjotato

plant seem to bear a definite relation.

8. The very young potato tuber is richer in phosphoric acid than
the .semi or mature tuber. (Table VIII.)

9. Phosphoric acid and nitrogen present in the seed set are largely

utilized in sprout formation. Potash apparently is not directly utilized.

(Table V.)

10. The results of the experiment taken collectively show that

manures must be available during the first month.
11. Potatoes can be grown on poor sandy soils, provided that avail-

able plant foods in the form of artificial fertilizers, in conjunction with
farmyard manure, are judiciously applied, the quantity and quality of

the produce being favorably comparable with the best potato soils.

12'. The value of the dried haulms and roots may be compared to

famiyard manure in favour of the dried haulms, 1 ton 6f which would
supply three times as much nitrogen and phosphoric acid, and approxi-
mately ten times the amotmt of potash as would be contained in 1 ton of
farmyard manure.

13. The composition of the potato tuber, under experimental con-

ditions, may be influenced in so far as the ])hosphoric acid content if

concerned.

14. During the growing period the potato plant utilizes phosphoric
acid, nitrogen, and potash, in the proportion of 1, 4, 6, i.e., 1 part of
phosphoric acid to 4 parts nitrogen to 6 parts potash.
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POULTRY AM) FRUIT.

A Model Poultry House for the Farm.

1.—INTRODUCTION.

W. Gamble, Principal, Doolie Agricultural College.

At the Agricultural Colleges under the control of the Council of Agri-
cultural Education one of the subjects upon which instruction is given is

Poultry Rearing and Management. Information regarding the prac-

tical work iu the rearing of fowls at the Dookie College will probably
be useful, not only to poultry breeders, but also to our agriculturists,

for at most country homes fowls are kept in great or small numbers.
Even the least observant cannot help noticing the absence of suitable

accommodation for poultry on the great majority of farms. UsTially

they have a free run amongst the buildings, stock, &c., nesting here and
there in odd corners and roosting in trees, or, perhaps, an old shed.

While such fowls, foraging for their feed and picking up much that

would be classed as waste, may be cheaply reared, there is no doubt
that they soon deteriorate, and the ultimate result is less productive birds

than those raised under better conditions.

With the object of placing this adjunct of the farm on a better
footing, the college authorities, after consultation with Mr. Hart, of the
Agricultural Department, have laid out a model poultry run suit-

able for a farm of ordinary size. For this purpose, three-quarters of an
acre of land with an easterly aspect and a gentle slope was selected. The
house is situated on the high side, in the middle of the top side of the
block, thus the full three-quarters of an acre is available as a run.
To show that a fowl-run can be made to serve a dual purpose, the enclo-
sure has been planted with assorted fruit trees, which, when they come
into bearing, will produce enough to meet the requirements of an
average household. In a sheltered nook there are several bee-hives,
which are kept with the utilitarian object of saipplying honey for the
house; but in addition the bees perform useful work in the pollination
of the fruit-tree blossoms.

When designing the model, cheajjiiess as well as efficiency was kept
in mind, the enclosure being fenced with secondhand wire-netting, and
the posts cut from timber in the bush paddocks.

2.—THE BUILDING.

By W. Adams, Building Instructor.

The skillion, or lean-to house, was selected because of its simplicity.

There is nothing complicated in its roof or fittings, and probabh' no
design would give more satisfaction to the farmer or small holder.

In selecting a site for a fowl-house, it is always desirable to choose
an elevated position, in order to insure good drainage. The buildmg
should be well up from the ground, and the use of redgum slabs round

the base is recommended, so as to allow filling up inside with gravel or

soil, and to confine the litter necessary for scratching purposes.

Herewith are specifications for four 10 ft. x 10 ft. pens, with skillion

roof and walls 7 ft. x 6 ft. WhUe certain timbers, &c., are mentioned,
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10'Spikes

no hard-and-fast rule need

be laid down concerning

Iron the class of material to be

used. If desired, iron could

he utilized for the sides and

hack of the house instead of

weatherboards, and by its

use the house could be kept

freer from vermin than

would otherwise be the case.

It would no doubt be well to

mention here that tougued-

and-grooved boards, usually

called match lining, are

very unsuitable for the sides

of poulti-y houses, as it is

impossible to dislodge lice,

&c., from this class of

timber. The nest boxes,

made of kerosene tins with

one side cut out, may be

easily cleaned, and after

collecting the eggs each

evening the covers should

be let down to prevent, the

birds from roosting on the

edges and fouling the

nests.

Use greybox bush post (if available) of a size equal

to 8 in. X 4 in. bearing surface, or redgura 4 in. x

4 in., tarred. Spaced 3 feet centres.

Groimd I'laieK... 3 in. x 3 in. redgum or hardwood, scarfed at all

angles and securely fixed to stumps.

3 in. X 2 in. hardwood, scarfed at angles and trenched

to receive studs.

3 in. X 2 in. hardwood, housed into wall plates, and
spaced not more than 2 ft. 6 in. centres.

4 in. X li in. hardwood, fixed to top wall plates and
spaced, 4-ft. centres, and projecting 1 foot over

front of building.

3 in. X. 11 in. hardwood, nailed to rafters and spaced

to suit lengths of iron.

3 in. X 1 in. hardwood, .set flush into studs, front sur-

face diagonals to run upwards to top corners.

9 in. X 1^ in. redgum fi.xcd to bottom wall plate.

26-gauge corrugated iron or suitable lengths to fit

UlaterSpout

Plinth

Stumpa

\V(iU ridtes

Studs

Rafters

Battens

Braces

Plinth

Iron

Wtdtherhoards
roof.

The whole of back wall and both ends to be covered
with weatherboards with 1-in. lap.
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Feed Trough

Feeding Back

Water Trough .

Front Wall .

6-in. galvanized aalf-round spouting, the ends of

spouting to be left ojsen to allow for cleaning, and
fitted witli block of wood.

Strips of lioop-iron, about 11 inclies long, spaced 2^
inchesi, or 10-in. spikes.

4§-in. O.G. spouting, fixed with brackets and covered

with a hinged board to prevent the fouling of

water.

Weatherboarded up to 2 feet high, with holes cut in

second board (5 in. x 3 in.) for drinking purposes,

and rails leti in studs to fix the hoop-iron strips or

spikes which form the spaces for feeding purposes

;

the space above the rails to be covered with lA-in.

mesh wire-netting fixed to studs.

On brackets of wood fixed with a board, same height

as bottom of feed trough, also lower one similar

heighti as drinking trough.

Boarded up to 2 ft. 6 in. high, then wire-netting up
to rafters.

Of kerosene tins cut open lengthways and fitted into

rails to allow of their being taken out for cleaning.

Fixed to walls with tee-hinges, made from 9 in. x i in.

rough lining.

Framed and boarded the height of weatherboards and
fixed with spring fastener.

Laid on to trough, either with tap or ball-cock system.

Weatherboards to be given one coat creoaote and two
coats linseed oil, roof to be painted with red oxide.

The following is a list of the material used in building the four-pen
fowl-house at the Dookie College, with a statement of its cost. It should
perhaps be mentioned that the cost of the items given is that of pre-war
times :

—

f .5. d.

studs—Twenty, 6 ft.; nine, 7 ft. ; 3 in. x. 2 in. liarihvood ..

Plates—130 ft.; 3 in. x 2 in. hardwood ..

Front beam—Two, 20 ft.; 6 in. x. 2 in. hardwood
Rafters—Eleven, 12 ft.; 4 in. x 1* in.

Braces—Four, 12 ft.; 3 in. x. 1 in.

Battens—170 ft.; 3 in. x U in. ..

Rails for feeding rack—Eight, 7 ft.; 3 in. x 2 in. . .

Perches—Eight, 9 ft. : 3 in. x li in.

Weatherboards—750 ft.

Slabs for partition—100 ft. ; 9 in. x 1 in. ri'ilL^iim

Iron—Twenty, 7 ft.; twenty, 5 ft.; corrugated galvanized ..

Nails—3 lbs., 3 in.; 5 lbs., 2 in.;, 4. lbs. springheads

Tar— 1 gallon

Paint—1 gallon creosote ; 2 gallons linseed oil

Hinges

Platform

Partitions

Vests

Covers for Nests

Doors

Water
Painting

4

3 lo
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3.—HANDLING OF POULTRY.

G. Dowling, PouUnj Instructor.

This article has not been prepared for the guidance of poultry
farmers, but rather for the instruction of general farmers who keep a
Qock of fowls to supply eggs for their homes, and, in case of a surplus,
for sale locally.

Particularly in our grain-growing areas, where usually there is a

great deal of second and third quality wheat, which could be fed to

chickens, there is no doubt that the number of fowls raised could be
increased considerably, and poultry rearing made a very profitable

adjunct to fanning.
In the egg-laying competition concluded at Burnley a few months

since, 576 birds in twelve months produced eggs to the value of £620.

During the currency of this competition times were not normal, and the

prices ruling for all classes of feed were high. Everything used in the

feeding of the fowls, with the exception of green food, such as lucerne,

kale, inc., was purchased, and the profit over cost of feed was I2s. 9d.

per bird. It is not to be supposed that the average farmer would be

able to get such good returns from his flock at first, but by judicious

culling, and the selection of cockerels from the pens of breeders who
have demonstrated the value of their stock at the various egg-laying

competitions, a great impro\ement could be effected.

l"or a number of jears at the Dookie Agricultural College various

methods of handling and housing flocks of poultry have been tried. The
first poultry houses erected were intended for birds entered in

egg-laying competitions. The runs were 50 by 25 feet, with a small

house standing in the centre of the run. This system entailed too much
labour in the collecting of eggs, watering, cleaning, &c., and the houses

were eventually moved to one end of the pen, and arrangements made
so that all necessary work could be performed from the passages. The
average return per bird from small flocks is admittedly higher than
that obtained from fowls kept in large flocks, but the initial cost for

yards and buildings, and also the consequent additional labour required,

makes the " small flock " arrangement impracticable. Another objec-

tion to the use of small yards, especially where the plough cannot be

brought in, is that in course of a few years they become what is

called poultry sick, and quite unsuitable for the rearing of healthy

stock. The type of house recommended in this article is designed to

accommodate 100 to 120 birds, and one of the two systems may be fol-

lowed. If the one in use at the college be adopted, and fruit trees

planted, the birds need only be allowed out when conditions are suit-

able. At certain seasons of the year, when the weather is cold and
wet, the returns from the birds in such a house are far greater than
from birds which have not the advantage of protection from the winds
and rain. However, if it is not desired to grow fruit trees, the run
in front of the house may be divided into two portions, and one part

cultivated while the other is allotted to the fowls.

As it is estimated that each bird drops in a year from 50 to 80 lbs.

of manure, it will be easily seen that the land in a very short period

of time would become very fertile. Undoubtedly, the most practical

way to deal with it is to plough it each year and grow a crop on it.
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A suitable morning masli for fowls is composed of three parts by
measure of jJollard, one of bran, and two of green stuff (chaffed lucerne
for preference), mixed up with soup made from table scraps into a fine

crumbly condition. Skim milk will make an excellent substitute for the
soup. The mash should be fed into a trough made of spouting or of

wood. Rabbits boiled and mixed with pollard,- &c., will also provide
the egg-producing j^art of what is termed a balanced ration. The even-
ing meal, which should consist of wheat, should be fed into the litter

on the floor of the fowl-house. Stable manure makes an excellent litter

for the birds, but if this be unobtainable, straw, or even pine needles,

will serve the purpose.

Fresh clean water is necessary for fowls, and should be brought
to the pens by spouting from a tank at the back or at one side of the

fowl-house. Shell grit is an aid to heavy egg production, and an ample
supply should be placed in each pen. A kerosene case cut down will

make a good grit box. A shallow box filled with ashes and a little

sulphur will serve as a dust bath, and will aid the fowls to rid themselves
of vermin. A good remedy for lice or poultry ticks is kerosene emul-
sion, and it is easily made as follows:—Dissolve 1 lb. of common soap in

1 gallon of hot water, add 2 gallons of kerosene, emulsify with garden
syringe when spraying, heat up mixture, and then add ten parts of

water to one of stock. Use with a sj)ray pump or syringe. Red oil, as

used by orchardists, is also excellent for this purpose, and is very easy

to make up, no fires being required. Whitewash, as recommended
by many jjoultry writers, is not as effective as spraying.

4.— FEEDING.

H. Simpson, Science Master.

Vegetable and animal products used as food vary greatly in com-
position. They contain large numbers of chemical substances in vary-

ing amounts, but these are grouped together accordingly as they resemble

each other in their properties, or according to their values as foods. Thus
we get the ordinary divisions of foods into carbohydrates, fats, and
proteins or albuminoids. The fats and carbohydrates contain carbon,

oxygen, hydrogen; while the proteins contain these in addition to nitro-

gen, as well as traces of other chemical substances, such as phosphorus. If

animal flesh, on the other hand, be analyzed, it is found to consist also

of these. As difl^erent foods are given to our animals either to build

them up, as in beef cattle, or to enable them to give us various products,

such as eggs, milk, or wool, it follows that all of these must be manu-
factured in the body solely from the food which is taken in. The chief

function of food is to support bodily activity. This depends entirely on

the fact that most chemical substances combine with oxygen, and the

substance of each body cell is no exception to this general action, and
to this all the activity of life is due. The cell-substance of the body
is continuously being changed chemically, by oxj'gen taken in through
the lungs, and thence by the blood stream to these cells. Heat is pro-

duced as in any other chemical action, and some of this is changed into

motor energy, which is directed into various channels, the remainder
serving to keep the body up to a set temperature. But there are other

important functions of food; it can be stored up in the animal body
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by what we know as putting on flesh; it can be utilized as a building

material for a protective covering, as in wool; and it is also used as a

supply of food for the offspring. The lierbage taken into the body of

a cow goes through a long series of jjrocesses, and is taken from the

teats as a fairly constant material—milk; or, in the case of birds, is

stored up as a concentrated food for the young in the protective

egg shell Since the functions of food are to fill different require-

ments, it is obvious that the quantities of the chief constituents with
which it should be ])rovided will also vary, and many attempts to deter-

mine the amounts of the varying constituents of food to be given under
different conditions have been made. The various foodstuffs—protein,

fats, and carbohydrates—differ in their physiological value; proteins

serving as the greatest muscle builders, fats and carbohydrates as heat

producers. Hence it is necessan', in order to cater for all bodily

wants, to have the amounts of each given in a proper pro]iortion ; the

results of this is " the balanced ration." This can be worked out as the

following fraction :

—

Albuminoids.

Carbohydrates + (fats X 2J).

The ratio thus obtained must not be allowed to fall outside certain

limits. Thus

—

1

2-4 is a narrow ration, or one rich in protein.

1

5-6 is medium.

1

8-12 a wide ration, or one poorer in protein.

These limits must be observed, as a ration which is too narrow entails

too much work on the organs of the body, while one which is too \vide

does not give sufficient building material to replace body waste. On the

other hand, in animals and birds from which we desire natural pro-

ducts, as milk and eggs, the ration must be narrow, as the food must
serve its double function—sustaining the body and supplying material

for the .sustenance of the offspring.

5 PLANTING THE ORCHARD.

H. J. Bovill, Horticulturist.

The value of the poultiy yard can be further enhanced by planting

it with fruit trees and vines, which in hot weather will give shade for

the fowls. The cost of such a plantation would not be great. The land

should be ploughed and sub-soiled to a depth of at least 14 inches, and
after harrowing is ready for planting. The sub-soiling breaks up anj'

hard soil below the surface, and allows the roots of the trees to pene-

trate deeply. Trees should be planted 24 feet apart on the septuple,

and the base pegs for this distance should be 20 ft. 9i in. apart. ITow
large should the hole be ? He was a wise fruit-grower who, when
asked this question, replied, " As large as the field." In digging the

holes, the surface soil should always be thrown on one side and the

lower on the other, so that when the tree is planted the surface earth may
be placed in direct contact with the roots and the lower soil used to fill
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up the hole. The roots should be cnrct'ully spread out, and care taken

to see that none of them is twisted, before the soil is placed around the

tree. Any large roots should be cut back with a fresh clean cut, and

all bruised roots must be cut back tn a sound place, and efforts should
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cousisting of twelve Washington navel oranges, and the second of ten

Lisbon lemons and two Seville oranges. These trees are planted 20 feet

apart on the septuple (base pegs for this distance should be

17 ft. 4 in.) ; a strip of lucerne then runs the length of the plot, and
the division fence is planted with currants and sultanas, the fence wire
being used as a trellis. The remainder of the plot is taken up with
six rows of fruit trees planted 16 feet apart on the septuple (base pegs
for this distance should be 13 ft. 10^- in.). They are— Ist row

—

apricots, "Moorparks"; 2nd row—apricots, "Royal" and " Henis-
kirke"; 3rd row—peaches, " Elberta " and "Early Crawford"; 4th
row—apples, " Jonathan," " London Pippin," and " Rdnio Beauty "

;

.5th row—pears, "Williams," "La Conte," and " Glou Marceau " •,'6th

row—mixed fruits, consisting of pnines, figs, greengage, nectarine,

Japanese plums—in all, 24 citrus trees and 72 deciduous trees. The
northern fence is also planted with currants and sultanas. The cost of

the trees was as under—

•

£ s. d.

24 citinis (balled), at 3s. . . . . 3 12

72 deciduous, at Is. . . . . 3 12

£7 4

It should be mentioned that the trees in the poultry yard at the

Dookie College were planted for purposes of instruction rather than with

a view to good fruit returns, but in a famier's fowl-nni they should

be not less than 24 feet apart.

One of the most recent discoveries of the Pasteur Institute of Paris

has to do with stimulating .qualities of milk. While milk has always

been considered an excellent tonic, and kno^\^l to be exceptionally rich

in food value, it was not until the Pasteur Institute conducted a number
of conclusive experiments, that the stimulus in milk became a known
quantity. For a number of months, milk has been given the French
soldiers in the trenches, and to many of them it has been the one and
only stimulant. The' effect which the milk has produced has more than

justified the claims which the Institute made for it.

It is claimed that the stimulating effect of milk is especially notable

when given to soldiers just before a big battle or a dangerous charge,

and also when administered to the troops when in great fatigue. The
advantage of the milk stimulus over the alcohol stimulus so extensively

advocated in previous years is that there is no bad after effects, and
the keenness of the senses is in no wise impaired nor the coolness of

judgment affected.

The knowledge that milk is a stimulant of no mean force will come
as something of a shock to those who have hitherto considered it synony-

mous with all things mild and peaceful. It is somewhat diificult to

believe that the chief product of the patient and gentle cow should

contain such an element of forceful stimulation. But, as proof of the

contention, we have the word of the world's greatest research institutes,

backed up by conclusive experiments in a place where stimulation of

the most efficient sort is needed.

—

Producers' lieriew, 10/4/17.
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FARMERS' FIELD DAY AT WERRIBEE.
Despite unsettled weather conditions, and the counter attraction of

the Melbourne iShow, the special train that left Melbourne for the

Central Keseareh Farm, Wcrrihee, on 2Sth September, was packed with
farmers and others interested in the experimental work carried on there.

Though this annual visit of inspection was a complete success at its

inception in 1913, each year has witnessed a constantly increasing

number of visitors making the pilgrimage to Werribee on the Field Day.
Among those present were His Exeellency the Governor (,Sir Arthur

Stanley), the Minister for Agriculture (Hon. F. Hagelthoru, M.L.C.),
the Minister for Lands (Hon. W. Hutchinson, M.L.A.), many repre-

sentatives of the Federal and State I'arliaments, and upwards of 500
visitors.

The purpose of the visit is to bring farmers into closer touch with
the Research Farm, where much of the experimental work undertaken
by the Department is being conducted, and to give them an opportunity
of gaining first hand information of the latest results. Of course, it

is recognised that a mere visit of half a day is all too short to make
much more than a cursory examination, but a guide book is published
giving a complete account of the work undertaken, and the trend of the

results, so that the visitor is able to digest at his leisure the informa-
tion obtained at the farm.

Arriving at Werribee, the visitors were met with numerous con-

veyances, many of which were kindly provided by local farmers. A
short drive brought the farm into view, and its appearance, despite the

previous dry conditions experienced, was excellent. The farm gates are

about a mile from the station. Here the crowd soon assumed consider-

able proportions. The visitors were welcomed at the main entrance by
the Minister for Agriculture (Hon: F. W. Hagelthoru, M.L.C.) and the

Director of Agriculture (Dr. S. S. Cameron). Dr. Cameron briefly out-

lined the objects of the farm, and indicated the character of the work
in progress.

Headed by Mr. Richardson, the Agricultural Superintendent, the

crowd moved off to that portion of the farm devoted to the testing of

various types of rotation farming. The neat and orderly arrangement
of the plots, and their workmanlike appearance, was very striking, and
the visitors listened with attention to a discussion of the results that

have been obtained. Particularly interesting was a comparison aiforded

by the difference between the growth of the crop on the oaten hay
continuously plot and that on the oaten hay after bare fallow plot.

The growth in the latter case was more than double that on the former.

The relative merits and returns obtained by a number of other systems

of rotation were discussed, and numerous pertinent questions answered.

The irrigation field was next visited, and the mode of watering was
demonstrated. Discussion of many practical problems followed. On
the farm there are some 260 acres under irrigation, including 160 under
lucerne, so that many of the visitors who were specially interested in

this phase of agriculture found plenty to occupy their attention. This

area comprises both a bulk area and experimental j)lots; but it was
this latter portion, which includes tests with various manures, variety

trials, and rates of seeding tests, that especially interested many
;
judg-

ing by the remarks, the manuring of lucerne was apparently a new
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thing to soiiif. Visitors noted the profitable results obtained with
dressings of 1 to 2 cwt. superphosphate on irrigated lucerne, and the

demonstrator, in explaining these results, drew attention to the enor-

Lecturette in the Lucerne Field.

Mr. Richardson explaining Results of Selection as applied to Wheat.

mous foraging power of lucerne, and said that it had been proved by
experiments on the farnr that during a space of two years an average
lucerne crop took from the soil enough phosphoric acid to supply the
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needs of five 30-busliel wheat crops, iliis showed why it responded to

phosphates.

One of the main activities of the farm is the production of new
varieties of wheat by cross breeding. This is a type of work which
never fails to fascinate the average fanner. In the stud plots of the

farm many thousands of new varieties were to be seen in all stages of

the lengthy process necessary to fix them as true to type. When fixed,

the lecturer explained, they are grown in eomijetition with standard
varieties, such as Federation; but it is necessary for them to success-

fully graduate on the plots and in the bulk fields before they are issued

to farmers. Visitors viewed several [jromising new varieties which are

undergoing final trials.

The manurial trials sown to wheat were next visited ; here the

profitable returns to be obtained from dressings of superphosphate
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in 1909 by natural increase, local purchase, uml importation. He
stressed tlio importance of performanci' at tlie milking pail in building

up a dairy herd, and said tbat tbe Department bad in its possession

the milking and butter fat records of every cow that had ever passed

through this herd, and had rigorously culled on that test.

The effect of that was shown by the prominent place this Red Polled

herd occupied in the Government herd-testing competitions. Just at

this time a big-framed cow, with the stamp of deep-milking qualities

writ large upon her, strolled into a prominent i)osition just in front of

the speaker. " That," he said, " is Muria, who in 1915-16 produced no

less than 881 pounds of butter fat in 365 days. In that year, in respect

to butter fat jjroduction, she was the champion cow of any breed in

Australia, and the cham])iou Red Polled in the world. She was given

no extra pampering. This year, notwithstanding that she had had milk

fever, she had produced 600 lbs. of butter fat." Numerous questions

^^_^
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Such eompreliensive experiments in progress at the Farm were needed
to enable the agriculture of the State to be progressive. He had
thoroughly enjoyed the two hours' tramp round the experimental fields.

Mr. G. Swinburne, Inter-State Commissioner, in moving a vote of

thanks to the officers of the Department, said he was astonished to learn

that the net cost of the Research Farm to the State was only about
£2,000 per annum. Even if it cost ten times that amount, the cost

would be small in comparison with the benefits gained. In Australia
there were great possibilities in the application of scientific knowledge
to agricultural pursuits. He urged the farmers not to cavil at any
expenditure by the Government on research experimental work, but
rather to demand an increase in the amount voted, for the results of

such work would be of inestimable value to the State.

#*
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EVAPORATION OF Ari'LES.*

By J. S. Caldwell, Fruit By-Productn Specialist, State College of
Washington Agricultural E.rperiment Station.

(Continued from page 607.)

IIeatinq Appakatus.

Unfortunately there is at present no furnace on the market which
can be reeouimeiuled for use iu evaporators. The " hop stoves " gene-

rally used in hop kilns are of good size, but are too light in construction

to stand the continuous firing at utmost capacity for periods of 40 to 60

days necessary in an apple kiln. The large cast iron furnace weighing
1,500 to 2,000 lbs. each, universally used in Eastern evaporators, are

especially designed for burning hard coal. Soft coal cannot be used in

such a furnace, as the pipes promptly become clogged, while the opening
of the door in firing permits the escape of dense clouds of smoke and
soot, covering the fruit with black flecks, which completely ruin it. Since

the prices of hard coal entirely prohibit its use, furnaces of the prevailing

types in use in the East are not available to the North-western eva])orator,

who is restricted to wood as the only fuel which he can successfully and
economically use in hi,? kilns.

One or two makers of evaporator machinery make heavy, durable cast

iron furnaces, intended to be fired with wood, and these are in successful

use in some sections of the United States and Canada. All such furnaces

with which the writer is acquainted, however, have the serious defect

that the fire-boxes are at most 36 to 42 inches in length, and not more
than 12 inches in height, while the door is usually 10 x 10 inches. Four-
foot cord wood must be cut in two, and the larger pieces split, which
entails considerable expense, while the fire-box cannot be properly filled

with the resulting 2-foot lengths. Consequently, the fires demand con-

stant attention, and the temiperaturos produced fluctuate considerably.

If some foundry centrally located in the i^orth-west would put upon the

market a heavy, well made, durable wood-burning furnace, having a

fire-box long enough to take 4-ft. wood, and at least 24 inches in width,

with doors 20 x 24 inches, it would find general favour. Cord woo<l

could be used as it comes from the forest, and it would be relatively easy
to maintain a constant temperature Avith a minimimi of attention. It

is hoped that such a furnace may soon be placed on the market.
The most satisfactory source of heat is a well built brick or stone

furnace, properly lined with the best quality of fire brick. Such a

furnace should be at least 4 feet wide, and deep enough to take wood in

S-ft. lengths of any size that one man can readily handle. If the walls

are properly laid with a good quality of mortar, such a furnace is prac-

tically everlasting, except that the fire brick lining will need repairs

and partial replacement every second season, while the first sections of

pipe will scarcely stand more than one year's use.

The piping of the furnace is extremely important, since the operator
must depend upon the arrangement of his pipes both for utilization of

the heat produced and for its uniform distribution to the drying floor.

• Reprinted from a Bulletin issued by the State College of Washington Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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Several systems of piping are in use, each witli a number of strong advo-
cates, but all are alike in that they use in an 18 x 18 or 20 s 20 foot kiln,

175 to 250 feet of 8 or 10 inch pipe, disposed in a .series of loops or coils

beneath the kiln floor. The description which follows, if studied in
connexion with the diagrammatic sketches (Fig. XVI., A, B, C,) will

make the method of arrangement clear. The "single pipe system," in

which the piping makes one circuit about the room, is used where the
location of the building or the construction of the flues makes it impos-
sible to secure an ample draught. Tlie " double pipe system," in which
the pipe, after being carried around the walls, is brought back across the

floor before it passes into the flue, is used in kilns of large size or

wherever ample draught can be secured. The double pipe system is

preferable, since more of the heat is utilized, and its better distribution

to the floors results in more uniform drying than can be secured by the
single system.

No matter what system of piping may be adopted, connexion with
the furnace collar is made by means of a section of special double thick-

ness Russia iron pipe, 10 inches in diameter. This is fitted with a T
joint, the whole standing erect and rising to about 4:^ feet below the kiln

A 6 C

Fig. XVI.—Systems of Piping which Increase Efficiency of Furnace.

A., single-pipe system, used in small kilns, or when jacket-and-hopper con-

struotion is employed. B., double-pipe system, employed in large kilns or tunnels.

C, a still more efficient double-pipe system.

floor. To the T, elbows are fitted, and two parallel lines of pipe 10

inches in diameter are led from these across the room to a point directly

opposite the chimney, and about 22 inches from the wall. These pipes

are given such an inclination as will bring them at this point to within

3-J- feet of the kiln floor ; a nearer approach would be dangerous, because

of the high temperature of the pipes. At this point elbows are fitted

on, and the two pipes are carried in opposite directions around the walls

of the room to the flue. Tn case the " single pipe system " is used, these

lines may be given sufficient upward inclination to bring them to within

24 to 30 inches of the floor at the flue, where the two pipes are united by

means of a T joint fitted with dampers, which enters the flue (Figure

XVI., A). If the double pipe system is to be used, the rise given the

pipe to this point must be more gradual, and the two lines, instead of

being united, are carried back and forth across the room in one of the

methods indicated in the diagrams (Figure XVI., B, C), with such

upward inclination as will bring them to the flue not less than 20 to 24

inches from the kiln floor. In the double pipe system, 10-in. or 9-in. pipe
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is generally used for the first circuit of the walls, while 8-in. pipe may
be used for the remainder of the sy.-ti-m. Wires, or light chains, are

used to suspend the pipe from the joists of the kiln floor.

In order to prevent overheating of the area immediately above the

furnace, a deflector is employed. Tliis may be simply a slaeet of iron

having the same dimensions as the furnace and spiked to the lower edge

of the joists. A better plan is to cut and fold the edges of the sheet so

as to give it the form of a low, flat inverted hopper, and to suspend it

by means of chains, so that it may be raised or lowered with the changes

in the temperature at which the kiln is being operated.

Fig. XVII.- -Sectional End View of BuUding, showing Jacket-and-Hopper
Construction.

F., furnace, enclosed by jacketing wall, upon wliich base of hopper rests. H.C.,

coils of piping. K.F., kilii flue. Paring table anil elevators for apples and waste,

position of bleacher, and location of shafting are also indicated, as is the con-

struction of the ventilator.

The efficiency of the furnace may be very considerably increased, and

the expense of piping materially reduced, by the adoption of the " jacket-

and-hopper " plan of construction in the furnace rooms. In this plan

of construction the furnace is enclosed, at a distance of 12 or IS inches

from its walls, by a wall of stone, brick, or concrete, which rises to a

height of about 6 feet, thus forming a rectangular box inside which the

furnace stands. Each wall of this structure has at its middle an opening,

3 feet in length by IS inches in height, placed 6 inches above the floor

level, and at the front of the furnace, there is a large sheet iron door

13.587.—2
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tlirougli which the furnace tender enters. Upon the "jacket" thus

formed, the " hopper " is built by constnicting a frame of 2 x 4 scantling

extending from the top of the jacki^t wall outward and upward to the

wall of the room just below the kiln floor. Uipon the frame thus made,

perforated metal lath is nailed, and the "hopper" is completed by
covering the lath with a J or | inch layer of cement. The furnace

thus stands at the bottom of a shallow, flaring hopper, which is roofed

by the kiln floor, with a current of air entering through the ventilators

of the jacket, becoming warmed as it passes over the furnace, and rising

through the floor above. (See diagram. Fig. XVIII.) This arrange-

Fig. XVIII.—Detail of Jacket-and-Hcpper Construction. Detail of framing
of hopper shown on left hand side and front, framing covered by metal lath

with cement partially in place at back.

ment reduces loss of heat by lateral radiation to a minimum, gives more
uniform distribution of the heat to all parts of the kiln floor, and permits

the use of the single pipe system with satisfactory results. Some
operators claim that the eificiency of their plants is increased 25 per
cent, by the adoption of this arrangement, since the time required for

drying is materially shortened, even when the floors are more heavily

loaded with fruit.

The chimney should be built in the common wall between two kilns.

It should rest upon a solid stone or concrete column extending up to

within 18 inches of the point of entrance of the flues. There should be
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no air openings into the chimney below the flues, as they will increase

the consumption of fuel, and cause troulile in other ways. The chimney
should be 16 inches square if two flues open into it. Many Of)erators

insist that better results are obtained if the chimney is made double all

the way up, each opening being 10 x 12 or 12 x 12 inches, but the writer

has seen so many plants wTth two kiln.-; piped into a single 16 x 16 flue

that he thinks a separate flue for each pipe entirely unnecessary. The
chimney should extend far enough above the roof to insure good draught
and to prevent damage to fi-uit by the blowing of smoke and soot down
the ventilators on windy days.

The Kiln Flook.

The kiln floor is constructed of wooden strips, or slats, usually J or

1 inch square, but beveled on two sides, so that one face is ^ inch wide.

These are nailed to the joists, narrow face down, and are spaced i or f
inch apart. There are thus left narrow openings thi-ough which the

warm air rises, and as the beveling of the slats makes these openings

wider below than above, they cannot become clogged by particles falling

through. In the Eastern evaporators, kiln slats are made of basswood,

maple, beech, or poplar, and many makers and dealers in evaporating

machinery carry such slats in stock. Any hard wood which does not

impart flavour to the fruit or warp badly can be used, but fir or other

coniferous wood is worse than useless, as the constant high temperature
will bring out the resin and give the fruit a persistent odour and flavour

which ruins it.

After the kiln floor is in place, it is oiled a few times at intervals of

two or three days with lard oil, paraffin oil, or a mixture of boiled linseed

oil and tallow, applied very hot, in order to thoroughly saturate the slats.

This prevents sticking of the fruit. After the kiln is in use, one or two
oilings each season will keep the floor in good condition, but it should be

thoroughly scrubbed with strong, hot soapsuds at least once, preferably

twice, each week during the season.

Steam-heated Kilns.

Kilns in which the heat was furnished by coils of steam pipe placed

beneath the drying floor were at one time rather widely used in western

New York, but have in recent years become extremely rare. The writer

examined two plants of this type with considerable care, in the belief

that this method of heating has decided advantages in regions which are

restricted to soft coal or wood as fuel. Unfortunately it was impossible

to find in western New York a steam plant of any considerable size, or

one in which modern business methods were employed. The plants seen

were small, had been built, and were operated largely or wholly, by the

owners and their families, and absolutely no records of cost of building

materials or of construction had been kept, while such data as to cost of

operation as could be secured were merely crude estimates. Such data

are of little value, and are rendered less valuable by the extremely unsys-

tematic, unbusiness-like methods which were in use in both plants, but

it indicates that the cost of construction was about 10 per cent, greater

than in ordinary kilns of equal capacity in the same locality, while the

operating costs were practically the same.

22
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A steam plant located near ISTortli Chili, New York, had two 16 s 16

foot drying floors, with a total eapaeity of 150 busliels per day. The
drying floor was placed 3 feet above the ground level, so that the building

was only 10 feet in height at the eaves. From the boiler two main feed

pipes were led off, one to each of the drying floors. One-incb pipe was
used for tie heating coils, which were jslaced 12 inches beneath the

drying floors. Each heating coil opened directly out of the main feed

pipe, and consisted of three 16-foot lengths of pipe, connected by elbow
unions, so that they passed three times across the floor, 4 inches apart,

before entering the return pipe. Each 16-foot floor had sixteen such

coils, each 49 feet in length, inclu'iive of elbows and unions, or a total

length of 784 feet of 1-in. pipe for 256 square feet of drying floor in

each kiln. The ten-horse-power boiler supplied power for running

parers, as well as for operating a series of fans which forced the warm
air through the fruit, and when the boiler was run at 50 lbs. pressure

the drying of apples spread in a 5-inch layer occupied about eighteen

hours when the fans were not used, thirteen to fourteen hours when they

were operated.

Despite the fact that evaporation by steam has been abandoned in

regions having abundant supplies of cheap hard coal, the method has

certain advantages which, in the writer's opinion, make it desirable that

it be experimented with in the north-west. Briefly stated, these advan-

tages are

—

1. The expense of construction of the evaporator building may he

much less, since the building need be only 10-12 feet in height, while the

fact that danger from fire is negligible pemiits the use of wood con-

struction.

2. The cheaper grades of soft coal or slack may be used in regions

where wood is .scarce or expensive, and the labour of firing is much less

than in a kiln of corresponding capacity.

3. It is much easier to maintain any desired constant temperature

with steam than with direct radiation, since automatic regulators can

easily be installed. Consequently it is possible to improve the quality of

the product and to shorten the time spent in drying.

Over against these advantages must be set the disadvantages, namely,

that the initial expense of purchase and installation of steam piping is

considerable, while the deterioration of such pipe is rather rapid, while a

steam boiler will usually be useful for no other purpose, hence constitutes

a charge of considerable magnitude against the plant.

Talsen altogether, the advantages of absolute control of temperature

during the drying process and of being able to use any sort of fuel make
the method one which has considerable promise of value, and the writer

believes that, despite the very large number of unsuccessful methods of

drying by steam which have been devised in the past, successful and

economical methods may yet be worked out. Such methods will be

developed, however, by the application of steam to other types of

evaporators than the kiln. The use of successive tiers of trays, each

heated by coils of pipe placed beneath, with fans to control the circulation

of air, will give large drying capacity in a relatively small compass, and

will permit less expensive construction, since the danger of fire will be

practically absent. Several plants which employ stacks of trays heated
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by coils are in course of constructinn in the Nortli-'West, but none of

them have been subjected to the test of practical use in competition with
other methods of drying for a sufficient length of time to enable one to

say vvhctlicr any of them will be commercially successful.

The Tunnel Evaporator.

The need of the prune-growing districts of the North-west for an

efficient and economical method of drying prunes led to the development,

in the early nineties, of a great variety of evaporating machines. In a

publication, entitled Prunes in Oregon, issued as Bulletin 45 of the

Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station in June, 1897, Professor U.

P. Hedrick, at that time horticulturist of the Oregon Station, described

seven types of prune evaporators, each known by the name of its manu-
facturer or patentee, then in use. Two years later, J. A. Balmer,

horticulturist of the "Washington Agricultural Experiment Station

{Prunes, Bulletin 38, "Washington Agricultural Experiment Station,

May, 1899), described four of these evaporators, with at least two others,

as being at that time rather generally used in Washington. Of all these

types of evaporators, only two have stood the test of years of practical

use, and it would probably be impossible to find one of the others in

operation at the present time.

The ,prune tunnel, or tunnel evaporator, as used to-day in the North-

west has been gradually perfected by modification of the " Allen Eva-

porator," manufactured and patented by W. K. Allen, of Newberg,

Oregon, and described by both Hedrick and Balmer in the publications

just cited as in rather general use in Washington and Oregon. In so

far as one can judge from the rather unsatisfactory drawings and de-

scriptions given by these authors, the original Allen evaporator had most

of the essential desirable features of the modern tunnel, with the very

great disadvantage that the fruit, once placed in the tunnel, was out of

sight or control of the operator until drying had been completed.

Tunnel evaporators have never come into general use in those parts

of the United States in which apples are the chief fruit to be evaporated,

since the labour involved in handling the fruit on trays makes the process

elightly more expensive than drying on kilns. "Wherever prunes and
berries make up a considerable part of the total volume of fruits to be

dried, tunnel evaporators may advantageously be used, since prunes must
of necessity be handled in trays, while loganberries and raspberries make
a very much better product when so treated.

In its essential feature the tunnel evaporator consists of a long,

narrow room, with the floor and ceiling inclined uniformly from end to

end, and with a furnace below the floor. The room is cut into a series of

narrow chambers, the " tunnels," by parallel partitions, which may be

solid or merely an open framework of slats. In some of the larger and
more elaborate plants the trays upon which the fruit is spread are

loaded upon trucks fitted with an open framework to support and
separate them, and these trucks are rolled in one behind another at the

upper end of the tunnel until it is filled. The dry fruit is removed
at the lower end of the tunnel by withdrawing the truck carrying it,

when the others move down by force of gravity, permitting a new truck

to be rolled in at the upper end. This arrangement was a feature of the

Allen evaporator. It is objectionable in that the upper and lower trays
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of any given truck do not dry at eqnal rates, necessitating overdrying of

the lower trays or transfer of the upper ones to another truck, and even
more objectionable in that the operator cannot learn how the fruit

toward the middle of the tunnel is drying except by rolling out all the

trucks until that which he desires to inspect is reached. Consequently,
trucks are no longer generally employed in tunnel evaporators, and have
been replaced by an arrangement which permits individual trays to be
moved with little diiReulty. To build this, the individual tunnels of a

group or series are separated one from the other by partitions or, at

least, by a framing of 2 x 4 studs. To these partitions or to the studs

are nailed a series of cleats, usually made of I or 1 inch strips, 2 inches

wide, nailed flat, extending from end to end of the tunnel parallel with
the inclined floor, and placed at equal distances, preferably 4 inches
from centre to centre, apart.. These cleats form a series of tracks, one
above the other, which support the trays upon which the fruit is spread,
and the tunnel is filled by pushing the trays in one after another at the

upper end of the tunnel, and moving them along the tracks until all are
loaded. The heated air is admitted at the lower end of the tunnel, from
a furnace placed in the room beneath, rises throiigh the successive series

of trays, and passes off, loaded with moisture, through a ventilator shaft

at the opposite higher end. Steady air movement is secured by an
arrangement of air intakes in the furnace room, essentially identical

with that already deseribed for the kiln evaporator.
All that has been said in the preceding pages as to the relative merits

of various building materials for constructing kiln evaporators applies

equally well when the plant is to be of the tunnel type. The advantages
and economy of permanent fire-proof construction are the' same, as is the

necessity for having the portion of the building in which the actual

drying goes on as nearly air-tight as possible, and with the loss of heat

by radiation reduced to the lowest possible minimum.
The building must consist of two portions, a portion in which the

preparation of fruit for drying is carried on and in which -the dried

fruit, ti'ays not in use, and fruit awaiting preparation can be stored,

and a second portion in which the actual drying is accomplished. In

the first portion or preparation room there will be needed the same
equipment described in connexion with kiln evaporators, and its arrange-

ment may conveniently be essentially that shown by the plans for such

plants. If berries or prunes are to be dried in any quantity, there will

be needed space on the ground floor of the building for spreading tables

and for storage of trays and of boxes of fruit brought in from the

orchards. ISTotwithstanding these facts, the plans of two-kiln and four-

kiln evaporator buildings may very well serve as suggestions for build-

ings for tunnel evaporators. Tunnels of a given capacity occupy less

than one-half as much floor space as kilns of the same capacity. The
tunnels may be constructed in a portion of the space given to kilns in

the jjlans, and the remaining space becomes available for work tables,

storage of fruit, trays, &c. The plans of kiln plants have purposely been

so designed that when tunnels instead of kilns are placed in them, the

paring tables, bleacher, apple bins, and slicer will be as little in the way
as possible when the building is used for drying berries or prunes. It is

believed, therefore, that these drawings and suggestions give as much aid

as possible in a publication of this general character since each builder

of a tunnel evaporator must work out the details of the plan for a
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building best adapted to his particular needs. Hence the detailed

discussion which follows is confined to the construction and operation of

the actual dr^-iiig units—the tunnels.

The Tunnels.

Tlie number of tunnels to be constructed must be determined

in every case by the volume of fruit to be handled. It needs

to be emphasized, however, that the length and size of the individual

tunnel is not to be modified at the pleasure of the builder. It is usually

difficult or impossible to secure satisfactory and economical results with

tunnels more than 20 feet in length, since further increase in length

retards air movement and therefore slows down the drying. A tunnel

higher than 6 feet, or carrying more than 16 or 18 tiers of trays, will

dry very slowly on the upper trays, while the work of removing or

inserting trays at the top will be incomenient and fatiguing. For the

sake of convenience in handling, 3 feet in width and 4 feet iu length

should be the limit in size of the trays. Consequently, tunnels

20 X 6 X 3 feet are as large as can be efficiently operated, and attempts

to increase any of the dimensions are likely to result in constant trouble

and lowered efficiency. A tunnel of the dimensions just indicated will

carry 18 tiers of five 3x4 trays, or 90 trays, each having a drying
surface of 12 square feet. Each tray, when spread to a depth of

1^ inches with apples, will hold about 25 lbs. of fresh fruit, giving a

total capacity of 2,250 lbs., a quantity which would be yielded by
65-70 bushels of apples. Such trays will carry 25 to 30 lbs. of prunes,

or 16 to 20 lbs. of raspberries or loganberries. The time required foi

drying will depend to such a degree upon the circulation of air though
the tunnels that any statements must be taken as only indicative of what
may be expected; apples will require- 7 to 16 hours, berries 12 to 17, and
prunes 28 to 40 hours at the temperatures recommended in a later para-
graph.

The floor of the tunnel slopes uniformly from end to end, the inclina-

tion most generally employed being 1\ or 2 inches per foot length.

Two differing types of construction are employed; in one, the tunnel is

tightly floored with sheet-iron throughout its length except for a distance

of 2 to 4 feet at its lower end, which is directly over the furnace. In
the second type, the tunnel has no floor, but is continuous with the

furnace room. In either case the furnace stands beneath the lower end,

and an arrangement of piping similar to that described as being used

in kiln evaporators distributes the heat throughout the length of the

tunnel. Each of these arrangements has its strong advocates; that last

described obviously makes somewhat better use of the heat produced by
the fuel.

If a number of tunnels are to be constiTJcted, it is advisable to build

them in sets of three arranged side by side and heated by the same
furnace. In case the tunnels are to be constructed in blocks of three,

the furnace room should be made of the same size as the block of three

tunnels, except that it is 2 feet longer, or 22 x 10 feet inside the walls.

This added 2 feet gives space for the furnace, which is to be set at the

lower end of the tunnels (see diagram. Fig. XIX.). The walls of the

furnace room may be built of stone, concrete, concrete blocks, or metal
lath and plaster. The outer walls of the group of tunnels are merely
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upward continuations of the wall? of tlie furnace room, and may be

built of matclied lumber nailed to 2 x 4 framing, or, better, of metal

lath and plaster.

The two ends of each tunnel iwc formed by the doors, which must
be close fitting, of a height and width equal to the inside dimensions of

the tunnel, and must swing back far enough to permit ready insertion

or withdrawal of trays. The roof of the tunnels should be of matched
lumber. The ventilating shaft, for three tunnels each 20 x 3 feet,

should be not less than 5x2 feet in cross-section, should have a

damper at its base, and should extend well above the peak of the roof of

the building (see diagram Fig. IV.).

The partitions .separating the individual tunnels are built of matched
lumber and are carried up to within 12 or 18 inches of the roof of the

tunnel. Some operators omit these partitions entirely, merely making a

framework of 2 x 4's, to which the cleats which support the trays are

nailed, so that the whole interior of the three tunnels is one continuous

chamber. If the tunnels are walled up, the opening of one of the doors to

insert or withdraw a tray interferes with the drying in that tunnel only,

whereas in the absence of such walls the opening of any door results

in the cooling down of the entire system. Even were this not the case,

the more uniform and rapid movement of air through the tunnels, and
the comparative freedom from dead-air pockets secured by the separating
walls, well repays the expense of their construction.

The Fdknace Room.

If built in accordance with the suggestions made above, the furnace

room will be 22 x 10 feet in size. Tke height to the floor at the lower
end of the tunnel .should be 7 feet; a rise of 1| inches per foot in the

floor would give, a height of 9^- feet at the opposite end, while a 2-in.

rise would give a height of 10 ft. 4 in. The walls may be of stone,

brick, concrete, or metal lath and ' plaster ; if built of wood, they must
be lined with asbestos sheeting to reduce the danger of fire. Since the

cost of such a lining will bring the expense of construction very nearly
up to that of a concrete wall, it is the part of wisdom to cut the fire

risk to a minimum by avoiding wood altogether.

Adequate provision for an abundant supply of air is absolutely neces-

sary. For three tunnels of the size here suggested, the furnace room
should have four air inlets, one in the centre of each of the walls, each
3 X 1} feet in size, and placed about 6 inches above the ground. These
will give a total air inflow of 2,592 square inches. It will rarely be
necessary to open all of the inlets to their full capacity, and sliding doors

should be provided in order that any of the inlets may be partially or

wholly closed at will, but there will be an occasional still, humid day
when the entire capacity of the air-intakes will be used

If the furnace room occupies only part of the lower floor of a larger

building, jjrovision must be made for free access of air to the intakes

on the enclosed sides. This may best be secured by excavating the

furnace room to a depth of 12 to 18 inches, elevating the floor of the

remainder of the building, and providing numerous ventilating openings
in the foundation walls, through which air may move freely beneath
the floors to the furnace room inlets.
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The Furnace.
The statements made in the section devoted to heating apparatus for

kilns holds true here. The only economical and durable heating equip-

ment is a well-built brick or stone furnace, lined with firebrick, of suffi-

cient height and depth to take ordinary cordwood without preliminary

splitting or cutting to shorter lengths. The ordinary hop stove, built

as it is of thin sheets of cast-iron, will not stand up imder the continuous

heavy firing of a 50 or 60-day apple-drying season.

If the tunnels are floored except for a distance of 2 to 4 feet at the

lower end, the furnace should stand immediately below this opening in

order that the heated air may pass directly upward into the lower end
of the tunnels. The fact that the furnace room is 2 feet longer than the

tunnels permits the furnace to stand in this position. The chimney
should be placed at one side of the building, the pipe rising from the

furnace should be fitted with a T joint, and the two lines of pipe carried

around the walls of the room before they are connected with the flue, a_s

described in the section on piping of kiln furnaces, page 24. If the

floors are of sheet-iron, the pipe may bo brought up to within 24-30 inches

of the floor and kept at that distance in its passage around the room ; if

the tunnels have board floors or no floors at all, it must be kept about

a foot lower to prevent overheating. The " single-pipe " system of

piping will give sufficient radiating surface, and the distance of the

pipes from the walls should not be less than 24 inches. The pipe

should be of the quality recommended for use with kiln furnaces, and
should be 9 inches in diameter. The chimney should be, at least, 12 x

12 inches inside, if only one furnace is piped into it, 12 x 18 if two

are connected with it. It should be solid up to within 18 inches of

the entrance of the pipes, and should extend 4 or 5 feet above the roof.

As free access to both ends of the tunnel is necessary, the chimney should

stand at the side of the building, with the pipe passing beneath the floor

to reach it.

The Constelttion of Trats.
Trays are best made from -J x 1^-in. slats. Cut two pieces 3 feet

and two pieces 4 feet long, nail these together to form a rectangular

frame 4x3 feet and l-i inches deep. Cut a piece of wire-netting 1 inch

larger each way than the frame, turn the edges back to give a firmer hold

for nailing, and nail the netting to tlie frame. Now cut a second set

of slats and nail these to the bottom of the tray, taking care that the wire

is not allowed to project. Lastly, nail a wooden strip across the middle

to prevent warping of the frame. This gives a reversible tray, which has

no projecting wires to tear clothing and hands or catch in the tunnels.

The bottom cannot become loose from the frame, and can be kept from

sagging by using the tray either side up.

Trays should be made of the best grade of galvanized wire-screen

obtainable, with meshes -} or i inch square. An inferior, poorly-gal-

vanized wire will be attacked by the acid juices of the fruit with dis-

colouration and injury to the product. The German Government has

long made strenuous objection to the use by her people of apples dried on

wire trays, on the ground that sucli fruit may absorb sufficient quantities

of zinc to be injurious to consumers. WTiile this claim is not borne out

by the results of chemical analysis, it has resulted in laws prohibiting

the sale in Germany of apples containing more than a specified amount
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of zinc. While this amount is much less than is found in fruits dried on

well-galvanized trays, it may be readied or exceeded when an inferior

wire is used in making trays, or when trays become rusty from long

continued use. The employment of wooden trays offers a theoretical

solution of the difilculty, but unfortuii:itely there are practical difficulties

which prevent their use; such trays aic expensive to make and heavy to

handle, the strips making up the bottom must be so narrow, in order not

to impede the circulation of air, that they are very fragile, unless made

of some hard, tough wood, as hickory or rattan, and the fruit sticks

rather badly unless the trays are oiled. For all these reasons, the use of

metal trays seems practically unavoidable, but the operator should

promptly discard those in which the destruction of the zinc coating has

occurred.* To paint such trays with white lead, as some operators do,

is simply to add the more poisonous metal lead to the fruit, and such

treatment of trays is fraught with danger of serious consequences to

the consumer of the product.

The Operation of the Tunnel Evapobatoh.

The method of operation of the tunnel evaporator differs from that of

other driers in two respects : first, the fruit is subjected at the beginning

of the pi-ocess to a very moderate temperature, which is steadily increased

as the drying proceeds ; second, the warm air at its first entrance to the

tunnel comes into contact with the dryest fruit, then with that containing

more and more water, until it reaches fresh fruit, and becomes saturated

with moisture immediately before finally passing out of the tunnel. It

is generally claimed that such fruits as apples and berries retain more
of their natural flavour when subjected to a temperature not higher than

120-135 degrees Fahrenheit in the first hours of drying, but that the tem-

perature may advantageously be gradually raised to 150-165 degrees

after the fruit has given up a portion of its water content. There is the

additional advantage that berries kept at 120-135 degrees until drying

is well begun do not have their cellular structure broken down, hence do

not run together into compact masses, while neither berries, prunes, nor

apples lose a portion of their sugar by " bleeding " or dripping, as is

the case when materially higher temperatures are used at the outset.

Consequentlj' a heavier product with a larger sugar content is obtained

by maintaining a moderate temperature at the outset, facilitating the

drying by increasing the heat only after the fruit has lost so much water

that dripping no longer occurs. The tunnel evaporator provides at one

time the various temperatures needed, since it is hottest at the lower end,

directly over the furnace, and the temperature steadily decreases toward

the upper end; also the temperature at any point near the top of the

tunnel is considerably below that at a corresponding point near the

bottom. Consequently, fresh fniit introduced at the upper end of the

tunnel, near the top, and pushed along the tracks until it is finally

removed dry at the lower end, is subjected to a steadily increasing tem-

perature throughout its stay in the tunnel.

The second distinctive feature of the tunnel evaporator has an obvious

advantage. The heated air upon entering the tunnel passes over fruit

• TIk- toUuwin^ noil- i^ suitpliid t.y M . .T. r.irirll. Oiclitid Siipt-rvisor. Victorian Ut'Partmi-nt of

Agriculture :^It" the wire netting of the trays be painted with laequer and thoroughly dried before the

trays are used, the spelter will be protected from the corrosive action of the apple acids in combination,

or wliea mixed with the residue of the salt solution and that of the sulphur fumes.
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which is almost dry, and which consequently gives up only a small
fraction of the amount of moisture which the air is capable of carrying.

Thence the air rises through successive layers of fruit, each containing
more moisture than its predecessor, until finally, just before entering the

ventilator shaft, it passes over trays which have just been inserted.

The tunnel thus exactly reverses the method of the old tower evaporator,

in Avhieh fresh fruit was put in at the bottom, nearest the source of heat,

and the moist air driven from it through the trays of partially dried

fruit above. In such towers the air (jften had its temperature so much
lowered before reaching the top of the stack that a part of the moisture
carried by it was deposited upon the fruit in the upper trays. In the

tunnel this is entirely avoided, and the time required for drying is very
materially shortened, with a corresponding improvement in the quality

of the product.

When the plant is operating, fires are kept going continuously in

the furnaces, and trays of fresh fruit are inserted at the upper end of

the tunnels as they are prepared. During the day, the tunnels will

usually be kept full to capacity by the replacement of the finished trays,

as rapidly as they are withdrawn, by trays of green fruit, which neces-

sitates the occasional shifting downward of the partially dried fruit to

make room at the top. In the afternoon, before the employees cease

work for the day, all other work may be stopped, and a sufficient number
of trays filled to replace those which will become dry during the night.

These are stacked near the tunnels. It is the duty of the night man to

keep up the fires, to remove such trays as become dry, to keep the

unfinished trays compactly together in the lower portion of the tunnel,

and to put in fresh fruit as room is made for it. This method has many
advantages; it prevents the overheating and scorching likely to occur
when the tunnels are gradually emptied during the night; it utilizes all

the heating value of the fuel burned, and it gives continuous operation

at full capacity, hence at a lower cost.

Nothing will aid more in the rapid and economical drying of the

fruit than constant attention to the ventilation. The air-intakes into the

furnace room must be adjusted anew with every change in the force

and direction of the wind, and the damper in the ventilating shaft must
be at one time widely opeii, at another almost closed. The plant cannot

be left in charge of a man who is either careless or miintelligent, he
must understand clearly that it is just as much a part of his duty to

maintain a vigorous draught through the tunnel as it is to keep the tem-

peratures shown by the thermometers in the tunnels constant, and that

failure in either of these respects results in slower drying and an inferior

product of greater cost. Consequently, the kiln man should be the most
intelligent and capable employee about the establishment. If there is

any difi'erence, the best man should be selected as night man, since the

greater humidity and lower air temperatures prevailing at night make
the task of securing satisfactory drying during that period a very difficult

one. Once the kiln men are selected and put to work, they should be held

responsible for the management of the drying rooms, and no interference

by others tihould be attempted or tolerated. " Many cooks spoil the

broth " is a proverb never more true than when applied to the ventilating

and heating of an evaporator.

(To he continued.)
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NOTES ON DOWNY MILDEW
(Flasmopara viticola, B. and de T.)

By F. de Castella, Government VUicuUurist, and C. C. Brittlebank,

Government Pathologist.

Until last summer the vineyards of Australia were free from Downy
Mildew, tliat great scourge of vineyards in the nioister European climate.

It is true that one isolated case of the appearance of the fungus was
previously recorded, though it did not occur in a commercial vineyard.

The late Baron von Mueller, at that time Government Botanist, noticed

that a vine in hi.s private garden at South Yarra was afiFected by a

parasitic fungus, which he took to he ilildew; a diagnosis which was
confirmed by Dr. M. C. Oook, to whom specimens were sent. The Baron
eradicated and burnt the vine, and with this single exception the fungus
had not been observed on the Australian contin<>nt until last summer,
when it was found to be rather widely disseminated throughout the

north-eastern district of Victoria.

Will the disease re-appear? Is it likely to give serious trouble?

What steps can best be taken to guard against such? These are ques-

tions which it is only logical to ask. The present season, being even
wetter than its predecessor, makes it extremely probable that we shall

again have the fungus with us.

It is the object of the present article to briefly record last year's out-

break, to explain how tlie disease may be identified, and to point out
what preventive steps can best be taken to combat it, in the light of

recent European experience, should the disease again appear in our

vineyards.

The 1917 Outbreak in North-East Victoria.

On 31st January, 1917, whilst inspecting the Rutherglen Viticultural

Station, Mr. de Castella was informed by the vineyard manager that

a disease had appeared at the Wahgnnyah Xursery which differed from
ordinary Oidium. More detailed description aroused suspicions, which
were confirmed when the vineyard manager found a couple of similarly

affected leaves on a vine of Aramon Bouschet. These were immediately
posted to Melbourne, and were found by the Vegetable Pathologist (Mr.
C. C. Brittlebank) to be undoubtedly affected with Downy Mildew
Plasmopara viticola. The number of diseased leaves at the Viticul-

tural Station was exceedingly small. It was only after careful search
that any could be found showing the characteristic white down on the

under side.

The Wahgunyah Nursery was inspected the following day; here the

fungus was very much more in evidence ; one block of Rutherglen Pedro
grafts was badly affected, nearly all the leaves being more or less con-

taminated, whilst some Muscat and Grenache showed the fungus to a

lesser extent. The greater part of the nursery, however, was practically

free from the fungus. Immediate spraying of the whole nursery with
copper soda was, nevertheless, ordered.

At a vineyard a couple of miles up-stream from the nursery, and at

another 5 miles further up, leaves showing the characteristic white down
were also to be found, especially on vines close to the Murray River. A
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week later (7tli February) the disease was found in vineyards near

tie river a couple of miles below "Wabsinnyah, and on tbe following day

in a vineyard on tbe bill top, a mile smitb of Kutherglen. It was fur-

ther found at Fairfield on 16tb February, and at sucb fairly remote

localities as Milawa (28th February), Barnawartha (1st March), and

Glenrowan (12tb March). A week later the Government Pathologist

visited Kutherglen; examination in sifu absolutely corroborated pre-

vious laboratory diagnoses, leaving no possible doubt as to the identity

of the fungus.

Except in the vineyards along the Murray, the fungus was very

little in evidence; in many cases it was only after careful .search that

characteristic specimens could be found. This was particularly so at

Fairfield; though odd leaves here and there showed suspicious brown

spots, it was only in one small portion of the vineyard, near a dam,

that these bore any white down underneath; even here, very few such

leaves were to be found.

At the Viticultural Station, though very scarce at first, the fungus

increased somewhat later on in the season, and by 15th April, when the

annual Field Day was held, specimens were sufHeiently numerous to

familiarize visitors with the outward appearance of the disease. They
were, however, practically confined to the two rows of the collection

(Viniferas) nearest to a large open drain. Though no water was pre-

sent in this, except immediately after rain, it evidently increased atmo-

spheric moisture sufiiciently to permit contamination which was prac-

tically impossible in the rest of the vineyard.

From the above it will be seen that the fungus suddenly made its

appearance throughout an area of country of several hundred square

miles. The Viticultural Station is 10 miles from the Wahgunyah ISTur-

sery, whilst Barnawartha, Milawa, and Glenrowan are respectively, and
as the crow flies, 12 miles east-south-east, 28 miles south, and 24 miles

south-south-west of Kutherglen. The Wahgunyah Nursery is 7 miles

west-north-west from Kutherglen. Though they were not observed until

somewhat later, the more remote outbreaks must have commenced simul-

taneously with those at Kutherglen.

The outbreak generally was of a very mild nature ; no damage was
done, and the fungus was not sufficiently in evidence, at least in any of

the vineyai'ds affected, to cau.se ajiprehension, or to lead to spraying
being recommended. In the case of an earlier visitation, treatment
might have been advisable; but in February, when the grapes are about
to change colour, bunch contamination could no longer occur, and unless

abundant wann rains were to fall, there was no reason to fear whole-
sale dropping of the leaves, which is so fruitful of damage in Europe.

At the nursery things were somewhat different; and as early as 1st

February the urgent need for immediate spraying was evident. One
application, however, sufficed to save the foliage and enabled the young
grafted vines to properly mature their canes, even on the worst affected

blocks. Though generally present throughout the nursery, some blocks

were much more affected than others, no doubt owing to irrigation

having taken place at such an interval after a shower of rain as to

increase what is termed in France the " receptivity " of the young vines;
in other words, the facility for contamination by the fungus.

This much greater susceptibility of young nursery vines is no doubt
due to plentiful moisture resulting from the frequent but indispensable
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waterings, and the proximity of tlie young growth to the moist soil

surface. It has also been noticed in France, as will be seen from the

following extract :—

*

The defence of youiif; nursery vines n;»ainst Mildew presents, as is known,
great difficulty. Weekly, and even daily treatments, according to some, have
not always <;iven satisfactory results, because of (1) almndance of winter spores

left by previous nursery ojierations; (2) proximity to tlie soil, where dew and
moisture persist longer than at a certain height from it; (.3) the necessary
waterings; (4) the late start and late growth of the scion shoots, which cause
the disease to develop with a violence, and especially with a persistence very rare

in the open vineyard.

It might appear at first sight, especially to those inexperienced in

the treatment of this particular fungus, that energetic steps in the direc-

tion of wholesale spraying should have been taken, with a view to

stamping out the disease in its early stages. Any such action would
have been very costly and quite futile, in view of the widespread nature

of the outbreak at the time when the fungus was first identified. Abso-
lute extermination of this, as of any other fungus, once it has become
fairly widespread, is, of course, altogether out of the question, and
in view of the very small extent to which the fungus could be found
in any one vineyard wholesale spraying could not logically be recom-
mended, much less insisted on.

Mildew belongs essentially to the category of fungi, the dissemina-

tion of which is exceedingly rapid, given suitable weather conditions.

It differs radically from several other slow spreading diseases, such as

Bla.ck Spot, for example, in that, given an exceedingly limited Source

of infection and suitable weather conditions, wholesale contamination
soon results. t In other words, the number of spores present is of little

consequence in deciding whether a severe outbreak will or will not take

place ; this depends exclusively on the weather. Unless atmospheric

conditions prevail, altogether different from those usual in our inland

climate, the spread of the fungus is impossible.

That the severity of an outbreak of Mildew depends on suitable

climatic conditions, and not on the number of spores which started it,

receives confirmation from a recent article by M. J. CapusJ dealing

with the behaviour of Mildew during the French summer of last year.
" It is easy to understand that Mildew, with its extraordinary variations

from one year to another, should disconcert vine-growers." .... In answer
to a correspondent, he continues, " It is true . . . that we are far from know-
ing everything concerning the evolution of Mildew, nevertheless we are equally
far from being altogether ignorant concerning it. . . . All the factors which
act on fungi are probably known to us; but wliat we do not j-et know thoroughly
is tlie precise moment when each factor commences to act, the extent of their
actions, and the reciprocal influences they exert upon one another.

The scarcity of the disease in the vineyards of France, considered as a whole,
following on a year of invasions as sevei-e as last year's were, shows clearly,

once again, that abundance of germs at the close of a season does not fatally
indicate that invasions mil be serious the folloicing year— (the italics are ours).
It is not the first time that a year free from Mildew follows a year when it was
redoubtable; on the other hand, the disease has frequently been known to cause
serious damage after having disappeared from the vineyards for one or more
years. It is not the number of germs that matters, it is the fate with which they
meet in the shape of atmospheric conditions.

• L. Ravaz. in Progres Aliricule, 9th April. 1916.
t " One single vine infected in spring suffices for the disease to spread immediately to a distance

under the action of the most gentle breeze which transports the conidia . ..." P. ViaUi.

—

Lu
Maladies de la Vyjtie. p. 100.

J Rei'W lie Viticulture, 3rd August. 1916.
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At the commencement of the 1916 seiisoi. there was every reason to fear

severe visitations; plentiful germs from hist year, a moist soil during spring, and
sufficient rain to permit contamination. In the development of this disease,

however, it is not sufficient that a group of favorable conditions should occur,

it is essential that every condition should be favorable. It is sufficient that one
such should be absent in order for the invasion to fail. Now, in .Tune, 1916, the

soil was unusually dry .... hence low receptivity of the vine for the

disease. This view receives confirmation from the fact that, at many points,

though invasions exist which are at least two or three weeks old, they are

discernable in the shape of spots which are only visible by transparence, and
which have failed.

But all districts were not equally fortunate; in certain centres, fortunately

very limited, .... the disease has been able to develop very freely, and
several invasions have appeared on leaves and bunches. Such contaminations
are all distinguished by the fact that at least one heavy fall of storm rain

occurred which wetted the soil and left it wet. This rain did not cause con-

tamination, but it favoured the appearance of down beneatli the spots, which
were only waiting for it, and which in its absence would most probably have
continued to remain latent, and would liave failed."

The origin of tlie 1917 outbreak is and must remain obscure, but
tbere can be no doubt tbat the abnormal weather conditions of last

summer permitted its development and spread over the large extent of

country mentioned above. The weather conditions during the 1916-17

summer were altogether abnormal. Hot north winds, usually so common
in northern Victoria, were conspicuous by their absence; on the other

hand, rains were frequent, the following falls being registered at the

Rutherglen Viticultural Station during January and February, 1917:

—

Sixteen points on 12th January, 42 on 13th, 23 on 21st, 11 on 27th,

29 on 31st; 31 on 1st February, 7 on 6th, 22 on 16th, 4 on 18th, 5 on
19th, 21 on 20th, 36 on 21st, 7 on 22nd, 34 on 23rd, and 5 on 26th.

Heavy night dews, quite unusual in the district, were common, and
fogs, most unusual summer visitations on the Murray, occurred on

several mornings. In the opinion of the writers, it is solely owing to

the unusual amount of moisture present last summer that the fungus
was able to show up at all. Whence did it come, and by what means
was it introduced? These are questions which can never be answered.

The grafted resistant rootlings largely imported from France at

various times during the past ten years have been suspected as carriers,

and it is quite possible that this view is correct. It is equally possible,

however, that the fungus was introduced with dried grapes from Spain,

Greece, or Turkey, in all of which countries the fungus is abundant.

The outbreak in Baron von Mueller's garden, at any rate, did not

originate through importation of vines from France.* It is quite

probable that the fungus has long been with us, but, owing to climatic

conditions, it was not until the very wet summer of 1916-17 that the

white, downy efflorescence was able to manifest itself, and without this

the fungus cannot be readily identified. Even though infection should

take place, and the fungus obtain an entry into the tissues of the plant,

its development may only reach the stage characterized by the appear-

ance of the yellowish-green spots (becoming brown later) known in

Fi-euch as taches d'huih, or " oil spots." Unless sufficient moisture

be present, these are unable to sporulate, and there is no appearance on
the under surface of the leaf of the characteristic white down, without
which the identification of the fungus is only possible by microscopic
investigation or artificial incubation in moist media.

• It is inconceivable that the Baron should have disregarded the stringent legislation then in force
against the introduction of vines and tlie heavy penalties it provided.
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These oil spots, and especially the brown or dead portions of leaf

they result in, are not very charactoristic; various causes may lead to

quite similar manifestations. Possibly such may have occurred on

several previous occasions, but without attracting the attention of vine-

growers. The behaviour of the fungus at Fairfield, as described above,

is quite in accord with this view.

The Preponderant Influence of Climate.

Such freedom from the fungus, almost amounting to immunity, is

not peculiar to inland Victoria. It is also a feature of several coun-

tries with dry climates—California, for instance. Though Downy
Mildew is prevalent to an extraordinary extent in the Eastern States of

the North .Vmerioan Union,* so much so that European vines cannot

be profitably cultivated, it is practically unknown west of the Rocky

Mountains, where climatic conditions are very similar to those of north-

ern Victoria. Possibly Mildew may do some damage in the coastal

districts of New South "Wales and Queensland, but Victoria and South

Australia have far less to fear, at least in normal seasons.
_

As regards the absence of Downy Mildew from California, Professor

Bioletti, in reply to inquiries on the subject, wrote as follows in 1910:

—

This disease iias never been found in California, so far as I am aware.

It is reported tliat Dr. FTarkness, of tlie California Academy of Science, once

collected a specimen of Peronosporaf on a wild vine in the Sacramento Valley,

but the specimen was burnt up in the fire, and in any case it simply proves the

extreme rareness of the disease, if it ueciu-s at all here. Anthracnose and Black

Rot are also unknown here. Indeed our only serious fungus disease of the vine

is the Oidium, and even this, except along the fog belt near the coast, is very

easily controlled.

I think the evidence is conclusive that the reason the serious fungus diseases

of the vine do not occur in California is that the climate conditions prevent

them. Vines are being continually imported from the eastern States and from

Europe, and until lately most of them were not disinfected in any way. It

seems certain, therefore", that the spores of all these diseases must have been

introduced many times. Our dry summer, four months absolutely without rain,

and two or three months with very little rain, sufficiently accounts for th(?

difficulty these diseases encounter in becoming established. All I have read of

the climate of the main vine-growing regions of Australia shows that it

resembles very closely our climate, and if this is true, you need have no fear

of the introduction of either Black Eot or Peronospora,

Likewise in South Africa, as will be seen from the following extract

from a reply received from Mr. Watermeyer, manager of the State

Vineyard at Constantia :

—

J'lasmopara viticola.—This disease was first found to exist in this country in

the Botanic Gardens at Grahamstown, in the Eastern Province, late in January,

1907. No clue exists as to how it came, for no one there imported grape vines

from Europe. It is not an important grape-growing centre, but there are vine-

yards scattered all over the place, and most were found to be infected. Some
growers were inclined to the belief that the disease was long established, but had
previously been confused with the more common diseases, as Oidium, &c. The
disease made its appearance after most favorable weather conditions for its

development. Subsequently all districts to which Grahamstown vine

nurserymen had sent cuttings were inspected, also all the important viticul-

tural districts of the colony, in the Western Province. In the latter no infection

was found.

• Downy Slildew l3 in fact indigenous to that part of Norfcli America east of tile Rocky Mountains.
It was from liere tiiat it W.1S introduced into Europe in 1879, according to V, V\a\a, Leg Maladies (It la

Vigne, p. 77. " In the first year of invasion in France, in 1879, it was not observed until fairly late. Since
then the parasit* has appeared as early as the month of May, but never before, since 1879 until 1892.

It is well to note this fact, because it should guide for fixing the periods for treatment."

t The Downy Mildew fungus was formerly Itnown as Peronospora viticola, a name which has since

been changed to Ptasmopara viticola. The older name Is still very usually given to it in France.
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As a result of the inspection some twenty-five districts were found infected.

None of these, however, with perhaps the exception of one, could be regarded

as of any viticultural importance. In some centres the disease appeared in a

most virulent form. No damage, however, uocurred to crops or grown vines, but

nursery stock sufl'ered. Up to the present time the disease has been reported off

and on, but never as having done any damage either to growth or crops, nor has

it yet spread to the great vine areas in the Western Province, and the general

opinion is that it is not likely to, on account of the cooler climatic conditions

here, and where the greatest rainfall is in winter, whilst the areas that are

infected are situated in the midland, northern, and eastern parts of the Cape

Colony, which enjoy summer rains and tlie disease develops after these, when
great'heat gives rise to a steamy hot atmosphere, as in tropical climes. Were
it likely that the disease would find a home in the Western Province vineyards,

it must have established itself long ago, for Government regulations (copy of

which I inclose) to control infection are constantly ignored, and it is to the

writer's knowledge that boxes of grapes from a badly infected area centre, "Graaff-

Reinet," are brought into the vineyard centres of the Western Province for con-

sumption. Also specimen leaves and grapes have been sent direct to me from

these areas, and yet after ten years now no Western Province vineyard has been

found to be infected. So that if your climatic conditions are similar your growers

need have no apprehension.
With regard to spraying, this was done on nursery stock at Grahamstown,

when the disease first appeared, but that it has become a practice in large

infected areas, I can safely say no. And the expense does not appear to be

justified, for no serious damage is caused. The fungus makes an appearance

when conditions suit it, and these do not seem to endure long, when it dies

again.
Take the history of its discovery here. It appeared after the first heavy rains,

then there was a period of dry weather, the vines continued to develop, matured
their fruit, and after the crops had practically been gathere<l, there was rain

again, and again an appearance of Plasmopara, when the under-surface of the

leaves were a mass of down, and visible from a considerable distance; yet the

following years there was normal growth, and there were normal crops. The
quarantine restrictions are, however, still in force, but, as you notice, are not

strictly adhered to.

Also in Algeria, the climate of wliich is not unlike ours, though

scarcely so dry, Mildew is much less feared than in France. According

to Eiviere and Lecq*

—

Thanks to the absence of summer rains, vegetable and animal parasitism
has never, even on the coast, an intensity to be compared with that observed in

France, especially in 1010, and it is always easy for a watchful and prudent
vine-grower to combat it victoriously without heavy expense. Many viticultural

regions at some little distance from the sea are unacquainted with Sulfatages
(spraying with copper mixtures), and scarcely do any sulphuring.—P. 557.

and again, p. 806

—

-

In Northern Africa it (Downy Mildew) only causes anxiety near the coast
(regions of Alger, Bone, and Phillippeville), and always yields to appropriate
treatment properly applied. It sometimes shows itself after the end of April
on leaves ancl embryo bunches. The Siroco (warm south wind) checks its
development.

The comparative freedom of Algeria is further instanced hy the
great popularity of Carignane, which was until recently the most widely
cultivated vine. As it is also one of the most susceptible vines to Downy
Mildew, it could not have attained this popularity if this disease was at
all prevalent. Carignane is now being superseded by other sorts, owing
to its rather faulty affinity for resistant stocks.

During the past and present seasons climatic conditions on the
Murray have been absolutely different from those which usually prevail.
Thereis a very striking contrast, in nonnal seasons, at least, between
the climate of this region and that of even Southern France, where

• Traite pratique d'Agriculture pour U Nord de I'Afriqlte. by Rividre and Lecq (1914).
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Mildew visitations are much less intense than in the moistcr centre and

north. In France the warm south winds cross the Mediterranean, and
are saturated with moisture, causing heavy dews at night, which, to

an Australian, seem very curious in hot weather. It is the cold north

wind which is dry. This is known in the south as the " Mistral " ; when
it blows Mildew is not feared.

In Victoria we have no moi.st wind ; our sea breezes are too cold

to hold much moisture. On the nther hand, our dry north winds are

our greatest safeguards against fungus pests of all kinds. The almost

complete absence last season of this characteristic feature of our climate

is one of the main factors which rendered last year's outbreak possible.

Outward Appearance of the Disease.

All green or herbaceous parts of the vine are liable to attack—stems,

leaves, tendrils, or bunches—but it is usually first observed on the leaves,

on which it manifests itself in the shape of spots at first of a lighter

or yellowish green, more or less circulai-, and varying in size from that

of a sixpence to a shilling, and even larger. These spots become
yellowish, then brown, and finally die out altogether. In the early stages

they are more easily distinguished if the leaves are held up to the light,

owing to their being more transparent than normal leaf tissue ; hence

the French term of "oil spots," which aptly describes them. After a

while, on the under side of the spots, provided climatic conditions are

suitable, a milk-white efflorescence, or down, makes its appearance—
vrhence the name of Downy Mildew, as distinguished from Powdery
Mildew, the name given to Oidium (Uncinula spiralis) in America.
This white down is very characteristic, and readily distinguishes this

from any other vine fungus. It is close, dense, and glistening, and
reminds one of fine fable salt or sugar. Except in very rare cases, it is

only visible on the under surface of the spots already mentioned, which
are thus yellowish-green or brown above and white beneath.

In dry weather the characteristic down does not develop, the spots

dry up, and assume a dead-leaf colour, without sending out the spore-

bearing filaments, which constitute the down. In moist warm weather
the down is very apparent, being often similar to a dense while felt,

but in dry weather it may be entirely absent or very scanty. If sus-

pected leaves are placed for a day or two in a warm dark place wrapped
in a moist towel, the white down will make its ap])earance.

Mildew is quite different from Oidium; the latter appears equally

on the upjjer and under surface, and never causes brown spots. The
mottled appearance sometimes presented by leaves attacked by Oidium
is quite different to the well demarcated spots of Mildew. The white

downy efflorescence only appears on the imder side ; it is much denser

and whiter than Oidium, which develops on upper and under surface

alike.

Mildew is also very distinct from Eriiiose, though at first sight there

might appear to be some similarity; the spots of the latter are always
convex above—they resemble hollow warts; Mildew spots are always
quite flat. In the case of Erinose, the felt inside the hollow warts,

though white at first, soon becomes i-ust colour ; Mildew down is always
white.

When other organs, such as canes or bunches, are attacked they also

show yellowish-green patches,, the white down appearing later. If
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bunches are thus attacked before or shortly after blossom, they are said

to suffer from gi-ey rot. If infested when half their full size, the berries

first become soft, and later dry out. This form of the disease is knowu
as brown or soft rot.

How Damage is Done.

Mildew may destroy the crop in three different ways. If it

appears early, just before, during, or just after blossoming, it may
invade the young bunches, causing them to dry and fall off. This form,

which is termed grey rot, has been known to destroy the entire ci-op in a

couple of days in certain moist districts of France. Brown rot, when

the berries are rather more than half their full size, is also responsible

for much loss. Once the berries commence to change colour, the fungus

is no longer able to penetrate the tissues; the fruit is safe from infec-

tion.

The most usual way in which injury is caused, however, is by

bringing about a premature fall of leaves ; badly infested leaves drop

off, often at the junction with the stalk, which is left adhering to the

canes. Vines thus stripped of their leaves cannot ripen their fruit

properly. Grapes borne by vines affected with Mildew yield but little

juice, and the wine made from them is of very poor quality—'Only fit

for distillation. The must is rich in nitrogenous substances and unsuit-

able for the healthy growth of yeast. Not only is the current season's

crop injured, but that of the following season is seriously compromised,

since the premature stripping of the leaves prevents the accumulation

of reserve substances in the vine, so that the following season few

bunches are formed. The damage is similar to that caused when the

foliage of the vineyard is fed off by stock too soon after vintage.

Life History.

Space will not here permit of more than a brief outline. The

botanical name of the fungus is now Plasmopara viticola. Formerly it

was known as PerO'nospora viticola. It is closely related to Irish Blight

of the potato. Like most fungi which prey upon the vine and fruit

trees, but in striking contrast to that of Oidium, the mycelium* grows

in the interior of tlae host plant. It is only the fructifications bearing

the summer spores which are outside. This internal nature of the

mycelium is of vital importance in connexion with treatment, which

cannot possibly be curative, as sulphuring is in ease of Oidium. f The
mycelium develops in the inside of the tissues, which are disorganized

and broken down under its influence, thus causing the '' oil spots

"

already described. After a time, but only if weather conditions are

sufficiently moist, the fungus sends out, through the stomata or breath-

ing pores on the under side of the leaf, strands bearing oonidia or

summer spores. These conidiophores, as they are called, somewhat

resemble a bunch of grapes, the conidia being the berries (see Fig. I.).

It is thousands of these, massed closely together, which constitute the

white down characteristic of the fungus.

* Mycelium, according to de Bary, is the vegetati'\'i- portion of thallus of fungi, composed of one or

more "hypllae." It is the growing (and feeding) portion of the fungus as distinguished from the spore-

bearing or reproductive part. In edible, cultivated mushrooms it is popularly known a8 spawn.

t In the case of Oidium the mycelium is on the outride of the tissues ; it is only the suckers sent out

from it which penetrate the o\it«r skin of the vine to absorb nmirishment.
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The mechanism of infection' may be briefly described :—Each one

of the conidia falling into a drop <if water on a healthy leaf, under suit-

able temperature conditions, is cai>able of causing a fresh spot—a fresh

infection. The time which elapses between the entry of the fungus from

the genninating spore until the oil spot becomes noticeable is known as

6

Fig. 1.

Downy Mildew

—

I'lasmopara vitkula. B. and du T.

Diagrammatic section of a vine leaf infested with Downy Mildew,
showing how the mycelium of the fungus (a) circulates between the

colls wliich constitute the normal tissue of the leaf. At s, s, .1 are

three stomata or breathing pores, through which tlie conidiophorcs

or spore-bearing filaments emerge. It is these wliich constitute the

characteristic white down on the under side of the leaves. Conidia,

or summer spores (e) are, however, only shown on one filament.

The round black bodies with white rim, in the interior of the leaf, are

oospores.—After Viala.

the period of incubation;* it is of very considerable importance in con-

nexion with the treatment of the fungus.

The germination of the conidia takes place as follows:—The interior

substance splits up into several small bodies called zoospores, which
swim about in the drop of water until they find stomata or breathing

* We undorsfand by " period of incubation " the [x-riod wliicli elapses between the penetration of
zoospores and the app<-araiicc of the flrst symptoms revealinfi to the nakinl eye the presence of mycelium
in the orcans attaeked (oil spots on the leaves, yellow-brown colour on bunches. tcDdrilB, and tips of
canes).

—

Gy de ittvanffi, page 94.
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pores, by wliich. the germ tubes can gam eutry into the interior of the

tissues, where the mycelium grows raiiiilly, fonning the characteristic

" oil spot." Genainatiou of conidia is impossible unless in a drop of

water, and this must remain on the surface of the leaf for a sufficient

time. Even though germination has occurred infection cannot take

place unless one or more of the zoospores can reach a stoma or breathing

pore; they are incapable of penetrating the outer skin of the vine at

any other point. The stomata of the vine are to be found almost

exclusively on the under surface of tlie leaf. There are scarcely any

on the upper side. Hence infection occurs almost exclusively on the

under side of the leaf.

According to Kavaz (see p. 696), the period of incubation in France

is usually seven days. After the lapse of this time, the oil spot is fully

formed and ready to produce spores in enormous numbers should weather

conditions prove suitahle; otherwise no harm can result, though it

continues to be a source of danger, since in mild, but dry weather, it

can remain latent for a varying time, only awaiting moist conditions

to permit spoi-ulation. The oil spot stage may thus be compared to a

loaded gun, only needing the pull of the trigger, in the shape of a spell

of wet weather, to discharge an enonuous number of spores. Should

wet weather continue, and copper spray protection be absent or insuffi-

cient, wholesale new infection will occur.

If, on the other hand, hot weather should supervene, even though

the oil spot has duly incubated, further infection need not be feared.

The spots become darker and dry off to dead leaf tissue, soon losing

their power for further harm. Professor Ravaz describes (Progres

Agricole, 22nd July, 1917) how an invasion, that of 3rd July, "had
been checked in its development by the very hot weather of 4th July
(91° F. in the shade) and following days, which .... destroyed

almost the totality of the old spots and the germs they bore. . . .

Everything was dry, both leaf tissue ' (damaged) and the innumerable

white efflorescences they bore. . . . The conidia under the mirco-

seope were shrivelled or showed a granular content. At any rate, they

were no longer able to germinate.

Conidia do not retain their vitality long*—according to Gregory, they

last about a week under normal conditions. In hot weather they soon

shrivel up and die; they are unable to last from one season to another.

Nature has devised another means by which the fungus can perpetuate

itself and survive the winter period. Towards the close of the season the

mycelium produces, in the interior of the leaf, a varying number of very

resistant bodies called oospores or eggspores (see Fig. 2) ; these have a

tough envelope, which lasts through the winter, only germinating the

following spring, when each one gives rise to one single large conidium,
which germinates by zoospores, as described above. These are splashed

by rain on to the lower leaves of the vine, whence infection spreads with
extraordinary rapidity. Unless very wet weather prevails, the oospores

will not germinate, nor vsdll the zoospores be able to infect the tissues

of the vine ; in other words, no outbreak is possible. These oospores

are so resistant that if sheep are fed on infested leaves they will be
found uninjured in the sheeps' droppings.

studies on Plasmopara Viiicola by C. T. Grpgorj', Cornell University, in official report of the
session of the International Congress of Viticulture, San Francisco, Cal. July. 1915.
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Treatment.

Tn view of tlie above, it is evident that the treatment used to comhat
Mildew must be radically different to that for Oidium, tlie exterior

myeclium of which is easily destroyed by dusting with sulphur, pro-

vided, of course, that weather conditions are suitable for its action.

The Mildew is, however, inside the tissues, where no spray can possibly

reach it. We can cure Oidium, but the treatment for Mildew must
be preventive. It is necessary to spray the vine with a substance

poisonous to the fungus, and in sufficient quantity for every rain or

dew drop to dissolve a sufficient proportion of the poison to prevent the

germination of any conidia which may fall into it. Various prepara-
tions of copper arc used for the purpose, the best known of which are

Bordeaux mixture and copper soda. They must be sufficiently insoluble

Fig. 2.

Downy Mildew—Plasmopara Viticola.

Section of a vine leaf, late in the autumn, showing the wintering

form of the fungus, or oospores, buried in the tissue of the leaf.

—

After Viala.

to not be immediately washed off by rain and sufficiently soluble for

each rain or dew drop to be able to dissolve a trace of copper. These
preventive sprayings are capable of absolutely protecting the vine from
damage, though in very wet localities a large number of applications

may prove necessary. In districts of France where Mildew is not very-

severe, three sprayings are given; the first when the shoots are 6 to 8

inches long, the second after blossoming, and the third before the fruit

changes cqlour. These may be called the standard treatments, but in

very wet seasons additional ones are necessary. It is in this connexion
that knowledge of the period of incubation becomes of great value. It
Mildew spots are present in the oil-mark stage, they will not produce
conidia (no white down will be visible) until rain falls. Should this
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occur, and the white down appear, fresh contamination becomes possible

unless the tissues have been protected by spraying. Any infection which

does occur must incubate before it again reaches the oil-mark stage.

According to Professor Ravaz, the incubation period has a duration

of seven days.* Spraying must not, therefore, be delayed beyond this

period, but the nearer its execution to the fatal seventh day the more

effectual will its protection prove.

Another question of considerable importance in deciding the best

moment to spray is the receptivity, in other words, the liability of the

vine to infection.f Much useful work has recently been done in issuing

warnings as to when to spray, based on the co-ordination of meteoro-

logical data and receptivity. To the late Cazeaux-Cazalet must be

given the credit of being the pioneer in this work, which he first under-

took in 1895, in connexion with Black Rot, a totally different fungus.

It was found later that similar methods could be applied to Mildew

with almost equally satisfactory results.

In 1898, in collaboration with M. J. Capus, he undertook the warn-

ing of vine-growers in the neighbourhood of Cadillac, where he resided,

by means of posters, as to the best moment to spray. These warnings

proved so valuable that, at the request of vine-growers in neighbouring

departments, who subscribed to defray the expense involved, several

.stations d'advertissement, or warning stations, were established. This

work, which is under the direction of M. J. Capus, has been consider-

ably extended during the past few years, with most valuable results.

It is highly probable that similar investigations could with advantage

be extended to other fungus parasites.

Without going fully into the rather complex method by which the

proper time for warnings is determined, it may be briefly stated that

receptivity corresponds with periods when vegetative activity slows

down. This is usually due to a spell of cold weather, but, curiously

enough, it may also be caused by the soil being too dry. Daily measure-

ments of cane growth permit of its being ascertained ; should it corre-

spond with a falling barometer, or meteorological stations jiredict rain,

spraying is opportune, and warning is given.

It must be remembered that any leaves and tips of shoots which
grow subsequently to a spraying are quite unprotected. In dry weather
this is of no consequence, but should moister conditions provide the

drops of water necessary for germination, these new growths will become
infected; seven days later incubation to the dangerous oil-spot stage

will have occurred. Should rain again fall, the white down will appear in

abundance, providing countless millions of spores, these will germinate,
given a continuance of suitable wet weather—not without—on lower parts
of the vine from which the protective spray has been washed by rain.

Such defenceless tips are in this way a danger, especially to the young

• This dxiration of seven days of the incubation of the disease has this year shown no variation. It
may thus be considered in practice to be constant. Hsnce, when there are' live germs and a fall of rain
takes place, one is forewarned as to wliat will Imppen. Ali there is to do is to take steps to check the
invasion which wil' result from that which is already under way.—L. Ravaz, Progres Agricole, 12th
August, 1917.

t In order that vegetable parasites may be able to invade the tissues of the vine two sets of
conditions must be fulfilled. 1. .atmospheric conditions such as will permit spore germination.
2. Conditions connected with the growth of the vine which place it in a stat^i of receptivity as regards
diseases.—J. Capus, in Frogres AgricoU. 26th March. 1911.
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bunches, on which they may cause grey rot early in the season, or brown

rot later on, provided, of course, that weather conditions are favorable;

once the berries commence to change colour the stomata are closed, and

berry infection is no longer possible. The young bunches are somewhat

difficult to protect with spraying mixture; being hidden under the

leaves, this does not readily reach them; their waxy nature also causes

it to adhere less satisfactorily than to the leaves. For bunch protection

the copper-containing powders, to be described presently, are a very

useful adjunct to sjjrayings—being cheaper, they can be more frequently

applied, and by means of the bellnws or knapsack sulphurer they can be

blown into the centre of the vine, where the young bunches are situated.

Topping, to remove the unprotected tips, has been recommended;
it often defeats the object by promoting the growth of laterals, which

are just as dangerous. Nevartheless, in some cases it can do good,

especially when an invasion is under way, but before the sporulation

stage is reached—in other words, they must be topped less than seven

days after the rain which permitted their contamination. Working
the soil, by increasing air moisture, facilitates infection. Cultural

operations, and likewise irrigation, should therefore be suspended

whenever this is to be feared.

Winter Treatment Useless.

Though for both fungi preventive treatment can alone be depended

on, Mildew differs greatly from Anthracnose, which can best be com-

bated by the destruction of the resting stage in winter by the acid iron

sulphate swab. For Mildew, however, no winter treatment is of the

slightest use. The oospores of the fungus pass the winter in the soil

embedded in the more or less decomposed remains of affected leaves,

where they are beyond the reach of any treatment. It would obviously

be futile to swab canes or stems on which no wintering forms of the

fungus exist.

Spray Mixtures.

As regards copper sprays, either Bordeaux mixture or copper soda

is good. The former is to be preferred, as it adheres better, and does

not deteriorate so quickly after mixing. It is largely used by orehardists,

but for vines it should be rather stronger than the usual orchard for-

mula (6-4-50). It should be 6-4-30 for Bordeaux, or 6-8-30 for copper

soda. The French way of mixing it is simpler than that usual here;

and with it one can more easily obtain a neutral mixture. If not
neutral, or nearly so, burning of the tender growths will result. Both
lime and soda vary a good deal in composition, hence the system of

weighing either of these substances does not always give satisfactory

result.

The Commission recently appointed by the Societe Centrale d'Agri-

culture de I'Herault to inquire into the disastrous Mildew outbreak of

1915 in France, reported on this phase of the subject as follows:—"We
do not recommend any change in the usual preparation of Bouillies

(copper-containing spray mixtures) ; we will only state that, whether it

be a question of ordinary commercial (proprietary mixtures) or of

wetting bouillies* that they must contain a sufficient proportion of

• Much attention has been paid to the wetting power of sprays; this can be increased by the
addition of soap and several other substances.
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copper to poison tlie spores, and that their bad jireparation and bad
quality do not render them inactive." Ooucerning the dose of copper
sulphate, it says:—"Although formulse at 1 per cent, have given good
results to some growers, the Commission considers that for Bouillie

Bourguignonne (copper soda) as for Bouillie Bordelaise (Bordeaux mix-
ture) proportions of 2 per cent, and even 3 per cent (2 and 3 lbs. to 10
gallons) are to be most strongly recommended for violent invasions."

Several of these well-known sprays are described, as well as Verdet (ver-

degris or copper acetate) and copper ammonia, but no mention is made
of their having proved superior to the older mixtures.

iSpacewill not permit further details here. The following will be
found a simple method of preparing Bordeaux mixture:

—

"Weigh 2 lbs. of bluestone and dissolve in 5 gallons of water in a

cask or tub in which the 10 gallon level is marked by a peg. Solution
is facilitated by tying the bluestone in a small piece of hessian just
below the surface. When dissolved, mix thoroughly with a wooden stick.

Take about 2 lbs. of quicklime, slake same in another tub with small

quantities of water at a time, make up to 5 gallons with water, and

stir thoroughly so as to make a thin milk.

Prepai-e the mixture, dipping out the milk of lime with a dipper

and pouring it through a fine sieve into the bluestone solution,* carefully

stirring. As soon as a couple of gallons have been thus added, test

with testing paper, a small piece of which is dropped into the mixture.

Usually, if the milk is thin enough, the first piece remains white; more
milk is then added with thorough stirrinii'. A second fragment of paper

is added, and so on, until the paper becomes slightly pink, which indi-

cates neutralization. There is now enough lime; make up to 10 gallons

with water, and stir well. The rest of the lime may be thrown away.

After the first addition (2 gallons) of lime milk, stir very thoroughly

—energetic stirring should likewise be, given before each subsequent

addition of lime. Cease adding lime as soon as the first symptoms of

colour change are shown by the test paper. (The above applies to

Phenolphthalein paper.) Litmus paper may also be used—it is red

when acid, and blue when alkaline.

Another good indicator is a 10 per cent, solution of ferrocyanide

of potash. So long as there is any unneutralized copper sulphate a few
drops of the spray mixture added to a like quantity of this test solution

in a saucer, turns it a deep brown colour—with this indicator cease

adding lime as soon as this colour is no longer produced.

If either of the above indicators be used, it is not necessary to care-

fully weigh the lime
;
good fresh building lime is best for the purpose.

If 2 ounces of sugar dissolved in a little water be added to every 10
gallons of the mixture, it will keep its power for some days. It is,

nevertheless, better to use freshly prepared mixture.

A slightly acid mixture is generally preferred to one which is quite

neutral or slightly alkaline. In order to obtain a slightly acid mixture
proceed as above, but before pouring in the milk of lime withdraw half
a gallon of the bluestone solution in an earthenware jug; this will be

• Caro must be observod always to pour lime (or soda) into the bluestone solution ; if tlie process be
reversed, a different reaction talses "place and the mixture is unsatisfactory .
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added to the mixture after neutralization lias been obtained, as shown by

the test paper.

The above recipe may also be used for making copper soda mixture.

All that is necessary is to substitute 3 lbs. of carbonate of soda (common
washing soda, not baking soda) for the 2 lbs. of lime.

Copper-Containing Powders.

These were first proposed as subslitutos fur spraying—their chief

advantage is facility of application, which is as great as in the case of

ordinary sulphur. It was soon found that they do not adhere so well

as sprays, and that, therefore, the protection they afford is insufficient.

Nevertheless, they are a valuable supplement to spray?, especially in a

wet season, when repeated treatment is necessary.

These powders are often mixed with sulphur, so that the same treat-

ment may combat Mildew and Oidium. Several foniiula3 are put up
under different proprietary names. Those suggested by Messrs.

Skawinski may be taken as types. The following two are mentioned by
R. Brunet in his recent work Maladies et Insectes de la Vigne:—

Skawinski's powders.
With sulphur. Without sulphur.

Sulphur

Copper sulphate

Lime

Coal dust

Alluvial soil, burnt and ground

Parts by we
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disease may do harm in a wet summer. Should weather conditions

conspire to peiTnit bunch contamination, which is far from impossible,

grave damage might result. That spray protection will prove much
more efficient here than in France can confidently be promised. It is

hoped, therefore, that growers will familiarize themselves with the usual
methods of treatment outlined, above, keep a sharp look out for the first

appearance of the disease, and above all, make arrangements to secure

without delay, should occasion arise, the necessary outfit and materials.

Delays are always dangerous ; with this particular fungus they might
prove fatal to the crop.

UNDERGROUND DRAINAGE AND ITS BENEFITS.

By T. H. Grass, Potato Inspector.

Underground drainage serves to relieve the land of free water, which
is harmful to most plants if left to stagnate in the earth near the sur-

face. This serves, not only to dry the land in early spring, but indirectly

to warm it, for, if the water be removed, the heat of the sun warms the

soil instead of cooling it by evaporation of the surplus water.

If much of the free water in spring-time be carried through the soil

by under drains, then the superabundant water of mid-summer will, in

like manner, be removed. The rain in the spring-time is warmer than
the soil, and if it percolates through the land to the drain, it parts with
its heat and indirectly warms the soil, while the rain in the summer is

cooler than the soil, and in passing down to the drains cools the land.

Under drainage prevents the small channels of the soil from becoming
blocked or filled with fine particles of earth held in suspension, that is,

it prevents puddling to a great extent. Clayey soils shrink if they be-

come dry, and swell when wet. Under drains tend to prevent the

swelling and closing of pores which have been produced l)y drying.

As soon as air is admitted to the subsoil, the dead roots of plants are

decomposed and minute channels are formed in the soil which prevent

the formation of large cracks that admit the air too freely, and thereby

cause excessive evaporation. Under drains also promote fertility by

opening up the soil to the o.xidizing action of the air, and by making
the soil more suitable for the nitrifying organisms. The more water
that can be made to pass through the land in a reasonable time the

better, for in passing through the ammonia is taken up by the soil,

which thus becomes better aerated and more friable, and decomposition of

organic matter is hastened, plant food of all kinds is liberated, and the

productive power of the land is increased in many other ways. Under-
ground drainage increases the fertility of the soil and prevents or miti-

gates some of the diseases.

Fields thoroughly drained suffer less from droughts than those which
are undrained.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Spraying.

The sj)ray ]uiiiip should now ho in thorough working order, so that

the various spi-iiig sprayings may he carried out with as little interrup-

tion as possible. It is always wise to clean out the pump after each

spraying, so that it will be ready for the next mixture. Putting a

different spray in a pump barrel tliat has not been washed out, very often

causes the formation of a sediment, which blocks the nozzle and inter-

rupts the work.

During Xovemher it will he necessary to sjiray for eodlin moth,

peach aphis, ])ear slug, and various leaf-eating insects. In addition,

black spot of the a]iple and pear, shot hole, and other fungus diseases

must be kept in check. As various sprays are required for all of these

troubles, the necessity of always having a clean pump is evident.

At the present time the best spray for peach aphis is strong tobacco

solution, and the same spray may also be used for the pear slug. Arsenate
of lead is the better spray for this latter insect, but it should not be used

when the fruit is approaching the ripening stage ; hellebore may also be
used for the slug with good effect.

As a preventive against eodlin moth, the trees should be kept well

sprayed with arsenate of lead. If the sjiraying is careful and thorough,
no bandaging need be carried out. The time spent in bandaging could

be far better employed in an extra spraying. The first spraying should
have been given at the time of the falling of the petals ; the second spray-
ing, ow-ing to the rapid expansion of the fruit, shotild be given a fortnight

later. After that the grower must use his own judgment as to the neces-

sity for subsequent sprayings. If the moths be at all prevalent, other
sprayings will be quickly necessary.

As the woolly aphis is increasing at this time of the year, it will

mean a saving of a large number of buds if this insect be sprayed.
Nicotine solution, pine spray, or lime sulphur may be used with good
effect.

CULTIV.\TI0N.

The work of ploughing and harrowing should be completed imme-
diately. All crops for green manure should be now under cover, and if

the orchard soil is at all heavy or stiff, the grower should make up his
mind to grow a crop next season, in order that this condition may
be reduced.

The orchard should be kept free from weeds, not only for the eon-
servntion of moisture, but in order to do away with all hiding places of
the Rutherglen fly, cutworm moths, &c.

Geneeal Work.
Grafted and newly-planted trees should be frequently examined, and

given an occasional watering and overhead spraying, in order to en-
courage their growth, and to prevent loss of moisture from the foliage.
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It is also advisable to mulcli young trees ^vitll light grass, or straw miilcli-

ing not too rich in animal manure.
The disbudding of unnecessary shoots and the pinching back or stop-

ping of growths, to prevent their becoming unduly long, may now be

carried out. This work is particularly important on young trees.

Graft ties should be examined, and the ties cut wherever any growth
is being made. Where the grafts are likely to make any long growth,

they should be well staked and tied.

Citrus trees may be planted out, and, after planting, they should be

watered and mulched.

Vegetable Garden.

Tomato plants should now receive attention every day ; laterals will

require pinching back; crowded bunches and shoots should be thinned;

the plants should be well tied to the stakes, and liberal supplies of water
and manure should be given. One or two more plantings of tomato
plants may still be made, so that there may be strong, sturdy plants

for the production of late fruits. By planting three or four successions

of plants, it is possible to have a good supjily of fruits from December
to June.

Celery may now be sown for winter crops. French beans should be

largely sown. Cucumber, melon, pumpkin, and all seeds of this family

may now be sovra in the open.

Where these plants are already growing, the longest and strongest

limners may be pinched back, to throw the strength into flowering and
lateral growths. Watch the plants for mildew, and use sulphur freely

wherever present, especially on the young plants.

Peas, lettuce, radish, turnip, cabbage, and sweet corn seeds may be

sown this month. Seedlings from former sowings may be planted out,

and it would be well to dip the whole plant in water before planting.

This greatly assists the young plants while taking hold of the soil in

their new location.

Frequent waterings and frequent cultivation will now be necessary;

and all weeds must be hoed or hand-weeded out; mulching with stable

manure will greatly assist the plants.

A few beds should now be deeply worked, adding a liberal dressing of

stable manure. These plots will then be ready for the celery, cabbage,

and other seeds planted during this month.

Flower Garden.

Continue to plant out the various bedding and foliage plants, corms
of gladoli, tubers of dahlias, and seed' of such tender annuals as phlox

Drummondi, balsam, zinnia, nasturtium, celosia, aster, cosmos, and
portulaca.

While seeds planted out in the open genninate and grow fairly well,

it is advisable during the summer months to plant these in sheltered seed

beds, or in a canvas or calico frame. The protection need be on the one

side only, preferably the west or north-west ; the seedlings are then pro-

tected during the hottest part of the day. At the same time the shading
should not be sufficient to unduly " draw " them.
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The seeds should not be deeply sowti, and all waterings should be

light. A little water, often, should be the rule for seedlings. Annuals
require ])lenty of room when planted out in the garden. Being quick

growers, they are generally gross feeders, and they must have space to

develop a good root system. Feeding, too, with liciuid manure is helpful

when they are reaching the flowering stage.

Dahlias should now be planted out, either from tubers or from young
rooted cuttings. These will give good summer blooms. For autumn
and show blooms, the planting should be deferred until the middle of

December.

Herbaceous and succulent plants should be staked for protection;

included in this section are delphinium, gladiolus, perennial phlox,

rudbeckia, (Src. These plants will all benefit from liberal mulchings and

watering with liquid manure when approaching the blooming period.

Spring flowering bulbs, corms, and tubers should now bo lifted and

stored.

The soil surfaces will now benefit from frequent hocings and stirrings.

Constant waterings will be required if the weather be hot or windy,

the cultivation should quickly follow the waterings in order that the

moisture may be thoroughly conserved. Mulching with stable manure
is also beneficial at this season.

HEMINDEHS FOR DECEMBEH.

LIVE STOCK-
Horses.—All farm liorses in constant work at this season should be well fed

with last year's chaff or a mixture of old and new, to which a liberal supply of

oats has been added. New chaff or hay alone is not recommended, as it has
not the sustaining powers of old hay. and is liable to ;;ivp rise to digestive
troubles. Horses require water at frequent intervals; keeping them for a long
time without water, and then allowing- them to drink to excess is injurious.

An occasional feed of green stuff will be beneficial. In the event of this
being unobtainable, give at week-ends a Inan mash, to which is added five or
six packets of Epsom salts.

Mares which are away from foals for any length of time should have a
l)ortion of milk taken from them before foal is allowed to run with (hem, other-
wise serious results may accrue to foal. Good results follow an allowance of
chaff and oats to mares and foals running in paddocks, more especially where
feed is short.

At this season the Bot Fly is about, and horses should be frequently examined
for the eggs of this fly. Tlie neck, forelegs, and jaws are the parts' where the
eggs are deposited. Either the use of the singeing lamp under affected parts nr
the application of kerosene will destroy the eggs.

Cattle.—Provide succulent fodder and plenty of clean water and shade.
Limewash the cowbails, it helps to keep down flies. Provide "lick" in trough,
consisting of salt 20 lbs., bone meal 20 lbs., and sulphate of iron, J lb. Look out
for milk fever. Head up method of treatment in YearBook of Agriculture,
June, mOo. Have cows' milk weighed, and tested for butter fat. Rear heifer
calves from cows giving satisfactory results. Continue giving milk at blood heat
to calves. Be careful to keep utensils clean, or diarrhoea will result. Do not give
too much milk at a time for the same reason. Give halfa-cup of limewater in
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the milk to each calf. Let them have a i^uud grass run or lucerne, or J lb.

crushed oats each per day in trough. Dehorn all dairy calves, except those
required for stud or show purposes.

Pigs.—Sows.-—Supply those farrowing with plenty of short bedding in well-

ventilated sties. Those with litters old enougli may be turned into grass run.

.\ll pigs should be given a plentiful supply of ilran water. Read Bulletin No. 16.

Vis. raising and fattening with present price of pollard and bacon should be
highly profitable.

Sheep.—Mate all good young ewes procurable. Fatten and dispose of ^11
broken-mouthed, inferior-fleeced, and very coarse-woolled sorts. Where ewe lambs
are intended to be held for future breeding, see that the cross results in shafty,

fine to medium grade fleeces, as well as a shajiely frame. Allow rams tn remain
with the ewes seven weeks, this period admitting of any ewes coming in season
the second time. It is rarely necessary to join more than 3 i)er cent, of 2 tooths,

3 per cent, of 5 and G year olds, or 2 per cent, of 2, .3 and 4 year old rams, unless
with young ewes. If conditions justify it, 4 per cent, of vigorous matured rams
with aged coarse crossbred ewes will bring a greatly increased numlier of twin
lambs. Clear wool and burrs from about the pizzles of rams, and cut hoofs into
shape before mating. Ewes should be of one lireed, or as near one cross as pos-

sible, to ensure an even and rapid dropping. Merino and fine cross ewes are in

season earliest, first cross or half-breds later, and all ewes with a preponderance
of British blood later still. Ewes carry their lambs four montlis, four weeks,
four days, or roughly, five months.

Poultry.—Add a little peameal to morning mash and give less bran. Feed
equal parts wheat and heavy oats at night. Supply plenty of green food—at this
time, lettuce is invaluable. Discontinue salts and condiments. Avoid salt meat
of any description. Put Douglas mixture in drinking water when required.
Keep ample supplies of sand, ashes, &c., in pens, and moisten same. This
will enable the birds to keep themselves cool and clean. Top off geese, ducka,
and cockerels for the Christmas markets. Hens will do better this month by
having free range. Remove all male birds from flocks, as infertile eggs will

keep longer and command a higher price.

CULTIVATION.
Farm.—Cut hay in late districts. Cut oats and barley in early places.

Finish planting potatoes. Put in late maize for fodder, also millet and imphee.
Plough fire-breaks where required. Get stackj-ard and stages ready for hay.

Orchard.—Keep the surface loose and free. Suppress weeds. Spray as
often as necessary for codlin moth and pear slug. Mulch and spray young
trees and grafts with water in the early morning during hot weather.

Vegetable Garden.—Keep the surface hoed, and allow the plants plenty of

moisture. Stake, pinch out, manure, and water tomatoes. Pinch back long
runners of pumpkin and melon family. Sow autumn and winter varieties of

cabbage and cauliflower. Plant out seedlings in cool weather. Sow French
beans. Cease cutting asparagus beds, and top-dress with manure.

Flower Garden.—Plant out dahlias and gladioli for autumn blooming. Lift
and store spring flowering bulbs. Stake, tie, and train growing plants. Sow
zinnias and asters. Layer carnations, camelias, daphnes, &c. Water well and
keep the surface loose. Keep rose beds fairly dry.

Vineyard.—^Inspect young grafted vines ( field or bench
) ; suckering and

removal of scion roots 'should be carefully attended to—See Journals for Septem-
ber and October, 1917. Tie up young vines. Beware of cut worms on young
vines—See Journals for July, 1911, and September, 191.S. Tying up of bearing
vines, if practised, should be completed early in month. Avoid excessive and
indiscriminate topping, far too frequent in Victoria. Scarify, if soil is not suffi-

ciently loose, and after heavy rain or irrigation. Look out for oidium and repeat
sulphurings on first apijearnnce of disease. Keep a sharp look-out for Downy
Mildew—See article in current issue.

Cellar.—Fill up regularly and keep cellars as cool as possible.
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SUDAN
GRASS
ATALL annual grass, which,

under average conditions,

reaches a height of 5 feet.

It is a girat hay-producing ciop. both in

quality and yield. It recovers rapidly after

cutting, and the next crop is usually ready
for harvest within 30 days from (he first

cutting. Sow 5 lbs. per acre in drills, or I 5

lo 20 lbs. broadcast. 9d. per i lb.; 2/6 lb.

TEFF GRASS
Introduced ((om South Africa some years

ago, where it has proved o( such immense
value for fodder. Cattle, horses, pigs, and
sheep devour it greedily. One farmer
declares that cattle will leave green
lucerne for il. Teff will thrive on any
ground, wel or dry. Will grow luxuriantly

where Lucerne will not live. I ^6 per lb. ;— 140/- per cwl.

TEFF GRASS

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston Street, Melbourne
Established 1850 Tel. Central 729
Nurseries—Orrong Rd., Armadale, AdjoiiiiDg Toorak RIy. Station

L.R.W.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, and the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

5e« Individual Records of Cows on opposite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER !> given by the Prices for Culled Cows in

the Fat Stock Market reaching to £27 10s. and £29 10s.; by a cow yielding 1,000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.;

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

—

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's „ 10548 „
6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 „ „ 9155 .,

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (1st inilking) 7144 lbs. milk.

4 years average 12871 lbs. milk

9354 ,.

8033 „
9386 „
8853 „
9754 „
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS
21 1- each

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested

Hens by Moritz Cocks - - £2 2 O

Rhode Island Reds (Dalrymple) Cockerels, 21/- each

SITTINGS OF EGGS
Are now being booked from the Poultry Pens at the Wyuna Farm for

delivery July— October, 1917. Price, £1 Is. per Sitting.

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS-DISTINCT STRAINS

Wyuna Special Mating

Cosh No. I Special

Subiaco No. 1 Special

Cosh-Swift X Moritz

Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park

1

I

1

1

1

From Trap-nested Hens (250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks 2 2

The Moritz Cockt are full brother* to the sire of pullet which laid 315 eggs at

Bendigo Single Pen Compatition, 1916-17—World's Record.

Note.-W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-1915). which
established the still unbeaten world's record of 1 ,699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £75

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs 'will be
forwarded for each sitting. No gueu-antee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free od Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT.
P. J. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. J . Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pescott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Kenyfui, C.E., and otherti.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. O. II. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. //. T. EnKterhii.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
S. S. Camtron, D.V.Sc.. M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Chtdd»r). V. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. O. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T.A.J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY, ft. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. .S. S. Ctitnfron ntid others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
E. Mceking.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
— 1912-13. IT. A.N. Rnhi-rtsnn. TJ.l'.SV.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
A K. V. lUchurdmm, M.A., B..SV.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING
FRUIT FOR EXPORT. ./. O. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1913-14. W. A. N. Uubertson, B.i'.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC.
A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Temple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA.
P. R. Beuhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
— 1914-15. "' A . .V. Kolirrtson, B. I'.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cwk.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1915-16. W. .i. y. AAr^^..», /;.!", .S',\

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring

Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk Production, Sulphit-

iuK, Some Vintage Considerations, Spring Frosts,

Cut Worms. Insect Pests of the Potato.

"MITCHELL" PLOWS
The Choice of Champions

1

.

It is a fact thai practically all Plowing

Malches are won by men wilh "Mitchell"

Plows. Champion Plowmen are ihe keenest

judges of what a Plow should be, and they

choose the "Mitchell" because ihey know

their chance of success is greatly reduced if

ihey use any other make.

2. Other Plow-makers (so-called) also

think the "Mitchell" is the best, because

they are imitating it— some of ihem even to

ihe colour of the paint. Don't forget that

while ihey can imitate the paint, no one
can imitate "Mitchell" Plow
knowledge and experience.
For instance, you can't get the equal of our

Mouldboard in shape, set, hardness, and

scouring qualities on any other Plow in

Australia.

In ihe above two facts you have

positive proof that the makers of

"Mitchell" Plows know how to make better

plows than any other makers, and remember,

you don't pay a penny extra for the special

expert knowledge that you get in every

"Muchcll" Plow.

"MITCHELL PLOWS" not only with-

stand all ordinary straint, bnt have an abnndance of

reserve strength lor emergencies.

WEST FOOTSCRAY, MELBOURNE
SHOWROOM: 596 BOURKE STREET. MELBOURNE

And at Bay->treet, Sydney.

Agcncicf in all Chief Towns.

Ask for Prices. Please aay you saw this
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

^ NOW AVAILABLE ^^

TO OWNERS OF PEDIGREED STOCK OF ALL KINDS.
DAIRY FARMERS. AND OTHERS.

The Department hat compiled a

Stock Breeding
Record Book
Comprising Table of Serrice and Dne Dates, Female« with Record of Progeny,

Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record, Pedigree Charts, and

Batter Record for Dairy Stock.

This Book contains 234 pages on stiil paper, and is strongly bound in half leather.

Price, 1 0/6 A limited number available. Price, 1 0/6
Postage—Victoria, 1/6, other Slates and New Zealand, 2/8, extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Clieque, covering Price and
Postage, to be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remiltancca fmm beyond the Commonwealth to he made by Post Office Order.

This Journal
offers exceptional

: : advantages : :

To Stock Owners,

Produce Agents

and Stock Sales-

men, Implement

Makers, Sellers

of Milking Ma-

chines and Dairy

Utensils, Orchard

Appliances and

Materials, and all

Farmers' Supplies

for Advertising

10,000 copies per month Guaranteed
Circulation throughout the Country
Districts of Victoria and amonp^st
Farmers of the Commonwealtb, leach-
ing also country professional men,
tradesmen, schoolmasters, teachers,
and the like. Exceptionally satisfac-

tory results have followed the adver-
tisins of Stud Stock in this Journal.

l^oidr^ntJe::. Mr. J. J. WRIGHT and Mrs. HEMMING
c/o Editor, Department of Agriculture. Melbourne.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-dale agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908). 12 pans each; VII. (1909). 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and Vlll. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,
July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3^d.: N.Z., U. 2d.;

B. &F..2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2^d.. paper

2d.; N.Z.. cloth 9d.. paper 8d.; B. & F.. cloth Is. 6d.. paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £l Is. Postage: C..5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

Postage, I d

.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Gooemmeni Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, IJd.; N.Z.,5d.; B. &F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. 10s. Postage : C. 2d.:

N.Z.,8d.; B. &F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F. E. S. , Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. 11.. III.. IV.. V., 2s. 6d.
each. Postage: Parts I. and 111., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F., 6d. each. Paris

11. and IV.. C. IJd. : N.Z.. 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C, Id.; N.Z..
4d.; B.& F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must he made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that dirert shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condu<5t of Cool Stores places

producers in an independent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produds.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-
ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

-) Office: 10383 Central
VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)

J
£„,,„_,„.cw,e .-

,0382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be oblaineJ upon application to the

EXPORTS Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce offices. 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 93SO Central.

V.

By Authority: Albert J. Mullett, GoverBment Printer, Uelboarne.



Maize Products
'Australian Made from Australian Maize"

1

Poultry Protein Foods
POULTRY GLUTEN MEAL and
POULTRY MAIZE OIL MEAL

r^O you want increased success in your poultry yard ? Then
L-' feed your fowls and ducks on Poultry Gluten Meal and
Poultry Maize Oil Meal, two ideal foods, guaranteed pure,

highly nutritious, and easily assimilated. They produce all that

is required :

—

Bone, Flesh, Glossy Plumage, and EGGS
Chicks and ducklings thrive on them. There is

nothing better. Try thtm—you will be convinced

Maize Products "Oil Meal

"

An Ideal Cattle Food

]\/JAIZE Oil Meal is toasted and tasteful. It does not
iVl germinate or turn rancid with age or storage. It is ready

(or use as a mash at a moment's notice.

Calves thrive on " Oil Meal " better than on any other food.

For fattening pigs nothing is so successful for securing weight

and flavour.

Maize Oil Meal is a complete food—producing Bone, Muscle,

Fat, and a Glossy, Beautiful Coat.

In lOO lb. Bags. Every Bag Guaranteed

Write Jot prices and further particulars to

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works —^-^—~ Footscray, Victoria

rwiii
*Phone : Footscray 364



VICTORIAN IMM RAILWAYS

^"^

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA® ® ®

y/^go

EXCURSIONS
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 1 5th November till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommoda-
tion, at "The Government Chalet."

are issued on Mondays by the

6.15 a.m. train, and on Fridays by

the 4 p.m. Express train, at £6

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor
(rom Bright may do so, weather permitting.

on payment at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets
all including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail. Coach Drives. &:c.. 7 days. £3 31-

WARBURTON
Rail. Coach Drives. &c.. 7 days. £3 S,-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Towrn Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

(?)..

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &:c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

%

Telephone Nos. 2S9S
and 2899 Central.

CEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.



Vol. XV. FLUKE IN SHEEP.
FRUIT PROSPECTS.

Part 12.

[Registered at the General Post Otlice. Melljourne, for tranrtiniK»io!i h\ Pout oa a Newspaper.)
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Seeds are

always successful
If you desire the maximum returns for your
efforts be sure to sow only BRUNNING'S
INCOMPARABLE SEEDS. All are care-

fully selected—true to name and type

—

never fail to meet the greatest expectations.

Any information you require concerning
agricultural supplies we will be pleased to

send you gratis. Just write us ! Any time

!

Prompt replies !

The Famous TEFF GRASS
Being an exceedingly rapid grower TEFF GRASS offers such unusual advantages thai i(

should be investigated by every farmer! Can be grazed or cut and made into hay 8 to

10 weeks after seeding I Makes most nutritious fodder I A great summer hay crop I

Prices and full particulars on application.

COW PEAS
A valuable fodder particularly appreciated

by sheep. When in flower the sheep will

eat the entire plant. Also a splendid

green crop to plough under. Samples

and all particulars gratis.

SOY BEANS
A food and fertilizer combined ! Make an

excellent feed, high in protein value ! Will
grow where other crops fail! Splendid
drought defier ! It will pay you to learn

all about SOY BEANS I Write Now.

Ml
The Victorian Seed Warehouse

64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE



THE JOIJR,jNrAL

OK

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRIGULT'URE,

VICOrOPil-A., .A.XJSTR.A.LIA..

CONTENTS.—DECEMBER, 1917.
Fluke in Sheep

—

Structure and Life History

Eflfects of Fluke on the Liver

Symptoms and Treatment IT.

Victorian Grasses

Fruit Prospects ...

Standard Test Cows

Evaporation of Apples

The Algaroba True

Inter-State Conference of Agricultural Scienti.sts

Bulletins for Stock-Owners

Specifications for Making Vats for Cheese Factories and Dairies

Water Supply for Cows and Dairies

Feeding the Unborn Pig through Lucerne

Automatic Feeder

Fertilizers in the Orchard ...-—...

Orchard and Garden Notes ... ... . E. E. Pescotl,

Reminders

Oeorgina Sweet, D.Sc.

H. R. Seddon, B. V.Sc.

i. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

J. W. Audas, F.L.S.

P. J. Carmody

J. 8. Caidwell

A. J. Ewart, D.Sc.

G. C. Sawers

E. W. Murphy

R. T. Archer

F.L.S. 7i

705

707

709

711

724

729

734

749

751

753

755

760

761

763
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06

67

COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the .loiiiniil of the Ilepartnienl of Agr'iculture of N'ictoria are

protected bj' the provisions of tlie Copyright Act,. Pro|>rietors of newspapers wisliing

to republish any matter are at liberty to do so, provided the Journal and author are

both acknowledged.

The .Journal is is...aed monthly. The subscription, which is payable in a<lvan(;e

and inclmles [losDage, is 3s. per annum for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and
5s. for tlie United Kingdom and Forei<rn Countries. Single copy. Threepence.

Subscriptions should be forw.arded to the Director of Agriculture, Meb)oui'ne.

A complete list of the various i)Mblications issued by the Department of Agriculture

will be supplied by the latter.
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G. TJ^&m^^^ R.

State Recruiting Committee

of Victoria

''The strong man of military age

who claims the right to pursue

normal peaceful avocations when

his country is at war^ pleads

guilty, however involuntarily, to

aberrations of both mind and

heart."

ENUST TO-DAY

G. J. C. DYETT, Captain,

ORGANIZING SECRETARY.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and theirTreatment
By D. McALPlNE,

GOVERNMENT VEGETABLE PATHOLOGIST.

With Appendices by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (Biologist),

on Eel >Vorm9;
and

C. French, Jnr. (Government
Hntomologist), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 Pases (Cloth). 58 Full Plates. Pi-JrA *^ / Postage : CommonweaUh. 2d.; New Zealand, 8d.;
176 Illustrations.

I TILt:, «J/ British and Foreign, 1/4.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The Director ol

Agriculture, Mell)Ouriie, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, Is.

Postage: C, lid. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

Paper, 6d. Postage: C, Jd. ; N.Z., M. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d.

NE'W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION WITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage: C, Id.; N.Z., 2d.; B. k, F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2.S. Paper, Is. Postage: C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, Jd. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUtlON
W^ITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d. Postage:

C, hi. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., Sd.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
By D, McAlpine, Government Vegetatite Palfiologist.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5s. Postage; C, 2d. ; N.Z., 8d.: B. & F.. Is. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postore: C. 2*d. ; N.Z., 9d.; B. & F.. Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. Postage; C, Id.; N.Z..
3d.; B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage; C, 1 Jd.

;

N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage; C, 2d. ; N.Z.,
6d. ; B. «c F., Is. 4d. .

Applications accompanied by Poatal Note or Cheque covering price and postage to be forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances froTTi beyond the Commonwealth to he made by Post Office Order.
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Leave nothing to Chance

Your Water Supply, especially.

Needs Forethought

We shall be glad to post you particulars of " Billa-

bong" Windmill Plants, which are doing good

service throughout Australia. The " Billabong
"

Mill has been designed to meet Australian condi-

tions, and its valuable and exclusive features are

the result of many years manufacturing and selling

experience. It is made at our Melbourne works

by Expert Windmill Engineers, and is built tor

hard service, and a long life. Made in sizes from

6 ft. to 20 ft.

Send

for

Catalogue

Here are a few of the special features—
Ball-bearing Bedplate, Wheel-bearing Guide

Rod, Smooth-running Gears, Efficient Sail

Surface, Thorough Lubrication, Minimum

of Wearing Parts, Central Lift of Load.

Agents—
W.A.—W. D. Moore & Co.
QLD.—Messrs. Dalgety & Co. Ltd.
S.A.—J. H. Horwood & Co. Ltd.

FREMANTLE
BRISBANE
ADELAIDE

Makers of
Windmills
and Pumps

Makers of
Troughing
and Fluming

Melbourne and Sydney
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The One Message Behind These
Two Separators

"Big Savings"
"Better Profits"

^VIKING"
Separators

iraprovemeots ;

run uniformly.

RanL Brst among the

high-grade models, yet

are only half the cost.

They skim to the

smallest particle of

cream. Backed by 25
years' experience in

T^^^^. separator construction,

and they embody all

*lf-balancing bowl, shaped plate.

All sizes 15 to 115 gals, in stock.

A MONTH'S FREE TRIAL
given with every separator ; if you are not satisfied send

it back and we will pay freight—you are protected.

TERMS, £1 DOWN; £1 MONTHLY

"FAVORITE"
Separators

Ideal for the dairyman
with one or two cows.
Saves its price over and
over again. Are speci-

ally made for household
use. Small, but per-
fectly constructed. Over ^^^^H
5.000 have been sold; ^^^^^
hundreds of testimonials

received. Only two parts in bowl,
capacity guaranteed.

No. 1—Capacity 11 gait, per hoar - £4 4/-
No. 2—Capacity 15 gals, per hoar £5 5/-
All duplicate parts stocked ; also duplicates for
" Lvster." " Rex," " Perfect." and "Viking " Sep-
arators. Repairs and bowl-balancing a specialty.

Skimming

Separator Catalog is free

Langw^ill Bros. & Davies Pty. Ltd.
Agents for Tangyes* Steam, Gas, and Oil Engines, Pumps, and Machinery

no Sturt Street South Melbourne

[toxa
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Gould's Pyramid Double-Acting'
Piston Pump

For

General Water Supply,

Tank Pumping,
&c.

The "Pyramid"
offers an ideal outfit where pumping of

almost any kind is desired up to 73 lbs.

pressure, or 175 feet elevation.

Where constant supply of water is necessary for the

farm or station, the "Pyramid" can be profitably used

Suction can be taken from either side. Discharge

can be turned in four directions. Pump is geared

5 to I . Will elevate to 175 feet.

Prices from £12 to £30

V^"^ Proprietary Limited ^"——

^

For Pumps and Piping

554-66 & 582-88 Collins Street,

Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from 1^ per cent, in reduction oE principal, which pays off the loan

in 27J years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
EUZABETH STREET. MEL30URNE.
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JERSEY BUTTER^—BULLS^-^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

'Phone
7419

Central

400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

The Australasian Mutual Insupanee

Soeiety Ltd.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine. Fidelity GaeraBtee, Plate

Glass, Persoaal Accident and Sickness,

Emplerers' Liabilitr, WerltMen's Conpen-

satien. Pnblic Risk, Meter Car, and Barclary.

wm- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE .-. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Government ApiculturJsl.

Coroprisins 126 pases, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases o(
BEb-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonwealth. Id. : New Zealand. 2id. : British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postae-e, to be
forwarded to the Director. Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS THAT
COUNT, TO THE MAN ON THE LAND

Blackamithing, Carpentry, Plumbing. Turning and Fitting. Wool
Classing and Sorting, and several other of the 74 subjects taught at

THE WORKING MENS COLLEGE

THE MELBOURNE TECHNICAL SCHOOL
Why not send for out ProapeClus, ready now, and learn about them.

First Term 1918 starts February 4th. ENROL NOW

DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education.
Notable AffriculturitU say that thtt College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world.

The Seition* commence MARCH and SEPTEMBER, and Student* mar be enrolled at any tlma.

Total FeeM—
£25/-/- per annum.

Alternative CourmmB—
(a) Diploma Course .. Tluee Yeart.

ib) Odc Year'i Coune.

The CoUege cootaioi modeni and well equipped laboratory and le<fture hall, single bediooios, recreation and
sports grounds.

Oi the 5.913 acres o( farm land at Doolcie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs^t the last Royal Agiicultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry. Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Cheese Factory Management. Building Construction for Fannera.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER.

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age.

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES.

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raisins. DairTias.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees~£25 ner annum.

Full particulars obtainable Frona T. J. PURVIS. Esq., Sec» ^tary. Council of Agricultural Edaeatios,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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AUSTRALIA'S WAGON
"THE FINEST

WAGON EVER"

PATENT
STEEL
WHEELS

Patent Felloes.

Renewable Carroa
Boxes & Oil Caps.

The only Steel
>\'heel that has
stood the Test.

BEWARE OF
MUTATIONS

Wheels Guaranteed Tor 3 years against Breakage, &c.

AUSTRALIA'S WAGON.—Irrigationists, Orchardists, Farmers.

This Spring Wagon to carry 2 tons, £29. IJ tons, £27.
Wheels, 36' and 32' dia. i' Tyrea. Table, 9J x Si feet. Pole or Shafts. VVeig-ha 10 cwt.

Ordinary Block Wagon to carry 3 tons, £29. 2 tons, £27. Weighs 10 cwt.

These Wheels are guaranteed and will last for all time.
Higher Wheels if needed, and Wagons huilt to carry any weight up to 20 tona.

TRACTION TRAILERS A SPECIALTY.

TABLE TOP—Truck body, and all claues of little Wagons for Farm and Station work.
Waeons Shipped to all PorU in Australia. WRITE FOR CATALOG TO-DAY.

R. J. L. HILDYARD, :: :: BRUCE STREET, ::

KENSINGTON, VICTORIA

NOW
IS THE TIME TO USE

MEGGITT'S

Pure

Linseed
Oil

Meal

WHY?
Because your Stock require

the necessary Protein and

Carbohydrates which

MEGGITT'S Linseed

Meal supplies.

1001b. bag 11/6

In 1 Ton lots,

% 10/6 per bag,

ON RAILS, MELBOURNE

Write for Booklet on Feeding—Dept. A.

HARRISONS, RAMSAY Pty. Ltd.
Sole Agents 666 Bourke Street, Melbourne
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CYCLONE PTY. LTD. 4S9 SWANSTON STREET
MELBOURNE

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA" MANUFACTURERS

-ARE-

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARNEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US, X

BOX 53,

G.P.O., MELBOURNE.

-A
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, E»q. DAVID HUNTER. Eiq.

This Company Acts as EKecutor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustoe of
Settlerr^ents, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices—113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Coliins-st.), Melbourne

«MONKEY " =^^.^= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

rj^.,., GENERAL
;p*i^ HEAVY

? ilw*'- LIFTING

Oar complete illaitrated catalog i* free, if yoo have one ase it, if yoD havea't WRITE US TO-DAY!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Deposit.

CROP GROWN AT BRIDQEWATER WITH " VICTORIA* PHOSPHATE,"

Orders cart now be supplied and full Information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and
Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

Burnt Lilydale Lime
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used BURNT LIME ihould try it. The action of Burnt Lime on the

land is IMMEDIATE. The demand for Building Lime having slackened owing to the War,

Farmers have the opportunity of getting a supply of the WELL-KNOWN LILYDALE
LIME. ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—
DAVID MITCHELL,

Sole Proprietor,

OLIVER'S LANE. MELBOURNE.

Work*—
CAVE HILL.

LILYDALE.

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED-

Head Office

LONDON
Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers

ON COMMISSION ONLY

Batter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Acconnt

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and lUverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Cbiti Ac»U in Viclorii for tl» PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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SAVE YOUR CALVES
They Grow into MONEY

MARTIN'S

"NOSCOUR"
(REGISTERED)

Is the greatest boon to dairy farmers rearing poddies.

The use of "NOSCOUR" means calf raising with

the trouble left out. " NOSCOUR" is a preventa-

tive of scour trouble, and quickly cures those attacked.

"NOSCOUR " is a Gilt Edge Investment
Experience proves that calves treated at regular inter-

vals with "NOSCOUR" in their milk ration escape

the set-back of scour—they thrive and do well. A
bottle will treat from six to ten calves. Get a bottle

of "NOSCOUR" NOW, and Increase Your
Farm Profits. Time, Worry, and Money Saved.

I Be soided by the experieDce of well-known Dairy Farmers. Tbey have proved the value of " NOSCOUR "

TESTIMONIALS.
No cattle man should be without "Noscour." Its

value cannot be estimated.

John J. Gardiner*
Maclcsviile. N.S.W.

Since using "Noscour" I have not had one sick

calf, and calves look wonderfully well,

Joseph Boardman,
Myrtleville, via Goulburn.

"Noscour" stops scours. Enclosed please find

cheque {or half a gallon.

F. T. While.
Saumarez, Armidale.

I have found "Noscour" a very effective remedy
for scour in calves.

V. D. Cox.
Burrundulla, Mudgee.

" Noscour" is' the only cure I have found for scour
in calves.

H. E. Power.
Blacktown. N.S.W.

I have found " Noscour" a sure remedy for scour,

John D. Reid,

Springhursl. Victoria.

"Noscour" has been used here with very satis-

factory results.

A. Champneys, Manager,

Kameruka Estate. Bega, N.S.W.

We find " Noscour" a safe cure for scour in calves,

and recommend it to poddy rearers.

Star Bros.,

Bungil Park, via Wodonga, Vic.

IT COSTS LESS THAN ONE PENNY PER DOSE.

Ask your Storekeeper for "NOSCOUR." If he doesn't stock it. ^end 3/3 (including 9d. postage), and a

bottle will reach you by return mail. "NOSCOUR" 2/6 bottle; >2 gallon, IS/-.

Agents for Victoria:

Gippsland and Northern Co-operative Selling and Insurance Co. Ltd.,

492-494 FLINDERS LANE, MELBOURNE
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BONEDUST, SUPERPHOSPHATE,
Aad Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poaltrr Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

Delivered at Railway Station, Footscray, or on Wharf, Melbourne

J. COCKBILL, Bonedust :: s
Manufactvirer

OFFICE : 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephono 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, Btc

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

IVholuaU
Ag4nli :

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

StorekeeperM

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

^ YES, I AM SURE
Your eyes are under a constant strain all clay ; they are
your most valuable possession, and neglect in

the early stages may lead to eye strain.

DAIRY AND INCUBATOR THERMOMETERS
KKIT IN STOCK. _

WE ARE CERTIFIED OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS

KID.
D B.O A.
LONDON

•PHONE 6778
for a>i appointmfiit.

Estab.

32 Years

E.WOOD, EQUITABLE BUILDINGS
95 Elixabeth St., Mclb.

LIVERPOOL. SYDNEY.

J

- To FARMERS and OTHERS.—-^—
For your House, Bam, Woolshed. Dairy, Fencing, &c.

—

^ JARRAH OR TASMANIAN
S; HARDWOOD TIMBERS

——^^^— THERE ARE NONE BETTER. ^——^^—
Large Stocks of Scantlings, Weather-boards, Floorings, &c.

ul- Millars' Timber & Trading Co. Ltd.WRI
TO US—
'PHONE* IOSBI-4. QUEEN'S BRIDGE, MELBOURNE. SOX 241 a. P.O.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT
COOL STORES

THE NEW STORES AT VICTORIA DOCK

have a capacity of 310,000 cubic feet insulated,

and are capable of holding 155,000 boxes of

butter, or 105,000 cases of fruit, or 140,000

carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Produce can be placed on conveyori at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

dire<5l into the ship's hold. Ele<5lric motor power totals 820 H.P.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds

are adjacent to eind connected with the Cool Stores by diredl lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable produdls are provided.

EXPERT OFFICERS
are conne<5led with every Branch, so that any one requiring information

regarding the produ(5llon, preparation, and shipment of produce can rely

upon being promptly supplied with up-to-date information upon all matters.
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FLUKE IN SHEEP.

(I) STRUCTURE AND I.IFE HISTORY.

/>)/ (Icorgina iSwi'cl. D.Sc.

Structure.

The comiuoii liver Huke {Fasciola hcpulica), one of the best-known of

all parasites, is a flat worm belonging to the group Trematoda. It lives

adult in the bile-ducts of the sheep chiefly, also commonly in the ox, and
less commonly in rabbits. It has also Ix'cn found occasionally in the

goat, hare, and kangaroo, and even in tlie pig and horse, and at times in

human beings.

The parasite is leaf-like in shape, pointed posteriorly, and with a

triangidar head end. It has two suckers, one at the extreme anterior

end, containing the mouth, the other larger and nou-perforate on the

under surface near the base of the head-lobe, and serving as a means of

attachment to the walls of the cavity in which it li\(>s.

The body is yellowish-white to greenish-grey in colour, and is enclosed

in a thin, but very resistant, "skin" or cuticle, covered with tiny

spines, which are largely responsible for the effects produced by the

flukes on the liver of the host.

The digestive system consists of a strong muscular pharynx or suck-

ing-bulb following the mouth, and a much branched and capacious intes-

tine, in which the bile, mucus, and blood taken from the host are digested.

The reiu'oductive organs of the fluke are hermaphrodite and very com-
])lieatcd. They are admirably adapted for the production, under all

cond'tions, of the enormous nundier of eggs^-i)robably many tens of

thousands—laid by each fluke. This large nundier of eggs compensates

in .some measure for the many chances against any one egg escaping

destruction and fully completing its develojunent into a mature in-

dividual.

Life History.

The eggs are very .small (about ]-lS(Mii ol' nn inc'li long), ovoid, and
enclo.sed in hard shells with a lid at one end. Thev are discharged by the

15448
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bile duct into the intestine of the host, and thence to the exterior

(generally about Febraary). Here, if the necessary conditions of mois-

ture and moderate warmth (about 77° Fahr.) are present, the embryo
begins to develop within the egg shell. From the latter there escapes in

about two or three weeks' time a tiny conical ciliated larva with a small

papilla (or boring apparatus), at the broad anterior end. The lower

the temiaerature the more slowly do the eggs hatch out, but apart from
this, eggs laid at the same time vary considerably in the period required

for hatching. This fact is of much practical importance, since damp
ground over Avhich eggs have been scattered may he dangerous for a

long period independent of temperatiu-e conditions.

This ciliated larva swims about in the water or moisture until it

meets with a particular species of fresh-water snail,, but it dies if it fails

to find this new intermediary host within a few hours (generally eight).

The embryo usually bores its way into the breathing chamber of its snail

host, and then undergoes development, first into a shapeless sac—the

sporocyst—this stage being reached by the end of a fortnight in warm
weather.

Within this sac another generation is i^roduced known as the Redia,
Vi-hich is more complicated than the very degenerate sporocyst from each
of which some five to eight Kedia; burst their way out. The Eedise leave

the breathing chamber in which they are formed, and force their way
into various organs of the snail, especially into the liver, causing thereby

considerable injury to the snail tissues, so that a moderately heavy infec-

tion will soon kill the snail.

The Rediaj may reach a length of 1-lSth of an inch, and has a simple
alimentary canal by which it digests the liver cells of its snail host.

Within the Redis are formed (1) daughter Redias, especially in summer-
time, and also (2) a third generation known as the Cercaria, to the

number of from twelve to twenty. A fall of temperature seems to hasten

the formation of the Cercaria. The fully-formed Cercaria escapes by
a birth-opening from the Redia, and can move about very rapidly in

moisture by its suckers or tail, as the case requires.

Usually the body of the Cercaria is about l-80th of an inch in length,

oval or heart-shaped, and with. a long contractile tail. It has two
suckers, one oral, the other ventral, a simple forked intestine, and certain

cyst-forming cells. The.se Cercarise usually leave the body of the snail

and swim about for a while in the water, but soon they begin to enclose

themselves in a tiny snow-white cyst on leaves of grass or other substances

in the water, the tail being cast off. (In Australia some types of

Cercarise become encysted within the snail-host, evidently an extra pro-

vision against drought conditions. Whether the Cercarise of the liver-

fluke does so also is not known, though it is probable.) Should this cyst

be eaten by a sheep or other herbivorous animal, either on grass or witbin

the snail, the cyst wall is dissolved in the stomach of this new final host,

and the Cercaria or young fluke is set free.

It was foi-merly thought to wander up the bile-duct, and so into the
bile passages in the liver, but recent investigations prove that, in many
cases at least, invasion of the liver takes place by means of the circula-
tory .system after the setting free of the young fluke in the stomach, e.g.,

flukes have been found in the liver of unweaned lambs and calves, and
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eveu in a foetus, and in the lieart and largo blood vessels of adult animals
and man.

Infection of the sheep generally occurs in mid and late winter, deaths
occurring from January to September of the following year. At the
end of some six to twelve weeks the fluke is able to produce eggs, making
the whole life-cycle possible in a minimum of thirteen weeks in a wet
summer—and it has been shown that flukes may retain their full vigour
at least thirteen months, aiul, perhaps, up to three years.

The species of snail necessary as an intermediary host varies in

diiferent countries—thus, in Europe, it is Liimuva truncatula, as proved
definitely by the classical feeding experiments of Thomas and Leuekart,
and Limnora percgra. also as shown by Leuekart. In some countries,

other species of Limnasa, and perhaps, other genera, are implicated. In
Australia, although Kedias and Cercarise, from a number of species

belonging to several genera of fresh-water snails, are known and recorded,

there is no record of any feeding experiments yielding positive results,

such as are essential to finally prove the exact relationship of these RedisB

and Cercariw to the life history of FascioJa hepatica.

We are, therefore, still unable to say. with certainty which species is

the intermediarj' host of the common liver-fluke, although undoubtedly

it is some species of small fresh-water snail, probably Bulinufi ienuis-

triatus, B. brazier, and Ancylus tasmanicus, as the observations of

Cherry, Fielder, Cobb, and others suggest.

It may be readily understood that there are many chances against

any one egg completing its life cycle, but the large number of eggs pro-

duced by each fluke (45,000 as a minimum), the power possessed by the

eggs of remaining dormant for months if they fall on dry soil, the in-

crea.se in number of individuals in ertch generation within the snail

host, the very considerable resistance of snails, even of some fresh-water

snails, to partial or temporary desiccation, and the fact of encystment on

grass or in the snail, are all factors of much importance in enabling the

fluke to evade untoward conditions.

It will be seen from the preceding sketch of the life history of the

fluke, that the conditions for propagation of the disease in any area are

f 1) the presence of eggs of the fluke, (2) Avct. swampy or marshy ground
or pools, or slow streams, in which the eggs hatch, (3) the presence of

the intermediary snail host in the area, and (4) the presence of sheep

or other herbivorous mammals, which may swallow the encysted parasite

and so become infected, and in which the fluke may reach sexual

maturity.

(2) THE EFFECTS OF FLUKE ON THE LIVER.
By H. R. Scddon, B.V.Sr.

As mentioned by Dr. Sweet in the preceding section of this article,

infection of the liver may, apparently, take place in two ways. These
are by the young flukes (1) passing from the intestine up the h\h duct

to the liver, or (2) getting into the portal blood circulation from the

stomach, and so being carried to the blood vessels in the liver. The
former has been previously thought to be the common method here, but

it would appear that the latter (infection through the blood circulation)

has certainly taken place in the particular type of the disease observed

in Victoria this year.
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The ajjpearaiices in tlio liver vary so iiiiicli according to the presumed
method of infection that it will be better to describe the lesions under
two headings.

(1) Ordinary Appearance of Livers Affected witii FIul<e.

In this it would appear most probable that infection has been by
way of the bile duct. The presence of flukes in the bile ducts causes a

chronic inflammatory condition resulting in marked enlargement of the

ducts, and, at the .same time, great thickening of their walls. The left

lobe is frequently more seriously affected than the right, and very com-

. monly the left lobe alone is found affected.

The affected part of the organ usually appears shrunken, and the

surface is often irregular, due to the presence beneath the capsule of the

thickened bile ducts, which may be felt as hard cords, ana which give

rise to the term " pipy " liver.

On cutting into the organ the great changes in the bile ducts may be

readily observed. They are dilated, and their walls thickened with
white fibrous tissue. The lining membrane of the ducts may be red and
inflamed, but more often it is dark in colour and is sometimes calcified.

The bile ducts contain brownish, glairy fluid, flukes and their eggs.

Xot only is there an increase of fibrous tissue around the larger ducts,

but also around the smaller, even down to the smallest, which makes
affected portions of the liver paler and harder than normal.

(2) Type of the Disease whicii has been so prevalent during
the past Year.

In this, a.s mentioned before, infection seems to have been by way of

the blood. These ca.ses are acute—not chronic like the ordinary type

of fluke disease. In the great majority of them the whole liver is

affected, and on this account, and also owing to the fact that the para-

sites are in the blood vessels and occasionally in the actual secreting tissue

of the liver, this type of the disease is much more serious. The flukes

found in such cases are never very large—sometimes, in fact, they are

only with great diftienlty discovered with the naked eye. At the same

time, they are often very numerous, and produce much irritation, as is

evidenced by the greatly altered appearance of the liver and by the

fact that the condition so often causes death of the animal.

The liver, in these cases, is best described as mottled, there being

greyish, yellowish, greenish, and blood-red areas thickly scattered

through it, while the capsule or covering of the liver is somewhat

thickened and roughened. There is not, in the early stages, any marked

fibrous condition of the organ, and the bile duets do not stand out pro-

minently as in the common chronic form. A few very small flukes may
be squeezed out on pressing a cut surface. These are usually mixed with

a quantity of reddish pus-like material, and lie in irregular cavities in

the organ". Microscopically, we find that the chief changes are in the

vessels (portal veins) and in the secreting liver tissue, to which latter

the parasites often escape from the vessels. The majority of these para-

sites are iisuallv dead, but even in that state produce a considerable

amount of inflammation. The blood vessels of the liver, as is to be

expected, show inflammatory changes, which, interfering with their

function, iiroduce serious effects on the liver tissue.
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On account of the softness of the liver, rupture sometimes occurs,

es])ecially tluough violent exercise or rough treatment by flogs, &c.,

during yarding 0])erations.

In sucji circumstances, death d(ii> nm m-i-cs-iirily take place, the

animal, perhaps, recovering after showing symptoms of severe illness

for a few clays.

When only portion of the liver is affected, the tendency is for the

disease to become chronic. In this stage portions of the liver will appear
tough, white, and fibrous.

(3) SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT.
By W. A. X. Rubei-tson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer.

During the past two years fluke has been very prevalent in both cattle

and sheep, but more particularly in the latter, and it has been extremely
dithcult to find a liver at the abattoirs that was not affected. Many
deaths througliout the State were undmibtedly attril)iitable to fluke, some
of them in districts usually free from tlic disease.

In order to put the subject before sheep-owners as completely as

possible. Dr. G. Sweet, of the University Biological School, was invited

to prepare a short article on the life history of the parasite, and Mr.

H. E. Seddon, B.Y.Sc, of the University Veterinary School, has written

on the pathological appearance of specimens that were submitted to him
for examination. I have to thank both these writers for the foregoing

portion of this article.

A large number of lambs, in good coiinition, in which the only observ-

able lesion was that described by Mr. Seddon as being present in the

liver, were lost. Practically no synqitoms of sickness were noticed—the

animals being found dead in the paddocks or collapsing suddenly during

yarding operations. This seems to indicate that the heavy invasion of

fluke induces a condition of the body which cannot withstand any heavy

exertion without fatal results.

In an ordinary infestation, such as is known to most stock-owners,

no symptoms are perceptible in the early stages. As the fluke develops,

however, dulness may be observed, weakness gradually becomes apparent,

and the animal falls away in condition. Closer examination may show

the white of the eye to be abnormally pale, as also the skin ; the wool is

brittle and easily pulled out. Soft, doughy swellings may appear under

the throat and brisket—a condition often known as " bottle-necked."

The animal becomes progressively weaker, lies about by itself, is, per-

haps, affected with diarrhoea, and finally dies from exhaustion.

Treatment.

Medicinal treatment for curative purposes has, up to the present,

been unsatisfactory. This is not surprising when it is realized that the

young flukes are imbedded in the small ducts or tubes of the liver, and a

drug to affect them must be absorbed into the blood stream and carried

to the liver, and there excreted. During the passage through these

channels drugs are considerably changed in their character, and the diffi-

culty is to find one poisonous to the fluke but not powerful cnongli to

destroy the tissues of the liver.

A special etheral extract of male fern has recently been prepared by

a finn in France for which highly satisfactory results are claimed, but

«o far it has not been tried in this conntry. .\t the same time, there are

three factors which will operate against its use amongst other than stud
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stock— (1) the jjrice of a single dose iu France is sixpence, and five doses
must be given; (2) the drenching of a mob of some hundreds of sheep
every day for five days would be a task that could not be undertaken by
the majority of oviners, and (3) fatal results are, on occasion, attribu-
table to its administration.

Preventive measures are, hov(fever, possible, and it is to this line of
treatment we must look for relief. One of the surest ways to open the
animal system to invasion of any parasite is to reduce the condition and
lower the vitality. Sheep that are of robust constitution will fight

against the invasion and withstand the effects of fluke to a far higher
degree than those weakened by poverty and bad management. This fact

should be borne in mind, a.nd, whenever possible, debilitated animals-

kept away from paddocks known to be " fluky."

The constitution of all sheep should be built up and their systems

put into a condition capable of withstanding invasion. Experience has
showai that this maj^ be effected by providing licks, of which a large

number are on the market. One which has proved very efficacious is

composed of lime and salt, 20 parts each; superphosphate and sulphate
of iron, 5 parts each. Another is simply salt worked into a sticky mass
with Stockholm tar (about 1 pint to 1 cwt.) Any lick used should be
placed in shallow troughs protected from the weather, and easily access-

ible to the sheep. There is no doubt that, in addition to any improve-
ments the use of licks may have on the constitutions of a flock, the salts

will have a destructive influence upon the encysted Cercari^ when taken
into the stomach.

Study of the life history of the parasite reveals another and equally

important channel in which to attack the problem. It is absolutely

necessary, in order that the various stages of development may be passed

through, for the intermediary host—the small fresh-water snail—to b&
present. Fluke cannot be transmitted from sheep to sheep. There-

fore, if we can break the life cycle at any point, infection will be checked.

And this, perhaps, can be done most effectively by freeing paddocks from
stagnant water and by the destruction of the snail host.

Fluke is practically unknovsai on high lands with good natural drain-

age, whilst on low-lying, wet flats it is impossible, in many cases, to rear

sheep. The first method of attack is, therefore, revealed by nature

;

provide sufficient drainage and remove all stagnant water. This will

mean that there will be a greater chance for the destniction of the egg in

the first place, and a lessened chance of entrance to the snail host, the

number of which will also be reduced on well-drained land. Then keep

the pasture on low-lying land as free from harbors for the snail as pos-

sible ; destroy old tussocks and the like; top dress the pasture to encour-

age a growth of succulent herbage, which will be kept well cropped by the

stock. A heavy dressing of lime will have a very beneficial eiTect in

stimiilating the grass, and will also destroy large numbers of the snail.

A top dressing of salt has even been used in some cases, but if it be used

to excess it will have a deleterious effect upon the grasses.

To summarize, all our present knowledge points to the following line

of treatment :

—

Drain the pastures.

Keep sheep off pasture with water lying about.

Destroy the snail.

Build lip the constitution of the sheep.
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VICTORIAN GRASSES.

Bi/ J. W. Audas, F.L.S., Assistant, National Herbarium, Melbourne.

There are about 136 species of grasses arranged under 49 genera
native to Victoria and tbey are fairly well distributed over tbe State.

Tlie accompanying table shows tbe distribution of indigenous Vic-
torian genera, and their relative strength in species, over tbe various

States of the Commonwealth.

CieuGra.
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Amongst the most valuable and nutritious grasses from a stock-

raising point of view, the following may be taken as examples :—Fifteen

species of Fanicum, all of which are splendid fodder grasses, including

the well known Umbrella Grass; eight of Andropogon, including the

famous '' Blue Grass " and other excellent grasses ; seven of Dcyeuxia,
which inchide some good pasture grasses; seven of Eragrostis, some of
which are remarkable for their drought-resisting qualities ; four of

Glyceria, including the Giant Mountain Grass; two of Anthistiria, which"
are colloquially known as Kangaroo aTid Oat Grass respectively; two of

Chloris. including the Windmill or Star Grass; two of Diplachne, one

of which thrives well in moist situations; four of Poa, one of which
would be of use in the manufacture of fibre; three of Sporoholiis. one of

which would prove serviceable for paper-making. There are several

species of the following generei-.^Cyiindon (Couch Grass), Microlcena

(Weeping Grass), Pollinia (Brown Top), Setaria (Pigeon Grass),

Pappophorum (Nigger Head), Fesluca (Fescue Grass), Eleusine

(Finger Grass), Trisetum (Spiked Oat Grass), Eriochloa (Woolly
Grass), Deschampsia (Tufted Hair Grass), Anisopogon (Oat Spear
Grass), Amphipogon (Bearded Heads), Agropyrum (Common Wheat
Grass), Alopeciirus (Bent Foxtail Grass), Hierochloe (Scented Holy
Grass), Dichelachne (Plume Grass), Arundo (Reed Grass), and
Tetrarrhena (Wire Grass).

Undesirable Grasses.

The most objectionable grasses nati-\'e to Victoria belong to Stipa

clegantissima, S. -flarescens, S. teretifolia, S. eremophila, 8. sctacea, 8.

Luehmanni, 8. acrociliata, 8. McAlpinei, 8. Muelleri, 8. scmiharhataj

8. puhescens, 8. ariMiglumis, 8. scahra. (The Stipas are commonly
known as Spear Grasses.) Another genus is the Aristida, comprising

A. arcnaria, A. Behriana, A. leptopoda, A. vagans, A. ramosa, A. caly~

cina. (These Aristidas are known Vernacularly as Three-awned Spear
Grasses.) A very objectionable grass is the False Spinifex, Triodia

irritans. which is dreaded mostly on account of its sharp-pointed leaves.

Although the number of indigenous undesirable grasses in Victoria does

not exceed twenty, in some places they cover large areas, and depreciate

their stock-carrying capacity.

Pastttee Grasses.

The following are most useful for general pasturage:

—

Andropogon,

pertusus, "Pitted Grass"; A. affinis. "Crown Beard Grass"; A. re-

fractns, "Turpentine Grass"; .1. sericeus, "Silky Blue Grass"; Agro-

pyrum scahrum, "Common Wheat Grass"; Anthistiria imberhis,

"Kangaroo Grass"; Clitoris truncata, "Windmill Grass"; C. acicu-

laris, " Lesser Star Grass " ; Gynodon Dactylon. " Indian Couch Grass "

;

Danthonia peniciUaita, "Wallaby Grass"; Dichelachne crinita, "Long
Hair Plume Grass " ; Eleusine cruciata, " Finger Grass " ; Eragrostis

Brownii, "Common Love Grass"; E. pilosa, "Soft Love Grass";
Microlcena stipoides, " Weeping Grass " ; Panicum decompositum,
"Umbrella Grass"; P. divaricatissimum. "Spider Grass"; P. cffusum,

"Hairy Panic Grass"; P. gracile, "Slender Panic Grass"; P. leuco-

phceum, "Cottony Panic Grass"; P. Mitchelli, "Spreading Panic
Grass ".
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FoK Moist Soils.

The native jirasses which tlirivc best in moist soils are:

—

Giiiceria

flmiam. "Manna Grass"; G. Fordcana, "Sweet Swamp Grass"; 0.
ramigcra. "Bamboo (Jrass"; Ifemarthria compressa, "Mat (irass";
Impcrata (niindi7t(ic('a. " Blady Grass"; Paniciim melanthemum,
^' JJlack Seodfil Panic Grass"; Arundo phragmites, "Common Keed
Grass"; Microhvna stipoides, " Wteojiing Grass"; Tsachne austraJis,
" Swamp Millet "; Diplarhne fwca. " Brown Beetle Grass "; Danlhonia
nervosa. " Swamj) Wallaby Grass."

Grasses Suitable p'ou Dry Sitiations.

Tlic best native grasses for dry sitnations are Amphipogon strictus,

"Bearded Heads"; Anisopogon arcnacens, "Oat Spear Grass";
Echinopogon oratiis, "Hedge Hog Grass"; Eragroslis lacunaria,
" Mallee Love Grass " ; Neurachne Mitchelliana, " Mitchell Mulga
Grass"; PappopJiorum nigricans, "Nigger Head," " PoUinia fulva,
" Browntop"; Chloris tnincata, "Windmill Grass"; Eleusine cruciata,

"Finger Grass"; Panicum effusum, "Hairy Panic Grass"; P. prolu-
tuin, "Pallid Panic Grass"; P. decompositum, "Umbrella Grass."

Coast Sand Binders.

The following are most suitable for growing on sandy wastes adjacent
to the coast:

—

Distichlis mnritima, "Salt Grass" Imperaia arundinacea,
" Blady Grass"; Festuca liUoralis, "Coast Fescue"; Spinifcx hirsutus,
" Hairy Spinifex "; SpovobohtJi virginicus, " Virginian Eat-tail Grass ";

Zoysia pungens, " Prickly Couch Grass "; Hemarthria compressa, " Mat
'Grass " ; Cynodon dactylon, " Indian Couch Grass."

Pastxires in their Present Condition.

A rich, succulent and varied character of indigenous grasses and
forage plants cover the grazing lands during spring and summer, but
during winter—when the weather conditions are unfavorable—the want
of green succulent herbage is usually felt. One of the most widely
diffused grasses is DantJionia penuiUata, "Wallaby Grass." This
perennial grass is found in nearly all open country, and in some localities

it is the principal fodder grass, and being of a very nutritious quality,

stock of all kinds relish it. Anthisiiria imherhis, "Kangaroo Grass,"
is common in many places, and grows to a great height when left

unmolested for a time. A peculiarity of this grass, and one which
hinders its multiplication seriously, is the fact that it bears in its large

ornamental flower-heads very few fertile seeds. If the farmer would
only recognise this, and remove his stock during .spring and summer from
the paddocks in which kangaroo grass has a hold, a valuable fodder

grass would be conserved; otherwise, there is a serious danger of its

being eaten out. The proof of this assertion can be seen by any interested

person, who will observe the rich growth of kangaroo grass within many
railway enclosures, while without not a bhide is to be seen. One would
infer from its height (it sometimes grows tall enough to hide sheep),

and consequent coarseness, that it would not be favoured by stock, but

they are extremely partial to it. Andropogon pertusiis, " Pitted Beard
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Wallaby Grass, Danthnnia penicillata, F. v. M.

A, Spikelet. B, Closed floret sliowiiig the three semi-annular rings

of hair on the back of glume. C, Open floret. D, Grain, back and front

views. (All variously magnified.)

(Reiiroduced Irom " Australian Grasses," by F- Turner.)
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Grass," usually attains a height of 2 to 3 feet, and prefei-s a heavy, stiff

soil. It is excellent pasturage for the summer season, yielding a large

quantity of forage, and it stands constant grazing better than most

grasses with which T am familiar. .1. refractiLS, " Turpentine Grass," is

found attaining a height of from 2 to 3 feet. It is fragrant, and may
j)robal)ly equal in coninuM-cial value .1. Krhananihus, "Lemon Grass,"

from wliich the medicinal Sirri-oil is obtained and exported from India.

A. annulatus, "Kinged Beard Grass," is a handsome grass, valuable for

pastures and suitable for making hay. A. sericeus, " Silky Blue (irass,"

is a good perennial pasture grass from 1 to 2 feet high, and grows pro-

fusely during the summer months. .1. affinis, " BroTvn Beard Grass," is

a good open pasture grass, yielding a fair amount of forage, and capable

of standing close feeding by stock. .1. homhijcinus, " Woolly Beard

Grass," an erect perem.ial grass, is highly spoken of by pastoralists as a

fattening grass for stock. Eleusinc cruciata, " Finger Grass," is a

valuable fodder grass, requiring a rich soil and, like other summer
grasses, it grows spontaneously after a year's cultivation.

The handsome Pollinia fulva, " Browntop," with its long, tawny
spikes, deserves more than a passing notice. It is closely allied to the

Andropogons, some species of which it very much resembles. It is an

excellent pasture grass, and during the summer months, it produces a

great amount of herbage. Pappophorum nigricans, " Nigger Head,"

is perennial, but affords only a small quantity of forage. Imperata

anindinacea, " Blady Grass," with its long white silky spikes, is very

conspicuous, and in its young state is relished by stock. It makes
excellent thatch, and is used by brickmakers in preference to any other

grass for protecting their bricks while wet. Eragrostis Broiunii, " Com-
mon Love Grass," a valuable grass readily eaten by stock, is perennial,

and on alluvial soils will yield a large amount of rich herbage. Another

of the perennial species is Amphipogon strictus, "Bearded Heads,"

which is drought-resisting, and yields a fair amount of fodder. Of the

Panicums, P. Cms Galli, "Barnyard Grass," is an annual species

Attaining a height of 4 to 5 feet, and most suitable for moist situations.

It is valuable for cutting as greed feed. P. sanguinale, " Summer
Grass," is an annual of good value as fodder, but the seed must be so^vn

thickly to avoid rankness. It has been known to yield from 1 \ to 2 tons

per acre. P. decomposUiim, " Umbrella Grass," is valuable both for

pasture and fodder, and will succeed in any ordinary soil. P. divarita-

tissimum, " Spider Grass," which attains a height of from 1 to 2 feet, is

drought-resisting and nutritious, and is one of our most valuable

perennial grasses for laying down as permanent pasture. P. gracile

is a perennial species which makes excellent hay, and thrives in ordinary

soil. Ilemarthria co/npressa, " Mat Grass," a creeping perennial species,

straggling to a length of from 3 or 4 feet, and rooting at the joints,

affords a coarse fodder around swamps and the margins of rivers, and
is therefore useful in lands where these physical conditions obtain. Poa
cwspitosa, " Tufted Meadow Grass," is abundant in some localities, and
when young makes excellent forage ; when it is dry, stock avoid it if

other herbage is obtainable. Agropyrum srahrum, " Common Wheat
Grass," is plentiful in most places, and one of the earliest native grasses

of the spring. Deyeuxia Forsteri, " Toothed Bent Grass," is an annual,

found in many places, and in early spring it is rich and .succulent, and
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Kangaroo Grass, Anthistiria imberbis, Eetz.

A, Compound clust(>r of spikelets. B, A cluster of male or barren

spikelets and the fertile one, opened out to show how they are arranged.

C, Tlie fertile spikelet ojiened out to show the three glumes and awn. D,

Grain, baek and front views. (All variously magnified.)

(RoprnduciMi from " .\ii3triiliiin Grasses," by F. Tunier.>
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cons<(inciitly of value. Chloris truncala," " Windmill Grass," is a good

grass for stock, and resists drought conditions fairly well. Solaria

glauca, " Pigeon Grass," is an annual spticics, widely distributed over the

State, which produces excellent pasturage on good soils during the

summer motiths, and stock of all kinds are reuuirkably fond of it.

MicroJivna stipoides, " Weeping Gi-ass," is a perennial species, with

stems from 1 to 2 feet in height. It is a superior pasture grass for moist

situations, and is readily eaten by stock. Baron vou Mueller and L.

Rummcl give the following chemical analysis, made on the spring growth
of this grass:—Albumen, 1.66; gluten, 9.13 ; starch, 1.64; gum, 3.25;

sugar, 5.05 per cent.

Fcst.iica littoralis, "Coast Fescue," is a strong perennial grass, and
splendid for binding drift sand near the coast. F. duriuscula, " Hard
Fescue," is a perennial species of 1 to 2 feet liigh, which is found in the

mountainous parts of this State. It thrives well in hilly places, and is

a useful pasture grass, especially for slice]). According to Beutham, it

is one of the \vid('ly-disi)cr.sed forms of the " Sheep's Fescue," or /'. orina,

(Linu.), very abundant in downs and billy pastures of the tcni]U'ratc

regions, both of the new and old woild.

ANALYSIS OF FesTI'CA DrUIISt T LA.

Mr. Martin .1. Sutton gives the following analysis of this grass:

—

Wal.T
*Snlublt^ albuiniiKiids

tlnsdliiWe albumi loids ..

Uigestibk- fibre

Woody lilirc . .

JSohiblf mineral matter

§Insoluble miiierai matter

Chloro])hyll, soluble carbo-hydrate

firnss in
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Feimgreek"; Erodium cygnorum, "Bine Erodium"; Geranium dis-

secitim, "Cut-leaved Geranium"; Lavatera plebeja, "Austral Holly-
hock"; Daucus brachiatus. "Austral Carrot"; Plantago varia,
" Variable Plantain " and Lotus comiculatus, " Birdsfoot Trefoil."

Exotic Forage Plants.

(Non-Grasses.)

Among tlie exotic forage plants wliieli have become acclimatized

Trifolium repens, or " White Clover," forms a considerable portion,

and in spring many pastures are white with its flowers. T. hyhridum,
"Alsike Clover", T. pratense, "Bed Clover"; T. fraglferurn. "Per-
ennial Strawberry Clover " ; are extensively grown in some localities,

and during the spring months make good stock forage. T. rcsupinatum,
" Annual Strawberry Clover " ; T. subterraneum, " Subterranean
Clover " ; T. tomentosum, " Woolly-headed Clover " ; T. glomoratum,
" Clustered Clover " ; T. incarnatum, " Carnation Clover " ; T. minus,
" Slender Clover "

; T. parviflorum, " Small-flowered Clover "
; T. pro-

cumbcns, " Yellow or Annual Hop Clover " ; T. striatum, " Knotted
Clover"; Medicago sativa, "Lucerne"; M. tribuloides, "Caltrop
Medick"; M. macvlata. "Spotted Medick"; M. denticulata. "Burr
Medick"; M. orbicularis, "Flat Snail Clover"; M. scutellata. "Snail
Clover"; M. lupulina, "Black Medick"; Mclilotus alba, "Bokhara
Clover"; M. parriflora, "Small-flowered Melilot " ; Poterium sangui-

sorba, "Salad Burnet"; Plantago lanccolata, "Ribwort Plantain";
Vicia sativa, " Vetch or Tare " ; Anthyllis vulneraria, " Kidney Vetch "

;

Onobrychis sativa, "Sanfoin"; Trigonella ornithopioides, "Winged
Pea," and several other useful forage plants are now established in

pastures.

Exotic Grasses.

About 95 exotic grasses have become naturalized in many parts of

Victoria, and several have been extensively cultivated. Among the better

known is Dactylis ylomerata, " Cocksfoot Grass." It is a perennial

species, growing to a height of two or three feet, which flourishes on
moist, rich soil, and provides appetising herbage for all classes of stock

during the winter and spring months. It is not a suitable grass to sow
with others, as, owing to its rankness, it crowds out the smaller kinds.

To be used to most advantage, it should not be allowed to attain

maturity, as it then becomes a coarse tuft, and is avoided by stock when
other grasses are obtainable. Baron von Mueller and L. Eummel give

the following chemical analysis made on the late spring growth of this

grass, viz.: Albumen, 1.87; gluten, 7.11; starch, 1.05; gum, 4.47; sugar,
3.19 per cent.

Lolium perenne, " Perennial Rye Grass," is one of the best known
of all the utilitarian grasses. In the colder districts this grass is a

valuable addition to the pastures, yielding a quantity of good herbage,

of which dairy cattle are particularly fond. A moist, rich, alluvial soil

is most suitable to its growth, and it makes capital hay. It produces
abundant seed, ripening about November.
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Blady Grass, Imperata anindinacea, Cyr.

A, Showing the arnmgeracnt of tlie spikelets on the rhochis. B, A
epikelot opened nut sliowing the four glumes and palea. C, Grain,
baek and front view. (All variously magnified.)

(Reproduced from " Australian Gras-scs," by F. Turner.)
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ANALYSIS OF LoLIUM PERENXE.

Mr. Martiu J. Sutton gives the following analysis of this grass

:

Water
Soluble albuminoids
finsoulble albujuitioids . .

Digestive fibre

Woody fibre .

.

JSoluble mineral matter
§Insoluble mineral matter
Chloropliyll. soluble, earbo-hydrates.

Grass in
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grasses, but is not suitable for dry, i)ooi- soils. Alupecurns prateiisis,

"Meadow Fox-tail (irass," is one of the best of pereimial jiasture

grasses, on which sheep thrive well and when combined with white clover

will carry about four or five sheej) to the acre. For best results it requires

land not too dry. In permanent artificial pastures this grass should
form one of the ])rincipal ingredienis on account of its lasting and
nutritive nature. Its yield of hay on good soils is usually 2 to 3

tons per acre. Cynosurus cristatus, " (.'rested Dog's-tail Grass," of per-

ennial nature, drought-resisting, with root i)enetrating to a considerable
depth, is suitable for ]»ernianent pasture, and it forms thick tufts with-

out crowding out otlier grasses. It is generally regarded as suitable for

the hilly country of (Jippsland, where it has proved its value in increas-

ing the carrying capacity of land by at least a sheej) per acre above
land sown with other grasses. Antho.ranthum ordorutum "Scented
Vernal Grass," is a perennial species, growing from 12 to ]8

inches in height, and has become fairly established in pastures, where
its presence can be readily detected by its pleasant odour. This is due
to a fragrant principle called cumariu. , Scented Vernal Gra.ss is occa-

sionally used for mixing among ])ermanent grasses in pastures, where
it will continue long in season.

Trisctum pratoisc, "Yellow Oat Grass," is a useful ]M'rcnnial meadow
grass, with golden yellow inflorescence. It thrives well when mixed
with other grasses, and will grow in marl and calcareous soil, as well as in

all light land rich in hiinius, particularly in that which contains lime,

and where the last-named condition obtains it forms a most suitable

under-grass. The forage is of good quality, and is eagerly sought by
cattle. Faspaluvi dilatatvin, " Golden Crown Grass," is valuable as a

hay and pasture grass, and has been greatly praised by agriculturists.

It is said to remain green wiien all other grasses are dried up, has given

fair results under irrigation, and has been known to support one dairy

cow to the acre the year round. While it grows well on nearly all

types of soil, it gives the best return on rich black soils.

Ammophila ariindinacea, "Marram Grass" (introduced from
Europe to this State by the late Baron von Mueller in 1853) is one of

the most important of reedy gra.sses for reclaiming or fixing drift sand

on the seashore, for the consolidation of which this tall grass and
Elyynus arenarms, " Sand Lyme Grass," are chiefly employed. Its habit

of growth is similar to that of Mat or Conch Grasses. The young plant

extends a long creeping root, from which at intervals of from 3 to

5 inches a tuft ari.ses and forms a tussock. From this tussock smaller

roots penetrate, and when drift sands rise the tuft forms roots higher

and higher, thus preventing the complete destruction of the plant, and
forming a rise of fixed sand. When growing vigorously these tussocks

combine, thus making a dense mass difficult to walk through. The
method of planting sections of roots for new growth, is usually in rows

6 feet apart, the pace between each plant being about 2 feet. Like

Elymus arenarms. it possesses jio feeding value, and is rejected by all

herbivorous animals. It is, however, an excellent material for thatch.

Milium rffusvm, " English Meadow Grass," is a good perennial grass,

and much relished by stock. It -sometimes attains a height of feet,

and is well suited for damp forest land, the pastoral capabilities of

which it enhances. On river-banks nutritious hay to the extent of

3 tons to the acre has been obtained from this grass. Agrostis alba,
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" White Bent Grass," or " Fiorin Grass, is a perennial grass, showing
a predilection for moisture. It is valuable as an admixture to many
other grasses, as it becomes available at the season when some of them,

fail.

Hints on Sowing Grass Lands.

By means of artificial sowing, not only double, but in some cases four

times _the amount of food may be obtained from a given area of land

than it would produce under natural grasses. The method of preparing

the land for sowing grass varies according to the soil, climate, and con-

dition. New or cultivated land should be turned up by ploughing the

previous season, and on the approach of seed-time, broken up with culti-

vator, rolled and harrowed. It is preferable to sow seed in autumn,

after the land has had suiBcient moisture from rains. A light grass-

seed harrow should be used for covering the seed, and the ground

tben rolled. The land should be well covered with seed—about

40 lbs. to the acre on ordinary soils. The proportion of the

different kinds of seeds to use will, of course, depend on the nature of

the soil and the kind of stock it is intended to graze. To ensure good

permanent pasture lands, it is advisable that they shovild not be grazed

too bare in the summer. Good management is necessary, and stock

should be put in paddocks alternately, so that each area may have time

to recuperate.

In soils that are not very rich, a dressing with manure is advisable.

A very satisfactoiy fertilizer consists of 1 ewt. of superphosphate, i cwt.

sulphate of ammonia, and i cwt. of sulphate of potash, which impart

phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash respectively. Pastures treated with

these ingredients will hold for fully five years, and probably be in better

condition at the end of that time than before treatment. Clovers of

all kinds are greatly benefited by a dressing of lime—a fair quantity

being about half a ton to the acre—and the early spring is a good time

to apply it. The lime should be air-slacked by exposing it in small

heaps to the weather, and then spread evenly over the surface.

Selection of Grasses.

Before concluding this brief review of some of our best known grasses

it should be mentioned that the proper kinds for pastures must depend
on several circumstances, such as soil, drainage, habit of growth, produc-
tions, &c. No one kind of grass can be expected to be adaptable to all

conditions, neither can any given mixture of grasses. For example,
one man finds a certain grass to be very productive on his farm, and he
thinks he has found the great desideratum, and at once praises it, and
recommends its use, without regard to the conditions which may be
absolutely necessary to its success. Another man purchases the new
seed, perhaps at an exorbitant price, and without a knowledge of its

peculiar habits, gives it a trial, and finds it a failure, probably on ac-

count of climate, soil, or other condition^ being unsuitable for its wants.
Mr. Sutton, writing on this subject, says :

—" The whole question is

one of experience, and I am well persuaded that those who possess the

largest knowledge drawn from the widest sources, will concur in the

opinion that each individual ease should be considered independently,
and upon its own merits. I would lay great stress on the necessity of
a clear understanding of the conditions, and capability of the soil. The
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subsoil, too, must be taken into account, for sooner or later its influence

will tell decisively upon the existence of certain grasses.

Then tlie purpose of the grass ero]) must not be overlooked. Whether
it is cliiefly for hay, or entirely for grazing, will prove an ini]iortant

consideration in determining the sorts to be sown. Even the kind of

cattle the land is intended to carry is worth more than a passing thought.

Milch cows, fattening stock, sheep and horses, or a combination of these

can be provided for if a definite object is held steadily in view."

In old and well-settled districts there is much accumulated experi-

ence among farmers, of which a beginner desiring to avoid mistakes

should avail himself. Still, an observing and progressive man will

sometimes depart from established rules and practices in the introduc-

tion of new kinds of cultivation, and it is only thus that progress and
improvement can be made. In this respect only some attempts have

been made at the culti\ation of our gras.ses, and these trials have not

been sufficiently exhaustive to give absolute proof of their value for

general systematic cultivation, and we are still very much in the dark

as to their worth.
It is advisable that cattle and sheep be not put upon grass too early

in the spring, before it has fairly commenced to grow. This rule par-

ticularly applies to sheep, that will in such cases eat the heart out of

the grass crown, to its entire destruction. No precise date can be given

for beginning to graze pastures in the spring. Cattle may be turned in

when there is enough grass to meet their wants, and when the ground is

firm enough to prevent their hoofs damaging the young shoots. Many
passes are prevented from seeding, owing to overstocking of lands, and
consequently propagate only from the roots. It is a very important
point that all possible endeavours should be made to preserve our native

grasses, as they are by nature fitted for the particular region, where they

grow, and it is improbable that introduced grasses can take their places

satisfactorily. Many of the native grasses are benefited by a judicious

application of water. Our rainfall is usually enough in the spring,

and if sufficient water could be stored to keep up a strong growth as the

dry, hot weather advances, a plentiful supply of summer forage would
he assured.

The annual report of the director of the Californian Experimental
Station states that, in order to determine whether barley has a tendency
to dry up milch cows, as is sometimes claimed, five cows in the
University Farm dairy herd have been fed rolled barley as exclusive
grain feed for varying periods during the past two years. The produc-
tion in one cow during the past two lactation periods on barley was
considerably increased over that during the first lactation period when
mixed grain was fed, while the other cows produced somewhat less milk
or butter fat on barley than during corresponding periods when fed
mixed grain. The results do not indicate that the feeding of barley
tends to dry up milch cows, but they suggest that most cows do not do as
well on barley alone as on mixed rations. Three of the cows had
heavier average body weights when on barley than when fed niixcd
grain, while the opposite was true in the case of one cow.

—

Farmers'
Union Advocate, "N.Z., November, 1917.
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FRUIT PROSPECTS, 1917-18.

By P. J. Garmody, Chief Orchard Supervisor.

A perusal of the District Supervisors' reports on the present season's
prospects of the fruit crop will show that, unfortunately, growers are
not going to realize the abundant fruit liarvest that they some time ago
anticipated.

The comparative failure in all fruits except apples is due to the
abnormally wet winter that was exioerienced and the unfavorable weather
conditions at the time of setting. Many trees in the diilerent fruit
centres have perished in consequence of excessive wet, and, instead of
growers extending their areas as they have done, better results would
have been obtained if some of the cost of extension had been devoted
to the drainage of those parts already i)lanted.

Trees debilitated by adverse soil conditions caimot be expected to

set even normal crops of fruit; so that under present circumstances,
unless provision is made for the eflicient drainage of the orchard, similar

disappointments in future will be experienced.

At the time of blooming during the past two seasons there was but
little sunshine, and consequently a lack of bee activity in the orchard,

whereby the intercarriage of pollen between different varieties, so

essential to the successful setting of the fruit, was at a minimum. It
would be, in my opinion, a great advantage for growers to have a few
hives of bees dispersed throughout their orchards, so as to give the fullest

opportunity during periods of intermittent sunshine for the bees to

exercise their influence in the setting of the crop.

Subjoined are the reports of the District Supervisors :

—

Doncaster District—A. A. Hammond, Orchard Supervisor

—

Apples.—Medium to good. The Rome Beauty and London's liave not yet set,
Init promise a good crop. Yates are light'. Jonathans, the leading variety and
most largely grown, have set a fair crop.

Apricots.—Medium. Very little grown.
I'ears.—Very light. Tlie pear crop is almost a complete fnilnre. Tlie setting

of all varieties was more or less affected by Black Spot. Tjie Bcurre Bosc suffered
most. .Judging from present appearances, there will not be more than 10 per
cent, of a normal cro[i luvrvested.

I'niche.t.—Medium. Kartv varieties are light. The Leaf Curl fungus was bad
tliis season. A large niimliev of trees were killed owing to the defective drainage,
consequently the cro]) will fall below the average by 15 to 20 per cent.

I'lums.—All varieties are light, and fall far short of an average crop.
Cherries.—Very light. The cherry crop is very patchy. A few orchards have

a good crop, but, on tlie whole, there does not appear to be 50 per cent, of a normal
crop.

Lenioiw.—Good. The lemon plantations look well, despite the wet winter.
fitr'awhcrries.—Good.
The most serious failure in Doncaster district is in the pears, which are the

chief product of a majority of the larger orchards

Evelyn and Central Districts—J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor

—

Apiilcs.—.Jonathan, in some localities, light, but, on the whole, a fair crop.
Late blooming varieties—Five Crown, Rome Beauty, &c.—are setting well.
Others, mostly heavy.

Pears.—V/illiams Bon Chretien, light to medium: Howell, Ceurre de Capiau-
niont. Vicar of Winkfield, medium; others, medium to light.

Phtms.—Most of the varieties set well, I}ut have thinned out to a medium crop.
Vlierrics.—Early varieties, light; late sorts, a good crop.
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Evelyn and Central Districts

—

continued.
Ajiricuts.— Oiillin's Early and Moore Park, medium to heavy; others, medium.
I'cdilics.— \n iiicist Uualities early Mirts a medium crop; late sorts are better.

Qiiiiu'iii.—All varieties, li^ht to medium.
I'ig.'!.—First erop, medium.
I'a.ision Fruit.—Owiiif; to tlie continual heavy rains, the vines look ratlier

unhealthy, and the crop will |)riiiiiil>ly be Iij,'ht to medium.
Lnqtiats.—Light.

Lciiiuns.—Medium.
Oniniics.—A fair crop.
(I'liiischerricx.—Light to nu'dium. Koarinp Lion is best.

Cuininls. —White, light to medium. lilacU, medium to heavy.
l/dsiihcrrics.—Having made a strong growth last year, the canes are looking

well, and, thrip not being present, a good erup may be expected.
l.(/iianb€rriffi.—Sanie as lasjiberries.

Blackberries.—These are looking exceptionally well, and .should bear a heavy
erop.

fftrawberrics.—This year again the wcathei' has been rather wet and cold for

these, but, on the whole, the plants look widl, and should yield a good erop.

Diamond Creek District—E. Wallis, Orchard Supervisor

—

Owing to the unfavorable weather condition.s obtaining when trees were in

bloom, and also to a severe frost experienced on tlie 8th of October, the stone
fruits and pears have not set well. The etl'ect of the frost referred to was quite
unusual, as the young fruit (peaches especially) remained on trees for as long as
ten days after being affected before dropping.

.Ipples.—Heavy. Jonathan has set rather unevenly, but, on the whole, there
promises to be a medium to heavy crop of this favorite variety. Some varieties,

such as Rymer. have set an exceptionally t'wn and heavy crop.
Apricot.^.—Light (not extensively grown).
( lierrirs.—Light.
Peaches.—Light.
Pears.—Light to medium.
Plums.—Light.

Quinces.—Light to medium.

Northern District—S. A. Cock, Orchard Supervisor

—

Owing to tlie abnormally wet season c\pcrienced, the fruit crop of the Northern
District promises to be extremely light. Leaf Curl has been very prevalent on the
peaches, and Black Spot is everywhere prevalent right through the apple centres,

and spraying with fungicides is still being continued to check its ravages. Taking;
the various centres of the district—Swan Hill, Echuca, Bendigo, and Castlemaine

—

the following will show the present position of the crop:—
Apples.—Liglit to medium.
.1 pricots.—Light.
Almonds.—ilediuir,

.

Cherries.—Medium.
Citrus Frnit.f.—Promise heavy crop.

Fiijs.—IVIedium.

Crapes.—Promise heavy crop.

Pears.—Light.

Plmns.—Light.
Peaches.—Light.
Quinces.—Medium.
Tomatoes.—Medium.

Miklura Di.strict—G. IT. B. Davidson, Orcliard Supervisor

—

Citrus.—Blossomed well, and promise a heavy crop, but too early to say, aa
they are not yet over the dropjiing stage.

.ipricots.—Carrying heavy crops, both at Mildura and Mcrlu'in.

Peaches.—Showing good crops.

Pears.—Oood. heavy in some orchards and light in others.

Plnms.—Cood. Prunes carrying good crops.

Fifis.—First crop light.

A Imonds.—Cood.
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Goulbum Valley District—G. M. Fletclier, Orchard Supervisor

—

Sheppaeton.

Peaches.—Early desert—Briggs', Hale's—light. High's Early show best
promise, but they are only medium. Elberta's, very poor. Mid-season varieties,

light. Pullar's, poor. Other clings, poor.

Pears.—Williams', light to fair.

Nectarines.—Fair.

Apricots.—Light to very poor. Oullin's show best crop.

Grapes.-—^Medium to very poor.

Aedmona.

Desert Peaches.—All poor, except High's and Late Red, which are fair to good.
Elberta's, poor to medium. Mid-season, light. Pullar's and other clings, light to
very poor.

Nectarines.—Medium to light.

Plums and Prunes.—Medium.
Cherries (small area).—Fair. "

Pears.—Present showing, fair to good, but dropping badly yet, and affected

with Black Spot.
Apples.—Fair, but affected with Black Spot.
Apricots.—^Young trees fair, but old trees very poor to poor. Fruit still

dropping, and trees suffered badly from excessive wet weather.
Plums and Prunes.—Medium.
Vines.—Poor. Black Spot prevalent.

Tatura, Merbigum, Ktabeam.

Prospects similar to Ardniona. Citrus blossom all through the district is

particularly good.
Summary.—On the whole, the crop will be below average. Individual orchards

having good natural drainage show good crops ; but those on heavy ground, or
subject to lodgment of water, suffered badly. Ardniona growers consider this the
worst season of their experience. Black Spot and Leaf Curl have contributed
very largely to the lightness of the crop in tliose varieties subject to those diseases.

As both apricots and pears are still dropping badly, it is difficult to determine an
estimate. Shapparton settlements suffered very badly through loss of trees

—

peaches and apricots. The heaviest losses have been in Pullar's cling. Where
spraying was possible, the crop shows a marked improvement over the unsprayed
trees. Many acres were unsprayed for fungus, as it was not possible to put a
pump on the ground all winter.

South-Eastem District—E. Meeking, Orchard Supervisor

—

Apples.—With the exception of Yates', in which the setting is patchy, all

varieties give promise of an abundant yield.

Pears.—All varieties are very light.

Apricots.—Generally light. In a few places, medium.
Cherries.—Confined principally to the Red Hill district, where all varieties

except St. Margaret are medium to heavy. Tlic latter variety is light.

Plums.—Ordinary varieties, generally light. A few Japanese, medium to
Jieavy.

Strawherries.—Throughout the Red Hill district there is a full average crop.

Horsham, Dimboola, Daylesford, Dunolly, Stawell, &e., Districts-

Wm. Pitt Chalmers, Orchard Supervisor

—

Horsham and DiMnooLA.
Apples.—Heavy..
Pears.—Light.
Peaches.-—Very light.

Apricots.—Light to medium.
Plums.—Good.
Quinces.—Light.

A Imonds.—Good.
Figs.—Fair.
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Davlesfobd, Ci.u.nks, and Talbot.
Apples.—Good.
Pears.—Light.
Plums.—Fair.

Cherries.—Good.
Berry-fruits.—Heavy.

AmPHITHEATEE, ElMHURST, and EVEBStEY.
Apples.—Good.
Pears.—Very light.

DuNOLLY, Bet Bet, and St. Aenaxjd.
A pplcs.—Heavy.
Pears.—Light.
Orapcs.—Good.
Plums.—Medium.
Apricots.—Medium.
Cherries.—Medium.
Peaches.—Light.

Almonds.—Light.

STAWELL and PoXtOXAL.
A pplcs.—Heavy.
Pears.—Light.

Cherries.—-Fair.

Plums and Apricots.—Light.

GUILDFOBD, NEWSTEAD, AND MUCKLEFOBD.

.ipples.—Medium.
Pears.—Failure.

Plums.—Light.

Geelong, Colac, Portland, Forrest, and Casterton Districts—A. G.
McCalman, Orchard Supervisor—

.Apricots.—In most orchards there have set lieavy crops, in many cases too

heavy for a good sample. On the whole, the crop will be heavy. The principal

varieties are Moor Park, Mansfield Seedling, Hemskirke, and Turkey. In one or

two cases loss was caused by frost.

.Apples.—Practical!)' all varieties have set heavy crops. Jonathan, Reinette

de Canada, Cleopatra, Rokewood, Dunn's Favorite, Delicious, ^^sopus Spitzenburg

promi?e heavy yields. Rome Beauty and London Pippin promise well, but it is toa
early to be sure.

Pears.—Pears are light crop nearly everywhere. Gansell's Bergamot,
Williams', and Black Achan are fair in a few orchards.

Plums.—The crop will be fair. Cherry plums are light. Black Diamond,
Angelina Burdett, Early Orleans are mostly a good crop.

Cherries.—The crop will be good. Florence, Bedford's Prolific, Biggereau
Twyford, are generally heavy. St. Margarets are mostly liglit.

Peaches.—These will be light for early varieties, which are mostly grown.
Late varieties are fair.

COLAC AND WaRNCOORT.

At Warncoort all varieties of Apples promise heavy yields. About Yeo and
Irrewillipe apples will be good.

Pears.—Keiffer's Hybrid will be fair; Williams", light.

.Apricots.—At Warncoort, are light and marred by scab, owing to the excep-

tionally wet spring.

Portland District.

Apples.—Jonathans, vary from heavy lo medium. Munro, Adam's Pearmain.
Cleopatra are a good crop. Rokewood and lien Davis are heavy, and Sturmer and
Hoover are fair. Jonathan is the principal variety grown.

Pears'are light.
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Forrest District.

Apples aro a fair crop. Rokewood, Statesman, Emperor Alexander are fair,

and Rome Beanty and London Pippin show abundant bloom.
Pears are very light.

Castertox.
Apples are about half a crop.

Pears a failure.

Peaches and Aprieots are poor.

The season here lias been the wettest on record, and some of the trees have
been killed by excess of moisture.

Summary.—Apricots will be heavy, and, except in low situations, fairly free

from scab. Apples will be heavy, except where excessive rain has interfered.

Pears will be light, and mostly affected with Black Spot. Plums will be a
medium crop. Cherries will be a good crop. Peaches will be light. Gooseberries

good crop.

Gippsland District—L. Pilloud, Orchard Supervisor

—

The conditions during the season have been unfavorable, principally owing to

excessive rain and heavy frosts. Frosts occurring as bate as 9th, 10th, and 11th

October did much damage. The season has been the wettest known in Gippsland
for years past, and diiring October there were only five fine days. The apple crop
throughout Gippsland ranges from medium to heavy. Yates' are heavy in some
orchards, but very light where the frosts were more severely felt. London's and
Pome Beauty are jvist setting; they are only medium.

Pears are very light, only odd fruits being noticeable.

Peaches.-—The early varieties are very light, but canning sorts are good at
Drouin, Warragul, Cowwarr, Wy Yung, Bairnsdale, and Bruthen.

Apricots are good at Bairnsdale and Cowwarr; not much of this fruit is grown
in other places.

Plums are good at Bairnsdale, Drouin, Warragul. Bimyip, and Garfield.

Quinces are good at Bairnsdale, Pakenham, Bruthen, and Rokeby; not grown
in other districts.

Cherries are good at Nar-Nar-Goon, Garfield, Warragul, Cowwarr, and
Bairnsdale.

Passion Fruit.—Good at Drouin and W.v Yung; not grown in other parts of

my district.

Strawherries.—Good crop at Pakenham, Drouin, Warragul, Buln Buln, and
Bairnsdale.

TSTortt-Eastern District—0. F. Cole, Oreliard Supervisor

—

Owing to the abnormally wet spring, apples and pears have set a light crop
generall.v, although the blossoming was heavy.

Peaches.—Medium to light.

Plums.—Medium to light.

Prunes.—Heavy, medium to light.

Apricots.—Hea\'y to medium.
Cherries.—Heavy to medium.
Almonds.—Light.
Figs.—First crop, medium to light; second crop, jiromises to be heavy.
Quinces.—Light.
Oranges and Lemons promise well.

Small Fruits—Raspberries, Gooseberries, &c.—heavy.
Walnuts.—Light.
Loquats.—Light.
Japanese Plums.—Heavy to medium.
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STANDARD TKST COWS.

REPORT FOR QUARTER ENDED 30TH SEPTEMBER, 1917.

The cows coiupletiiig tlie term number SS, of whii.h 82 attain the

standard. The following new entrii'S huvo hoen rcccivt-d sinc<^ the last

report:—Mr. 0. J. Synic, Miccdon (Holstcin-Kiiesiui) ; Mr. A. H. S. Scliier,

Caldornieade (Ayrshire) ; Mr. V. Brumley, Ruby (Ayishire) ; Mi'Ssis. Leach
Bros. Biiiiiinwarri (Jeisey) ; Mrs. A. Gil)lis, Biiuawn (.Jeiscy) ; Mrs. L,

(Orchard, Graham Vale (.Jersey) ; Mr. F. Bidcood, Staghoi'n (Jersey) ; Messis.

Meier Bros., Bo.v Hill (Jeisey) ; Ml-. W. K. Atkinson, Swan Hill (Milking

Shoithoru).

Indivi'lual returns are as follow :

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Werribee. (Red Polls.) .

Completed since last report, 2). Certificated, 1!).
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W. C. GREAVES, Monomelth. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report, 3. Certificated, 3.

Name of Cow.
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C. D. LLOYD, Caulfleld, (Jersey.)

Completed since last rt]iort, 2. Certificated, 2.
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MUHLEBACH BROS., Batesford. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report. 1. Certificated, 1.
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W. WOODMASON, Malvern. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, L'S. Certificated, 28.
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EVAPORATION OF APPLES.*

By J. S. Caldwell. Fruit By-Prodiirts Specialist, State College of
Washington AgricuUural E.vperiment Station.

{ Continued from ]n\gij (i84.

1

The Carson-Snyder " AINpurpose " Evaporator.

Ill some of the smaller '' box " evaporators in household use thirty

years ago, the fruit was spread on a series of trays, aud a current of warm
' air was driven horizontally across each tray from one side, escaping at

the other, instead of being forced vertically upward through the entire

series, as is the case in the tunnel evaporator. This principle was first

applied to the construction of a commercial evaporator in a patented
machine called the Charlotte evaporator, and was later used in the

Carson evaporator. This evaporator consisted essentially of two tunnel-

like chambers, one on either side of a central hot-air chamber, which was
situated directly over a furnace. Trays were pushed into these chambers
along runways, as is the case in the tunnels, but the cleats forming the

runways Avere so arranged that the trays were several inches lower at

the side next the central warm-air chamber. Slits in the wall admitted
the hot air at the inner side of the trays, it passed horizontally over the

trays to the opposite edge, and escaped through a second series of slits

into a ventilating shaft. Professor U. P. Hedrick describes and figures

such an evaporator in a publication to which reference has already been
made, stating that it was, in 1897, the niost generally used type of

evaporator employed in drying prunes in the State. The reports of the

Oregon State Board of Horticulture at about this time contain incidental

references to the Carson evaporator as an efficient and satisfactory prune
drier, but it seems to have gone out of itse, and the writer has not been
able to locate a Carson evaporator which is now in operation.

Mr. D. A. Snyder, of the Dayton Evaporating and Packing Com-
pany, Dayton, Oregon, is an exceptionally successful evaporator of some
35 years' experience, and operates a large plant, in which he dries not

only apples, prunes, and berries, but also a wide variety of vegetables.

While some of the basic principles employed in the construction of his

drier are identical with those of the Carson evaporator, Mr. Snyder
worked them out independently, and, as a result of years of study and
experimentation, he has devised so many improvements upon Carson's

plan, and has so increased both the efficiency and the economy of

operation of his plant, that he deserves chief credit for the development

of what I shall call the Carson-Snyder " All-purpose " evaporator.

Mr. Snyder's plant has two independent drying units, each with its

own heating system. Each of these units is two stories in height, aud as

the construction and arrangement of these differ materially, they must
be separately described. The lower story of each unit has a central hot-

air chamber, situated directly over the furnace. This chamber is without

a floor, and is wanned by heated air rising from the furnace room below
it. This hot-air chamber is 18 feet in length, 7 in height, 7 in width at

• Reprinted from a Bulletin issued by tiie State College of Washington Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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Fig. XX.—Sectional End View of Carson-Snyder Evaporator.

F., furnace. C, coils of Jiipiiig. L.H.C.. licutiiig cliainhcr. D.V.. lower ilrying

chamber, D,.Ci., upper drying chamber. Direelion of movement of heated air

indicated by arrows.
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bottom, and 4 feet in width at the top. On either side of the hot-air

chamber is a drying- chamber in which the trays are placed. Each of

these drying chambers is 18 feet in length, 7 feet in height, and 2-t feet

in width. The walls, instead of being vertical, are inclined toward the

heating chamber, which is thus made 3 feet narrower at top than at

bottom. Each drying chamber ha.s 22 slat runways extending through
its length, made of i x 1 inch slats nailed on edge to the studding.

These slats are 3^ inches apart from centre to centre, and are so ar-

ranged that the outer edge of each tray is 6^^ inches higher than the inner

side. As the trays used are 1 inch in depth, there is an interval of
2|- inches between the top of the fruit in one tray and the bottom of the

tray above. The inner wall of the tunnel, next to the hot-air chamber,
is built of 1-inch slats, which have intervals of 2|- inches between them,

and these slats are so spaced that the upper edge of each slat is just flush

with the top, while its lower edge is, of course, flush with the bottom of

the corresponding tray. The 2i-ineh spaces between trays are thus

freely open to the hot air chamber. On the outer side of the drying
chamber, the wall is also built of slats, but the intervals between these

become progressively wider from above downward. Above the upper
tray of the series the interval between slats is only 1-12 inch in width,
above the next it is increased to 2-12, above the next to 3-12, and each
successive interval is wider by 1-12 inch, so that the slit opposite the

outer edge of the lowest member of the series of 22 trays is 1 11-12 inches

in width.

Warm air rises from the furnace room into the hot air chamber, and
thence passes laterally through the openings in the walls into the drying
chambers. Since there is at the opposite side of each tray a slit opening
into a space outside the outer wall of the drying chamber, the air moves
laterally across the face of the inclined tray, and esca.pes into this space
instead of rising through the trays above. The tendency of the warm
air to rise to the tojj of the hot-air chamber before passing laterally

over the trays is corrected by making the inlets into the drying chamber
all of the same width, while the outlets therefrom are successively wider
from above downward, as already described. (iSee Fig. XXI.) A very
uniform distribution of the warm, air is thus secured, the temperatures
on up)per and lower trays of the series diifering only by two to five

degrees. Consequently, this evaporator differs fundamentally from the

tunnel type in that all the fruit in any pair of chambers -is kept at a

uniform temperature.

The second story of each unit has a pair of drying chambers identical

in size, construction, and caj^acity with the lower pair, but differing from
them in that they are inclined outward instead of inward, and in that the

outer wall has uniform air inlets 24 inches wide between trays, while the

inner wall has the graduated slits for the exit of air. The warm air,

after its passage through the lower drying chamber, i>asses into a space
between the drying chamber and the solidly-boarded, vertical wall of the

unit. This space is freely open above into the space between the upper
chamber and the vertical wall. Consequently, the warm air escaping
from the lower drying chambers rises in this space, passes from it into

the upper drying chambers, where it flows across the inclined trays t^

escape through the graduated slits into a central space, from which a

ventilating shaft carries it through the roof. Since the central hot ;'iv
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chamber and the drying chambers of the first story are solidly ceiled

with matched lumber, while the second story dryinjr chambers and the
space at the base of the ventilator sliaft have a tight floor, air can pass
from the heating chamber to the ventilator only by passing iver the
trays. The whole of this ingenious arrangement will be readily under-
stood from an examination of Figures XX. and XXI.

The upper drying chambers ar(>, of course, much cooler than the lower
ones, the difference averaging about 25 to 30 degrees. Consequently, the

time required for drying apples, which is six to twelve hours in the lower
chambers when these are kept at 155-160 degrees, is lengthened to prac-
tically twice the time in the upper chanrbers, where the temperature
ranges around 130 degrees. Mr. Snyder says that in so far as ho is able

to determine, the upper chambers turii out a product which is in every
respect as desirable as that from the lower ones.

As previously stated, llr. Snyder's plant consists of two two-storj'

units, each having four drying chambers. Each chamber lins a capacity

Fig. XXI.—Detail of Portion of Drying Chamber of Carson Snyder
Evaporator, showing inclination of trays toward air inlets at right, graduated
air exits at left.

of 22 tiers of six trays each, each tray being 30 x 36 inches in outside

dimensions. Each chamber has therefore an approximate drying area

of 990 square feet, or 7,920 square feet for the eight chambers. Of this

area, one half will dry apples in twelve hours or less, the remaining half

in 24 hours, with a i)roportionate differeuec for other fruits and vege-

tables. The trays have a capacity of about 20 lbs. of apple slices each.

When operated continuously with the tunnels always full, the plant has

a capacity somewhat in excess of 600 bushels, or 15 tons, of apples daily,

but this is not the actual working capacity, as the trays emptied during
the night arc not re-filled until work at the parers is begun next morning.
Loganberries are spread more thinly on the trays, so that the drying
chambers when filled carry 6 tons of fruit, which requires 15 and 24
hours in the upper and lower chambers, respectively. About 18 tons

of prunes are required for one charge, and the time occupied in drying
is 24 hours in the lower and 48 hours in the upper chambers.

A wide variety of fruits and vegetables have been dried in this plant;

among the products shown the writer may be mentioned potatoes, beets,

1.544S.—

2
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carrots, onions, cabbage, and celery. The company has bnilt up a con-

siderable business in the drying and blending of vegetables for soup, so

that the plant is in operation for a large part of the year.

The furnaces are built of fire brick, and extend back for the entire

length of the drying charobers, with a width of 6 feet. Cord wood is

burned as it comes from the forest, hence comparatively little time is

consumed in firing, and one man can keep the fires going and look after

the drying chambers, with occasional assistance when the fruit is being

inserted or withdrawn.
Each furnace is enclosed by brick walls, which extend up to the floor

of the lower drying chambers, enclosing a space over the furnace 18 feet

long, 9 in width, and 11 in height. In this space there are two tiers of

pijje, one above the other, to increase the radiating surface.

Movement of air through the system is secured by a series of openings
in the side walls which enclose the furnaces. These openings are twelve

or fifteen in number; each made by leaving out a brick in building the

wall. They ajjpear to the writer to be entirely too small to permit
adequate circulation of air, and it is certain that more rapid drying
would be secured were the openings increased two to four-fold in area.

Since the air does not pass through a series of trays as it does in the

tunnel evaporator, there is not the same necessity for rapid circulation to

prevent the saturation of the air with moisture, but its sluggish move-
ment results in greater reduction of temperature, and consequently in

slower drying in the upper chambers.
This system of drying has a number of features which very strongly

commend it. The most objectionable feature of the tunnel evaporator,
namely, that the fruit in the upper portion of the tunnel is surrounded
by nearly saturated air at a temperature many degrees lower than at the

bottom of the tunnel, is entirely avoided. The objectionable features of

the Charlotte and Carson evaporators have been eliminated, and their

desirable characters very materially improved and perfected. The heat

produced by the fuel is very fully utilized, and the plant has the advan-
tage that the drying units can be made of any desired length, provided
the size of the funiace and the radiating surface of the piping be corre-

spondingly increased. The very satisfactory quality of the apples,

prunes, loganberries, and vegetables produced is evidence that the method
can be successfully used in drying any fruit or vegetable material which
it might be desired to evaporate. For these reasons,, the Carson-Snyder
type of evaporator ought lo receive careful consideration at the hands of

those who desire a general purpose evaporator capable of handling a wide
variety of fruits. No one should construct a plant of this kind, however,
without equipping it completely with labour-saving power machinery, or

it is likely to prove an unprofitable investment. It is true that Mr.
Snyder's plant at Dayton operates successfully practically without labour-

saving machinery, but it is unique in a number of respects. It is located

in a region which produces a large volume of each of the fruits commonly
evaporated, and the plant therefore has an assured supply of an excep-
tional variety of materials, at moderate prices, for an evaporating season
of maximum length. Also, this plant has been the pioneer in the evapora-
tion of vegetables in the North-'west, and has built up a substantial
business in the drying and blending of vegetables for soup stock. Con-
sequently, the plant operates for a very large part of each year, and
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fixed charges, such as interest on investment, depreeiation, and insurance,

are distributed over a long productive season. Fuel is cheap, and labour

of an effijcient character is obtainable at rates very much lower than pre-

vail in most fruit districts in Washington. All these favouring conditions

have, combined with Mr. Snyder's long experience, exceptional energy,

enterprise, and business ability, to make this jilant a financial success.

The operator of such an evaporator in Washington will .scarcely find it

feasible to undertake the drying of vegetables. The supply of fruits

H

a

3
p.
o

bo

Other than apples available from year to year will probably fluctuate

rather widely, while the cost of fuel and labour will almost certainly be

greater than at Dayton. Economy of operation may best be secured by

the substitution of power-operated machinery for hand labour wherever

possible, by the installation of power parers, conveyors, bleachers, and
slicers. As the arrangement of the drying chambers one above the other

necessitates transfer of fruit from floor to floor, an elevator and wheeled
trucks for moving fruit in quantity will eliminate a very large expendi-

ture of tihie and labour. There' should be spreading tables on both

22
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drying floors iii order that fruit may be delivered in quantity and placed

on trays near the chamber in which it is to be dried. It seems feasible

to the writer to eliminate the handling of trays individually in the dryiag

chambers by substituting wheeled trucks carrying an entire tier of trays,

which could be handled as units.* 'Since the temperatures at bottom

and top of a properly constructed and ventilated drying chamber are

practically identical, the rate of drying througbout should be uniform.

and a truck need not be unloaded until it has been removed and trans-

ferred to the curing room.

It may seem to the reader that undue sjtace is given to discussion of

labour-saving devices and of minor economies of operation for eliminating

hand labour wherever possible. That this is not done without good

reason will, iperhaps, be apparent when it is recalled that the evaporation

of fruit is a business in which the margin of iprofit is relatively narrow,

and that profits depend upon the handling of large volumes of raw
material, while the period in which work can go on is made a short one

by uncontrollable climatic conditions. Anything which saves time or

reduces hand labour increases output and lowers cost, hence widens the

margin of profit. The writer has made an analytical study of a number
of unsuccessful jilants, as well as of many very successful ones, and can

say that success is not so much dependent on the particular type of

evaporator employed as upon economy of time and labour through the

employment of niacbines. The rock upon which at least eight out of

ten evaporating enterprises are wrecked is the rock of too much hand
labour. The plant in which the employees spend the day in the back-

breaking task of carrying boxes of fruit across the floor and up and down
stairs, or in turning a hand-poiwer slicer or hand parers, each of which
needs two or three trimmers to do what the machine should have done,

will be a place in which employees will sliirk and save themselves. It

must compete with the plant in which this heavy time-consuming work
is done by power, and the ultimate result will be that the sheriff will tack

a sale notice on the door. The adoiptio"n of such labour-saving devices as

are here suggested, and the constant taxing of one's ingenuity to improve
them and to develop others, will do more than anything else to insure a

permanent business witli satisfactory profits.

Evaporator Machinery and Equipment.

Paring Machines.

Paring machines to be operated by power have been brought to a

high degree of perfection, and there are several standard makes of prac-
tically equal merit on the market. Among such machines may be men-
tioned the " Pacific 'No. 2," tbe Goodell, the " Eanger," the " Improved
Triumph," and the Coons. All these are heavy, well made, durable
machines, which stand up well under hard and continuous usage. The

* Such a truck need be merely a substantial base with small, heavy wheels, with a framework for

carrying trays equal in height to the height of the drying eli:imbor. The framework should be somewhat
narrower than the trays, which should project at cither ^\'\'-. and the cleats supporting the trays must be
accurately spaced to correspond to the spacing of air inlets and outlets in the drying chamber. Traya
should be inserted at the sides and kept in place by vertical strips at the end of the frame. When rolled

into the drying chamber, the proji-efiiig ciiges of the trays should be just above and should overlap the
runways on the inner walls of tlie tunii'-l thus insuring lateral movement of the air. 'If substantially
built and properly braced to prevent warping, such trucks would soon pay for themselves in the saving of
time and effort they would accomplish.
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illustrations show the general plan of all such machines in that there are

three forks; an apple is cored and discharged from one of these while

that upon a second fork is being ]icelpd, the operator meanwhile placing

the fruit upon the third. While tlie claim is made by some makers that

their machines have trimming attachments which make hand trimming
unnecessary, it must be said that the writer has seen no macliine which
can do more than reduce the work of trimming by one-half when work-
ing with good fruit, or by, perhaps, one-third wlicn small, irregular

apples are being peeled.

There are a number of good machines to be operated by hand ; nearly

every maker of evaporating machinery in the list given below makes a

machine which has been proven satisfactory.

Slicers.

Several power slicers, among which may be mentioned the BoutcU,
the " Rochester," the " Ontario," the Evans, and the Goodell, are widely
used,- and strongly recomended by users. Such machines are of two
types, the under-cut, in which the knives which slice the apple pass be-

neath the fruit, and tlie overcut, in which the exact opposite is the case.

A defect common to all overcut machines, in so far as the writer is

acquainted with them, arises from the fact that the apple is permitted
to roll somewhat before the knive>, with the result that some fruits are

sliced at oblique angles with the core hole, or even parallel with it, while

a larger percentage of slices are broken than is the case in the undercut
machines. Most of the comipanics making ipower machines make also

smaller machines to be operated by hand power. The illustration repre-

sents a good type of undercut power slicer.

Graders.

A good grader is a necessity in every evaporator; a larger oiitput per

day will be handled by the parers and trimmers if fruit is separated into

sizes before paring, and a better price will be obtained for the product if

the larger fruits are worked up together, since price depends, to some
extent, upon size of rings. Since a grader is likely to be available as a

piece of orchard equipment already in hand, no one should attempt to

handle apples of all sizes indiscriminately mixed together.

Other Equipment.

The construction of a good type of power bleacher has already been

discussed. Any large wholesale hardware company can supply gearing,

chains, and other metal parts, and the wooden portions may be made
by a good carpenter at a considerable saving over the prices charged by

the supply companies. The same statement holds true of conveyors,

tables, and all the wooden parts of the paring-room equipment; it may
be made on the premises, only the shafting, belting, and gearing need be

purchased, and the whole installed by any good mechanic.

The list of companies given below not only manufacture lianil and

power parers and slicers, but also manufacture or handle belting for

conveyors, castings, and chains for bleachers, and practically everything
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an evaporating plant with powerneeded for the equipment of

machinery :

—

Boutell Manufacturing Co., Kochester, i^ew York.
Goodell Manufacturing Co., Antrim, IST. H.
Fruit Machinery Co., Ingersoll, Ontario, Canada.
Coons-Mahett Manufacturing Co., Rochester, jST. Y.
Evans and Co., Medina, New York.

Temperatures at which Drying should be Conducted.

It must be said in the outset that no chemical studies of the changes
occurring in fruits dried at different temperatures 'have ever been made,
and we have at present no knowledge as to the extent to which loss of

flavour, of solid constituents, conversion of starch into sugar, or other

chemical changes occurring during drying can he controlled by con-

trolling temijerature. In the absence of such know'ledge, the recom-
mendations made here are simply those in which the great majority of
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evaiiorators concur. They have been worked out empirically by

practical evaporators who found that best results wei'e obtained when
the temperatures suggested were used, and may need modification when
exhaustive studies of the whole subject have been made.

In the kiln evaporator, at least 95 per cent, of operators maintain a

temperature of 155-165 degrees for the first five or six hours after the

kiln is filled. If the temperature is raised higher than the second figure

named, the cellular structure of the fruit is destroyed by expansion of

the contained vapour and serious loss of sugar by bleeding occurs ; unless

the temperature is kept up to this level, the surfaces of the fruit become
.slimy, and the subsequent drying is retarded. After the first five or six

.1' i<"

Fig. XXIV.—An Efficient Under-cut Power SUcer of Large Capacity.

hours, some operators allow the temperature to go down to 130 or 135

degrees, open the ventilators widely, and continue the drying by using

large volumes of air at lower temperature for ten to twelve hours, after

which the temperature is brought up to 175-180 degrees, and kept there

until the drying is completed. Users of this method claim for it that it

is economical of fuel—a claim which seems to be well establislied—and

also that it makes a more springy, " lively " product, which resists ex-

posure to unfavorable conditions much better than fruit dried with a

uniform temperature. This second claim does not appear to be fully

substantiated, and most operators carry the fruit through the whole

process at a temperature of approximately 160 degrees.
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In the tunnel evaporator, the majority of operators maintain a tem-

perature of 160 to 175 degrees in the lower and hotter end of the tunnel,

while the upper end will be 15 to 25 degrees cooler. Since the fruit is

introduced at the upper end, and gradually moved toward the hotter end,

it begins to dry at 135 to 150 degrees, and is finished at the higher

temperature. This is essentially what the operator of the kiln accom-
plishes by the first method described in the last paragraph.

In the Carson-Snyder evaporator, a very different set of conditions

prevail." Since the temperature in the upper drying chambers is usually

25 or 30 degrees lower than that in the lower ones, it follows that the

fruit placed in the upper chamber is dried at a temperature considerably

lower than that used in any other evaporator. In physical characters

and appearance it is indistinguishable from other fruit, and, as already

stated, we possess as yet no information as to whether chemical differences

exist.

In drying prunes and berries, the temperature at the outset should

not be allowed to rise about 125 or 130 degrees until the fruits have lost

a considerable portion of their water, as otherwise there will be ex]ian-

sion and bursting, with consequent dripping. The temperature which
may be employed in the later stages of the process will depend upon tlie

circulation of air ; if ample air movement can be obtained a temperature
of 175 to 180 may be employed in the last half of the drying period, but
if the circulation of air is defective the temperature must be kei^t below
this point, or the fruit will be partially cooked, or dried at the surtace,

while the interior is still too high in water content.

Relation of Temperature of the Air to its Moisture-carrying
Capacity.

It must not be forgotten that the capacity of the air to carry moisture

is a function of its temperature, and inpreases rapidly as the temperature

is increased. How significant this fact is may at once be seen from
consideration of the fact that 1 cubic foot of air at the freezing point

can absorb 1-160 part of its weight of water, and that the water-absorb-

ing capacity is doubled with every increase of 27 degrees in temperature.

This is shown in the following table :

—

Temperature. ' 1 cubic foot of air can absorb

—

32 degrees . . • . • • • • 1-160 its weight
59 degrees .

.

. . . . . . . 1-80

. 86 degrees .

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

1-40 „
113 degrees .. . . . . . . . . 1-20

140 degrees .. .. .. .. 1-10 „
167 degrees .

.

. . .

.

. . .

.

1-5 „
104 degrees .. .. .. .. .. 2-5 „
221 degrees .

.

.

.

.

.

4-5 „

If we disregard the expansion of air with increasing temperature,
which we may do since it amounts to only 1-490 of the volume for each
degree rise of temperature, it will be seen that air raised from 86 degrees

to 167 degrees has had its moisture-earying capacity increased eightfold,

whereas if the temperature be raised to 140 degrees the moisture-carry-
ing capacity will be increased only fourfold. It is, therefore, easily

seen that in drying any substance not easily injured by heating choice
may be made between the use of a very large volume of air moderately
heated or a much smaller volume of air raised to a higher temperature.
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Tlie fact that under ordinary conditions the rate of niovonient of the air

over fniit oannot be brought under the control of the ojierator necessi-

tates the use of higher temperatures in order to bring the time required

for drying withiu reasonable limits.

Artificial Means of Increasing Circulation of Air.

The operator of a tunnel or Carson-Snyder evaporator who finds that

the circulation of air through the fruit is sluggish may increase it to any
degree desired by installing suction fans in the ventilating shafts, or by
employing a ventilating fan to drive nir into the furnace-room, over the

furnace, and upward thro;igh the fiuit. In the case of a kiln, only the

second method could be used, since the air movement produced by a

suction fan would be mainly through the centre of the kiln, and there

would be margins along the walls in which drying would be very slow.

Fans may be connected up with the main power shaft, and operated con-

stantly, or brought into service only on such still, humid days as make
satisfactory drying without their help impossible. Since their use will

necessarily lower the temperature of the air, the operator must bear in

mind what has just been said in regard to the relation of temperature

to moisture-carrying capacity in determining the speed at which his

fans shall run.

Determining When the Fruit is Properly Dried.

Fruit should be removed from the kiln floor or drying trays when it

still contains slightly more moisture than the finished iproduet is to have.

The ability to judge accurately as to when the fruit has reached the

proper condition for removal can only be gained by experience, but some
general statements may be made. Fruit which is sufficiently dried for

removal should be so dry that it is impossible to press water out of the

freshly cut ends of the pieces, but should be sufficiently elastic not to

break when the piece is rolled into a cylinder. When a mass of slices

are pressed firmly into a ball in the hand, they should separate at once
when released. The surface should be soft and should adhere slightly

to the fingers, leaving the hands " sticky " after handling them. Occa-
sional slices will, of course, have more or less than this amount of mois-
ture, but the general condition of the fruit should be that just described.

When the fruit has reached this condition, it should be removed to

the curing room, where it is spread upon the floor to a depth of a foot

or more. Here the moisture content of the whole mass graduallv be-

comes equalized, a process which should be accelerated by stirring it

thoroughly once a day. A slow loss of moisture content will go on for

some days or weeks, reducing the fruit as a whole to a weight 4-5 per
c.ent. less than it had on coming from tlic drier.

Grading and Packing the Dried Fruit.

The trade recognises four standard grades of evaporated apples,

which may be briefly defined. "Extra Fancy" is a name used to

designate the highest quality fruit, and consists of very white fruit in

complete rings of large size, with only a very small admixture—5-8 per
cent, at most—of broken pieces. It must be free of bits of skin and
core, and must be perfectly clean. " Fancy " is also a clean white stock

without skin or core, but may consist of somewhat smaller rings with
a somewhat larger proi^ortiou of broken pieces. " Choice " is, on most
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markets, a slightly darker, somewhat golden stock
'
made from apples

of high sugar content, reasonably free of skin and cores, and with

60 to 70 per cent, of the slices in perfect rings. " Prime " is

a designation for fruit which, while fairly white, has_ more

broken pieces, peel, or seed cells than are permissible in the
" choice " grade, or which is reasonably free of these but is dark in

colour. A fifth grade, called " middling " or by various other names,

receives all fruit which has been so badly trimmed and cored that it

cannot be admitted to " prime," which contains too large a proportion

of broken rings and chips, or which has, been badly bleached and is

consequently very dark in colour.

The best evaporators make several grades of stock from the same

lot of apples, by grading the fruit prior to peeling and slicing, and

drying large and small fruits separately. When a power slicer is used,

the separation into grades is carried further by dividing the chute from

the slicer by partitions, so that the large slices from the centre of the

apple pass into one receptacle while the smaller slices from the ends pass

into another and are separately dried. "When packing begins, the fruit

is again sorted over, the largest perfect slices being put together as extra

fancy, those also perfect but made from smaller fruits going into

fancy, while the smallest slices are put together into prime, and only the

broken bits of ring slices with adhering seed cells or skin, and pieces

with other imperfections, along with badly bleached fruit, remain to fall

into the lowest grade. Such care is well repaid by the higher prices

which will be received for the perfect fruit of the upper grades.

In packing the fruit, wooden boxes containing 25 to 50 pounds are

used for all grades above prime, while prime and middling are more
frequently sacked in bags containing 50 to 100 pounds. A fifty-pound

box is usually 22 x 11 x 10^ inches, while the twenty-five-pound box is

18 X 9 X 9 inches, inside dimensions. These boxes are made with a loose

side which becomes the bottom, not the top, of the box when it is filled.

Packing is begun by " facing " the future top of the box with a layer

of perfect slices of good size, which are laid in overlapping fashion, like

the shingles on a roof, over the entire surface, after lining the box with
paraffined paper which usually has a fancy lace edge. After the
" facers " are in place, a second box of the same size but with both bottom
and top removed is placed over the first one, and fruit is packed in by
hand until the desired weight is reached, when the box is transferred to

the platform of a hand press, a board slightly smaller than the inside

dimensions of the box is placed on top, and pressure is applied until
the fruit is forced doAvn sufficiently to permit the bottom to be nailed
on. The package should bo finished by stenciling thereon the maker's
name and address, with the weight, grade, and the variety of fruit from
which the product was made. A guarantee covering these facts may
advantageously be added.

Varieties Best for Evaporation.

Since the prices of evaporated apples in the markets depend upon
the colour of the product as well as upon the care employed in its manu-
facture, those varieties which make the whitest product are most desired

by evaporators. In the East, Baldwin holds first place in this respect.

Spitzenburg and Ben Davis make as white stock as Baldwin, and will

undoubtedly take rank among J^Torthwestern evaporators corresponding
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to the Baldwin in the East. Winesap, Delicious, Jonathan, Black Twig,
Rhode Tsland Greening, liome Beauty and Staynian Winesaji will make
a slifrhtly less whife, faintly golden stock, and will rank together in
second place, while Roxhury Russet, Missouri and Yellow Newtown,
Gano, Wagener, and Grimes Golden will be ranked as the "dark stock
group " by reason of the fact that the fruit made from them will be a
distinctly golden colour which will command in the markets a price
slightly below that of the whiter stocks.*

Yield of Dry Fruit from Different Varieties.

It may be said at the outset that colour and weight of dry product
are both directly dependent upon the sugar content of the variety used

;

that such varieties as are characleristically low in sugar content will
give the desired white stock, but will give small yields of dry product,
while varieties high in sugar content will give a larger yield of a jirodnct

of darker colour. f Of the apples named in the " white stock group
"

above, it may be said that an average yield of dry fruit from Baldwin,
Spitzenburg, or Ben Davis will be 13 to 13J pounds per hundred pounds
of fresh fruit; for the second group—Winesap, Jonathan, Black Twig
and Greenings, the yield will be, on the average, 13J to 14i pounds per
hundred, while Russets, Grimes Golden, and the others named with them
as the ' 'dark stock group " will give a yield of 14 J to 36 pounds of dry
fruit per hundred. In all cases, these figures apply to mature apples of
C grade or good culls, dried to a water content of 2.5 per cent. Wind-
falls and immature fruits will make a slightly lighter product, as they
must have the water content reduced to a lower percentage in order to

prevent spoiling.

In this connexion it may be of interest to state the result obtained by
Mr. D. A. Snyder, of the Dayton Evaporating and Packing Co., who
dried during the past season a number of lots of apples sent him from
Spokane, from points in Idaho, and from Portland, Oregon, for the
purpose of making comparative tests of yields. The results follow :—

-
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These results would indicate tliat the yield of dry fruit from a given

variety grown in the Northwest is practically what the same variety

yields in other apple-producing regions of the United States. Extensive

comparative studies of the chemical composition of the leading varieties

of apples when grown under the various conditions of rainfall and
irrigation occuring in the Northwest are badly needed. Such studies

have thus far been made only for Idaho apples. Jones and Colver, of the

Idaho Experiment Station, have made extensive series of analyses* of

the chief varieties of apples and other fruits grovni in that State, with

and without irrigation, and the results strongly indicate that there is

no substantial ground for the widely current statement that North-
western apples are higher in water content, lower in sugar and total

carbohydrate content, and lower in nutritive value than apples grown in

other sections of the United States. While the variations in composition
of any given variety shown by the analyses of Jones and Colver are very
considerable, equally great variations are found when analyses of

varieties grown in other regions are compared, and the averages
of any two sets of analyses made in different portions of the
United States fall very nearly together when compared. Consequently,
no one need give credence to statements to the effect that North-western
apples will yield a materially smaller quantity of evaporated product
than is obtained from the same varieties in the East.

• Jones, J. S., and Colver, C. W., The Composition if Irrigated ami Xon-iriigatid Friiils. Bull. 75.
Idaho Agric. Exp. Sta. 1912, p. 54.

In spite of the fact that abundance of blossoms is produced, it some-
times happens that our orchard trees fail to hear fruit. The failure is

due to_ one or more of several causes, which a bulletin of the Colorado
Experiment Station summarizes as follows :

—

First.—^Many varieties of apples and pears are self-sterile. That is,

they are not capable of setting fruit properly unless pollen from another
variety is used. For example, Bartlett and Kiefer pears, in many
locations, when they are planted in solid blocks, give less satisfactory
results than when they are planted with such varieties as Lawrence,
Duchess, and Anjou. With apples and pears it is good practice to mix
varieties. However, if varieties with proper affinities are selected, one
variety to furnish the pollen is as good as a number.

Second.—The pistil, the part of the flower to develop fruit, is more
easily frozen than other parts of the flower. Hence the pistil may be
frozen while otherflower parts are not affected; consequently, blossoms
are formed, but fail to set fruit.

Third.—Trees in a weak condition, although blooming abundantly,
often fail to set fruit.

Fourth.—The pistil may be mechanically injured, and the pollen
washed away by rain at the time when blossoms are open.

Fifth.—^Blossoms often drop in great numbers when the tree is form-
ing an excessive amount of wood.

Sixth.—Over-abundance of nitrogen fertilizers.

Seventh.—Diseased buds.

Eighth.--Heavy spraying of trees, especially before pollination has
in some few instances resulted in a loss of blossoms. This is not .serious,
however.
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THE ALGAROBA TREE.

By Alfred J. Eivart, D.Sc.

The name of Algaroba Treo was formerly more comnionly applied

to the plant known scientifically as Ceratonia siliqua, which bears some-

what sweetish edible fruits. At one time these fruits, when dried, were
sold in Enjrlanil—at any rate, in Lancashire and in the north of Eng-
land—under the name of "locusts," but they seem now to have gone
out of fashion as a sweetmeat for children. Similarly in Victoria the

pods of the Rohinia pscndacacia are considered a food, or rather a

luxury, by the young people of the districts where the tree grows.

The Algaroba Tree, to whicli so much attention has been recently

drawn in Victoria, is the plant known to botanists as Frosopis juliflora.

It has been known also as Frosopis dulcis, on account of its sweetish

pods. On good soils it becomes a handsome tree, and grows to a height

of 50 or 60 feet, with a hard, strong, handsome and dark-coloured wood.

Further, it has the advantage of being capable of growth under very

varied conditions, and although it will stand a moderate amount of

drought, it grows really well only \vhere a steady supply of moisture

gets to the roots, or when the roots succeed in reaching a permanent
water supply. In these conditions it will thrive in a dry district with

a small rainfall; and since it can stand a slight degree of salinity, it

would be a useful tree to plant around artesian bores and wells in coun-

try subject to drought.

At the same time, it is necessary to point out that the prevailing

idea that the tree would be a valuable standby for cattle in dry seasons

is scarcely correct. At any rate, there are many native trees whose
foliage would be more useful to keep stock alive when feed is scarce.

The value of these native trees has been tested during past droughts, and
one result is that some of the species are becoming extinct. Perhaps
the most notable instance is that of the " kurrajong," Brachychiton
populneus, in the Upper Murray district, but other cases are common.

It should also be borne in mind that comparatively little fruit will

be available at any given time, unless it be stored, and thus the cost

will be greater than if, instead of Algaroba Trees, a fodder crop were
grown and .stored as hay or silage. Further, it should be pointed out

that although a tree may bear a great mass of foliage or fruits, it pro-

duces more inedible matter than does a herbaceous plant like lucerne,

and comparing yields per acre per annum, lucerne is much superior to

any fodder tree.

It is curious to note how particular plants from time to time come
under notice as fodder plants, and are praised to an extent far above
their actual merits. For instance, the " Burr Medick " had a boom of

this kind nearly ten years ago. It was followed by the King Island

Melilot, and then by the so-called Fhalaris conunutata, which was sup-

posed to be a new plant, but which was found to be nothing more than
an old, long-known plant, P. hiilhosa. At another period Peruvian
lucerne became the craze, to the exclusion of equally good, or even
better, varieties of lucerne, and at i)resent Sudan grass is attaining a
prominence far above its real merits.
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An interesting point is that tliese occasions seem to follow in cycles.

Thus the King Island Melilot had a temporary boom some thirty years
ago, shortly after its first appearance in Victoria, and a second one
comparatively recently, when it was first given the name of King Island

Melilot.

In the case of the Algaroba Bean, the first boom seems to have been
forty years ago, and the following correspondence concerning it may be
of interest :—

Eoval Gardens, Kew, May 4, 1877.
Sir,

In reference to my letter. February 20, I am desired by Dr. Hooker to trans-
mit to you the encdosed copy of a letter from the Superintendent of the Botanic
Garden in Jamaica, pointing out the necessity of caution in the use of tlie pods
of the Prosopis piibcscens for the purpose of feeding horses.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

W. T. Thiselton Dyer.
\\. R. Guilfoyle, Esq., F.L.S.,

Director, Botanic Gardens, Melbourne.

Cinchona Plantations, Jamaica, April ti, 1877.
Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 20th February last,

informing me of the dispatcli of two bags containing about eight lb. of tlie pods
of I'rosopis piihcscens, which I have also received, together with printed corre-

spondence on the subject of tliese seeds.

Some 5 per cent, of these seeds germinated; accordingly we will have about
100 plants altogether.

Consequent on the favorable recommendation conveyed in tlie aforesaid corre-

spondence of the pods for horse and cattle food, and as only a small proportion
of the seeds were in a state fit for germination, I, by way of experiment, gave
about a pound of the pods to a fine healthy liorse. In the morning of the third

day after the pods were given to the horse the animal was found dead in the

stable, and lying in siich a position that left no reasonable doulit that it liad

died from bellyache. There are, therefore, strong grounds for believing that the
horse thus died from the effects of these pod's.

I presume you are aware that another s)iecies of this genus, viz., Prosopis
juHfiora, a very common plant in .Jamaica, the iioils of which (although a valu-
able fodder) when eaten by horses, but especially after rains, are almost invari-

ably the means of causing severe bellyaches' and very frequently death. This is

attributed to the germination of the seeds in the stomacli of the animal.
Probably the above remarks may be of service by way of caution to other

colonies in which this plant is proposed to be cultivated.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Robert Thomson.
W. T. Thiselton Dyer, Esq.,

. Royal Gardens, Kew.

Although from the above letter the pods would seem to be dangerous

to horses, they appear to he less dangerous in the case of ruminating
animals like cattle or sheep.

To sum up, if the Algaroba Trees are planted for shelters, windbreaks,

and ornaments to the landscape they will be useful. If they are sown
with the idea of using the pods as cattle food, they will be of some .slight

n.se, but the yield will be far less than if the same area of ground had
been placed under fodder crops. If they are simply grown to be cut

down for feed in time of scarcity, they are taking the place of trees more
valuable for this purpose, and will merely represent a very costly and
inefficient way of providing reserve stores of fodder.
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INTER-STATE CONFERKNCE OF AGRICULTURAL
SCIENTISTS.

A Conference, attended by agricultural scientists from all the States,
convened by the Federal Government at the instance of the Advisory
Council of Science and Industry, was held in MelliDurne from 9th
November to 16th November, 1917. Professor A. J. Perkins, Director
of Airricnltnre of South Australi.i, i)resided. A number of papers
dealing with different aspects of agricultural science were read before
the Conference, and valuable discussions took place on each subject.

The papers, witli a summary of the discussions, will shortly be published
by the Advisory Council. The topics dealt with were as follows :

—

"Wheat breeding (introduced by IT. Pye, Victoria) ; oats and barley
breeding (J. T. Pridham, New South Wales) ; maize breeding (H.
Wenholz, New South Wales) ; statistical methods applied to plant
breeding (Dr. W. IT. Green, Victoria)

;
production of cereals for arid

districts (A. E. V. Richardson. Victoria) ; immunity and inheritance
(D. McAlpine, Victoria)

;
plant acclimatization (G. L. Sutton, Western

Australia) ; utilization of Australian phosphate deposits (Professor J.

W. Paterson, Western Australia) ; tobacco culture (T. A. J. Smith,
Victoria) ; utilization of native grasses and fodder plants (E. Break-
well, New South Wales) ; fibre cro])s (T. Hogg, Victoria) ; sugar crops

(H. T. Easterby, (Queensland) ; crojjs for production of power alcohol

(W. R. Griniwade, Victoria) ; suggestions as to Commonwealth endow-
ment of agricultural research (Professor A. J. Perkins, South Aus-
tralia) ; agricultural research and co-ordination of effort (Professor

R; D. Watt, New South Wales).

The following resolutions were carried by the Conference, and have
been forwarded to the Executive Committee of the Commonwealth
Advisory Council of Science and Industry :

—

1. This Conference recommends to the Executive Committee of the

Advisory Council that a "Seed Improvement Committee" be formed
under the Council.

This Commitee should, among otlier matters, deal with

—

(a) The nomenclature of cultivated varieties of farm crops.

(b) The elimination of undesirable varieties of crops.

(r) The exchange and dissemination of seed samples for research

work.

{(I) The recommendation of money grants to approved State or

other institutions for work in connexion with seed

improvement and the introduction of improved varieties of

crops.

2. That in view of the benefits to be derived from the .systematic

introduction of seeds and plants into the Commonwealth, and to insure

more econom^v of effort in this direction on the part of all the States,

this Conference is of the opinion that as soon as practicable a Plant

Introduction Bureau should be estabHshed, tlie functions of which would

include

—

(1) Arrangements for the introduction of new and useful agricul-

tural plants from other countries into the Commonwealth

;
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(2) The systematic testing of these introduced plants in co-opera-

tion witli State experiment farms.

(3) The systematic recording of the results of such tests.

J. That this Conference recommends that each State Department
^if Agriculture should continue or initiate the work of improvement and
<!election of its cultivated ci-ops as part of its regular work, and that

such work of improvement be on uniform lines in all the States.

4. That the rust in cereals, particularly black rust in wlieat, which
is common in all the States, and in some seasons largely reduces the

yields, be made the subject of a special investigation in connexion with
plant breeding. "

5. That the Executive Committee of the Advisory Council be asked

to arrange for an annual meeting of plant-breeders from the different

States with a view to co-ordinating their work and arriving at a uniform
policy without interfering with individual methods, the meeting to

be fixed at a convenient season of the year (July").

rj. That this Conference recommends the establishment of an organi-

zation to deal with the collection, propagation, improvement, and culti-

vation in suitable areas of the most promising indigenous grasses and
fodder plants.

7. That this Conference recommends to the Advisory Council of

Science and Industry the advisability of closely investigating the tobacco

industry in Australia, botli in the interests of the producer and with a

view to retaining locally the profits of manufacture.
8. That in view of the high prices ruling for fibre products and the

desirability of making Australia self-contained in the production of

fibre, the Conference recommends the Advisory Council of Science and
Industry to make a thorough investigation into the possibilities of fibre

cultivation in Australia, particularly flax and sisal hemp, and the possi-

bilities of producing these fibres for local manufacture or for export.

9. That the Advisory Council of Science and Industry be asked to

ascertain whether the British Government would be prepared to

purchase dew-rotted flax fibre from Australia in 1919; and, if so, what
quantities and at what price f.o.b.

10. The Conference is of opinion that tlie jn-ospect of commercial
production of power alcohol from certain crops is promising, and
suggests that special experiments shuld be arranged by the Advisory
Council of Science and Industry to determine the actual yields of alcohol

obtainable from these crops, including sorghums in various stages of

development.
11. That this Conference welcomes (lie proposal of the Advisory

Council to investigate the utilization of Australian phosphates, and
suggests that this investigation should include maniirial trials, particu-

larly on pasture lands, in those of the States which possess such
phosphates.

12. That in view of the need for a supply of scientific investigators

into agricultural and pastoral problems, the Advisory Council of Science

and Industry be requested to direct tlie attention of the various Aus-
tralian Universities to the subject.

13. In view of the prominent position occupied by the United States

of America in scientific and practical agricnlture, and of the similarity

of the climatic and economic conditions of that country to those of Aus-
tralia, this Conference recommends the early appointment of a per-
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manciit agricultural representative fioiu Australia to the ITiiited States,

wlio.so duties should inehide keeping Australia in touch with improved
scientific and practical methods in agriculture and tlie supply of

promising varieties of cereals and other hops.

14. That this Conference expresses its appreciation of the action

of the Executive Committee of the Advisory Council of Science and
Industry in calling it together, and is confident that the opportunit.y

of meeting and considting togethci- thus aflFordod to agricultural

scientists from the different Stalr~ will be beneficial to agrii-ullural

progress in Australia.

BULLETINS FOR STOCK-OWNERS.

The Commonwealth Advisory Council of Science and Industry

has just published a bulletin which will be of much interest to

stock-owners and to those connected with trades dependent on
cattle for their raw materials. The bulletin consists of the report

of a Special Committee appointed by the Council last year to review

the whole position of the tick pest, present and future, and make r?com-
mendations both as to future scientific research and as to immediate
remedial or preventive measures, whether by legislation or othenvise.

The Committee consisted of authorities on veterinary science, stock

inspectors, and representatives of the pastoral industry, and its recom-
mendations are therefore authoritative and worthy of careful considera-

tion by the Governments and persons concerned.

The first portion of the bulletin contains an account of the cattle

tick itself, the diseases to which it gives rise in cattle, and a history of

the spread of the tick in Australia, ^faps of the present distribution

of the tick in Queensland and New South Wales show that the whole
of the coastal areas of the fonner State and the north-east corner of

the latter are now tick-infested. The bulletin next gives a review of

the losses, direct and indirect, which have been caused in Australia by
the tick invasion. The Committee states that if the enormous toll the

tick pest has exacted from the Commonwealth could be expressed fn

figures, the total amount involved would stagger the community. Each
year, so long as it is allowed to continue, the pest will enforce a heavy
penalty, to be met not only by the stock-owners, but by all interested in

business directly and indirectly 'dependent upon the cattle industry, as
well as by members of the general public in the increased cost of neces-
sary commodities such as meat, milk, butter, bacon, &c. After describ-
ing the methods of eradication adopted in America and Australia, and
giving a summary of the campaign for tick eradication in the United
States, which has been successful in freeing over 260,000 square miles
of country from the tick, and thus affords promise for similar action
in this country, the Committee makes specific recommendations as to
the action that should be taken in Australia. These recommendations
fall under two heads, (i) that a campaign for eradication should be
undertaken under Federal control; (ii) that further researches on the
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tick, its "life-history, and tlie nature of the tick-fever should be carried

out in Australia.

The Executive Committee of the Advisory Council has indorsed

these recommendations, and has already announced that researches on

the life-history of the tick will be undertaken immediately in Southern

Queensland.
Another bulletin which has been issued by the Executive Committee

of the Commonwealth Advisory Council of Science and Industry con-

tains a number of valuable reports and articles on the nodule disease of

cattle.

The first section of this bulletin consists of the report of a special

committee appointed by the Council which met in Sydney last year.

This report deals first with the economic aspect of the question, and
figures are quoted which show that the annual loss caused to the Aus-
tralian meat industry by the parasite Onchocerca gihsoni, which causes

the worm-nodules, amounts to over £500,000. This loss is due to the

fact that under an agreement with the British Government the Common-
wealth authorities have agreed not to allow the export of the briskets, in

which the nodules are commonly found, and these portions of the car-

casses are removed, and, in the main, wasted. The Special Committee
considers that an unnecessary amount of economic loss, both directly

and indirectly, is entailed by the present regulations for export, and
considers that the Commonwealth Government and the British authori-

ties should confer, so as to arrive at some practicable means whereby
such waste of food may be prevented as far as possible, and so benefit

both the British consumer and the Australian Commonwealth.
In another article contained in the bulletin, Dr. Georgina Sweet

deals with the occurrence of similar worm-nodules in countries other

than Australia, and shows that they are found in many localities in

Southern Asia, whilst they have recently been discovered in South
America, and are reported to occur , also in North America. These
facts are of great importance, since the present British regulations dis-

criminate against Australian beef, and when they were framed it was
thought that worm-nodules were peculiar to Australia. Another power-
ful argument is thus provided in favour of a revision of the existing

regulations for the exjiort of meat from Australia to Britain.

The method by which the cattle become infected with the nodule-

forming worms is still a mystery, in spite of prolonged research.

Opinions differ as to whether the discovery of the means of transmission

of the parasite would be likely to lead to results of economic import-

ance, but it is obvious that, until this is known, any attempt at quaran-
tining cattle or attacking the disease would be impracticable. An
account is given in the last portion of the bulletin of the most recent

researches on the subject. Drs. Cleland and Dodd and Mr. McEachran,
experimenting in Sydney, incline to the opiinion that the disease is

spread by march-flies biting the cattle. Up to the present they have
not been able to prove this, but a Special Committee is still working
on the problem with a grant from the Advisory Council. Experiments
conducted in the Northern Territory were negative, but make it doubt-

ful whether, in that locality, at any rate, flying insects of any kind

can be the vectors of the disease.

Copies of both bulletins will be supplied, post free, on application to

the Secretary of the Advisory Council, 314 Albert street. East Melbourne.
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CAPAUITIES AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAKLXG
VATS FOR CHEESE FACTORIES AND DAIRIES.

Bi/ G. C. Sawers. Cheese Expert.

Capacity in Gallons
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Slats, 3 inches x 3 inches, to be set on wooden bottom, and cut out

before putting into position, 9 inches to 1 foot, to fit over the rows of

f-in. steam piping which runs lengthwise and crosswise along the bottom
of wooden vat.

=^

— CURD PACK -

CROSS SECTION

CURD RACK LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Whey Strainer Made tVM 20 C^e Perforated

Tinned Steel with r)oyJe totitmside ta^

The slats are to be screwed down close on the bottom, 1 foot apart

diagonally, from sides to middle, pointing towards the water outlet; the
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-STLAM INLLl

BACH. NUTS }\!.riASHtllS 'A BOLT ^ »-j

Bolts Inside

^4 Gil"!pipe

OUTLET TAP

PLAN OF VAT—
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Specifications for Making Cheese Vats.. « • • ^ ^ . . ^ I ^ I....11 ri f /I aitVif V II I.M. * ""

10 Ih'A ., 11)17.

J

V Ix. \ n„ Af tTiP vat from 2 to 3 inches, between end ot slat,

down the middle
OY^^f,; f ';°!; ^ ^f 2 inches x 1 inch timber, attached

• „ oiiAiiIrl Kp nlaced low enoua;h to dram out the last oi me wue^

Xn tllt'd 1 c^!'"ponding hole must be made in the wooden vat

£; through which the threaded tap from the inner vat will pass.

'l/i'ro 2"

'f— —
^1

-- SECTION — CURD RAKE

Bore one 1-in. hole in each end of body, one 2 inches from top edge,

for watei- inlet, and the other close to bottom ledge, tap ^nd for wa^r

outlet, and ins;rt 1-in. brass tap, and, m addition, another hole at the

tap end, about 2 inches from top, for water overflow.

^Underneath sides and ends of inner vat are to be given three coats

°'
'Sniner'tfbe made of 20-gauge perforated tinned steel, with nozzle,

'°
'Curdtcfs Ire S'be made with kauri, in 2 feet sections, to fit inside

three-quaJter length of inner vat. Supports 5 inches to 6 mehes high.

slats 1 inch X i inch, half round, and § inch apart

Vat canvas cover, with 2 inches x 1 mt-h kann lath>, 12 inches

apart, to fit the vat crosswise.
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WATER SUPPLY FOR COWS AND DAIRIES.

By E. TF. Murphy, Dairy Supervisor.

The necessity of a liberal supply of good clean drinking water foi

milch cows needs great emphasis, for too often we find that the only

water available is that from a dam or waterhble into which the cattle have

access so that they puddle it up and pollute it. In many parts of the

State the supply of water for stock is dependent upon surface catchment,

into dams or walerholes, or upon subterranean sources. In the Upper
Murray districts I found many farms supplied with beautiful water
from quickly flowing streams, and frequently it was brought in open

trenches right past the dairy and yards, and at one place in the Mitta
Valley the separator was driven by a water wheel. Here on the Western
plains and in the Wimmera districts, waterholes on the surface at times

become offensive bog.s, and cows being forced to drink at these objection-

able places often develop digestive troubles. Water that has become
polluted in such reservoirs can be cheaply purified by using chloride of

iron, or lime, to precipitate the clay and organic matter. It will cost

very little, and if a quantity of either agent in excess of that actually

required to clarify the water be used, the stock will further benefit, as

both chloride of iron and lime are essential in the animal economy. Full
details of the method of using iron chloride, or lime, were given in an
article by the- late Dr. Rothera in the Journal of A r/ricvltiire of July,
1910.

The dam or waterhole should be fenced off and the water lifted into

tanks, or gravitated into trotighs if possible. Trees shotild be planted
about, the banks to give welcome shade to the cattle. lb has been found
in many cases that cows show a marked ])reference for well or spring

water, even though the water from the surface catchment be fairly

clean, and there is abundant evidence pf good results following t/he use

of water from underground. The freedom of such waters from dele-

lerious organisms is probably an important factor always, and in some
cases it may be ths chief reason of the benefits experienced, but often

it is the minerals contained in the water from below, which we should

credit with the favorable influence on the health of the milking cows.

Agricultural and veterinai-y science are otily now coming to be

recognised in their true relationship to human welfare, and the researches

at. the experimental stations have borne fruit which will be of great

value to the race, by throwing light on the causation of disease, and in

return we may no doubt look to the physician for help towards a better

understanding of the causes of disease in cattle. In the history of medi-
cine we find that many wells were famed for the curative properties of

their waters, and e.spacially in connexion with the elimination of toxic

matters from the system, and from the Agricultural Experiment Station

of Ohio, U.S.A., comes the brightest light that science has shed on the

subject of the service of minerals in the animal economy. Professor

Forbes tells us that they are essential for maintaining the proper condi-

tion of the blood and for the structure of the cells throu,ghout the

system, as well as for the electrical efficiency of the body fluids.

Saline and mineral waters are mostly from volcanic strata, and the

nature and amounts of the minerals held in solution will be governed
by the kind of rocks and soils passed over, or percolated through, and
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by tlie presence of gases such as oxygen and caibcnic acid gas. Filtered
and purified, and then laden with valuable salts, and charged with life-

giving forces, water brings vitality to the cells, to enable them the better

to resist the invasion of enemies, and to throw oft" noxious matter. The
low content of essential minerals in many of our soils has led to the

evolution of native grasses which suit the conditions as far as growth is

concerned. The low percentage of mineral salts ordinarily found in the
iierbage of csrtain districts is aggravated in dry times by the lessened

transpiration of water, because the amount of mineral in the leaves ojf

grass iiiunt be according to the movement of water from tlie soil through
the plant.

In view of the super-refineinout of the flour, and the general

use of tank water, milk as a food has a very special significance

for the nutrition of the nerves and formation of teeth, and yet

I find many persons, young and old, who have an aversion to

it, and many housewives who make the serious mistake of stinting

the milk supply. Dirty methods of milking, and the repeated use cf

dirty water to wash hands and udders are of some influence in this con-

nexion, and the common sight in country iowns of cows drinking from
dirty gutters no doubt helps to turn folk against' milk. Even if milk

is absolutely sterile when drawTi from the udder, such foul w-atcr may
lead to its contamination after being drawn, owing to the soiling of the

cow's body, whence organisms may reach the bucket, and, therefore, no

milking cow should have access to gutters. The purity of the water used

for wasliing up in the dairy is also important, and certain faults in cream
and milk are due to organisms in the water that the utensils are rinsed

with, and obviously, disease may be sjiroad in the same way. As a

matter cf sentiment, from a business point of view, and in relation to

the health of the community, a good water supply for cattle and for

dairy use is an essential requirement.

FEEDING THE UNBORN PIG THROUGH LUCERNE.

The data contained in the following article, tlioua;h nccc.«-;arily

requiring correction for climatic differences between this country and

America, seems to us worthy of note, and it will be seen that the advocacy

of lucerne (or alfalfa) in pig rearing, to which attention has so

frequently been directed in these columns, is borne out by the results of

actual experiment under carefully devised conditions in the United

States :

—

A feeding experiment in the winter of 1910 at the low-a Station

showed that when the brood sow received daily 3.65 lbs. of shelled corn,

the new-born pigs averaged 1.74 lbs. ; when fed 2.75 lbs. of shelled corn

and 0.43 lbs. tankage, the new-born pigs weighed 2.23 lbs. each; and
when fed 3.74 lbs. of shelled com and 1.11 lbs. of alfalfa in a rack the

average weight of the new-born pigs was 2.29 lbs. It is gratifying to

know tliat the unborn pigs, fed corn and alfalfa through the dam, not

only gain good size, but they were also strong, and were produced at a

cost considerably less than those fed on corn alone. In an experiment
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conducted the winter of 1913-14, witli rations including corn, butter-

milk, alfalfa, and meat meal, the following results were achieved :

—

Effect of Rations Fed Gilts on Resulting Litters.
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AUTOMATIC FEEDER.

CO

CO

•5)

-J

By H. T: Archer, Sen: or

Daiiij Inspector.

Fi'c'(]ueiit inquiries are

madp regarding the con-

struction of a self-feeder

for use when the hand-feed-

ing of sheep or other ani-

mals is itecessary.

The plan illustrated on
this and the next i)age may
be modified to suit circum-
stances. The feeder may be

made strong so that it will

hold a weight of grain, but

may be lightened somewhat
and enlarged if only re-

quired for chaff. It will

be noticed that along the

bottom of each side there

is a slide to raise or lower.

This would be closed down
for grain to prevent it run-

ning too freely, and opened
for chaff. Being placed on
skids a horse can be hooked
on to the lugs and the ho])-

per pulled on to clean fresh

ground. By this means,
also, I he manure will be

more evenly distributed

over the land. The soft

wood should be painted to

protect it from the weather.

Painting would not be
necessary if hardwood were
used, but the weight would
be increased. The plan ex-

])lain5 itself, and to make it

according to design would
cost about £5.

^^
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FERTILIZERS IN THE ORCHARD.

In M jiaper dealing with fertilizers in the orchard, read before a

recent niccting of the Spencer Branch of the Agricultural Bureau of

New South Wales, Mr. TJeuben Daniel said that many farnier.s and
orchardists fought shy of manuring, contending that it cost too much.
For others it held a certain amount of mystery. With these contentions

he did not agree. Fertilizers should be regarded as a means of supply-

ing plant food, and if the increased returns were figured out it would be
realized that it was cheaper to manure than to leave the land hungry.
It was quite impossible to get full development of the soil's resources

without thorough cultivation. A deficiency of plant food could not be

made good by even the most perfect cultivation alone.

For practical purposes it might be said that the chief constituents

of plant food were three in number—nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and
potash. For this reason the principal manures were divided into three

classes— (1) nitrogenous manures, containing chiefly nitrogen; (2)
phosphatic manures, containing phosphoric acid; (3) those containing

potash.

Nitrogen was very important because it entered largely into the

composition of a fertile soil. Most plants derived nitrogen from the

soil, although a few—such as lucerne, peas, beans, clover, &c.—got a

large share from the atmosphere. It was a matter of determining the

elements of plant food which required replenishing in the soil. Some
manures, such as dried blood, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, and
superphosphate were quickly dissolved in damp soil, and thus entered

into action soon after application. For this reason they were best

ai>i)licd in the spring, while, on the other hand, boncdnst, guano, and
sulphate of potash took longer to dissolve; therefore it was advisable

to apply them in the autumn, and they were then ready to be absorbed

by the plants in spring, when the growth was faster.

Some orchardists used bonedust only, others blood and bone. This
was a grave error. Bonedust contained no potash, which was a very
important constituent of all fruits. Bonedust and blood and bone could
suj^ply nitrogen and phosphoric acid, but potash must be added if a
good crop was to be assured.

Mr. H. J. Woodbury expressed the opinion that orange and man-
darin trees growing in virgin soil required more potash than nitrogen,

while lemons required more nitrogen. Apples, pears, and ]ieaches re-

quired phosphoric acid and potash, and if the .soil happened to be
deficient in these properties, a heavy dressing would be needed. Cover
crops of pears, and, in fact, of any of the legume family of plants, if

ploughed in at the correct time, would supply the soil with nitrogen.

—Frvit World of Australasia—May, 1917.

'T*^«^>^?«l?^^
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Principal, Pomologist.

The Orchard.

As a preventive against codlin moth, apple and pear trees should be

sprayed with arsenate of lead' whenever there is danger from the

prevalence of the moth. One of the secrets of success in codlin moth
spraying is the destruction of as many as possible of the insects of the

first brood. Thus, if particular care is given to the early sprayings,

keeping the fruit covered with spray for a month or six weeks after

setting, this result is easily accomplished. Some growers prefer to

gather all fruit infected by the first brood, spraying only for the second

and later broods. Even if all the fruits attacked are gathered, which
very rarely happens, the grower suffers from the loss of fruit, which he

can ill aiford, unless his crop be a heavy one.

Another feature for consideration is the fact that the presence of

any arsenical spray on the foliage is responsible for the destruction of

the pear and cherry slug, root-borer beetle, and all forms of leaf-eating

insects.

Spraying the cherries for the slug will now be necessary. Arsenate
of lead may be used, provided the fniit is not far advanced. Hellebore,

and also tobacco water, are eifective against this pest.

CuLTIVATIOIf.

All orchard soils should be kept well worked during the summer
months. It is very essential that the trees should have an abundant
supply of moisture during the whole of the growing season. The rains

that have fallen during the past months have given the subsoil a splen-

did soaking, which will benefit the trees considerably, and although the

rain has very considerably interfered with the setting of the fruit crops,

it will be very beneficial in the promotion of a vigorous growth to the

trees. This will mean an increased supply of fruit buds for the next
season, consequently the frequent summer cultivation of the soil will

be a necessity if the health and vigour of the trees are to be maintained.
Excessive transpiration is often the cause of loss of young trees and

of new grafts. They are found to part with a large amount of moisture,
and are not able to obtain or retain sutficient for their nourishment;
they then very soon wither and die. The soil around these should always
be kept well stirred ; they may also be given a good straw or grass
mulching, and an occasional overhead sprinkling will greatly benefit

them.

The planting out of citrus trees may be continued, sheltering the
tender plants from winds with hessian or breaks of scrub.

The general aims in summer cultivation should be to maintain a
good loose earth mulch during the whole season, and to keep do^vn all

weeds and useless orchard growths.

Pruning.

Summer pruning may now be conuuenced, particularly on apple,

pear, and plum trees. The removal or reduction of surplus leader
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growtlis, the sliortoning of unduly long laterals, and the tliinnihg out

of crowded shoots, will all tend to strengthen other parts of the tree

and to increase the development of new fruit buds.

Vegetable Garden.

Tomatoes will require much attention at this time of the year. If

the plants have been well looked after, they should be making vigorous

growth. Tt will be to advantage to tie the plants to stakes, training

them to two or three main growths, and pinching out all laterals as they

come.

The plants should be well watered, and occasionally a handful of

bonedust and blood manure mixed should be forked in around the roots.

Where stable manure is used, it should be used as a mulch, forking it

in every three or four weeks, and making a fresh mulch.

All plants of the cucumber and melon family should now be con-

stantly supplied with ample water. Pinch out unnecessary lateral

growths, and also the terminals.

The following seeds may now be sown :—French beans, cabbage and
cauliflower for winter crops, parsnip, lettuce, and celery.

The side sheets of celery plants should be removed, afterwards earth-

ing up the plants. Asparagus beds should be to])-dressed, and allowed

to grow without any more cutting. The vegetable beds will need

freqTient forking and hoeing to keep the soil sweet, and to keep down all

weeds.

Flower Garden.

Plant out dahlias this month; tubers early, and plants grown from
cuttings for exhibition blooms later in the month. Water well at

planting, and keep well cultivated afterwards.

Rose bushes and beds may be given a good mulch with light stable

manure, straw, grass, or lawn clippings. The beds should be kept

rather dry, so as to allow the plants to rest before the autumn period of

growth.

-Sow seeds of cosmos, asters, zinnia, balsams, cockscomb, and other

late summer and autumn blooming annuals.

Cut down delphiniums that have yielded their first croj) of flowers,

so as to allow a succession of flowers to come.
Daffodil, hyacinth, tulip, ranunculus, anemone, and other bulbs and

tubers may be taken up and stored; while gladioli cornis may still be

planted.

The garden must be kept well watered and cultivated, so as to tide

the plants over the hot and dry season.

REIVIINDEHS FOR JANUARY.
LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—fitabled.—Over-stimulating and fattening foods should be rostricted.

Water sliould be allowed at frequent intervals. Rub down on coming into stables
in an overheated condition. Supply a ration of greenstuff, where possible, to all

horses. Brood mares should be well fed on succulent food if available; otherwise,
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oats and bran should be given. Foals may with advantage be given oats to the
extent of 1 lb. for each month of age daily. Provision should be made for shade
shelter for paddocked horses.

Cattle.—Provide succulent fodder and plentj' of clean water and shade.
Provide "lick" in trough, consisting of salt 20 lbs., bone meal 20 lbs., and
sulphate of iron i lb. Limewasli the cow bails, it helps to keep down flies.

Provide calves, if possible, with good grass run, or lucerne hay or oats in a
trough.

Pigs.—Supply short bedding in warm, well-veiitilated styes. Keep styes
clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be
turned into grass run. Sows suckling youni^ should be well fed to enable them
to produce plenty of milk. Give young pigs pollard and skim milk in separate
trough as soon as they will take it, and keep them fattening from the start to
get them off as early as possible. Give a tablespoonful of bone meal per 100
lbs. live weight in food daily. If pigs are lousy, dress with kerosene emulsion
or sulphur and lard, rubbing well into crevices of skin, and disinfect styes. Pig
breeding and feeding should be very profitable for a long time to come, and it

should be safe to launch out now. Plenty of water should be available for
them to wallow in in hot weather.

Sheep.—Ewes, after a season such as this, will come in season well to time.
Merino and fine comebacks, November and December; erossbreds, January and
February; pure British breeds, February and March. Be sure of ample rams
running with them. Breed from every good ewe possible. Keep in view wool
production as well as lamb and mutton. Meat and wool will be amongst the
foremo.-t com.m'odities in demand for several years. Two-tooth ewe's, if well

grown, can be bred from, but tliey should be well treated throughout. Use rams
with width and substance, and never inferior-fleeced ones. Rams work best at

night and early morning. With large paddocks it may be necessary to yard
occasionally in a season like this. Purgative drenches, worm pills, &c., should
be given to all lambs, weaners, or grown sheep showing unhealthy discharge, for

this is the chief attraction to the fly.

Poultry.—Separate the sexes; the cockerels should now be fattened and
marketed. Grade the young stock according to age and size, otherwise the younger
birds will not thrive.

" Avoid overcrowding. Do not force pullets too much with

animal food; build them up with a good variety of food, but 'avoid maize, and
give but little meat. In-crease the green food; thoroughly spray houses and
perches with an emulsion of kerosene and sonpsuds, or a solution of carbolic acid

1 in 60. Keep water vessels in shady spot, and renew water twice daily.

Moisten dust Ijath.

CULTIVATION.
F.4RM.—Get all crops harvested and stacked as soon as possible. Horse-hoe

maize, potatoes and other summer crops. See to insurance of stacks of grain

and hay.

Orchard.—Keep the soil well scaMed and weed free. Cultivate after

irrigation or rain. Do not allow the surface to become caked. Spray against

codlin moth, p^ar slug, vine caterpillar, and woolly aphis. Summer prune
strong growing slioots and laterals.

Vegetarle Garden.—Plant out all seedlings, when ready, from former sowings.
Stir -mid mulch the surface. Dig each plot as it becomes vacant. Sow seeds of

cauliflower, cabbage, peas, French beans. Kohl Rabbi. &c.

Flower Garden.—Keep the soil moist and cool by watering, hoeing, and
nuilching. Stake tender and lengthy plants. Water and shade young plants.
Sow pansy, Iceland poppy, cosmos, aster, &c.

Vineyard.—Summer bud or Yeiiia grafting may be practised in January,
though February is the usual month. (Sec ./otirnals, January and February,
1916.) This is the slackest month in un-irrigated vineyards—all ordinary work
should be completed before Christmas. It is only exceptional operations, such
as scarifying after rain, sulphuring in case of odium, or spraying for downy
mildew (see Jovrnal for November, 1917), that must bo carried out. In irrigated
vineyards the application of water, and the cultivation it necessitates, require
attention.

Cellar.—Fill up regularly and keep cellar as cool as possible. Towards end
of montli commence to make preparations for the coming vintage.
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CRAIG MITCHELL MAMMOTH WHITE MAIZE

SEED MAIZE
Two Excellent Varieties

C>RAIG MITCHELL MAMMOTH WHITE
. —the heaviest cropping maize, both in cobs

and green feed, yet introduced. It is a medium
early, and will yield 150 bushels of grain in ordinary

seasons. Every stalk throws suckers, every sucker

beeu's cobs. Craig Mitchell grows to a height of 13

feet, and is very heavily leafed. Average for green

feed, 50-55 tons per acre. Without doubt the finest

green fodder Maize in Australia. 8;- per bushel.

ALL GOLD (Red)—Like Gold Mine, this

Maize has a stout stalk and plenty of flag,

making it invaluable for both fodder and grain.

It has yielded fully 120 bushels to the acre.

8/- per bushel.

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston Street, Melbourne
Elstablished 1850 Tel. Central 729
Nurseries—Orrong Rd., Armadale, Adjoining Toorak RIy. Stalioo

L.R.W.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

Red Poll Dairy Herd
This Herd's Record under the Government Herd Test, including all dairy

breeds, is the third best in the State. It contains the first cow in order of

merit amongst all breeds for 1914-15, atid the third for 1915-16; also the

Winner of the Weekly Times Butter Test at the Melbourne Royal Show, 1916

See Individual Records of Cows on oppoiite page.

Proof of DUAL PURPOSE CHARACTER it giTen by the Pricei for CuUed Cows in

the F>t Stock Market reaching to £27 lOl. and £29 IDs.; by a cow yielding 1.000 gallons of

milk containing 448 lbs. butter in a year and selling at butcher's auction for £22 7s. 6d.(

and by cows in milk weighing upwards of 1,500 lbs. live weight.

The Bulls in Use include

LONGFORD MAJOR (Imported)
Dam's Record 14713 lbs. milk

G. Dam's „ 10548 „
6 years average 10548 lbs. milk

4 „ „ 9155 „

BELLIGERENT (Imported)
Dam's Record (1st milking) 7144 lbs. milk.

Dam's Dam s

Sire's Dam's
Sire's D. Dam's

G. Sire's D. Dam's

G.G. Sire's D. Dam's
G.G.G. Sire's D. Dam's

14533 lbs. milk

10370

9510

10215

12565

10088

4 years average 12671 lbs. milk

7 „ ., 9354
12

7

10

2

8033

9386

8853

9754

BULL. CALVES are sold at prices based approximately on the actual milk and buttsr

fat record ot the dam at the rate of Is. per lb. of butter fat yielded.

(NOTE.—All the bull calves of 1916 drop have been sold, and choices from cows to calve

this season have been booked ahead of calving. The demand for bull calves is so strong

that farmers contemplating purchase are advised to study the records of the herd published

in the February (1917) Journal of Agriculture and book their orders ahead, stipulating

choice of bull calves from, say, three of the recorded cows.)

Inspection of the Herd is invited.

Visitors will be met at the Station on notification to :

—

Mr. R. R. KERR, Dairy Supervisor i

or , State Research Farm, Werribee.

Mr. ED. STEER, Herdsman I

AppUcation for purchase to DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE.
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"^ MITCHELL
The LIGHTEST DRAFT HARVESTER

The "MITCHELL" Harvester has proved
itself to be lighter in draft than any
competing machine, as the following test shows.
This test was arranged by farmers, so that each
could judge of the merits of the various machines.

FARMER^S DRAFT TEST AT COROMBY, VICTORIA

1. "Mitchell" Harvester
2. Competitor's Harvester
3. Competitor's Harvester
4. Competitor's Harvester

Units H.P.

775
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

i:^ I
NOW AVAILABLE

To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of

all kinds, Dairy Farmers and Others

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding

Record Book
Comprising Table of Service and Due
Dates, Females with Record of Progeny,

Sires with Record of Service, General

Service Record, Pedigree Charts, Milk

Fat and Butter Records for Dairy Stock

This Book contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is

strongly bound in half leather. A limited number available.

Price, 10/6
Postage—Victoria 1 /6, other States and N . Zealand 2/8 extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and

Postage, to be forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA

Remilt5nces from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

NOIV AVAILABLE
BULLETIN 31

Bee-Keeping in Victoria
By F. R. BEUHNE.

= Government Apiculturist.^

Comprising 1 26 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage: Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand, 2.(d. ; British & Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

This Journal
offers exceptional

: : advantages : :

To Stock Owners,

Produce Agents

and Stock Sales-

men, Implement

Makers, Sellers

of Milking Ma-

chines and Dairy

Utensils, Orchard

Appliances and

Materials, and all

Fanners' Supplies

for Advertising

10,000 copies per month Guaranteed
Circulation throughout the Country
Districts of Victoria and amongst
Farmers of the Commonwealth, reach-

ing also country professional men,
tradesmen, schoolmasters, teachers,

and the like. Exceptionally satisfac-

tory results have followed the adver-
tising o£ Stud Stock in this Journal.

^hloffi^JtatTsJ:.. Mr. J. J. WRIGHT and Mrs. HEMMING
c/o Editor, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The journal i» issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and Ss. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 pans, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908). 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and VIM. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and
will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (1911), 11 parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,
July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, Ss. per volume. Postage: C, 3Jd. ; N.Z., U. 2d.;

B. & F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ;
paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C. , cloth 2^d., paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d.; B. & F. . cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £1 Is. Postage: C, 5d.: N.Z. lOd.;

B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.
Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet. 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly.'

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS. POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, IJd.; N.Z.,5d.; B. &F., lOd.

PLANTS* INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. lOs. Postage : C. 2d.;

N.Z.,8d.; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S,, Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II.. Ill

each. Postage : Parts I. and III.. C
II. and IV.. C. IJd.

4d.; B.&F.. 7d.

N.Z.. 4d.

Id.; N.Z.
B. &F..8d.

3d.

each.

IV., v.,
B. & F.. 6d. each.

Part v.. C, Id.;

2s. 6d.

Parts

N.Z..

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.

FACILITIES
are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the various kinds of

produce, so that direcfl shipments on their own account may be under-

taken. The Government ownership and condu(5l of Cool Stores places

producers in em independent position, and, in addition, preserves an

open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in perishable

produces.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
will receive, handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs,

Fruit, Meat, Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for

producers and exporters.

PRODUCE
to the value of over £27,000,000 has been treated at the Govern-

ment Cool Stores.

Government Cool Stores. Telephones.

1
Office: 10383 Central

VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Street)
J

£„g,_.,„.cwg« .• |0382

Doncaster - - 397 Canterbury •

Diamond Creek - - 151 Heidelberg

Tyabb - -

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 938O Central.

IJy Autliority: Albert J. MollETT, Cioveniment Printer. Mi'Uiuuriio.
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POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

Cockerels and Pullets
Bred from the following matings

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS-DISTINCT STRAINS
each

Wyuna Special Mating - - - - - £ 1 I

Cosh No. 1 Special 110
Subiaco No. 1 Special - - - - - I I

Cosh-Swift X Moritz 110
Cosh-Swift X Fulham Park - - - - - 1 1

A limited number of Cockerels from Trap-nested Hens

(250 upwards) x Moritz Cocks - - - 2 2

The Moritz Cocks are full brothers to the sire of pullet which laid 315 ens* at

Bendigo Single Pen Competition, 1916-17—World's Record.

Orders may now be booked from the Poultry Pens

at the Wyuna Farm for delivery from March, 1918

RHODE ISLAND RED COCKERELS
£1 : 1 : O £2 : 2 : O

Note.-W. N. 0"MuIIane"s Champion Burnley Pen (I9I4-19I5), which

estabjished the still unbeaten world's record of 1 ,699 eggs, was the progeny of a

hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £7S



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

EXCURSIONS
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion Fares to the

Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, and Caves,

from 1 5th November—-— till 30th April.

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round.

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommoda-
tion, at "The Government Chalet,"

are issued on Mondays by the

6.15 a.m. train, and on Fridays by

the 4 p.m. Express train, at £6

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor
from Bright may do so. weather permitting.

on payment at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets
all including AccotnmodatioD, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail. Coach Drives. &c.. 7 days. £3 31-

WARBURTON
Rail. Coach Drives, &c.. 7 days. £3 S/-

MOUNT BUFFALO
See other side.

Write to the Government Tourist
Bureau for full particulars.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily.

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central.

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.
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